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UUTR Chapter 1

1.

NUREG-1537, PART 1, Section 1.2, "Summary and conclusions on principal safety
considerations for the UUTR. The SAR did not provide this information. Please
provide a summary of the principle safety considerations as described in
NUREG-1537, Part 1, section 1.2.

SECTIONS 1.1 AND 1.2 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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UUTR Chapter 1

1. THE UUTR FACILITY

1.1 Introduction

This Safety Analysis Report (SAR) document is prepared as part of an application to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) from the University of Utah (U of U) for renewal of its
TRIGA Modified Mark I Nuclear Reactor, License R-126, Docket 50-407.

The entire TRIGA reactor facility is contained within the Utah Nuclear Engineering
Facilities (acronym - UNEF), and the TRIGA reactor is denoted herein as the University of Utah
TRIGA Reactor (acronym - UUTR.) The reactor facility is located on the main campus of the
University of Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah. The proposed license renewal will benefit all
interested parties served by the facility within the regional area. The UUTR reactor core
contains standard TRIGA fuel (enrichment <20%), is cooled by natural convection, and exhibits a
large negative temperature coefficient or reactivity that provides inherent safety characteristic
of all TRIGA reactors. The UUTR reactor is licensed, administered, and operated by the
University of Utah for education, research, and reactor services since 1975. This SAR documents
the University of Utah's intent to continue operation and maintenance of the UUTR reactor
under NRC regulation. The UUTR is licensed to operate at 1OOkW steady-state power; however
the UUTR never operated at the power above 90kW.

This document, supported by previous documents filed with the NRC including earlier
SAR's, Technical Specifications, Safety and Security Plans, and Environmental reports, provides
the description of the reactor system and its associated components' details, the general
features, characteristics, and basic operation of the reactor. These documents reflect the as-
built condition and the current administration and operation history of the facility. These
documents include experience with the operation and performance of the reactor systems,
radiation surveys, and personnel exposure histories related to operation of the UUTR at 1OOkW
(i.e. 90kW). These analyses utilize conservative assumptions to provide ample operating safety
margins. The descriptions and analyses contained in these reports is deemed to provide
sufficient information to assure that the health and safety of the public is protected with
continued operation of the reactor as proposed in this SAR.

1.2 Summary & Conclusions on Principal Safety
Considerations

The physical operating safety of the UUTR reactor is achieved with TRIGA reactor fuel
characteristics, the existing instrumentation, and the control and safety systems. The design
basis parameters for the UUTR are: (1) power level, (2) fuel loading desired to achieve desired
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power level, and (3) control rods designs (numbers and positions). The UUTR is an inherently
safe reactor because the fuel loaded into the core and the number and position of the control
rods in the core controls the power level.

1.2.1 Safety Considerations

TRIGA fuel
The inherent safety of the UUTR lies primarily in the large, prompt negative temperature

coefficient of reactivity characteristic of the TRIGA fuel (homogenized mixture of fuel and
moderator provides that large prompt negative feedback, because there is no delay between
fuel and moderator temperature variations); even if large sudden insertions of positive
reactivity would occur with the reactor power rising in a short period of time, the prompt
negative reactivity feedback produced by the increase in fuel temperature would cause the
power excursion to be terminated before the fuel approaches its safety limit temperature and
the fuel cladding is breeched. The UZrH fuel gives the reactor a prompt negative temperature
coefficient of reactivity versus a delayed coefficient for research reactors utilizing aluminum
clad plate-type fuel thus allowing TRIGA reactors to safely withstand events that would
completely destroy plate-fueled reactor cores. The prompt shutdown and safety characteristics
of TRIGA reactors fueled with TRIGA fuel have been demonstrated during transient tests
conducted at General Atomics, Inc. in La Jolla, California as well as TRIGA pulsing facilities. This
demonstrated safety has permitted the sitting of TRIGA fueled reactors in urban areas in
buildings (without the pressure-type containment usually required for power reactors). The
UUTR steady-state maximum power is therefore limited by the increase in fuel temperature.

TRIGA fuel cladding
Historically, analysis and testing of TRIGA fuel has demonstrated that fuel-cladding

integrity is not challenged as long as stress on the cladding remains within yield strength for the
cladding temperature:

* UZrH is chemically stable. It can be safely quenched at 1200°C in water, while
destructive and unsafe exothermic metal-water reactions take place with aluminum
of plate-type fuel at 650°C.

* High-temperature strength and ductility of the stainless steel or Alloy 800 fuel
cladding provides total clad integrity at temperatures as high as 950'C. The aluminum
cladding on plate-type fuel melts and fails at about 650'C.

" The UZrH fuel material has far superior retention of radioactive fission products
compared with aluminum-clad, plate-type fuel. These plate-type fuels will melt at
about 650°C, releasing nearly the entire volatile fission product inventory in the fuel.
At the same temperature, UZrH retains more than 99% of these fission products,
even if all the cladding were to be removed.

* Elevated TRIGA fuel temperatures evolve -hydrogen from the zirconium matrix, with
concomitant pressure buildup in the cladding and thus the strength of the clad as a
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function of temperature establishes the upper limit on power. Power less than
limiting values will ensure clad integrity and, therefore, contain the radioactive
materials that are produced by fission in the fuel assemblies of the UUTR core.

Heat removal
As a natural-convection cooled system, heat removal capacity is well defined as long as

the primary coolant is sub-cooled, restricting potential for film boiling. Limiting the potential for
film boiling assures that fuel and clad temperatures are not capable of challenging cladding-
integrity. The maximum heat generated within a fuel element and the bulk water temperature
determines the tendency for film boiling.

Experiments'
All the experiments in the reference core of the UUTR are limited to reactivity worth less

than $2.80. If the reactivity worth for an experiment is estimated to be more than $1, the
experimental samples must be placed in an irradiator before reactor start-up and should not be
removed until the shutdown of the reactor, thus assuring that the experiment failure cannot
result in severe transients.

1.2.2 Consequences of Normal Operations

Operating experience, which documented radiation exposures to personnel working in
the UUTR from both direct and airborne radiation during normal operation have been reviewed
and assessed. These analyses and measurements show that the exposure rates for the power of
100kW are well within NRC accepted exposure limits. Under normal operating conditions,
personnel are subjected to a maximum radiation field of less than I mR/hr. In actual practice,
radiation exposures are lower since typical operation times are much less than the conservative
assumptions indicate. All personnel entering the facility are closely monitored, exposures kept
to as low as reasonable achievable (ALARA), and in no case will exposures be allowed to exceed
10CFR Part20 regulations or guidelines. Chapter 11 shows that radiation dose rates directly
above the reactor pool during expected operations at levels up to 100kW are within required
levels for a radiation area as defined in 10CFR Part20. Installed monitoring systems provide
information necessary to identify appropriate access controls.

As indicated in Chapter 11 radiation sources are discharged from the UUTR facility in the.
following forms:

* Airborne radiation sources consist mainly of Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16. Limits on Argon-

41 are tabulated in Appendix B of 10CFR Part2O. A general limit on off-site doses from
gaseous effluents is listed in 10CFR20.1101. The nuclide Argon-41 is produced by
thermal neutron absorption by natural Argon-40 in the atmosphere and in the air
dissolved in the reactor cooling water. The activation product appears in the reactor
pool and is subsequently released to the atmosphere through the ventilation system.
Argon-41 has a 1.8-hour half-life. Nitrogen is the major contributor to radiation fields
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directly over the reactor pool during operation. Nitrogen-16 is produced by a fast
neutron interaction with oxygen (as a natural component of water in the core).
Nitrogen-16 has a 7.1-second half-life, and consequently does not remain at
concentrations capable of contributing significantly to off-site dose. Operating
experience, which documented radiation exposures to personnel working in the UUTR
from both direct and airborne radiation during normal operation have been reviewed
and assessed. Computational analyses and measurements for 100kW operating power
of the UUTR show that the exposure rates are well within NRC accepted exposure limits.
Under normal operating conditions, personnel will be subjected to a maximum radiation
field of less than 1 mR/hr. In actual practice, radiation exposures will be lower since
typical operation times are much less than the conservative assumptions indicated in
Chapter 11. All personnel entering the facility is and will be closely monitored,
exposures kept to as low as reasonable achievable (ALARA), and in no case will
exposures be allowed to exceed 10CFR Part2O regulations or guidelines.

" No liquid radioactive material is routinely produced by the normal operation of the
UUTR. Dissolved minerals and metals are removed in the resin beds, characterized and
transferred to Radiological Health Department (RHD) for disposal. Spent liquid samples
are also characterized and transferred to RHD for disposal.

" Solid radioactive sources associated with the UUTR operation include low enriched fuel,
start source, calibration sources used for instrumentation and samples. Solid radioactive
sources are secured and inventoried.

The UUTR reactor water shielding and supporting containment provide biological
shielding adequate to maintain personnel exposures ALARA and protect the reactor from
natural and human disasters. The reactor room air handling system maintains the reactor room
at a negative pressure with respect to surrounding areas to control and prevent the spread of
airborne radioactive materials. The air from the reactor room passes through HEPA filters prior
to being discharged to the atmosphere. In the event of a release of radioactive material within
the reactor room, the reactor room air handling system automatically closes the inlet dampers
effectively isolating the room by increasing the negative pressure and preventing the release of
activity to surrounding offices. Sufficient air is discharged through the HEPA filters and
Continuous Air Monitor (CAM) system to maintain negative air pressure in the reactor area.

1.2.3 Consequences of Potential Accidents

As described in Chapter 13 the following accidents are identified:
1. The maximum hypothetical accident (MHA);
2. Insertion of excess reactivity;
3. Loss of coolant accident (LOCA);
4. Loss of coolant flow;
5. Loss of pool water;
6. Mishandling or malfunction of fuel;
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7. Experiment malfunction;
8. Loss of normal electrical power;
9. External events; and
10. Mishandling or malfunction of equipment.

Analyses demonstrate that the consequences of these reactor accidents are acceptable
for 100kW, and that the doses to the public are well below limits established by 10CFR Part20.
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2.

NUREG-1537, PART 1, Section 1.3, "general Description of facility" requests a

description of the reactor's basic design features, operating characteristics,

safety systems, and instrumentation and control and electrical systems. SAR

Chapter 1.3 does not provide such information. Please provide basic UUTR'

design feature including the safety system, their design features, and operating

characteristics.

3.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 1.3, "General Description of the Facility" requests

a general description of any engineered safety features (ESFs). In SAR Chapter
1.3.4, the applicant describes a number of UUTR features, but does not

specifically identify any ESFs. The heating, ventilation and air conditioning

(HVAC) system is described in the SAR Chapter 6, "Engineered Safety Features."
Please provide a description of any ESFs at UUTR, including the classification
system used to determine ESFs.

SECTION 1.3 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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1.3 General : Description":of the Fa cility

1.3.1 Geographical Location.

Th e 1, 167 acre" campus i ssituated east of thetcity center on the foothills of the Wasatch
Mountaihn.s, Figure 1.3-1shows the campus in relatiobn to Salt Lake City and.other towns and.
communities situated in the.Great Salt Lake Valley.
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UUTR Chapter 1

1.3.2 Principal Characteristics of the Site

The reactor is located in the Utah Nuclear Engineering Facility (UNEF) on the ground
floor of the Merrill Engineering Building (MEB) on the north end of the University of Utah
campus, Fig.1.3-2. Figure 1.3-3 shows the UNEF map, i.e. the layout of the rooms in the

southwest
corner of the

A. MEB, which

includes the

UUTR
laboratories

and major
equipment.
The MEB is
situated on
high ground

'and rises
about 100 ft
above the
nearest

Figure 1.3-2 Location of the UM neighboring
structures.

The building is constructed with structural steel frames and reinforced concrete floors acting as
diaphragms in distributing loads to vertically resisting elements. The MEB conforms to seismic
zone 3 requirements of the Uniform Building Code. MEB was designed by Dean L. Gustavson
Associates, Architects, and constructed by Alder Child Construction Company. The building has
approximately 254,778 square feet of floor space assigned as follows: Classrooms - 24,859;
Offices - 25,547; Teaching laboratories - 59,399; Research laboratories - 97,847; workshops,
storerooms, corridors, etc. - 56,126. The areas immediately above the reactor room, on the
second floor, are faculty and departmental offices. Radiation surveillance of the areas
immediately above the UUTR has been performed by the Radiation Safety Officer at the
University of Utah since the initial licensing of the UUTR. These areas will continue to be
monitored. Residence by any person in this area can be controlled if necessary. The floor (or
ceiling) of the area directly above the reactor core has four inches of concrete and 3/16 inch of
steel (floor support.) The third floor above the reactor area is comprised of office and
laboratory space.

The reactor area comprises eight rooms including the reactor control room,
computational laboratory, radiation measurement laboratory, radiochemistry laboratory,
microscope room, reactor chemistry laboratories, radioactive storage, and reactor room (Fig.
1.3-3). Entry to the reactor room from inside the building is restricted to one door in the
control room. The reactor room has direct access to the outside loading area through a 12 ft
wide overhead door. This overhead door and the doors between reactor and control room form
the confinement enclosure. The reactor room and the laboratories will be treated as a single
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1.33 Prin cipal: DesignCriteria, Operating Characteristics,• Safety,

Systems

The UU TR P"fe-a,'tcr is a n o fje ripool watermnoderated reactor buiilt In 1975? The UUJTR
reactor tank is a double wall construction to resist eart hquaeal; the reactor core rests below,
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UUTR Chapter I

The UUTR fuel is a zirconium hydride matrix that exhibits a large negative temperature
coefficient so that in the event of a prompt excursion the reactor will inherently and passively
shut down the reactor without fuel damage. The UUTR core consists of seven rings, A through
G. The A ring has no fuel and is used as a central irradiator. The UUTR has three control rods, a
safety, shim, and regulation control rod. These three control rods control criticality; they are
aluminum cladding boron-carbide (B4C) rods. Shutdown margin and the excess reactivity are
assured using these three control rods. The UUTR safety systems include multiple scram
capabilities for elevated temperature or power, elevated radiation levels, loss of electrical

power, high voltage interruption and low water level. Control rod interlocks limit the reactivity
insertion rates. In addition to the scram systems, the ventilation system maintains a negative
pressure in the facility during the UUTR operation. This ventilation system also operates in an
emergency mode to mitigate a radionuclide release. Figure 1.3-4 shows the core cross section
indicating each fuel element, reflector, and irradiation positions.

1.3.4 Engineered Safety Features

The design of the UUTR TRIGA®, licensed in 1975, imposed no requirements for
engineered safety features. As discussed in Chapter 13, and from previous analysis, neither
forced-cooling flow nor shutdown emergency core cooling is required for operation at steady-
state thermal power of 100kW.

The engineered safety features are used in case of severe accidents for reactors with
relatively high power (research, test, and power reactors). However, low power reactors do not
generally have engineered safety features (similar to the UUTR are the TRIGA at Reed College or
the Oregon State University). The engineered safety features are usually divided into three
categories, the containment systems (primary containment, containment heat removal,
secondary containment). Additionally, they include the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS):
high pressure core flooder (HPCF), low pressure flooder (LPFL), automatic depressurization
system (ADS), [Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants, NUREG-0800, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1987].

The UUTR does not have any of these systems.

1.3.5 Instrumentation and Control (I&C) and Electrical Systems

The UUTR reactor console consists of digital electronics for signal processing and
display. The console is located in the reactor control room and supports all reactor operations
including control rod movement operations, temperature and area radiation monitoring, safety
settings, interlocks, and scram functions. The reactor instrumentation and control systems are
manufactured by General Atomics and widely used in most of the NRC licensed facilities. As
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previously noted, there are no engineered safety features at the UUTR and, therefore, no
associated instrumentation.

1.3.5.1 Reactor Control System

The reactor control system includes control rod drives, control rod positioning monitors,

and SCRAM function. The control rod can be lowered or raised using each control rod button.
No more than one control rod can be raised. In case of an emergency, an operator can use
manual SCRAM bar to shut down the reactor. All three control rods are moved by manual
mode only to regulate reactor power according to the linear and percent channel. The nuclear

instruments of the reactor protection system are integrated into the reactor control system
through the linear and percent power monitoring systems, fuel temperature monitoring
system, pool water height monitor, high voltage interruption and magnet key interruption. If
the reactor power exceeds maximum power or the fuel element temperature becomes higher
than 200'C, the reactor will scram automatically. Also, the reactor will scram automatically
when high voltage pass through the control system, pool water level is lower than 15 inches
from the top of the reactor tank. It will scram the reactor also if the reactor key is removed
during the reactor operation. The console display shows the information about the control rod
position, power level, fuel temperature, reactor period, and other system parameters. The
console also displays many other functions, such as monitoring reactor usage and water quality
display and sample "in" and "out" buttons for pneumatic irradiator. Most of these system
parameters can be monitored from the separate computer screen using Lab ViewTM. In addition
to the above instrumentation, two video cameras are located above the tank to provide full
surveillance of the core and components. The monitors for this camera are located on the
control console and North-South corner of the control room.

1.3.5.2 Radiation Safety Monitoring Systems

Radiation area monitoring systems are installed inside of the reactor room: one is near
the top of the reactor tank, second is located at the reactor room ceiling and the third one is
installed in the reactor radio-chemistry lab. All these three area radiation monitoring (ARM)
systems have "low alarm set" at 1 mr/h and "high alarm set" at 10 mr/h. Radiation levels can be
read from the reactor console. Continuous Air Monitor (CAM) measures radioactive particulates
such as iodine and noble gas. This CAM will trip ventilation isolation when under the high
radiation alarm.

1.3.5.3 Electrical Power

Primary power for the UUTR including MEB is provided through the Rocky Mountain

Power Co. Loss of the electrical power will cause the control rod to drop by gravity into the core
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in a less than 0.5 second placing the reactor in a subcritical condition. Because the UUTR

reactor core is cooled by natural convection, no emergency power is required for reactor

cooling system. In addition, electrical power to the console, emergency light, security system

and reactor safety and radiation monitoring equipment has a battery back system (UPS) to
insure safe operation in the event of loss of building electrical power.

1.3.5.4 Reactor Protection System

The UUTR has several reactor protection systems. The UUTR safety systems include
multiple scram capabilities for elevated temperature or power, elevated radiation levels, loss of
electrical power, high voltage interruption and low water level. There are two reactor power
scram systems, linear power and percent power. Linear power channel will scram the reactor
when the reactor power exceeds maximum designed level. The percent power channel will
scram at 100 % of the licensed power of 100kW. High voltage pass through the control system
or lower water level will scram the reactor also. If an operator removes the reactor key, the
reactor will scram itself automatically. Control rod interlocks exist to limit the reactivity
insertion rates. In addition to the scram systems, the ventilation system maintains a negative
pressure in the facility during operation. This ventilation system also operates in an emergency
mode to mitigate a radionuclide release.

1.3.6 Reactor Coolant and Other Auxiliary Systems

The reactor tank has a capacity of approximately 8,000 gallons of water with a' depth
measured from the surface to the top of the core of approximately 6.5 m (22 ft). The reactor
core is cooled by the natural convection flow of light water within the reactor pool. Water
purity is maintained by a dual bed demineralizing system including particulate filters and resin
beds. Makeup water is added to the reactor tank from the main building water supply as
necessary by passing the makeup water through the demineralizing system.

A shell and tube heat exchanger rated at seven-and-a-half ton capacity can be used to
cool the pool water. The heat exchanger receives warm water from the pool and returns cooled
water. Both the inlet and return lines to the pool have a small 1/4 inch hole approximately one
foot below the normal pool water level. These holes prevent siphoning of the pool water below
that level siphon inlet. The water pumped to the heat exchanger is circulated at the rate of
about 20 gallons per minute by a centrifugal pump. The reactor pool temperature can be

maintained at about 16°C (60°F), which is approximately the ambient ground temperature. For
any operation at power above 25 kW, the heat exchanger-cooler has insufficient capacity to

maintain the 16°C (60°F.) When operating at 90kW, the pool temperature rises approximately

3'C per hour (5 F per hour) based on the measurements. Administrative control limit of the
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maximum water temperature is 35"C (95 F). After the reactor is shutdown, the cooling system

can lower the pool water temperature approximately 0.5 C per hour based on measurements.

1.3.7 Radioactive Waste Management and Radiation Protection

The University of Utah has a radiological safety program on its campus. The University's
Radiation Safety Officer provides radiological services and monitoring for the entire University
including the University hospitals and School of Medicine, researchers employing radioactive
materials in their work, and the UUTR. The University's Broad Scope Radiation License issued by
the State of Utah (an NRC Agreement State) is administered by RHD. All radioactive wastes
generated within the UUTR facility are disposed of through RHD as specified in 1OCFR61, and
71, and following the provisions as outlined under NRC agreement state status. In addition,
RHD maintains oversight on all personnel dosimeters, area dosimeters including environmental

dosimeters, and radionuclide transport as required in 1OCFR20, and 49CFR171 to 178.

1.3.7.1 Gaseous Waste

The UUTR generates very small amount of Argon-41. For example -11 mCi/year was
generated in 2009 when the UUTR was operated at 90kW for 28.4 hours. The total of thermal
energy generated in 2009 was 927.072kW-hours. The amount of Nitrogen-16 can be ignored
because its half-life is very short and most of decay out in the reactor pool. To minimize release
of the gaseous waste, the reactor room is kept at negative pressure all the time.

1.3.7.2 Liquid Waste

The UUTR facility does not regularly create or release the liquid waste.

1.3.7.3 Solid Waste

The UUTR generates a small amount of solid waste such as gloves, samples from
experiments, resin bed parts, paper towels from fuel inspection, tools, and some lab-ware.
Most of these solid wastes are stored in the storage room that is located inside of UUTR facility

until they decay out. Solid waste shipments are coordinated with the University of Utah's RHD
and Radiation Safety Officer (RSO).
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until they decay out. Solid waste shipments are coordinated with the University.of Utah's RHO 
and Radiation Safety Officer (RSO). 
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1.3.8 Experimental Facilities and Capabilities

The UUTR has five different experimental or irradiation facilities: Fast Neutron
Irradiation facility (FNIF), thermal irradiator (TI), pneumatic irradiator (P1), central irradiator (CI),
and three vertical beam ports.

1.3.8.1 Central Irradiator

The UUTR central irradiator is located in the central fuel pin position of the UUTR core.
A special tube has been constructed to accommodate insertion of the samples and can be
placed in the central fuel pin position using a cable.

1.3.8.2 Pneumatic Irradiator

A pneumatic irradiator (PI) is available for rapid irradiations at the UUTR facility. The
rabbit is installed within a 1.5 inch O.D. aluminum tube and is driven by dry, compressed helium
gas. The pneumatic rabbit tube has a curved trajectory to prevent direct streaming of radiation
from the core to the surface of the pool. PI is located at D4 position (Fig. 1.3-5).

1.3.8.3 Dry Tube

A dry tube thermal irradiator is available for use in a trapezoidal shaped D20 tank
attached to the side of the reactor core. The D20 tank is made of aluminum. The samples are
placed into polyethylene vials attached to fishing line and dropped into the irradiator through a
curved PVC tube that extends to the top of the reactor pool.

1.3.8.4 Fast Neutron Irradiation Facility (FNIF)

The FNIF was specifically designed to provide a neutron irradiation environment with a
quasi-fission energy spectrum and low photon component for neutron hardness assurance
testing of electronic components. FNIF consists of aluminum can and lead inside to provide
pure neutron irradiation environment. FNIF is attached to the west side of the reactor core.

1.3.8.5 Beam Ports

The reactor system permits the insertion of up to three diagonally directed beam tubes
that extend from the reactor core to the reactor floor. There are no plans to open the diagonal
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UUTR Chapter 1

4.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 1.4, "Shared Facilities and Equipment" requests

the applicant to provide a description of any shared facility systems or

equipment and whether the loss of any shared facility systems or equipment
would lead to a loss of function that could lead to the uncontrolled release of
radioactive material. SAR Chapter 1.4 does not discuss the consequences of the
loss of shared facility systems or equipment. Please provide information

identifying shared facility systems and equipment and discuss the reasons why

any loss of function will not degrade UUTR safety features.

SECTION 1.4 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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1.4 Shared Facilities and Equipment

The UUTR is housed by the Utah Nuclear Engineering Facility (UNEF) lead by the Utah

Nuclear Engineering program (UNEP). UNEF and therefore the UUTR are integral part of the
Merrill Engineering Building (MEB), as shown in Fig. 1.3-2, and thus share walls, water supplies,
sewage, heating, cooling, and the main electrical supply. The ventilation system, electrical
distribution, water distribution, and heating are all separate.

The water purification for the UUTR, is operated and maintained by the UUTR staff.
University of Utah maintenance staff maintains the dedicated ventilation system for the facility.
In the event of a loss of power, a battery backup system can provide emergency power to the
reactor system for at least 24 hours.
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5.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 1.5, "Comparison With Similar Facilities" requests
applicants to describe pertinent similarities to other reactors in their design,

including principal design parameters, reactor safety systems, engineered safety
systems and instrumentation and control systems. A comparison was not found
in the SAR. Please provide a comparison of UUTR to other reactor facilities so as

to characterize the degree to which generic information or operational
experience from other sites is applicable.

SECTION 1.5 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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1.5 Comparison with Similar Facilities

As of 2005, there were 19 operating TRIGA reactors in the US (Fig. 1.5-1), and 25 in the
world excluding the US (Fig. 1.5-2).

Figwrel.3-1 TRIGA Facilites in the US \Xj
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100~kW U UTR-SAR: Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

UUTR fuel is standard TRIGA fuel with 8.5% of uranium, by weight, enriched up to 20%
in the uranium-235 isotope. TRIGA fuel is characterized by inherent safety and as described in
Section 1.2.1, the homogenized mixture of fuel and moderator provides that large prompt
negative feedback because there is no delay between fuel and moderator temperature
variations); even if large sudden insertions of positive reactivity would occur with the reactor
power rising in a short period of time, the prompt negative reactivity feedback produced by the
increase in fuel temperature would cause the power excursion to be terminated before the fuel
approaches its safety limit temperature and the fuel cladding is breeched. It is also
characterized by high-fission product retention, and with demonstrated ability to withstand
water quenching with no adverse reaction from temperatures to 11500 C. The inherent safety
of TRIGA reactors has been demonstrated by extensive experience acquired from similar TRIGA
systems throughout the world and in the US.

Table 1.5-1 UUTR Design Parameters

PARAMETER VALUE
Maximum steady-state thermal 100 kW
power
Maximum excess reactivity $2.80
Number of control rods 3
Number of regulating rods 1
Number of shim rods 1
Minimum shutdown margin $0.50
Integral fuel-moderator material D20, Graphite
Reactor cooling Natural convection (water)
Number of fuel elements 78
Uranium enrichment <20%
Uranium content 8.5%
Shape Hexagonal
Core length/width 2ft high, 2ft diagonal
Fuel assembly number and types 23-Al (8.91% burn-up)

36-SS (0.61% burn-up)
17-SS (8.77% burn-up)

2-SS Instrumental (8.77% burn-up)
Fuel assembly height/pitch
Fuel cladding outer/inner diameter Al cladding-1.47"/1.41"

SS cladding-1.45"/1,41"
External moderator H20
Pool depth/diameter 24 ft/8 ft

The reference UUTR core consists of 78 fuel elements (23 with the aluminum cladding,
53 with the SS-304 cladding and two with the SS-cladding instrumental fuel elements). Each fuel
element has almost the same geometry and the size, except for the upper and lowerend
fixtures. The fuel element is a solid, homogeneous mixture of uranium-zirconium hydride alloy.
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The hydrogen and zirconium ratio is 1.0 for aluminum cladding fuel elements and 1.60 for
stainless steel cladding fuel elements. The UUTR 100 kW core consists of 78 elements with 12
heavy water and 12 graphite reflectors. The UUTR has hexagonal pitch (1.71 inch pitch) and

contains approximately twice as many triflute coolant channels as there are elements. The
design parameters for the UUTR TRIGA are listed in Table 1.5-1.
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6.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 1.8, "Facility Modifications and History" requests
an overview of facility changes not requiring NRC approval under Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50.59, and a complete facility history.
The SAR did not provide a list of facility changes or history.

6.1.
Please provide a list of significant changes to the facility since it was originally licensed as
described in the original SAR. Indicate which changes were reviewed against 10 CFR 50.59.

6.2.
Please provide a brief history of the facility including dates of significant events, such as the
issuance of the construction permit and operating license and initial criticality.

6.3.
Please provide a list of fuel shipments into and out of the UUTR facility, as well as the delivery
of components received from other reactor sites.

SECTION 1.8 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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1.8 Facility Modifications and History

Criticality of the UUTR was first achieved in 1975. The UUTR has original in-core
detection systems such as one compensated ionization chamber, two uncompensated
ionization chambers, and one fission chamber. Various upgrades have been made since 1975
with the major ones summarized in Table 1.8-1.

Table 1.8-1 Major UUTR facility modifications

Year Activity

1975 Construction completed, fuel loaded, initial criticality

1987 Decommissioned 5W AGN 201 reactor, located close by UUTR

1989 Added Fast Neutron Irradiation Facility (FNIF)

1991 Upgraded reactor control console

1997 Replaced Continuous Air Monitoring recoding system

1997 Add radio-chemistry lab and class 100 clean room

2001 Upgraded facility security system

2001 Remodeled facility office area

2005 Replaced hoist system in the reactor room (2 metric ton capacity)

2006 Upgraded facility security system

2007 Added pneumatic irradiator on D-4 position (Use compressed He gas)

2008 Replaced fume hood in the radio-chemistry laboratory and ventilation
duct and pipe
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7.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 2.1 "Geography and Demography" requests

information regarding reactor location by longitude and latitude, and

population distribution using the 1, 2,4, 6, and 8 mile demarcations. SAR

Chapter 2.2 did not contain this information. Please provide information
regarding reactor location and population distributions. Also, the SAR did not

identify the closest temporary housing to the research reactor. Please provide

the distance from Merrill Engineering Building to temporary housing in meters

SECTION 2.1 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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2.1 Geography and Demography

2.1.1 Site Location and Description

The University of Utah's TRIGA reactor (UUTR) is located in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Salt Lake City is located approximately 115 miles (185 km) east of Nevada and 84 miles (135.2
km) south of Idaho. Figure 2.1-1 shows the location of UUTR in respect to the State of Utah,
and Fig. 2.1-2 shows the location of UUTR in respect to Salt Lake City.

2.1.1.1 Specification and Location

The UUTR is located in the Merrill Engineering Building (MEB) on the north end of the
University of Utah Campus in Salt Lake City, Utah The 1,167
acre campus is situated 2.4 miles (3.9 km) east of the Salt Lake City center on the foothills (1450
ft. elevation) of the Wasatch Mountains. The University of Utah campus is shown in Figure 2.1-
3 indicating a location of Merrill Engineering Building housing the UUTR.

2.1.1.2 Boundary and Zone Area Maps

Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 illustrate the location of the UUTR with respect to the State of
Utah and Salt Lake City indicating the zone areas maps. Figures 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 show the
location of the UUTR within the University of Utah campus.

2.1.1.3 Population Distribution

Salt Lake City is the largest city in the State of Utah with population of 181,743 (2000
census). Salt Lake County, which has an area of about 737.4 square miles (1909 kmn2), has a
population of about 898,387. The area surrounding the MEB that houses the UUTR is lightly
populated with some residences located at about 150 yards (137 meters) west and 360
yards(330 m) north of the building. To the east there are the Primary Children's Medical
Center, University Hospital, and Huntsman Cancer Hospital at the distances of around 740,
1000, and 1200 yards (677, 914, and 1097 m) respectively. Student residence halls are located
approximately 1000 yards (914 m) to the south-east. South of the MEB, the campus extends for
about one mile with former federal government land now owned by the University extending
another half mile south. The nearest residences to the south are approximately 1.5 miles (2.4
km) from the building. According to the University of Utah the Radiological Health Department,
the daytime campus population of faculty, students, and staff is estimated to be 25,000 to
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2.1 Geography and Demography 

2.1.1 Site location and Description 

The University of Utah's TRIGA reactor (UUTR) is located in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Salt Lake City is located approximately 115 miles (185 km) east of Nevada and 84 miles (135.2 
km) south of Idaho. Figure 2.1-1 shows the location of UUTR in respect to the State of Utah, 
and Fig. 2.1-2 shows the location of UUTR in respect to Salt Lake City. 

2.1.1.1 Specification and Location 
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University of Utah Campus in Salt Lake City, Utah The 1,167 
acre campus is situated 2.4 miles (3.9 km) east of the Salt Lake City center on the foothills (1450 
ft. elevation) of the Wasatch Mountains. The University of Utah campus is shown in Figure 2.1-
3 indicating a location of Merrill Engineering Building housing the UUTR. 

2.1.1.2 Boundary and Zone Area Maps 

Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 illustrate the location ofthe UUTR with respect to the State of 
Utah and Salt Lake City indicating the zone areas maps. Figures 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 show the 
location of the UUTR within the University of Utah campus. 

2.1.1.3 Population Distribution 

Salt Lake City is the largest city in the State of Utah with population of 181,743 (2000 
census). Salt Lake County, which has an area of about 737.4 square miles (1909" km 2
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1000, and 1200 yards (677, 914, and 1097 m) respectively. Student residence halls are located 
approximately 1000 yards (914 m) to the south-east. South of the MEB, the car:npus extends for 
about one mile with former federal government land now owned by the University extending 
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km) from the building. According to the University of Utah the Radiological Health Department, 
the daytime campus population of faculty, students, and staff is estimated to be 25,000 to 
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:30,000 people. The nighttimePpopulation is estimated.to be 5,000 people. According to .the
University of'Utah Office of Residentia6 Living, the number of studentsý, living on ca ampus in
residence halls is 1,2SO.he MEB has a total-davtime~occupanc of approximately 500, while
th6e ,nighttim"e occ upancy is'approximately 30 people. Table 2: .1I sum marizes the, population

.data: and Fig.2.1..
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Figurei 2.1-1j UUTR Location within Utah
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Figuree 2.4.2 UUTRLocationt elatiVe to Salt Lnake CityUtah
fimile, 2. mileýs, 4msles, Giles and 8mil~es dis~tance~s are in~di~cated]:
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Figure 2.1-3 University of Ut.ah Cam us
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Figure 2.1-4 University of Utah Campus and Facilities

Figure 2.1-5 Population Density
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" . Figure 2.14~ni~~rsity(JfutohCampus:aniJ" Facilities 

" Figure 2.1-5 Population Density' 
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Table 2.1-1 Population Data

2010

Community
Direction from U Distance

of U Campus I yards (m) Population

Salt Lake CitySatLk iySW NA 1,130,293

Metropolitan Area _ _ NA_,13,29

Salt Lake City W 2.4 miles (3.9 kin) 181,742

University of Utah S NA 30,000

Student Residence

Halls SE 1009(923) 1250

Merrill Engineering NA NA 500
Building

University of Utah E 740(677) 425 Beds

Hospital

Primary Children's E 1000 (14) 252 Beds
Hospital

Huntsman Cancer

Hospital E 1200(1097) 50 Beds

Tooele W 38 miles (61 kin) 22,502
Provo-Orem S 50 miles (80 km) 376,774

Metropolitan Area
Ogden-ClearfieldMgetroplitanrea N 40 miles (64 kin) 442,646

Metropolitan Area_______

Park City SE 28 miles (45 km) 7,371

Heber SE 40 (64km) 7,297

Midway SE 40.5 167 kin) 2.121
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Table 2.1-1 Population Data 

I~-------------- ------- ------------~ 

Community 
Direction from U Distance 
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ofUC3mpus yards (m) 
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Student Residence 
1009 (923) 

Halls 
SE 1250 

Merrj[{ Engineenng 
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University of Utah 
E 740(671) 425 Beds 
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E 1000 (14) 252 Beds 
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Huntsman Cancer 
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E 1200 (1091) 50 Beds 
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Provo-Orem 

Metropolitan Area 
S 50 miles (80 km) 376,714 
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8.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 2.2, "Nearby Industrial, Transportation and
Military Facilities" requests information regarding descriptions of nearby
industrial, transportation, and military facilities. The SAR did not provide a

detailed description of roads, railroads, and the potential for hazards to the

facility. Please provide information regarding roads, railroads, and the potential

for hazards to the facility, and a site map showing distance scales.

SECTION 2.2 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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2.2 Nearby Industrial, Transportation, & Military Facilities

2.2.1 Locations and Routes

The UUTR is located on the northern side of the University of Utah campus. North,
Northwest, and Northeast: located 440 yards (400 meters) from the facility are private
residences; these houses are situated on quarter acre lots and extend north approximately one
mile (1.6 km) before terminating in the mountains. Northwest: industrial freight train yard
located 3.4 miles (5.5 km). West and Southwest: located 150 yards (137 m) from the facility are
private residences; these houses are situated on quarter acre lots and extend north, west, and,
south approximately two miles (3.2 kmi) before merging with the built up area of downtown
Salt Lake City; beyond downtown lies the Salt Lake International Airport with an Air National
Guard Transport Wing approximately 6 miles (9.7 km) west. East and Southeast: a TRAX light

rail station lies 715 yards (654 m) east the Merrill Engineering Building. The University of Utah
Medical Complex is east; this Complex has three hospitals and numerous medical facilities; the
medical complex is located more than 740 yards (675 m) distance from UUTR, and this complex
terminates to the east in the mountains; the medical complex extends south and merges into
university dormitories (1000 yards or 923 m) and the U. S. Army reserve post, Fort Douglas
(1500 yards or 1.4 km); beyond Fort Douglas lies University of Utah Research Park which is a
complex of research laboratories and one hospital (1.25 miles or 2 km)., Fig. 2.2-1.

There is a gas pipeline located 1.3 miles (2.1 m) southeast of the facility. South: the
University campus extends south for approximately 1090 yards (997 m) with dormitories on the
far south and south southeast (870 yards or 800 m); beyond the campus to the south is a
hospital and then residential housing. Only one road is located adjacent to the facility, North

Campus Drive as shown in Fig. 2.2-2. This road moves traffic in an east west direction. It turns
north where it passes closest to the facility (55 yards or 50 m), and then continues east west.
North Campus Drive is a four-lane road (two lanes each direction) with a 35 mph (56 km/h)
speed limit. Typical traffic consists of hospital and university employees, and students
commuting to and from the campus roads.
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FigurOeZ2.2I Potent.iadl. hazardlcatio :cIos b ito:.UTR:
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Figure 2.2-2 Location of UUTR hbused in the Merrill Engineering Building

2.2.2 Air Traffic

TheSalt Lake City International Airport (SLC) islocated approximately 7. mitesý (11 kin)
west of the Univeirsity ofUtah. SLC aircraft operations are estimatedto be 389,321 (takeoffs
and landings) in: 2008. The.Salt Lake International airport does not! have standard fiight paths
over the reactor site or in the vicinityJ f the university because dueto the north/s6uth runway
trajectory! and westward'diSta nc-e. Both the University of Utah- Hospital; and the.Primary.
Childrens Medical Cen'ter located:1km east of the;UUTR have their heliports. The airports are.
situated such that privatieflight routes over the UUTR are extremely rare, addthe hospitals.

heliports are small and are. used only for shock-trauma patients. This limits the:accidents to
affectathe safe!operation oftheUUTR. In addition, the:UuTRs submerged design.greatly "
reduces the risk of any credible external.accident..
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9.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 2.3, "Meteorology" requests information
regarding historical weather phenomena and meteorological conditions. The
SAR did not provide historical weather phenomena and meteorological
conditions, including site meteorology in terms of air flow, temperature,
atmospheric water vapor, precipitation, fog, atmospheric stability, and air
quality. Please provide information pertaining to historical weather phenomena
and meteorological conditions as noted.

SECTION 2.3 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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2.3 Meteorology

The UUTR is located in the Salt Lake Valley, which is located between the Wasatch
Mountains and the Oquirrh Mountain Range. The climate is considered moderately mild,
characterized by relatively cold, wet winters and warm, dry summers, and receives little
precipitation. Under the Koppen climate classification, Salt Lake City has a semi-arid,
continental climate [K6ppen climate classification BSk]. The city has four distinct seasons, with a
cold, snowy winter, a hot, dry summer, and comfortable, relatively wet transition periods. The
Pacific Ocean is the primary influence on the weather, contributing storms from about October
to May, with spring being the wettest season. Snow falls frequently during the winter,
contributed largely by the lake-effect from the Great Salt Lake. The only source of precipitation
in the summer is monsoon moisture moving north from the Gulf of California. Summers are
hot, frequently reaching above 1007F (38°C), while winters are cold and snowy. However,
winters are warmer than one would expect at this elevation and latitude, due to the Rocky
Mountains to the east and north that usually block powerful polar highs from affecting the
state during the winter. Temperatures rarely fall below 0OF (-18°C), but frequently stay below
freezing. Temperature inversions during winter can lead to thick overnight fog and daytime
haze in the valley as cool air, moisture, and pollutants are trapped in the valley by surrounding
mountains. [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate-ofSaltLake_City]

2.3.1 General and Local Climate

2.3.1.1 Humidity

The Salt Lake Valley is a semi arid climate where summer humidity seldom exceeds 20%.
The relative humidity by month in Salt Lake City is shown in Table 2.3-1 (values are given for
morning and afternoon) and in Fig. 2.3-1.

2.3.1.2 Wind Stability

Wind data taken from downtown Salt Lake Triad Center which is located ~5.6miles from
the UUTR are summarized in Table 2.3-2. Figures 2.3.-2 and 2.3.-3 are showing the wind roses
for ozone season and violation days, respectively [http://home.pes.com/windroses/] averaged
over the period from 1980 to 19981. The average wind speed and wind direction for the period
2005 to 2010 are shown in Fig. 2.3-4 and Fig. 2.3-5 respectively.

'These wind roses were prepared by Pacific Environmental Services, Inc. (PES) using the program WRPLOT that

was developed by PES for the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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Table 2.3-1 Relative Humidity in Salt Lake City
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Table 2.3-2 Wind Average Speed and Prevailing directions in Salt Lake.City (Station5.6 miies Away

from the UUTR; 1930-2003)P[Left:
http://www;.wrh~noaa.gov/slc/climate/sltclimate/SLC/table57a:php]J "

94

-- -.4 - ------

,- --- ------
,,Au •,p -•:. .:9'" •:• . . 7. ..... :.. .... . ..

Figure 2.3-?2Wind Rose for Ozone Season in Sult Lake City
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TalJle 2~3~2W;ndAverageSpeed and Prevailing direCtions in SaltL~keCitYiStation .5.6 'miles ~way 
. .. . . .... ... .•. from the UUTR;1930'-2003j /Lejt: ..... . . 
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Figure .23-3,Wind Rose for Violation Days in Salt Lake City ...
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Figure 2.3-4Average Monthly Wind Speed (mph) in Salt Lake City Area"(2005 -2010)
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Average M6ithlyWindDirection (bearing)
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igure :2.3-25:At.erage Monthly Wind Direction (mph in Sal1t Lake City Area,, (2005 -2010)'

2.3.1.3 Tempieratures

The average.:miimum dai teperature is:2' 0:Fin JqntA:and the, av&rage:h.-..imu...
dail'ylte.mperaturei is 91*F in :July.tTh~e extreme ~tempoeratur'e~s range:.'fromT -301.F to 107*F (Table.
2.13, andfig...3-6).

Table 2.:3t3 HistoricalAverage and Extreme Monthly Temperatures inf Salt. LakeCity (Station:.
Initernational Airport

fhttp://en. wi kipedia.og/wýi ki/lI imate 6f SatLakeCrit

anFeb arAprMay Jun M e O

ExtremneDail- Nraximu?" 63 e2 -78 -Z 90 7 0 ~ 75

AverageDailyMaximum 2 7 43. 5,. , 7, 82, 91 ES78, 4 419 H

Average DailIimu 3F 1  2 -

Extremea-i y M.inimum F-2 3, "22 3J 27" 2& 3 "-....
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Figure 2.3-6Av~e:age Monthly Temperatures in Salt .Lake City
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2.31.4 Precipitation
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2.3.1.5 Severe Weather.Phenomena,

Tornadoes in Utah are quite infrequent due to the relatively calm, climate; Utah gets. "2
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tornadoes a year. Between the years 1943 and 2002 there have been only 7 tornadoes which
have measured as an F2 on the Fujita scale. Tornadoes of this magnitude have wind speeds
between 113 and 157 mph and have the ability to tear roofs off some buildings, damage trees
and mobile homes, and light objects are blown out. In the time period from 1950 to 2009, only
127 tornadoes were reported in the entire state of Utah (Table 2.3-5), most of them being of
size FO, or a gale wind tornado, with wind speeds reaching up to 94 mph. Only one of these 127
tornadoes occurred within a 5-mile radius of the UUTR (Table 2.3-6). Because of the low
frequency and low severity, tornadoes do not represent a significant hazard to the UUTR.

2.3.1.6 Snowstorms and Ice storms

Utah can have some lengthy snow seasons, starting as early as September and going as
late as May. The greatest amount of snowfall recorded in a give 24 hour period was on Oct 17-
18, 1984 a total of 18.4 inches was recorded. And the greatest depth of snow on the ground
recorded was 25 inches on Jan 12, 1993. On average Salt Lake City receives an annual snowfall

of 62.7 inches (Table 2.3-7).
The most accumulated snow in a given time was 23.3 inches of snow from Jan 6-10 1993

(Table 2.3-8). Due to the rather dry conditions in the Utah, Salt Lake City area, there are not
very many ice storms, most of the cold storms that the Salt Lake area receives are snowstorms.
From 1950-present there is only one recorded day of having an ice storm, it occurred on
January 26, 2005 and there was no property or crop damage nor any injuries or fatalities due to
this storm.
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10.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 3.2, "Meteorological Damage" requests a

description of the potential for meteorological damage due to wind, snow,-and

ice loads and the facility's design features intended to cope with these

conditions. The SAR did not provide this information. Please provide a

description of the UUTR design features that provide protection from wind,

snow, and ice loads including the use of any applicable of building codes and

standards.

SECTION 3.2 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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3.2 Meteorological Damage

The UUTR is protected from damage by high winds or tornadoes by virtue of the thick

reinforced concrete structure surrounding the reactor tank. The UUTR is located below ground
level and is within a double-wall tank, within the Merrill Engineering Building. The
superstructure of the UUTR has been designed for area wind, rain, snow, and ice loads. The
appropriate building codes were used. The UUTR has endured approximately 25 years of local
weather conditions with no meteorological damage. Hurricanes, tsunamis, and seiches do not

occur in the Salt Lake area.
Only a small number of tornadoes, approximately two a year, have been reported in

Utah (as described in Section 2.3). Based on the small probability of occurrences, postulated
low intensity, intermittent reactor operation and low fission-product inventory, no criteria for
tornadoes have been established for the UUTR structure.
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11l.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 3.3, "Water Damage" requests a description of the
potential for flooding and to demonstrate that such flooding will not prevent
the proper functioning of safety systems. SAR Chapter 3.3 states, "even if
flooding occurred, reactor safety would not be an issue since the core is located
in a water pool." However, this does not address the potential for flooding to
impact any of the facility's systems as described in NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section
3.3. Please provide a description of the potential for flooding and any measures
necessary to ensure the proper functioning of facility systems.

SECTION 3.3 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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3.3 Water Damage

Ground Water: Ground water was not encountered in any of the borings made at the
building site that houses the UUTR.

Precipitation: The precipitation in Salt Lake City area including rain and snow is discussed
in 2.3.1, General and Local Climate, indicating no excess in precipitation occurred.

Floods: The Merrill Engineering Building which houses the UUTR is located on the
campus on high ground sloping westward with an average slope of about 10%. Drainage
characteristics around the building reactor site are favorable, and no threat of flooding or water
damage exists. There is no potential for flooding. However, even if flooding occurred, reactor
safety would not be an issue since the core is located in-a water pool. The only equipment that
can potentially be affected is pool water circulation pump. This pump can be replaced very
easily and even in the worst case, the reactor pool water cannot be released from the pool and
there is no possibility to contaminate the flooding water or ground water system. There are no
pipes in the UUTR facility capable of flooding the reactor room to the first floor level. If,
however, reactor area is flooded, the reactor will be shutdown safely.

There is no river small or large near the reactor facility. Furthermore, the lowest
elevation in the UUTR, the reactor room floor, contains a sump. There was no flooding history
in the University of Utah area since the existence of the University.
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12.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 3.5, "Systems and Components" requests the

design bases for the systems and components required for safe operation or

shutdown. The SAR Chapter 3.5 lists several systems, but does not describe their
safety classification or design bases. Please provide the design basis for any
systems required for safe operation or shutdown. Include electromechanical

systems and components required for the safe operation of the UUTR, including

responses to transients and potential accidents analyzed in the SAR, and
technical considerations such as dynamic and static loads, number of duty

cycles, vibration, wear, friction, strength of materials, and the effects of the

operating environment including radiation and temperature.

SECTION 3.5 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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3.5 Systems and Components

The systems and components used for safe operation and shutdown of reactor and their

design basis are as follows:

o UUTR safety operation follows the defense-in-depth mechanism to protect the reactor

personnel and the environment from radiation releases. The first barrier to stop the

radiation and most importantly confine the fission products is the fuel cladding. The

cladding acts as the first barrier for release of fission products. The next barrier

preventing the release of radiation is the tank of water, which protects the

environment and the personnel. Reactor tank, and the sand in between the tank and
the concrete base, both serve as a shielding barrier to the environment.

o The operation of the reactor is regulated with control rods. As in any other TRIGA type

reactors, the control rods are held in place on a bridge over the reactor tank. The

shim and safety rods have the electrical-driven rack-and-pinion drives consisting of a

two-phase reversible motor, a magnet rod-coupler, a rack-and-pinion gear system,

and electromagnet and armature, a dashpot assembly, control rod extension shaft,

and a potentiometer to identify the location of the rod. These are original TRIGA

reactor control rod designs by General Atomics. During a SCRAM signal, the drop is

done by gravity, which means the control rod, the rod extension, and magnet

armature are detached from the electromagnet. The regulation rod is very similar to

the safety and shim rods; however, the difference is in the reversible motor. A

stepping motor and reduction gear are used instead of the reversible motor.

o Although there are no required engineered safety features for this reactor due to low

operating power and good fission product retention in the fuel, a controlled
ventilation system maintains a negative air pressure in the reactor area to reduce the

consequences of airborne radiological release. A ventilation system is activated in a
rare case of fission product release to protect the personnel and environment from

release of such radiation. The automatic shutdown of ventilation system confines the

air in the reactor room to avoid spread of fission products and other radiation below

the boundaries of the UUTR facility.

" The UUTR has several SCRAM functions: linear power, percent power, high voltage

interrupted, pool water level, high radiation alarm, magnet key and manual SCRAM.

The linear and percent power will SCRAM the reactor when the reactor power is equal

to or higher than 100kW, and 110% of the licensed power, respectively. If the high
voltage supply is lost, or radiation level in the reactor room is higher than 10 mrem/hr,

the reactor will be scrammed.

" The UUTR has two different types of fuel element cladding, the aluminum and the

stainless steel cladding. The B and C-rings contain only stainless steel fuel elements; D,

E, F and G-rings have 23 aluminum fuel elements.

" Currently, four different neutron irradiation facilities are available at the UUTR. The

FNIF (Fast Neutron Irradiator Facility) provides 1 MeV equivalent neutron flux. The PI

(Pneumatic Irradiator) uses a pressurized He gas to place a sample in the core and
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remove it from the core. The TI (Thermal Irradiator) has well thermallized neutron
beam. The CI (Central Irradiator) has the highest neutron flux in the core and provides
a fast neutron flux.
The UUTR has two instrumental fuel elements in the C and D-ring to measure fuel
element temperature. The UUTR has one fission chamber, one compensated
ionization chamber and two uncompensated ionization chambers. The fission
chambers measure the neutron population in the core, while the ionization chambers
measure linear, percent and log power of the reactor.
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13.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.2.1, "Reactor Fuel" requests a detailed

description of the fuel elements to be used in the reactor, including detailed
design information and relevant references demonstrating that the design
basis for non-power reactor fuel maintains fuel integrity under any conditions

assumed in the safety analysis. The SAR should also include all information

necessary to establish the limiting characteristics beyond which fuel integrity
could be lost. The SAR Chapters 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, do not describe the fuel
design basis as stated above, nor the differences in fuel meat length resulting
from the use of standard TRIGA stainless steel (SS) and Aluminum (Al) clad
fuel and the implications of these differences.

13.1. Please provide a corrected description of the fuel element physical description,
drawings showing the primary components of the fuel elements, and a description of the
design basis for the fuel.

13.2 In addition, provide information concerning mechanical forces and stresses, corrosion
and erosion of cladding, hydraulic forces, thermal changes and temperature gradients, and
internal pressures from fission products and the production of fission gas. Discuss the impact
of radiation effects, including the maximum fission densities and fission rates that the fuel is
designed to accommodate.

SECTION 4.2.1 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.2 Reactor Core

The UUTR utilizes solid fuel elements, developed by General Atomics (GA), in which the
zirconium-hydride moderator is homogeneously combined with enriched uranium. The unique
feature of these fuel-moderator elements is the prompt temperature coefficient of reactivity,
which gives the TRIGA reactor its built-in safety by automatically limiting the reactor power to a
safe level in the event of a power excursion. The reactor core consists of a lattice of cylindrical
stainless-steel-cladding U-ZrH,. 6 fuel-moderator elements (5S), and aluminum-cladding U-ZrH1 .o
fuel-moderator elements. The aluminum and SS fuel core elements are nominallym inches
0. D., except for the upper and lower end fixtures, and= inches long tip to tip. Neutron
reflection in the radial direction is provided by 12 graphite and 12 heavy water elements in an
aluminum cladding. The height of the graphite and heavy water elements in the reflector is
about 24 inches. Also in this tank at the outer perimeter, is 3.5 ft of water, which acts as a
thermal shield to protect the aluminum tank structure from excessive nuclear heating, and also
contributes to reducing the radiation dose to the aluminum tank.

The core components are contained between top and bottom aluminum grid plates. The
top grid plate has 126 positions for fuel elements and control rods arranged in 6 concentric
rings around a central port (used for high flux irradiations).

The power level of the UUTR reactor is accurately controlled with three control rods.
Four instrumentation channels monitor and indicate the reactor neutron flux and power

level on the console. The bulk water temperature and the reactor tank outlet and inlet water
temperatures are indicated on the console. The water conductivity, measured at the inlet and
outlet of the demineralizer, is displayed on a panel near the console. In addition, primary
reactor water is routinely monitored to identify any significant increase in radioactivity.

4.2.1 Reactor Fuel

4.2.1.1 Reactor Fuel Description

The NUREG 1282 identifies the safety limit for high-hydride (ZrH1.7) fuel elements with
stainless steel cladding based on the cladding stress (resulting from hydrogen pressure from the
dissociation of the zirconium hydride). This stress will remain below the yield strength of the
stainless steel cladding if fuel temperature is below 1,150 0C. A change in yield strength occurs
for stainless steel cladding temperature of 500 °C, but there is no scenario in TRIGAs for fuel
cladding to achieve 500 °C while submerged; consequently the safety limit during reactor
operation is 1,150 °C for stainless steel cladding fuel elements. Therefore, the important
variable for a TRIGA reactor is the fuel element temperature. The NUREG 1537 Appendix 14.1
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feature ofthese fuel-moderator elements is the prompt temperature coefficient of reactivity,· 
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level on the console. The bulk water temperature and the reactor tank outlet and inlet water 
temperatures are indicated on the console. The water conduCtivity, measured at the inlet and 
outlet of the dem ineralizer, is displayed on a panel near the console. In addition, primary 
reactor water is routinely monitored to ~dentify any significant increase in radioactivity. 

4.2.1 Reactor Fuel 

4.2.1.1 Reactor Fuel Description 

The NUREG 1282 identifies the safety limit for high-hydride (ZrH1.7) fuel elements with 
stainless steel cladding based on the cladding stress (resulting from hydrogen pressure from the 
dissociation of the zirconium hydride). This stress will remain below the yield strength of the 

stainless steel cladding if fuel temperature is below 1,150 0c. A change in yield strength occurs 
for stainless steel cladding temperature of 500°C, but there is no scenario in TRIGAs for fuel 
cladding to achieve 500°C while submerged; consequently the safety limit during reactor 
operation is 1,150 °c for stainless steel cladding fuel elements. Therefore, the important 
variable for a TRIGA reactor is the fuel element temperature. The NUREG 1537 Appendix 14.1 
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indicates that for reactors without instrumented fuel it is allowed to establish a power level
that limits fuel cladding maximum temperature below safety limits.

During operation, fission product gases and dissociation of the hydrogen and zirconium
builds up a gas inventory in internal components and spaces of the fuel elements. Limiting the
maximum fuel temperature prevents an excessive internal pressure that could be generated by
heating the gases. The temperature at which phase transitions may lead to cladding failure in
aluminum-clad low-hydride fuel elements is reported to be 530 °C (Technical Foundations of
TRIGA, GA-471, 1958, PP. 63-72). Fuel growth and deformation can occur during normal
operation, as described in General Atomics Technical Report E-117-833. Damage mechanisms
include fission recoils and fission gases, strongly influenced by thermal gradients. The operating
fuel temperature of 750 °C does not have significant effect on the fuel growth.

All aluminum and stainless steel (SS) cladding fuel elements and the optional graphite or
heavy water loaded reflector elements have similar outside dimensions. The aluminum and 55
fuel core elements are nominally nches 0. D., except for the upper and lower end fixtures,
and M inches long tip to tip. The fuel is a solid, homogeneous mixture of uranium-zirconium
hydride alloy containing 8.5% by weight of uranium enriched to less than 20% in U-235. The
hydrogen to zirconium ratio is 1.0 for the elements with aluminum cladding and 1.6 for the
elements with stainless steel cladding. To facilitate hydriding, a 0.19 inch diameter hole is
drilled through the center of the active fuel section. A zirconium rod is inserted in this hole after
hydriding is completed. Each aluminum-clad element has a clad thickness of 0.030 inch-thick
aluminum, and the stainless steel clad elements have a clad thickness of 0.020 inches. The
active fuel portion isi inch nominal diameter ba inches long for aluminum fuel elements
and E inches long for stainless steel elements. Each end has 4 inch-long sections of graphite.
The lower end fixture supports the fuel-moderator element on the bottom grid plate. The
upper fixture contains a knob for grasping with the fuel-handling tool. Also, the upper fixture
has a triangular spacer, which permits cooling water to flow through the upper grid plate.
Figure 4.2-1 and Table 4.2-1 show the details of the UUTR's two different types of fuel
elements. Stainless steel fuel elements have same geometry as aluminum fuel elements except
the fuel meat length, overall length and the clad thickness. The U-235 mass is different per
element; the values as shown in Table4.2-1 are the average U-235 mass values per fuel element
based on the existing records from General Atomics fuel log. The active part of fuel element is
shown in Fig. 4.2-2.

The UUTR has two instrumental fuel elements (IF). An instrumental fuel element has
three thermocouples embedded in the fuel. The sensing tips of the IF element thermocouples
are located halfway between the outer radius and the vertical centerline at the center of the
fuel section and 1 inch above and below the horizontal center. The thermocouple leadout wires
pass through a seal contained in a stainless steel tube welded to the upper end fixture. The
water-tight stainless steel conduit carrying the leadout wires to the top of the reactor tank. The
stainless steel conduit is attached to the triangular supporter above the water surface. The IF
has same dimension and shape except the three thermocouples and stainless steel conduit.

The exact burnup ratio of each fuel element in the UUTR is not known. In order to
develop a full and as accurately as possible a numerical model of the UUTR reference core
operating at 90kW using MCNP5, it was important to as accurately as possible, estimate the
fuel burnup. The UUTR maximum operating power is 90kW. At that power the UUTR reactor
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stainless steel conduit is attached to the triangular supporter above the water surface. The IF 
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The exact burnup ratio of each fuel element in the UUTR is not known. In order to 
develop a full and as accurately as possible a numerical model ofthe UUTR reference core 
operating at 90kW using MCNP5, it was important to as accurately as possible, estimate the 
fuel burnup. The UUTR maximum operating power is 90kW. At that power the UUTR reactor 
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operation record shows that during its operation from 1975 to 1998 the reactor generated
cumulative of 191.643MWh and from 1998 to May 7, 2010 the UUTR generated cumulative of
14.221MWh, giving a total of 205.864MWh (for 2439.712 hours). According to General Atomic,
the TRiGA fuel burn-up is 1.25g of U-235 per MWh. Thus, from 1975 to 1998, the mass of
burned U-235 is 191.643MWh x 1.25g/MWh = 239.554g, and the average burned U-235 per
fuel element is 239.554g / 78 elements = 3.07g/element' Similarly, from 1998 to 2010, the
burned U-235 is 14.221MWh x 1.25g/MWh = 17.776g, and the average burned U-235 per fuel
element is 17.776g / 78 elements = 0.228g/element. The estimated average burnup data are
shown in Table 4.2-2.

Fig. 4.2-1 UUTR stainless steel element assembly. Aluminum element has same geometry as a

stainless steel element except for the fuel section length, overall length and cladding thickness (Table
4.2-1)
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Table 4.2-1 Specification summary for the UUTR fuel elements

Fuel-moderator material Aluminum Cladding Stainless Steel (SS) Un-irradiated New Fuel

Cladding with Stainless Steel

(SS) Cladding

UZrHn

H/Zr atom ratio 1.0 1.6 1.6

Uranium content 8.5 wt% 8.5 wt% 8.5 wt%

U-235 enrichment 20 %' 20 % 20 %

U-235 mass per

element

Diameter of fuel

meat

Length of fuel meat -

Graphite end

reflector

Porosity 20% 20% 20%

Diameter 3.556 cm 3.556 cm 3.556 cm

Length (top and 10.16 cm 10.16 cm 10.16 cm

bottom), each

Cladding

Material Aluminum Stainless steel Stainless steel 304

304

Wall thickness 0.0762 cm 0.0508 cm 0.0508 cm

End fixture Aluminum Stainless steel Stainless steel 304

304

Overall element

Outside diameter

Length

Weight
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Based onith.e data given in Tables 4-2-1 and 4.Z-21it follows:the UUTR: core ha .$SS .15

cladding fuel eleements'and.2 instrumentail fuel .elements present in the core from 1975with the
average burn-up:ratio of (3.07+0.228)137•.6'.=8.77% 23 aluminum cladding fuel elements
present in the coxre from 1975.with the average burnup ratio of (38.07+0.228)/37 = 8.91%, and
36 SS cladding fuelielements present in the core from 1998 with the average bur-up ratio of
0.228 /37.6 -0.161%..

, Figure 4.2-2 Ative part o thib lelement

Table 4.;2-2 Estimated averageL ýfuelrelement burn -up for UUTRi operating at.:90WkW
'Period 1975-9981 1998-.2010

PBurning hist1ory 191.643MWh 14.221MV~h
Burned 07235 239.554z 17.776g;

o of fuel elemenis in the 78 78
active core _ _ _ . _ _ _ 3
Aver0age _urup. . 3.07.g/element .0.228 g/loement J
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4.2.1.2 Mechanical Forces and Stresses

At 530 TC, the equilibrium hydrogen pressure for the fuel is less than 689 Pa (0.1 psi),
and distortion of the fuel by phase transformations will not occur. Thus, the cladding integrity
is assured since the stress at 689 Pa on the 0.030 inch-thick aluminum cladding is only 16.88
kPa (2.45 psi) and 25.3 kPa (3.67 psi) for the 0.020 inch stainless steel cladding. The stress is
calculated as follows:

r
S=P-

t

where r (radius) = 1.867 cm, t =cladding thickness (cm), P =internal pressure (Pa).

Example: For r=1.867cm, t=0.03in (0.0762cm), and P=689Pa, the stress can be
calculated as follows:

r 1.867 x1 0 2 M
S= p = 689Pax 10-2m = 16881Pa =16.88kPat 0.0762x 10-2 m

4.2.1.3 Corrosion and Erosion of Fuel Cladding

The UUTR fuel elements are inspected every two years for swelling, discoloring, and
streaks using underwater cameras. At the maximum fuel temperature below 750'C, fuel
swelling would be minimal or will not occur because swelling of a fuel depends on the amount
of time the fuel element spends in the environment with the temperature over a temperature
threshold.

The pool water temperature is limited to be < 350 C. The calculated (based on PARET-
ANL simulations) maximum temperature of ~121.70 C for 1OOkW UUTR would not cause any
swelling or radiation damage on the UUTR fuel elements (Section 4.6).

4.2.1.4 Thermal Changes and Temperature Gradients

The PARET-ANL code is used to calculate the fuel average centerline, fuel average
surface, and maximum fuel centerline temperature for9OkW (and 100kW) UUTR. The resulting
values are shown in Table 4.2-3. The core inlet pool water temperature for the PARET-ANL
calculations is selected as the bulk average temperature of the water in the tank before reactor
start-up (measured to be 20.6°C). The maximum fuel centerline temperature in the hottest fuel
element (Ring B) is obtained to be 121.7°C if UUTR would operate at 100 kW, with an average
fuel temperature (centerline) of 74.06'C and average fuel surface temperature of 58.9°C.
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The UUTR TS 2.1 specifies the safety limits for the maximum temperature of the reactor

fuel:

1. The temperature in a stainless-steel clad, high hydride fuel element shall not exceed

1,000°C under any conditions of operation;

2. The temperature in an aluminum clad low hydride fuel element shall not exceed

530'C under any conditions of operation.

The UUTR TS 2.2 specifies the settings that prevent the safety limit from being reached

as follows:

1. For a core composed entirely of stainless steel cladding fuel, high hydride fuel

elements or a core composed of stainless steel cladding fuel, high hydride fuel

elements with low hydride fuel-elements in the F or G hexagonal ring only, limiting

safety system settings apply according to the location of the instrumented fuel as

indicated:

Location of Instrumented Limiting Safety System
Fuel Element Setting for SS Cladding

B-hexagonal ring 800 °C

C-hexagonal ring 755 0C

D-hexagonal ring 680 0C

E-hexagonal ring 580 °C

2. Or a core with low hydride fuel elements installed in other than the F or G hexagonal
ring, limiting safety system settings apply according to the location of the
instrumented fuel element:

Location of Instrumented Limiting Safety System
Fuel Element Setting for Al Cladding

B-hexagonal ring 460 °C

C-hexagonal ring 435 °C

D-hexagonal ring 390 °C

E-hexagonal ring 340 °C
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4.2.1.5 Internal Pressure from Fission Products and the Production of Fission Gas

'A number of experiments have been performed to determine the extent to which
fission products are retained by UZrH (TRIGA) fuel; experiments on fuel with a uranium density
of 0.5 g/cm 3 (8.5 wt-% U) were conducted over a period of 11 years and under a variety of
conditions ["Safety Reports Series No.53, Derivation of the Source Term and Analysis of the
Radiological Consequences of Research Reactor Accidents, IAEA, Vienna 2008]. Results prove
that only a small fraction of the fission products are released, even in completely uncladded

UZrH fuel. The release fraction varies from 1.5 x 10-s for an irradiation temperature of 3 500C to
-~10-2 at 8000C.

Table 4.2-3 Thermal changes and temperature gradients for UUTR

Parameter UUTR

Calculated Calculated Measured
100kW 90kW 90kW

Core inlet pool water 20.6 20.6 20.6

temperature °C
T,, average cladding 57.0 52.1-

surface temperature, 'C
Tý, interior cladding

temperature, "C
•f, average fuel surface 58.9 53.7

temperature

Tft, max. fuel temperature, 121.7 109.1

°C
Core exit pool water 21.95 21.75 23.04

temperature, "C
Peak heat flux (kW/m 2) 49.1 44.2

The experiments show that there are two mechanisms involved in the release of fission
products from UZrH fuel, each of which predominates over a different temperature range. The
first mechanism is that of fission fragment recoil into the gap between the fuel and cladding.
This effect predominates in a fuel at temperatures up to ~400'C; the recoil release rate is
dependent on the fuel surface-to-volume ratio but is independent of fuel temperature. Above
-4000 C, the controlling mechanism for fission product release from UZrH fuel is a diffusion-like
process, and-the amount released is dependent on the fuel temperature, the fuel surface-to-
volume ratio, the time of irradiation, and the isotope half-life. The results of the UZrH
experiments, and measurements by others of fission product release from Space Nuclear
Auxiliary Power Program (SNAP) fuel, have been compared and found to be in good agreement.

The fractional release, 0, of fission product gases into the gap between fuel and cladding
from a full-size standard UZrH fuel element is given by:
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o.3X (-1.34 X104]
q=1.5xlO- +3.6x ex. e + )t1

T±273)

where T = fuel temperature (0 - 1,6000 C).
This relationship has also been found to apply to LEU TRIGA fuels ["Fission Product

Releases from TRIGA-LEU Reactor Fuels," GA-A 16287, November 1980, Baldwin, Foushee, and
Greenwood]. The first term is a constant for low temperature release; the second term is
related to the high-temperature condition. The above equation applies to a fuel element, which
has been irradiated for a time sufficiently long that all fission product activity is at equilibrium.
Actual measured values of fractional releases fall well below that calculated by the above
equation. Therefore, for safety considerations, this equation gives conservative values for the
high temperature release from UZrH fuel. The results of the studies in the TRIGA reactor at GA
on fission product release from fuel elements with high uranium loadings (up to 3.7 g U/cm3, 45
wt-% U) agree well with data from older similar experiments with lower U loadings. As was the
case with the lower U loadings, the release was determined to be predominantly recoil
controlled at temperatures < 400°C and controlled by a migration or diffusion-like process
above 4000C. Low-temperature release appears to be independent of uranium loadings, but the
high-temperature release seems to decrease with increasing weight fractions of uranium.

The correlation used to calculate the release of fission products from TRIGA fuel remains
applicable for the high uranium loaded (TRIGA LEU) fuels as well as the 8.5 wt-% UZrH fuel for
which it was originally derived. This correlation predicts higher fission product releases than
measurements would indicate up to 1100'C. At normal TRIGA operating temperatures (<7500C)
there is a safety factor of approximately four between predicted and experimentally deduced
values. Thus, the UZrH fuel has been shown to retain a large fraction of the gaseous fission
products. Assuming that all of the noble gases escape from the fuel matrix, 10% burn-up of the
fuel loading in an element will create approximately 0.003 moles of noble gas atoms. Assuming

that the noble gas atoms leave the fuel matrix and accumulate in 10 cm 3 of effective plenum
area, the pressure and stress created on the cladding can be determined.

Table 4.2-4 shows the stress created from the fission gas pressure for a range of
temperatures; about 3.3 cm 3 of void is built into the element as the clad-fuel gap. Other voids
and interstices in the fuel probably account for much more than an effective 10 cm 3 of void.
The use of 10 cm 3 as the characteristic volume is realistic since a large fraction of the noble
gases will not escape from the matrix. From Table 4.2-4 it is clear that the internal pressure
and the resulting stresses are well below the yield strengths of the fuel cladding.

Typical stress vs. temperature data [Nuclear Engineering Handbook, H. E. Thorington,
Editor, 1958] for aluminum and aluminum alloys show that the creep rate under these
conditions is quite tolerable, i.e. less than 10-3 % per hour. Thus, 460'C is an acceptable limit
for cladding temperature with a fuel element burn-up as high as 10%. Beyond the 10% burn-up
level, the reactivity penalty will be intolerably high, and generally precludes the use of more
than a few fuel elements.
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4.2.1.6 Impact of Irradiation Effects Including Maximum Fission Densities and

Fission Rates

Most of the irradiation experience to date has been with the uranium-zirconium hydride
fuels used in the SNAP (containing about 10 wt% uranium) and TRIGA reactors. The presence of
uranium influences the radiation effects because of the damage resulting from fission recoils
and fission gases. Some significant conclusions may be drawn from these experiments. The
uranium is present as a fine dispersal (about 1 pIm in diameter) in the UZrH fuels, and hence the
recoil damage is limited to small regions within the short (app. 10 [1m) range of the fission
recoils. The UZrH fuel exhibits high growth rate during initial operation, the so-called "offset"
growth period, which has been ascribed to the vacancy-condensation type of growth
phenomenon over the temperature range where voids are stable. The swelling of the UZrH
fuels at high burnups is governed by three basic mechanisms:

Table 4.2-4 Pressure on the Cladding due to Fission Product Gases

Temperature, °C Pressure Tangential Stress

psi kPa psi kPa

20 19.2 133 273 1885

100 24.5 169 348 2400

200 31.1 214 442 3044

300 37.6 259 534 3687

400 44.2 304 628 4330

500 50.8 350 722 4973

600 57.3 395 815 5617

(1) The accommodation of solid fission products resulting from fission ofU-235. This
growth is approximately 3% AV/V per metal atom % burnup. This mechanism is
relatively temperature insensitive.

(2) The agglomeration of fission gases at elevated temperatures (above 1300'F). This
takes place by diffusion of the xenon and krypton to form gas bubbles.

(3) A saturable cavity nucleation phenomenon, which results from the nucleation and
growth of irradiation-formed vacancies into voids over a certain range of
temperatures where the voids are stable. The saturation growth by this mechanism
was termed offset swelling. It was deduced from the rapid decrease in fuel-to-
cladding AT experienced during the early part of the irradiation. The saturation was
reached in approximately 1500 hr.
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The burnup tests performed by GA have shown that TRIGA fuels may successfully be
used without significant fuel degradation to burnups in excess of 50% of the contained U-235.

Thermal cycling tests have verified that the fuel matrix stability with respect to swelling
or elongation, according to Sinmad ["The UZrHx Alloy: its properties and use in TRIGA Fuel," GA-
4314, E-117-833, GA Technology, Inc., San Diego, CA, 1980.], showed no important change in
length or diameter of the test sample in the temperature range 5000 C to 7250 C. Small phase
transition did occur at temperature of 6530 C. The test shows that for the temperature less than
2000 C, there is no phase change or other transition to produce elongation or swelling in the
fuel matrix. Sinmad also showed that hydrogen migration and accumulation of fission products
in the fuel matrix is not important for the fuel temperatures below 5000 C. A temperature of
5000 C is well above the fuel temperatures characteristics of a TRIGA reactor.

The specific characteristics that make TRIGA type fuels uniquely suited for use in
extremely safe research-type reactors are:

* ZrH, is single phase up to 1,200 F (649°C) [delta phase region];

* low hydrogen equilibrium disassociation pressure at normal fuel temperatures;
* high hydrogen retention;
* high heat capacity;
* low thermal expansion coefficient;

* relatively low reactivity in water;
* high fission product retention;

* very large negative prompt temperature coefficient of reactivity;
* high burnup possible by addition of burnable poison; and
* high loading of uranium possible with insignificant change in fuel material

properties.

4.2.1.7 Dissociation Pressures

The hydrogen dissociation pressures of hydrides have been shown to be comparable in
the alloys containing up to 75 wt-% U. The concentration of hydrogen is generally reported in
terms of either weight percent or atoms of H/cm 3 of fuel (NH). In the delta phase region, the
dissociation pressure equilibria of the zirconium-hydrogen binary mixture may be expressed in
terms of composition and temperature by the following relation

log(P) = K, +/K2 X 103

T

where
K, = -3.8415 + 38.6433X- 34.2639X 2 +9.2821X 3

K2 = -31.2982 + 23.5741X - 6.0280X 2

P = pressure, (atm)
T = temperature, (K)
X= hydrogen-to zirconium atom ratio.
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The higher-hydride compositions (H/Zr > 1.5) are single phase (delta or epsilon) and are
not subject to thermal phase separation on thermal cycling. For a composition of about ZrHI.6,
the equilibrium hydrogen dissociation pressure is 1 atm at about 7600 C. The absence of a
second phase in the higher hydrides eliminates the problem of large volume changes associated
with a phase transformation at approximately 5400 C in the lower hydride compositions.
Similarly, the absence of significant thermal diffusion of hydrogen in the higher hydrides
precludes concomitant volume change and cracking. The clad material-of stainless steel or
nickel alloys provides a satisfactory diffusion barrier to hydrogen at long-term (several years)
sustained cladding temperatures below about 3000C ["Safety Analysis Report for the Oregon
State University TRIGA Reactor," Oregon State University, July 2004, and "Safety Analysis
Report for the Washington State University Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor," Washington
State University, June 2002].

4.2.1.8 Hydrogen Migration

Under non-isothermal conditions, hydrogen migrates to lower-temperature regions
from higher-temperature regions. The equilibrium dissociation pressure obtained when the
redistribution is complete is lower than the dissociation pressure before redistribution. The
dimensional changes of rods resulting from hydrogen migration are of minor importance in the
delta and epsilon phases ["Safety Analysis Report for the Oregon State University TRIGA
Reactor," Oregon State University, July 2004, and "Safety Analysis Report for the Washington
State University Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor," Washington State University, June 2002].

Another important parameter that has to be considered is the Hydrogen pressure inside
the cladding. Figure 4.2-3 shows that the pressure induced by Hydrogen inside the cladding for
UUTR operational conditions is negligible.

4.2.1.9 Hydrogen Retention

The rates of hydrogen loss through 250-pm-thick stainless steel cladding are low at
cladding temperatures characteristic of TRIGA fuel elements. A 1% loss of hydrogen per year
occurs at about 5000 C (9000 F) clad temperature ["Safety Analysis Report for the Oregon State
University TRIGA Reactor," Oregon State University, July 2004, and "Safety Analysis Report for
the Washington State University Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor," Washington State
University, June 2002].

4.2.1.10 Density

The density of ZrH decreases with an increase in the hydrogen content. The density
change is quite high up to the delta phase (H/Zr = 1.5) and then changes little with further
increases in hydrogen. The bulk density of massively hydrided zirconium is reported to be about
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2% lower than the results from x-ray defraction analysis. For TRIGA fuel with a hydrogen-to-
zirconium atom ratio of 1.6, the following relationships for the uranium density, p,(A) and
weight fraction, 'U in the UZrH1 .6 alloy apply:
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Figure 4.2-3 Equilibrium Hydrogen pressures over ZrH. for various temperatures
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The relationship between the uranium density and the volume fraction of uranium in the alloy

is given by:

PXA) = 19.07Vy(A)

where Vfu(A) = volume fraction of uranium in the UZrH1 .6 alloy ["Safety Analysis Report for the
Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor," Oregon State University, July 2004, and "Safety
Analysis Report for the Washington State University Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor,"

Washington State University, June 2002].

4.2.1.11 Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity measurements have been made over a range of temperatures at

similar TRIGA facilities. Data from thermal diffusivity measurements taken by General Atomics

along with the best available data for density and specific heat showed that the thermal
conductivity is both independent of temperature and uranium content (NUREG-1282 op. cit.).

A problem in carrying out these measurements by conventional methods is the disturbing

effect of hydrogen migration under the thermal gradients imposed on the specimens during the

experiments. This has been minimized at General Atomics by using a short-pulse heating

technique to determine the thermal diffusivity and hence to permit calculation of the thermal

conductivity. From the measurements at General Atomics of thermal diffusivity coupled with

the data on density and specific heat, the thermal conductivity of uranium-zirconium hydride
with an H/Zr ratio of 1.6 is 0.042 ± 0.002 cal/sec-cm-0 . The UUTR reactor has H/Zr ratio of 1.6

for stainless steel and 1.0 for aluminum element. The thermal diffusivity is insensitive both to

the weight fraction of uranium and to the temperature.

4.2.1.12 Heat Capacity

The heat content of zirconium hydride TRIGA fuel is a function of temperature and

composition ["Safety Analysis Report for the Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor," Oregon

State University, July 2004, "Safety Analysis Report for the Washington State University

Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor," Washington State University, June 2002, and "The UZrH,
Alloy: Its Properties and Use in TRIGA Fuel," GA Report 4314, February 1980, Mt. Simnad]. The

volumetric specific heat of 8.5 wt-% UZrH 1.6 is calculated by:

C, = 2.04 + 4.17 x 10-3 T [ W-sec/cm 3 °C]
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4.2.1.13 Chemical Reactivity

Zirconium hydride has a relatively low reactivity in water, steam, and air at
temperatures up to about 6000C. Massive zirconium hydride has been heated in air for
extended periods of time at temperatures up to 6000C with negligible loss of hydrogen ["The
UZrH, Alloy: Its Properties and Use in TRIGA Fuel," GA Report 4314, February 1980, Mt.
Simnad]; an oxide film forms which inhibits the loss of hydrogen. The hydride fuel has excellent
corrosion resistance in water. Bare fuel specimens have been subjected to a pressurized water
environment at 570°F and 1230 psi during a 400 hr period in an autoclave. The average
corrosion rate was 350 mg/cm 2-month weight gain, accompanied by a conversion of the
surface layer of the hydride to an adherent oxide film. The maximum extent of corrosion
penetration after 400 hr was less than 2 mils.

In the early phases of development of the TRIGA fuel, water-quench tests were carried
out from elevated temperatures. Fuel elements (1 -in. diameter) were heated to 8000C and
end-quenched to test for thermal shock and corrosion resistance. No deleterious effects were
observed. Also, a 6-mm diameter fuel element was heated electrically to about 8000 C and a
rapid stream of water was sprayed on it; no significant reaction was observed. Small and large
samples were heated to 900'C and quenched in water; the only effect observed was a slight
surface discoloration. Finely divided UZrH powder was heated to 3000 C and quenched to 800 C
in water; no reaction was observed. Later, these tests were extended to temperatures as high
as 12000C, in which tapered fuel elements were dropped into tapered aluminum cans in water.

Although the samples cracked and lost hydrogen, no safety problem arose in these tests.
Recently, the low-enriched TRIGA fuels have been subjected to water-quench safety tests at
GA. Quench tests were performed on 20%-enriched TRIGA fuel samples (45 wt-% uranium, 53
wt-% zirconium, 1 wt-% erbium, 1 wt-% hydrogen) to simulate cladding rupture and water
ingress into the TRIGA reactor fuel elements during operation. These results indicate
satisfactory behavior of TRIGA fuel for temperatures to at least 12000 C. Under conditions where
the clad temperature can approach the fuel temperature for several minutes (which may allow
formation of eutectics with the clad), the results indicate satisfactory behavior to about 10500 C.
This is still about 50' to 100°C higher than the temperature at which internal hydrogen pressure
is expected to rupture the clad, should the clad temperature approach that of the fuel. It should
be pointed out that thermocouples have performed well in instrumented TRIGA fuel elements
at temperatures up to 6500C in long-term steady-state operations, and up to 1150'C in very
short time pulse tests ["Safety Analysis Report for the Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor,"
Oregon State University, July 2004, and "Safety Analysis Report for the Washington State
University Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor," Washington State University, June 2002].

4.2.1.14 Prompt Negative Temperature Coefficient

The basic parameter, which provides the greatest degree of safety in the operation of a
TRIGA reactor system, is the prompt negative temperature coefficient. This temperature
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surface layer of the hydride to an adherent oxide film. The maximum extent of corrosion 
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satisfactory behavior ofTRIGA fuel for temperatures to at least 1200°e. Under conditions where 
the clad temperature can approach the fuel temperature for several minutes (which may allow 
formation of eutectics with the clad), the results indicate satisfactory behavior to about 1050°e. 
This is still about 50° to 1000 e higher than the temperature at which internal hydrogen pressure 
is expected to rupture the clad, should the clad temperature approach that of the fuel. It should 
be pointed out that thermocouples have performed well in instrumented TRIGA fuel elements 
at temperatures up to 6500e in long-term steady-state operations, and up to 11500e in very 
short time pulse tests ["Safety Analysis Report for the Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor," 
Oregon State University, July 2004, and "Safety Analysis Report for the Washington State 
University Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor," Washington State University, June 2002]. 

4.2.1.14 Prompt Negative Temperature Coefficient 

The basic parameter, which provides the greatest degree of safety in the operation of a 
TRIGA reactor system, is the prompt negative temperature coefficient. This temperature 
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coefficient allows great freedom in steady-state operation, since the effect of accidental
reactivity changes occurring from experimental devices in the core is minimized.

The prompt negative temperature coefficient for TRIGA fuels is based on the neutron
spectrum-hardening characteristic that occurs in a zirconium hydride fuel. Heating of the fuel-
moderator elements causes the spectrum hardening. The rise in temperature of the hydride
increases the probability that a thermal neutron in the fuel element will gain energy from an
excited state of an oscillating hydrogen atom in the lattice. As the neutrons gain energy from
the ZrH, the thermal neutron spectrum in the fuel element shifts to a higher average energy
(the spectrum is hardened), and the mean free path for neutrons in the element is increased
appreciably. For a standard TRIGA element, the average chord length is comparable to a mean
free path, and the probability of escape from the element before being captured is significantly
increased as the fuel temperature is raised. In the water, the neutrons are rapidly
rethermalized so that the capture and escape probabilities are relatively insensitive to the
energy with which the neutron enters the water. The heating of the moderator mixed with the
fuel in a standard TRIGA element thus causes the spectrum to harden more in the fuel than in
the water. As a result, there is a temperature-dependent disadvantage factor for the unit cell in
which the ratio of absorptions in the fuel to total cell absorptions decreases as fuel element
temperature is increased. This brings about a shift in the core neutron balance, giving a loss of
reactivity.

In the TRIGA FLIP and LEU fuel, the temperature-hardened spectrum is used to decrease
the fuel's reactivity through its interactions with a low-energy-resonance material. Thus,
erbium, with its double resonance at -0.5 eV, is used in the TRIGA, FLIP and LEU fuels as both a
burnable poison and a material to enhance the prompt negative temperature coefficient. The
ratio of the absorption probability to the neutron leakage probability is increased for TRIGA,
FLIP and LEU fuel relative to the standard TRIGA fuel because the U-235 density in the fuel
element is greater and also because of the use of erbium. When the fuel-moderator material is
heated, the neutron spectrum is hardened, and the neutrons have an increasing probability of
being captured by the low-energy resonance in erbium. This increased parasitic absorption with
temperature causes the fuel's reactivity to decreaseas the fuel temperature increases. The
neutron spectrum shift pushes more of the thermal neutrons into the Er-167 resonance as the
fuel temperature increases. As with a standard TRIGA core, the temperature coefficient is
prompt because the fuel is intimately mixed with a large portion of the moderator; thus, fuel
and solid moderator temperatures rise simultaneously. producing the temperature-dependent
spectrum shift.

For reasons just discussed, more than 50% of the temperature coefficient for a standard
TRIGA core comes from the temperature-dependent disadvantage factor, or cell effect, and -
20% of each come from Doppler broadening of the U-238 resonances and temperature-
dependent leakage from the core. These effects produce temperature coefficient of -10 x 10-s
Ak/k/0 C, which is essentially constant in respect to temperature. On the other hand, for a
TRIGA, FLIP and LEU core, the effect of cell structure on the temperature coefficient is smaller.
Over the temperature range 230 to 7000C, the coefficient is affected mainly by temperature-
dependent changes in the parasitic absorption of the Er- 167; more than half of this effect is
independent of the cell structure. Most of the remaining component of the prompt negative
temperature coefficient is contributed by Doppler broadening of the U-238 resonances. Over
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the temperature range 230 to 7000 C, the temperature coefficient for FLIP fuel with 20%

enrichment in U-235 is about 1.5 x 10-4 Ak/k/°C and for TRIGA LEU fuel with 20 wt-% U is about
1.07 x 10-4 A/k/°C, thus being somewhat greater than the value for standard TRIGA fuel. The
temperature coefficient of fuels containing Er-167 as a burnable poison is somewhat
temperature dependent (1 "Safety Analysis Report for the Oregon State University TRIGA
Reactor," Oregon State University, July 2004, and "Safety Analysis Report for the Washington
State University Modified TRIGA Nuclear Reactor," Washington State University, June 2002).

The prompt-temperature coefficient for the UUTR operating at nominal power of
100kW, aF, was calculated by varying the fuel temperature while keeping other core
parameters unchanged. The MCNP5 model was used to simulate the reactor with all rods out at
293, 500, 600, .800, and 1,200K. The effective delayed neutron fraction of 0.0078 is used to
convert the multiplication factor to reactivity. A linear regression model is used to find the
relationship between the fuel temperature and reactivity, Fig. 4.5-11. The MCNP5 calculated
value is aF =-(6.39 ± 0.45)x 10-5$/K.
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14.

NUREG-1537, Part-i, Section 4.2.1 NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.2.1,

"Reactor Fuel" requests a detailed description of the fuel elements to be

used in the reactor. SAR Chapter 4.1.2, "Moderated Fuel Elements," and

Section 4.2.1, "Moderated Fuel Elements-Chemical Reactions," states the

following: "In the pulsed mode of operation, a step insertion of 2.1% delta
k/k ($3.00)could result in a reactor peak power of about 2000 MW with a

prompt reactor period of 2.8 msec, an energy release of 26 MW-sec, and

associated peak fuel temperatures below 6500C." And, "The design basis

limit (safety limit for reactor operation) is that the temperature of a stainless

steel "high hydride" fuel element not exceeds 1000°C, and an aluminum clad

"low hydride" full element shall not exceed 5300C under any conditions of

operation. Furthermore, if the cladding should fail for other reasons, these

same temperature limits will assure that any chemical reaction occurring

with the fuel will be minor." Please provide the technical basis supporting

these statements (i.e., references or analyses).

ANSWER:

The UUTR does not operate in a pulse mode.
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15.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.2.2, "Control Rods" requests a detailed
description of the control rods used to safely control and shut down the
reactor. The SAR did not provide a description of the control rods as outlined
in NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.2.2. Please provide this description.

SECTION 4.2.2 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.2.2 Control Rods

The UUTR: uses three motor driven control rods (one regulating; one shim, and one
:safety). The control rods are positioned by standard TRIGA~electrically powereed :rack and pinion
drives. The position nof each control:rod is di§played: on:the consoleas •a percentage of rod
withdrawn (shown in Fig. 4.2-4).. The control rods are held in place by electrormagnets. When a
scram is initiated the current is cUt and'the control rods drop bygravity into the core, shutting

the reactor down.

S#&etyi qdSlhiftControl Rods Regulatin Control Rod

A11

I IC 22',, I? m

VI ýv

2~.23Cni

Figure 4.2-4 Schematics of the UUTIR control rod

The UUTR utilizes boron carbide control rods that are characteristic:of most, of the
TRIGA reactors.AThe rods are enclosed into.the aluminum tubes approximately 43 inches long
and are.0:875; O875, and 0.25 inches in diameter (safety, shim, andregulator rods respectively)
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with a powder boron carbide neutron absorber filling insight of the rods. One rod is designated

as a regulating rod and is used for fine control during the UUTR operation. The control rods pass

through normal fuel positions in the UUTR core on the top and the bottom of the grid plates.

Guide tubes ensure that the control rods remain in a proper position during their activated use.

The safety, shim, and regulating control rods are located at D-7, D-13, and D-1 (Fig. 1.3-4).
Figure 4.2-4 shows also the geometrical dimensions of the three control rods. Each drive

consists of a stepping motor, a magnet rod-coupler, a rack and pinion gear system, and a ten-
turn potentiometer used to provide an indication of rod position. The pinion gear engages a
rack attached to a draw-tube which supports an electromagnet. The magnet engages a chrome-
plated armature attached above the water level to the end of a connecting rod that fits into the

connecting tube. The connecting tube extends down to the control rod. The magnet, its draw-
tube, the armature, and the upper portion of the connecting rod are housed in a tubular barrel.
The barrel extends below the control rod drive mounting plate with the lower end of the barrel
serving as a mechanical stop to limit the downward travel of the control rod drive assembly.
The lower section of the barrel contains an air snubber to dampen the shock of the scrammed
rod. In the snubber section, the control rods are decelerated through a length of 3 in. The
control rod can be withdrawn from the reactor core when the electromagnet is energized.
When the reactor is scrammed, the electromagnet is de-energized and the armature is
released. The speed of the rods is adjustable and rods are normally set to insert or withdraw
the control rods at a nominal rate of 0.494 cm/sec.

The control rods are designed to safely change the reactor power and/or shut the
reactor down. According to the TS 3.2.1, the maximum rate of reactivity insertion by control
rod motion shall not exceed $0.30 per second. To determine the absolute maximum rate of
reactivity insertion into the reference UUTR core, the maximum reactivity value determined for
the safety rod of $2.24 was used. Using the average safety rod rise time of 77 seconds (total
travel distance is approximately 15 inches), the maximum reactivity insertion rate can be
calculated from the following equation:

dps dps dx $0.00352 1000unit $0.046
dt dA dt unit 77seconds second

where
dpd
-- " maximum reactivity insertion rate
dt

dpd: differential reactivity (it was assumed that the center of the control rod has the
maximum rod worth)
dx: the control rod (15 inches) was divided by 1,000 equal units
dt: rising time for the safety control rod (it was experimentally measured using a stop-
watch)
All three-control rods have the same rise time. Therefore, the obtained $0.046/second is

much lower than the Technical Specification requirement of $0.30/sec [TS 3.2.1].
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The shutdown margin must be greater than $0.50 [TS 3.1.2] and the excess reactivity
must be less than $2.80 [TS 3.1.3]. The scram time from the instant that a safety system setting
is exceeded to the instant that the slowest scram control rod reaches its fully inserted position
shall not exceed 2 seconds. The SCRAM time specification shall be considered to be satisfied
when the sum of the response time of the slowest responding safety channel, plus the fall time
of the slowest scrammable control rod, is less than or equal to 2 seconds.

The 90kW UUTR's rod worth's for the safety, shim and regulating control rods are
around $2.24, $1.55, and $0.287 with total of about $4.08 (based on the measured values
performed every six months; fluctuation of these measurements is -10%). The shutdown
margin for 90kW is approximately $1.018, and the excess reactivity is around $0.819. Current
rod drop times are on the order of 1 second. The reactor shall not be operated unless the
startup count rate interlock, and control element withdrawal interlocks are operable. The
startup count rate interlock was described in Section 7.2. The interlock exists to prevent the
withdrawal of a control rod without some minimum count rate in the reactor. Control element
withdrawal interlocks prevent the withdrawal of more than one control rod at once.

The measured control rod worths, shutdown margins and excess reactivities for last
eight years are shown in Table 4.2-5. These values are measured from semiannual control rod
drops. Since 1975, the UUTR has been operated approximately 3,000 hours and at various
power levels. Assuming that the reactor operated for 3,000 hours at 90 kW, the control rod
worth change can be estimated by the following relationship:

R = n- o7- 0

where
n = atomic density of Boron control rod (atoms/cm3)
a= thermal neutron absorption cross section (-759 barns)

= thermal neutron flux at 90 kW (-6 x 1011 neutrons/cm2-sec)
The atomic density of boron is approximately 1.41 x 1023 atoms/cm3 . Thus the reaction

rate for boron is R = 6.93 x 1020 ato ms/cm3 for 3,000 hours of reactor operation. This represents
about 0.5% of the initial amount of boron atoms in the control rod and is therefore negligibly
small. From Table 4.2-5 it follows that the variations of the rod worth are less than 5% for
safety and shim rods except for the measured value obtained on 04-02-2004. Based on TS
3.2.1, a SCRAM time less than 2 sec is required to ensure that the reactor will be promptly shut

down when a scram signal is initiated. Operation experience and analysis have indicated that
for the range of transients anticipated for a TRIGA rector, the specified scram time is adequate
to ensure the safety of the reactor. SCRAM times are checked semiannually. The start-up
channel interlocks with the control rods ensure shutdown if neutron count rate is too low to
provide meaningful startup information. When control rods are pull out the positions are filled
in with the pool water.
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provide meaningful startup information. When control rods are pull out the positions are filled 
in with the pool water. 
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Table 4.2-5 Control rod worths from the rod drop experiments

Date Safety Shim Regulation Shutdown Excess reactivity
margin

08-16-01 2.230 1.560 0.240 0.791 1.013

08-27-03 2.223 1.503 0.280 1.012 0.771

04-02-04 2.923 1.713 0.300 1.135 0.879

08-26-04 2.208 1.493 0.280 0.975 0.798

11-17-05 2.198 1.494 0.283 0.967 0.810
02-24-05 2.200 1.460 0.263 1.113 0.610

08-04-05 2.190 1.467 0.270 1.119 0.618

11-09-05 2.230 1.415 0.267 1.074 0.608
12-27-05 2.227 1.553 0.273 1.066 0.761

02-17-06 2.227 1.557 0.237 1.068 0.758

08-25-06 2.017 1.463 0.270 0.983 0.751
11-08-06 2.120 1.053 0.263 0.996 0.771

02-22-07 2.173 1.547 0.273 1.033 0.787

08-28-07 2.510 1.700 0.276 1.126 0.850

01-24-08 2.173 1.457 0.207 0.855 0.838

02-25-08 2.173 1.493 0.273 0.967 0.800

08-27-08 2.290 1.563 0.293 0.991 0.865

02-24-09 2.170 1.553 0.323 1.020 0.856

08-26-09 2.297 1.587 0.290 0.744 1.137

12-18-09 2.293 1.517 0.277 1.027 0.586

02-22-10 2.263 1.530 0.277 1.172 0.635

04-30-10 2.243 1.550 0.287 1.018 0.819
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16.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.2.3, Neutron Moderator and Reflector"

requests a description of reflectors and moderators designed into the core,

including any special features. The SAR only provided a brief discussion of
moderator and reflector fuel elements; there is no information pertaining to

the naturally circulating water which represents the primary

moderator/reflector. Please provide a revised description of the neutron

moderator and reflector.

SECTION 4.2.3 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.2.3 Neutron Moderator and Reflector

UUTR reflector consists of a single row of graphite or heavy water reflector elements.

These are such that the equivalent volume fraction of the first 1.6 inches of reflector is

approximately 30.5% water, 64.5% heavy water (concentrations of heavy water and regular

water are 68% and 32% respectively), and 5% aluminum, or 95% graphite, and 5% aluminum

(Figures 4.2-5 and 4.2-6 for heavy water and graphite respectively). A TRIGA type reactor is a

special type of an open pool reactor where the pool water ahs a functions of a reflector. Thus,

the remaining part of the reflector is water, plus the 0.25 inch-thick aluminum core shroud.

Table 4.2-6 shows the specification of the heavy water and graphite reflector. Between each

fuel element and heavy water/graphite reflector filled with light water, the water circulates

through the reactor core by natural convection. Figure 1.3-4 shows the locations of heavy

water and graphite reflectors.

Water is kept from contact with the graphite by a welded aluminum cladding that

encases the entire reflector. The graphite reflector elements are located near the thermal

irradiator. Graphite elements have the same end structures at the top so that the fuel-handling

tool can be used during fuel inspection. The heavy water elements have two different top-end

fixtures: G8 through G18 has same top-end structure as a fuel element; screw is attached on

the top as shown in Fig. 1.3-4.
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Figure 4.2-5 Schematics of the UUTR heavy water reflector
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Figure 4.2-6 Schematics of the UUTR graphite reflector
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Figure 4.2-6 Schematics of the UUTR graphite reflector 
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Table 4.2-6 Specification of the heavy water and graphite reflectors in UUTR

Heavy water reflector Graphite reflector

Number of elements 12 12

Cladding material Aluminum Aluminum

Cladding thickness 0.076 cm 0.076 cm

Outside diameter 3.7465 cm 3.7465 cm

Overall length 72.2376 cm 72.2376 cm

Material 68 % heavy water; 32 % light water 100 % graphite

Location (Fig. 1.3- G-8,9,10, 12,14,16,18; F-1,26,27,28,29,30;
4) F-21,22,23,24,25 G-2,3,4,5,6,7
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17.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.2.4, "Neutron Startup Source" requests a
description of the neutron source used for reactor startup. SAR Chapter
4.1.5 only provides a description of the source holder. Please provide a

description of the neutron source in use at the UUTR, including the neutron

strength and spectrum, source type and materials, burnup and decay
lifetime, and regeneration characteristics. Include any design features that
ensure the function, integrity, and availability of the source.

SECTION 4.2.4 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.1.5 only provides a description of the source holder. Please provide a 
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strength and spectrum, source type and materials, burnup and decay 
lifetime, and regeneration characteristics. Include any design features that 
ensure the function, integrity, and availability of the source. 
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4.2.4 Neutron Startup Source

A plutonium-beryllium (Pu-Be) start up source is located in a special reflector element
source holder placed in one of the fuel element positions on the west edge of the core (G-ring).
Figure 4.2-7 shows the position of Pu-Be source in the UUTR core. The initial source strength
was 8x106 neutrons/sec; the overall length is 35.56 cm. The effective half-life of Pu-Be neutron
source is approximately 142 years. The source generates neutrons of energy between 0 to 10
MeV. The UUTR has been operated for 35 years (since 1975), thus this source strength is
changed and as of 2010 is about 6.74x106 neutrons/sec. About 20 % of the neutrons have the
energy less than 1 MeV and broad intensity maxima at 4.0, 7.2 and 9.7 MeV (Fig.4.2-8). The
absolute yield of Pu-Be neutron source for the neutron energy above 0.5 MeV is approximately
106 neutrons/sec. Figure 4.2-9 shows this startup neutron source geometry.

Once the UUTR reactor is critical, the source is moved from its normal position at start
up to a position . A source interlock indicator light visible to the
operator indicates if the source is in or out of the core. Also the Startup Channel's fission
chamber is located next to the Startup Source, and this channel's counts show the presence of
the Startup Source. In addition, there is a video camera positioned above the reactor viewing
the core with a monitor in the control room. Source position can be verified from this monitor.

A fission counter is used with a transistorized linear amplifier. The meaningful count
rates range from approximately 10-3 W to about 2W (source level). These source levels are
estimated to give count rates of about 5 counts/second and 10,000 counts/second,
respectively. An interlock circuit is used to prevent rod withdrawal unless the source count
level is above the required minimum value of at least 2 counts/second.
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Figure. 4.27 Plutonium-Beryllim, neutron start-Up source
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18.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.2.5, "Core Support Structure" requests a
description of the structural performance of the core support structure under

all reasonable conditions, including the design-basis operational analysis and

safety considerations for each reactor component. SAR Chapter 4.1.1 does

not provide this information.

18.1. Please provide information pertaining to the adequacy of the core support -
structure under flood and empty tank conditions to safely support all required
components.

18.2. As referenced in SAR Chapter 4.1.1, "Grid Plate," Figure 4.1.1 could not be located.
Please provide a photo or schematic of the UUTR grid plate showing the appropriate
dimensions.

SECTION 4.2.5 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.2.5 Core Support Structure

The reactor tank is made of an inner liner, 5/16 inch-thick aluminum, with an outer
diameter of 7 ft 8 inches, and an outer liner made of 3/16 inch-thick steel with a diameter of 12
ft. All outer surfaces of the steel tank that come into contact with the soil are painted to inhibit
corrosion. The inner surface is painted with epoxy. The two-foot-space between the liners is
filled with tamped sand to the concrete pad base. The bottom of the aluminum tank is a
welded sheet of aluminum material the same as the side walls (6061-T6 aluminum). Both tanks
are water tight, and welds on the inner aluminum tank have been made to meet ASME unfired
pressure vessel standards. Since the bottom of the aluminum tank rests on a reinforced
concrete pad that forms the bottom seal for the outer steel liner, the maximum stress at the
bottom of the aluminum tank is the hoop stress at the bottom weld. Under a hydrostatic head
of 24 ft of water, the hoop stress at the bottom of the inner tank is 24.1 MPa (3,500 psig), while

the hoop stress on the outer steel tank, if subject to the same head, would be 68.9 MPa (10,000
psig), both well below the yield stresses of 246 MPa and 240 MPa, respectively, for these
materials.

The reactor is located below ground level inside the shielded reactor tank. The general
design of the tank and shield provides for shielding of the neutron flux from the earth by at
least 2 ft of water in the tank and 2 ft of sand surrounding it. Approximately 20 ft of water
and/or concrete and/or sand and earth above and to the side of the core provides the
necessary shielding for personnel. The reactor system contains provision for three diagonally
directed beam tubes between the reactor core and the reactor room floor. Each tube is
composed of two sections aligned along a common axis. The top tube section will be a 1 foot-
diameter tube between the reactor floor and the wall of aluminum reactor tank. This tube will
not penetrate the aluminum tank but will be sealed at the end where it butts against the tank.
The upper beam tube will be adequately shielded with inner bags containing sand and capped
at the reactor floor level with a 1/8-inch-thick steel cap for security, except when in use to
extract a neutron beam for experimental purposes. Figure 4.2-10 shows a side view of the
UUTR reactor and Fig. 4.2-11, 4.2712 and 4.2-13 show the grid plates and its dimensions. Figure
4.2-14 shows the UUTR core, irradiators, ionization chambers, and the bottom part of the
reactor tank.
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Figure 4.2-9 Pu-Be source geometry
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Figure 4.2-10 Side view of the UUTR structure
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Figure 4.2-13 Bottom grid, plote a~d its dim~esi;onls
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19.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.3, "Reactor Tank or Pool" requests a description

of the reactor tank and associated components including how those

components will perform their intended functions free from any problems
associated with chemical interactions, penetration and weld failures that could

lead to the loss of coolant, and how Technical Specifications (TS) impose the

appropriate limiting conditions. The SAR did not provide an analysis or discuss
the potential loss of water from a failure of penetrations such as the beam ports
or the consequences of such a failure on any accident analyses supplied. Please

provide information regarding a loss of water through any and all penetrations,

preventative measures, design bases and features used to prevent such

occurrences, and if any TS are applicable to these occurrences.

SECTION 4.3 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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.,4 3 Reactor Tank or Pool

The inner uink ofte UUTR is iade o; aiminun andi, welded atl- joints. The , eldin
on thhe tank are Verified td ,be water proofed upon construction uing X-ray testing, pressure
testmig, and so api-tbb ble lealk testing., The water level. is.monitonrredbya sensor connected to an
alarm. On the outside- of the inner tank~ and inside of the outer tanký, where sand is placed, two
vertica1 columns nIare d ug into:the sand all 'the way down.:n to the b ottdrni0of the tank. Cameras are

uOseýd to mronitor the sand at the bottom to verify no leakage takes place, The taink- is placed'on,
a 2.ft concrete block with stainless steeli coa•aing. Tlhe concrete is placed on several feet of clay.
Figure 4.3-1tthowvo the reaclor, the pool and-the thrgeebeam port poitionsd The beam Ports ut do
not penetrate into the inner -lumninun-i tafnk.The beamn ports are just placed between outer
tank land innr~r tankwi th sand filled. ThelUUTR~has three. bearn port'slocated attiheouterjtank.;
However, these beamg orts has no interaction with theinner taik: The constrution of these
poris never finished and they are niot being used:. Therefore there is no po-Lental loss of vw.ater
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20.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.4, "Biological Shield" requests a description

the biological shield employed to ensure dose limits in conformance with 10

CFR Part 20. The SAR did not provide information for the concrete, tank, or

pool water as biological shields. Please provide a description of the

biological shielding in use at the UUTR.

SECTION 4.4 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.4 Biological Shield

The UUTR tank consists of an inner liner, with an outer diameter of 7 ft 8 inches, of

5/16-inch-thick aluminum and an outer liner of 3/16-inch-thick steel with a diameter of 12 ft.
The 2 foot-space between the liners is filled with tamped sand to the concrete pad base. The
bottom of the aluminum tank is a welded sheets of aluminum material the same as the side
walls (6061-T6 aluminum). Both tanks are water tight, and welds on the inner aluminum tank
have been made to meet ASME unfired pressure vessel standards. UUTR reactor pool contains
8,000 gallons of water that serves as a biological shield. Two feet-thick space between inner
and outer reactor tanks filled with the sand provides additional radial biological shield. Since
the bottom of the aluminum UUTR tank rests on a reinforced concrete pad that forms the
bottom seal for the outer steel liner, the maximum stress at the bottom of the aluminum tank
is the hoop stress at the bottom weld. Under a hydrostatic head of 24 feet of water, the hoop
stress at the bottom of the inner tank is 24.1 MPa (3,500 psig), while the hoop stress on the
outer steel tank, if subject to the same head, would be 68.9 MPa (10,000 psig), both well below

the yield stresses of 246 MPa and 240 MPa, respectively, for these materials.
The reactor tank is built below the ground level and inside of the shielded reactor tank.

The general design of the tank and shield are shown in Fig. 4.2-10. This design provides for

biological shielding of the neutron and gamma flux from the earth by at least 2 feet of water in
the tank and 2 feet of sand surrounding it in the radial direction. Approximately 20 feet of
water and/or concrete and/or sand and earth above and to the side of the core provides
necessary biological shielding for personnel.

In summary, the UUTR core is shielded:
- Radially, by 4ft water, 5/16 inch-thick aluminum tank, 2 ft sand; 3/16 inch-thick

steel, 3 ft concrete and ground dirt.
- Axially, by 22 ft water above the core and 5/16 inch-thick aluminum, 2ft concrete

and clay under the core structure.
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21.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.5.1, "Normal Operating Conditions" requests
a description of the normal operating conditions for the complete, operable
reactor core, including controls on empty spaces (e.g. unoccupied fuel
locations) that could be used to add reactivity to the core, and the full
spectrum of control rod worths, kinetics parameters, and core excess
reactivities for all planned or possible configurations. The SAR description
was insufficient in these areas.

21.1. Please provide the core loading for the 250 kW condition including control rod
worths, kinetics parameters, and core excess reactivities for all planned or possible
configurations.
21.2. Figure 4.1, "University of Utah Reactor Core (top view)," was not legible, and not
clear whether this configuration was for 100 kW or 250 kW. Please provide a legible and
clear copy.

Not applicable for 250kW based on letter sent to NRC

SECTION 4.5.1 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.5 Nuclear Design

The reactor design bases are established by the maximum operational capability for the

fuel elements and configurations. The TRIGA reactor system has three major areas which are

used to define the reactor design bases:
* fuel temperature,
* prompt temperature coefficient,
* control rod worths,

* thermal-hydraulics and heat transfer (pool water temperature), and

* reactor power.
The ultimate safety limit is basedon fuel temperature, while the strongly negative

temperature coefficient of reactivity contributes to the inherent safety of the TRIGA reactor. A
limit on reactor power is set to ensure operation below the fuel temperature safety limit and
pool water temperature limit.

The following analysis and data are provided for UUTR operating at nominal power of

90kW (and licensed for 100kW).

4.5.1 Normal Operating Conditions

4.5.1.1 Critical Mass and Fuel Description

The 100kW UUTR consists of 78 fuel elements: 23 aluminum elements (8.91% burn-up),
36 stainless steel elements (0.61% burn-up), 17 old stainless steel elements (8.77% burn-up),
and 2 stainless steel instrumental fuel elements (8.77% burn-up). The initial mass of U-235 of
aluminum element, stainless steel elements, and old stainless steel elements wereý

, respectively. Aluminum element has H/Zr ratio of 1.0 and stainless
steel element has H/Zr ratio of 1.6.Two instrumental fuel elements have same amount of U-235
as old stainless steel element. Graphite and heavy water elements are used as reflectors. Each
fuel element is located B-ring through G-ring. A-ring is empty and used as a central irradiator.

4.5.1.2 Core Loading and Power per Fuel Element

Figure 1.3-4 shows the core loading for the operational 100kW UUTR. The power
density was calculated using MCNP5 (described in Section 4.5.2). The fuel element power
distribution per fuel ring is obtained based on the MCNP5 model of the core loading. The
highest power density, as expected, occurs in the "B" ring representing therefore the UUTR's

hottest channel.
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The effect of the graphite elements in the outer ring is to slightly increase the power
density in the outer-fueled rings and to slightly reduce the power density in the inner-fueled
rings. This again is expected as part of the reflector flux peaking. The average power per
element per each UUTR ring is shown in Table 4.5-1. Table 4.5-2 lists the maximum, minimum,
and~the average power per element, along with ratios of the maximum-to-minimum power and
the maximum-to-average power per element.

4.5.1.3 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) for 100kW UUTR Core

Under very rare conditions the water in the reactor tank can be drained out. Detailed
analyses are presented in Section 13.2.3. Once the coolant is drained, the core heat can be
removed through natural air convection. Under the LOCA the fuel and cladding integrity will not

be jeopardized. The radiation level on the top of the core was calculated to analyze how much
time the supervisor and the personnel have to secure the area. The resulting analysis is showing
that the personnel have several hours after the first leak from the reactor tank to secure the
area.

Table 4.5-1 MCNP5 Calculated average power per fuel ring in 100kW UUTR

# of fuel pins Average power per fuel element
Pa•v (kW/element)

B-Ring 6 1.979
C Ring 11 1.715
D Ring 14 1.475
E Ring 23 1.179
F Ring 19 0.947
G Ring 5 0.700
Total. 78 1.282

Table 4.5-2 MCNP5 calculated maximum, minimum and average power per fuel ring and
power ratios in 100kW UUTR

# of Maximum power per Minimum power per Average power per
fuel fuel pin fuel pin fuel pin
pins PzaxPmin PmaIP avg

in Pm., (kW/pin) P,,, (kW/pin) P..g (kW/pin)
UUTR

78 2.022 0.609 1.282 3.318 1.577

If the decay heat production is sufficiently low or if there is a long enough interval
between reactor shutdown and coolant loss, the convective cooling by air will be enough to
maintain the fuel at a temperature, which will not damage the fuel elements. Texas A&M
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University analyzed this accident and arrived at the following results ["Amendment IX to the

Safety Analysis Report - Texas A&M University Nuclear Science Center," November 1, 1972]:.

" demonstration that standard fuel suspended in air can tolerate temperatures as high

as 1,6500 F (9000 C) without damage to the cladding

" this temperature is not exceeded under the conditions of coolant loss if the maximum

thermal power in an element is equal to or less than 21 kW for standard fuel and 24
kW for fuel if the reactor is operated for an infinite time prior to the accident

" if reactor operations are limited to 70 MWh per week, power levels up to

24kW/element for standard fuel will not cause element damage in the event of loss of
coolant

Calculations performed by GA on the Torrey Pines Mark II reactor yielded similar results

["Final Safety Analysis Report - Stationary Neutron Radiography System, "McClellan Air Force
Base, Sacramento, CA, Prepared by Argonne National Laboratory-West, January 1992]: after

prolonged operation at 2,000kW (about 32kW per element), an instantaneous loss of water
would produce a maximum fuel temperature of about 920OF (4900C), well below the
temperature necessary to cause any failure of the cladding. It can be seen from Table 4.5-2 that

the maximum power level expected in the 100kW UUTR is around 2 kW per element therefore
very much below 17kW per element. Also the operation of the UUTR in excess of 70MWh per

week is not foreseen. (Typical averages are 50 hours per year). Therefore, with the maximum

expected power level in the UUTR core of less than 3kW per element and a conservative

prediction of a limiting element power of 24kW, there is a very substantial margin of safety

against cladding failure and subsequent release of fission products in the event of a loss of

cooling accident.
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22.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.5.2, "Reactor Core Physics Parameters" requests
a description of the reactor core physics information that characterizes the
reactor's performance. This information includes: methods used to
neutronically characterize the UUTR; uncertainties required to apply calculated
results to UUTR operations; methods used to calculate kinetics parameters;
coefficients of reactivity that are applicable to the UUTR; comparisons with
measurements to demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods employed;
and, changes in reactivity coefficients that result from changes to core
configurations. The SAR did not provide this information. Please provide
information regarding methods, uncertainties, comparisons, and all required
technical parameters.

SECTION 4.5.2 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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4.5.2 Reactor Core Physics Parameters

4.5.2.1 The 100kW UUTR Core Description

The UUTR has hexagonal shaped heterogeneous core that has 6 rings, A-ring inner
position, B-ring through G-ring. The UUTR core configuration for 100 kW is shown in Fig. 4.5-1.
In the UUTR operating at nominal maximum power of 100 kW, there are 78 elements and three
control rods: safety, shim, and regulation. Experimentally measured total reactivity worth of all
three control rods is -$4.08. There are four different neutron irradiation positions available:
Pneumatic Irradiator (PI), fast Neutron Irradiation Facility (FNIF), Thermal Irradiator (TI), and
Central Irradiator (CI). The PI uses helium gas to place a sample into the core. The aluminum
tube inserted into the central irradiator extends over the entire length of the core up to the
upper grid plate. Thermal irradiator is filled with 68% of heavy water to thermalize the
neutrons. The FNIF was designed to minimize the gamma irradiation of sample placed into the
FNIF. This fast neutron irradiator provides 1 MeV equivalent fast neutron irradiation
environment. The UUTR has two instrumental fuel elements in the C-ring and D-ring as shown
in Fig. 4.5-1. The UUTR core uses 12 heavy water (68 % concentration) elements and 12 pure
graphite elements as a reflector.

4.5.2.2 Calculational Methods and Verification

The UUTR core performances are assessed by modeling 100kW core using the MCNP5.
The UUTR core never operated at the power level above 90kW, therefore all measured data are
obtained at 90kW power. The MCNP5 model was developed for the UUTR core configuration
shown in Fig. 4.5-1. The MCNP5 is a general purpose Monte Carlo transport code with
capabilities for detailed neutronics computations of 3D reactor cores, and it is well suited to
explicitly model the material and geometrical heterogeneities present in the UUTR core. The
UUTR facility drawings were used to specify accurately the geometry of the UUTR core and
surrounding structures. The geometry of fuel elements and control rods were based on the
manufacturing drawings as well as real physical measurements.

Measurement data for the excess reactivity, shutdown margin and the worth of each
control rod are available for 90kW UUTR core. The comparisons as presented in Section 4.5.2.3
verifies that the parameters used in the MCNP5 UUTR model are correct.

4.5.2.3 UUTR Core Calculation for 100kW UUTR Normal Operating Condition

General Core Parameters. Criticality of 90kW UUTR is obtained with 78 standard 20%
enriched TRIGA fuel elements and three water-filled control rod positions, as shown in Fig. 4.5-
1. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the principal design parameters of the UUTR fuel pins and
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control rods. Measured and calculated operating condition's parameters of the 90kW UUTR are
shown in Table 4.5-4.

Reactor Core Physics Parameters. The reactor core parameters are calculated using the
MCNP5 (Appendix 4.5.A) and data are benchmarked against the real measurements showing
favorable comparisons. Table 4.5-5 summarizes calculated and measured excess reactivity,
shutdown margin and control rod worth. The errors occurring in the experimental
measurement of the control rod worths is - 10 %. The main sources of the error are due to the
reading of control rod positions, power fluctuation during the rod drop and misreading of the
rod drop graph. The excess reactivity and shut down margin are within the Technical
Specification requirements with this error range. The error of MCNP5 calculation corresponds
to one standard deviation, i.e. 68% confidence interval. Considering the measurement error
and MCNP5 simulation confidence interval, the MCNP5 calculation results match with the
measurement data. It verifies the MCNP5 model of the 1OOkW UUTR.

The effective delayed neutron fraction for the 100kW core was calculated with MCNP5
by utilizing the expression

k
fle#= 1

k

where kp is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are born with the energy spectrum
of prompt neutrons, and k is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are born with the
appropriately weighted energy spectra of both prompt and delayed neutrons. The computed

k=1.00649±0.00003, and kp=0.99876±0.00003 are giving, fl8,=0.00768±0.00006.
Neutron lifetime. The prompt-neutron lifetime, 1p, was calculated using the MCNP5

model of the 100kW UUTR, and the I/v absorber method, whereby a small amount of boron is
distributed homogeneously throughout the reactor. The calculation of lp is as follows:

1 kref - k
l NB7oo.oVo kP

where: krefis the eigenvalue of the original system,
kp is the eigenvalue of the system with trace amounts of B-10,
NB-10 = boron-l0 number density [atoms/(barn-cm)],
v0 = 220,000 cm/sec, and
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control rods. Measured and calculated operating condition's parameters ofthe 90kW UUTR are 
shown in Table 4.5-4. 

Reactor Core Physics Parameters. The reactor core parameters are calculated using the 
MCNPS (Appendix 4.5.A) and data are bench marked against the real measurements showing 
favorable comparisons. Table 4.5-5 summarizes calculated and measured excess reactivity, 
shutdown margin and control rod worth. The errors occurring in the experimental 
measurement of the control rod worths is - 10 %. The main sources of the error are due to the 
reading of control rod positions, power fluctuation during the rod drop and misreading of the 
rod drop graph. The excess reactivity and shut down margin are within the Technical 
Specification requirements with this error range. The error of MCNPS calculation corresponds 
to one standard deviation, i.e. 68% confidence interval. ConSidering the measurement error 
and MCNP5 simulation confidence interval, the MCNPS calculation results match with the 
measurement data. It verifies the MCNPS model of the 100kW UUTR. 

The effective delayed neutron fraction for the 100kW core was calculated with MCNPS 
by utilizing the expression 

k 
fief! =1- ; 

where kp is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are born with the energy spectrum 
of prompt neutrons, and k is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are born with the 
appropriately weighted energy spectra of both prompt and delayed neutrons. The computed 

1r-1.00649±0.00003, and kp=0.99876±0.00003 are giving, fieff'0.00768±0.00006. 
Neutron lifetime. The prompt-neutron lifetime, lp, was calculated using the MCNPS 

model of the 100kW UUTR, and the lIv absorber method, whereby a small amount of boron is 
distributed homogeneously throughout the reactor. The calculation of lp is as follows: 

where: krejis the eigenvalue of the original system, 
kp is the eigenvalue of the system with trace amounts of B-10, 
Ns-IO = boron-10 number density [atoms/(barn-cm}], 
Vo = 220,000 cm/sec, and 
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aaO = 3837 barns = qa0B-10 at 220,000 cm/sec

The limit as N-•0 was found by perturbing the system with two different boron
concentrations and then linearly extrapolating to N=0. The boron concentrations were 7.5xl0-
8atoms/(barn-cm) (kp =1.00504±0.00003, lp =22.8±0.9,us) and 1.5xl0-7atoms/(barn-cm) (kp
=1.00345±0.00003, 1p =23.9±0.5,us). The resulted prompt-neutron lifetime for the 100kW UUTR
core is 21.7±2.4/js. The MCNP5 outputs the tally values per neutron, which is irrelevant to the
actual operational power. The calculated fuel element power distribution can be normalized to
specified core power levels. Table 4.5-6 and Table 4.5-7 list the fuel element power distribution
per fuel rings at 100kW and 90kW power levels respectively. Fuel elements have less power at
90kW core level than at 100kW power level. Figure 4.5-2 and Figure 4.5-3 shows the UUTR fuel
element power distributions at 100kW and 90kW total powers, respectively and indicating (a)
3D view of the fuel elements' power, (b) core fuel rings map, and (c) power per each fuel

element. Details are presented in Section 4.5.3.6.

Table 4.5-4 Parameters for the 90kW UUTR normal operating condition

Power level 90kW
Pool water temperature (average) 20~250C

Bridge radiation Level ~20ptR/hr

Fuel temperature as measured in D-ring: 95°C
two instrumental fuel elements 2  C-ring: 110'C

Maximum calculated fuel temperature3 109.1 °C
Peak/Average fuel temperature 1.69
Average fuel temperature 64.61 °C

Pool cooling system

Flow rate in GPM ATin °C

Primary 5.2 5OC
Secondary 5.0 10 0C
Excess reactivity at power $0.819
Total rod worth $4.08

MCNP5 simulation gives also the peaking factor of each fuel element under the current
core configuration, as shown in Fig. 4.5-4. They are in the range of 1.184 - 1.282 and are the

same for 100kW and 90kW power levels. For the whole UUTR core, at 100kW, the maximum
linear power density is 67.10 W/cm and the average linear power density is 34.32 W/cm, i.e.
the peaking factor for the whole core is 1.955 (= 67.10 / 34.32); at 90kW power level, the
maximum linear power density is 60.39 W/cm, the average linear power density is 30.89 W/cm,
and the peaking factor for the whole core is same as for the 100kW operating power, i.e. 1.955.

2 Average temperature measured at three centerline locations inside of the instrumental fuel element
3 Calculated using PARET-ANL (Section 4.6)
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The limit as N--+O was found by perturbing the system with two differentboron 
concentrations and then linearly extrapolating to N=O. The boron concentrations were 7.5x10-
8atoms/(barn-cm) (kp =1.00504±0.00003, lp =22.8±0.9 ,us) and 1.5xlO·7atoms/(barn-cm) (kp 
=1.00345±0.OO003, lp =23.9±0.5 ,us). The resulted prompt-neutron lifetime for the 100kW UUTR 
core is 21.7±2.4 ,us. The MCNP5 outputs the tally values per neutron, which is irrelevant to the 
actual operational power. The calculated fuel element power distribution can be normalized to 
specified core power levels. Table 4.5-6 and Table 4.5-7 list the fuel element power distribution 
per fuel rings at 100kW and 90kW power levels respectively. Fuel elements have less power at 
90kW core level than at 100kW power level. Figure 4.5-2 and Figure 4.5-3 shows the UUTR fuel 
element power distributions at 100kW and 90kW total powers, respectively and indicating (a) 
3D view ofthe fuel elements' power, (b) core fuel rings map, and (c) power per each fuel 
element. Details are presented in Section 4.5.3.6. 

Table 4.5-4 Parameters for the 90kW UUTR normal operating condition . 

Power level 90kW 
Pool water temper.ature (average) 20~2so( 

Bridge radiation Level ~20JlR/hr 

Fuel temperature as measured in D-ring: 9s 0
( 

two instrumental fuel elements2 (-ring: 1l0o( 
Maximum calculated fuel temperature3 109.1°( 
Peak/Average fuel temperature 1.69 
Average fuel temperature 64.61·( 

Pool cooling system 
Flow rate in GPM tJ.Tin O( 

Primary 5.2 SoC 

Secondary 5.0 lOo( 

Excess reactivity at power $0.819 
Total rod worth $4.08 

MCNP5 simulation gives also the peaking factor of each fuel element under the current 
core configuration, as shown in Fig. 4.5-4. They are in the range of 1.184 - 1.282 and are the 
same for 100kW and 90kW power levels. For the whole UUTR core, at 100kW, the maximum 
linear power density is 67.10 W/cm and the average linear power density is 34.32 W/cm, i.e. 
the peaking factor for the whole core is 1.955 (= 67.10/3432); at 90kW power level, the 
maximum linear power density is 60.39 W/cm, the average linear power density is 30.89 W/cm, 
and the peaking factor for the whole core is same as for the 100kW operating power, i.e. 1.955. 

2 Average temperature measured at three centerline locations inside of the instrumental fuel element 
3 Calculated using PARET-ANL (Section 4.6) 
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Table 4.5-5 Measured and calculated excess reactivity, shutdown margin and control rod worth for

90kW and 1OOkW UUTR core

Measurement average 2005 to 2009 MCNP5 calculation

at 90kW (fluctuations in

UUTR measurement +-10%)

Excess Reactivity ($) 0.819 0.840±0.010

Shutdown Margin 1.018 0.980±0.023

N()
Control Safety 2.243 1.924±0.035

Rod Shim 1.550 1.468±0.031

Worth ($) Reg 0.287 0.294±0.022

Table 4.5-6 Fuel element power distribution per fuel ring at 1OOkW power level

# of Maximum power Minimum power Average power
fuel per fuel pin per fuel pin per fuel pin PmlPi,, P,,IP ag

pins Pm. (kWfpin) Pmi, (kW/pin) P.,, (kW/pin)

B Ring 6 2.022 1.880 1.979 1.075 1.022

C Ring 11 1.895 1.497 1.715 1.266 1.105

D Ring 14 1.818 1.194 1.475 1.523 1.233

E Ring 23 1.445 0.930 1.179 1.554 1.226

F Ring 19 1.209 0.761 0.947 1.590 1.277

G Ring 5 0.788 0.609 0.700 1.293 1.124

Total 78 2.022 0.609 1.282 3.318 1.577

Table 4.5-7 Fuel element power distribution per fuel ring at 90kW power level

# of Maximum power per Minimum power per Average power per
fuel fuel pin fuel pin fuel pin Pmax/P.m. P.ma/P•ag

pins P/max (kW/pin) Pm•, (kW/pin) Pav, (kW/pin)

B Ring 6 1.820 1.692 1.781 1.075 1.022
C Ring 11 1.705 1.347 1.544 1.266 1.105

D Ring 14 1.636 1.075 1.327 1.523 1.233
E Ring 23 1.300 0.837 1.061 1.554 1.226

F Ring 19 1.088 0.685 0.852 1.590 1.277

G Ring 5 0.709 0.548 0.630 1.293 1.124
Total 78 1.820 0.548 1.154 3.318 1.577

The axial linear power density profile of the fuel element with the highest power is

shown in Fig. 4.5-5 for 1OOkW and Fig. 4.5-6 for 90kW UUTR operation power; the origin point

is set at the center of the fuel element. The increase of the linear power density at both ends of

the fuel element is because of the graphite blocks present at both ends reflecting the neutrons.
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Table 4.5-5 Measured and calculated excess reactivity, shutdown margin and control rod worth for 
90kW and l00kW UUTR core 

Measurement average 2005 to 2009 MCNP5 calculation 

at 90kW (fluctuations in 

UUTR measurement +-10%) 

Excess Reactivity ($) 0.819 0.840±0.010 

Shutdown Margin 1.018 0.980±0.023 

($) 
Control Safety 2.243 1.924±0.035 

Rod Shim 1.550 1.468±0.031 

Worth ($) Reg 0.287 0.294±0.022 . 

Table 4.5-6 Fuel element power distribution per fuel ring at l00kW power level 

# of Maximum power .. Minimum power Average power 

fuel per fuel pin per fuel pin per fuel pin Pma:lPmin Pma:lPovg 
pins Pmax (kW/pin) Pmin (kW/pin) Povr! (kW/pin) 

BRing 6 2.022 1.880 1.979 1.075 1.022 

C Ring 11 1.895 1.497 1.715 1.266 1.105 

DRing 14 1.818 1.194 1.475 1.523 1.233 

E Ring 23 1.445 0.930 1.179 1.554 1.226 

F Ring 19 1.209 0.761 0.947 1.590 1.277 

GRing 5 0.788 0.609 0.700 1.293 1.124 

Total 78 2.022 0.609 1.282 3.318 1.577 

Table 4.5-7 Fuel element power distribution per fuel ring at 90kW power level 

#of Maximum power per Minimum power per Average power per 
fuel fuel pin fuel pin fuel pin PmaxlPmin Pma:lPovg 
pins Pmax (kW/pin) Pmin (kW/pin) Povr! (kW/pin) 

BRing 6 1.820 1.692 1.781 1.075 1.022 
C Ring 11 1.705 1.347 1.544 1.266 1.105 

DRing 14 1.636 1.075 1.327 1.523 1.233 

E Ring 23 1.300 0.837 1.061. 1.554 1.226 

F Ring 19 1.088 0.685 0.852 1.590 1.277 

GRing 5 0.709 0.548 0.630 1.293 1.124 

Total 78 1.820 0.548 1.154 3.318 1.577 

The axial linear power density profile of the fuel element with the highest power is 
shown in Fig. 4.5-5 for lOOkW and Fig. 4.5-6 for 90kW UUTR operation power; the origin point 
is set at the center of the fuel element. The increase of the linear power density at both ends of 
the fuel element is because of the graphite blocks present at both ends reflecting the neutrons. 
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Figures 4.5-7 and 4.5-8,show the neutron flux at the center plane.of the IOk-W and
90kW UUTR power level o0pe ration, arespectively (xand Y coordinates are the index of mesh.
tally and 'the center of the mesh is at the center of the core). Both neutron flux ldistributions: "

..have the same shape but differ•ent magnitude.,The thermal flux peaks at the position where:.

there is no fuel element (ring i filled ith the wateronly). Fast: flux is Ithe highest in the middle
of the UUTR core.

I
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Figure 4.5-2.0MkW OUTR. power distribution obtainedW with MCNP5: (ao) 3D view, (b) corIe fuel rings
mqp,:(tý) power per fuel element (n umbersvare in kW):
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Figure 4.5-3 UUTR fuel elem .ents power distributiona~t'90'kW power levtel obtaineid'with'MCNVP5ý
(a) 3D view, (b)cr ul ig a) (c) po wer per fuel element (numbers are in kW)
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Figure 4.5-8 Neutron flux at the center plane of the 90kW (JUTR core from MCNP5 simulation
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Appendix 4.5.A

MCNP5 input file for the 100kW UUTR core

2010

TRIGGA 3D Model
C New SS Fuel
100 1 -5.636
101 2 -1.70
102 2 -1.70
103 3 -7.92
104 4 -1.0

-2 11 -12
-2 12 -14
-2 13 -11
(-1 15 -16) (2:-13:14)
1:-15:16 92 -93

c Old SS Fuel
110 like 100 but mat=12 rho
111 like 101 but
i12 like 102 but
.113 like 103 but
114 like 104 but
c Al Fuel
120 5 -6.143 -3 21 -22
121 2 -1.70 -3 22 -24
122 2 -1.70 -3 23 -21
123 6 -2.70 (-1 25--26
124 4 -1.0 1:-25:26 9
c Instrumental Fuel
130 like 110 but
131 like I11 but
132 like 112 but
133'like 113 but
134 like 114 but
c Graphite
140 2 -1.70 -3 23 -24
143 like 123 but
144 like 124 but
c Heavy Water
150 7 -1.056 -3 23 -24
153 like 123 but
154 like 124 but
c Water

160 4 -1.0 -1 92 -93

161 4 -1.0 1 92 -93
c Safety Control Rod
170 9 -2.52 -46 11 -9
171 6 -2.7 46 -47 1
172 4 -1.0 (47 -50 1
173 6 -2.7 50 -1 92
174 4 -1.0 1 92 -93
c Shim Control Rod

180 9 -2.52 -46 11 -9

181 6 . -2.7 46 -47 1
182 4 -1.0 (47 -50 1
183 6 -2.7 50 -1 92
184 4 -1.0 1 92 -93
c Reg Control Rod
190 9 -2.52 -48 11 -9.
191 6 -2.7 48 -49 1
192 4 -1.0 (49 -50 1
193 6 -2.7 50 -l 92
194 4 . -1.0 1 92 -93
C Empty Control Rod

=-5 .636

(3:-23:24)
2 -93

u=l
u=l
u=l
u=l

u= 1

u=2
u=2
u=2
u=2
u=2

u=3
u=3
u=3
u=3

u=4
u=4
u=4
u=4
u=4

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp: n=1
imp:n=1
imp: n= 1

imp: n=l
imp:n=I
imp:n=1
imp: n= 1
imp: n= 1

$Fuel Meat
$Up Graphite
$Down Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

$Fuel Meat
$Up Graphite
$Down Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

imp:n=l $Fuel Meat
imp:n=l $Up Graphite
imp:n=l $Down Graphite
imp:n=l $Cladding
u=3 imp:n=l $H20

imp:n=l
imp: n=l
imp: n=l
imp: n= 1
imp:n=l

u=6 imp:n=l
u=6 imp:n=l
u=6 imp:n=l

u=7 imp:n=l
u=7 imp:n=l
u=7 imp:n=l

$Fuel Meat
$Up Graphite
$Down Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

$Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

$D20
$Cladding
$H20

3

1 -93
1 -93): (-50

-93

3
1 -93
1 -93):(-50

-93

3
1 -93
1 -93) : (-50

-93

U=8 imp:n=l $H20
u=8 imp:n=l $H20

u=10
u=10

-11 92)
u=10
u=10

u=ll
u=11

-11 92)
u=ll
u=ll

u=12
u=12

-11 92)
u=12
u=12

imp:n=l $B4C
imp:n=l $Al Cladding
u=10 imp:n=l $H20
imp:n=l $Al Tube
imp:n=l $H20

imp:n=l $B4C
imp:n=l $Al Cladding
u=ll imp:n=l $H20
imp:n=l $Al Tube
imp:n=l $H20

imp:n=l $B4C
imp:n=l $Al Cladding
u=12 imp:n=l $H20
imp:n=l $Al Tube
imp:n=l $H20
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Appendix 4.S.A 

MCNPS input file for the lOOkW UUTR core 

TRIGGA 3D Model 
c New SS Fuel 
100 1 -5.636 -2 11 -12 u=l imp: n=l, $Fuel Meat 
101 2 -1. 70 -2 12 -14 u=l imp:n=l $up'Graphite 
102 2 -1.70 -2 13 -11 u=l imp:n=1 $Down Graphite 
103 3 -7.92 (-1 15 -16) (2:-13:14) u=l imp:n=l $Cladding 
104 4 -1. 0 1:-15:16 92 -93 u=l imp:n=l $H20 
c Old SS Fuel 
110 like 100 but mat=12 rho=-5.636 u=2 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
111 like 101 but u=2 imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
i12 like 102 but u=2 irnp:n=l $ Down Graphite 
,113 like 103 but u=2 imp:n=l $Cladding 
114 like 104 but u=2 imp:n=l $H20 
c Al Fuel 
120 5 -6.143 -3 21 -22 u=3 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
121 2 -1. 70 -3 22 -24 u=3 imp:n=l SUp Graphite, 
122 2 -1. 70 -3 23 -21 u=3 imp:n=l $Down Graphite 
123 6 -2.70 (-1 25, -26) (3:-23:24) u=3 imp:n=l $Cladding 
124 4 -1. 0 1:-25:26 92 -93 u=3 imp:n=l $H20 
c Instrumental Fuel 
130 like 110 but u=4 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
131 like 111 but u=4 imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
132 like 112 but u=4 imp:n=l $Down Graphite 
133 'like 113 but u=4 imp:n=l $Cladding 
134 like 114 but u=4 imp:n=l $H20 
c Graphite 
140 2 -1. 70 -3 23 -24 u=6 imp:n=l $Graphite 
143 like 123 but u=6 imp:n=l $Cladding 
144 like 124 but u=6 imp:n=l $H20 
c Heavy Water 
150 7 -1.056 -3 23 -24 u=7 imp:n=l $D20 
153 like 123 but u=7 imp:n=l $Cladding 
154 like 124 but u=7 imp:n=l $H20 
c Water 
160 4 -1. 0 -1 92 .,.93 u=8 imp:n=l $H20 
161 4 -1. 0 1 92 -93 u=8 imp:n=l $H20 
c Safety Control Rod 
170 9 -2.52 -46 11 -93 u=10 imp:n=l $B4C 
171 6 -2.7 46 -47 11 -93 u=10 imp:n=l $AI Cladding 
172 4 -1.0 (47 -50 11 -93):(-50 -11 92) u=10 imp:n=l $H20 
173 6 -2.7 50 -1 92 -93 u=10 imp:n=l $AI Tube 
174 4 -1.0 1 92 -93 u=10 imp:n=l $H20 
c Shim Control Rod 
180 9 -2.52 -46 11 -93 u=11 imp:n=l $B4C 
181 6 -2.7 46 -47 11 -93 u=ll imp:n=l $Al Cladding 
182 4 -1.0 (47 -50 11 -93) : (-50 -11 92) u=11 imp:n=l $H20 
183 6 -2.7 50 -1 92 -93 u=11 imp:n=l $AI Tube 
184 4 -1. 0 1 92 -93 u=ll imp:n=l $H20 
'c Reg Control Rod 
190 9 -2.52 -48 11 -93 u=12 imp:n=l $B4C 
191 6 -2.7 48 -49 11 -93 u=12 imp:n=l $AI Cladding 
192 4 -1.0 (49 -50 11 -93) : (-50 -11 92) u=12 imp:n=l $H20 
193 6 -2.7 50 :"'1 92 -93 u=12 imp:n=l $AI Tube 
194 4 -1.0 1 92 -93 u=12 imp:n=l $H20 
c Empty Control Rod 
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100kW UUTR-SAR:

196 4 -1-.0
197 6 -2.7
198 4 -1.0
c Brand New SS Fue:
c 310 like 100 but
c 311 like 101 but
c 312 like 102 but
* 313 like 103 but
c 314 like 104 but
c Lattice

Responses to NRC RAts 2010

-50 92 -93
50 -1 92 -93
1 92 -93
L, more U235
mat=5 rho=-5.781

u=5 imp:n=l $H20
u=5 imp:n=l $Al Tube
u=5 imp:n=l $H20

u=15 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat
u=15 imp:n=l $Up Graphite
u=15 imp:n=l $Down Graphite
u=15 imp:n=l $Cladding
u=15 imp:n=l $H20

200 4 -1.0 -101 102 -103 104 -105 106 92 -93 lat=2 u=9
fill=-7:7 -7:7 0:0
000000099999999

000000987878789

000009323113279
000091311113389

000911313153379
009311412212379

093313222423379
9 8 7 2 5 1 1 5 1 13 3 18 9

987122111213690
987138221316900

987112253369000
987811111690000

986666666900000
988888889000000

9 9 999 99 9 00 0 0 0 0 0 imp:n=l
201 4 -1.0 -111 112 -113 114 -115 11692 -93 fill=9 imp:n=7 $Lattices
202 6 -2.7 (-121 122 -123 124 -125 126) 91 -94

(111:-112:113:-114:115:-116) imp :n=l $AI Wall
203 6 -2.7 -111 112 -113 114 -115 116 91 -92 imp:n=l 3Lower Al Plate
204 6 -2.7 -111 112 -113 114 -115 116 93 -94 41 43 45 imp:n=l 0upper Al Plate
206 4 -1.0 -131 94 -97 41 43 45 imp:n=2 2Top Water
207 4 -. 0 -131 96 -91 8 imp:n=l $Bottom Water
208 10 92.30 -131 -96 95 imp:n=8 $Bottom Concrete

301 9 -2.52 -40 93 -97 imp:n=l $Safety Rod above core region
302 6 -2.7 40 -41 93 -97 imp:n901
303 9 -2.52 -42 93 -97 imp:n=l $Shim Rod above core region
304 6 -2.7 421-43 93 -97 imp:n=1
305 9 -2.52 -44 93 -97 imp:n=l $Reg Rod above core region
306 6 -2.7 44 -45 93 -97 imp:n=1

c FNIF
400 11 -0.00115 -141 imp:n=l $ FNIF Air
401 8 -11.34 -140 141 imp:n=l $ FNIF Pb

c Heavy water block
500 11 -0.00115 -159 160 -161 imp:n=l $ Heavy water Air
501 6 -2.7 159 -158 160 -161 imp:n=1
502 7 -1.056 158 154 -155 156 157 160 -161 imp:n=l
503 6 -2.7 (-154:155:-156:-157)

150 -151 152 153 160 -161 imp:n=l

c
900 4 -1.0 -131 91 -94 140

(-150:151:-152:-153:-160:161)
(121:-122:123:-124:125:-'126.)

999 0 131:-95:97 imp:n=0
imp:n=l $Water Around Core

C Surface Cards
1 cz 1.873
2 cz 1.82
3 cz 1.79
11 pz -19.05
12 pz 19.05
13 pz -29.21

$Outer Radius
$Inner Radius
$Inner Radius for Aluminum.Container
$SS Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2)
$SS Fuel Meat Top
$SS Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch)
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196 4 -1.0 
197 6 -2.7 
198 4 -1. 0 
c Brand New SS 
c 310 like 100 
c311 like 101 
c 312 like 102 
c313 like 103 
c 314 like 104 
c Lattice 
200 4 -1.0 

201 4 -1. 0 
202 6 -2.7 

-50 92 -93 
50 -1 92 -93 
1 92 -93 

Fuel, more U235 

u=5 
u=5 
u=5 

imp:n=l $H20 
imp:n=l $Al Tube 
imp:'n=l $H20-

but mat=5 rho=-5.781 
but 
but 
but 
but 

u=15 
u=15 
u=15 
u=15 
u=15 

imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
imp:n=l $Down Graphite 
imp:n=l $Cladding 
imp:n=l $H20 

-101 102 -103 104 -105 106 92 -93 
fill=-7:7 -7:7 0:0 
o 000 0 009 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
o 0 0 0 009 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 9 
000 0 093 2 3 113 2 7 9 
o 0 0 0 9 1 3 111 1 3 3 8 9 
o 0 0 9 113 1 3 1 5 3 3 7 9 
o 0 9 3 1 1 4 122 1 2 379 
093 3 1 3 2 2 2 423 3 7 9 

9 ~ 7 2 5 1 1 5 1 1 8 3 169 

lat=2 

9 8 7 122 1 1 1 2 1 3 690 
98713 822 1 3 1 6 9 0 0 
987 112 2 533 6 9 0 0 0 
987 8 1 1 111 6 9 0 0 0 0 

9 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 000 0 0 
9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 0 0 0 000 

u=9 

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 imp:n=l 
-111 112 -113 114 -115 116 -92 -93 fill=9 imp:n=l $Lattices 
(-121 122 -123 124 -125 126) 91 -94 
(111:-112:113:-114:115:-116) imp:n=l $Al Wall 

2010 

203 6 -2.7 
204 6 -2.7 
206 4 -1. 0 
207 4 -1.0 
208 10 -2.30 

-111 112 --113 114 -115 116 91 -92 imp:n=l 
-111 112 -113 114 -115 116 93 -94 41 43 45 imp:n=l 
-131 94 -97 41 43 45 imp:n=l 
-131 96 -91 
-131 -96 95 

imp:n=l 
imp:n=l 

$Lower Al Plate 
SUpper Al Plate 
$Top Water 
$Bottom Water 
$Bottom Concrete 

301 9 
302 6 
303 9 
304 6 
305 9 
306 6 
c_ FNIF 

-2.52 
-2.7 
-2.52 
-2.7 
-2.52 
-2.7 

-40 
40 

-42 
42 

-44 
44 

93 -97 
-4:j. 93 
93 -97 
-43 93 
93 -97 
-45 93 

-97 

-97 

-97 

imp:n=l $Safety Rod above core region 
imp:n=l 
imp:n=l $Shim Rod above core region 
imp:n=l 
imp:n=l $Reg Rod above core region 
imp:n=l 

400 11 -0.00115 -141 
401 8 -11.34 -140 141 

imp:n=l $ FNIF Air 
imp:n=l $ FNIF Pb 

c Heavy water block 
500 11 -0.00115 -159 160 -161 imp:n=l $ Heavy water Air 
501 6 -2.7 159 -158 160 -161 imp:n=l 
502 7 -1.056 158 154 -155 156 157 160 -161 imp:n=l 
503 6 -2.7 (-154:155:-156:-157) 

c 
900 4 -1.0 

150 -151 152 153 160 -161 imp:n=l 

-131 91 -94 140 
(-150:151:-152:-153:-160:161) 
(121: -122: 123: -124: 125 :--'-126.) imp:n=l 
131:-95:97 imp:n=O 

$Water Around Core 
999 o 

C Surface Cards 
1 cz 1.873 SOuter Radius 
2 cz 1. 82 $ Inner Radius 
3 cz 1. 79 $Inner Radius for Aluminum.Container 
11 pz -1.9.05 $SS Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2 ) 
12 pz 19.05 $SS Fuel Meat Top 
13 pz -29.21 $SS Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch) 
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14
15
16
21
22
23
24
25
26
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
c/z

c/z

c/z

c/z
c/z

c/z

cz

cz
cz

cz

cz

29.21
-30.39

30.39
-17.78
17.78

-27.94
27.94

-29.12
29.12
6.555
6.555

-13.11
-13.11

6.555
6.555
1.00
1.11
0.200
0.318
1.750

$SS Fuel Graphite Top
$SS Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm)
$SS Cladding Top (1.18 cm)
$Al Fuel Meat Bottom (7 inch * 2)
$Al Fuel Meat Top
$Al Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch)
$Al Fuel Graphite Top
$Al Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm)
$Al Cladding Top (1.18 cm)

-11.354 1.00 $Safety Control Rod
-11.354 1.11 $Safety Control Rod Cladding

0.0 1.00 $Shim Control Rod
0.0 1.11 $Shim Control Rod Cladding

11.354 0.200 $Reg Control Rod
11.354 0.318 $Reg Control Rod Cladding
$ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit
$ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit Cladding
$ Reg Rod in Unit
$ Reg Rod in Unit Cladding
$ Inner radius of Al tube for control rod

91 pz -33.43 $L
92 pz -30.89 $L
93 pz 30.89 $V1
94 pz 32.79 $U,
95 pz -55.0 $Cc
96 pz -43.09 $W•
97 pz 50.0 $W•
C Lattice Cells
101 px 2.185
102 px -2.185
103 p 0.5 0.86
104 p 0.5 0.86(
105 p -0.5 0.86E
106 p -0.5 0.86(
c Frame Boundary
11 p 1.732038
112 p 1.732038
113 p 1.732038
114 p 1.732038
115 py 25.230
116 py -25.230
c Al Wall
121 p 1.732038
122 p 1.732038
123 p 1.732038
124 p 1.732038
125 py 27.135
126 py -27.135
C Reflector Surfaces
131 cz 65.0
C 131 p 1.732038
c 132 p 1.732038
c 133 p 1.732038
c 134 p 1.732038
c 135 py 41.629841
C 136 py -41.629841
c FNIF

ower Plate Bottom
ower Plate Top (I inch)
pper Plate Bottom
pper Plate Top (0.75 inch)
oncrete Bottom
ater Bottom (2 inch)
ater Top

60254
60254
60254
60254

1
1

-1
-I

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2.185
-2.185
2.185

-2.185

50.460
-50.460.
50.460

-50.460

54.270
-54.270
54.270

-54.270

reflector
0 83.259682
0 -83.259682
0 83.259682
0 -83.259682

1
1

-l
-i

$Water
1
1

-i
-i

140 BOX -15.88 -26.77 -30.48
141 BOX -22.82 -24.91 -30.48
c Heavy water beside core
150 p 1.732038 1 0
151 p 1.732038 1 0
152 py 0.0

-15.24 26.40 0
-10.16 17.60 0

-22.00 -12.7 0
-8.80 -5.1 0

0 0 60.96
0 0 60.96

54.270 $ Al outer
84.670
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14 pz 
15 pz 
16 pz 
21 pz 
22 pz 
23 pz 
24 pz 
25 pz 
26 pz 
40 c/z 
41 c/z 
42 c/z 
43 c/z 
44 c/z 
45 c/z 
46 cz 
47 cz 
48 cz 
49 cz 
50 cz 
91 pz 
92 pz 
93 pz 
94 pz 
95 pz 
96 pz 
97 pz 
C Lattice 
101 px 
102 px 
103 p 
104 p 
105 P 
106 P 

29.21 
-30.39 

30.39 
-17.78 
17.78 

-27.94 
27.94 

-29.12 
29.12 

6.555 
6.555 

-13.11 
-13.11 

6.555 
6.555 
1. 00 
1.11 
0.200 
0.318 
1. 750 

-33.43 
-30.89 

30.89 
32.79 

-55.0 
-43.09 

50.0 
Cells 

2.185 
-2.185 
0.5 
0.5 

-0.5 
-0.5 

$SS Fuel Graphi.te Top 
$SS Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm) 
$SS Cladding Top (1.18 cm) 
$Al Fuel Meat Bottom (7 inch * 2) 
$Al Fuel Meat Top 
$Al Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch) 
$Al Fuel Graphite Top 
$Al Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm) 
$Al Cladding TOp (1.18 cm) 

-11.354 1.00 $Safety Control Rod 
-11.354 1.11 $Safety Control Rod Cladding 

0.0 1.00 $Shim Control Rod 
0.0 1.11 $Shim Control Rod Cladding 

11.354 0.200 $Reg Control Rod 
11.354 0.318 $Reg Control Rod Cladding 
$ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit 
$ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit Cladding 
$ Reg Rod in Unit 
$ Reg Rod in unit Cladding 
$ Inner radius of Al tube for control rod 
$Lower Plate Bottom 
$Lower Plate Top (1 inch) 
SUpper Plate Bottom 
SUpper Plate Top (0.75 inch) 
$Concrete Bottom 
$Water Bottom (2 inch) 
$Water Top 

0.8660254 
0.8660254 
0.8660254 
0.8660254 

o 2.185 
o -2.185 
o 2.185 
o -2.185 

c Frame Boundary 
111 p 1.732038 
112 p 1.732038 
113 p 1. 732038 
114 p 1. 732038 
115 py 25.230 
116 py -25.230 
c Al Wall 
121 p 1.732038 
122 p 1. 732038 
123 p 1. 732038 
124 p 1.732038 
125 py 27.135 
126 py -27.135 
C Reflector Surfaces 
131 cz 65.0 $ 
c 131 p 1. 732038 
c 132 p 1.732038 
c 133 p 1. 732038 
c 134 p 1. 732038 
c 135 py 41. 629841 
c 136 py -41. 629841 
c FNIF 
140 BOX -15.88 -26.77 
141 BOX -22.82 -24.91 

1 
1 

-1 
-1 

1 
1 

-1 
-1 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Water 
1 
1 

-1 
-1 

-30.48 
-30.48 

c Heavy water beside core 
150 p 1.732038 1 
151 p 1.732038 1 
152 py 0.0 

o 
o 

50.460 
-50.460. 

50.460 
-50.460 

54.270 
-54.270 

54.270 
-54.270 

reflector 
0 
0 
0 
0 

83.259682 
-83.259682 

83.259682 
-83.259682 

-15.24 26.40 0 -22.00 -12.7 0 
-10.16 17.60 0 -8.80 -5.1 0 

54.270 $ Al outer 
84.670 

2010 

o 0 60.96 
o 0 60.96 
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153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

p 1.732038 -1

p 1.732.038 1
p 1.732038 1
py 0.2
p 1.732038 -1

c/z 30.08 17.37 5.7
c/z 30.08 17.37 5.5
pz -30.0
pz 30.0

pz -18.5
pz -17.5
pz -16.5
pz -15.5
pz -14.5
pz -13.5
pz -12.5
pz -11.5
pz -10.5
pz -9.5
pz -8.5

pz -7.5
pz -6.5
pz -5.5
pz -4.5
pz -3.5
pz -2.5

pz -1.5
pz -0.5
pz 0.5
pz 1.5

pz 2.5
pz 3.5

pz 4.5
pz 5.5
pz 6.5
pz 7.5
pz 8.5
pz 9.5
pz 10.5
pz 11.5
pz 12.5
pz 13.5
pz 14.5
pz 15.5
pz 16.5
pz 17.5
pz 18.5

0
0
0

0.0
54.670
84.270

$ Al outer

0 0.4
$ Air tub Al wall
$ Air tub

$ Heavy water top
$ Heavy water bottom

0.0000
*0. 0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

mode n
kcode 100000 1.0
ksrc -15.2950

-10.9250
-6.5550
-2.1850
2.1850
6.5550

10.9250
-17.4800
-13.1100

-8.7400
-4.3700,
0.0000
4.3700

100 500
-18.9227
-18.9227
-18.9227
-18.9227
-18.9227
-18.9227
-18.9227
-15.1381
-15.1381
-15.1381
-15.1381
-15.1381
-15.1381
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153 p 1. 732038 -1 0 0.0 
154 p 1. 732.038 1 0 54.670 $ Al outer 
155 p 1.732038 1 0 84.270 
156 py 0.2 
157 p 1. 732038 -1 0 0.4 
158 c/z 30.08 17.37 5.7 $ Air tub Al wall 
159 c/z 30.08 17.37 5.5 $ Air tub 
160 pz -30.0 $ Heavy water top 
161 pz 30.0 $ Heavy water bottom 
201 pz -18.5 
202 pz -17.5 
203 pz -16.5 
204 pz -15.5 
205 pz -14.5 

. 206 pz -13 .5 
207 pz -12 .5 
208 pz -11.5 
209 pz -10.5 
210 pz -9.5 
211 pz -8.5 
212 pz -7.5 
213 pz -6.5 
214 pz -5.5 
215 pz -4.5 
216 pz -3.5 
217 pz -2.5 
218 pz -1. 5 
219 pz -0.5 
220 pz 0.5 
221 pz 1.5 
222 pz 2.5 
223 pz 3.5 
224 pz 4.5 
225 pz 5.5 
226 pz 6.5 
227 pz 7.5 
228 pz 8.5 
229 pz 9.5 
230 pz 10.5 
231 pz 11.5 
232 pz 12.5 
233 pz 13 .5 
234 pz 14.5 
235 pz 15.5 
236 pz 16.5 
237 pz 17.5 
238 pz 18.5 

mode n 
kcode 100000 1.0 100 500 
ksrc -15.2950 -18.9227 0.0000 

-10.9250 -18.9227 ·0.0000 
-6.5550 -18.9227 0.0000 
-2.1850 -18.9227 0.0000 
2.1850 -18.9227 0.0000 
6.5550 -18.9227 0.0000 

10.9250 -18.9227 0.0000 
-17.4800 -15.1381 0.0000 
-13.1100 -15.1381 0.0000 
-8.7400 -15.1381 0.0000 
-4.3700. -15.1381 0.0000 

0.0000 -15.1381 0.0000 
4.3700 -15.1381 0.0000 
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8.i7400
13 .1100

-19 .6650
-15.2950
-10.9250
-6.5550
-2.1850

2 .1850
10.9250
15.2950

-21.8500
-17 .4800
-13 .1100
-8.7400
-4.3700
0.0000
4.3700
8.7400

13 .1100
17.4800

-24.0350
-19.6650
-15.2950
-10.9250
-6.5550
-2 .1850

2 .1850
6.5550

10.9250
15.2950
19.6650

-17.4800
-8.7400
-4.3700
4.3700
8.7400

17 .4800
21.8500

-15.2950
-10.9250

-6.5550
-2.1850
2.1850
6.5550

10.9250
15.2950
19.6650

-13.1100
-8.7400

0.0000
4.3700
8.7400

13.1100
17.4800

-10.9250
-6.5550
-2.1850
2.1850

10.9250
15.2950
-4.3700
0.0000
4.3700

-15.1381
-15.1381
-11. 3536
-11.3536
-11. 3536
-11 3536
-11. 3536
-11 .3536
-11.3536
-11.3536

-7 .5691
-7.5691
-7-5691
-7 .5691
-7.5691
-7.5691
-7.5691
-7.5691
-7.5691
-7.5691
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
-3.7845
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
3.7845
3.7845
3.7845
3.7845
3.7845
3.7845
3.7845
3.7845
3.7845
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691

11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
15.1381
15.1381
15.1381

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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8."7400 -15.1381 0.0000 
13 .1100 -15.1381 0.0000 

-19.6650 -11.3536 0.0000 
-15.2950 -11. 3536 0.0000 
-10.9250 -11.3536 0.0000 

-6.5550 -11.3536 0.0000 
-2.1850 -11.3536 0.0000 
2.1850 ~11.3536 0.0000 

10.9250 -11.3536 0.0000 
15.2950 -11.3536 0.0000 

-21.8500 -7.5691 0.0000 
-17.4800 -7.5691 0.0000 
-13 .1100 -7.5691 0.0000 

-8.7400 -7.5691 0.0000 
-4.3700 -7.5691 0.0000 

0.0000 -7.5691 0.0000 
4.3700 -7.5691 0.0000 
8.7400 -7.5691 0.0000 

13 .1100 -7.5691 0.0000 
17.4800 -7.5691 0.0000 

-24.0350 -3.7845 0.0000 
-19.6650 -3.7845 0.0000 
-15.2950 -3.7845 0.0000 
-10.9250 -3.7845 0.0000 
-6.5550 -3.7845 0.0000 
-2.1850 -3.7845 0.0000 
2.1850 -3.7845 0.0000 
6.5550 -3.7845 0.0000 

10.9250 -3.7845 0.0000 
15.2950 -3.7845 0.0000 
19.6650 -3.7845 0.0000 

-17.4800 0.0000 0.0000 
-8.7400 0.0000 0.0000 
-4.3700 0.0000 0.0000 

4.3700 0.0000 0.0000 
8.7400 0.0000 0.0000 

17.4800 0.0000 0.0000 
21. 8500 0.0000 0.0000 

-15.2950 3.7845 0.0000 
-10.9250 3.7845 0.0000 
-6.5550 3.7845 0.0000 
-2.1850 3.7845 0.0000 
2.1850 3.7845 0.0000 
6.5550 3.7845 0.0000 

10.9250 3.7845 0.0000 
15.2950 3.7845 0.0000 
19.6650 3.7845 0.0000 

-13.1100 7.5691 0.0000 
-8.7400 7.5691 0.0000 

0.0000 7.5691 0.0000 
4.3700 7.5691 0.0000 
8.7400 7.5691 0.0000 

13 .1100 7.5691 0.0000 
17.4800 7.5691 0.0000 

-10.9250 11. 3536 0.0000 
-6.5550 11.3536 0.0000 
-2.1850 11. 3536 0.0000 
2.1850 11. 3536 0.0000 

10.9250 11.3536 0.0000 
15.2956 11.3536 0.0000 
-4.3700 15.1381 0.0000 

0.0000 15.1381 0.0000 
4.3700 15.1381 0.0000 
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100kW UUTR-SAR:

8.7400
13.1100

ml 1001.66c
40000.66c
92235.66c
92238.66c

mtl h/zr.60t
zr/h.60t

m2 6000.66c
mt2 grph.60t
m3 6000.66c

14000.60c
24000.50c
25055.66c
26000.50c
28000. 50c

m4 1001.66c
8016.66c

mt4 lwtr.60t
m5 1001.66c

40000. 66c
92235. 66c
92238.66c

mt5 h/zr.60t
zr/h.60t

m6 13027.66c
m7 1001.66c

1002.66c
8016.66c

mt7 lwtr.60t
hwtr.60t

m8 82000.50c
m9 5010.66c

5011.66c
6000.66c

ml0 1001.66c
6000.66c
8016.66c

11023.66c
12000.66c
13027.66c
14000.60c
19000.66c
20000.66c
26000.50c

m11 7014.66c
8016.66c

18000.59c
m12 1001.66c

40000.66c
92235.66c
92238.66c

mtl2 h/zr.60t
zr/h.60t

Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

15.1381
15.1381
-0.015896
-0.899104
-0.016728
-0.068272

1.0

-0.0004
-0.0046
-0.190
-0.009
-0.699
-0.097

2.0
1.0

-0.010
-0.905
-0.01533
-0.06967

1.0
0.64
1.36
1.00

0.0000
0.0000
$ new SS meat, H/Zr=1.6. 0.59% burn-up

$ graphite

$ ss cladding

$ H20

$ Al meat, H/Zr=1.0, 8.91% burnup

$ Al
$ D20 (68% atom)

1.0 $ Pb
-0.1566 $ b4c
-0.6264
-0.217
-0.00619 $ Concrete
-0.17520
-0.41020
-0.00027
-0.03265
-0.01083
-0.03448
-0.00114
-0.32130
-0.00778

0.0000381259 $Air
0.0000095012
0.0000001664

-0.015896 $ Old SS meat, H/Zr=1.6, 8.77% burnup
-0. 899104
-0.015354
-0.069646

c
c New
fl7:n

SS Fuel (u=l)
(100<200[2 -5
(100<200[-2 -4
(100<200[2 -4
(100<200[-3 -3
(100<200[2 -3
(100<200[-3 -2
(100<20013 -2

0]<201)
01<201)
01<201)
01<201)
01<201)
0]<201)
0]<201)

(100<200[3
(100<200(0
(100<20013
(100<200[-2

-5
-4
-4
-3

01<201)
01<201)
01<201)
01<201)

(100<200[1 -4 01<201)

(100<200[0 -3 0]<201)

(100<200[0 -2 01<201)(100<200[-2 -2 01<201)
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m1 

mt1 

m2 
mt2 
m3 

m4 

mt4 
m5 

mt5 

m6 
m7 

8.7400 
13.1100 

1001.66c 
40000.66c 
92235.66c 
92238.66c 
h/zr.60t 
zr/h.60t 
6000.66c 
grph.60t 
6000.66c 

14000.60c 
24000.50c 
25055.66c 
26000.50c 
28000.50c 

1001.66c 
8016.66c 
Iwtr.60t 
1001.66c 

40000.66c 
92235.66c 
92238.66c 
h/zr.60t 
zr/h.60t 

13027.66c 
1001.66c 
1002.66c 
8016.66c 

mt7 Iwtr.60t 

m8 
m9 

m10 

m11 

m12 

hwtr.60t 
82000.50c 
5010.66c 
5011. 66c 
6000.66c 
1001. 66c 
6000.66c 
8016.66c 

11023.66c 
12000.66c 
13027.66c 
14000.60c 
19000.66c 
20000.66c 
26000.50c 

7014.66c 
8016.66c 

18000.59c 
1001.66c 

40000.66c 
92235.66c 
92238.66c 

mt12 h/zr.60t 

c 
c New 
f17:n 

zr/h.60t 

SS Fuel (u=l) 
(100<200 [2 
(100<200[-2 
(100<200[2 
(100<200[-3 
(100<200[2 
(100<200[-3 
(100<200[3 

Responses to NRC RAls 

0.0000 
0.0000 

15.1381 
15.1381 
-0.015896 $ new SS meat, H/Zr=1.6. 0.59% burn-up 
-0.899104 
-0.016728 
-0.068272 

1.0 

-0.0004 
-0.0046 
-0.190 
-0.009 
-0.699 
-0.097 
2.0 
1.0 

-0.010 
-0.905 
-0.01533 
-0.06967 

1.0 
0.64 
1. 36 
1. 00 

1.0 
-0.1566 
-0.6264 
-0.217 
-0.00619 
-0.17520 
-0.41020 
-0.00027 
-0.03265 
-0.01083 
-0.03448 
-0.00114 
-0.32130 
-0.00778 

$ graphite 

$ 55 cladding 

$ H20 

$ Al meat, H/Zr=1.0, 8.91% burnup 

$ Al 
$ D20 (68% atom) 

$ Pb 
$ b4c 

$ Concrete 

0.0000381259 $Air 
0.0000095012 
0.0000001664 

-0.015896 $ Old SS meat, H/Zr=1.6, 8.77% burnup 
-0.899104 
-0.015354 
-0.069646 

-5 0] <201) (100<200[3 -5 0] <201) 
-4 0]<201) (100<200[0 -4 0]<201) (100<200[1 -4 
-4 0] <201) (100<200[3 -4 0]<201) 
-3 0]<201) (100<200[-2 -3 0]<201) (100<200[0 -3 
-3 0] <201) 
-2 0]<201) (100<200[-2 -2 0] <201) . (100<200[0 -2 
-2 0]<201) 

0]<201) 

0]<201) 

0]<201) 

2010 
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(100<200[-3
(100<200[-2
(100<200 [2
(100<200[-4
(100<200 [1
(100<200[-4
(100<200[-4
(100<200[-3
100<200[0

FS17 -201 -202 -203
-215 -216 -217
-229 -230 -231

fql7 s
c
c Old SS Fuel (u=2)
f27:n (110<200[0

(110<2001l
(110<200[-1
(110<200 [3
(110<200[-4
(110<200[-3
(110<200[-1
(110<200[-2

FS27 -201 -202 -203
-215 -216 -217
-229 -230 -231

Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

-1 0]<201)
0 0]<201)
0 0]<201)
1 01<201)
1 01<201)
2 0]<201)
3 0]<201)
4 0]<201)
4 0]<201)
-2.04 -205
-218 -219

1 -232 -233

-5 0]<201)
-2 0]<201)
-1 0]<201)
-1 0]<201)

0 0]<201)
1 01<201)
2 0]<201)
3 01<201)
-204 -205
-218 -219
-232 -233

(100<200[-1
(100<200[5
(100<200[-1
(100<200[3
(100<200[1
(100<200[-3
(100<200[-2
(100<200[1

0
0
1
1

2
3
4
4

01<201)
0]<201)
01<201)
01<201)
0]<201)
0 1<201)
01<201)
0] <201)

(100<200 [1

(100<200 [0

(100<200 [3

0 0]<201)

1 0]<201)

2 0]<201)

(100<200[-1 4 01<201)

-206 -207 -208
-220 -221 -222
-234 -235 -236

(110<200[5 -5
(110<200[2 -2
(110<200[0 -1

(110<200[-2 1
(110<200[0 2
(110<200[-1 3

-206 -207 -208
-220 -221 -222
-234 -235 -236

-209 -210
-223 -224
-237 -238

0]<201)
0]<201)
0]<201)

0]<201)
01<201)
0]<201)
-209 -210
.- 223 -224
-237 -238

-211 -212 -213
-225 -226 -227

-214
-228

(110<200[4 -2 01<201)
(110<200[1 -1 01<201)

(110<200[2 1 01<201)

-211 -212 -213 -214
-225'-226 -227 -228

fq27 s
c
c Al Fuel (u=3)
f37:n (120<200[-1 -5 0]<201)

(120<200[-l -4 01<201)
(120<200[-1 -3 01<201)
(120<200[5 -3 01<201)
(120<200[-4 -2 01<201)
(120<200[-5 -1 0]<201)
(120<200[4 -1 01<201)
(120<200[4 0 01<201)
(120<200[4 1 01<201)
(120<200[-3 .2 0]<201)
(120<200[1 3 01<201)

FS37 -203 -204 -205 -206 -207
-215 -216 -217 -218 -219
-229 -230 -231 -232 -233

fq37 s
c

c Instrumented Fuel (u=4)
f47:n (130<200[-1 -2 0]<201)
FS47 -201 -202 -203 -204 -205

-215 -216 -217 -218 -219
-229 -230 -231 -232 -233

fq47 s
c

(120<200[1 -5 01<201)
(120<200[4 -4 0]<201)
(120<200[l -3 01<201)

(120<200[5 -2 01<201)
(120<200[-4 -1 01<201)
(120<200[5 -1 01<201)

(120<200[2 2 01<201)
(120<200[2 3 01<201)

-208 -209 -210 -211 -212
-220 -221 -222 -223 -224
-234 -235 -236

(120<200 [4
(120<200 [5
(120<200 [4

(120<200[-2

-5 0]<201)
-4 01<201)
-3 0]<201)

-1 0]<201)

-213 -214
-225 -226 -227 -228

(130<200[2 -1
-206 -207 -208
-220 -221 -222
-234 -235 -236

01<201)'
-209 -210
-223 -224
-237 -238

-211 -212.-213 -214
-225 -226 -227 -228

f54:n 400 $ FNIF
E54 0 1E-9 5E-9 2.5E-8 1E-7 6.25E-7 2E-6 1E-5 1E-4 1E-3 0.01 0.1

1 2 4 7 10 15 20
FS54 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221
fq54 s e
f64:n 500 $ TI
E64 0 1E-9 5E-9 2.5E-8 1E-7 6.25E-7 2E-6 1E-5 1E-4 1E-3 0.01 0.1

1 2 4 7 10 15 20
FS64 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221
fq64 s e
.c Mesh tally
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(100<200(-3 -1 0]<201) 
(100<200[-2 0 0]<201) (100<200 [-1 0 0]<201) (100<200(1 0 0]<201) 
(100<200 (2 0 0] <201) (100<200(5 0 0]<201) 
(100<200(-4 1 0] <201) (100<200(-1 1 0]<201) (100<200(0 1 0]'<201) 
(100<200[1 1 0] <201) (100<200[3 1 0]<201) 
(100<200[-4 2 0] <201) (100<200(1 2 0]<201) (100<200(3 2 0]<201) 
(100<200[-4 3 0] <201) (100<200[-3 3 0]<201) 
(100<200[-3 4 0]<201) (100<200[-2 4 0)<201) (100<200(-1 4 0)<201) 
(100<200[0 4 0]<201) (100<200[1 4 0)<201) 

FS17 -201 -202 -203 -204 -205 -206 -207 -208 -209 -210 -211 -212 -213 -214 
-215 -216 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221 -222 -223 -224 -225 -226 -227 -228 
-229 -230 -231 -232 "':233 -234 -235 -236 -237 -238 

fq17 s 
c 
cOld SS Fuel (u=2) 
f27:n (110<200[0 -5 0)<201) (110<200[5 -5 0)<201) 

(110<200(1 -2 0)<201) (110<200(2 -2 0] <201) (110<200[4 -2 0)<201) 
(110<200[-1 -1 0)<201) (110<200[0 -1 0)<201) (110<200[1 -1 0]<201) 
(110<200[3 -1 0)<201) 
(110<200[-4 0 0)<201) 
(110<200(-3 1 0)<201) (110<200(-2 1 0)<201) (110<200 [2 1 0)<201) 
(110<200[-1 2 0)<201) (110<200[0 2 0)<201) 
(110<200[-2 3 0]<201) (110<200[-1 3 0]<201) 

FS27 -201 -202 -203 -204 -205 -206 -207 -208 -209 -210 -211 -212 -213 -214 
-215 -216 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221 -222 .-223 -224 -225'-226 -227 -228 
-229 -230 -231 -232 -233 -234 -235 -236 -237 -238 

fq27 s 
c 
c Al Fuel (u=3) 
f37:n (120<200[-1 -5 0]<201) (120<200[1 -5 0]<201) (120<200[4 -5 0)<201) 

(120<200[-1 -4 0]<201) (120<200[4 -4 0]<201) (120<200 [5 -4 0]<201) 
(120<200[-1 -3 0)<201) (120<200[1 -3 0]<201) (120<200[4 -3 0]<201) 
(120<200[5 -3 0]<201) 
(120<200[-4 -2 0]<201) (120<200(5 -2 0]<201) 
(120<200[-5 -1 0)<201) (120<200[-4 -1 0)<201) (120<200[-2 -1 0]<201) 
(120<200[4 -1 0)<201) (120<200[5 -1 0)<201) 
(120<200 [4 0 0]<201) 
(120<200 [4 1 0]<201) 
(120<200[-3 2 0]<201) (120<200[2 2 0)<201) 
(120<200[1 3 0]<201) (120<200[2 3 OJ<201) 

FS37 -203 -204 -205 -206 -207 -208 -209 -210 -211 -212 -213 -214 
-215 -216 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221 -222 -223 -224 -225 -226 -227 -228 
-229 -230 -231 -232 -233 -234 -235 -236 

fq37 s 
c 
c Instrumented Fuel (u=4) 
f47:n (130<200(-1 -2 0] <201) (130<200[2 -1 0] <201) . 
FS47 -201 -202 -203 -204 -205 -206 -207 -208 -209 -210 -211 -212, -213 -214 

-215 -216 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221 -222 -223 -224 -225 -226 -227 -228 
-229 -230 -231 -232 -233 -234 -235 -236 -237 -238 

fq47 s 
c 
f54:n 400 $,FNIF 
E54 0 1E-9 5E-9 2.5E-8 lE-7 6.25E-7 2E-6 1E-5 1E-4 1E~3 0.01 0.1 

1 2 4 7 10 15 20 
FS54 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221 
fq54 s e 
f64:n 500 $ TI 
E64 0 lE-9 5E-9 2.5E-8 1E-7 6.25E-7 2E-6 1E-5 1E-4 lE-3 0.01 0.1 

1 2 4 7 10 15 20 
FS64 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221 
fq64 s e 
c Mesh tally 

2010 
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FMESH84:n GEOM=rec ORIGIN=-40 -40 -40
IMESH=40 IINTS=40
JMESH=40 JINTS=40
KMESH=40 KINTS=40
EMESH=2.5E-8 6.25E-7 0.1 20 EINTS=I 1 1 1 OUT=ij

c CI

F94:n (196<200[0 0 0]<201)
E94 0 1E-9 5E-9 2.5E-8 IE-7 6.25E-7 2E-6 1E-5 1E-4 1E-3 0.01 0.1

1 2 4 7 10 15 20
FS94 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221
fq94 s e
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FMESH84:n GEOM=rec ORIGIN=-40 -40 -40 
IMESH=40 IINTS=40 
JMESH=40 JINTS=40 
KMESH=40 KINTS=40 
EMESH=2.SE-8 6.2SE-7 0.1 20 EINTS=l 1 1 1 OUT=ij 

c CI 
F94:n (196<200[0 0 0]<201) 
E94 0 1E-9 5E-9 2.SE-8 1E-7 6.2SE-7 2E-6 1E-S 1E-4 1E-3 0.01 0.1 

1 2 4 7 10 15 20 
FS94 -217 -218 -219 -220 -221 
fq94 s e 

2010 
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1 OOkW U UTR-SAR: Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

23.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.5.3, "Operating Limits" requests a description
of the operating limits, including those nuclear design features necessary to
ensure safe operations and shutdown. These include: temperature

coefficients of reactivity, void coefficients, Xe-Sm worths, power coefficients
(if not otherwise accounted for), and the influence of experiments; minimum

control rod worths and stuck rod worths for all allowed core conditions;
transient analysis of an uncontrolled rod withdrawal; shutdown margin
calculations for limiting core conditions; and, TS implemented to ensure safe

operations. The SAR did not provide sufficient information. Please provide
information regarding methods, uncertainties, comparisons, and all required
technical parameters as identified in the guidance. This information should

be specific to the UUTR and commensurate with the methods described in

the response to RAI question 22.

SECTION 4.5.3 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:

1221. Page
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23. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.5.3, "Operating limitsll requests a description 
of the operating limits, including those nuclear design features necessary to 
ensure safe operations and shutdown. These include: temperature 
coefficients of reactivity, void coefficients, Xe-Sm worths, power coefficients 
(if not otherwise accounted for), and the influence of experiments; minimum 
control rod worths and stuck rod worths for all allowed core conditions; 
transient analysis of an uncontrolled rod withdrawal; shutdown margin 
calculations for limiting core conditions; and, TS implemented to ensure safe 
operations. The SAR did not provide sufficient information. Please provide 
information regarding methods, uncertainties, comparisons, and all required 
technical parameters as identified in the guidance. This information should 
be specific to the UUTR and commensurate with the methods described in 
the response to RAr question 22. 

SECTION 4.5.3 REVISED AS FOllOWS: 
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100~kW U UTR-SAR: Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

4.5.3 Operating Limits

4.5.3.1 Reactor Fuel Temperature for 100kW UUTR

The basic safety limit for the TRIGA reactor system is the fuel temperature. UUTR
contains two types of ZrH fuel, aluminum cladding fuel with ZrH 1.0 and SS cladding fuel with
ZrH 1.6. Figure 4.5-9 shows the phase diagram for ZrH matrix and indicates the points of the
UUTR operation range for two types of the UUTR fuels. The diagram indicates that the higher
hydride compositions are single-phase and are not subject to the large volume changes
associated with the phase transformations at approximately 1,0070 F (5300 C) in the lower
hydrides. It has been shown that the higher hydrides lack any significant thermal diffusion of
hydrogen. These two facts preclude concomitant volume changes. The effect of uranium
presence in ZrH matrix shifts all the phases' boundaries of the ZrH phase diagram to slightly
lower temperatures. The presence of erbium also shifts the phases' boundaries to lower
temperatures.

The results of General Atomics experimental and theoretical determinations show that
fuel element integrity is not compromised for cladding temperatures at or less than 5000 C
(9320 F). The limiting effect of fuel temperature is the hydrogen gas pressure causing cladding
stress. The UUTR operates in a lower end fuel cladding temperature regimes and therefore it is
not predicted that fuel integrity will be compromised; maximum fuel surface temperature is
-970 C, and maximum fuel centerline temperature is ~121'C (Table 4.6-1).

4.5.3.2 Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction for 100kW UUTR

The effective delayed neutron fraction for the UUTR core operating at 100kW was
calculated with the MCNP5 code and based on:

lk.

k

where kp is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are born with the energy
spectrum of prompt neutrons, and k is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are
born with the appropriately weighted energy spectra of both prompt and delayed neutrons.
The computed values are summarized in Table 4.5-8.

Table 4.5-8 MCNP5 Calculated Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction for 100kW UUTR

k I 9 6 0 I 0.ff
1.00649±0.00003 10.99876±0.00003 10.00768±0.00006
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4.5.3 Operating Limits 

4.5.3.1 Reactor Fuel Temperature for 100kW UUTR 

The basic safety limit for the TRIGA reactor system is the fuel temperature. UUTR 
contains two types of ZrH fuel, aluminum cladding fuel with ZrHl.O and 55 cladding fuel with 
ZrH 1.6. Figure 4.5-9 shows the phase diagram for ZrH matrix and indicates the points of the 
UUTR operation range for two types of the UUTR fuels. The diagram indicates that the higher 
hydride compositions are single-phase and are not subject to the large volume changes 
associated with the phase transformations at approximately 1,007°F (S30°C) in the lower 
hydrides. It has been shown that the higher hydrides lack any significant thermal diffusion of 
hydrogen. These two facts preclude concomitant volume changes. The effect of uranium 

presence in ZrH matrix shifts a" the phases' boundaries of the ZrH phase diagram to slightly 
lower temperatures. The presence of erbium also shifts the phases' boundaries to lower 
temperatures. 

The results of General Atomics experimental and theoretical determinations show that 
. fuel element integrity is not corripromised for cladding temperatures at or less than SOO°C 

(932°F). The limiting effect of fuel temperature is the hydrogen gas pressure causing cladding 
stress. The UUTR operates in a lower end fuel cladding temperature regimes and therefore it is 
not predicted that fuel integrity will be compromised; maximum fuel surface temperature is 
~97°C, and maximum fuel centerline temperature is ~121 °c (Table 4.6-1). 

4.5.3.2 Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction for 100kW UUTR 

The effective delayed neutron fraction for the UUTR core operating at lOOkW was 
calculated with the MCNPS code and based on: 

kp 
fJeff= 1--,;-

where kp is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are born with the energy 
spectrum of prompt neutrons, and k is the system eigenvalue assuming fission neutrons are 
born with the appropriately weighted energy spectra of both prompt and delayed neutrons. 
The computed values are summarized in Table 4.5-8. 

Table 4.5-8 MCNP5 Calculated Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction for 100kW UUTR 

k kp fief( 
1.00649±O.OOOO3 O.99876±O.OOOO3 O.OO768±O.OOOO6 
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H.Zr Phase Diagram
Pressuire: 1x wOamopere

E"
IT:

0 C02 0.4 0.: 0:8 1 .2 1.4 1.86 1.8 2
UUTR oper ting n~ HZr atom ratio,

Figure 4.5-9 ZrH phase diagram and the UUTRoperating range [Huang, J., et al., 2000. Hydrogen
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if

Y = F(XzX2,,X,),

Ak Ak
Afl,6ff= k P-T2+ k

It follows:

0.00003 0.00003
Afla°w = 0.99876 -6 = 0.00006•"// 1.006492 1.00649

Ap211*r -- 1 .00149 0.00003 0.00003Aflkw=.0049+ -- --0.00006
e-ff/ 1.009352 1.00935

4.5.3.3 Prompt Negative Temperature Coefficient of 100kW UUTR

The temperature coefficient of reactivity represents the change in reactivity per degree

change in temperature. Because different materials in thereactor have different reactivity
changes with temperature and the various materials are at different temperatures during
reactor operation, several different temperature coefficients are used. Usually, the two

dominant temperature coefficients are the moderator temperature coefficient and the fuel
temperature coefficient.

The basic parameter which allows the TRIGA reactor system to operate safely with step
insertions of reactivity is the strongly negative temperature coefficient associated with the
TRIGA fuel and core design. This temperature coefficient allows a greater freedom in steady-
state operation as the effect of accidental reactivity changes occurring from the experimental
devices in the core is greatly reduced. This temperature coefficient arises primarily from a
change in the fuel utilization factor resulting from the heating of the uranium-zirconium hydride
fuel-moderator elements. The coefficient is prompt because the fuel is intimately mixed with a
large portion of the moderator, thus, fuel and solid moderator temperatures rise

simultaneously. A quantitative calculation requires knowledge of the energy dependent
distributions of thermal neutron flux in the reactor. The MCNP5 was used to model the UUTR
core at the operating power of 100kW. The basic physical processes which occur when the fuel-
moderator elements are heated are: the rise in temperature of the hydride increases the
probability that a thermal neutron in the fuel element will gain energy from an excited state of

an oscillating hydrogen-atom in the lattice. As the neutrons gain energy from the ZrH, their
mean free path is increased appreciably. Since the average chord length in the fuel element is
comparable with a mean free path, the probability of escape from the fuel element before
capture is increased. In the water, the neutrons are rapidly rethermalized so that the capture
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and escape probabilities are relatively insensitive to the energy with which the neutron enters
the water. The heating of the moderator mixed with the fuel, thus, causes the spectrum to
harden more in the fuel than in the water. As a result, there is a temperature dependent fuel
utilization factor for the unit cell in the core, which decreases the ratio of absorptions in the
fuel to total cell absorptions as the fuel element temperature is increased. This yields a loss'of
reactivity. The temperature coefficient then depends on spatial variations of the thermal
neutron spectrum over distances of the order of a mean free path with large changes of the
mean free path occurring because of the energy change in a single collision.

The prompt-temperature coefficient for the UUTR operating at nominal power of
1OOkW, aF, was calculated by varying the fuel temperature while keeping other core
parameters fixed. The effective delayed neutron fraction (Table 4.5-8) is used to convert the
multiplication factor to reactivity. The MCNP5 model was developed to simulate the reactor
operation with all rods out. The results are shown in Table 4.5-9.

Table 4.5-9 MCNP5 Calculated Prompt-Temperature Coefficients in IOOkW UUTR

Temperature (K) k p($) _F

293 1.00649±0.00003 0.840±0.010
500 1.00643±0.00003 0.832±0.010 aF -(6.39 ± 0.45) x 10-'$ /K
800 .1.00627±0.00003 0.811±0.010

1200 1.00605±+0.00003 0.783±0.010

The reactivity is calculated as follows:

lp= IA k +A fl 11
fl/c k 3 k

Example from Table 4.5-9 (293K for 1OOkW UUTIR):

-0.00768( 1.00649)=0.840

= 1 0.00003 0.00006 1
AP 0.00768 1.00649' 1"0 21- = 0.0100.0068 .004920.007682 1.00649
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= 1- =0.40 . 1 ( 1) 8 
P 0.00768 1.00649 

/). = 1 0.00003 + 0.0000611_ 1 1 = 0.010 
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A linear regression model is used to find the relationship between the fuel temperature
and reactivity. Sigmaplot 10.0 is used to automatically perform curve fitting. The acquired linear
model is shown at the top right corners of Fig. 4.5-10. The fuel coefficients is determined by
calculating the first order of the linear equations, a1F = -p-. The standard deviation of the

dTF

parameters in the linear models is provided by Sigmaplot 10.0 as well. The reactivity change as
a function of fuel temperature for the UUTR operating at OOkW is shown in Fig. 4.5-10.

4.5.3.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient of the 1OOkW UUTR

The moderator temperature coefficient represents the change in reactivity per degree
change in moderator temperature. The magnitude and sign (+ or-) of the moderator
temperature coefficient a function of the moderator-to-fuel ratio: the under moderated
reactors have a negative moderator temperature coefficient; while the over moderated
reactors have a positive moderator temperature coefficient. A negative moderator
temperature coefficient is desirable because of its self-regulating effect: an increase in
reactivity causes the reactor to produce more power which raises the temperature o the core
and adds negative reactivity, which slows down the increase of reactor power.

100kW fuel temperature coefficient

0.86

0.84

ýE 0.82
>.5

(.V

a 0.80Of

0.78

0.76

lp 0.861- 8.39. 10-T,

200 400 600 800 1000

Fuel temperature (K)

1200 1400

Figure 4.5-10 MCNP5 calculated fuel temperature coefficient for 1O0kW UUTR
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The moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity, aM, was determined by varying the
moderator temperature using the MCNP5 model of the 100kW UUTR core as shown in Table
4.5-10. The aM is defined with:

da p P333K - P293K
a dm 333K-293K

Therefore,

IOOkW 1.00656-1.00649 =2.3x10-4333-293

a 250k w 1.00945 -1.00935 = 3.2 x 10-4
m 333-293

The error is defined with:

Aam= Ap 293K + Ap 333K
AT

Therefore,

Aa293K = 1(0.010+0.010)=5.2x10-40 )=52x1-

a 293K 1-(.0 3+0.013)=6.5x10-4a. 40

Table 4.5-10 MCNP5 Calculated Moderator Temperature Coefficients in 1OOkW UUTR

Temperature (K) k p($) aM
293 1.00649±0.00003 0.840±0.010 -(2.3±5.2)xlO'$/K
333 1.00656±0.00003 0.849±0.010
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The moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity, aM, was determined by varying the 
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4.5.3.5. Void Coefficient of the 100kW UUTR

The void coefficient of reactivity is defined as'the change in reactivity per percent
change in void volume. As the reactor power is raised to the point where the steam voids start
to form, voids displace moderator from the coolant channels within the core. This displacement
reduces the moderator-to-fuel ratio, and in an under moderated core, results in a negative
reactivity addition, thereby limiting reactor power rise. The void coefficient is significant in
water-moderated reactors that operate at or near saturated conditions.

The void coefficient of reactivity for the UUTR is determined using the MCNP5 model of
the 100kW core. The voiding of the core was introduced by uniformly reducing the density of
the water moderator in the core. Four water densities were used to calculate the coefficient.
The results are summarized in Table 4.5-11. A quadratic function fitting was used to establish
the relation between the void and reactivity. Sigmaplot 10.0 is used to automatically perform
the curve fitting. The quadratic models are shown in the top right corners of the Fig.4.5-11. The

void coefficients are obtained by calculating the first order of the linear equations, dp . Trends

are shown in Fig. 4.5-11.

Table 4.5-11 MCNP5 Calculated Void Coefficients in 100kW UUTR

Moderator k ($) av
density
[in % void)

0 1.00640±0.00011 0.840±0.010
25 0.98794±0.00012 -1.569±0.016 0.0331- 7.94 x 10-' x$ /%
50 0.94858±0.00012 -7.047±0.061
75 0.87018±0.00012 -19.378±0.157

4.5.3.6 Prompt-Neutron Lifetime for 1OOkW UUTR

The prompt-neutron lifetime, I,, was calculated using the MCNP5 models of the 100kW
UUTR core, and the I/v absorber method, whereby a small amount of boron is distributed
homogeneously throughout the reactor. -The calculation of Ip is as follows:

1 kref -kP

N_=oNBOOvO kP

where
kref is the eigenvalue of the original system,
kp is the eigenvalue of the system with trace amounts of B-10,
NB-10 = boron-lO number density [atoms/(barn-cm)],
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vo = 220,000 cm/sec, andB-1O

a•o = 3837 barns = uB0 at 220,000 cm/sec.
The limit as N-40 was found by perturbing the system with two different boron

concentrations and then linearly extrapolating to N=0. The results are summarized in Table 4.5-
12.

100kW void coefficient

5
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C.D

0,
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Figure 4.5-11 MCNP5 calculated void coefficient for 100kW UUTR

Table 4.5-12 MCNP5 Calculated Prompt Neutron Lifetime in 100kW UUTR
[B concentrations are the same as for the Oregon State TRIGA]

B concentration kP 1p
[atoms/(barn-cm)] [us ]

7.5x10-8 1.00504±0.00003 22.79±0.94

1.5x10-7 1.00345±+0.00003 23.93±0.47

Based on Table 4.5-12, considering 1p is a function of N-'-, a linear equation can- be

constructed from two calculated points: (N-'°0 ,14 ) and (N-'", If ), as follows:
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Table 4.5-12 MCNP5 Calculated Prompt Neutron Lifetime in 100kW UUTR 
{B concentrations are the same as for the Oregon State TRIGA} 
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Based on Table 4.5-12, considering lp is a function of N B
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N8 _10 -NB-- 0

N B-10 -NB-10 k12 1- 1f)+

By setting NB_10 = 0, the prompt-neutron lifetime of the core without boron can be
computed by extrapolation method:

IOP -NI B-0  2 1_f *+
0 INB

8 '0 - NB-10 1
2 1

Therefore, it follows:

lI0, =-7.5x10_8 23-93-22.?9 +22.79 =21.7x10-6
1.5x10- -7.5x10-8

12o0w =_I7.5 x108 23.46-23.35 10-6
1.5x10-7 -7.5x10- 8 +23.35 23.2 x

The error of iP and lp is defined with:

A(Iref k;+ f P

Thus giving:

AoI O3 CWIP= 1 0.00003 1.00649x 0.00003
7.5 x 10-' x 3837 x 220000 (,1.00504 + 1.005042 )= 0.94 x 10-6

A'°okW!p - 1 ( 0.00003
.2 1.5xlO-7x 3837 x220000 1.00345

1.00649 x 0.00003
1.003452 )= 0.47 x 10-6

A 25 0k°Wlp = 1 (0.00003 1.00935 x 0.00003 0.94x10-
7.5 x10-8 x3837 x 2 2 0000k 1.00786 + 1.007862 )

The error of Io is defined with:

A 25OkWlp . 1 (0.00003 1.00935x0.00003 0.47 X1 6

1.5 x 1- 7 x3837 x 220000 1.00636 1.006362 ) 0g e
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N N B-JO 

I 8-10 - I (IP lP) lP 
P = NB-10 _NB-IO 2 - I + I 

2 I 

By setting NB-10 = 0, the prompt-neutron lifetime of the core without boron can be 
computed by extrapolation method: 

[ p NB-IO Ii -1(' . lP 
o = - I NB-IO _NB- IO + I 

2 1 

• Therefore, it follows: 
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100kW 1.5 X 10-7 -7.5 xl 0-8 

[P =-7.5xlO-8 23.46-23.35 +23.35 = 23.2xlO-6 

250kW .1.5xlO-7-7.5xlO-8 

The error of I( and Ii is defined with: 
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A = N1 '0  (A/l + Alp )+ A/,
INBf10 - N,8I f-0

Therefore,

7.5x10-s
AkWlp 7 I.5x10 7 -7.5x10-8  (0.94+ 0.47)x10-6 +0.94x10-6 = 2.4x10-6

A0 1. -- 7.5x 10-8

A 2° 50k Wlo1 7.5 x0 I (0.94 + 0.47)x 10:6 + 0.94 x 10-6 = 2.4 x 10-61.5x]lO-7 - 7.5xi10-8

The prompt-neutron lifetime for 100 kW is 21.7±2.4 tis. The prompt-neutron lifetime
depends on the buckling factor. For example, the prompt-neutron life-time for the Oregon
State University TRIGA HEU is 18.7 ± 2.8 ps, and the LEU TRIGA prompt-neutron lifetime is
22.6±2.9 Ms.

4.5.3.7 Xe-Sm Worths in UUTR

By deliberately violating the operating license and several interlocks and scrams a

sudden insertion of reactivity may be expected while the reactor is at a power level of up to
100kW. The maximum reactivity loss due to temperature and xenon poisoning when operating

at a steady power of 100kW is about 0.488% ($0.02). Xe-135 is produced directly in only 0.3% of
all U-235 fissions. Total fission product yield of Xe-135 is 6.6%. About 95% of Xe-135 comes
from 1-135 decay [DOE Fundamentals Handbook: Nuclear Physics and Reactor Theory, Jan.
1993, Retrieved 2009]. Xenon is removed from the core by b decay to Cs-135 with half-life of

9.1 hours. Xe-135 can be removed from the reactor core by neutron absorption also (ca =
3.5x10 6 barns). Typically, about 90% of Xe-135 is removed by neutron absorption and 10% by b
decay. The amount of Xe-135 in a core depends on the neutron flux. Generally, the Xe-135

approaches its equilibrium after 10 hours of reactor operation. The negative reactivity of xenon

is usually less than 10% Ak/k. For reactors with very low thermal flux levels (~5x10' 2

neutrons/cm 2-sec or less), most of xenon is removed by the decay as opposed to removal
through neutron absorption. The reactor shutdown does not cause any xenon-135 peaking
effect. For the UUTR (thermal neutron flux is -1011 neutrons/cm 2-sec), the concentration of Xe-

135 is negligible and most Xe-135 will decay in less than 20 minutes after the shutdown of the
reactor.

Sm-149 has an absorption cross section of 4.2x10 4 barns. Sm-149 is a stable isotope and
total fission product yield is 1.4%. The effect of these fission product poisons is to reduce the
thermal utilization factor, so these fission product poisons are regarded as sources of negative
reactivity in the core.
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The prompt-neutron lifetime for 100 kW is 21.7±2.4 ~s. The prompt-neutron lifetime 
depends on the buckling factor. For example, the prompt-neutron life-time for the Oregon 
State University TRIGA HEU is 18.7 ± 2.8I1S, and the LEU TRIGA prompt-neutron lifetime is 
22.6±2.9I1S. 

4.5.3.7 Xe-Sm Worths in UUTR 

By deliberately violating the operating license and several interlocks and scrams a 
sudden insertion of reactivity may be expected while the reactor is at a power level of up to 
100kW. The maximum reactivity loss due to tempe~ature and xenon poisoning when operating 
at a steady power o~ 100kW is about 0.488% ($0.02). Xe-135 is produced directly in only 0.3% of 
all U-235 fissions. Total fission product yield of Xe-135 is 6.6%. About 95% of Xe-135 comes 
from 1-135 decay [DOE Fundamentals Handbook: Nuclear Physics and Reactor Theory, Jan. 
1993, Retrieved 2009]. Xenon is removed from the core by b decay to (s-135 with half-life of 

9.1 hours. Xe-135 can be removed from the reactor core by neutron absorption also (cra = 
3.5x106 barns). Typically, about 90% of Xe-135 is removed by neutron absorption and 10% by b 
decay. The amount of Xe-135 in a core depends on the neutron flux. Generally, the Xe-135 
approaches its equilibrium after 10 hours of reactor operation. The negative reactivity of xenon 
is usually less than 10% /l.k/k. For reactors with very low thermal flux levels (~5x1012 
neutrons/cm2-sec or less), most of xenon is removed by the decay as opposed to removal 
through neutron absorption. The reactor shutdown does not cause any xenon-135 peaking 
effect. For the UUTR (thermal neutron flux is ~1011 neutrons/cm2-sec), the concentration of Xe-
135 is negligible and most Xe-135 will decay in less than 20 minutes after the shutdown of the 
reactor. 

Sm-149 has an absorption cross section of 4.2x104 barns. Sm-149 is a stable isotope and 
total fission product yield is 1.4%. The effect ofthese fission product poisons is to reduce the 
thermal utilization factor, so thesoe fission product poisons are regarded as sources of negative 
reactivity in the core. 
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4.5.3.8 Influence of the Experiments

The UUTR limits the worth of a single experiment to assure that sudden removal of the
experiment will not cause the fuel temperature to rise above the critical temperature level of
5300°C (TS 3.2). The limits are defined as follows:

* Any experiment with reactivity worth greater than $1.00 is secured to prevent
unplanned removal from or insertion into the reactor

* The excess reactivity for reference core is less than $2.80
* The reactivity worth of an individual experiment is limit to no more than $2.80
By limiting the worth of all experiments in the reactor at one time to $2.80 it assures

that the removal of the total worth for all experiments not to exceed the fuel element
temperature limit of 5300 C for an aluminum element and I,0000 C for a stainless steel element
(TS 2.1). Additionally, the TS for the UUTR specify the amount of any hazardous or explosive
samples allowed to be used per experiment (TS 3.6). All samples in an experiment must be
double encapsulated with a polyethylene vial and sealed with wax to prevent any material from
leaking into the UUTR reactor pool tank. The UUTR experiments do not generate any Xe-135 or
Sm-149. The UUTR does not allow samples to be put in or pulled out from the core during the
reactor operation except if the reactor supervisor and/or the Director approve it. In general, the
reactivity worth for such special experiments is less than $0.30 so that the reactor power or fuel
temperature will not fluctuate significantly.

4.5.3.9 Minimum Control Rod Worths and Stuck Rod Worths for All Allowed

Core Conditions

The UUTR has three control rods: safety, shim, and regulation. According to the UUTR
measurement, the rod worths for these three control rods are $2.24, $1.55, and $0.287,
respectively. Shutdown margin is approximately $1.018 and excess reactivity is around $0.819.
In the control system, the control rods are partly or fully inserted in the core to suppress the
excess reactivity loaded for fuel burn-up requirements. The postulated reactivity fault is based
on one of these rods being withdrawn from its furthest insertion to the full out position. This
same control rod is then assumed to be stuck in the fully withdrawn position.-The requirement
is then to demonstrate a safe shutdown reactivity balance with the remaining two control rods
inserted in the presence of this positive reactivity fault. In the UUTR, the safety control rod that
is highest worth control rod is fully out from the core. Shim and regulation control rods control
the reactor power. In the case that safety rod is failed to insert, shim and regulation rods have
enough negative reactivity to shut down the reactor. The reactivity of shim and regulation rods
are greater than shutdown margin, the application of the stuck rod criterion ensures that the
failure of the highest worth control rod will not prevent the control rod system from shutting
down the reactor.
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4.5.3.10 Transient Analysis of an Uncontrolled Rod Withdrawal

The total control rod worth of three control rods is $3.686 (as calculated using the
MCNP5 and shown in Table 4.5-5). The control rod withdrawn time is 30 sec for all these three
rods. Thus, the maximum reactivity insertion rate is $0.1229/sec. In order to analyze this
accident, one-delay group model was used with the prompt jump approximation based on
"Dynamics of Nuclear Reactors" by David Hetrick, U. of Chicago Press, 1971. For linear increase
in reactivity (a ramp input), this model gives:

P e r

where:
P = final power level;
P0= initial power level;
f8= total delayed neutron fraction = 0.00768;
2= one group decay constant (sec-1) = 0.405 sec-1;
t = time (sec);
y= linear insertion rate of reactivity (Ak/k sec-1); and
a= 1 + 2/3/ y.

The UUTR safety control rod worth (a rod with maximum worth) is $1.924 (as calculated
by MCNP5 and as shown in Table 4.5-5). This rod is located at position D7, as shown in Fig. 1.3-
4. Based on Fig. 4.5-3 the average power per fuel element surrounding the safety rod is
1.382kW = (1.545+1.12+1.026+1.3+1.636+1.665)/6; the average power per fuel element
surrounding the shim rod, located at D13, is 1.261kW; the average power per fuel element
surrounding the regulation rod, located at D1, is 1.072kW. Therefore, the safety control rod
region is the most reactive region in the core compared to other two control rod regions.

Fully withdrawn control rod will take 30sec resulting in $0.06413/sec linear reactivity
insertion. For an initial power level of 0.1kW, and the trip setpoint at 100kW, the reactor power
was calculated to reach the trip setpoint in about 12.57 seconds:

S0.405x0.00768

1O0 -_.405, 0.00768 )10.06413x0.00768
0.1 0.00768 - 0.06413 x 0.00768t
O00 = e -0.405t ( 1 )7.3153

1- 0.064131
t -, 12.57
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Assuming it takes 0.5 sec for the trip setpoint signal to cause an actual release of the
control rods, the peak reactivity inserted will be $0.84 (=0.06413 x (12.57+0.5)). This is
considerably less than the limiting reactivity insertion of $2.8 as specified in the Technical
Specification, and, thus, should produce no adverse safety effects.

Using same approach, assuming now an initial power of 90kW and the trip setpoint at
100kW, it was calculated that the trip setpoint will be reached in 1.26 sec. Allowing for 0.5 sec
for the rods to be released, the peak reactivity inserted will be $0.11 (=0.06413 x. (1.26+0.5)).
This is well below the limiting reactivity insertion of $2.8.

Because the UUTR control mechanism does not allow for multiple control rods to be
withdrawn simultaneously, the accident of an uncontrolled withdrawal of all control rods is
unlikely. However, this scenario is calculated anyway to assure that the limits even in an
unlikely event will not be jeopardized. The total control rod worth calculated by the MCNP5 is
$3.686 (as shown in Table 4.5-5) withdrawal time of 30 sec produces $0.1229/sec linear
reactivity insertion. Therefore, it will take 7.32sec to reach 100kW assuming 0.1kW initial power
and 0.72sec to reach 100kW assuming 90kW initial power. Allowing 0.5sec for the rods to be
released, the peak reactivity inserted will be $0.96 and $0.15, respectively, which are both
below the limitation of $2.8.

4.5.3.11 Shutdown Margin Calculations for Limiting Core Condition

The shutdown margin of the UUTR configuration referred to the reference core, with
the highest worth rod (safety rod) fully withdrawn is $1.018 for 90kW obtained from

measurement and $0.980±$0.023 for 1OOkW from the MCNP5 simulations. The shutdown
margin is greater than the value as specified in TS 3.1.2 ($0.50).
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24.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 4.6, "Thermal-Hydraulic Design" requests a
description of operating limits on cooling conditions necessary to ensure that
fuel integrity will not be lost under any reactor conditions, including
accidents. NUREG-1537, Appendix 14.1, Section 2.1.2, indicates an

acceptable limit of two (2) for the departure from nucleate boiling ratio
(DNBR), and states that no flow instability should be able to contribute to a

loss of fuel cooling under any conditions. SAR Appendix A did not provide

sufficient information. Please supply information regarding methods,
uncertainties, and results of the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB)
analysis showing that the proposed safety limits will be maintained during

any and all UUTR operating conditions (including those pertaining to rod

position).

SECTMON 4.6. IS REVISED AS FOLLOWS
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4.6 Thermal-Hydraulics Designh

Very extensive thermal-hydraulic design studies anddextensive actual performance tests

have! been done by' General Atomics over the years on. reactor cores utilizing.TRIGA type fuel.

This is well known [.1-4] andis not repeated in this SAR but only the relevant.results 8as ,th••ey

apply tothe UUTR arepresenfted.
Therm al-hydraulics modeling of the UtTR is based on the PARET-AN code [51 PARET

(Program for the Analysis of REactor Transients) is primI arily used fo. r the designq:'a'nd analysis of

thermal-hydraulics of .the test and research. reactorswý4-ith pin andI: plate fuelytype#s,.The PARET-

ANL code has been extensively compared to the SPERT I, and SPERT..I experiments and has

been validated [6-8]. A wide range of transient modetls has been analyzed:using this code
includingthe melting of the fuel cladding; the code has been Used also fo- pulsingTRIGA

reactors [5]. Additionalty, PARET-ANL has been used• by the:PERTR Program for safety:and.

thermal-hydr.aulics analysis of many eresearch-reactors redesigned' for the :reduced enrichrment

fuel.

446.1 PARET-ANL Thermal-HydraulicS Design of the 100kW:UUTR.Core
The UIUTR thermal-hydrautlics analysis is performedfor the twot-channel mod el: the

hottest channel and the average channel [representing the .:rest of the-core. The hottestchannel

iS lccated in the B-ring of the UUTR core; a6d is shown' in Fig. 4.6-1 by an X. The channelwas

divided into 19 axial regions;.the -peaking` factors are ,shown, in Fig 4.6-2.for both the hottest

channel-and.,the average channel .These'ý,values ar6o.6btained from the UUTR.neutronics
calculations using MCNPS (Section4.5). Thermal-hydraulics properties of the100kkW UUTRcore

are shown:in-Table 4.6-1in Comparison to otherTRIGA reactors. The PARET-ANL inrut data is

listed in full in Appendix 4.6.A.

Figure 4.64 100kW.UUTR core configuration indicating the location of the hottest channel (X)
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Hottest Channel - Noininal Chanrwiet
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Figure 4.6-2 Axiol peaking factors for hottestohnd the nominal channel of the 1OOkw UUTRcore.

obtainedfrom newtronics calcul•tion -using MCNP5

Table 4.64- Therial-hydraulies properties of the !OOkW.UUTRin comparison to other TRIGA reactors
.. Dindict'te i calculated*voAuesat 90kW UUTRI

StandardWSKt~e Para'meter U UT 9, 7 I9s~u~e

L4ieType j ~ aoal Heaoa 7)9Sur
________________________________________________ ____________4-rod cluster

P er10W1. 5MW 14 MW

Numberof fuelele'rfi'nts . 78 [ 74

Diarneter 3,75Scm.f 3.58:cmr

inlet coolant temperature . 20.60 C 15.6•.C 3 3, C

'[Eit cdola~t_ *ei~tr 21.9S:'C
coolant 1mass flow rate .130 kg/s m : 27.,94 lg/S mýf 1204 kg/sýri 2

Aveýrape fuel temperature -7t . 129.4 'C

Maxinmum fuel temperature (surface) `9 7.2 __97_28 _C.. . .__ .. -..

'Maxim"um fuel temperature *12 170 C: . 442.38C
'(centerline)I.' _ ______

A:era-e heat flux .2 4........... 6 A........ .":. :'

Maximum heat flux E4'54Wrn 91,760V/m' 471.000W/rn

FAMinimum ONB ratio ,10.49 .15 1.1
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Figure46-3. Locations of the~moderator temperature measurements took on the top, of the UUTR core
operated at 90kW

In order to validate the results obtained frm PARET-ANL, a set of measurements were
4performed in May of 2010 to obtain the average .exit core, temperature .'The measurement of,-

the axial hottest chanrinel temperature is not possible to 0btain at the UUTR duet-o it&sAcore
geometry. The-comparisonrfaverage exit temperature for-themoderdtor is shown in Table
4.6-3. A:5.6 %'difference obtained betweenrthemeasured and :caiculated-value iS:in:the range
of: measureme nt error. In the experiment the thermocou plewas atachedo t an alumin um rod

and placed at the top of the core.: Due to the turbulences and the flow rate .toward top of the.
core caused:by the natural circulation ofwater through the core, the thermocouple was not
stable at some timeswhile.the measurements have been taken.; HOwever, the data .was
acquired in: each:core rings (A through G):along each line from the center lto:each cornerof the
core as indicated in Fig. 4.6-3.

Table 4.6-2 shows :the data pointsbobtained for rings A through G for six diagonal
measurement points. Dashed lines in the tableindicate the-,locations where the measurements.
were not possible to obtain (difficulties in reaching these Ibcations)'. The "Ring Average" refers
to an average value for each-fuel ring-(A, 8, C, and etc..,.). .The entries in last column in Table
4.6-2 are the"Ring Average" values multiplied bythenumber. of' Elements" in each ring. For
example, since hthere are.six (6) elements inthe Ring B, the corbresponding entry in the last
:co•umn ::inTabIe 416'.2 is 6 x 324.i192.5:.M'ean, in the lastroW:of Table 4.6-2 is defined as the
sum of the entrieszin the last column divided by the total number of fuel elements irnthe core
which.yield S.:the. average" channei outlet tempperatu re. over the whole core. Calculated ¢enterline
fuel temperature :for t heverage and the hottest' chan nels :ýin. 1001<kW UUTR are shodwn in Fig..
46:-4; as expected thezaxial temperature profile follows the cosine distribution-. Calculated.:axial
moderator temperature profile is shown in Fig&.4.6-5 indicatingifhe expected t'renld.

All simulations correspond to thle licensed p0Wer of O0kW; all measurements correspond to 90kW power.
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· ··· •. Figl!re4.6-3 Lcicatiops.of the.:moderatortempe.ra~ure riu?(lsiirementstookqiJ.the .tQP,olthe'uurR~ore 
.' ... .... . ..... 'ofJeratedat~klN . . .. . 

. . : . . 

. "In O.rderto validat~the resiJltsO.btainedfrom' P ARET~AN L,asetoi,~~asu re~Emts'~er~ 
.perfO.rmedin Mayo'f2010 tOQbtain'the~ver:~geexit cOre, temp~r~t~ref;ihemeasurement'oh . 
theaxia', hottestchClnne', t~mper;ature 'is'nO.t. PO.ssIble to' obtain;;at thE!l!J.W~R'd4e:1:():itscOre 

, geO.metry. Thec6mpa~isO.n'for?vera'ge 'exitt¢mperatuie fO.rthen1()c;ler~t:9t isshO.wninTable 
4~673; AS.6 (Xl' difference"()btai!1edb~tweenthemeasure(falJdcalcJlated'value:isinthe'range 

· O.frn~asuremenferrO.r;,ln'~heexpedrnent tllethermO.cO.uple;'wasatt(lched;~b'analum'inumrO.d 
',and, placed at ~he't9P,ofth,ec()re. '[)ueto the,turbul~ncesan'd theflOiNi ratetpward:t~p bfthe·. 

core caused by the'naturai'circulation ofyvaterthfoughthe core/the'thermocO.uple'wasnO.t 
· stable at some timeswhiletheme~surements have been taken., H6wev~rithedatalNas. . 
. acquiredirteadl;'c:O.re,rings(Athr~ughG}aIO.ng eachlin~ fro~ thece~~~t'.tO.:~achc~rne~ofthe . 
cO.re as indicated in Fig.4;6~3~. .'. ..... . 

Table 4.6~2sho\Nsthe·'data points obtained for rings A through'GforsixdiagO.nal 
measuremenfp'ot'nts. Da~~ed'lines'in'thetableindicatethe'loc:ati9ns:~here',the measurements 

. were nO.t'possible to.obtain,(pifficuitiesinreaching these 16catio~sf,' l'he"Rihg, Aver(Jg~l/ ref~~s·· . 
. to an a,verag~vall)e fQre~chJ~elringfAt.B;C, and.etc",) :,Theel1tries'in/astcoiurph,'inTablE?' '. 
·4.6-2 are the'" Rfng Aver(}[}e~', vahJesmultipJied bythemim~~r cif' "Elements:,' in!each. ring~, FO.t' . 

" exai'rtple;sincethere,'aresix,( 6)-E~le.rnerits in the Ring B;t~ec()rr.esp6nciingen.trY'rnthe last ' 
'. ·.cO.lumnin rable'4';6~:2·.is6,x'.32,1=J92,5,~eaniin'the lastrolN'~fT~~"I~'4'~72:J$defin~qaSthe" 
s~m O.ftheentries' inth~ lastcO.I~H1)ndivici~dby the toral number 9ffueleleme,nts.'irithe core. 
which<yrelds,theave'rage'c;hanriel;putjetten1p~ratureoverthe'.Wh61¢c()re;Q~lc:ulated'centeHine 

.. :fljel temperClturef0rth¢'.average:a,!1d'ttleN>,ttestch~n)lelsjnlOO'kW:00Tfrareshdwninfig~ ..... 
,i~64;· asexp~ctedthe·a'xial'ten1'perature>prO.fileJO..IIO.\Ns the6)sinefdistribtitiO.r1;'Calcuiat¢~axial. 
mO.aerator:temperatur'e~prpfileiSsh'(iwninFig~4.&:5indiCatingt~ee~pectedt'r~rid.. . 

•. •. I.. ..... ... . ..... ..',. ::.".: ..• .' .....•.. : .... 

.. . . . . . . ... . ... :.. .. '. . . 

<I All simulations correspond to tn'e li~ef!S,ed powerofl00kW; all measurementscofr~spondto 90kVVpower; 
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Table 4.6-. Moderator exit temperature measuredfor UUTR operated at90kW (Refer to Fig. 4.6-3);
calculated average exit. temperature for 1 00kW is 21.950C (Table 416.1) and for,90k is 21 750C

(measured, for 90kW is -23.04'C, Table,4.6-3)

ITemnperature (7Q) Element *
LocationT Elemients Ring Average Ring

121 3 1 _____ 3Q verage

A j 30. I. 30__ _ _ __ _

..13___ 32.0 : 1.:1 . 31 . 3. - - 6 3 .1 1 .9.
c I 27.598 15 ~ 3. - - 12' 29.8 357.6

.D 21.4 - 27.1 27.8 j - -- 18. 25.4 457.2
_____ 20.5 21237 21.8 2. - ___ 211 22.0C 28.

F 20.5 J 20.9 20.5 2-1.2 2-0.7 30 20.8ý 624.0

______ 0.,4 J 20.-5 20.5 20.5 20.6_ _ 36205- 78.
Mean. 23.,f 11

This columnn gives the number of elem'e nts multiplied by the local Iaverage of each fuel:"ring.

Table 4.6-3 Comparison of measured and calc ulated values for average modeirator tempera ture inj
the UUTR operated at 90kW

Measured at' ,Calculated at: Difference.*..

9 kw 90kW, N%
Average moderator exit temperature ('C) 23.1 -2175 6: .6

- Hott•st Channel h. Norminal Channel

125

110

0)
2
4-
Cu

0)
0.

0)
1-

95

80

-65

50 ,

1 .4 7 10 :13 16 19

Axial Region

Figure. 4.6-4 100kW UUTR centerlihe fuelr temperature for the hottest and the nominal channel
calculated using the PARET-ANL code
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·Taole.4: 6~2. Moder(jt~r exit temperotiire~meosuredJorlJUTRoperatedat90kW(Rej~t'tofig.4.6~3}; 
~aicu/~te~average ~xit t~mp~rat~reJo;.100kW:i~'21.95°C (Toole 4;6-1iand fo,r!!qkWi~21.. 7s<'C.'·' 

.. . . '(mea!iuredior!JOkWis,2'3~04°C~ T~ble4.6;'~) "."" . 

-" , 

·20:5, 

, . . '.' ,. .....• .Mean ' .. ' 

·.·~Th;iscoiu m n, f5IVE!sth~l1urriW~tof¢lemen'ts:::mlJltipliedby the loea ! average of each fU¢,I'ring . 

. . Ta~le4'~-3. (;Oin"ariS91;9!~ea~Jr'ifi:~'::i~c:;~~~eJJ:,o;'l!rag"''''oder!'t';'.teml'~'''iu,~in,.;' . 
. .•.. { 

Measured at 
". . ..•..... ,01<W 

l',calc~'~.t~d ~t' .' ""Difference: 
! .90kW .....' .. (%} ... 

1~,21;75 " .. ,.5;.66', 
", .. 

~'" ,' ... ' " 

j'+" Hottest Channel ~NorilihalChan 
.l ...... ~ . . . ' . 

" 
, /4 7 .. ' .,' 10,t3 ,16 

.", . . . 

'A'xiafRegion ..•••. 

. '. . Figure' 4. 64100lcWUI.irR,centerline fueltempeiaiU"re/arthe, hottest and the inomlnafcl(alfnel' 
. ',' calculated using thei'AIlET;'1lNtcode .... ., 
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-'i ottest C~hannel.-o-- Nominal Channejj
23.00. ..

22.50 .-.

"?.22.00 :

4-,

S21.50
C-
5; .2 1.00

20.501 110 1

20.00 . . . . . ._._ ... _ _

__________.1 1o_..-._3_ _- 19

Axial-Region

Figure 4.6-5 WOkW UUTR axial moderator temperature profile obtained with the PARET-ANL

4.6.2 Calculations ito Determine the Departure from Nucleate Boiling

Ratiov(DNBR)•

In fully developed nucleateboiing regime-, theiheat flux can:be increased without
significant increase in the surface': temperature of the fuel element (cladding) up until the point:

ofdeparture from nucleate boiling (DNB): In the subcooled boiling regime, the critical. heat flux
is a function: ofthe following parameters:

* Coolant veldcity

* Degree o, subcooling

o Pressure:
Bernath's correlation is specificcally used for.DNB:Rcalculations of.TRIGA:reactors by-

General Atomics and Argonne National Laboratory [101., Several correlations as:-describedi "
relate to.TRIGA critical heat flux calculations as follows:, Bernath's correlation, Groeneveld table,

look-up, and,: Hall and. Mudawar correlation. Bernath's correlation, for an 8.mm diameter,
predicts the lowest CHF which. implies that it :is relatively :a onserývative correlation compared

to others; the,.relations.are depicted in-Fig. 4.6-6,"(Purdue correlation.in 1this figure refers tbz Hall:

and Mudawarcorrelation'for:subcoo0led water flowing~i ma tube that is heated'from the outside.,,
The'data for.this correlation are proprietary and.not awiilable'to the public as of August 2010).
Traditionally, this :relation has been used in STAT code (developed by General Atomics)for

calculation of DNBR in TRIGA reactors.
Due to the lack of measured d ata in the CHF regions of.TRIGA:reactors, none of the

DNBR correlation can predict an.accurate and/or definite value for the CHF. Therefore a
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1 •••. .. ;4++," }' . <JO" " .. 13, . '.16" .' 19 

AxiaL~e~jon .. 
", . "'. ": .: 

'1:Figure1.6-'5100kWUt:ir,~axi~ii¥~der~t(irtemp~'ratureprafileo.b~ained with the ~ARtr-ANf . 

. 4~6.2CalC:ulations,toQ~terrnin'ethe DepartureJrom Nucleate "BOiling 
":Ratio:(p:NBR)~ . .. . .'. ", . ., ' .. 

'.. .. . . 

. ' in fully.developednu~l~a1:~':bo'iIi~Rregime~thehe~t f1uxcatlbe increas'edwithout, 
significant increaseirl the surfaC¢':tempe,.atureofth~JuereleR1ehf(cla'ddingl up>untfl, the::pdint '. 
of'departurefr'om nticieate'IJollipg,(ONB): In the subcooiedboilihg,regime~,the:criticalheatflux" 
is a fllnctio'n cifthe following parameters: .. '. . . . ... 

o '. ,Coolant velocity': 
-Degree ofsubc()Oling; 

• 'Pressure.,....... '. " . . . .' , .. ' ',' ., .' 
Bernath's correlation is spe'cific;allyu'sed for DNBRcalcu'iclti ons ofT~I(jAreact9r,shy 

'(jeneraIAt0n1ics and ArgonneN~tiOnalt.ab'oratory [IO)., S~veralc6rrela1:jons~5descrfbed:. .. , 
relate ,to TRIGA critkal'he~tfluxc:alculation5as,JOIIC:nNs: .. Berhath~ 5 correlation, Grc;>enevekltable:' 
"ook::,up,and"Halland,Mudawar c()rrelation. ;Berna\~'scorrelation;.foran8,mm diameter} . 

. .precfihtsthe!.Owest q4 F whichirn pJi~s thafitis relativel¥il c()nSeria!ivecor;relation. cOr:npar,ect ',' . 
. ....... "t6dther.~; ihe"relationsare depidedin'Fig~:4;6~6;)(gurdue corn~laflon ih ;thisfigure referst6.H~If· 

.. ' andMudawartorrelatlcm'forsubcOolec:lwater floVlling:in!atube,·thati!i~'eatf!d'from th~ outside.;, .' 
Thedata·for;ihiscouelatibn areproprietary,andnot.ava.ilable'tothepublii::asdfAugust2010}" 

'Tra9iti~nallyj this·.relation, h~sbeen,used':ih5TATcode(deveiopE!dby ,Gerieraj'AtomiCs) ,for , 
caiculation QfONBRin TRIGAr~actors;: . . ...... . 

.... ,Due,tothe lack ofmeasureddafa'inthe CHFregions of TRIGAreactorsi·none6f the'~ 
D~BR correlation C~I) prediCt an ':accurate:and/ordefinite value for,the' C::H,F. Therefore~.· 
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conservative correlation must .be'lselected such :asBernath correlation., The CHF data for four -,
differeni TRIGA reactors are presented in Table 4.6-4indicatingthat the"CHF ;alculated absed

on Bernath's correlation gives more conservative value' compared to Groeneveld's correlation,

~ter Tune
-: 7 :CC .

,2LO0

.0
0 •20• 40 60..

0.oý T4 )

Figure 4.6-6 CHF calculation for 8mm diameter pipe for various inlet temperatures (1.8 bar pressure,
300 kg/r 2 -s flow 0rate)[101

Table 4.6-4 CHFl calculation for several TRIGA reactors [101

.ernath 2006Gr.oeneveld CHF.,kW

"Reacr " CHF, kW fMethod A' Method B2.
Washfington State 0 nikersity 47.6: 61.2 64.8.
Tex8sA•M.University 49.4 62.4, 71.8
Oregon State ,University. . 40A4 657 80.4

U.C. Davis McClellan Nuclear 56.5. _705.,5 71-.0
RadiationCenter 55.3 68_3 __ '.: __ __

Method A, whichi provides a lowervalue of CHF power, evaluates the 2006 Groeneveld"curve at the highest non-
oscillatory flow calculated by RELAP'S and is the recommended method. Method B, which is not recommended, is
ba'sed on the extrapolated RELAPs/M(D'3'2 flow ctrves till.
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, c0nseryati\J~ correlationmustb~'sel,ected su~has,Bernath correlatiorLTheCHFdatafotfplJr, " 
diff~rentTRIGAfeactorsarepre'sented in Table4:6~4,:indicatingthaftneCHF c~klJlated'basea" 
on"Bernath'scorrelation,gi\feSmorecon~~rvativ~vallJ'e'comparedto Grcieneveld's:correlation, 

- .' . .. .' . : .. . 

Figure 4.6-6CHF C:alculotion.fof8mmdiameter pipe/or various iidet temperatiJres {1.8,bar pressure, 
, '3'0'0 kg/m2-sjloi)/rate)[l'Oj ,,' ',' 

," . ". ", .. 

" Table 4;6-4 Cljfcalculation/or severiHTRIGA reaitars PO] 

. .: ", 

s· ,,',' , ".,' , ', ,,' '," '. ""'" ,."." ' ", ",' , ' :. '" "." ", " •• ' ... "., "" 
Method A;whiChprovides:aJowervalue of CHF power; eva!uatesthe20p6 Groeneveld'c.urveatthe highestnon-

oScii!atpry flow.'cakulated by,R~LAP$a.nd,isth~recommendedmethod.MethodB'''''hichis rio.t.recommendeg;is 
,,", based on theextrapolatedRELAP5j~lOD'3.2flov;, curve5[l1j.' " , '" ., 
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Bernath's correlation is based on critical wall superheat condition at burnout and
turbulent mixing convective heat transfer. Bernath's correlation gives the most conservative
prediction for CHF among other correlations. Bernath's correlation is given as follows:

CHF = hB0 (TBO -i)

hBO =10890( Dj+[SLOPE].uD, + D,

SLOPE- 48 D,•lft
DCO.6

SLOPE =90+I1 D, > 0.1ft

TW0°=571nP-54 P

Table 4.6-5 Parameters in Bernath'c Correlations

Quantity Parameter Unit

CHF Critical Heat Flux (CHF) p.c.U

hr . ft2

p.c.u
NO Film coefficient at CHF h .ft

hr. ft2. °C

TWBo Wall temperature at CHF °C

Tb Bulk temperature °C

De Hydraulic diameter ft
Di Diameter of the heated surface ft

P Pressure psia

u Coolant Velocity ft
S

pound centigrade units (1 p.c.u. = 1.8 Btu)

For the 00kW UUTR (78 fuel elements in the core), power per pin is shown in Fig. 4.5.2-

3 (c), which is obtained from MCNP5 calculations. The pin with the highest power is located in
the B-ring with 2.022kW power per pin. The most conservative geometry for a sub-channel
analysis is shown in Fig. 4.6-7. Thermal-hydraulics parameters of the sub-channel are shown in
Table 4.6-6.
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Fi'gur 4.6ý-7 Sub-ch~annel ýgeometry with dhiensic'n's i~n cm

Table 4.6-6 Therma-hydrulics parameters;o the sub-channel

Parameter, Value Unit j
Area. 8.-:&80326 cm2

W•etted Perimeter' 6437 cin
Heated Perimeter. -35s2487 ilm
HydrauliciDiameter. 0.4986 cm

TheDNBRand CHF are shown: in Fig, 4.6•8 andFig. 4n64-9 respectively for,': various inlet
coolant. temperatures based on-the expected inlet coolant temperatures for UUTR: (described in
Section 4.6.3)'. The surfaceýt heat fluxes are, obtained from thePARET ANL calculations.

•From Figure4.6-9 we can concIude: the DNBR stays, above 8.0for variousrcoolant inlet
temperatures in the hottestichannel. This DNBR value-represents a safe region forthe reactor
operation in terms of fuel andclad integrity. DNBR: of S.0means that the heat flux atfthe
surface of the-ciladdingto the coolant is 8.0times lowerý than the CHF wher e film boiling will
occur. Bas'edon the studies performed. by Gen eral Atomics, ..the:TRIGA reactors can safely
operate' until approximately 30kW/element, Which assures that DNBR is above 1.0. The,
calc'ulations:are Carr ied out for up to the pool temperature of •50 i'C..Our liritations require
that'the IUUTR reactor can be operated only for the pooltemperature of ru p to 354,C. The
calculatin•si for the pool temperature cinoletoolant temperature) of 90 'C gives DNBR=5.11
.which is enough high value for the safe operation of the UUTR. This.verifies thata within the Valid
pool water temjperaturesf at the atmospheric p-ress'ure, the DNBR will-always stay in a
reasonable rangeto: prevent cladding damage due to film boiling.'

'I, Comparison between the Standar•dTRIGA, UUTR and WSULIreaoctor are shown in' Table
4.6l4; the hottestpin in the UUTR has 2.022kW of power while the average power.per pin in
the St6andard TRIGA reactor is 203kw (1.5MW/74 rods). The rati off the U UTR,.DNBR (at 20.6V'
inlet coolant temperature the DNB R-ý=0.49) to!•the Standard TRIGAreact or (DNBR=I1,A5) is
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Table4.6,.6:Tlierma/~hydfaulicsparCtmeters~fthe"siJb,:channei • 
. ';", '. . .... :... ~'. . '". -:.'~:": ,"' " ,. '. . .. :". :'. '. " .:"' , ";.: .,.-

Value';,Uhit ... 

'Area" "<8:032q . :,1112 " ' 

. Wetted' Peri'rneter ,','64;4371 

, i'Hyqr,aullt:i:)iamet,erJ····.·· 

".,. : 

. Th~DN BR:ar1dCHFare sh6wnjnFig~4:t$::~ anp' Fig.' 4;6~9. respectively'fbr'yaricw; 'inlet ,. 
coolant temperatures based:on!t~eexpected'inlet' co.clant temperatures for U UTR(described in 

':Section' 4.6.3). The surface heat fluxes are obtained from the PABET,.ANLt-alculatiOn s. 
··· ... ,Fromfigure4.6-"9 we can co nciu de': tl'l~DNBRstays,above8Jnqr v,ari,Ou5cooiant inlet 

. " tenipe'r:atur~;s,inthe hottest:channel. Thi~DNBR."aluerepresen~s.asaferegiqnJorthe:react9r 
operation' int~rmsoffu~l~ndclad'integrity,. DNBR()f8~Omea,ns'that the'.~~'~tflukatthe . 

'. ~urfa~~ofthe~dadding'tothei:6olan~is'8;Otime?,lowerth~nth~CHF where·th~fifm .boiling will' 
'o~cu'~>~a,sed()n thestud'ies'perfqrrne~' tw GengratAtomi~$;theT~kiAre(ictors.i::a,nsafeIV ..... " . 

. ' ope'ratelJntil,approximately3dk\Nlelem~rit, W,~ich assur,es thatONBRis a~6,,~,~.0'.the, ' .. 
<:'arc;'ul~ti9flsare ca.rriedo,6{'for lJ~to th'epoor.f~rnpen~fure,.6f.-50i"C.9~r:lirniiat'io.nsr;equire, 
. th~tithed8TR. reactor 9Jnbeoperatedor1 lyJorthe 'pool temp~f<;ltu~r~,:6f'u'p .fq', 35'~C. The .... 
'cal~u'l~ti6fis: forlhepool. tem pel'ature,'(in let]coolanttemperatUre rof9p~C:g,iVeSDN BRsS.ll ". 

',which,i?eI)0ugh' h'igh.~~lue fOfthe,s~feoper~rior1of the.,UUTFkThis.;,J~tifiesthat'wittiinthe~alid 
p<>e>I:: water t~'nJper(ltures'at theatmo5phedc pr,essu re~the'r)NBR'~illcH~~Yssf<,lYih.a 
rea$:or1atjle'range.t(),p~e~ent4Iaddi~gdan1agedueto filmOoiling. "... ...., .' .'",. . ... • .. 

• ''Comparisonbetweeh:the Stahd~r,~;:rRIGA~ UUTR cmq,wsq::re~actot'areshbwnin Table 
4;6~ 1; th~hottest ,pin in the {!JUTR"i1as:2:, D:2ikW(Jfpow~r~h i !~the'ilvefa'ge'.l,)ow~fpef 'pinii-,' " 
t~eSt'~ndqrdTRIGt\ reactor:is 20.'3kW{L5Mvv/74 ro,ds)., The ratiO ,oftheuUTRONI3.R (at 20~6!C 

"inl~t'co'qlant teml?er:atureth,e.DNBH~t0;49lto,the StandardTRIG.A~eactpr'(DNBR=1~15)js . ,',. ,. " . ., " ", -, .', .. " . 
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approximately 10-."This clearly.Verifies that the presented calculations for the UUTR are valid'
when compared to the Standarid TRIGA reaotors...

11.0' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

10.510' --- , -.---

.9.0 .

8.5

8.0

€'1- 0 . 35. ' 50

20 25 30 .35 40 45 50

nilet'Coolant Tem perature (C)
.Figure 4.6-8DNBR calcUlated using Bernath's correlation as afunction of co6olant inlet temperature
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Figure 4.6-9: CHF calculated usingBernath)s correlation as a function ofc6ooant inlet temperature

Anoth important factorfor the safe operation of the.TRIA eactors is the flow
oscillations prior to CHF. This phenomenon is defined as the floW rate oscillation (increase and

decrease ,ofcoolarnt flow rate in a cyclic fashion),'in subcooled boiling.::. However, the tests done.
bytGA [111]concluded that for a hexagonal lattice TRIGA core with '100 fUel'elements of up tol

2MW:power the :reactr operates with.acceptable power stability... Therefore, for the UUTR at

10kW chugging phenomena is not expected to occur. During the excess reactivity insertion of
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,$1.2 (see Chapter 13).the maximu.m .power will reach 700kW (prompt juimp power in a fraction
,of a-second), which is a waybelowt•the limits.obtained byGA; [11j. Th~erefore chugging~is, not
expected to occur under any operating or ac-cident .condition of the.UUTPR.

Another ýparameter of interes is. the coolantvelocity in.the channel. CHF is plotted in
Fig. 4.6-ýlOr fSv.ar.ious co6olant-temperatures;in thechannel from 0.1,'ft/s up.to3.30 ft/s. This is
imrportant t-o mention thaYtthe mass flbV'rateused inthe hottest!channel is theeaverage
coolant -flow: rate in the core. This is a veryVconservative assumption belauseeth.elower the
mass fliw-rate the higher the CHF. Howeveih order to-verify thisd nd d"errine a valid CHF

region for the hottestfchaninel, it is important to analyzethe"trend of the CHF Versus the coolant
mass.flow rate. Considering energy.balance in the hottest channel, the mass flow rateis

appropXimately 223kg/m 2-s, whi is equivail entot O.i 7oft/s_. Therefore, the DN8Ricalculation for
the hottest channel is rather conservative.

0.1 ft/S O.2 ft/s 0.3 ft/s' 0.5 ft/S 1.0 ft/s 1.5 ft/s

K-2.0 ft/s -2.5 ftt/s 3.fts_ _
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Figure-4. 6,.0CHF calculated using Bernoth's correlation as a function of coolant inie't ternoeature for

vorious coolant, velocities

4.6.3 Pol. Water TemperatUre of th00160kkWUUTR Core

Knowing that there are several, mechanisms for the heatftoabe removed from; the pool
water such as the heat loss: due to evaporation of water from surface, due to radiation, due to
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conduction of heat through walls, the average pool water temperature can be estimated using
the following relation:

Qcora - Q*aporafion - Qwat -Qrodioion = Qtola,

The only heat source in the pool is the reactor core. The temperature change in the pool
water depends on the heat generated in the medium:

Q = mcpAT

where:
m: mass of water in tank
cp: specific heat capacity of water
The heat generated by the UUTR while operating at 90kW is:

Q 90,000-
S

Therefore, the temperature change forXamount of time of the operation of the reactor
is obtained as follows:

AT- =X[K

MCP [kg i I[K
kg. K

where:
AT. change in temperature

X." time during which UUTR is operated

Q: reactor power

Heat loss rate through wall, radiation, and evaporation for open water tanks were

obtained from data published for various water temperatures [EngineeringToolBox:
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/heat-loss-open-water-tanks-d_286.html]. The modified

equation is then:

-- ( evaporation () ll -al radiation •x

mCP
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where ois thetemperature of the.water: in the pool tank*(heat losses are function of.

terriperature insidethetank). "
It follows.-that the heat: losses th:rough, evaporations, wall, and radiation 'are

temperaturedependent. Therefore, the appropriate :heat los'es are selected based on the':
range of temrperature. Using above correlation and am.ount of heat req-u'ired: heatihng• up'thet
water per!.our,f the relation between the Pool (average). water ti pera ture,, core power ýan:d

time of operation is shown in Fig. 4.6-11.:The .additional data are listed in Tabler4.6-7.

Table 4.i67• UUTR rPeactor tank dimensions

Radius 1.2192 m

Height T2 .7.62 rn I

volume .. . 35.584 m
Ihne rSurface -Area I 58.3727m.

SopSurface Area 4.67 ! m
Massbof watekr j 3,584 Kg

lhr 2'2hr •- - •- 3hr 4hr 5hr, 6hr

(U

CL

65.001
60.00 .

55.00

50.00.

45.00

40'.00

35.004

30.00'

25'0

20.00

7-

- . ý . , I - , , 11 , 11 ý, , I ý, I __ - - T ý r, ýý ýý ý- - ýý ýý 2 - 2 1 1 1, 1 1 - - ' , ý - U I I -ýý IL&AAA AbdA

80. 100 120 140, 160 180 200 220 240. 260
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Figure 4.6-11 UUTR poolo water temperature s:sa function of reactor power and hours of operation

(dashiedline indicates the -,TR tSlimit)
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This model is validated using measured data when the UUTR operated at 90kW. In the
model as described, the steady state calculations were performed per each time step, assuming
homogeneous temperature distribution across the pool tank. The measurements are obtained
at four data points and averaged to obtain the pool water average temperature at each hour of
UUTR operation at 90kW. This introduces an error because the heat source (a reactor) is
constantly heating the pool water and natural circulation causes the mixing across the pool
tank. Another source of error is associated with the instruments. In addition, the water level in
the tank is not constant; in the theoretical model, the level of water in a tank was assumed to
be constant. Measured and calculated values for pool average temperature when the UUTR
operates at 90kW are shown in Table 4.6-8. The temperatures in the tank are measured at four
positions as shown in Fig. 4.6-12. The average value of the tank temperature is not exactly
equal to the average of the measurements obtained at these four locations; however, they
provide a good estimate for the average temperature of the pool water. The percentage
difference is also listed in Table 4.6-8 between the calculated and measured values. In
theoretical model the temperature losses in tank wall and loses due to evaporation are not
explicitly taken into account; as temperature rises in pool tank, the rate of heat losses from
walls and surface is changed, therefore the model fails to predict those values explicitly and the
errors are expected to be larger for higher temperatures. However, within the range of
operation of UUTR, the highest error obtained is 3.65% considered to be within an accepted
range.

Table 4.6-8 Comparison of measured and calculated pool water average temperature for 90kW UUTR
[refer to Fig. 4.6-12]

Temperature (°C)
Measured Measured Measured Measured Difference

Hour at at at at Average Average (%)
Location Location Location Location measured calculated

1 2 3 4

9:33am 20.3 20.4 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 -0.12

10:00am 21.7 21.8 21.5 20.4 21.4 21.2 -0.67

10:30am 23.0 23.0 22.8 21.9 22.7 22.2 -2.03
11:00am 24.3 24.2 24.1 23.1 23.9 23.2 -2.93
11:30am 25.4 25.4 25.3 24.5 25.2 24.2 -3.65
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2:4384 m

Location 4

Location 3

* Location'2 r-'.2

Location' 1 -

Figure 4.6-12 Locationsof fourthermocouples inside the LUuTR reactor pOoltank[nottoscale; reactor
indicatedas a black box atUthe pool center)"
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Appendix 4.6.A

PARET-ANL input file for the l00kW UUTR core

0 200
*PARET: The University of Utah TRIGA Reactor: 100kW (Steady State)
1001,
1002,
1003,
1004,
1005,
1006
1007,
1008,
1009,
1111,
1112,
1113,
1114,
2001,
2002,
2003,
2004,
2005,
2006,
3001,
3002,
3003,
4001;
5100,
5100,
5101,
5102
5103,
5104,
5105,
5106,
5107,
5108,
5109,
5110,
5111,
5112,
5113,
5114,
5115,
5116,
5117,
5118,
5119,
5120,
5200,
5200,
5201,
5202,
5203,
5204,
5205,
5206,
5207,

-2 19
0 0

1.0-1
1.74110-2
0.1016
0.00

-2.02010-3
0.00
1.4
0.039556

0 1
3.81

6.7056
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

4.35275-3
9.0-6

5.00-4
0.020053

1 0
1.00
0.6096
1.0069
1.0395
1.2090
1.3770
1.5462
1. 6773
1.7856
1. 8708
1.9144

.1.9346
1.9245
1.8686
1.7884
1.6728
1.5274
1.3727
1.2035
1.0244
0.9919

1 0
1.00
0.6096
0.6890
0.6928
0.7896
0.8920
0.9846
1.0647

7 1
6 -1

0. 032540
1.74200-2
0. 0078

0.80
1.15817-5
0.001
0.33
1.00

1 6
0.2

0.6096
0.0
0.4170+4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5 1
6 2
7 3
19

0.02794
0.00

6.7056
.1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.02794
0.0

6.7056
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

0 1
1 20

1.66339+5
0.0

27. 900-6
1.0

0.00

0.001

-18.00
0.0

9.80664
998.63
0.00
0.05

1.79200-2
0.3810

0.00679
-0.47296
1.00
0.05

0.1016

0.001
0.05

1.00
0

10000.0
0

0.00

18.00
2.0400+6
0.199000
6.66340+2

16.8
3.975+6
0.980
0.00
0.000

0.007874
0.0 O00

4.38511-2
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1. 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1. 00
1. 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.992126
0.0

4.38511-2
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0-.00
0.00
0.00

0.5

4 38511-2
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.5

0.00
-273.0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.55

1.3818

0.55

1.0

1.250

1.00

1.2504.38511-2 1.3818
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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Appendix 4.6.A 

PARET,.ANL input file for the lOOkW UUTRcore 

0 200 
*PARET: The University of Utah TRIGA Reactor: 100kW (Steady State) 
1001, -2 19 7 1 0 1 
1002, 0 0 6 -1 1 20 
1003, 1. 0-1 0.032540 1.66339+5 -18.00 1.79200-2 
1004, 1.74110-2 1.74200-2 0.0 0.0 0.3810 0.1016 
1005, 0.1016 0.0078 27.900-6 9.80664 0.00679 
1006 0.00 0.80 1.0 998.63 -0.47296 
1007, -2.02010-3 1.15817-5 0.00· 0.00 1. 00 0.001 
1008, 0.00 0.001 0.001 0.05 0.05 0.05 
1009, 1.4 0.33 
1111, 0.039556 1. 00 1. 00 
1112, 0 1 1 6 0 0 
1113, 3.81 0.2 10000.0 0.00 
1114, 6.7056 0.6096 
2001, 0.0 0.0 18.00 0.00 0.00 
2002, 0.0 0.4170+4 2.0400+6 0.00 -273.0 
2003, 0.0 0.0 0.199000 0.00 0.00 
2004, 0.0 0.0 6.66340+2 0.00 0.00 
2005, 0.0 0.0 16.8 0.00 0.00 
2006, 0.0 0.0 3.975+6. 0.00 0.00 
3001, 4.35275-3 5 1 0.980 
3002, 9.0-6 6 2 0.00 
3003, 5.00-4 7 3 0.000 
4001; 0.020053 19 
5100, 1 0 0.02794 0.007874 0.5 0.55 1.0 
5100, 1. 00 0.00 0.00 
5101, 0.6096 6.7056 4.38511-2 4:38511-2 1.3818 1.250 
5102 1. 0069 .1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5103, 1. 0395 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5104, 1.2090 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5105, 1.3770 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5106, 1.5462 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5107, 1.6773 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5108, 1.7856 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5109, 1.8708 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5110, 1.9144 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5111, ·1.9346 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5112, 1. 9245 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5113, 1.8686 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5114, 1.7884 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5115, 1.6728 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5116, 1.5274 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 
5117, 1.3727 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5118, 1.2035 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5119, 1.0244 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5120, 0.9919 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5200, 1 0 0.02794 0.992126 0.5 0.55 1. 00 
5200, 1. 00 0.0 0.0 
5201, 0.6096 6.7056 4.38511-2 4.38511-2 1.3818 1 .. 250 
5202, 0.6890 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5203, 0.6928 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5204, 0.7896 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5205, 0.8920 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5206, 0.9846 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5207, 1.0647 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
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5208,
5209,
5210,
5211,
5212,
5213,
5214,
5215,
5216,
5217,
5218,
5219,
5220,
9000,
9001,
10000,
10001,
11000,
11001,
12000,
12001,
14000,
14001,
14002,
16000,
16001,
16002,
16003,
17000,
17001,
18000,

1.1285
1.1750
1.2012
1.2101
1.1913
1. 1542
1.1018
1.0302
0.9449
0.8483
0.7622
0.7123
0.7111

2
1.0-1

2
114.00

2
0.0

2
5978.13

6
0.001
0.0005

6
0.1
0.005
0.50

2
1.0

2

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.000

0..00

10.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.0-1

114.00

0.5

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.15

1000.00

1000.0

1000.00.0 5978.13

0.0
0.28

50
1

25

0.0

0.0001
0.001

0.0
0.25
1.00

0.20
1.00

0.02
0.10
1.00

0.00005 0.25
0.005 1.50

10
10
10

0.20
0.28
1.50

1.00000 455.0

18001, 0.0 0.0 -4.00 0.381
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5208, 1.1285 1.00 1.00 1.00 
5209, 1.1750 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 
5210, 1. 2012 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 
5211, 1.2101 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5212, 1.1913 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5213 , 1.1542 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5214, 1.1018 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5215, 1.0302 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5216, 0.9449 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5217, 0.8483 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5218, 0.7622 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5219, 0.7l23 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5220, 0.7111 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 
9000, 2 
9001, 1. 0-1 0.000 1. 0-1 0.15 
10000, 2 
10001, 114.00 0-.00 114.00 1000.00 
11000, 2 
11001, 0.0 10.00 0.5 1000.0 
12000, 2 
12001, 5978.13 0.0 5978.13 1000.0 
14000, 6 
14001, 0.001 0.0 0.0001 0.20 0.00005 0.25 
14002, 0.0005 0.28 0.001 1. 00 0.005 1. 50 
16000, 6 
16001, 0.1 50 0.0 0.02 10 0.20 
16002, 0.005 1 0.25 0.10 10 0.28 
16003, 0.50 25 1. 00 1. 00 10 1. 50 
17000, 2 
17001, 1.0 0.0 1.00000 455.0 
18000, 2 
18001, 0.0 0.0 -4.00 0.381 
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25.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.1, "Summary Description" requests a
description of the type of secondary coolant system, if present, and the
method of heat disposal to the environment. The SAR did not provide this
information is sufficient detail. Please provide information regarding the
ultimate heat sink for UUTR.

SECTION 5.1 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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information is sufficient detail. Please provide information regarding the 
ultimate heat sink for UUTR. 
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5.1 Summary Description

The UUTR is a natural convection water-cooled pool type reactor. Since the UUTR is
small size and low power (100kW), the primary coolant system is not a necessary safety system
of the facility, but is used for maintaining its efficient operation. The water in the reactor pool is
used to moderate the reactor, to cool the fuel elements during reactor operation, and shield
against the radiation coming from the operating reactor core. Therefore, the primary cooling
system is used to remove the heat generated during operation, remove any particulate and
soluble impurities, maintain low conductivity and pH in the water, maintain optical clarity of the
tank water, and shielding radiation generated in the core. In the case of loss of water from the
pool, the design analysis of TRIGA fuel shows that it may be cooled by natural convection in air
without risk of fuel failure.

The reactor pool is open to the atmosphere, while the secondary coolant system is a
R134A based shell and tube heat exchanger. This secondary coolant system can dissipate 25kW
of heat; the system is located near the reactor pool. The heat exchanger receives warm water
from the top of the pool and returns cooler water to the pool. The return line carries the water
to a location several ft above the core where it is ejected into the pool water as a horizontal
water jet in order to diffuse the Nitrogen-16 activity and prevent it from reaching the top of the
pool as fast as it would otherwise (Fig. 5.1-1). The discharge temperature is about 100 C. This
discharge temperature can be read from the reactor console. Both the inlet and return lines to
the pool have a small 0.635 cm hole approximately 30 cm below the normal pool water level.
These holes will stop siphoning action and prevent draining of the pool below that level should
a siphoning drain be accidentally initiated. The tank water temperature increases
approximately 30 C/hour at 90kW power. The UUTR reactor core is cooled by natural
convection alone. In the case of extended operation, the 25kW capacity of secondary cooling
system without cooling tower cannot remove the heat efficiently. To protect the resin bed
purifying system, the UUTR has administrative pool water temperature limit of 35 0C.

The heat energy from the reactor operation is removed from the core by natural
convection. However, after the reactor is shut down, the heat exchanger, shown in Fig. 5.1-3,
can lower the pool temperature at approximately 0.5° C/hour. The 25kW capacity heat
exchanger will absorb the tank water heat. As shown in Figures 5.1-2 and 5.1-4, the absorbed
heat is cooled down using portable water supply and this water is released to the sanitary
system. The UUTR tank contains approximately 8,000 gallons of high-purity water and the core
and fuel are clearly visible from the top (Fig. 5.1-1). The 22 ft of water over the top of the
reactor core provides biological shielding for personnel in the reactor room. The reactor
containment uses double walled construction with an aluminum inner tank filled with reactor
coolant water surrounded by two ft of sand with a steel outer wall. This massive structure is
imbedded more than 12 ft into the ground and rests on a concrete pad.
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S.1 Summary Description 

The UUTR is a natural convection water-cooled pool type reactor. Since the UUTR is 
small size and low power {lOOkW}, the primary coolant system is not a necessary safety system 
of the facility, but is used for maintaining its efficient operation. The water in the reactor pool is 
used to moderate the reactor, to cool the fuel elements during reactor operation, and shield 
against the radiation coming from the operating reactor core. Therefore, the primary cooling 
system is used to remove the heat generated during operation, remove any particulate and 
soluble impurities, maintain low conductivity and pH in the water, maintain optical clarity of the 
tank water, and shielding radiation generated in the core. In the case of loss of water from the 
pool, the design analysis of TRIGA fuel shows that it may be cooled by natural convection in air 
without risk of fuel failure. 

The reactor pool is open to the atmosphere, while the secondary coolant system is a 
R134A based shell and tube heat exchanger. This secondary coolant system can dissipate 25kW 
of heat; the system is located near the reactor pool. The heat exchanger receives warm water 
from the top of the pool and returns cooler water to the pool. The return line carries the water 
to a location several ft above the core where it is ejected into the pool water as a horizontal 
water jet in order to diffuse the Nitrogen-16 activity and prevent it from reaching the top of the 
pool as fast as it would otherwise {Fig. 5.1-1}. The discharge temperature is about 10° C. This 
discharge temperature can be read from the reactor console. Both the inlet and return lines to 

the pool have a small 0.635 cm hole approximately 30 cm below the normal pool water level. 
These holes will stop siphoning action and prevent draining of the pool below that level should 
a siphoning drain be accidentally initiated. The tank water temperature increases 
approximately 3° C/hour at 90kW power. The UUTR reactor core is cooled by natural 
convection alone. In the case of extended operation, the 25kW capacity of secondary cooling 
system without cooling tower cannot remove the heat efficiently. To protect the resin bed 
purifying system, the UUTR has administrative pool water temperature limit of 35°C. 

The heat energy from the reactor operation is removed from the core by natural 
convection. However, after the reactor is shut down, the heat exchanger, shown in Fig. 5.1-3, 
can lower the pool temperature at approximately 0.5° C/hour. The 25kW capacity heat 
exchanger will absorb the tank water heat. As shown in Figures 5.1-2 and 5.1-4, the absorbed 
heat is cooled down using portable water supply and this water is released to the sanitary 
system. The UUTR tank contains approximately 8,000 gallons of high-purity water and the core 
and fuel are clearly visible from the top {Fig. 5.1-1}. The 22 ft of water over the top of the 
reactor core provides biological shielding for personnel in the react~r room. The reactor 
containment uses double walled construction with an aluminum inner tank filled with reactor 
coolant water surrounded by two ft of sand with a steel outer wall. This massive structure is 
imbedded more than 12 ft into the ground and rests on a concrete pad. 
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Figure S."1-1 The. UUTR pool.andw ater :supply systemr

Tc S.

I L ", ý, i

Figure 51. 2 Schem'dticsdof thevUUTR secondary cooling system
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. "FigureS;l-:f Tlre,UUTR p()prand;w~ter:sut,plysystem .' 
, . . -'...... .," ", ,... - ,':" - . -." 

Chiller 

Fi~lJres.1:'2 Schematics' :oith~UqT~.se~ondary cp()ling syst¢m 
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Figre 5.1-3 The UUTR heat exchanger system

Figure 5.-4 The •UUTR secondary cooling system.
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1:-"; 

Figure5.1~4· T/JeVUTllseco,ndarycooli"g system •. 
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26.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.2, "Primary Coolant System" requests a
description of the primary coolant system including information to

substantiate the removal of heat from the fuel during reactor operation and

decay heat during reactor shutdown. The SAR Chapters 5.1'and 5.2 did not
provide an analysis showing the adequacy of the primary system to perform

this task. Please provide an analysis showing the adequacy of the primary

system to cool the reactor under all anticipated modes of operation.

SECTION 5.2 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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26. 

NUREG-ls37, Part 1, Section 5.2, "Primary Coolant System" requests a 
description of the primary coolant system including information to 
substantiate the removal of heat from the fuel during reactor operation and 
decay heat during reactor shutdown. The SAR Chapters S.land S.2 did not 
provide an analysis showing the adequacy of the primary system to perform 
this task. Please provide an analysis showing the adequacy of the primary 
system to cool the reactor under all anticipated modes of operation. 

SECTION 5.2 REVISED AS FOLLOWS: 
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5.2 Primary CCoolant System

The UUTR core is cooled by natural circulation.of the reactor tank water. The volume of

the tank is 8,000 gallons; this tank represents the p rimary cooling system of the UUTR. The

radiation shielding requirement is fulfilled by keeping at least 18 ft of water directly above the

reactor core. In order to imonitor water level of the pool, an ultra sonic sensor is installed in the

reactor tank, The alarm and scram system will be activated if the water level is lower than 15.5

inches from the top ofl the reactor tank. The tank nwater temperature is maintained below 35' C
by limited run time at full core power.,The pool wiater temperature in general is approximately

18G C. The time to reach the tem perature of 35C from 188C is about 11 hours operating the

UUTR at 90 kW. After the reactor shutdown, the pool water temperature decreases at the rate

of 0O.5 0C/hour; it takes 34 hours to cool down to the term perature of 180C without any

secondary cooling system involved. The UUTR primary coolant system consists principally of a
pump, heat exchanger, demineralizer, deionizer, fiber cartridge filter, flow meter, and

conductivity proves (Fig. 5.2-1),

Figure 5.2,I1 The UUTR's prima•r coolant system

The natural convective flow of the primary cooling systemr can remove 1OOW of heat
from the reactr.fuel. An administrative control limit of 350C has been imposed on the bulk
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..... >:r;I)~: \JUTRc;ore is cooled by n~t~ral. circu!~tion. olthe r~actorta~g.water~·;:rhe volum~of 
thetankis,~,OOOgallons;.this tank represents the,primaty cooling system of the 'UUTR, The""" •... ' 
.radiationshie1din·grequirementis,fulfilled by ke~pjngat least 18 ftQ{,.water .directly abdvetlie 
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water temperature primarily to p revent possible skin scalding. In the .energency case, ýsuchas
loss of, the.coolanita wwater., .the-prim'ar¥y: colant. system will be turned on::::Also,: thereiis: another
outlet in the west side o:fthe reactor room Wall. Figure 5.2-2 sihowsý the eme'rgecy.wafer outlet
in the reactor room. Also, the water from fuel inspection area can be used as an emergency
I water supplier. In theemergency casersome of the water will not pass througlhthe filtering
s.ystem.,

The system parameters are displayed on the:console":. Visual and audible alafrms are also,
located on the reactorcontrol console, and are activated if the tank water level dropsbelow
present Ji mits. There.are also tank level indicators in the contqro room, and on the control rod
support structure.,in .the reactor room.

All S'ystem- omginents that-contact the primar.¥y Water are mae:rompvc; aluminuma,

or stainiless steel.

Figure. 5.2•2. EmergencyZ watersupplier in the, reactor room

5.2.11Pump
.The water-system, pump i's:a centrifugal-type with a.stainless steel body and impeller.

The pumrnip .is driven by a d irectly-coo pled induction, motor-. The suction and the dischaarge:of the
pu mplare a 5cm and a 3.8 cm flag ed-pipe connection, rirespectively. Figure 5.2-3 shows the
primary coolant pump systemm. -
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watertemperatyre pdmarilyio,preverH.,pos~sible·skin'scalding; Intl1e'~&ergencyca'se,.suchas 
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52.2 Heat Exchanger
The UUTR has:a 25kW capacity tube-type heat exchanger asa secondary cooling system

(Fig.5-.-3)ý The heat exchange~r uses R134a to cooling dowrn primary coolant, Therpressure of
the sewcondarys ysterm is maintained at a h igher level than the primary syste•mto pirevent :cross.
contazmination of'secohdary water shoulda leak developiin the heatexchanger&. Bu tterflyvalves
allow isolation of inlet and:outlet of each :coolant:systemin-case Of heat exchaznger damage t
prevent mixing of cooling wbater.Tihe heat exchanger was upgraded in: 10996.

Figure S. 23 Primary, coolant-pumhp system,
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5.2.3 Cleanup Loop

The UUTR has two resin beds cleanup system. The resin beds are fiberglass canisters of
mixed-resin beds. A pre-filter is used to remove any particulate material prior to the water
entering the deionizer. It uses replaceable fiber cartridges. Two independent conductivity cells
are used to measure the conductivity of water entering the resin bed and the conductivity of
the water exiting the resin beds subsequent to entering the reactor tank. There are readouts of
the conductivity located on the reactor console. The prime function of a demineralizer is to
maintain the conductivity of the reactor pool water at a sufficient low level (<5pmhos/cm) to
prevent corrosion of the reactor components exposed to the water such as fuel element and
control rod elements.

The demineralizer is a mixed-bed type that removes both positive and negative ions
from the circulation water. Any contaminants in the water are absorbed and concentrated in
the resin bed. Any radioactive ions in the water are absorbed and concentrated in the resin
bed. A demineralizer will be slightly radioactive in a normal use. If the conductivity approaches
5pmhos/cm for both pre and post conductivity proves, the resin bed will be replaced based on
the UNEP procedure (Fig. 5.2-4 UNEP form 006R3).

The flow meter is mounted down stream from the demineralizer. It has a range of 0 to
30gpm. The meter is operated by the flow of water, which forces the flow rotor upward in the
tube. The flow rate can be read in the control room's computer system with LabViewTM .

5.2.4 Piping and Valves

All piping and fittings in the water system are of PVC and have tefron packing. All of the
water is returned to the pool through a deflector nozzle, which creates swirling current in the
pool that increases the time it takes water to travel from reactor core to the surface, and thus
ample time for the decay of radioactive Nitrogen-16.

Water level is normally kept approximately between 6 inches and 10 inches from the
top of the reactor tank. To prevent a malfunction in the primary system from the draining the
pool, the primary inlet is approximately 30 inches below water level. The alarm will be activated
and the reactor will be scram if the water level is lower than 15.5 inches from the top of the
reactor tank.
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Furri UNEV,0136R3- 1-ci.
RSC Approva:- O9J230O9

Procedure for Changing .Filters in the IXUGA
Pool Water Refrigeration/Puritication System

Objective: The puTpose of this form is to provide a standardized procedure for replacing the water
filters located on the TRIGA reactor pool water refrigerationrpurification systm.

Part A- Potable Water Supply Filter

I. Change water-supply filter if measured flow rate is lower than 3 gpm.

2. Ensure that fte potable water supply valve remains closed. Close valve I. See schematic
diagram below..

3. Place a large bucket beneath filter housing to catch spill.

4. Survey filter housing

5. Obtain 75 micron filter element for replacement. Unscrew filte- housing, allowing
contained water to drain into bucket-

From Chiller

To TRIGA
Tank

Flaw

__fValve 4

Figure 1:
Schematic Diagram of the

Recirculation System

Flaw
ic•tdatc-

Thc
supply

From porabir, wa-.r
supply
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I'rocedure for Changing filters in the TRIGA 
1'ooJ Water Kefrigeration/Purification System 

hll1:l uN"'::I'.0D6:R3, ~ i 
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1O"lII.Cf 

supply 
\al\'c 

From potablr. wu.;cr 
5upply 

From Chiller 

Valve i 
Valve 2 

musheu[ fir.c cut 
• .1IIi1.rr 
1m 

Valve 3 

IilOlldlllrtiviiiy 
prollt"5 . 

ToTRIGA 
Tank 

Figure 1: 
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Recirculation System 
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KirmU~NEII YW6R3. Rzg 2
3RSC Appiva: OUM2JAW

["ant B. Deniineralizer Circuit

1. Chartge predemineralizer filter (refer to FiLgw 2 below) when flow drops below 3 jgpm

with p~ump throttled,

2. Chantge post-demineralizer fifter if flow does not increase to >3 gpm after chang-ing
Prefilter.

Valve 3

To TRIGA
Tank

Raw MeterPost-Ocmineralict

Filter Housing

Valve 4
From

Oernfnera~zex -

Bed

To Chiller 94 From TPIGA
c. ~ -I , - Tank

Figure 2:
SchematicDjPagram-ShowingLogatioons offilterElements
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1'<lrt:I UNEI>'(I\)(JR3, 1":;;;" ! 
RSC i\ppllm.;: O~J:!:'w\l 

I:>anH. Demineralizer Circuit 

J. . Ol.ange pre«mineralizcr filter (refer to FigUf'e 2 below) wben flow drops ibelow 3 gpm 
with pump throttled. 

2. {'llange post-de mineralizer fiiter if flow does not increase to.>.3 gpm after changing 
premter. 

Valve 3 

Flow MCtCf 

Valve~ 

From 
Deminerailzf.'I ~ 

Bed 

10 Chmw 

frc-Dcm!nc:raliz~r 
Filter Housf ng 

Figure 2: 

Post-()cmillcranizct 
Filter Housing 

ToTRIGA 
Tank 

r---__ -- From TRiGA 
Tank 

Scbematic DBQ[am Showing Locations ptEilter...flemeots 
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IKrrr U.NEJ'.06R3- fthg 3
RSC App•rova: 091,309

3. Turn off pump.

4. Close valve 2.

5. Have bucket available to catch spill.

6. Check filters with survey meter. Record maximum exposue race below.

Survey instrument:
Calibration Date:

Seral Number:

Backgroaund nmR/h
Pir-den-rineralizer Filter mR/h (on contact)
Post-dcmineralizer Fitera mR/h (on contact)

7. Loosen plastic filter housing with strap wrench.

N. Remove housing and place in bucket to dry.

9. Replace filter element (recommended pore size: pre-deminealtizer filter - 125 micron, post-
demineralizer filter-r 25 micron). Admit as little air as possible into the circuit by filling the
jar with demineralized water.

I0. Screw housing and filter back on hand-tight.

11- Turn on pump, open valve 2. Chieck for leaks: tighten housings, if necessary.

12- Check and record flow rate.. gpm

13. ltrflorm contamination survey of filters and operators (use form on reverse side to document
results of survey), If this survey indicates that the filter is contaminated (twice above
background), wait for the filter to dry, remove a section and characterize this section with
th. HPXie detector. Record this information and transfer as waste to radiation health. If the
survey Indicates no contamination, throw the fitters away.

Comments:

14. Operator performing procedure.

[5. Date completed.
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3. Tum off pump. 

4. Close valve 2. 

5. Have buc.ket a\'ai.lable 1:0 catch !".pill. 

f"",,, Ul€p.(JD!>R3~ ~ ] 
RSC App"'."'" O~.'2.3,1)9 

6. Ott"lck fillers with s.urvey meter. Record maximum exposure- rate below. 

Survey Instrument: _____ ....; ______ Serial Number: _____ _ 
Calibration Date: ___________ _ 

Background 
Pre-demineralizer Filter 
l"ost-demineraiizcr Fitrer 

_____ mRIh 

_____ mRfh (on contru::t) 
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II. Remo\'e hcusi ng and place in bucket 00 dry . 

9. Replace filter element (rerommended pore size: pre-demineraliz.er filter - 125 micron, post
deminemlizer flIter - 25 micron). Admit as little air as possible into the circuit by titling the 
jar with demineralized watfir. 

10. Screw housing and filter back on hand-tight. 

t I. Tum on pump. open valve 2. OIeck for leaks; tighten housings, jf necessary. 

12. Check and record flow rate .. 
___________ gpm 

13. Perform contamination s.urvey of filters and operators (use. form on nwmeside to document 
results of survey), If this survey indicates that tbe filter is contaminatOO (twice above 
background), wait for the mter to dry, remove. a .sectionand cibafDcreri7Je this section with 
the. HPGedet£ctor. Record this information and transfer as waste to radiation health. If the 
sUf\'ey inmcau:;s no contamination, throw the fihers away. 

Comments: 

14. .OpcralOr pcrrormgng procedure. 

U. Date completed. 
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Bucrn, UINEP.0D6]. Pt~gr 4
RSC Appmrvu• 13i9W09
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Figure 5.2-4 The UNEP form 003R3 for procedure for changing filters in the TRIGA pool water
refrigeration/purification system
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27.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.3, "Secondary Coolant System" requests a
description and analysis of the secondary coolant system. The information in
SAR Chapter 5.2 was incomplete. Please provide a schematic drawing of the
primary and secondary cooling systems showing all possible modes of
operation. Discuss the performance of the secondary cooling system as
required by NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.3. Provide the design basis for the
secondary cooling system including considerations for concrete dryout, resin
bed performance, and evaporation limits. Describe how the appropriate
design bases for the system are included in the TS. Discuss the potential for
heat exchanger leakage as a source of contamination.

28.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.3, "Secondary Coolant System" requests a
description and analysis of the secondary coolant system. Section 4.4 of your
Environmental Report dated January 7, 2005, states, "The heat exchanger is
charged with R-134a. Heat from the R-134a is transferred to an independent
water source that is released to the sanitary sewer system." Based on a site
visit, it was observed that the heat from the R-134a was transferred to
ambient air. Please confirm how the heat from the R-134a is transferred.

SECTION 5.3 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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5.3 Secondary Coolant System

The UUTR has 25kW R134a based secondary cooling system. The flow rate of water in
this system is approximately 4gpm. The secondary cooling system circulates water from the
reactor tank through heat exchanger and cooling system. The absorbed heat is cooled down
using portable water supply and this water is released to the sanitary system as show in Fig.
5.1-2. The secondary cooling system is rarely used; the last time it was used was in 1996. This
system is rarely used because the UUTR pool water temperature is kept below 20 °C in general,
thus it does not exceed 35 'C when the UUTR operates at 90 kW. The amount of portable water
released into the sanitary system after absorbing heat from heat exchanger is less than 50
gallons/year as measured in 1996. The major components of the secondary cooling system are
primary pump, secondary pump, tube type heat exchanger, water filter and control
instrumentation. If the water temperature is lower than 100 C, the pump will be shut off
automatically to protect against a freezing problem. One thermometer is installed to measure
water temperature. This temperature can be monitored from the control room. The circulation
pump for the primary coolant continues to operate while the refrigeration system is shut off. In
operation, water leaves the pool through the suction pump at a point about 20 ft below the
surface of the pool, passes through the primary pump and heat exchanger, pass through fine
cut resin bed and returns to the pool through a distribution pipe located on the 2 ft below the
water surface as shown in Fig. 5.1-1. The output of the fine-cut resin bed normally is of

0.1mmhos/cm and a conductivity alarm occurs when the conductivity rises to 4 pLmhos/cm. This
alarm is located on the control room. The fine cut resin bed is replaced as needed, but this is
done when the conductivity rises to 4.5 pmhos/cm. The UUTR tank water temperature is
administratively limited to lower than 359C to prevent damage to the demineralizer. At

temperature above approximately 55C 6, the resin may break down and be dispersed in the,
reactor pool and causes corrosion problems in the reactor system. The UUTR tank water is
routinely (every month) monitored for the contained radionuclides. The water sample from the
reactor pool is counted using a high purity germanium detector system to identify any
radionuclides. The pump and heat exchanger system is shown in Fig. 5.1-3. Water from heat
exchanger is circulated through the resin bed at a flow rate ~4gpm through a manually
adjustable bypass valve in the circulation loop. Conductivity probes located at the inlet and
outlet of the demineralizer unit determines the effectiveness of the water purification system.
The conductivity of the pool water is maintained below 5pmhos/cm. The pH of the pool water
is maintained in the range of 5.0 to 8.0 in conformance with the Technical Specifications. In the
event of any radioactive spill, immediately secure the reactor and remove the key if the reactor
is in operation and contact reactor supervisor. Contamination of any surface near the resin bed

area will be removed using standard decontamination techniques, with appropriate personnel
monitoring procedures and protective clothing. The reactor supervisor or a member of his staff
will retain all decontamination fluids and solids for examination before the materials are

6 From the private conversation with the manufacturer
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5.3 Secondary Coolant System 

The UUTR has 25kW R134a based secondary cooling system. The flow rate of water in 
this system is approximately 4gpm. The secondary cooling system circulates water from the 
reactor tank through heat exchanger and cooling system. The absorbed heat is cooled down 
using portable water supply and this water is released to the sanitary system as show in Fig. 
5.1-2. The secondary cooling system is rarely used; the last time it was used was in 1996. This 
system is rarely used because the UUTR pool water temperature is kept below 20°C in general, 
thus itdoes not exceed 35°C when the UUTR operates at 90 kW. The amount of portable water 
released into the sanitary system after absorbing heat from heat exchanger is less than 50 
gallons/year as measured in 1996. The major components of the secondary cooling system are 
primary pump, secondary pump, tube type heat exchanger, water filter and control 
instrumentation. If the water temperature is lower than 10° C, the pump will be shut off 
automatically to protect against a freezing problem. One thermometer is installed to measure 
water temperature. This temperature can be monitored from the control room. The circulation 
pump for the primary coolant continues to operate while the refrigeration system is shut off. In 
operation, water leaves the pool through the suction pump at a point about 20 ft below the 

surface of the pool, passes through the primary pump and heat exchanger, pass through fine 
cut resin bed and returns to the pool through a distribution pipe located on the 2 ft below the 
water surface as shown in Fig. 5.1-1. The output of the fine-cut resin bed normally is of 

O.lmmhos/cm and a conductivity alarm occurs when the conductivity rises to 4 ~mhos/cm. This 
alarm is located on the control room. The fine cut resin bed is replaced as needed, but this is 

done when the conductivity rises to 4.5 ~mhos/cm. The UUTR tank water temperature is 
administratively limited to lower than 35°C to prevent damage to the demineralizer. At 

temperature above approximately 55°C6
, the resin may break down and be dispersed in the., 

reactor pool and causes corrosion problems in the reactor system. The UUTR tank water is 
routinely (every month) monitored for the contained radionuclides. The water sample from the 
reactor pool is counted using a high purity germanium detector system to identify any 
radionuclides. The pump and heat exchanger system is shown in Fig. 5.1-3. Water from heat 
exchanger is circulated through the resin bed at a flow rate ..... 4gpm through a manually 
adjustable bypass valve in the circulation loop. Conductivity probes located at the inlet and 
outlet of the demineralizer unit determines the effectiveness of the water purification system. 
The conductivity of the pool water is maintained below 5~mhos/cm. The pH of the pool water 
is maintained in the range of 5.0 to 8.0 in conformance with the Technical Specifications. In the 
event of any radioactive spill, immediately secure the reactor and remove the key if the reactor 
is in operation and contact reactor supervisor. Contamination of any surface near the resin bed 

area will be removed using standard decontamination techniques, with appropriate personnel 
monitoring procedures and protective clothing. The reactor supervisor or a member of his staff 
will retain all decontamination fluids and solids for examination before the materials are 

6 From the private conversation with the manufacturer 
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discharged to the sanitary sewer system, as provided in procedure UNEP-032 (Fig. 5.3-1 ). The

UNEP-037 must be completed after cleanup the contaminated area and materials (Fig. 5.3-2).

Nurn UNZP.1032, paue I
ltSCApjnvv..t OWISMl

Liquid Effluent Discharge Authorizalion

Objxsivr: This form is co be used ta doeair~eo dischargets of liqui-d effluents from UNEP a eniresritetd
waunt. Rieceae off liquid wastes must be made iii a-cces with 211 applicabh! FederaL Star, sad
locai regulawo• s. Dicharges execedig 1O0 M•C•hwek most be appxuved by ihe Radiatio
Sakly Officer (RSO).

Pmocdure: 1. ObmLa represciu-tfre sample of liquid beisig discharged including adequats sampkr of
sldim'e-ni if prc•teo If '11 s:.org 1a1k Ls; e bt discharged. okhrajo sa. ple after recitn•ctung
la]k cnailrat through pumt; and bar& ioin draia to agite csdjir'•nL
2. Anaiyze liquid sa.mpi for ra.diac•aive contznt. Doatment resula of -aalyse:s below.
3. Resulhs most •e revir•csd by SRO who may rLhorize discharge of 'he liquid Wa-'sm i"
deteonined to be in cosrmilia=c wxith rclevant rrgudariozs. The SRlO tray eoosuh %iii. dtr.

Radiological Health Depmuncmi (t'RKD if necessary', coesolve noy quesdos regard iog
rtgulations or- cte discbargr.

4. The discharEi miy be prrformcd sub•nct re any conditions imposed for &c release• oly
after au•lhorTiza-ion bas been grsu.ed. Complet remaisning docamce-ation below.

5. [•f te smmge iAn is ao be discharged,obEan disaw.c- valve handle from SRO ad pump
wnak ronicnts no san itay sewer as per the condidoas-of the.aushorizasioa. When discharg:e
is conplet, close valve, rrn-e.'.he vlve hamdlie ad return it ba SRO.

1. escription of Waste Liquid.
Origitn O Waste:

EsiMhnurd Volrte. of Waste:
Volume oi Sample:
VWiual Turbidity Es.imaer:

I. C•aracterization of Uqtaid WastilSsmple Analyses.
Mcdtod of Anal'sis:

y Analysis:
[ostrui•iemt Used:
Serial Number_. Calibration Date:

Obse•r•d Nuclides:

II Analysis:

Serial Number_ _ Calibradon Daxe:

Tchitim Anniysisz (3xjys) - (no) Results:

cL Anaty-sis.-
losu~crunr Used: __________________________________

Seriai Number: Calibmrtio Date:

Acririty of Sample:
Comments:

Anarlys. form _or liquid ejluent d ate: authoriztion

Figure 5.3-1 UNEP-032 form for liquid effluent discharge. authorization
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discharged to the sanitary sewer system, as provided in procedure UNEP-032 (Fig. 5.3-1 ). The 
UNEP-037 must be completed after cleanup the contaminated area and materials (Fig. 5.3-2). 

1'<1= IUNa'.(J]'!, JI'l~<" 1 
RSC APJI"'"a!:: 09.'2.'3,1)9 

Liquid :Effluent Discharge Authorization 

Obj.xrj\'t: This fom) L~ ::0 be 0:>00 ~., dOCllJ1'..ellt dtsdlar~s of liql!!li cmwc:ll::S frum UNEP Ii:). I!Im:s1lic[l!:d 
sre~$. Rc:il::oc of liqoiil ~'Zsre, n:rtIj.l be fllWe i,l ~roJil ~idl all :;;.l'plicabnc FcdemL, StatC, a.nd 
IoC!li ,cglllmils. Di:;clI:Bljlcs ex,cefmtlg 100 ",Ci/\\'Cck mOSl be :opprovoo by1!tc R4d i:!un:n 
S:lfc;y Officer (RSO). 

ProocdLll'C: I . ObtsLIl repre5ema.;iv~ sample (If liql!id being discl!arg£d Cncll!dln.g :ub:qJ!oze .amp~ of 
s&iercJlt, ii pr~"fie[J[. If 1bc so:omge UlIlk i.< 1C' be db;cbutged, Oi!:::a.iil ~lri"lc :;ftcf n:circuilaWlg 
tmk content; lluoogh pumjl and brl illli:). ilraill [0 agit;;rc 5Cdimcll[' 
1. An:aityzc liquid s3mphc for rnrlioou.i\'I: ~on~t. Dn .... Jment fC5I!LlS of :;nal~'Sts bclo',\'. 
1. Rcsolts IIDOSl to:: rc\'icwoo b~' SRO wbo III!:;Y :!.1l1hcrized!scb:ugeof me liqtlld WUIC i; 
dcrcM1fllOO Ii:). be in OOIl~IJ3llCC with rclt\'mt regulariOOIs. Tbr SRO IlI:'.}· C'Om;u It .... idt the 

Rndio]~eal Helllth Dcp3C\mcm ('RHD}, if nCttS.<aJ)'. [0 resoy,'C an~' qucs[iom rcgMdiog 
f£!lola;~llS at' [bediscb9C~t. 

4. TIlt: di.~d!I;!lI1le may be penormoo !>ILbjcl:lln any coodi,wllS imp05C1l for ~ rdc-.:.:sc ooly 
after a'!tlJl('~izll.;jollll:!:S bcco gsan;ro. C~lell: rCllaillillg dccl!mCo;at!oll tdo ... ·o 

5. [rille Stnr:tge,tEDk lS 10 be di.'iChll1'scd.ob[aJll disdl&rgc \':1h'c lI:!JlIlle from SaO::nd pomp 
1:1:11 t collwnt; II) s:m i!lIr}' sc .... 'CJ a; pl% [be rond itiloD51); me, ao;boriruio:n. "''ben d:isdJ:!Jge 
is cotn.l'lclt, dose \':1"·c. fClllOvc,me ~'alvc b:mdlc mil rc[wn it in SRO. 

I. Dtsc:rip.tJ"D of Waste Liquid. 
Origill oi \V:!.S.IC: 

Eslilll.iIlro \' olt!.Il".t, of W:ls[e: 
Vahlme off Sample: 
Vi:o;'JsI Turbidi[y E,s.,itnillC: 

11. CbarackrizatioD or liquid Waste.lSampLe Aaalrsl!S. 
Mclhod ai Aoruysi_: 

'! .-\lIslysis: 
[11SlruinCillUsed: _________________________ _ 
SI!I!'Lai Number: __________ Calibmtioll Date: __________ _ 

Ob!ef\'OO Nodides: 

PAllniY&Lo;: 
ttlSlruillClllUsed: ___________________________ _ 

SI!I!'l!!1 Number: __________ Calibmuon D:I:!e: _________ _ 

Tri,il!Dl Anai)'si:S.: __ (yes) __ (DO) RcSl!it;: 

(l An:!bJ'5i~: 
[ll.o;lrulllClllUsed: _________________________ _ 

Scr~iNumbcr:~ ____ ~ ______ ~ __ ___ Calibretioill D,l',c: _~_~_~ ___ _ 

AC[il-i~' of S:Uinple: 
Cot'Olr..ems: 

An:aiysc ______________ ' D:!.=..e: _____ _ 

Figure 5.3-1 UNEP-032 form for liquid effluent discharge authorization 
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Farm UNEP.O37 Ia•m

'RSC Apppmstiv: Ir?221OtM

Radietogpcal -Emergency Classification Checklist

Date:
Name:

Identified a Problem (,,.,. , . .
Contacted SRO-On-Call
Declared an Emergency

If any responses are. yes (Y) to the following four questions then the emergecncy is
classified as an Unusual 'Event.

Measured
Parameter Critica! Indicators

Y/N ARM (sensor located oer reactor tank) indicates >50 mrenvbr
mai for longer than 10 minutes.

YIN _. AM-Particulate indicates I lx10-5 CPM

Y/N _ _ CAM-Nobel Gas indicates > lx 105 CPM

YIN Rate of change in measured water level > 3-4 inches! hr (IUfgaihr)

b:vci I _______in.

vcd 2 _ in. Infl." 10 u'izut '-, 5J,

yltMiE.i tar•.) AC-TION

Classified as an Unusual Event or Safety Related Event (cirar ocw)

Confirmed by Senior Reactor .perator:

Called Dispatcher (if roquired); requested resources to respond to probtlem..
List Resource(s):.

Implemented remiedial procedures
List Procedure(s):

For Unusual Event, Reactor Supervisor notified NRC Operation Center eo,.t.o us

mlu' anppnnd I" RL-,u1lr Sar.et L'Cmm•inc':

Figure 5.3-2 Radiological emergency classification checklist
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1''''0 UIIIEI'.(I3, p""," ; 
RSC: .... ppm'·a!: Dm3.'D~ 

'Radiological £mergency Classifac-atiOD Checklist 

Da~: ________________ _ 

Nrune: __________________ _ 

TIME (Militaxy) 

Identified a Problem (J~ilc"''''''''' ,y<:F" .... "' .. ,..,,,, ... :;,.,,1: 

Contacted SRO-On-Call 
Declared an Emergency 

If any responses are yes (Y) 00 the following four questions then the emer~cncy is 
classifIed as an Unuswil :I!:\'ent. 

YIN 

YIN 

YIN 

YIN 

Measured 
~8mete!: 

CF"t 

~I 

ll.1·LI]/,e 

ARM (sensor (ocated m-e.r rellCtor lank) indicates >50 mremlbr 
for (onger than 1 U minutes. 

'=<1 _____ ~~] ____ _ 
1-,.,,< 2 _____ i.'l.o:a&'I!' 2 __ _ 

CAM-P.articulate indicates> lltlOS CPM 

CAM·Nobel Gas indicates> lxlOS CPM 

Rate of change in measured water (e\'el> 3.4 inches! hr {UJOgat·'hr) 

b::"'d I in. 
k\"d 2 in. (at1.:r 10 r.:Ii:lu~ ~lcn'aJ) 

ACTION 

ailS..~ified as an Unusual li;vent or Safety Related Event (circfr one} 

Conftrmed by Senior Reacoor Operator : ____________ _ 

Called Dispatcher (if required); requested resources to re.~pand to problenl(l.,=). 
Ust Resource(s): . . 

Implemented remedial procedures 
list Procedure(s): 

For Unusual Evenl, Reactor Supervisor notffi.ed NRC. Operation CentEfC"u"'!b-Il!5) 

Cilili..-r.:t:u:.: ___________________ .D.!!I:: ________ _ 

Figure 5.3-2 Radiological emergency classification checklist 

2010 
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29.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.4, "Primary Coolant Cleanup System"

requests a description of how the exposure and release of radioactivity do

not exceed the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and are consistent with the

facility's as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) program. The SAR
information provided was insufficient. Please provide information describing

how the cleanup system design incorporates the commitments of the ALARA

Program.

SECTION 5.4 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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29. 

NUREG-:-1537, Part 1, Section 5.4, "Primary Coolant Cleanup System" 
requests a description of how the exposure and release of radioactivity do 
not exceed the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and are consistent with the 
facility's as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) program. The SAR 
information provided was insufficient. Please provide information describing 
how the cleanup system design incorporates the commitments of the ALARA 
Program. 

SECTION 5.4 REVISED AS FOLLOWS: 
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5.4 Primary CoolanttCleanup System

y Thepuritof the water in..the,ýpool is maintained by the primar UUTR leanup system

that extracts '5gpm ofprimariy coola~nt using:a,- pump and passes it through two 25 ,micron
cartridge filters anda dresin bed to keep the, primarywate'Wr echemistry within operationaI limits. A
detailed drawing, of thel clean up.loop is shown in Fig. 5-.5-1 (Underwater cleanUP system is

shown'., in Fig. 5.4- I wh ichK is used for visib le dirt, filtering). Th e, wa.ter reci. cu61ation :;schhematics is

'showni in Fig. 5.4-2.

Figure,5.4-1 Under water cleanup system:

The primary coolant conductivity must: be less than 5 Lmhos/cm' for both conductivity
.,probes. The pH of the pool water must be between: 5 arnd 8 (The pH value for the UUTR':tank is
varied between.5.94t 6.3 which. is, measured by in-tank•pH-meter sho wn in Fig. 5.4-3). The
conductivity limit used by the licensee is a longstanding.value for research reactors accepted by.
,the'U.S. NRC, which haslbeen shown to be effective ~iricontrolling orsini aluminum and
stainless-steel systemns. ..
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... .', .:.:"". 

The: PlJ,fityqfthewater' in.ttleipoplisniainti.'lined·by the prirl1ary UlJTRdeal1up s¥st¢m 
··thate><ttact~?,gpm ofprirriaty coolalit,usingaplirrip' andpasse~ itthrough,tw0 25'l11icrdli:'" .' 
.cartridgefnJersand,aJesin,bed··tokeeRth~,primar'/vVaterchemistryWithinoperational·lif'l1it~,',A .. . 
detailEiddhlWing:oHhe tle'an lJploop~isshown' fh'Fig; 5~5-1 (Underwater Cleanup systemi$ "'" .. . 
shown i~Fig~,S~4-1 which; is \jsed for visibledi rtfiltering),Thewa,terrecircu'latlciflschematiesis' .' 

. FigureS;4~"lJnder'l'fqterc/~qnupsr~tein: 

" .. ," . . . . .,', " "" 

Th~"PJimary coolantcqnduc:tivity musfbele~s than S~unhos/CmJoi:both cohductivity 
prdbes;The pf;1qfthe· pool· water ffiuslbebetween: '5 an:d'W(ThepHvaIUe for.lhel:llJTR;ta~k:is 

.' varied'betWee't(5'.9t06.3Whichis:rneasureo!byln;tanKpl1~rlietel' shc)\NnirfFig.·S.4-3)~i:The·,· 
. conductivi.t'ylimitused by the'licenseeisa lopgstandin'gva'itie for researchreactqr:s.ac~~ptedby' 

. "tljel,J;$,:NR( whkh has :beensholA'nt()be,~ft~ctive;i~c,c>ntr()lllngcorros,i()r) in alu'mirJ~rnand 
sfainless~ste~rsystems., . . . . .. ... 
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To 7TRIGA

Wuaa

'water
3Aeppy

Figure 5.4-2 Schematics IOf-the recirculation system

Figure 5.4-3 In•tank pH meter (indicated by arrow)
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.. ijgu{e;~~4-2 Schematic~ til-the ,re.tircl!lation's'y!€~em 

.,.:. . . . ..... ". . . . 

F;fJur(!S.:~3In;"tank pH meter (;fJdlct:l.t(!dfJ~prr()M!) 
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The UUTR resiniled (deminer0alizer) has: siphon breaks to prevent ajfailure in the

demineralizer from siphoning al large amount of primary coolant from the reactor tank. -'The
UUTR conrtains water level detector;,two conductivity probes, pH meter, afnd:GM detecttor.

(shown in Fig. 5.4-4) near the reactor tank.' The reactor room-floor contains about 40, gallons
liquid dstorage pit,,which is 22:ft away.:from the reactortank (Fig. .4-5). In tlhe worst case, if any
leaking exists in the reactor roo;m floor area,.the liquid can b e storEd ii t iquid storage pit up

to.40gallons 'of liquid..

Figure ,.4-4 GM detector near: the reactor tank (indicated by arrow)

A pool:'levelalarm:is provided to indicate a loss 0fcoolant if the pool level drops more
than: 15h.5inches. from the topf f the reactor tank; In the even t of accidental siphoning of poo0l'
water through system pipes, theepool water levde' will drop no; more than 5 ft from the top of
the pool. Loss of~coolanta alarm after 15.5 inches of loss requires corrective action.

hin.order:to ihsUrethat radioactive species: do n6tbuild up in the poo l:water,: the; pool:
water is routinely monitored --for tihe0contained radionuclides. The• monitoring invOlves the
counting' of a.sample ofpool water on a sensitive gamma ray .spectrometry sySte .and"
identifying th~e radionuclides present.We perform gamma:spect roscopy on pool!water for.Cs-

137 peaksand:activities higher than pLiis-in order toQ ensure it.is:within the A.LARA limrits. Our.-
facilityis co0mmittedlto: keep both occupational and public radliation exposure as low as is
reasonablyachievable (ALARA). This rmeans, we assure.the:exposure to be no :greater than 10%
of the occupational limits:and 50% of thepublicliimits prescribed :byt the 10.CFR. Part 20.
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. "'.', The ULJTR resinoed(deminel'alizer)hassiphonbreaks topreventafailure in the " 
demiheralizedrom: siphoningaJargeamount .of primary c()olant frqm t~f7reactortank.The , " 
UUTRc:ontains water leveldet¢dbr:,twO conductivity probes; pHmeter,~ahdGiVl'detedOr . 
{SIi()\A.rn in, Fig. S.4-4rne~nhe·, reactor tank, The reactot roornJIOorcontainsab(')ut40:'gallo~s ' 

"liqui9;s~oragepit,which.is·22ftaway,tromthen~actor~tank.(Fig~,?~cf?).lnth'ew,orstcase,jtarw 
leaking,exists inthereactOr,rOOmfloor area,the liquid Can be stote~'i:nthrs"i,qqid~storagepit~p .. 
to,40gCl"ons,of 1iquiq .. 

. .:"" • ... ". c' .: ... , ...... : .. : 

' . . F~gure:5.4~GM.detector..llearthe;feciitor. ta~k'(iri#ica~ediiY'arrow} .. 

.. . ' ·'··APo~I:leyelalarmjs·pro\lided to lnciicate alqsso'fto()laniifthepc;91Ieve(qrOPS~m6re 
·than15.S lnchesfrbmthe lopOfi~ereaCt()r ta n k;Jnthe evehtofatci<iehta"'siphoningofpooF 
·waterthrbughsystem·pipes,.th:e.;pool.wat'erlevel will d'rbpno;lTIoretha'nS;Jt.frqmthelop of.····· 
t'he,p()oi.los~ofcoolanialaf'rilaJterlS~S·inche?ofloss·requirescorrectiveacbon.· 
... "'In:'drdertb instJre'that'radiogctivespedesdOnotbuild:up·jnthe:poOI:water-;;the;pbOI ." 

• w.at~r is ,rqutinelym9n itored'forth¢c6rltCline~rad ionuclid~s: 'Ih~. m:onitoring,invdlvesthe .. 
• ' cOllntiri'gbf:asa mpleof p06iwater 6na s~nsitlve g~ri1ma;ray'specir6rh~by systehi;ahd" '. 
ideqtifyipg.ih¢ radlonudides'p'resenf·WeperforrngClml!'a'spett~~sc6pyo~,pool'w~terforCs'; 
137. pea:ks<ar\~activities' h igherthanllC:i'!>· '/norder to ensl,l[e 'It,is~1Vi~b ih"the~AI.ARA lim'lts:Our 
facilitY'jscommittedtokeep both oc:cupationalandpublicradiatibnexposureasIO\iVClSis ' .. 
. reasonably achievable (ALARA). ThiSrneans,we'assurethe'expostJre't9,:pe'nbg~eaterthan )0% 
ofthe'occupationallimitsand:'50%.ofth~public;Hnijts prescribed byt'he:l.OCFR Part 20. .. 
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Figure 5.4-5 A- 40gallotr water storage(findicated, by arrow):
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Fi~ure5;4;'5A4fht)aIlOn:~~tet; sto;~ge,(iiJ(Jicatep~varrOw) ••.. 
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30.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.5, "Primary Coolant Makeup Water Systems"
requests a description indicating how the makeup water system plan should

include provisions for recording the use of makeup water to detect changes

that indicate leakage or other malfunction of the primary coolant system. The

information provided in the SAR Chapter 5.5 was insufficient. Please provide

information describing any provisions to detect abnormal leakage in the

primary system.

SECTION 5.5 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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5.5 Primary Coolant Makeup.Water Systems

The level of the water in the pool0is maintained by the pool water m•ae:up system.A
schematic diagram of the makeup water system is gi.ven in Fig. 5.5-1. The source of makeup
water isthe Merrill Engineerinig Building's culinary water.system. This system feedsdeionized,.
water to the tUUTR reactor tank. It supplies5water with, a.conductivity of 1 microm ho/cm ad
the deionizer beds are changed if the conductivity increased to 4.5 micromhos/cmr (There is an
alarm.on the control .panel which will go ;ýoff if the. conductivity exceeds 4hicromhos/cm- This

Wat er is pa ssed through a mixed resin bed prior to entering the:UUTR. reactor ta•nhk. Thi s ..mix e d
resin bed remains non-radioactive as it processes buiiding water only. The outlet.flow of the"
makeup system discharges to0the purification system.

there is a float switch monitoringthe poolwater-level :attached ,to the side of the
reactor pool that controls make up water for the pool. if the. water level decreases belowa

certain level (15.5 inches from the top of the reactor tank), the-alarm wil1l sond and the reactor
will scram if it is in operation.ý The tank water refilled manudaly approximately every twol.l. •

months. Figure 5.5-2 shows the:schematic of thetank water supply'systemr and' ,procedureof

the UUTR tank vvater refill.

Fig ure 5. 5-1:Primryý coolant:makeupwat.er'systemn(A: Deionizer B: Demineralizer c: prei~berU Filters)ý
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.S.5Primary .. Cool~,ntMa.k~~p·Water Svstems 
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. Thele"el'ofth~water' inthe":pObljs:rl1alntain'ecibythe P6()lwat~r ni~ke;tJP$ystern;A 
'. .schemati<::dja'grarD:bfthe ma k~up w~tef.;yst'~f11i$giyenih'Fig;5S~1. The sourC'eofmakeup . 

water' is: the iVlerrfll'Ehgineering BuiidirM:sculil'lary watersystem .. ·Thissystem· fe,ed?dei'on'i~ed 
watedofbe l)LrFR,react6r tan k.lt suppli'es w~terw,thqcon'duc~ivltyof 1.mi¢r():ql,~olcm ahd··. 
thedejorijz~rl:>eds arecbange,d j'fthe' cbna,4ctivityincreased to4':~ micrbmhq$I~'n1fTher'e is an" 
alarm,ontt!econtfol"panelwnic:t1 willgo;-dff:l.f.thec:ol1dlJ<:tivity ;exceeds4mfc:roh)/1o$/cm: This' 
wa(erispa.s~ed.througha 'mixedresihbediprlor,toenteringtheUQtRreac:tb[;:tank, This:Jn'i~e.d. 
resin bed rema'ihsnon;Jradioactivfias it processes Quildingwaterorihj. Theoutle~flpl/J ot'the . 
makeup'systeirndjsch(m~es to:fhepurifi<?atiC>h:system, ..... , .. ,. .." . .... .,,'" .. 

Ihef~,is,a'floa~sWitch. rnonitol"ir)gthepool'waterlevelatia'che~;tdthe,;side6fth,e .. : 
r'eactor:pdolthatchntrols'ma keup water,forthepdoL .Ihh e w~terlevel detr:easesbelo~; a 
cert~inleveH(l??:i~chesJrt)mt!1e'top of,the.·r~actort~mkJ/ .. the·~larm,wil'squ~dal).dther:~actor 
will scram ifit is in operqtion. Th'etan kW<:lterr-~filfed'manua!lyapproximat~lyever;V"twq ,.' : 
months;Figure?~5-:2 5howstheschem~tic:;ofjhehn'k\IVa1:ersup'Pjy:sysfe~m}ai1d:procedUre·of·· 

.. tbeUUTRta:nkw~te(r~filL' .. . .... . . ..', .,' . ', ... ' . . 

,', :. ". ,"', :: :..... . ". . . ".' .:' :.' ." .':.. ":" .' 
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I'vur, UNEP.OUS.14, Fic
RSC Aprova": 09.12309

PROCEI-DURE1 rOK ADDING WATER TO THE REACTOR TANK

OBJECTIVE:

The purpose of this procedure is to replace. tank waer lost through evaporation.

PROCEDURE:

1. Measure water level from the cp, of tank. EL= cm

2. Turn on pump and allow three oT more minutes for circulation to be estabLished.

3. Measure water conductivity. Pre-demincraiizei bed probe: m;inihocm
Post-demineralizer bed probe: __ _, mho.cm

4.
5.
6.

Record pump flow rate: ., gpm
Turn off pump.
Record the as found posItionts of all valves on the schematic diagram begow. Fully close valves 2
and 3. Open valves !. and 4. he potable water supply valve must be left open in order to feed
water to the cooling syslem.

From Chiller

To TRIGA
Tank

F~law

iupply
V-•hTe

Figure 1:
Scbemat.ic Diagram of the

Recirculation System

From pocab~ wxar
-UmnilW
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J'"",.. u~cP·OUSR4. 1"%"" I 
RSC Appro.a:: OY,r.n.u9 

I'ROCEOURIi: fOR ADOlNG WATER TO THIi:REACTOR TANK 

OBJE('TIVE: 
The purpose of this procedure is to re.place. tank warer lost through evaporation. 

PROt.."EDURE: 

J. Measure wate.r level from the cop of lank.. 

2. Tum on pump andaUow three or more minutes for circulation to be ·estabLished. 

3. Measure water conductivity. Prc-demincralizer bed probe: Jimoolem 
Pcst-demincraJizer ibed probe: _____ Jintholcm 

4. Record pump flow rare: gpm 
5. Tum off pump. 
ti. Record the as found positions of ali vat,,·cs on the schematic diagram below. Fuliy close valves 2 

and J. Open valves J • and 4. l11e pot3bie water supply vaL"'e mus.t be left open in order to feed 
water to tbe cooling system. . 

wmcr 
supply 
~la"'e 

Fmc! pDlable w:rocr 
Sll:Dmv 

FromCtlilner 

Valve ] 

ToTRlGA 
Tank 

Fjgure 1: 
Scbematic Diagram of the 

RecircuJatioo System 

2010 
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IFurmn Ur-.tJ OUSR4, F%- 2
RSC Appnniz: 09113M9

7. 'Inspect water supply prefilter. Iffilter replacement is indicated (flow rate measures Lower than 3
gpnm) refer to Form CENTER-006,.Procedure for Changing Filters in the Water LDemnineralizer
Circuit-

8. Add makeup water front the potable water supply. Adjust the flow with valve I to give about 5
gpta and fill the tank to approximately 15 centimeters from the top of the tank. (Do not overfill
tank.)

9. Measure watex level from the top of the tank (2 15 cm). L-,= cm

I0. Fully close valve I and return remaining valves to their original positions.

! 1. Calculate voturme of water added: ( 1 - L,(l 1.6) gallons

12. Last date water added to tank: Julian Day:

1i3 Number of days since water last added: days

14. Calculate evaporation rate (gallons/day): gallons/day

IS- Date completed: Julian Day:

IC. Operator performing procedure:

Comments:

Farm rcwvic.d -=J qzpmwav by, Rarnr Su~rtw Cnnnnimr

Figure 5.5-2 The procedure for tank water refill and schematic diagram of the UUTR tank water
recirculation and water supply system
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Fun", U~'EP·O'JSR-1. F"c-'::! 
RSC APJI""':ili: 0912.lI09 

7. 'Inspect water supply prefilter, Iffilter replacement is indicated (flow rare me3sures lower than 3 
gpm) refer to Fmlll CENTER.(J06 •. Procedure for Changing Filter!> in the WarerDemineralizer 
Circuit, 

8. Add makeup water fcom the potable wmer supply, Adjust the 110w with valve 1 to give about 5 
gpm and tIll the £an){ 00 approximategy ~ 5 centimeter.5 from the. lOp of the tank. (Do not overful 
tank.) 

9. Measure water le:"'el from the lOp of t11e £an){ (2: 15 em). l.:!-___ cm 

10. FuJly close valve J and remm remaining valves to their originalpruitions. 

II. Calculate volume of wmeradded: (L, - LvO 1.6):;: _____ gallons 

12. Last date water added to tank: Julian Day: . ____ _ 

13. Number of days since water last added: _____ days 

14. Calculate evaporation !fate (gallons/day): ____ ~gallo~day 

15. Date completed: ______________ _ Julian Day: ____ _ 

Hi. Opemtor performing procedure: ______ _,.--------_-----

Comments: 

(J'ai= ____________ _ 0011:: ___ -----

2010 

Figure 5.5-2 The procedure for tank water refill and schematic diagram of the UUTR tank water 
recirculation and water supply system 
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31.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 5.6, "Nitrogen-16 Control Systems" requests a

description of the nitrogen control system employed and information indicating
that the reduction in personnel exposure to nitrogen-16 (N16) should be
consistent with the N16 analyses in the SAR Chapter 11. In addition, the total
dose shall not exceed the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and should be
consistent with the facility ALARA program. The SAR, Appendix B.4, provides a
method for calculating N16 concentrations but does not address dose. The SAR
does not describe the N16 control system as a design element of the facility.
Please provide information describing the N16 dose calculations consistent with
the guidance cited above and a description of the N16 control system.

SECTION 5.6 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:

179 1 Page
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31. 

NUREG-1537, Part I, Section 5.6, "Nitrogen-16 Control Systems" requests a 
description of the nitrogen control system employed and information indicating 
that the reduction in personnel exposure to nitrogen-16 (N16) should be 
consistent with t~e N16 analyses in the SAR Chapter 11. In addition, the total 
dose shall not exceed the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and should be 
consistent with the facility ALARA program. The SAR, Appendix 8.4, provides a 
method for calculating N16 concentrations but does not address dose. The SAR 
does not describe the N16 control system as a design element of the facility. 
Please provide information describing the N16 dose calculations consistent with 
the guidance cited above and a description of the N16 control system. 

SIECTiON 5.6 REVISED AS FOLLOWS: 
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5.6 Nitrogen-16 Control Systems

Measurements at the prototype TRIGA MARK F reactor facility showed that that the
diffuser results in a hold-up time increase by a factor of 3, so that the nitrogen-16 rise time is
closer to 67 seconds [Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute Safety Report for 1,000 kW
MARK F TRIGA]. In 67 seconds, the Nitrogen-16 decays to 7x10-7 of its initial value. Thus, the

number of Nitrogen-16 atoms that reach the water near the UUTR pool surface is estimated to
be about 2.86x10 4 atoms/sec (for UUTR power of 100kW). Only a small portion of the Nitrogen-
16 atoms present near the pool surface is transferred into the air of the reactor room. When a
Nitrogen-16 atom is formed, it appears as a recoil atom with various degrees of ionization. For
high-purity water (-2 p•mho) practically all of the Nitrogen-16 combines with oxygen and
hydrogen atoms of the water. Most of it combines in an anion form, which has a tendency to
remain in water [R.L. Mittl and M.H. Theys, "Nitrogen-16 concentration in EBWR", Nucleonics,
March 1961, p. 81.]. It is assumed that at least one-half of all ions formed are anions. Because
of its 7.4 sec half-life, the Nitrogen-16 will not live long enough to attain a uniform
concentration in the tank water. With a diffuser in operation the Nitrogen-16atoms are
dispersed in the 1-foot of water at the top of the pool directly above the core. Actually, they are
more likely dispersed over a wide area in the pool and decay before this lateral movement is
completed. Directly above the core, the dominant contribution to the dose rate is the direct
radiation from the core. Maximum fraction of Nitrogen-16 atoms that can escape from the
water to the air per second is estimated to be -15 atoms/sec. At a point 3 meters immediately
above the surface of the tank water, the Nitrogen-16 concentration in a 91 cm diameter
cylinder (assuming no mixing with the air of the room air) is -2x101°0 ICi/cm3 at 100kW power
(see the calculations below). The dose rate due to this concentration is small compared to the
dose rate from the core itself. In the rest of the room, the activity is affected by dilution,
ventilation, and decay. Thus, the accumulated concentration of Nitrogen-16 in the whole room
is 7.74x10'-2 VCi/cm 3 for 100kW.

The particulate radioactive materials such as Nitrogen-16 are monitored from
Continuous Air Monitor (CAM). A reactor operator can monitor this number from the control
console. Figures 5.6-1 and 5.6-2 show the CAM system and monitoring window at control
console. At 90 kW reactor power a typical reading is less than 100 CPM. The CAM system is
located 3 meters behind the reactor tank. The setting point of the CAM system for particulate
materials is 1,000 CPM.

Calculation for 100 kW UUTR

Starting from:

NN = cIvN ° [l _eat-]
AN
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5.6 Nitrogen-16 Control Systems 

Measurements at the prototype TRIGA MARK F reactor facility showed that that the 
diffuser results in a hold-up time increase by a factor of 3, so that the nitrogen-16 rise time is 
closer to 67 seconds [Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute Safety Report for 1,000 kW' 
MARK F TRIGA]. In 67 seconds, the Nitrogen-16 decays to 7x10-7 of its initial value. Thus, the 
number of Nitrogen-16 atoms that reach the water near the UUTR pool surface is estimated to 
be about 2.86x104 atoms/sec (for UUTR power of 100kW). Only a small portion of the Nitrogen-
16 atoms present near the pool surface is transferred into the air of the reactor room. When a 

Nitrogen-16 atom is formed, it appears as a recoil atom with various degrees of ionization. For 
high-purity water (-2 ~mho) practically all ofthe Nitrogen-16 combines with oxygen and 
hydrogen atoms of the water. Most of it combines in an anion form, which has a tendency to 
remain in water [R.l. Mittl and M.H. Theys, "Nitrogen-16 concentration in EBWR", Nucleonics, 
March 1961, p. 81.]. It is assumed that at least one-half of all ions formed are anions. Because 
of its 7.4 sec half-life, the Nitrogen-16 will not live long enough to attain a uniform 
concentration in the tank water. With a diffuser in operation the Nitrogen-16atoms are. 
dispersed in the 1-foot of water at the top of th,: pool directly above the core. Actually, they are 
more likely dispersed over a wide area in the pool and decay before this lateral movement is 
completed. Directly above the core, the dominant contribution to the dose rate is the direct 
radiation from the core. Maximum fraction of Nitrogen-16 atoms that can escape from the 
water to the air per second is estimated to be -15 atoms/sec. At a point 3 meters immediately 

above the surface ofthe tank water, the Nitrogen-16 concentration in a 91 cm diameter 

cylinder (assuming no mixing with the air of the room air) is -2xlO-10 ~Ci/cm3 at 100kW power 
(see the calculations below). The dose rate due to this concentration is small compared to the 
dose rate from the core itself. In the restof the room, the activity is affected by dilution, 
ventilation, and decay. Thus, the accumulated concentration of Nitrogen-16 in the whole room 
is 7.74x10-12 ~Ci/cm3 for 100kW. 

The particulate radioactive materials such as Nitrogen-16 are monitored from 
Continuous Air Monitor (CAM). A reactor operator can monitor this number from the control 
console. Figures 5.6-1 and 5.6-2 show the CAM system and monitoring window at control 
console. At 90 kW reactor power a typical reading is less than 100 CPM. The CAM system is 
located 3 meters behind the reactor tank. The setting point of the CAM system for particulate 
materials is 1,000 CPM. ' 

Calculation for 100 kW UUTR 

Starting from: 
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where

NN = Nitrogen-16 atoms per cm 3 of water

($v= virgin fission neutron flux = 3.54xI012 neutrons/cm 2-sec at 100 kW

N0 = oxygen atom per cm 3 of water = 3.3x10 22 atoms/cm 3

cr = absorption cross section of oxygen = 2x10-2 9 cm 2

2N = Nitrogen-16 decay constant = 9.35x10-2/sec

t = average time of exposure in reactor
Assuming that t = 20 sec, then NN is 2.11x10 7 atoms/sec. For the UUTR, it takes

approximately 67 seconds for Nitrogen-16 to travel from the top of the reactor core to surface

of the pool water that is 22 ft above the core upper surface. Therefore, about 4.02x10 4

atoms/sec will reach the water near the pool surface. The maximum fraction of Nitrogen-16
atoms that can escape from the water to the air per second can be assumed to be similar to the

case of Argon. Thus,

1 3 x 10-3cm/secf•3 < =5 x 10-5 /sec
2 2 30cm

wherefis the fraction of Nitrogen-16 atoms in region 2 that escape to region 3 per unit time, sec; the
subscript 2 denotes the reactor tank water region external to the reactor core, and subscript 3 denotes
the reactor room region. The number of nitrogen atoms entering the air is given by

f 3NV ;f,3(4.02 x 10j ) 5x 10-'(4.02 x 104'

A,3 N + 9.35 x10-2 = 21.5atoms/sec
fx2,3++ 3xI1

At 3 meters immediately above the surface of the tank water, the Nitrogen-16
concentration in a 0.91 m diameter cylinder for 100kW UUTR is equal to

A- 21.5 =2.98x x 10 `0 i-
3.7 x 104 x 300x ) x 45.52 cm3

In the rest of the room, the activity is affected by dilution, ventilation, and decay. The
accumulation of Nitrogen-16 in the room as a whole is given by

d [V, Ný61= SN + 1-JNI6vdt 3 )
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where 

~ = Nitrogen-16 atoms per cm3 of water 

<Dv= virgin fission neutron flux = 3.54xl012 neutrons/cm2-sec at 100 kW 

If = oxygen atom per cm3 of water = 3.3xl022 atoms/cm3 

(J0 = absorption cross section of oxygen = 2xl0-29 cm2 

;tN = Nitrogen-16 decay constant = 9.35xl0-2/sec 

t = average time of exposure in reactor 

2010 

Assuming that t = 20 sec, then ~ is 2. llxl07 atoms/sec. For the UUTR, it takes 
approximately 67 seconds for Nitrogen-16 to travel from the top ofthe reactor core to surface 
of the pool water that is 22 ft above the core upper surface. Therefore, about 4.02xl04 
atoms/sec will reach the water near the pool surface. The maximum fraction of Nitrogen-16 
atoms that can escape from the water to the air per second can be assumed to be similar to the 

case of Argon. Thus, 

where/is the fraction of Nitrogen-16 atoms in region 2 that escape to region 3 per unit time, sec; the 
subscript 2 denotes the reactor tank water region external to the reactor core, and subscript 3 denotes 
the reactor room region. The number of nitrogen atoms entering the air is given by 

At 3 meters immediately above the surface ofthe tank water, the Nitrogen-16 
concentration in a 0.91 m diameter cylinder for 100kW UUTR is equal to 

A = 4 21.5 = 2.98x 10-10 ,LCi 
3.7 x 10 x 300x Jr X 45.52 em3 

In the rest of the room, the activity is affected by dilution, ventilation, and decay. The 
accumulation of Nitrogen-16 in the room as a whole is given by 
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where
S = number of Nitrogen-16 atoms entering the room from pool per second

1 volume of the reactor room -5.65.xl0 cm 3

0 volume flow rate from .the: reactor room exhaust =6.1x10 .. nm/sec. .

For saturation:condition, it follows:

16 S 21.5
[ j = Q =35~ X 1108x1 x 227nt0ei

The cumulative activity from Nitrogen-16 for.thewhole reactor room is then m1.09x-0 4

~tc 3.

Figure 5. 6.4 Continueovs A ir.Monitor ,'CAM).
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where' . 
~ . . . . . . 

, S:;:f,lum,ber of Nitrogen,.16 atoms entering the roomfrom pool persec()oc{ 

V:, :;'vqlumeoftheJ:eactor room =S.65x~08cm3 ,.' ... . 
Q:= vo!tjme·flow ratefrom.:thereactorroOm exhaust :::6.1xio5crn3/sec.;c 

Forsaturationconditionjit follows: 

f.? '~. d6 . S . its '2'27' . '1 . 
"':; ,,\' 3::::: • 'Z) :::: . ' .••.. ;.. .'. '. "., ........ ' .. :"3'="· nU'cel 

,tv +~:- ,.9)::;xlO - + LO~xJO . ' 
V " .3-, 

JhecumlJlati~eactivity from.' Nitrogen-16fcirthe.·whole reactor ,room . isthenl.09xl(r11. ' .. .... 3" . . ... '. .,.... ...... ' .. ". . .. . 

~iCi/CI'Tl" ... 

. '. .'",':. . .... . '~'" . . .' . 

Figure,5.6":1.Continuc>us·Air.,MonitQr(C4I111) 
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,Figure,5.6-2 CAMimnditor for iodinenoble gas and pa rticulates
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32.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 6, "Engineered Safety Features" requests a
description of any active or passive ESFs designed to mitigate the
consequences of accidents. SAR Chapter 6 describes the HVAC system as a
confinement system, but does not mention or describe the required system
performance in the safety analysis. Additionally, there are no diagrams or
explanations of differences in the flow paths between normal and
emergency conditions. Please provide a description and a diagram of the
confinement system during all operational conditions. Clarify the
classification of the HVAC system.

SECTION 6 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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32. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 6, "Engineered Safety Features" requests a 
description of any active or passive ESFs designed to mitigate the 
consequences of accidents. SAR Chapter 6 describes the HVAC system as a 
confinement system, but does not mention or describe the required system 
performance in the safety analysis. Additionally, there are no diagrams or 
explanations of differences in the flow paths between normal and 
emergency conditions. Please provide a description and a diagram of the 
confinement system during all operational conditions. Clarify the 
classification of the HVAC system. 

SECTION 6 REVISED AS FOLLOWS: 

2010 
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6. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

Chapter13, Accident Analysis, describes that there are no accidents whose
consequences could be unacceptable without mitigation. Thus the UUTR reactor facility design

does not include, have or need any engineered safety features. That is, there is no conceivable
mode of operation, which could create a significant threat to the health and safety of the
reactor staff and general public, even for the core of increased power.
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6. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

Chapter!3, Accident Analysis, describes that there are no accidents whose 
consequences could be unacceptable without mitigation. Thus the UUTR reactor facility design 
does not include, have or need any engineered safety features. That is, there is no conceivable 
mode of operation, which could create a significant threat to the health and safety of the 
reactor staff and general public, even for the core of increased power. 
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33.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests as description of

the fuel testing and surveillance requirements. SAR Chapter 9.2.3 discusses

"biannual" fuel inspections, and Table 12.3 discusses "biennial" fuel inspections.
Please provide clarification as to what the fuel inspection intervals are and how

they are imposed.

SECTION 9.2.3 IS NOW 9.2.6 AND IS REVISED AS FOLOWS:
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33. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests as description of 
the fuel testing and surveillance requirements. SAR Chapter 9.2.3 discusses 
"biannual" fuel inspections, and Table 12.3 discusses "biennial" fuel inspections. 
Please provide clarification as to what the fuel inspection intervals are and how 
they are imposed. 

SECTION 9.2.315 NOW 9.2.6 AND IS REVISED AS FOLOWS: 
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9.2.6 Fuel Inspection

The UUTR performs the fuel inspection every TWO years (odd years as 2005, 2007,
2009, ...). The fuel inspection consists of the inspection of all fuel elements including storage
pits, heavy water elements, graphite elements, thermal irradiator, and control rods.

9.2.6.1 Inspection of Fuel Elements

The biennial fuel inspection involves systematic removal, inspection and logging of each
of the fuel elements. This procedure satisfies UUTR TS 1.34 (1) for reactor operation. Therefore,
it requires an operator at the console. During this procedure, the safety rod is withdrawn in
order to be scrammed in the unlikely event of a reactivity transient that is indirectly detected
through the reactor safety systems.

Minimal handling of the fuel is suggested because of the-risk of dropping the fuel from
the fuel handling tool to the tank floor where damage to the cladding or locator pin may occur.
If a rod is dropped, the element would be re-inspected before moving to inspect another fuel
element. A fuel rod may be lifted from the floor by using the "lasso" tool. To use this tool, the
nylon cable must be tightened around the indented portion of the element directly below the
fluted section. The fuel element is then immediately placed in a standard fuel location and then
lifted for inspection using the fuel handling tool.

The fuel is inspected for defects including surface anomalies (spots or scratches of
reddish brown, black, or white), cladding dents and bent pins. An element is considered
damaged if it meets the criteria outlined in UUTR TS 3.1.6. Also, if an element releases bubbles
directly from the cladding region during or after being raised near the surface for visual
inspection, then it may be assumed that a pin hole leak was induced through depressurization.
If a pin hole leak is suspected or observed, then the Reactor Supervisor will be notified and the
procedures outlined below of this chapter shall be followed. After the fuel has been inspected
and the results logged in the Operation Log, the results are transferred to the Fuel Log. It is
important that accurate documentation is kept during this process, with complete entries and
legible writing. UUTR TS 3.1.6 states that the reactor will not be operated with damaged fuel
and the leaking is considered to be a condition of damage. The only pathway for fission
products to reach the reactor room is through the tank water. This pathway essentially scrubs
the material and allows only a portion of the noble gases to escape the tank. Virtually all
soluble materials are retained in the tank water.

A leaking fuel element is potentially very difficult to detect and recognize because of the
low levels of activity associated with such a leak. There are two mechanisms of regular
surveillance which may detect the release of active materials: the Continuous Air Monitor
(CAM) and monthly spectroscopy of the tank water. The purpose of the CAM is to detect short-
lived gaseous products from gross leakage. The purpose of the monthly spectroscopy is to
detect and differentiate long-lived soluble products released in small quantities.

Gross Leakage. If the CAM readings indicate that a fuel element may be leaking, the
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9.2.6 Fuel Inspection 

The UUTR performs the fuel inspection every TWO years (odd years as 2005, 2007, 
2009, ... ). The fuel inspection consists of the inspection of all fuel elements including storage 
pits, heavy water elements, graphite elements, thermal irradiator, and control rods. 

9.2.6.1 Inspection of Fuel Elements 

The biennial fuel inspection involves systematic removal, irispection and logging of each 
of the fuel elements. This procedure satisfies UUTR TS 1.34 (1) for reactor operation. Therefore, 
it requires an operator at the console. During this procedure, the safety rod is withdrawn in 
order to be scrammed in the unlikely event of a reactivity transient that is indirectly detected 
through the reactor safety systems. 

Minimal handling of the fuel is suggested because of the-risk of dropping the fuel from 
the fuel handling tool to the tank floor where damage to the cladding or locator pin may occur. 
If a rod is dropped, the element would be re-inspected before moving to inspect another fuel 
element. A fuel rod may be lifted from the floor by using the "lasso" tool. To use this tool, the 
nylon cable must be tightened around the indented portion of the element directly below the 
fluted section. The fuel element is then immediately placed in a standard fuel location and then 
lifted for inspection using the fuel handling tool. 

The fuel is inspected for defects including surface anomalies (spots or scratches of 
reddish brown, black, or white). cladding dents and bent pins: An element is considered 
damaged if it meets the criteria outlined in UUTR TS 3.1.6. Also, ifan element releases bubbles 
directly from the cladding region during or after being raised near the surface for visual 
inspection, then it may be assumed that a pin hole leak was induced through depressurization. 
If a pin hole leak is suspected or observed, then the Reactor Supervisor will be notified and the 
procedures outlined below of this chapter shall be followed. After the fuel has been inspected 
and the results logged in the Operation Log, the results are transferred to the Fuel Log. It is 
important that accurate documentation is kept during this process, with complete entries and 
legible writing. UUTR TS 3.1.6 states that the reactor will not be operated with damaged fuel 
and the leaking is considered to be a condition of damage. The only pathway for fission 
products to reach the reactor room is through the tank water. This pathway essentially scrubs 
the material and allows only a portion of the noble gases to escape the tank. Virtually all 
soluble materials are retained in the tank water. 

A leaking fuel element is potentially very difficult to detect and recognize because of the 
low levels of activity associated with such a leak. There are two mechanisms of regular 
surveillance which may detect the release of active materials: the Continuous Air Monitor 
(CAM) and monthly spectroscopy of the tank water. The purpose ofthe CAM is to detect short
lived gaseous products from gross leakage. The purpose of the monthly spectroscopy is to 
detect and differentiate long-lived soluble products released in small quantities. 

Gross Leakage. If the CAM readings indicate that a fuel element may be leaking, the 
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reactor operator should contact the Senior Reactor Operator on duty and the RS. It is
important to remember that an increase in the CAM reading may be caused by nearby sources,
by temperature inversions capturing natural activity near the earth's surface or by low pressure
systems causing a more rapid than normal release of natural active gases. To confirm the
suspicion, the glass and charcoal filters from the CAM should be analyzed in the gamma
spectroscopy system spectrum for the following noble gases or daughter products:

Isotope Half-life y Energies (MeV)
Kr-85 4.4 hours 0.151; 0.304
Kr-87 76 minutes 0.402; 2.01
Kr-88 2.8 hours 0.196; 1.53
Xe-135 9.2 hours 0.249; 0.607

If the analysis yields positive results, the operations staff should perform the procedure
described in the following section.

Pin Hole Leak. If the monthly water spectroscopy indicates that a fuel element may be
leaking, the reactor operator should contact the senior reactor operator on duty and the
reactor supervisor. It is important to remember that an increase in gross gamma counts may
be caused by activation of short-lived trace contaminants. To confirm the suspicion, the
gamma spectrum should be analyzed for the following isotopes:

Isotope Half-life y Energies (MeV)

1-131 8 days 0.364; 0.640; 0.720
1-132 21 hours 0.500; 0.870; 1.400
1-133 54 minutes 0.860; 1.100; 1.780
1-134 6.7 hours 1.270; 1.800

If the analysis yields positive results, the operations staff should perform the procedure
described in the following section.

Detection of a Leaking Fuel Element. Assuming a leaking fuel element has been
positively identified, the operation staff will immediately inform the NRC of the existing
condition, the basis for such a conclusion, and the procedures for resolving the problem. A
standard detection scheme will be established to identify such a problem resolution. This
scheme may involve operating the reactor for a period of two hours, then taking a sample of
tank water to be analyzed in the gamma spectroscopy system for the content of the absorbed
noble gases.

To identify the leaking element(s), the staff will obtain a peristaltic pump, 50 ft of 1/8"
ID plastic tubing with a lead weighted 2" maximum diameter glass funnel securely fastened on
one end. The funnel will be placed in the tank near the core. The other end is placed in the
pump, wrapped around the germanium crystal approximately 5 times and terminated in a 5
gallon container. The peristaltic pump will move water through the tubing at a rate of
approximately 1 foot/second to allow a delay time of approximately 30 seconds from core to
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detector.
The spectroscopy system will be tuned to count only the 151 KeV gamma from Kr-85m

and the system will be operated in the MCS mode. While the reactor is operated, a member of
the staff will move the funnel from element to element, documenting the exact time the funnel
resided over each element. This data will be compared to the MCS data for identification of the
element(s) releasing the highest Kr-85m activity.

The element(s) identified as leaking Kr-85m will be removed from the reactor core. The
standard problem resolution scheme will then be performed to compare previous data with
new data. The leaking element(s) will be removed from the tank at a convenient time and
placed in the fuel storage pits. At the time of the next fuel shipment from the facility, the
elements will be removed from the storage pits and sent to permanent storage.

The NRC will be informed of the problem resolution, the basis for the conclusion, and
the supporting data. The reactor can then be placed into normal operation. Figure 9.2-9 shows
the procedure for fuel inspection.

9.2.6.2 Control Rod Inspection

It is necessary to perform this procedure in a careful manner in order to prevent
reactivity transients, reduce personnel exposure, and prevent contamination. To inspect the
control rods, it is required that the assemblies be removed from the tank and disassembled. It
is important to note that removal of the negative reactivity associated with the absorber
necessitates the removal of equal or greater positive reactivity in the form of fuel elements.
After the fuel elements have been removed, the control rod guide tube must be detached from
the grid plate. This is done using the allen head tank tool. The tool is very carefully placed in
the screw head and turned counter-clockwise approximately 6-8 turns until the screw feels
loose. While the screw is held captive in the guide tube, it is conceivable that if the screw is
turned more than necessary, the threads may bite into the captive loop and be removed from
the guide tube and lost within the grid structure. Under rare circumstances, the screw may rest
on top of the grid plate and may be removed with a magnet.

The rod assembly is composed of an aluminum guide tube, an aluminum clad boron
carbide absorber, an aluminum sliding coupling used as a shock damper, and stainless steel
spring and locking screws. Each component is exposed to different flux levels. Experience
shows that the aluminum, boron, and carbon that are exposed to the highest flux do not
activate, or perhaps, the activity decays before the assembly is removed from the tank.

The highest activity components are the stainless steel spring and locking screws. These
should be inspected immediately upon removal from the tank and the results must be
recorded. The absorber is removed through the top of the guide tube by removing the cap.
Once the absorber has been removed, the mechanism is inspected for corrosion pits, friction
scratches, broken welds, and other defects. The device may then be assembled and checked
for proper operation. The assembly is placed in the appropriate grid position, being careful to
place the locator pin firmly in the lower grid plate, and then tightened to the grid. If the
assembly appears to be inoperable any time before placing it back into operation and if the
problem cannot be solved by the operations staff, then the Reactor Supervisor will be informed
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so that new components can be obtained. Figure 9.2-10 shows the procedure for the control
rod inspection.

9.2.6.3 Heavy Water and Graphite Element Inspection

The UUTR has 12 in-core heavy water elements and 12 graphite elements as a reflector.
Five heavy water elements (F-21 through F25) have the same end fixture as fuel element. Same
fuel handling tool can be used to move these heavy water elements. Rest of the heavy water
elements has a screw as an end fixture. A special tool for these kinds of elements was
manufactured and is stored in the reactor room floor. The graphite elements have a same
inspection procedure as fuel elements. The inspections for the graphite elements are
performed at under water. Heavy water elements must be removed from the reactor pool
using a rack as shown in Figure 9.2-5, and bring them to the fuel inspection room (MEB 1205 F).
Maximum load of 6 elements in the rack are recommended. After visual inspection for outside
surface of an element, the top screw must be opened very slowly because the inside of the
heavy water element may be slightly pressurized. After open the lid refill the element with
provided D20 up to the top of the element. A reactor operator or a SRO must record all
activities including element ID number, location, physical status, and the amount of heavy
water refilled. When the inspection is completed, put the elements in the rack and lower the
rack into the pool. Using the same handling tool put them into the original locations. Figure 9.2-
11 shows the procedure for heavy water inspection.

9.2.6.4 Thermal Irradiator (TI) Inspection

The inspection procedure for TI is same as heavy water element. The TI is very heavy
(~150 Ibs), an operator or a SRO must make sure that the tool is engaged firmly on the TI. The
first stage is to remove the dry tube from the TI and attach it on the side of the reactor tank.
The dry tube should not be out of the water surface. When the TI is moved to fuel inspection
area, unscrew the drain plug on the top of the TI and refill with provided D20. Carefully put the
TI into the pool and place it on its original location. Dry tube can be inspected using under
water camera system. After all inspection, the dry tube must be placed into the TI.

9.2.6.5 Summary of Biennial Fuel Inspection

The UUTR fuel inspection starts early December and it takes 2 weeks to complete.
Control rod inspection requires special caution because it may be hot. During the control rod
inspection, unnecessary personnel must stay away from the reactor room to avoid unexpected
radiation dose. Three.teams work in rotation to reduce their individual doses. All fuel elements

and graphite inspection are performed under water and all heavy water elements inspection
are done in the fuel inspection area that is located behind the reactor room. Figure 9.2-12
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shows the fuel inspection area. After fuel inspection is completed, thermal power calibration
and control rods drop are required.

IFtoSC LVrpi"4R I 7NgP,

BIENNIAL F'UEL RO) iNSPEIHTION

OBJECTIVE:

To insure that the integrity of the fuel is maintained.

PROCEDURE:

Log - Run #
I. (.heck out the reactor and fully withdraw the safety rod but do not go to power. Maintain

an operator at the console until the reactor is shut down.
2. Remove two fuel elements from the B-hexagonal ring (worth @.- S2.51J. see Kimura.

p.71) and place in storage during inspection. Record movement in Operations Log and
below.

1Erep43]ned iuel Moveniera Sequecelc

.__]•mnt., om_ Po.jition _!Jto a~o• tion -C(ondition

3. Remove elements in the order listed on the reverse side of sheet. bring them to a position
where their complete circumference is visible. Inspect the submerged rods with binoculars.
Record their condition in the TRIGA Fuel Log book and check the Operation Log as done
when returned to their original position. (Line thiuugh positions which do not contain fuel
rods.)

4. Record in the Operations L.g as the inspection of each rod is completed. Do not reinstall
damaged rods in the core. Leave them in the storage rack on the side of the tank.
Refer to TS 4.4.

5- Examine fuel in the storage pits by removing the plug and lifting out of the storage rack to
inspect while maintaining the rod under water.

6. Sample the water of each storage pit containing fuel and analyze with the gamma spec. for
fission products.

South Pit North Pit

Total Counts (100 keV to 150 keV) 1........ 10 rin. count /10 nutn. count
Total background (100-1500 keV) 110 min. count /10 min. count
Net counts /10 miin. count /10 rain. count
Water Activity (Net Counts/60Q) -- nCibl __ nCi/l

Identify Fission Product Peaks if present
7. Date inspection completed:
-. Senior Operator's signature:

FRam lpprovrd by Kcms.-S21yCAxn~mr:
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IIU£NNIAL f'U~L ROO INSPIiiCTION 

OBJECTIVE: 
To insure that the integrity of !he fuel is maintained . 

. PROCEDURE: 
Log Run tI ___ _ 

I. Check out the reactor and fully withdraw the safety rod but do not go to pO\yer. Maintain 
an operator at the oonsole umii the reactor is shut down. 

2. RemO\'e two fuel elements from the. B-hexagonal ring (worth @. S2.50. see Kimura. 
p. 71) and plate in storage during inspection. Rroord mo\unent in Operations Log and 

below. 

P.mpianned Fuel "ion'OleO[ Sequence 

_~EJements 

3. RemO\'e elements in the order listed on the reverse side of sheet" bring them to a position 
where their oomp~cte circumference is visible. Inspect the submerged rods with binoCllllars. 
Record their ooruiition in the TRlGA Fuel Log book and check the Operation Log as done 
when reiumed lD lheir original pos!tion. (Line throughpos!tions which do not oontain fuel 
rods.) 

4. Record in the Operations I...cgas the inspection of eacb rod is oompletoo. 1D0 not reinstall 
damaged rods in the core. Lea\'e them in the stora.ge rack on the side of the tank. 
Refcr to TS 4.4. 

5. E:'tamine fuel in the storage pits by removing the plug and lifting out of the storage rack lD 
inspect while maintaining the rod under water. 

6. SampJe the water of each storage pit oontaining fuel and analyze with the gamma spec. for 
fiss.ion products. 

South I'il North Pic 

Total Counts (LOO keY to 1500 keV) 
Total background {IOO-15:00 keV} 
Net count.~ 

__ --"10 min. count __ --!IlO min. count 
__ --'110 min. co,unt IlO min. count 
__ --'110 min. count no min. OOIlnt 

Water Activi[y (Net Counts.l600) ___ nCiIl nei/l 

Identify Fission Product Peaks if present 
7. Date insp~tion completed: _______ _ 
II. Senior Operator's s.igmnure: ____________ _ 

cn~~: __________________________________ D~: ____________ _ 
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Figure 9.2-10 Procedure for biennial fuel inspection
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Oil 1-'"21 IU-S H5-4 MJD!ll.1i 
013 1'12 lu.6 1{5·S 
0,,: ... ~ .IU-i R5-6 
015 1'24 IU-S II..~.; 

0i6 I'B RI.9 RS·S 
on 1-'"26 RI-IU 11..<;'9 
Dill 1'27 RI-il RS.iU 
Ei 1'23 IU-!2 RS-;! 
1:"2 1'29 RI-U II..~·;:! 

H'· 1'30 IU-; ItS·i] 
(;4 GI R2-::! ItS·lol 
1'< G2 R2-:!' Rf>.i so.U.l:U 
¥-6 G3 R2-4 Rt>-Z 
liT G·I R2 .. ~ Rr>-J 
E!! G5 IU-6 Rt>-4 
¥-9 G6 1t2~1 Rfr5 
EiO G7 R2·8 Rt>-6 
Ell G3 R2.9 Rb-T 
JilZ G9 IU·iU Rr;.S 
Ei.3 GIll IU·il Rr..9 
EH Gil RZ-i2 Rl>-iO 

Rf>.11 

Figure 9.2-10 Procedure for biennial fuel inspection 
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Biennial Control Rod Lnspection / Control Rod Movement or Repair

Objective: To assure. the control rods are functioning properly, the following inspections and tests
will be performed on a biennial schedule. Control rods will be moved in a -safe manner,
while insuring that the reactor remains in a suberitical contiguration. Because of the
time required to complete all tests, the procedure may be extended over several days.

Procedure:

1. Check out the reactor using TRIGA Prestart Checklist, Form UNEP-O].
(For control rod maintenance., fill out Maintenance Log sheet, Form UNEP-022.)
Run#-__ Log.y

2. Withdraw the safety rod to its fully cocked •osition.

3. A licensed reactor operator will remain at the console during fuel movement and rod removal.
or any reactivitv insertions into the core.

4. Remove fue.1 elements from setected rings which have total reactivity worth equal to or greater
than the total reactivity worth of all control rods combined. List the order of removal and
storage position. Record fuel movement in the Operations Log book.

Prenlanned MovemenltSenuence

JViwI FpImpnr Chrnp Pn-drinn ',ýrnrn'vp Pndritnn R~utivirv W~rth
1

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8l.
9.
I0. _ _ _ _

Total worth of fuel removed.
Total worth of control rods
Diffexence. (> $0 3O0)z

5. lnsert cadmirum plug into central irradiator.

6. Inset nsafety rod.

'i im a p. 7 I)
2Re*qai ed by Techanica Speidtcbiors 3.2(I)
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7.cJO:31 

Biennial Control·Rod Inspection J Control Rod Mo\-ement or Repair 

Objective: To assure. me control rods arc functioning properly, the foHowing inspections and tests 
will be performed on a bie;nnla! scbedule. Control rods will be moved in a -safe manner , 
while insuring mat the reactor rem3i ns in a subc.ritical configuration. Because. of me 
time required to comple.te all tests, the procedure may be elltended over several days. 

Procedure: 

1. Check out the reactor using TRIGA Prestart Checklist, .Forn. UNfJ'-UOl . 
(For control rod maintenance, tin out Maintenance Log sbeet •. form UNEP·022.) 
RUDi Logll __ _ 

2. Withdraw the safety rod to its fuIiy cocked :po.~ition. 

3. A lia:nsed reactor operator will remain at the console during fuel movcmeDt and rod removal. 
or any reactivity insertioDs into the core. 

4. Remove fue.! elements from .selected rings wbich ba,;e. total reacti,·ity worth ecjual to or greater 
than the total reactivity worth of all control rods combined_ List the order of remO\'a1 and 
storage position. Record fuel movement in tbe Operations Log book. 

Preplanned Movement Seque.nce 

fm:J...BlenteDt Core Posjtion Storage POSitiOD ReacliVi.(y Worth1 

1. ___ _ 
2. ___ _ 
3. ___ _ 

4. ___ _ 
5. ___ _ 
6 ____ _ 
7 ____ _ 
11 ____ -
9 ____ _ 
10 ___ _ 

Total worth of fuel removed. 
Total wonh of rontto~ rods 
Dlffeuence.(> S050~ 

5. lDsert cadmium IPlug into central irradiator. 

6. loren ;safety rod. 

'(Kiml!ll:lp.71} 
~RcqL>iro:l b>' Tcdu1ic~ Spcci1~:rtln[}s :3.2( I ) 
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7. Remove desired rod to inspect for deterioration and operability, and/or tor maintenance.
(Since rod may exhibit high radiation levels the inspection may be performed under water by
leaving the rods submerged for radiation protoction)

8. Following the inspection and/or maintenance activity, replace control rod in original cor
position or locate in new preplanned core position. Record all -control rod movements in the
Operations Log.

(If xoniovcd from isak.)
Regulating
Shim
Safety

Survey Instumennt, Calibration Date

Regulating Rod Condition:
Shim Rod Condition:
Safety Rod Condition:

9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for the remaining rods. Enter N/A above as necessary for control rods not

affected by this procedure.

-10. Test all drives for operability.

11. Withdraw safety rod to fully cocked position.

12. Replace fuel from highest reactivity to lowe, and record fuel movement in Operations Log.
(Or in the case that control rods were, located in a new core position, procced to steps 13-t4
and document all fuel movements to reestablish the core in a critical configuration by
performing Approach to Critical, Form CENTER-005. Some control rod locations will
necessitate addirg more fuel than was taken out. therefore an approach to critical is necessary
to insure that the reactor witl be subcritical by > S-50 when all rods are inscr-ed.)

13. Remove cadmium plug.

14. lnsert safety rod.

15. Check out the reactor using TI'RIGA lrestart Checklist. Form UNEP-O1I.

16. Perform rod worth calibrations using Control Rod Calibration, Form LJNEI'-003.
End Wr Preious Woait
Safety m-S
Shim Safety $ $
Regulating $. $

3Dse ofprev-ros worth mrasnramrntw
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7. Remove desired rod 00 inspect for deterioration and operabi lity. andior for maintenance. 
(Since rod may exhibit high radiation levels the inspection may be performed under water by 
leaving the rods submerged for roo.iation protection.) 

8. Following the. inspection and/or maintenance activity. replace. control rod in origi nat core 
position or locate in new preplanned core position. Record 311 ,control rod movements in the 
Operations Log. . 

Regulating 
Shim 
Safety 

(If I~lO~'cd from Wllk.) 

Survey !nstmmen .... t _____ _ Calibration Date. _____ _ 

Regulating Rod Condition: 
Shim Rod Condition: 
Safety Rod Condition: 

9. Re.peat steps 7 and H (or tlJe remaining rods. Enter N/A above as necess3J)' for control rods not 
affected by this procedure. 

,10. Testall drives for operability. 

II. Withdraw safety rod to fully coclrod. position. 

12. Re.placc. fucl from highest reactivity to lowest, and record fillel movement in Operations Log. 
(Or in the case that control rods were located in a new core. position, procred to steps 11-14 
and document all fuel movements to IT£.~tab!ish :the core in a critical configuration by 
performing Approach to Crilic3l. i''"orm CEi>;TER-OO.s. Some control rod locations ,,,in 
necessitate addirig more fuel than was taken out. therefore an approtlch to critical is necessary 
00 insure that the reactor witl be subcritic31 by > S..sO when.ail rods are inscned.) 

13. Remove cadmium plug. 

14. Insert .safety rod. 

15. Check out the reactor using TRiGA Plrestart Checklist, Fo:rm UJ\'E['.oOI. 

16. PerfOll'l11 rod. worth c3libraliorts using wntroi iRod calibration, form UNEI'·003. 
Rod ~ Prai011s Worth; 
Safety $_ $_ 
Shim Safety $__ $ __ 
iRe.gulal:ing $__ $_ 

'Datt Clfprnion5 worth 1Dt85tU'~ . ___ _ 

2010 
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15=ntia

Shutdown Margin
Exoess Reactivity

(- $>S50)

(<__ ('z2.8OyP
$
S

17. Dame inspectionfpmncedure started:_____________

18. Date Lnspectionf53Tocedure completed:.

19. Se~iOT Operaor signature:
(orm Biennial Conwkml Rod [nspoctiam orCoammI Rod Moveowmin place OwIse sbttis in~ Lhe nuvrieiabnc tog. For
Conwol Rod ma~imenanc- simh these shacets co ffch coplezod ma~ia~nun~c beg, Fcmmr UNF.P-022.)

Fmno =l,.c by oSfr1.y Cmrfcr~irnc:

AReql2tred by Tech aijcaB SpLecift.estions 3.2(1)
5

fterqumied by Technicald Spcecifitcstions 3.2(0)

Figure 9.2-11 Procedure for control rods inspection
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$ ___ (> $50)< 
$ __ « $2.S0p 

$ __ 
$ __ 

11. Date inspection/procedure started: ___________ _ 

18. Date inspection/procedure completed:· ___________ _ 

19. Senior Operator signature: ________________ _ 

j'".n::t UN~01l2EtJ • PUll'" ] 
RSC Appn"al: OSn3;ll~ 

1iX::JD5:s1 

(For Sicnnllil Con=1 Rod [nspectio .. orCoo;rol.Rcd MIl"tM\rull. pJa.ce these slv:ct. .. i .. II,. ""","cillance· Jog. Fa. 
C .... trol Rod. maiDLtnmec. !lUBelL mtse Sw,elS co ,be oompicwd mail>c.c • .,,,,cc InS. Fru'JrI UNF..p·022.) 

CIJa.inr. ... ,:;.-_________________ Du"':;...-_____ _ 

"~qI>"cd b)' Tcdlllical Sptci]o:o;tions 3 .2( I) 
~ql!ill:d by Tcchllical SPCCi]",o;tiODS 3.2(-1) 

Figure 9.2...,11 Procedure for control rods inspection 
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Heavy Water Reflector Element inspection Procedure

OBJECTIVE,

To assure the proper procedure is followed for the removal, inspection, venting, and
refilling of heavy water reflector elements in the reactor during the biennial D32
inspections and at other times as necessary.

PROCEDURE:

Log _ Run

I - Check out the reactor and withdraw the safety rod, but do not go to power. Maintain
an operator at the console at all times in which a positive mactivity insertion may

occur.

2. If not done previously (i.e., if this procedure. is not being done as a part of the biennial
inspections), remove two fuel elements from the B-hexagonal ring (worth @ - $2.50.
see Kimura, p, 71) and place in storage during inspection. Record movement in
Operations Log and below.

Preptanned Fuel Movement Sequence

Eleme.nt-q. ositionyjirr Iqsition.Tco

3. Remove the heavy water (132O) reflecting elements from core and tank storage rack
locations. Survey each element upon removal fhm the reactor tank and record the
maximum radiation level, measured at contact, in Operations Log.

4. For each element, unscrew the drain plug at the top of the element to vent into the
hood in Room 1205-F any gases that are generated. Check the level of D20 within
each element. Add makeup DNO if the level is less than two inches from the top of
the. element to bring the level to 2 inches.

5. Observe the condition of the cladding and record the inspection for each element on
the appropriate inspection sheet in the fuel log. ff upon inspection the Q20
element shows damage or if the element was difficult to remove from the reactor
core, additional measurements will be taken and recorded on the appropriate biannual
heavy water inspection shiet located in the fuel log.
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Heavy Water Reneetor Ii"Jt!ment Inspection l"rooooure 

OBJECTIVE: 

To assure the proper procedure is foHowed for the· remo\o·31. inspection. \o·enting. and 
ret'!lIing of hea,,')' warer refJ.cctor elements in the reactor during the biennial D20 
inspections and at other tintesa~ iIlcr;essary . 

. PROCEDURE: 

Log ___ _ Run!t ___ _ 

L Chock out the reactor and withdraw the safety rod, but do not go to power. Maintain 
an operator at the ronsolellt 311 times in "''hich a positive reactivity insertion may 

occur. 

2. If not done previously (i .e.,if thisprooedure. is not being done as ·a part of the biennial 
inspections), remove two fuel clements from me B-hexagonal ring (worth @ - sz..sO. 
,see Kimura. p. 71) and !placc in storage during inspection. Record movcmen{ in 
Opentions Log and be-low. 

Preptanncd Fuel Movement Sequence 

~itiQn.:ro.: 

i-__ _ 

2-__ _ 

J. Remo\'c tbe Ilea",.. water (D20) reflecting e·lements from core and tank storagc rack 
locations. Survey each element upon removal from me reactor tank and rerord the 
ma,imumradiation IcveJ, measured at contact. in Ope.rations Log. 

4. for each element, unscrew the drain plug Ilt the· top of the element to vent into the 
hood in Room 120j-f any gases that are generated. Check the leve~ ofD20 within 

eacll element. Add makeup 0 20 if the level i!> less than two inches from the lOp of 
the. element to bring the levcl to 2 incbes. 

5. Observe me condition of the cladding and record the inspection for each clement on 
the appropriate inspection sheet in the fuel log. If upon inspection the ~O 
eicmenl shows damage or if thc element wa.~ difficult to reJllO\'e from the reactor 
core, additional measurements will be. taken and rooorded on the appropriate biannu31 
heavy water inspection sbcet located in the fuel log. -
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6- Return each inspected element to its original position in the core or storage rack and
record in the Operations Log.

Personnel Surveys (after completion of procedure)

Survey I-•Janmeln: Scrial Numbr: Cdibramioan Or:

Name. IBkgrd (cpm) Net counts (cpm)

'7. Date. inspmecon completed:

Hl. SenioT Reactor Operator:

Forni appmvevd by RcaeL5mr Sery Comm i

Chain=z:

Figure 9.2-12 Procedure for heavy water inspection
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6. Return each inspeCWd elemrnt to its original position in tile core or storage rack and 
record in the Operations Log. 

Personnel Surveys (after completion of procedure) 

Serial Nllmber: _______ C!;jib~ation 0=: ___ _ 

Name Bkgrd{cpm) Net counts (cpm) 

1.---------------------------------------------2. ____________________________________________ _ 

3. ________________________________________________ __ 

'7. Date, inspection completed: ______________________ __ 

IL Senior Reactor Operator: ___________________ _ 

Fann "'Ppro,'oo b~' Rcn= S :JfC[~' Colltm i~ 

Ch:l.inn:m: ______________ __ O:I.~: ___________ ___ 

Figure 9.2-12 Procedure for heavy water inspection 
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F-igure 9.2ý-13Fuiei i-nspectioný are~a
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34.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests a description of

any auxiliary systems that are not fully described in other sections, but are
important to the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor and to the
protection of the health and safety of the public, the facility staff, and the

environment.
The SAR Chapter 9.2.2.1 discusses the fuel storage racks within the reactor
vessel and states: "Within a fuel storage rack, control of spacing is not

actually required to limit the effective multiplication factor of the array

(Keff). The in-tank fuel storage racks are configured such that criticality is not

possible. Furthermore, 2 racks of 8.5 w% fuel stored back to back are

subcritical (i.e., K <= 0.74 for twice the U-235 mass). In the unlikely event of
loss of reactor tank coolant water, the loss of the water moderator would
increase the safety margin by reducing the Keff. The in-tank fuel storage
racks are made of polyethylene and are designed to withstand a UBC Zone 3

earthquake, when fully loaded." However, there is no supporting analysis, or
reference for the supporting analysis, of the storage racks that provide the

basis for the statement that the effective multiplication factor will maintain

less than a Keff of 0.74 for all storage orientations. Please provide the

technical basis (i.e., supporting analysis or a reference for the analysis) for
the statement that the racks are designed to withstand a Uniform Building
Code Zone 3 earthquake when fully loaded.

SECTION 9o2.2.15 INOW 9.2.4 AID IS I SED1 AS FOLLOWS:
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34. 

NUREG-1S37, Part 1, Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests a description of 
any auxiliary systems that are not fully described in other sections, but are 
important to the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor and to the 
protection of the health and safety of the public, the facility staff, and the 
environment. 
The SAR Chapter 9.2.2.1 discusses the fuel storage racks within the reactor 
vessel and states: "Within a fuel storage rack, control of spacing is not 
actually required to limit the effective multiplication factor of the array 
(Keff). The in-tank fuel storage racks are configured such that criticality is not 
possible. Furthermore, 2 racks of 8.5 w% fuel stored back to back are 
subcritical (i.e., K <= 0.74 for twice the U-235 mass). In the unlikely event of 
loss of reactor tank coolant water, the loss of the water moderator would 
increase the safety margin by reducing the Keff. The in-tank fuel storage 
racks are made of polyethylene and are designed to withstand a UBC Zone 3 
earthquake, when fully loaded." However, there is no supporting analysis, or 
reference for the supporting analysis, of the storage racks that provide the 
basis for the statement that the effective multiplication factor will maintain 
less than a Keff of 0.74 for all storage orientations. Please provide the 
technical basis (i.e., supporting analysis ora reference for the analysis) for 
the statement that the racks are designed to withstand a Uniform Building 
Code Zone 3 earthquake when fully loaded. 
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9.2.4 Fuel Storage Racks

The in-tank fuel storage for the UUTR consists of seven, in-tank, aluminum fuel
storage racks, with a combined capacity to accommodate irradiated fuel elements, as
shown in F~ig.9.2-6.

These storage racks are designed to meet the following criteria:
1. The UUTR in-tank fuel storage racks are designed to withstand earthquake loading

to prevent damage and minimize distortion of the rack arrangement. The building
housing the UUTR was designed to conform to Uniform Building Code Zone 3 criteria

and the UUTR containment tanks and supporting structures also comply with
Uniform Building Code Zone 3 criteria. The storage racks are parts of the UUTR core,
so they are designed as well to withstand a Uniform Building Code Zone 3
earthquake (Appendix 9.2.A).

2. The UUTR in-tank fuel storage racks are designed with sufficient spacing between
the fuel elements to ensure that the array, when fully loaded, will be substantially
subcritical. (Storage requirements are keff< 0.9). The fuel storage rack is modeled in
MCNP5 as shown in Fig. 9.2-7 (Appendix 9.2.B) assuming the fuel storage rack is
fully loaded with new SS fuel, which has the highest amount of U-235; this model is
the most conservative giving the highest value for the kej. The MCNP5 model gives
kff = 0.43467 ± 0.00020. Therefore, the UUTR in-tank fuel storage racks are
configured such that the criticality is not possible.
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9.2.4 Fuel Stor~ge Racks 

The in-tank fuel storage for the UUTR consists of seven, in-tank, aluminum fuel 
storage racks, with a combined capacity to accommodate irradiated fuel elements, as 
shown in Fig.9.2-6. -. Thes'e storage racks are designed to meet the following criteria: 

1. The UUTR in-tank fuel storage racks are designed to withstand earthquake loading 
to prevent damage and minimize distortion of the rack arrangement. The building 
housing the UUTR was designed to conform to Uniform Building Code Zone 3 criteria 
and the UUTR containment tanks and supporting structures also comply with 
Uniform Building Code Zone 3 criteria. The storage racks are parts of the UUTR core, 
so they are designed as well to withstand a Uniform Building Code Zone 3 
earthquake (Appendix 9.2.A). 

2. The UUTR in-tank fuel storage racks are designed with sufficient spacing between 
the fuel elements to ensure that the array, when fully loaded, will be substantially 
subcritical. (Storage requirements are keJJ< 0.9). The fuel storage rack is modeled in 
MCNP5 as shown in Fig. 9.2-7 (Appendix 9.2.8) assuming the fuel storage rack is 
fully loaded with new 55 fuel, which has the highest amount of U-235; this model is 
the most conservative giving the highest value for the keJJ. The MCNP5 model gives 
keJJ= 0.43467 ± 0.00020. Therefore, the UUTR in-tank fuel storage racks are 
configured such that the criticality is not possible. 
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3. The UUTR in-tank fuel storage-racks are

deep enough below'the water surface -the water provides'
adequte radiati.oentgh eldiathq.Te.radiation ,of fuel .le,.entsh in the fuel storage racks
Comles fr-om spontaneous fission Of fuel and the possible fission products n the fuel
elenments. The storead fuels1 are not hot. Therefore the radiation of ftiestored wfuel

4. In the unlikely event of totalI loss ofireact@r tank colant wter, the UUJTR in-tak
fuel storage racks modeled, using the MQIN P5 gives k~t =0,05537 ±Q0.0005
(Appendix 9.2.B). Therefo•e, the U=UTR' in-tfnk fuel storage raksare COnfigured such
that the criticality is not possible.

5. in the unlikely ev~ent of earthquake that w~ill ',n-Wld"' the fuel, storage, racks and
mounts together part of th' existing fuel rods, the IVCNP5 m-ridel as shown in Fg
9.2-8 (Appendix 9.2.C) predicts ar[extremnecase whien228 fuel elemenits were,
stacked closely. The siMUlation gives 1qjj-0.79700 ±,0,00017. In case all water'
coolant leiked out of the pool tank, the MCNPS model (Appendix 9.2.C -the water
,cha nged to air) gives k, 0,44087 ± 0,00015,. Therefore, the UUTR, irn-tankfuel
storage racks are configured such that criticalIity is n6t possible-

Figuire 9,2-8 MCNP5 model of 28 sta~cked fue'l elements

6.

~7. Thejin-tank fuel storage racks are designed anidarran ged to~ permit efficient hiandli ng
of fuel elements during insertion, removal, dr interchange of fuel elemets. The fuel
elements .4re l6dedinto theitank fuel storage racksfrom above. Each strage
hol ha:s. a~e tclearancefor inseqting or withdrawing a fuel element without

:2021PI e
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'2010, .. 

."gi~~e~~~~$~~~:~t}~~~~tjJ;i~~6~~;1f!~~~· .... ; ... . 
L;T'nt~;refI6rerth~ejJ,tifRin"'t'anRfuel,;st6rage~~~ks<are.~qnfjgl.lr.easuch?: ... . 

' .. ~ .. _ .. "'''.' S:::::I~~~~~~~£~;~~~J~}i{q!~~?t:~~:~k,ina;~'I 
H:I,ADIDeI1al}(·~'~L~ ali!eX:trei1:1e:casewlien~28.. I:ielemerits'were:.·)~· ..... . 

CqQI¥~t~~~:~outO(i~~Pdd . ::~0St~~~t;~~~~~i~~~~~t~!~i~~c~~Je~;:~;,,·· 
~:~j~~~d,:~~rtr~(~~;,~=r2<lm~;t~~~'~~itl;ijf~~~~i:"?SlV,tTR. Ln~l~hkfu,~I.( . 

. , /i~ui,~.~:;,:,a~CNf;5·~lit;:f~ St~4~~ii~1ifJiiti.!··, 
:ci!:':" 

.•• , ....• ' '. " .... "e«(ab~,:~fr~n~~.d:;t~;~~~nji~ .eJfJ~ient fi;ndiing,,:, 
elements'durfng . '.' ·.·.~rrla.v~V'df'interch'~ng~c:YHJefeleffi·~fifsITh~·:fue( 

ele(il~nt?.<I'r~ lbadet!, iflfo .... ...' 'f~'~lstdra'ge,"?~k~"ftrirrl:ab'bv~,;€:~~hst6rag~'; 
, hate ~1s a'deCJuiite,~!~a~~nt~:'far inse-rt.ingdr~WithdravVir;ga. ftJ'k'I!=I~meht wnjl01lt 
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it of the fuel elements is supported by the lower nlates of

010

ýýýThis mounting arrangement prevents the racks from tipping
or being laterally displaced.
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interference. The weight of the fuel elements is supported by the lower plates of 
the racks. 

is mounting arrangement prevents the racks from tipping 
or being laterally displaced. 
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Appendix 9.2.A

Typical Aluminum Angle Tab Connection
For Support of the Fuel Rod Storage Racks

Location:
University of Utah

Nuclear Engineering Dept.
TRIGA Reactor Tank

Date: May 04,2010
Under Direction of:
Prof. Tatijana Jevremovic
Evaluation Performed By:
Jason P. Rapich, SE (Graduate Student)
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Typical Aluminum Angle Tab Connection' 
For Support of the Fuel Rod Storage Racks 

Date: May 04, 2010 
Under Direction of: 

Location: 
University of Utah 

Nuclear Engineering Dept. 
TRIGA Reactor Tank 

Prof. Tatijana J evremovic 
Evaluation Performed By: 
Jason P. Rapich, SE (Graduate Student) 
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Summary:

The purpose of this summary is to address safety concerns as to the structural
integrity of the support connection provided for the fuel storage racks

Visual observation was performed on 05/03/2010 concerning the supportive
connection of the aluminum angle tab connection provided for structural support
of the fuel storage racks. The tab connection appeared to be of the approximate
size and shape represented by the attached detail sheet. It was further observed
that the connection of the tab was provided by a fillet weld on at least three of the
four sides of the angle tab connection. The thickness of the angle tab appeared to
be approximately % inch. The effective throat thickness of the fillet weld
appeared to be approximately 3/16 inch or greater. Both angles and associated
welds appeared to be in good condition. No signs of damage or severe
deterioration could be visually observed of the existing condition.

The actual rack size appeared to be approximately in
length. The thickness appeared to be 1/4 inch matching the thickness of the angle
tab. The connection of the rack to the angle plate was provided by an
approximate 3/16 inch thick fillet weld. The racks are provided with approximate
2 inch diameter holes approximately 4 inches on center for the length of the rack.
The total weight of material support by the rack suspended in water is less than 50
lbs. The section of material provided for this support condition under a simple
span scenario is sufficient for a load of 50 lbs or less.
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Summary: 

The purpose of this summary is to address safety concerns as to the structural 
mt1egrltv of the connection' for the fuel storage racks _ 

Visual observation was performed on 05/03/2010 concerning the supportive 
connection of the aluminum angle tab connection provided for structural support 
of the fuel storage racks, The tab .connection appeared to be of the approximate 
size and shape represented by the attached detail sheet. It was further observed 
that the connection of the tab was provided by a fillet weld on at least three of the 
four sides of the angle tab connection. The thickness of the angle tab appeared to 
be approximately % inch. The effective throat thickness of the fillet weld 
appeared to be approximately 3/16 inch or greater. Both angles and associated 
welds appeared to be in good condition. No signs of damage or severe 
deterioration could be visually observed of the existing condition. 

The actual rack size appeared to be approximately in 

2010 

length. The thickness appeared t'o be 'l.I inch matching the thickness of the angle 
tab. The connection of the rack to the angle plate was provided by an 
approximate 3/16 inch thick fillet weld. The racks are provided with approximate 
2 inch diameter holes approximately 4 inches on center for the length of the rack. 
The total weight of material support by the rack suspended in water is less than 50 
lbs. The section of material provided for this support condition under a simple 
span scenario is sufficient for a load of 50 lbs or less. 
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The size of the welds provided and determined per the visual observation are
within the guide lines given by AWS D1.2 for the thickness of welded material
provided for the tab connection and rack for aluminum material.

The geological location of the reactor structure is currently defined by the IBC
2006 as a site design category 'D'. This is defined as a location that has the
potential to experience large accelerations during a seismic event. As per the
original documentation for the design of the TRIGA vessel tank structure the
seismic location was determined to be a 'Zone III' per the UBC code governing
during the early 1970's. This connection appears to be provided in accordance to
applicable building and welding codes for the given.time frame. Per the visual
observation provided, no items were noted that would cause the connection to be
insufficient per current IBC, and AWS construction codes.

Per the documentation of the construction of the TRIGA vessel the bottom of the
vessel is provided 16 ft below top of grade of the TRIGA laboratory floor
elevation. The TRIGA vessel is enclosed in a secondary steel vessel. There
exists 2 ft of sand infill between the walls of the two vessels. Due to the depth of
the embedment of the primary TRIGA vessel and the dampening effect of which
the sand will play on any ground motion interaction due to seismic force effects,
very little stress is anticipated for this connection within the TRIGA primary
vessel. It is anticipated that the seismic force exerted on the vessel will dissipate
though the opposing side of the vessel into the sand infill medium provided.

Due to the inherit dampening action of the vessels construction, it is reasonable to
expect that the angle tab welded connection and support of the storage rack will
perform well with out significant damage during a potential seismic effect.
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The size of the welds provided and determined per the visual observation are 
within the guide lines given by A WS D 1.2 for the thickness of welded material 
provided for the tab connection and rack for aluminum material. 

2010 

The geological location of the reactor structure is currently defined by the IBC 
2006 as a site design category 'D'. This is defined as a location that has the 
potential to experience large accelerations during a seismic event. As per the 
original documentation for the design of the TRIGA vessel tank. structure the 
seismic location was determined to be a 'Zone III' per the UBC code governing 
during the early 1970's. This connection appears to be provided in accordance to 
applicable building and welding codes for the given. time frame. Per the visual 
observation provided, no items were noted that would cause the connection to be 
insufficient per CUlTent me, and A WS construction codes. 

Per the documentation of the construction of the TRIGA vessel the bottom of the 
vessel is provided 16 ft below top of grade of the TRIGA laboratory floor 
elevation. The TRIGA vessel is enclosed in a secondary steel vessel. There 
exists 2 ft of sand infill between the walls of the two vessels. Due to the depth of 
the embedment of the primary TRIGA vessel and the dampening effect of which 
the sand will play on any ground motion interaction due to seismic force effects, 
very little stress is anticipated for this connection within the TRIGA primary 
vessel. It is anticipated that the seismic force exerted on the vessel will dissipate 
though the opposing side of the vessel into the sand infill medium provided. 

Due to the inherit dampening action of the vessels construction, it is reaSonable to 
expect that the angle tab welded connection and support of the storage rack will 
perfonn well with out significant damage during a potential seismic effect. 
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Appendix 9.2.B

2010

MCNP5 input for the Model 1

Rack
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
1il
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

Model 1
1 -5.636 -2 11 -
2 -1.70 -2 12 -
2 -1.70 -2 13 -
3 -7.92 (2:-13:
0 -1 15 -16 fil

12
14

u=1 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat
u=1 imp:n=l $Up Graphite

like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like
like

104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
i04

but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but

trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl
trcl

11 u=1 imp:n=l $Dowr
14) u=l imp:n=l $Clac
1=1 imp:n=l
(-0.101409 4.86692 0)
(-0.40546 9.7254 0)
(-0.911625 14.567 0)
(-1.61902 19.3833 0)
(-2.52643 24.166 0)
(-3.63227 28.9067 0)
(-4.93463 33.5972 0)
(-6.43123 38.2294 0)
(-8.11949 42.7953 0)
(-9.99647 47.2868 0)
(-12.0589 51.6963 0)
(-14.3033 56.0161 0)
(-23.5318 70.3218 0)
(726.542 74.1475 0)
(-29.7089 77.8445 0)
(-33.0271 81.4063 0)
(-36.4908 84.8269 0)
(-40.094 88.1001 0)
(-43.8304 91.2205 0)
(-47.6935 94.1825 0)
(-51.6766 96.981 0)
(-55.7729 99.6112 0)
(-59.9752 102.068 0)
(-64.2762 104.349 0)
(-68.6684 106.448 0)
(-84.6483 112.318 0)
(-89.3548 113.561 0)
(-94.109 114.608 0)
(-98.9027 115.455 0)
(-103.728 116.102 0)
(-108.575 116.547 0)
(-113.437 116.79 0)
(-118.305 116.831 0)
(-123.17 116.668 0)
(-128.024 116.303 0)
(-132.859 115.737 0)
(-137.666 114.969 0)
(-142.437 114.002 0)
(-158.732 109.072 0)
(-163.239 107.232 0)
(-167.665 105.206 0)
(-172.003 102.998 0)
(-176.246 100.611 0)
(-180.385 98.0489 0)
(-184.414 95.3168 0)
(-188.326 92.4193 0)
(-192.114 89.3614 0)
(-195.771 86.1483 0)
(-199.291 82.7857 0)

Graphite
iding

imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=I
imp: n=l

imp:n=1
imp:n=l
imp: nT1
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp: n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp: n=1
imp: n= 1
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp: n= 1
imp n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
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Appendix 9.2.B 

MCNPS input for the Modell 

Rack Model 1 
100 1 -5.636 -2 11 -12 u=l irnp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
101 2 -1.70 -2 12 -14 u=l irnp:n=l SUp Graphite 
102 2 -1.70 -2 13 -11 u=l irnp:n=l $Down Graphite 
103 3 -7.92 (2:-13:14) u=l irnp:n=l $Cladding 
104 0 -1 15 -16 fill=l irnp:n=l 
105 like 104 but trcl (-0.101409 4.86692 0) \ irnp:n=l 
106 like 104 but trcl (-0.40546 9.7254 0) irnp:n=l 
107 like 104 but trcl (-0.911625 14.567 0) irnp:n=l 
108 like 104 but trcl (-1. 61902 19.3833 0) irnp:n=l 
109 like 104 but trcl (-2.52643 24.166 0) irnp:n=l 
110 like 104 but trcl (-3.63227 28.9067 0) irnp:n=l 
111 like 104 but trcl (-4.93463 33.5972 0) irnp:n=l 
112 like 104 but trcl (-6.43123 38.2294 0) irnp:n=l 
113 like 104 but trcl (-8.11949 42.7953 0) irnp:n=l 
114 like 104 but trcl (-9.99647 47.2868 0) irnp:n=l 
115 like 104 but trcl (-12.0589 51.6963 0) irnp:n=l 
116 like 104 but trcl (-14.3033 56.0161 0) irnp:n=l 
117 like 104 but trcl (-23.5318 70.3218 0) irnp:n=l 
118 like 104 but trcl (.,.26.542 74.1475 0) irnp:n=l 
119 like 104 but trcl (-29.7089 77.8445 0) irnp:n=l 
120 like 104 but trcl (-33.0271 81.4063 0) irnp:n=l 
121 like 104 but trcl (-36.4908 84.8269 0) irnp:n=l 
122 like 104 but trcl (-40.094 88.1001 0) irnp:n=l 
123 like 104 but trcl (-43.8304 91. 2205 0) irnp:n=l 
124 like 104 but trcl (-47.6935 94.1825 0) irnp:n=l 
125 like 104 but trcl (-51.6766 96.981 0) irnp:n=l 
126 like 104 but trcl (-55.7729 99.6112 0) irnp:n=l 
127 like 104 but trcl (-59.9752 102.068 0) irnp:n=l 
128 like 104 but trcl (-64.2762 104.349 0) irnp:n=l 
129 like 104 but trcl (-68.6684 106.448 0) irnp:n=l 
130 like 104 but trcl (-84.6483 112.318 0) irnp:n=l 
131 like 104 but trcl (-89.3548 113.561 0) irnp:n=l 
132 like 104 but trcl (-94.109 114.608 0) irnp:n=l 
133 like 104 but trcl (-98.9027 115.455 0) irnp:n=l 
134 like 104 but trcl (-103.728 116.102 0) irnp:n=l 
135 like 104 but trcl (-108.575 116.547 0) irnp:n=l 
136 like 104 but trcl (-113.437 116.79 0) irnp:n=l 
137 like 104 but trcl (-118.305 116.831 0) irnp:n=l 
138 like 104 but trcl (-123.17 116.668 0) irnp:n=l 
139 like 104 but trcl (-128.024 116.303 0) irnp:n=l 
140 like 104 but trcl (-132.859 115.737 0) irnp:n=l 
141 like 104 but trcl (-137.666 114.969 0) irnp:n=l 
142 like 104 but trcl (-142.437 114.002 0) irnp:n=l 
143 like 104 but, trc1 (-158.732 109.072 0) irnp:n=l 
144 like 104 but trcl (-163.239 107.232 0) irnp:n=l 
145 like 104 but trcl (-167.665 105.206 0) irnp:n=l 
146 like 104 but trcl (-172.003 102.998 0) irnp:n=l 
147 like 104 but trcl (-176.246 100.611 0) irnp:n=l 
148 like 104 but trcl (-180.385 98.0489 0) irnp:n=l 
149 like 104 but trcl (-184.414 95.3168 0) irnp:n=l 
150 like 104 but trcl (-188.326 92.4193 0) irnp:n=l 
151 like 104 but trcl (-192.114 89.3614 0) irnp:n=l 
152 like 104 but trcl (-195.771 86.1483 0) irnp:n=l 
153 like i04 but trcl (-199.291 82.7857 0) irnp:n=l 
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154 like 104 but trcl (-202.667
155 like'104 but trcl (-205.895
156 like 104 but trcl (-215.941
157 like 104 but trcl (-218.433
158 like 104 but trcl (-220.749
159 like 104 but trcl (-222.884
160 like 104 but trcl (-224.835
161 like 104 but trcl (-226.599
162 like 104 but trcl (-228.173
163 like 104 but trcl (-229.553
164 like 104 but trcl (-230.737
165 like 104 but trcl (-231.724
166 like 104 but trcl (-232.511
167 like 104 but trcl (-233.097
168 like 104 but trcl (-233.482
169 like 104 but trcl (-233.232
170 like 104 but trcl (-232.706
171 like 104 but trcl (-231.978
172 like 104 but trcl (-231.05 -;

173 like 104 but trcl (-229.924
174 like 104 but trcl (-228.602
175 like 104 but trcl (-227.086
176 like 104 but trcl (-225.378
177 like 104 but trcl (-223.482
178 like 104 but trcl (-221.401
179 like 104 but trcl (-219.138
180 like 104 but trcl (-216.698
181 like 104 but trcl (-214.085
182 like 104 but trcl (-203.64 -.

183 like 104 but trcl (-200.307
184 like 104 but trcl (-196.829
185 like 104 but trcl (-193.212
186 like 104 but trcl (-189.462
187 like 104 but trcl (-185.586
188 like 104 but trcl (-181.592
189 like 104 but trcl (-177.484
190 like 104 but trcl (-173.271
191 like 104 but trcl (-168.961
192 like 104 but trcl (-164.56 -
193 like 104 but trcl (-160.076
194 like 104.but trcl (-155.517
900 4 -1.0 -131 98 -99 #104

79.2794
75.6355
61.8914
57.7096
53.4277
49.0531
44.5933
40.0561
35.4493
30.781
26.0593
21.2924
16.4885
11.6559
6.80317
-10.2191
-15.0585
-19.8717
24.6505
-29.3865
-34.0715
-38.6973
-43.2559
-47.7395
-52.1402
-56.4504
-60.6626
-64.7695
78.2133
-81.761
-85.1668
-88.4248
-91.5293
-94.4749
-97.2565
-99.8693
-102.309
-104.571
106.651
-108.546
-110.253

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

0)

imp:n=l
imp n=l
imp: n= 1
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp: n=1
imp: n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=1
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp: n= 1
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp :n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp: n= 1

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n= 1
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp: n=1

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=1

#108 #109
#121 #122
#134 #135
#147 #148
#160 #161
#173 #174
#186 #187

#112 #113
#125 #126
#138 #139
#151 #152
#164 #165
#177 #178
#190 #191

901 12 -1.60

#114 #115
#127 #128
#140 #141
#153 #154
#166 #167
#179 #180
#192 #193

-132 131

#116
#129
#142
#155
#168
#181

#117
#130
#143
#156
#169
#182

#105
#118
#131
#144
#157
#170
#183

#106
#119
#132
#145
#158
#171
#184

#107
#120
#133
#146
#159
#172
#185

#110
#123
#136
#149
#162
#175
#188

#111
#124
#137
#150
#163
#176
#189

#194 imp:n=l
98 -99 imp:n=l

902 0 132:-98:99 imp:n=0

C Surface Cards
1
2
11
12
13
14
15
16
91
92

c/z
c/z

pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz

116.84
116.84
-19.05
19.05

-29.21
29.21

-30.39
30.39

-29.21
29.21

0 1.87
0 1.82

$SS Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2)
$SS Fuel Meat Top
$SS Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch)
$SS Fuel Graphite Top
$SS Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm)
$SS Cladding Top (1.18 cm)
$Cladding Bottom (11.5 inch * 2)
$Cladding Top
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154 like 104 but trcl (-202.667 79.2794 0) imp:n=l 
155 like' 104 but trcl (-205.895 75.6355 0) imp:n=l 
156 like 104 but trcl (-215.941 61.8914 0) imp:n=l 
157 like 104 but trc1 (-218.433 57.7096 0) imp:n=l 
158 like 104 but trcl (-220.749 53.4277 0) imp:n=l 
159 like 104 but trc1 (-222.884 49.0531 0) imp:n=l 
160 like 104 but trc1 (-224.835 44.5933 0) imp:n=l 
161 like 104 but trc1 (-226.599 40.0561 0) imp:n=l 
162 like 104 but· trcl (-228.173 35.4493 0) imp:n=l 
163 like 104 but trcl (-229.553 30.781 0) imp:n=l 
164 like 104 but trcl (-230.737 26.0593 0) imp:n=l 
165 like 104 but trc1 (-231.724 21.2924 0) imp:n=l 
166 like 104 but trc1 (-232.511 16.4885 0) imp:n=l 
167 like 104 but trc1 (-233.097 11. 6559 0) imp:n=l 
168 like 104 but trcl (-233.482 6.80317 0) imp:n=l 
169 like 104 but trcl (-233.232 -10.2191 0) imp:n=l 
170 like 104 but trcl (-232.706 -15.0585 0) imp:n=l 
171 like 104 but trcl (-231.978 -19.8717 0) imp:n=l 
172 like 104 but trcl (-231.05 -24.6505 0) imp:n=l 
173 like 104 but trcl (-229.924 -29.3865 0) imp:n=l 
174 like 104 but trcl (-228.602 -34.0715 0) imp:n=l 
175 like 104 but trcl (-227.086 -38.6973 0) imp:n=l 
176 like 104 but trc1 (-225.378 -43.2559 0) imp:n=l 
177 like 104 but trc1 (-223.482 -47.7395 0) imp:n=l 
178 like 104 but trc1 (-221.401 -52.1402 0) imp:n=l 
179 like 104 but trc1 (-219.138 -56.4504 0) imp:n=l 
180 like 104 but trc1 (-216.698 -60.6626 0) imp:n=l 
181 like 104 but trc1 (-214.085 -64.7695 0) imp:n=l 
182 like 104 but trcl (-203.64 -78.2133 0) imp:n=l 
183 like 104 but trc1 (-200.307 -81. 761 0) imp:n=l 
184 like 104 but trc1 (-196.829 -85.1668 0) imp:n=l 
185 like 104 but trc1 (-193.212 -88.4248 0) imp:n=l 
186 like 104 but trc1 (-189.462 -91.5293 0) imp:n=l 
187 like 104 but trc1 (-185.586 -94.4749 0) imp:n=l 
188 like 104 but trc1 (-181.592 -97.2565 0) imp:n=l 
189 like 104 but trc1 (-177.484 -99.8693 0) imp:n=l 
190 like 104 but trc1 (-173.271 -102.309 0) imp:n=l 
191 like 104 but trc1 (-168.961 -104.571 0) imp:n=l 
192 like 104 but trcl (-164.56 -106.651 0) imp:n=l 
193 like 104 but. trc1 (-160.076 -108.546 0) imp:n=l 
194 like 104 .but trc1 (-155.517 -110.253 0) imp:n=l 
900 4 -1.0 -131 98 -99 #104 #105 #106 #107 #108 #109 #110 #111 

#112 #113 #114 #115 #116 #117 #118 #119 #120 #121 #122 #123 #124 
#125 #126 #127 #128 #129 #130 #131 #132 #133 #134 #135 #136 #137 
#138 #139 #140 #141 #142 #143 #144 #145 #146 #147 #148 #149 #150 
#151 #152 #153 #154 #155 #156 #157 #158 #159 #160 #161 #162 #163 
#164 #165 #166 #167 #168 #169 #170 #171 #172 #173 #174 #175 #176 
#177 #178 #179 #180 #181 #182 #183 #184 #185 #186 #187 #188 #189 
#190 #191 #192 #193 #194 imp:n=l 

901 12 -1. 60 -132 131 98 -99 imp:n=l 
902 0 132:-98:99 imp:n=O 

C Surface Cards 
1 c/z 116.84 0 1. 87 
2 c/z 116.84 0 1. 82 
11 pz -19.05 $SS Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2) 
12 pz 19.05 $SS Fuel Meat Top 
13 pz -29.21 $SS Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch) 
14 pz· 29.21 $SS Fuel Graphite Top 
15 pz -30.39 $SS Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm) 
16 pz 30.39 $SS Cladding Top (1.18 cm) 
91 pz -29.21 $C1adding Bottom (11.5 inch * 2) 
92 pz 29.21 $Cladding Top 
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98 pz -40.0
99 pz 120.0
C Reflector Surfaces
131 cz 121.92 $ Water reflector
132 cz 182.88 $ Sand wall

mode n
kcode 25000 0.4 100 500
ksrc 116.84 0 0

116.739 4.86692 0
116.435 9.7254 0
115.928 14.567 0
115.221 19.3833 0
114.314 24.166 0
113.208 28.9067 0
111:905 33.5972 0
110.409 38.2294 0
108.721 42.7953 0
106.844 47.2868 0
104.781 51.6963 0
102.537 56.0161 0
93.3082 70.3218 0
90.298 74.1475 0
87.1311 77.8445 0
83.8129 81.4063 0
80.3492 84.8269 0
76.746 88.1001 0
73.0096 91.2205 0
69.1465 94.1825 0
65.1634 96.981 0
61.0671 99.6112 0
56.8648 102.068 0
52.5638 104.349 0
48.1716 106.448 0
32.1917 112.318 0
27.4852 113.561 0
22.731 114.608 0
17.9373 115.455 0.
13.1125 116.102 0
8.26493 116.547 0
3.40303 116.79 0
-1.46479 116.831 0
-6.33006 116.668 0
-11.1843 116.303 0
-16.0192 115.737 0
-20.8263 114.969 0
-25.5972 114.002 0
-41.8918 109.072 0
-46.3988 107.232 0
-50.8253 105.206 0
-55.1635 102.998 0
-59.4059 100.611 0
-63.5453 98.0489 0
-67.5743 95.3168 0
-71.4861 92.4193 0
-75.2737 89.3614 0
-78.9307 86.1483 0
-82.4507 82.7857 0
-85.8275 79.2794 0
-89.0554 75.6355 0
-99.1012 61.8914 0
-101.593 57.7096 0
-103.909 53.4277 0
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100kW UUTR-SAR: 

98 pz -40.0 
99 pz 120.0 
C Reflector Surfaces 
131 cz 121.92 
132 cz 182.88 

mode n' 
kcode 25000 0.4 100 500 
ksrc 116.84 0 0 

116.739 4.86692 
116.435 9.7254 
115.928 14.567 
115.221 19.3833 
114.314 24.166 
113.208 28.9067 
111: 905 33.5972 
110.409 38.2294 
108.721 42.7953 
106.844 47.2868 
104.781 51. 6963 
102.537 56.0161 
93.3082 70.3218 
90.298 74.1475 
87.1311 77.8445 
83.8129 81.4063 
80.3492 84.8269 
76.746 88.1001 
73.0096 91.2205 
69.1465 94.1825 
65.1634 96.981 
61.0671 99.6112 
56.8648 102.068 
52.5638 104.349 
48.1716 106.448 
32.1917 112.318 
27.4852 113.561 
22.731 114.608 
17.9373 115.455 
13 .1125 116.102 
8.26493 116.547 
3.40303 116.79 
-1. 46479 116.831 
-6.33006 116.668 
-11.1843 116.303 
-16.0192 115.737 
-20.8263 114.969 
-25.5972 114.002 
-41.8918 109.072 
-46.3988 107.232 
-50.8253 105.206 
-55.1635 102.998 
-59.4059 100.611 
-63.5453 98,0489 
-67.5743 95.3168 
-71.4861 92.4193 
-75.2737 89.3614 
-78.9307 86.1483 
-82.4507 82.7857 
-85.8275 79.2794 
-89.0554 75.6355 
-99.1012 61.89l4 
-101.593 57.7096 
-103.909 53.4277 

Responses to NRC RAls 

$ Water reflector 
$ Sand wall 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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-106.044
-107.995
-109.759
-111.333
-112.713
-113.897
-114.884
-115.671
-116.257
-116.642
-116.392
-115.866
-115.138
-114.21
-113.084
-111.762

-110.246
-108.538
-106.642
-104.561
-102.298
-99.8581
-97.2445
-86.8002
-83.4669
-79.9887
-76.3717
-72.6221
-68.7465
-64.7515
-60.6441
-56.4315
-52.1209
-47.7198
-43.2359
-38.6769

ml 1001.66c
40000.66c
92235.66c
92238.66c

mtl h/zr.60t
zr/h.60t

m2 6000.66c
mt2 grph.60t
m3 6000.66c

14000. 60c
24000.50c
25055. 66c
26000.50c
28000.50c

m4 1001.66c
8016. 66c

mt4 lwtr.60t
mul 7014.66c

8016. 66c
18000. 59c

m12 8016.66c
14000. 60c

49.0531 0
44-5933 0
40.0561 0
35.4493 0
30.781 0
26.0593 0
21.2924 0
16.4885 0
11.6559 0
6.80317 0
-10.2191 0
-15.0585 0
-19.8717 0

-24.6505 0
-29.3865 0
-34.0715 0
-38.6973 0
-43.2559 0
-47.7395 0
-52.1402 0
-56.4504 0
-60.6626 0
-64.7695 0
-78.2133 0
-81.761 0
-85.1668 0
-88.4248 0
-91.5293 0
-94.4749 0
-97.2565 0
-99.8693 0
-102.309 0
-104.571 0
-106.651 0
-108.546 0
-110.253 0

-0.015896 $ new SS meat, H/Zr =1.6, 0% burnup
-0.899104
-0.01683
-0.06817

1.0 $ graphite

-0.0004 $ ss cladding
-0.0046
-0.190
-0.009
-0.699
-0.097
2.0 $ H20
1.0

0.0000381259 $ Air 0.00115g/cm3
0.0000095012
0.0000001664
2.0 $ Sand: SiO2 1.60g/cm3
1.0
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-106.044 49.0531 0 
-107.995 44.5933 0 
-109.759 40.0561 0 
-111.333 35.4493 0 
-112.713 30.781 0 
-113.897 26.0593 0 
-114.884 21.2924 0 
-115.671 16.4885 0 
-116.257 11.6559 0 
-116.642 6.80317 0 
-116.392 -10.2191 0 
-115.866 -15.0585 0 
-li5.138 -19.8717 0 
-114.21 -24.6505 0 
-113.084 -29.3865 0 
-111. 762 -34.0715 0 
-110.246 -38.6973 0 
-108.538 -43.2559 0 
-106.642 -47.7395 0 
-104.561 -52.1402 0 
-102.298 -56.4504 0 
-99.8581 -60.6626 0 
-97.2445 -64.7695 0 
-86.8002 -78.2133 0 
-83.4669 -81.761 0 
-79.9887 -85.1668 0 
-76.3717 -88.4248 0 
-72.6221 -91.5293 0 
-68.7465 -94.4749 0 
-64.7515 -97.2565 0 
-60.6441 -99.8693 0 
-56.4315 -102.309 0 
-52.1209 -104.571 0 
-47.7198 0 -106.651 
-43.2359 ~108.546 0 
-38.6769 -110.253 0 

m1 1001.66e -0.015896 
40000.66e -0.899104 
92235.66e -0.01683 
92238.66e -0.06817 

mt1 h/zr.60t 
zr/h.60t 

m2 6000.66e 
mt2 grph.60t 
m3 6000.66e 

m4 

14000.60e 
24000.50c 
25055.66c 
26000.50c 
28000.50c 

1001.66c 

1.0 

-0.0004 
-0.0046 
-0.190 
-0.009 
-0.699 
-0.097 
2.0 

8016.66c 1 .. 0 

Responses to NRC RAls 

$ new SS meat, H/Zr =1.6, 0% burnup 

$ graphite 

$ ss cladding 

$ H20 

mt4 
m11 

Iwtr.60t 
7014.66c 
8016.66e 

0.0000381259 $ Air 0.00115g/em3 
0.0000095012 

m12 
18000.59c 

8016.66c 
0.0000001664 
2.0 

14000.60c 1.0 
$ Sand: Sia2 1.60g/em3 

·2010· 
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Appendix 9.2.C

2010

MCNP5 input of Model 2

Rack
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
ill
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
900

Model 3
1 -5.636 -2 11 -12
2 -1.70 -2 12 -14
2 -1.70 -2 13 -11
3 -7.92 (2:-13:14)
0 -1 15 -16 fill=l

u=l imp:n=l
u=l imp:n=1
u=l imp:n=l
u=1 imp:n=l

imp:n=l
.9 -3.2909 0)
9 -3.2909 0)
.8 -6.58179 0)

-6.58179 0)

like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
like 104
4 -1.0

but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but
but

trcl (-1
trcl (1.
trcl (-3
trcl (0.
trcl (3.
trcl (-5
trcl (-1
trcl (1.
trcl (5.
trcl (-7
trcl (-3
trcl (0.
trcl (3.
trcl (7.
trcl (-9
trcl (-5
trcl (-1
trcl (1.
trcl (5.
trcl (9.
trcl (-1
trcl (-7
trcl (-3
trcl (0.
trcl (3.
trcl (7.
trcl (11

8
.7
.9
9
7
.6
.8

-6.58179
-9.87269
-9.87269

-9.87269
-9.87269
-13.1636
-13.1636

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

$Fuel Meat
$Up Graphite
$Down Graphite
$Cladding

imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

-imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp: n=l

-13.1636' 0)
8 -13.1636
6 -13.1636
.5 -16.4545
.7 -16.4545
.9 -16.4545

9 -16.4545
7 -16.4545
5 -16.4545
1.4 -19.7454
.6 -19.7454

0)
0)

0)
0)
0)

0)
0)
0)

0)
0)

.8

8
6
.4

-19.7454 0)
-19.7454 0)
-19.7454 0)
-19.7454 0)

-19.7454 0)

imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp: n= 1
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
#107 #108 #109 #110 #111131 98 -99 #104 #105 #106

#112 #113 #114
#125 #126 #127

902 0 131:-98:99

#115 #116 #117 #118 #119 #120 #121 #122 #123 #124
#128 #129 #130 #131 imp:n=l
imp:n=0

C
1
2
11
12
13
14
15
16
98
99

Surface
c/z
c/z

pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz

Cards
0 9.71681
0 9.71681

1.87
1.82

-19.05
19.05

-29.21
29.21

-30.39
30.39

-60.0
60.0

$SS
$ss
$ss
$ss
$ss
$sS

Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2)
Fuel Meat Top
Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch)
Fuel Graphite Top
Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm)
Cladding Top (1.18 cm)

C Reflector Surfaces
131 cz 60.0 $ Water reflector

mode n
kcode 50000 0.8 100 500
ksrc 0 9.87269 0

-1.9 6.58179 0
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Appendix 9.2.C 

MCNP5 input of Model 2 

Rack Model 3 
100 1 -5.636 -2 11 -12 u=l imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
101 2 -1.70 -2 12 -14 u=l imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
102 2 -1.70 -2 13 -11 u=l imp:n=l $Down Graphite 
103 3 -7.92 (2:-13:14) u=l imp:n=l $Cladding 
104 0 -1 15 -16 fill=l imp:n=l 
105 like 104 but trcl (-1.9 -3.2909 0) imp:n=l 
106 like 104 but trcl (1.9 -3.2909 0) imp:n=l 
107 like 104 but trcl (-3.8 -6.58179 0) imp:n=l 
108 like 104 but trcl (0. -6.58179 0) imp:n=l 
109 like 104 but trcl (3.8 -6.58179 0) imp:n=l 
110 like 104 but trcl (-5.7 -9.87269 0) imp:n=l 
111 like 104 but trcl (-1.9 -9.87269 0) imp:n=l 
112 like 104 but trcl (1.9 -9.87269 0) imp:n=1 
113 like 104 but trcl (5.7 -9.87269 0) imp:n=l 
114 like 104 but trcl (-7.6 -13.1636 0) imp:n=l 
115 like 104 but trcl (-3.8 -13.1636 0) imp:n=l 
116 like 104 but trcl (0. -13.1636' 0) ,imp:n=l 
117 like 104 but trcl (3.8 -13.1636 0) imp:n=l 
118 like 104 but trcl (7.6 -13.1636 0) imp:n=l 
119 like 104 but trcl (-9.5 -16.4545 0) imp:n=l 
120 like 104 but trcl (-5.7 -16.4545 0) imp:n=l 
121 like 104 but trcl (-1.9 -16.4545 0) imp:n=1 
122 like 104 but trcl (1.9 -16.4545 0) imp:n=l 
123 like 104 but trcl (5.7 -16.4545 0) imp:n=l 
124 like 104 but trcl (9.5 -16.4545 0) imp:n=l 
125 like 104 but trcl (-11.4 -19.7454 0) imp:n=l 
126 like 104 but trcl (-7,6 -19.7454 0) imp:n=l 
127 like 104 but trcl (-3.8 -19.7454 0) imp:n=l 
128 like 104 but trcl (0. -19.7454 0) imp:n=l 
129 like 104 but trcl (3.8 -19.7454 0) imp:n=l 
130 like 104 but trcl (7.6 -19.7454 0) imp:n=l 
131 like 104 but trcl (11.4 -19.7454 0) imp:n=l 
900 4 -1.0 -131 98 -99 #104 #105 #106 #107 #108 #109 #110 #111 

#112 #113 #114 #115 #116 #117 #118 #119 #120 #121 #122 #123 #124 
#125 #126 #127 #128 #129 #130 #131 imp:n=l 

902 0 131:-98:99 imp:n=~ 

C Surface Cards 
1 c/z 0 9.71681 1.87 
2 c/z 0 9.71681 1.82 
11 pz -19.05 $SS Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2) 
12 pz 19.05 $SS Fuel Meat Top 
13 pz -29.21 $SS Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch) 
14 pz 29.21 $SS Fuel Graphite Top 
15 pz -30.39 $SS Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm) 
16 pz 30.39 $SS Cladding Top (1.18 cm) 
98 pz -60.0 
99 pz 60.0 
C Reflector Surfaces 
131 cz 60.0 $ Water reflector 

mode n 
kcode 50000 0.8 100 500 
ksrc 0 9.87269 0 

-1.9 6.58179 0 
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1.9 6.58179 0
-3.8 3.2909 0
0. 3.2909 0
3.8 3.2909 0
-5.7 0. 0
-1.9 0. 0
1.9 0. 0
5.7 0. 0
-7.6 -3.2909 0
-3.8 -3.2909 0
0. -3.2909 0
3.8 -3.2909 0
7.6 -3.2909 0
-9.5 -6.58179 0
-5.7 -6.58179 0
-1.9 -6.58179 0
1.9 -6.58179 0
5.7 -6.58179. 0
9.5 -6.58179 0
-11.4 -9.87269 0
-7.6 -9.87269 0
-3.8 -9.87269 0
0. -9.87269 0
3.8 -9.87269 0
7.6 -9.87269 0
11.4 -9.87269 0

ml 1001.66c -0.015896
40000.66c -0.899104
92235.66c -0.01683
92238.66c -0.06817

mtl h/zr.60t
zr/h. 60t

m2 6000.66c 1.0
mt2 grph.60t
m3 6000.66c -0.0004

14000.60c -0.0046
24000.50c -0.190
25055.66c -0.009
26000.50c -0.699
28000.50c -0.097

m4 1001.66c 2.0
8016.66c 1.0

mt4 lwtr-60t
m11 7014.66c 0.000038.

8016.66c 0.000009,
18000.59c 0.000000:

m12 8016.66c 2.0
14000.60c 1.0

$ new SS meat, H/Zr =1.6, 0% burnup

$ graphite

$ ss cladding

$ H20

1259 $
5012
1664

$

Air 0.00115g/cm3

Sand: SiO2 1.60g/cm3

213 IP a g e
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m1 

1.9 6_58179 0 
-3_8 3_2909 0 
0_ 3_2909 0 
3_8 3_2909 0 
-5_7 0_ 0 
-1.9 0_ 0 
1.9 0_ 0 
5_7 0_ 0 

o 
-3_8 -3_2909 0 
0_ -3_2909 0 
3_8 -3_2909 0 
7_6 -3_2909 0 
-9_5 -6_58179 0 

-7_6 -3_2909 

-5_7 -6_58179 0 
-1_9 -6_58179 0 
1_9 -6_58179 0 
5_7 -6_58179. 0 
9_5 -6_58179 0 
-11_4 -9_87269 0 
-7_6 -9_87269 0 
-3_8 -9_87269 0 
0_ -9_87269 0 
3_8 -9_87269 0 
7_6 -9_87269 0 
11_4 -9_87269 0 

1001_66c -0_015896 
40000_66c 
92235_66c 
92238_66c 

-0_899104 
-0_01683 
-0_06817 

mt1 h/zr_60t 

m2 
mt2 
m3 

m4 

zr/h_60t 
6000_66c 
grph_60t 
6000_66c 

14000_60c 
24000_50c 
25055_66c 
26000_50c 
28000_50c 

1001_66c 
8016_66c 

mt4 lwtr_60t 

1.0 

-0_0004 
-0_0046 
-0_190 
-0_009 
-0_699 
-0_097 

2_0 
1.0 

Responses to NRC RAls 

$ new SS meat, H/Zr =1_6, 0% burnup 

$ graphite 

$ ss cladding 

$ H20 

mll 7014 _ 66c 0_0000381259 $ Air 0_ 001l5g/cm3 
8016_66c 

18000_59c 
m12 8016_66c 

14000_60c 

0_0000095012 
0_0000001664 
2_0 
1.0 

$ Sand: Si02 1_60g/cm3 
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35.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests a description of
any auxiliary systems that are not fully described in other sections, but are
important to the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor and to the
protection of the health and safety of the public, the facility staff, and the
environment. SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2 states that all storage pit material (liners,
racks, plug casing, and pipes) that may contact either the fuel elements or
the pit water are fabricated from aluminum or 304 stainless steel. However,
SAR Chapter 9.2.2.1 states that the fuel storage racks are fabricated from
polyethylene. Please clarify the material used for fuel storage racks.

36.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests a description of
any auxiliary systems that are not fully described in other sections, but are
important to the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor and to the
protection of the health and safety of the public, the facility staff, and the
environment. The SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2 discusses the safety characteristics of
the three fuel storage pits embedded in the main reactor room. However,
the SAR does not provide a technical basis to justify the statements claimed
in SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2. Please provide the technical basis (i.e., supporting
analysis) for SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2 including information that demonstrates
that the effective multiplication factor will be maintained at less than a Keff
of 0.8 for all storage orientations, and that the racks are designed to
withstand a UBC Zone 3 earthquake when fully loaded.

SECTON 9.2.2.2 0$ NOW 9.2.5 AND Os REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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35. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Sec1l:ion 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests a description of 
any auxiliary systems that are not fully described in other sections, but are 
important to the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor and to the 
protection of the health and safety of the public, the facility staff, and the 
environment. SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2 states that all storage pit material (liners, 
racks, plug casing, and pipes) that may contact either the fuel elements or 
the pit water are fabricated from aluminum or 304 stainless st~el. However, 
SAR Chapter 9.2.2.1 states that the fuel storage racks are fabricated from 
polyethylene. Please clarify the material used for fuel storage racks. 

36. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9, "Auxiliary Systems" requests a description of 
any auxiliary systems that are not fully described in other sections, but are 
important to the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor and to the 
protection of the health and safety of the public, the facility staff, and the 
environment. The SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2 discusses the safety characteristics of 
the three fuel storage pits embedded in the main reactor room. However, 
the SAR does not provide a technical basis to justify the statements claimed 
in SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2. Please provide the technical basis (i.e., supporting 
analysis) for SAR Chapter 9.2.2.2 including information that demonstrates 
that the effective multiplication factor will be maintained at less than a Keff 
of 0.8 for all storage orientations, and that the racks are designed to 
withstand a USC Zone 3 earthquake when fully loaded. 
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9.2.5 Fuel Storage Pits

There is additional fuel storage at UUTR located in three fuel storage pits •

The storage pits are sufficiently spaced and shielded with hydrogenous material to
insure that there is no possibility of neutron coupling between them. The south and north
storage pits have the following dimensions: 1.5 ft in diameter by 10 ft deep under the ground;
with the cylindrical shape. The central storage pit has approximately 2.5 ft diameter and same
depth as south and north pits. The distance between each pit is approximately 1 ft. Figure 9.2-5
shows the storage rack that is used in the storage pit. Each pit has a liner and a lead-filled
shield plug that is locked in place when fuel is not moved into or out of the pits. The pits have
racks with holes for holding fuel elements. Each hole in the rack can only hold one fuel element.
All storage pit material (liners, racks, plug casing, and pipes) that may contact either the fuel
elements or the pit water is fabricated from aluminum or 304 stainless steel. This is the same
type of material as used for the fuel element cladding and end fittings.-,

The fuel storage pits were designed with the following criteria:
1. The spent fuel storage pits are designed with sufficient spacing to ensure that the

stored fuel array, EVEN when fully loaded, will be independent of each other and
subcritical (satisfying the criteria for keff< 0.9). The simulation of three storage pits
using the MCNP4C was performed based on the configuration at the facility. Two
calculations were performed for each pit assuming existence of the water
moderator and of the air moderator. The criticality calculation results are shown in
Table 9.2-1. In every of the assumed scenarios the obtained value for keffis below
required value of 0.9. For a fuel storage pit scenario assuming to be completely filled
with water, control of spacing is not a criterion to limit the effective multiplication
factor of the array (ket). An analysis shows that the largest kefffor a pit is
approximately 0.75 when all three pits are loaded to full capacity of 8.5 wt % fuel
elementss) and are filled with water (0.218 when dry). Furthermore, I
elements are only 1/4 the number required to have a criticality and each pit is
separated for about 1 ft, therefore, there should be no criticality issue related to the
storage pits. Radiation levels at the reactor room floor level with either water in the
storage pits or the lead plug in place are less than 3 pR/hr. Approximately 13 [iR/hr
are expected when the top shielding materials (0.5 inch-thick steel) were removed.
This measurement is performed every month for regular "monthly checkout" using
Ludlum Model 19 detector.
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9.2.5 Fuel Storage Pits 

The storage pits are sufficiently spaced and shielded with hydrogenous material to 
insure that there is no possibility of neutron coupling between them. The south and north 
storage pits have the following dimensions: 1.5 ft in diameter by 10 ft deep under the ground; 
with the cylindrical shape. The central storage pit has approximately 2.5 ft diameter and same 
depth as south and north pits. The distance between each pit is approximately 1 ft. Figure 9.2-5 

. sh6ws the storage rack that is used in the storage pit. Each pit has a liner and a lead-filled 
shield plug that is locked in place when fuel is not moved into or out of the pits. The pits have 
racks with holes for holding fuel elements. Each hole in the rack can only hold one fuel element. 
All storage pit material (liners, racks, plug casing, and pipes) that may contact either the fuel 
elements or the pit water is fabricated from aluminum or 304 stainless steel. This is the same 
type of material as used for the fuel element cladding and end fittings.; 

The fuel storage pits were designed with the following criteria: 
1. The spent fuel storage pits are designed with sufficient spacing to ensure that the 

stored fuel array, EVEN when fully loaded, will be independent of each other and 
subcritical (satisfying the criteria for kef/< 0.9). The simulation ofthree storage pits 
using the MCNP4C was performed based on the configuration at the facility. Two 
calculations were performed for each pit assuming existence of the water 
moderator and ofthe air moderator. The criticality calculation results are shown in 
Table 9.2-1. In every of the assumed scenarios the obtained value for keffis below 
required value of 0.9. For a fuel storage pit scenario assuming to be completely filled 
with water, control of spacing is not a criterion to limit the effective multiplication 
factor of the array (keg}. An analysis shows that the largest kef/for a pit is 
approximately 0.75 when all three pits are loaded to full capacity of 8.5 wt % fuel 
elements_) and are filled with water (0.218 when dry). Furthermore,. 
elements are only 1/4 the number required to have a criticality and each pit is 
separated for about 1 ft, therefore, there should be no criticality issue related to the 
storage pits. Radiation levels at the reactor room floor level with either water in the 

storage pits or the lead plug in place are less than 3 J.1R/hr. Approximately 13 J.1R/hr 
are expected when the top shielding materials (0.5 inch-thick steel) were removed. 
This measurement is performed every month for regular "monthly checkout" using 
Ludlum Model 19 detector. 
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Table 9.2-1. Criticality calculations for three storage pits using MCNP4C

Moderator South Pit Center Pit North Pit 99 % confidence

Air 0.21777 0.21777 0.21777 0.21124-0.21430
+0.00058 +0.00058 +0.00058

Water 0.74117 0.74117 0.74117 0.73904-0.74331
+0.00081 +0.00081 +0.00081

2. The spent fuel storage pits are designed to withstand earthquake loading to prevent
damage and distortion of the pit arrangement. The spent fuel storage pits are
designed to withstand horizontal and vertical accelerations due to earthquakes.
Stresses in a fully loaded storage pit will -not exceed stresses specified by the UBC
Zone 3 seismic criteria.

3. The spent fuel storage pits are fabricated from materials compatible with the fuel
elements and to provide adequate personnel shielding.

4. The spent fuel storage pits are designed and arranged to permit efficient handling of
fuel elements during insertion or removal of fuel elements.

5. The spent fuel storage pits have shield plugs that can be locked in place.
6. The fuel elements are loaded into the racks from above. Each hole in the rack has

adequate clearance for inserting or withdrawing a fuel element without
interference. The lower plates of the racks that are supported by the pit liners
support the weight of the fuel elements. Each rack is designed so that it is
constrained by the pit liner and cannot tip or become laterally displaced.

Analysis shows that the I fuel elements, which have been in the core operating at
90kW, can be removed from the reactor tank after one day of decay and safely stored in a
single pit either with or without water (i.e., dry storage). Analysis shows that a significant
decrease in fuel temperature will take place by allowing the fuel to decay 10 days after
shutdown prior to being moved to the storage. Therefore, allowing at least 10 days of decay
prior to transferring fuel to the storage pits will provide a margin of safety so that external
radiation doses from the fuel in the transfer cask and the fuel's decay heat temperature will
remain within the safe limits. According to the fuel temperature measurement at the UUTR
operating power of 90kW, which has approximately average fuel temperature of 64.610C, it
took about 7 days to cool down to the temperature of -200 C.
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Table 9.2-1. Criticality calculations for three storage pits using MCNP4C 

Moderator South Pit Center Pit North Pit 99 % confidence 

Air 0.21777 0.21777 0.21777 0.21124-0.21430 
±0.00058 ±0.00058 ±0.00058 

Water 0.74117 - 0.74117 0.74117 0.73904-0.74331 
±0.00081 ±0.00081 ±0.00081 

2. The spent fuel storage pits are designed to withstand earthquake loading to prevent 
damage and distortion of the pit arrangement. The spent fuel storage pits are 
designed to withstand horizontal and vertical accelerations due to earthquakes. 
Stresses in a fully loaded storage pit will-not exceed, stresses specified by the UBC 
Zone 3 seismic criteria. 

3. The spent fuel storage pits are fabricated from materials compatible with the fuel 
elements and to provide adequate personnel shielding. 

4. The spent fuel storage pits are designed and arranged to permit efficient handling of 
fuel elements during insertion or removal of fuel elements. 

5. The spent fuel storage pits have shield plugs that can be locked in place. 
6. The fuel elements are loaded into the racks from above. Each hole in the rack has 

adequate clearance for inserting or withdrawing a fuel element without 
interference. The lower plates of the racks that are supported by the pit liners 
support the weight of the fuel elements. Each rack is designed so that it is 
constrained by the pit liner and cannot tip or become laterally displaced. 

Analysis shows that the. fuel elements, which have been in the core operating at 
90kW, can be removed from the reactor tank after one day of decay and safely stored in a 
single pit either with or without water (i.e., dry storage). Analysis shows that a Significant 
decrease in fuel temperature will take place by allowing the fuel to decay 10 days after 
shutdown prior to being moved to the storage. Therefore, allowing at least 10 days of decay 
prior to transferring fuel to the storage pits will provide a margin of safety so that external 
radiation doses from the fuel in the transfer cask and the fuel's decay heat temperature will 
remain within the safe limits. According to the fuel temperature measurement at the UUTR 
operating power of 90kW, which has approximately average fuel temperature of 64.61°C, it 
took about 7 days to cool down to the temperature of .... 200 C. 
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37.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9.2, "Handling-and Storage of Reactor Fuel"

requests a description of the equipment and administrative procedures used

for handling fuel. The SAR Chapter 9 did not describe the overhead crane

used to handle fuel into shipping casks, the potential for movement of heavy

objects over the reactor, or crane load testing, maintenance and surveillance.
Please provide a description of the crane use, any administrative controls

used to ensure safe fuel handling, and any crane load testing, maintenance

and surveillance requirements.

SECTION 9.2.1 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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37. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9.2, "Handlingand Storage of Reactor Fuel" 
requests a description of the equipment and administrative procedures used 
for handling fuel. The SAR Chapter 9 did not describe the overhead crane 
used to handle fuel into shipping casks, the potential for movement of heavy 
objects over the reactor, or crane load testing, maintenance and surveillance. 
Please provide a description of the crane use, any administrative controls 
used to ensure safe fuel handling, and any crane load testing, maintenance 
and surveillance requirements. 

SECTION 9.2.1 REVISED AS FOllOWS: 
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9.2 Handling and Storage of Reactor FueD

9.2.1 Fuel Handling
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9.2.2 Fuel Handling Equipment

9.2.2.1 Fuel Handling Tool

Tools are provided for handling individual fuel elements and for manipulating other core
components. Individual fuel elements are handled with a flexible or rigid handling tool. The
FEHT utilizes a locking ball-detent grapple to attach to the top end fitting of a fuel element.

9.2.2.2 Overhead Crane

The UUTR reactor room has 2-ton capacity overhead crane system. its use is
administratively controlled. An overhead crane running on tracks provides the capability for
movement of heavy objects (including the handling of the fuel element cask and removing steel
weight from the fuel storage pit anywhere in the reactor room. The crane has a capacity of
2,000 kg and is locally controlled from a pendant box but can be computer controlled.

The crane system is shown in Fig. 9.2-1. It was upgraded in 2005. The loading test was
performed after the crane was upgraded. A 2 ton-steel box was used to test the crane system.
During this test, the bending of the mono-rail system on the ceiling and hoist cable strength
were examined and the use of crane approved.

Manufacturer checks the crane system every year. The crane system is secured when it
is not in use; only a reactor supervisor can access and control the crane system. When the crane
system is in use, at least two SRO (Senior Reactor Operator) and at least two additional staff
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9.2.2 Fuel Handling Equipment 

9.2.2.1 Fuel Handling Tool 

Tools are provided for handling individual fuel elements and for manipulating other core 
components. "Individual fuel elements are handled with a flexible or rigid handling tool. The 
FEHT utilizes a locking ball-detent grapple to attach to the top end fitting of a fuel element. 

9.2.2.2 Overhead Crane 

The UUTR reactor room has 2-ton capacity overhead crane system; its use is 
administratively controlled. An overhead crane running on tracks provides the capability for 
movement of heavy objects {including the handling of the fuel element cask and removing steel 
weight from the fuel storage pit anywhere in the reactor room. The crane has a capacity of 
2,000 kg and is locally controlled from a pendant box but can be computer controlled. 

The crane system is shown in Fig. 9.2-1. It was upgraded in 2005. The loading test was 
performed after the crane was upgraded. A 2 ton-steel box was used to test the crane system. 
During this test, the bending of the mono-rail system on the ceiling and hoist cable strength 
were ~xamined and the use of crane approved. 

Manufacturer checks the crane system every year. The crane system is secured when it 
is not in use; only a reactor supervisor can access and control the crane system. When the crane 
system is in use, at least two SRO (Senior Reactor Operator) and at least two additional staff 
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personne aIare required to•be pr•eseont. Thran opeSate~d: in acco.r••ance toANSi: B3011,
Monorai Sy~st emrs and under hanging Cranes.

,Figure 9.2-1 The LU!TR overhead crane system

'Figure 9.2-21 Three fuel storage pits aqfter the, shielding materials were removed
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Figure 9.2-4 Fuel element casEk
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9.2.3 Administrative Controls Used to Ensure Safe Fuel Handling

All movement of the irradiated reactor fuel is done as determined by UNEP form-005

"Core Change and Critical Fuel Loading" and UNEP form-004 "Biennial Fuel rod Inspection."
These procedures require that a detailed written and approved movement and/or change

schedule be prepared prior to all core changes or fuel rod movement. It is inappropriate to
include such procedures in a SAR since they change with time. The key points involved are:

1. Presence of a Senior Reactor Operator to supervise the operation (UUTR TS 6.1.3)

2. Insuring that all reactor control systems are on and functioning properly (UUTR TS

3.2.2 and UUTR TS 3.2.3)

3. The reactor will remain subcritical during the operation

4. An accurate log of the operation is maintained

5. Minimization of personnel radiation exposure

6. Stored fuel maintained in geometry with a multiplication factor of 0.9 or lower

(UUTR TS 5.4)

7. Resultant core meets all license and Technical Specification requirements (UUTR TS

3.1.2, UUTR TS 3.1.3 and UUTR TS 3.8.1).

Fuel not in the core is always stored racks that have been designed

for "always safe geometry" with a keff of 0.9 or less when filled with fuel rods. All fuel rods are
inscribed with suitable identifying numbers and an accurate log of the location of all fuel at the

facility is maintaine

The facility maintains a computerized Special Nuclear Material

(SNM) record system that keeps track of fuel including burnup. Semi annual material status

/balance report and burnup ratio calculations are based on this computerized SNM record

system.

All aspects of the use and control of SNM at the UUTR facility receipt of new fuel and

the shipment spent fuel is covered in the UUTR Special Nuclear Materials Accountability Plans*.
The plan has been written to cover all the SNM related requirements in 10 CFR Parts 40, 70, and

150. The plan has been reviewed by the U.S. NRC and covers:

1. Introduction and definitions

2. Accountability responsibility

3. Fuel storage

4. Physical inventory

5.- Core change log
6. Fuel rod records including identification number, fuel movement, and location

7. Semiannual material status/balance report

8. Transfer of SNM and
9. Loss or theft of SNM
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9.2.3 Administrative Controls Used to Ensure Safe Fuel Handling 

All movement of the irradiated reactor fuel is done as determined by UNEP form-OOS 
"Core Change and Critical Fuel Loading" and UNEP form-004 "Biennial Fuel rod Inspection." 
These procedures require that a detailed written and approved movement and/or change 
schedule be prepared prior to all core changes or fuel rod movement. It is inappropriate to 
include such procedures in a SAR since they change with time. The key points involved are: 

1. Presence of a Senior Reactor Operator to supervise the operation (UUTR TS 6.1.3) 

2. Insuring that all reactor control systems are on and functioning properly (UUTR TS 

3.2.2 and UUTR TS 3.2.3) 

3. The reactor will remain subcritical during the operation 

4. An accurate log of the operation is maintained 

5. Minimization of personnel radiation exposure 

6. Stored fuel maintained in geometry with a multiplication factor of 0.9 or lower 
(UUTR TS 5.4) 

7. Resultant core meets all license and Technical Specification requirements (UUTR TS 

3.1.2, UUTR TS 3.1.3 and UUTR TS 3.8.1). 

Fuel not in the core is always stored racks that have been designed 
for "always safe geometry" with a kef[of 0.9 or less when filled with fuel rods. All fuel rods are 
inscribed with suitable identifying numbers and an accurate log ofthe location of all fuel at the 
faci 

The facility maintains a computerized Special Nuclear Material 
(SNM) record system that keeps track offuel including burn up. Semi annual material status 

/balance report and burnup ratio calculations are based on this computerized SNM record 
system. 

All aspects of the use and contro.1 of SNM at the UUTR facility receipt of new fuel and 
the shipment spent fuel is covered in the UUTR Special Nuclear Materials Accountability Plans * . 
The plan has been written to cover all the SNM related requirements in 10 CFR Parts 40, 70, and 
150. The plan has been reviewed by the u.s. NRC and covers: 

1. Introduction and definitions 
2. Accountability responsibility 
3. Fuel storage 

4. Physical inventory 
) 

5. Core change log 
6. Fuel rod records including identification number, fuel movement, and location 
7. Semiannual material status/balance report 
8. Transfer of SNM and 
9. Loss or theft of SNM 
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38.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9.3, "Fire Protection Systems and Programs"
requests a description of fire prevention, including limiting the types and

quantities of combustible materials; methods to detect, control, and
extinguish fires; and facility design features and protective systems that exist
to ensure a safe reactor shutdown and to prevent the uncontrolled release of
radioactive material if a fire should occur. The SAR did not discuss this
information. Please provide the following:

38.1. Briefly discuss potential causes and consequences of fires at the facility.
38.2. Discuss fire protection plans and protective equipment used to limit the
consequences of -a fire, including defense-in-depth in the event of an escalation of a fire.
38.3. List the objectives of the fire protection program and discuss the organizations,
methods, and equipment necessary for attaining the objectives.
38.4. Identify all passive designs or protective barriers planned for limiting the
consequences of a fire, including features of the facility that could affect a safe reactor
shutdown or release radioactive material in the event of a continuing fire.
38.5. Discuss the source of facility fire protection brigades and their training and
summarize the more detailed discussions of these personnel and offsite fire protection
forces in the facility emergency plan.
38.6. Demonstrate compliance with local and national fire and building codes applicable
to fire protection.

SECTD"M 9.3 REVM$ED AS IFOLLOWS:
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38. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 9.3, "Fire Protection Systems and Programs" 
requests a description of fire prevention, including limiting the types and 
quantities of combustible materials; methods to detect, control, and 
extinguish fires; and facility design features and protective systems that exist 
to ensure a safe reactor shutdown and to prevent the uncontrolled release of 
radioactive materialif a fire should occur. The SAR did not discuss this 
information. Please provide the following: 

38.1. Briefly discuss potential causes and cons~quences of fires at the facility. 
38.2. Discuss fire protection 'plans and protective equipment used to limit the 
consequences of-a fire, including defense-in-depth in the event of an escalation of a fire. 
38.3. list the objectives of the fire protection program and discuss the organizations, 
methods, and equipment necessary for attaining the objectives. 
38.4. Identify all passive designs or protective barriers planned for limiting the 
consequences of a fire, including features of the facility that could affect a safe reactor 
shutdown or release radioactive material in the event of a continuing fire. 
38.5. Discuss the source of facility fire protection brigades and their training and 
summarize the more detailed discussions of these personnel and offsite fire protection 
forces in the facility emergency plan. 
38.6. Demonstrate compliance with local and national fire and building codes applicable 
to fire protection. 
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9.3 Fire Protection Systems and Programs

The purpose of the fire protection system is to provide detection and notification
capability which will mitigate loss of property and life in the event of a fire. The UNEF (Utah
Nuclear Engineering Facilities) does not contain any potential source of fire in the reactor room
or the control room. However, there are several fire detection and suppression systems
installed in accordance with National Fire Protection Code in the UUTR facility. There is a fire
extinguisher and a fire hose in the reactor room and radio-chemistry laboratory. The fire
extinguishers and detection system are regularly inspected by University operations.

In the case of detection of smoke/fire visual and audible alarms will go off and a signal
will be sent to the Salt Lake City Fire Department s.
These detection and protection systems are maintained by the University Plant operations.

The fire protection plan is followed by the reactor personnel prior to the arrival of the
Fire Department Personnel arrive (obtained from the UNEP Emergency/Security Plans and
Procedures)

In case of fire in the facility rooms:

Immediately scram the reactor and/or suspend other laboratory operations.

Secure the reactor and remove the key.
Use the lab fire extinguisher as soon as possible. Evacuate all non-essential

personnel immediately.
Start the emergency call list in action by calling the campus dispatcher (5-2677).
If the fire is deemed out of immediate local control, sound the building fire alarm
box outside the door or call 9-911.

In case of fire in the Reactor Room Area:

• Start the emergency call list in action by calling the campus dispatcher (5-2677).
Ask the dispatcher to call Salt Lake City Fire Department and request the use of
foam.
Drop the sources, if possible.
Use the existing fire extinguisher as soon as possible. Evacuate all non-essential
personnel immediately.

> Provide radiation surveys for the firemen when they arrive. Instruct the firemen
to flood the facility with foam, dry chemicals, or water until the fire is

extinguished.
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9.3 Fire Protection Systems and Programs 

The purpose of the fire protection system is to provide detection and notification 
capability which will mitigate loss of property and life in the event of a fire. The UNEF (Utah 
Nuclear Engineering Facilities) does not contain any potential source of fire in the reactor room 
or the control room. However, there are several fire detection and suppression systems 
installed in accordance with National Fire Protection Code in the UUTR facility. There is a fire 
extinguisher and a fire hose in the reactor room and radio-chemistry laboratory. The fire 
extinguishers and detection system are regularly inspected by University operations. 

In the case of detection of smoke/fire visual and audible alarms will off and a si 
will be sent to the Salt lake City Fire Departm s. 
These detection and protection systems are maintained by the University Plant operations. 

The fire protection plan is followed by the reactor personnel prior to the arrival of the 
Fire Department Personnel arrive (obtained from the UNEP Emergency/Security Plans and 
Procedures) 

In case of fire in the facility rooms: 

~ Immediately scram the reactor and/or suspend other laboratory operations. 
Secure the reactor and remove the key. 

~ Use the lab fire extinguisher as soon as possible. Evacuate all non-essential 
personnel immediat~ly. 

~ Start the emergency call list in action by calling the campus dispatcher (5-2677). 
~ If the fire is deemed out of immediate local control, sound the building fire alarm 

box outside the door or call 9-911. 

In case of fire in the Reactor Room Area: 

~. Start the e'mergency call list in action by calling the campus dispatcher (5-2677). 

Ask the dispatcher to call Salt lake City Fire Department and request the use of 
foam. 

~ Drop the sources, if possible. 
~ Use the existing fire extinguisher as soon as possible. Evacuate all non-essential 

personnel immediately. 
~ Provide radiation surveys for the firemen when they arrive. Instruct the firemen 

to flood the facility with foam, dry chemicals, or water until the fire is 
extinguished. 
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> If the fire is caused by an electrical power malfunction, terminate all electrical

Figure 9.3-1 Safeguard Event Log
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~ If the fire is caused by an electrical power malfunction, terminate all electrical 

Figure 9.3-1 Safeguard Event Lag 
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39.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 10, "Experimental Facilities and Utilization"
requests a discussion on the potential interactions between the core and the
experimental facilities. The SAR did not provide any information with regard
to the potential interactions between the core and experimental facilities as a
result of the requested power uprate to 250 kW. Please provide a discussion
of any potential interactions between the experimental facilities and the core
at 250 kW. Also, include any power uprate required changes to any
experimental equipment, procedures, or TS.

40.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 10.1, "Summary Description" requests a
discussion of: 1) the limiting experimental characteristics (e.g., reactivity,
contents); 2) monitoring and controlling the experiments and the interaction
between the experiment and the reactor control and safety systems; and 3)
design requirements for the experiment and the review and approval process.
SAR Chapter 10 provides only general descriptions of the experimental
facilities. Please provide information on limitations on experiments,
monitoring and controlling experiments, and designing and approving
processes for experiments.

41.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 10.2, "Experimental Facilities" requests a
description of the experimental safety system and the functional interface
between this system and the reactor protection system. SAR Chapter 10 only
discusses physical features and does not provide any statements regarding
safety, assurance of independence, or compliance with the guidance cited
above. Please provide information regarding the experimental safety system
and the functional interface between this system and the reactor protection
system.

CHAPTER 10 RMEVDSE[D AS FOLLOWS:
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39. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 10, "Experimental Facilities and Utilization" 
requests a discussion on the potential interactions between the core and the 
experimental facilities. The SAR did not provide any information with regard 
to the potential interactions between the core and experimental facilities as a 
result of the requested power uprate to 250 kW. Please provide a discussion 
of any potential interactions between the experimental facilities and the core 
at 250 kW. Also, include any power uprate required changes to any 
experimental equipment, procedures, or TS. 

40. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 10.1, IISummary Description" requests a 
discussion of: 1) the limiting experimental characteristics (e.g., reactivity, 
contents); 2) monitoring and controlling the experiments and the interaction 
between the experiment and the reactor control and safety systems; and 3) 
design requirements for the experiment and the review and approval process. 
SAR Chapter 10 provides only general descriptions of the experimental 
facilities. Please provide information on limitations on experiments, 
monitoring and controlling experiments, and designing and approving 
processes for experiments. 

41. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 10.2, "Experimental Facilities" requests a 
description of the experimental safety system" and the functional interface 
between this system and the reactor protection system. SAR Chapter 10 only 
discusses physical features and does not provide any statements regarding 
safety, assurance of independence, or compliance with the guidance cited 
above. Please provide information regarding the experimental safety system 
and the functional interface between this system and the reactor protection 
system. 
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10. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND
UTILIZATION

10.1 Summary Description

Utilizations and experimental features. The UUTR provides research, educational and
training services to support the scientific curriculum at The University of Utah Nuclear
Engineering Program (UNEP), and the education of the community about nuclear engineering
and science, and radiation and health physics. Principal experimental features of the UUTR
facility include:

* central irradiator

* three beam ports
* pneumatic tube irradiator

* fast neutron irradiator and
* thermal irradiator
To date, no beam tube irradiations have been performed at UUTR. Monitoring of

experimental activities is preformed from the reactor console location using reactor control
instrumentation, visual observation, voice, intercom, and remote camera.

Design requirements for the experiment and the review and approval process. All
experiments that are performed at the UUTR fall into one of the following three categories:
routine, modified routine, and new. All experiments began as new experiments. New
experiments must be reviewed and approved by the Reactor Safety Committee prior to
implementation. Modified routine experiments are similar in nature to experiments that are
routinely performed. They require the review of a Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) prior to
implementation. Routine experiments are those experiments that have been approved and
documented and are performed on a regular basis. A list of currently approved experiments is
maintained at the facility, and includes evolutions such as normal reactor operation and routine
use of experimental facilities. Any evolution not included on the current list of approved
experiments must be reviewed and approved in accordance with Section 10.3 prior to
performance. These practices do not depend upon the UUTR core power.

Limiting experimental characteristics. Regular experiments include the neutron
activation analysis and irradiation of various material samples. In a typical year, NAA is
performed on the order of 100 samples and irradiation of materials in the order of 300
samples. The NAA samples are counted on Ge(Li) detectors so the activity level is very low in
terms of radiation exposure to individuals. On average, 95% of all experiments involve the
samples irradiation in the fast neutron irradiator and thermal irradiator. The experiment limit
for reactivity insertion is $0.30/sec. Any explosive or hazardous material will be prohibited to
irradiate unless the mass is less than 25 milligrams.
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Additionally, at the UUTR, UNEP regularly provides a year-long training for the NRC
issued SRO licenses. On average to date, UNEP trains four to seven students a year. For that
purpose, the UUTR is run every week for 3 to 5 hours, for 12 months each year.

10.2 Experimental Facilities

The UUTR facility has been in operation from 1975, which is for over 35 years at the
time of this documentation, during which time no significant problem or excessive personnel
exposure has occurred associated with the operation and use of the reactor and the
associated experimental programs.

The Radiation Monitoring Systems and the Radiation Safety Program as well as the
procedures described in this SAR have proven to be quite adequate to insure the safe usage
of the UUTR facility. According to the University of Utah RHD Dosimetry report, the highest
exposure that has been recorded by any user or reactor operational personnel over the past
10 years has been 7 mR/year. The radiation monitoring program includes using film badges
to measure the maximum possible exposure for gamma and neutron radiation in a variety of
locations around the facility. Several points in the UUTR facility were surveyed for last 30
years. The hottest spot is found to be on the control rods bridge on the top of the reactor
pool with gamma exposure of 4 jiR/hour and minimal exposure to neutron radiation of
1mR/month without reactor operation. With reactor operation at 90 kW, the gamma
exposure increased up to ~20 jiR/hour. This measurement was performed using Ludlum
Model 19 gamma detector during every reactor operation. Recent measurement was
performed on February 19, 2010. The UUTR's annual operation hour changes every year, but
for last 10 years, the longest continuous operation was 52 hours. This operation included
power of the UUTR of I kW, 10 kW through 90 kW. The gamma dose near the control rods
bridge area is approximately 0.02 mR/hr at 90 kW; it is generally 0.004 to 0.006 mR/hr after
the reactor shutdown. Typical operation time for the UUTR is 52 hours per year. Under the
assumption that the reactor power is 90 kW during these 52 hours, the maximum annual
possible gamma exposure to any individual is -54 mR under the assumption that this
individual spends 24 hours a day 365 days a year on the bridge.

10.2.1 In-Core Irradiators

The UUTR has been designed with multiple in-core irradiation facilities to facilitate a
broad range of potential experimental activities. These facilities consist of a central cavity, the
pneumatic transfer tube, and individual fuel element locations.
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10.2.1.1 Central Irradiation Facility (CIF)

The central irradiation facility (CIF) is located in the central fuel pin position, Fig. 10.2-1.

A special tube has been constructed to accommodate samples and can be placed in the central
fuel pin position (the A fuel ring) by means of a cable. The dimensions of this assembly are the
same as a fuel pin. Because this facility is an in-core irradiator located in the center of the core,

there are special restrictions on the reactivity of samples placed in this irradiator. Additionally,
a cutout is available where both the A and B rings are removed to accommodate a larger
irradiator, capable of holding multiple samples. This irradiator has two special features
associated with it. One of these is a sealed interior that holds heavy water. The other is a
motor that rotates the sample holder to spatially average the neutron fluence in the assembly.
This cutout facility is currently not in the UUTR core and will require an appropriate analysis,
experimental review and approval by the reactor safety committee prior to implementation.

10.2.1.2 Pneumatic Transfer System (PTS)

A pneumatic transfer system (PTS) is available for use at the UUTR facility. The PTS is
installed within a 1.5 inch 0. D. tube and is driven by the force of dry, compressed helium. As
shown in Fig. 10.2-2 the PTS has a slight curve in its tube in order to prevent direct streaming of
neutrons from the core to the surface of the pool. The UUTR PTS is designed to quickly transfer
individual specimens into and out of the reactor core. The specimens are placed in a small

polyethylene holder, "rabbit," which in turn is placed into the receiver. The "rabbit" is an
enclosed polyethylene holder (Fig. 10.2-3). It travels through aluminum and PVC tubing to the
terminus at reactor core centerline, and returns along the same path to the receiver.
Directional gas flow moves the "rabbit" between receiver and terminus. A compressed gas

system supplies helium to the system, and a set solenoid valve directs flow. Controls to operate
the compressed gas and solenoid valve are on the console. The key system elements and their
functions are described below. Experiments are inserted into the rabbit and contained by a
screw cap on one end. Available space inside the rabbit is approximately 0.625 inches in
diameter and 4.5 inches in length.

The receiver positions the "rabbit" for transfer to the terminus and receives the rabbit
after irradiation. Two transfer lines connect the receiver to the terminus: one allows the rabbit
to travel between the receiver and terminus, the other controls gas flow direction. The receiver
is located in the counting laboratory. The exhaust is released into the ventilation stack and

prevents uncontrolled release of airborne radioactivity. The exhaust fans maintain the negative
pressure with respect to the surrounding room. The PTS exhaust passes through a pre-filter, a
HEPA filter, before continuing up the stack. The stack monitor and the CAM sample the exhaust

air in the ventilation system including the exhaust released from the PTS.
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The terminus consists orftwo concentrictubes, which :extend into, the reactor core, The
inner tube is perforated withh holes (which aresmialler than the s•m•pleý"container diameter),.
The:bo4ttom of the inner tube contains a stainie'ss steel spring shoci k •b•orbe•to iessen the
im-pact of the rabbitvwheni it reac~hes~this en~d of the transfer fine, which is a pproxim-at ely at t he<
mid pln•.of the corel :'When. airfl'os tothe terminus, thie capsule rests inithe bottorn of the

.Jinnertube :wIhendaireowsto dthe receiver, the capsule m6oes out of the2inrner tube byair

.flowingthrough the tube!s holes. The outer tube supports the inner tube and providels a••pth
:for ow tough. The Outer tube bottom support is sh'aped like the bottom ofa futI
.,element and can fit intoany fuellocation iii-the core lattice. Both tubes that extend to th'etop
of the reactor tank are offset to reduce radiation streaming, A weight has be~en installed to
counteract the buoyancy of tke..air-filIed tubes and keep theiterminus firml/y positioned in the
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core. A set of solenoid valves direct flow% thri-ough the.transfer-lin eloop sending the rabbit
either to the te~rminus or to the receiver~depending oni valve poSition.

1O213vacant Fuel Poitos

Reactor grid positions that are.vacant offue l e iid rthe irrkfiatfon:
ef inaterials (Feig. -10.2-4). These in-core irdSit ion faciaities or thePositiorning of a eit!
experiment wn a fuel element vacancy grid position sh~all meet the requiremnents of the Technical
Specifications for design, safety evalua~tion, restrictions and approvals.
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FigureI 0.2-3 "Rabbit"' holde

.10.2.2 In-Reflectori irradiators

The UUTR has been designed with multipleioin-reflectoi irradiatidn facilities to facilitate a
broad range of potiential :experimental activities. These facilities cohsist of a dry tube thermal'
irradiator and a fas'tirradiator.

10.2.2J Dry Tube Thermal Irradiator

A dr tube thermal.1irradiator is available for use in the;trapezoidal.shaped D20 tank
attached toithe side of the co"e, Fig.-10.2-. The s Iamples are placedinto polyethylene vials

attached:to a line. anddropped into the irradiator through acurved PVC tube that extend to
.the:top: of the: reactor pooll.
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0.O21.2.2 Fast Neutron Irradiation Facilityh(F:F).

The fast neutron, irradiatorisdesigned 'Lo provide sample >exposure to he~trons with

minim al moderation, Fig.-O.2;6, The entire device has two pieces: a .tand and a sample hiold&r.
.,.All structures were fabricated from Al4-i5 05 2 which is a material compatible, with the TRIGA

STeacto system, The irradiator consists of two pieces, the outerbox, anhd tbheinnerbox,; The
:,outer box is loaded :with lead bricks and sealed by boltingthe inner box to the ouIter box-with,
aluminum bolts.. "Graphite gasket niaterial (a;Grafoil! ) was used on the contact.surfaces. Grafoil
is radiation resist ntrand has been proven inhih r'diationapplications at ot retr

facilities.sThe irradiator•is iladed with standard: lead shielding bricks on one side, Thfis side is
placed next to the core face for additional ganmma shlieding. Also, thermal neuitron absorbers

,ma- be placed in any position to decrease saml ritexposure to therri-nal neutrons. The irradiatorý
'is'aboutW50 pounds su~b-buoyýant,
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The sample holder contains one lead brick above the test volume and one lead brick
below the test volume. The amount of shielding may be adjusted as necessary. The sample
holder was sealed with neoprene gasket material. It is about 35 pounds sub-buoyant when
loaded with the two lead bricks inside. The device stand rests on the floor of the reactor tank,
and the irradiator is located on the device stand. The assembled device aligns with the reactor
core the western most hexagonal face. All aluminum surfaces were anodized to prevent
corrosion. The stand and the irradiator will remain in the pool during their useful lifetime and
may be moved to change the irradiation position or may be temporarily removed from the pool
for maintenance of the radiation conditioning materials. Only the sample holder is moved on a
regular basis to access samples.

The irradiator is located on the outside of the grid structure. The irradiator affects the
flux by changing the moderation and reflectivity in the region where the irradiator replaces light
water with air, lead, and aluminum. As installed the irradiator reduces core reactivity by no
more than -$0.10. The device is considered to be a secured experiment. The sample holder is
also considered to be secured and is estimated to change the reactivity by no more than -$0.05
when placed in position. These reactivities cannot result in a prompt critical condition if the
devices are accidentally separated from the core or flooded by water. The irradiator, located
outside the grid structure, does not interfere with fuel cooling channels; therefore, it does not
affect fuel and cladding temperatures or fuel internal pressure. Use of the fast neutron
.irradiator does not increase the probability of personnel exposure because it introduces no
additional mechanisms for exposure, nor does it increase the probability of radioactive material
release because it introduces no additional mechanisms for release. Use of the fast neutron
irradiator does not increase the probability of pool water leakage because it does not introduce
any new mechanisms for failure of the tank. Because of the low reactivity worth of the sample
holder, the holder may be conservatively removed while the reactor is either critical or
shutdown. However, the sample holder shall be inserted and removed from the irradiator only
while the reactor is shutdown in order to carefully control neutron exposure.

Samples to be irradiated in the sample holder will be in compliance with UUTR TS 3.8.1
and will have less than $1.0 of reactivity. The hazards associated with the fast neutron
irradiator device have been reviewed by the UUTR staff and it was concluded that the
installation of the fast neutron irradiator did not constitute a change in the Technical
Specifications and has no unreviewed safety issues.

10.2.3 External Irradiators

The UUTR facility has only one experimental facility for irradiation that is external to the
tank and biological shielding supplied by the tank water, the three beam ports. The UNEP has
no immediate plans to open any of these three beam ports. Future use still require analysis,
documentation, review and approval of utilization of the beam ports by the Reactor Safety
Committee.
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may be moved to change the irradiation position or may be temporarily removed from the pool 
for maintenance of the radiation conditioning materials. Only the sample holder is moved on a 
regular basis to access samples. 

The irradiator is located on the outside of the grid structure. The irradiator affects the 
flux by changing the moderation and reflectivity in the region where the irradiator replaces light 
water with air, lead, and aluminum. As installed the irradiator reduces core reactivity by no 
more than -$0.10. The device is considered to be a secured experiment. The sample holder is 
also considered to be secured and is estimated to change the reactivity by no more than -$0.05 
when placed in position. These reactivities cannot result in a prompt critical condition if the 
devices are accidentally separated from the core or flooded by water. The irradiator, located 
outside the grid structure, does not interfere with fuel cooling channels; therefore, it does not, 
affect 'fuel and cladding temperatures or fuel internal pressure. Use of the fast neutron 
,irradiator does not increase the probability of personnel exposure because it introduces no 
additional mechanisms for exposure, nor does it increase the probability of radioactive material 
release because it introduces no additional mechanisms for release. Use of the fast neutron 
irradiator does not increase the probability of pool water leakage because it does not introduce 
any new mechanisms for failure of the tank. Because of the low reactivity worth of the sample 
holder, the holder may be conservatively removed while the reactor is either critical or 
shutdown. However, the sample holder shall be inserted and removed from the irradiator only 
while the reactor is shutdown in order to carefully control neutron exposure. 

Samples to be irradiated in the sample holder will be in compliance with UUTR TS 3.8.1 
and will have less than $1.0 of reactivity. The hazards associated with the fast neutron 
irradiator device have been reviewed by the UUTR staff and it was concluded that the 
installation of the fast neutron irradiator did not constitute a change in the Technical 
Specifications and has no unreviewed safety issues. 

10.2.3 External Irradiators 

The UUTR facility has only one experimental facility for irradiation that is external to the 
tank and biological shielding supplied by the tank water, the three beam ports. The UNEP has 
no immediate plans to open any of these three beam p~rts. Future use still require analysis, 
documentation, review and approval of utilization of the beam ports by the Reactor Safety 
Committee. 
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The reactor system contains three diagonally directed beam ports that extend from the
reactor core to the reactor floor. The upper beam port is adequately shielded with sand and
capped at the reactor floor level with a 1/8 inch thick steel cap for security. When the beam
port is employed, the sand will be removed and a sealed aluminum beam tube (carefully
weighted so as to have a net density greater than water) will be installed between the inner
tank wall and the reactor core shroud along the common axis of the upper beam port. There
are three aluminum beam tubes (one for each port) currently in storage. Each beam tube is
composed of two sections aligned along a common axis. The top tube section is a 1 ft diameter
tube that will be inserted in the port between the reactor floor and the wall of the aluminum
reactor tank. If installed, this tube would not penetrate the aluminum tank because it is sealed
at the end where it makes contact with the tank. During beam port use, both the lower and
upper beam tube sections can be sealed against air flow to ensure that no radiation hazards
arising from Argon-41 or nitrogen-16 buildup will be present. Furthermore, penetration of the
reactor tank is not necessary to install and utilize the beam tubes. Only inner tubes have
contact with the reactor tank, and thus there is no increased risk of inner tank water leakage.
Figure 10.2-7 shows one of the three UUTR's beam ports. When the beam port is employed,

appropriate shielding at the reactor floor level will be constructed with dense concrete blocks
and other available shielding materials.
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42.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.1, "Radiation Sources" requests a description

of the models and assumptions for predicting and calculating the dose rates and
accumulative doses from Argon-41 (Ar4l) and N16.

42.1. SAR Chapter 11.2.1.1 indicates that the pneumatic system uses compressed helium, and
estimates the steady-state production of Ar41 and N16. The discussion also states that use of

air to drive the pneumatic system also satisfies 10 CFR 20, without showing an analysis.
Observations made during the site visit are that this system appears to use compressed

nitrogen instead of helium or air. Please provide confirmation of the pneumatic system gas

currently in use, and if appropriate provide an update to the calculation of the Ar4l and N16

production rates.

42.2. During the site visit, an experiment was described using fast neutrons that were

generated in a submerged box, voided with air or inert gas, and located near the core.

Logically, this void would contribute to the Ar4l and N16 source terms, yet there is no

mention of this experiment or other similar experiments in the SAR that would potentially

alter the Ar4l and N16 production. Please provide a description of the Ar4l and N16

production rates from experiments conducted in the reactor. If these results are bounded by

the steady-state analysis, provide confirmatory models, assumptions, and calculations to

support this conclusion.

42.3. SAR Chapters 11.2.1.1 through 11.2.1.3 discuss Ar41 production and the resulting

potential radiation doses to workers in the facility. The information is insufficient to permit

independent verification and contains inconsistencies regarding equilibrium concentrations

for restricted areas, selection of dose conversion factors from the literature, and calculations

of resulting facility worker radiation doses. Please provide the details of the calculations of

radiation doses to individual workers in the reactor room from airborne Ar41 and N16 during

a full range of operations showing that the doses are within the applicable limits of 10 CFR

Part 20.

42.4. SAR Chapter 11.2.1.1 discusses Ar4l production and the resulting potential radiation

doses to members of the public. The information is insufficient to permit independent

verification and contains inconsistencies regarding concentrations for unrestricted areas,

.selection of locations of the maximum exposed individuals and nearest permanent residence,

and calculations of conservative best estimates of radiation doses to members of the public.
Please provide the details of the best estimates of calculated radiation doses to members of

the public from Ar4l and N16 during a full range of operations showing that the doses are
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within the applicable limits of 10 CFR Part 20. This information should include conservative

best estimates of annual total doses to individuals in unrestricted areas: (1) the maximum
exposed individual, (2) the nearest permanent residence, and (3) any location of special
interest such as a classroom or campus dormitory.

42.5. SAR Chapter 11.2.1.3 indicates that the Ar4l discharge is from the UUTR facility exhaust

stack, which is stated to be 40 feet above ground level. Yet during the site visit, UUTR staff
described how the discharge system had recently been modified. Please provide a description
of the Ar41 and N16 stack releases that updates the information, to include the actual stack
configuration.

SECTION 11.2 IS NOW 11.1.1 AND IS REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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11.1 Radiation Protection

In order to ensure safety and productivity, the use of radiation-producing machines and

radioactive materials must be conducted in strict accordance with established federal and state

safety standards in order to minimize unnecessary radiation exposure to the users and to
members of the general public. The objective of the UUTR Radiation Protection Program is to
keep radiation exposures'at the RC and to the general public "as low as reasonably achievable",
ALARA.

11.1.1 Radiation Sources

The radiation sources present at the UUTR can be categorized as air-borne, liquid, or
solid sources. Each of these categories is discussed in the following sections.

The airborne sources at the UUTR consist mainly of Argon-41 (Argon-41, half-life:1.83
hrs), due largely to neutron activation of air (contains about 1% argon) dissolved in the reactor's
primary coolant, and Nitrogen-16 (N-16, half-life:7.13 sec), due to neutron interactions with
oxygen (0-16) in the primary coolant. Liquid sources are quite limited at the UUTR and include
some activation samples, and liquid scintillation samples. No routine liquid effluent or liquid
waste is anticipated to be generated at 100kW. Solid sources are more diverse, as they are
associated with most TRIGA reactor operations. Solid sources are more diverse, as they are
associated with most TRIGA reactor operations. In addition, other solid sources are the neutron
startup source, small fission chambers for use with nuclear instrumentation, items irradiated as
part of normal reactor use, and small instrument check and calibration sources. Solid waste is
yet another solid source, but is expected to be very limited in volume and curie content as past
history at the UUTR has demonstrated. Solid waste is expected to result almost exclusively from
activation.

11.1.1.1 Airborne Radiation Sources

11.1.1.1.1 Radiological Standards

Appendix B of 10CFRPart 20 lists the allowable Derived Air Concentration (DAC) for
Argon-41 as 3x10-6 

tCi/cm 3. For 2,000 hours exposure this will produce the 50 mSv (5 rem)
maximum permissible annual exposure. Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 20 lists the allowable
Effluent Concentration (EC) for argon-41 as 10-8 ýLCi/cm

3. For 8,760 hours exposure this will

produce the 0.5 mSv (0.05 rem) annual exposure for a member of the public.
Maximum concentrations of waste gases allowed to be released into unrestricted and

restricted areas as stipulated in 1OCFR20 are defined as follows:
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* Argon-41: I x 10-8 (tLCi/ml) Unrestricted

* Argon-41: 3 x 10-6 (pLCi/ml) Restricted

• Nitrogen-16: *

* Nitrogen-16: *

*denotes no 1OCFR20 limits established; hemispherical immersion model used.

11.1.1.1.2 System Parameters

Calculations for Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16 releases during normal operations are based

on the UUTR system parameters shown in Table 11.1-1.

11.1.1.1.3 Reactor Core Parameters

UUTR core parameters are determined based on measurements and the MCNP5 based

core models. The actual core geometry was used to calculate radiation shielding. The UUTR

OOkW core consists of 78 fuel elements and 12 graphite elements, and 12 heavy water

elements. The UUTR core has aluminum and stainless steel cladding fuel elements. The fuel has

8.5 w% of uranium and 20% enrichment of U-235. Aluminum elements have a H/Zr ratio of 1.0

and stainless steel elements has the H/Zr ratio of 1.6. Steel density is 7,900 kg/m 3 . Heavy water

elements consist of 68% heavy water and 32% of light water. Density of graphite is 1,700 kg/m 3 .

UUTR 100 kW, 23 aluminum elements, 36 new stainless steel elements, 17 old stainless steel

elements, and 2 stainless steel instrumental elements made the core.

Table 11.1-1 UUTR system parameters at OOkW

Parameter Symbol Value
Reactor steady power P lOOkW
Core coolant mass flow rate w 130 kg/m2-s

Core coolant density P 1.0 g/cm3

Core avg. thermal neutron flux at full power 01h 9.4x1011 n/cm2-sec,

Core avg. fast neutron flux at full power O 2.6x1012 n/cm 2-sec

Fuel element heated length L 0381 m
Total flow cross sectional area A 395.6 cm 2

Mass flow rate per fuel element. h 65.9 g/s

Reactor tank depth 7.32 m (24 ft)

Reactortank water depth above core 6.71 m (22 ft)
Coolant volume in reactor tank V 3.42x10 7 cm 3

Reactor room air volume Vba 5.65x10 8 cm 3 (20,000 ft3

Decay constant for Argon-41 2', 1.06x10-4 /s

Thermal absorption cross section for Ar-40 Ufo 0.53 barns

Volume flow rate from the reactor room exhaust 2.20x10 9 cm 3/hr

Reactor room air changes per hour (Xv) AV 4/hr = 1x10-3 /sec
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Calculations for Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16 releases during normal operations are based 

on the UUTR system parameters shown in Table 11.1-1. 
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core models. The actual core geometry was used to calculate radiation shielding. The UUTR 
100kW core consists of 78 fuel elements and 12 graphite elements, and 12 heavy water 
elements. The UUTR core has aluminum and stainless steel cladding fuel elements. The fuel has 

8.5 w% of uranium and 20% enrichment of U-23s. Aluminum elements have a H/Zr ratio of 1.0 

and stainless steel elements has the H/Zr ratio of 1.6. Steel density is 7,900 kg/m3
. Heavy water 

, elements consist of 68% heavy water and 32% of light water. Density of graphite is 1,700 kg/m3
. 

UUTR 100 kW, 23 aluminum elements, 36 new stainless steel elements, 17 old stainless steel 

elements, and 2 stainless steel instrumental elements made the core. 

Table 11.1-1 UUTR system parameters at 100kW 

Parameter Symbol Value 
Reactor steady power P 100kW 
Core coolant mass flow rate w 130 kg/ml-s 

Core coolant density p 1.0 g/cm3 

Core avg. thermal neutron flux at full power tPth 9.4x1011 n/cm2-sec, 
Core avg. fast neutron flux at full power ~ 2.6xl012 n/cm2-sec 
Fuel element heated length L 0:381 m 
Total flow cross sectional area 

" 

A 395.6 cm 2 

Mass flow rate per fuel element, h 65.9 g/s 
Reactor tank depth 7.32 m (24 ftl 
Reactortank water depth above core 6.71 m (22 ftl 
Coolant volume in reactor tank V 3.42x107 cm3 

Reactor room air volume Vbav 5.65x108 cm3 (20,000 ft3 

1 
Decay constant for Argon-41 Ar 1.06x10-4/s 
Thermal absorption cross section for Ar-40 (J'40 0.53 barns 
Volume flow rate from the reactor room exhaust 2.20x109 cm3/hr 
Reactor room air changes per hour (Av) Av 4/hr = 1xlO·3 /sec 
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11.1.1.1.4 Reactor Area Parameters

For purposes of radiation dose calculations within the reactor room, the volume of the
reactor room is assumed to be 5.65x108 cm3 . The air exhaust rate is 6.1x105 cm 3/sec.

11.1.1.1.5 Radiological Assessment of Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16 Production in Experimental

Facilities

During normal operation of the UUTR, there are two sources of airborne radioactivity,

that are generated, Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16.

The nuclide Argon-41 is produced by thermal neutron absorption by natural Ar-40 in the

atmosphere and in the air dissolved in the reactor cooling water. The activation product

appears in the reactor pool and is subsequently released to the atmosphere through the
ventilation system.

The nuclide Nitrogen-16 is produced by fast neutron interactions with oxygen. The only
source of Nitrogen-16 in the reactor that requires consideration results from interactions of fast
neutrons with oxygen in the cooling water as it passes through the reactor core. Any interaction

with oxygen in the atmosphere is relatively insignificant and is neglected in this analysis. A
portion of the Nitrogen-16 produced in the core is eventually released from the top of the
reactor tank into the outside of the reactor pool. The half-life of Nitrogen-16 is only 7.13

seconds, so its radiological consequences outside the reactor pool are insignificant.

The cladding of a fuel element could fail during normal operations as a result of

corrosion or manufacturing defect. If a failure occurs, a fraction of the fission products,

essentially the noble gases and halogens, would be released to the reactor tank and, in part,
ultimately become airborne thus released to the atmosphere via building ventilation. Because
of the large inventory of coolant water in the UUTR tank (-8,000 gallons), migration of fission
product gasses to the air is very limited and slow. This operational occurrence is addressed in

Chapter 13 as the maximum hypothetical accident (MHA) for the UUTR. 'Similarly, the fuel

element failure, although very unlikely, can occur while the reactor is operating normally,

abnormally, or when it is shut down. Although this type of failure could occur during normal
operation, its occurrence would be evident from the pool tank radiation monitors and reactor
room air monitors. No further reactor operation would take place after such an event until the

situation is evaluated and eliminated (i.e., the failed element located and removed from the

core).

Production of Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16 may be different than the routine operations

for some experimental configuration and possible other scenarios; these scenarios do not
produce long term, routine radioactive effluent, but are assessed to determine if the amount of

radioactive effluent is so high as to impact the annual exposure that might result from routine

operations.
Production of Argon-41. The UUTR reactor core has Fast Neutron Irradiator Facility

(FNIF) and Pneumatic Irradiator (PI)..The FNIF was designed to provide 1 MeV equivalent

neutron flux and is used for sample irradiation at the reactor core power of 1 kW only. At that
power, the total neutron flux in the irradiator is about 2.1x109 neutrons/cm2-sec. The thermal
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For purposes of radiation dose calculations within the reactor room, the volume of the 
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11.1.1.1.5 Radiological Assessment of Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16 Production in Experimental 
Facilities 

During normal operation of the UUTR, there are two sources of airborne radioactivity, 
that are generated, Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16 . 

. The nuclide Argon-41 is produced by thermal neutron absorption by natural Ar-40 in the 
atmosphere and in the air dissolved in the reactor cooling water. The activation product 
appears in the reactor pool and is subsequently released to the atmosphere through the 
ventilation system. 

The nuclide Nitrogen-16 is produced by fast neutron interactions with oxygen. The only 
source of Nitrogen-16 in the reactor that requires consideration results from interactions of fast 
neutrons with oxygen in the cooling water as it passes through the reactor core. Any interaction .. 
with oxygen in the atmosphere is relatively insignificant and is neglected in this analysis. A 
portion ofthe Nitrogen-16 produced in the core is eventuaily released from the top of the 
reactor tank into the outside of the reactor pool. The half-life of Nitrogen-16 is only 7.13 
seconds, so its radiological consequences outside the reactor pool are insignificant. 

The cladding of a fuel element could fail during normal operations as a result of 
corrosion or manufacturing defect. If a failure occurs, a fraction of the fission products, 
essentially the noble gases and halogens, would be released to the reactor tank and, in part, 
ultimately become airborne thus released to the atmosphere via building ventilation. Because 
of the large inventory of coolant water in the UUTR tank {~8,OOO gallons}, migration of fission 
product gasses to the air is very limited and slow. This operational occurrence is addressed in 
Chapter 13 as the maximum hypothetical accident (MHA) for the UUTR. ·Similarly, the fuel 
element failure, although very unlikely, can occur while the reactor is operating normally, 
abnormally, or when it is shut down. Although this type of failure could occur during normal 
operation, its occurrence would be evident from the pool tank radiation monitors and reactor 
room air monitors. No further reactor operation would take place after such an event until the 

. situation is evaluated and eliminated {i.e., the failed element located and removed from the 
core}. 

Production of Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16 may be different than the routine operations 
for some experimental configuration and possible other scenarios; these scenarios do not 
produce long term, routine radioactive effluent, but are assessed to determine ifthe amount of 
radioactive effluent is so high as to impact the annual exposure that might result from routine 
operations. 

Production of Argon-41. The UUTR reactor core has Fast Neutron Irradiator Facility 
(FNIF) and Pneumatic Irradiator {PI} . .The FNIF was designed to provide 1 MeV equivalent 
neutron flux and is used for sample irradiation at the reactor core power of 1 kW only. At that 
power, the total neutron flux in the irradiator is about 2.1d09 neutrons/cm2-sec. The thermal 
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neutron component in the FNIF is less than 10% of the total neutron flux (~2.1x108

neutrons/cm 2-sec). The volume of the FNIF container is approximately 14,000 cm 3 . The actual
air volume of the container is about 10,000cm 3 because two lead bricks, flux map plate, and

other shielding materials occupy the inside of the container. The total usage of this irradiator
for last 10 years was less than 50 minutes/year. The concentration of Argon-41 produced in the
air at 1 kW for time t is given with:

X-N(40)•bor(40) (0t 1M

3.7 X 14 [11-e- ]Ci/

where: 0 = neutron flux (2.1x10 8 neutrons/cm 2-sec)

N(40) = Number of Ar-40 atoms/cm 3 = 2.5x1017 atoms/cm 3

0(40) = cross section for Argon-41 production = 0.53x10-24 cm2

2(41) = decay constant for Argon-41 = 1.06x10-4/sec
Using these values, the maximum possible amount of Argon-41generated per hour in

the FNIF container will be 2.05 lICi/hr. The normal reactor room exhaust is 6.1x10 5 cm 3/sec
(2.196x10 9 cm3/hr). Thus, on average over one hour, the Argon-41 concentration in the exhaust
will be:

2. 0 5 tCi

hr = 10-

2 .19 6 x 1 09 cm3 
cm 3

hr

This is the most conservative estimate. The actual use of the UUTR's FNIF is 15 minutes per 4
months. In this case, the activity of Argon-41 will decrease to 2.8x10 10 

[tCi/cm
3. Therefore, the

generated amount of Argon-41 from the FNIF container is well below the 10CFR20 limits.
Production of Nitropen-16. About 21% of the FNIF container volume (approximately

10,000 cm3) is occupied with oxygen. Using same methodology as the one described in Section
5.6, the number of Nitrogen-16 N N can be calculated from this equation:

NN = cIVNOa

where

NN = Nitrogen-16 atoms per cm 3 of water

Ov = virgin fission neutron flux = 2.1x109 neutrons/cm 2-sec at 1 kW

No = oxygen molecule per cm 3 of air = 5.323x10 18 molecules/cm 3

Container volume = 10,000 cm 3

00 = absorption cross section of oxygen = 2x10-29 cm 2

AN = Nitrogen-16 decay constant = 9.35x10-2/sec
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neutron component in the FNIF is less than 10% of the total neutron flux (~2.1xl08 
neutrons/cm 2-sec). The volume ofthe FNIF container is approximately 14,000 cm3. The actual 
air volume of the container is about 10,000cm3 because two lead bricks, flux map plate, and 
other shielding materials occupy the inside of the container. The total usage of this irradiator 
for last 10 years was less than 50 minutes/year. The concentration of Argon-41 produced in the 
air at 1 kW for time t is given with: 

x = N( 40)¢0"( 40) r1- e--«40)r JuCi / em3 
3.7 x 104 L: 

where: ¢ = neutron flux (2.1xl08 neutrons/cm2-sec) 

N(40) = Number of Ar-40 atoms/cm3 = 2.5x1017 atoms/cm3 

a( 40) = cross section for Argon-41 production = 0.53xl0·24 cm2 

. 4 
..1,(41) = decay constant for Argon-41 = 1.06xl0- /sec 

Using these values, the maximum possible amount of Argon-41generated per hour in 
the FNIF container will be 2.05 ~Ci/hr. The normal reactor room exhaust is 6.1xl0s cm3/s~c 
(2. 196xl09 cm3/hr). Thus, on average over one hour, the Argon-41 concentration in the exhaust 
will be: 

205 pCi 
. hr 3 = 9.33 x 10-10 pC: 

2.196 x 109 em em 
hr 

This is the most conservative estimate. The actual use ofthe UUTR's FNIF is 15 minutes per 4 

months. In this case, the activity of Argon-41 will de~rease to 2.8xl0-10 ~Ci/cm3. Therefore, the 
generated amount of Argon-41 from the FNIF container is well below the 10CFR20 limits. 

Production of Nitrogen-16. About 21% of the FNIF container volume (approximately 
10,000 cm3) is occupied with oxygen. Using same methodology as the one described in Section 
5.6, th~ number of Nitrogen-16 NN can be calculated from this equation: 

where 

~ = Nitrogen-16 atoms per cm3 of water 

(/Jv = virgin fission neutron flux = 2.1xl09 neutrons/cm2-sec at 1 kW 

JIl = oxygen molecule per cm3 of air = 5.323xl018 molecules/cm3 

Container volume = 10,000 cm3 

d = absorption cross section of oxygen = 2xl0-29 cm2 

AN = Nitrogen-16 decay constant = 9.35xl0-2/sec 
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t = average time of exposure in reactor = 600 sec/experiment

From these values, the calculated number of Nitrogen-16 inthe FNIF container is 2.39
Nitrogen-16 molecules/cm 3. Thus, the activity from N16 is 2.23x10-2 Bq/cm 3 (6.04x10-4 gCi/cm 3 ).

The FNIF container is kept in the reactor pool water for 30 minutes after irradiation. During

these 30 minutes, the Nitrogen-16 activity will decay to 2.61x10-81 gCi/cm 3 . After 30 minutes

decay time, the total activity of Nitrogen-16 in the FNIF container will be 2.61x10-77 ItCi/cm 3 .

Thus, the Nitrogen-16 activity in the FNIF container is negligible.
The UUTR has a Pneumatic Irradiator (PI) which uses pressurized Helium-gas to send a

sample into the core and out from the core. Helium is a stable gas with the zero (n,'y) cross
section. In the worst case, if any Helium-5 is generated from Helium-4, it will not escape from

the water surface because of the Helium-5 half life of only 7.6x10-22 sec.
Neutron interactions with structural and control materials, including cladding, as well as

materials irradiated for experimental purpose result in the formation of activation products.
These products are in the nature of fixed sources and are mainly a source of occupational
radiation exposure. Administrative controls preclude the significant formation of airborne
activation products, other than the aforementioned Argon-41.

Two other experimental facilities, the dry tube irradiator and the beam ports when
used will produce the Argon-41. There is no plan to use the beam port at the UUTR. And
therefore, there is no possibility to generate Argon-41 from these beam ports. Argon
production in the dry tube irradiator is very small because the effective volume of the dry tube
is very small. The approximate volume of dry tube sample holder is 35 cm 3. The thermal
neutron flux at 90kW in the dry tube is 3.6x1011 neutron/cm 2-sec (measured from experiment).
Using the variables shown in Section 11.2.1.2, the activity of Argon-41 from the dry tube for
90kW per hour will be:

X- N(40)¢cr(40) A4)

3.7 x 104 [15-e-[ 4 °)'JuCi/cm3 = 0.409pCi/cm3 - hr

Using experimentally measured thermal neutron flux of 3.6x101 neutrons/cm 2-sec, the activity
from the dry tube will be 0.409 [,Ci/cm3-hr for 90kW. Thus, on average per one hour, the
Argon-41 concentration form the dry tube in the exhaust will be:

0.409 Cix 35cm3
cm 3 -hr x_6.52 x 10-9/tCi

2.196 x 109 cm3 
cm 3

hr

The Argon-41 transport from the tube must occur by diffusion into the reactor room
before entering the exhaust stacks. The beam ports remained capped and there are no current
plans to open the existing beam ports. Before future use of these beam ports, review and
approval for such an application must be obtained from the UUTR Reactor Safety Committee
and the NRC if deemed necessary.
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t = average time of exposure in reactor = 600 sec/experiment 
From these values, the calculated number of Nitrogen-16 inthe FNIF container is 2.39 

Nitrogen-16 molecules/cm3. Thus, the activity from N16 is 2.23xl0-2 Bq/cm3 (6.04xl0-4 IlCi/cm3). 
The FNIF container is kept in the reactor pool water for 30 minutes after irradiation. During 

these 30 minutes, the Nitrogen-16 activity will decay to 2.61xl0-81 IlCi/cm3. After 30 minutes 

decay time, the total activity of Nitrogen-16 in the FNIF container will be 2.61xl0-77 IlCi/cm3. 
Thus, the Nitrogen-16 activity in the FNIF container is negligible. 

. The UUTR has a Pneumatic Irradiator (PI) which uses pressurized Helium-gas to send a 

sample into the core and out from the core. Helium is a stable gas with the zero (n,y) cross 
section. In the worst case, if any Helium-5 is generated from Helium-4, it will not escape from 
the water surface because ofthe Helium-5 half life of only 7.6xlO-22 sec. 

Neutron interactions with structural and control materials, including cladding, as well as 
materials irradiated for experimental purpose result inthe formation of activation products. 
These products are in the nature of fixed sources and are mainly a sourc~ of occupational 
radiation exposure. Administrative controls preclude the significant formation of airborne 
activation products, other than the aforementioned Argon-41. 

Two other experimental facilities, the dry tube irradiator and the beam ports, when 
used will produce the Argon-41. There is no plan to use the beam port at the UUTR. And 
therefore, there is no possibility to generate Argon-41 from these beam ports. Argon 
production in the dry tube irradiator is very small because the effective volume ofthe dry tube 
is very small. The approximate volume of dry tube sample holder is 35 cm3. The thermal 
neutron flux at 90kW in the dry tube is 3.6xl011 neutron/cm2-sec (measured from experiment). 
Using the variables shown in Section 11.2.1.2, the activity of Argon-41 from the dry tube for 
90kW per hour will be: 

X N( 40)¢a-( 40) 111 -,1.(40)11,,r·/ 3 0 409 C'/ 3 h = 4 ~-e ~~l em =. p l em - r 
3.7 x 10 

Using experimentally measured thermal neutron flux of 3.6xl011 neutrons/cm2-sec, the activity 
from the dry tube will be 0.409 IlCi/cm3 -hr for 90kW. Thus, on average per one hour, the 
Argon-41 concentration form the dry tube in the exhaust will be: 

pCi . 3 
0.409 3 . x 35em ,,r' 

em -hr 3 =6.52 x 10-9~ 
2.196 X 109 em em 

hr 

The Argon-41 transport from the tube must occur by diffusion into the reactor room 
before entering the exhaust stacks. The beam ports remained capped and there are no current 
plans to open the existing beam ports. Before future use of these beam ports, review and 
approval for such an application must be obtained from the UUTR Reactor Safety Committee 
and the NRC if deemed necessary. 
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11.1.1.1.6 Radiological Assessment of Argon-41 from the Pool Water

Argon-41 in the reactor room occurs as the irradiated argon evolves from the primary
coolant into the air of the room. This evolution results from the reduced solubility of argon in
water as the water temperature increases. Detailed calculations addressing the production and
evolution of Argon-41 from the primary coolant are shown as follows: variables as listed and
the data from Table 11.2-1 are used in calculation of Argon-41concentrations in the core
region, in the reactor tank outside of the core, and in the reactor room area:

Vcoe = volume of the active core = 3.14x30 2x60 = 1.7x105 cm 3

Vj,,e = 78x38.lxl.8652 cm 3 = 1.034x10 4 cm 3

Vwater = volume of water in active region = Vcore - Vfuei = 1.59x105 cm 3

N(40) = Argon-40 atomic density (cm-') in coolant
v = volumetric flow rate through the core (cm 3/sec)
r= residence time for coolant in core at full power (sec)
T= out-of-core cycle time for coolant
It is assumed that the reactor core can be approximated as a cylinder with the radius of

30 cm and height of 60 cm Saturated concentration of Argon-40 in water at the coolant inlet
temperature of 200 C and I atm is approximately 6.7x10-5 g/cm 3 [Gevantman, LH. Solubility of
selected Gases in Water In:Lide, Dr, editor, CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 84th ed.
Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2003. P 8-88]. If it is assumed that air is saturated with water vapor
above the water tank (17.5 mmHg vapor pressure at 200 C) and that the mole fraction of argon
in dry air is 0.0094, the partial pressure of argon in air above the tank is 0.0094(760-17.5) = 7.0
mmHg. By Henry's law, the concentration of Ar-40 in water at the inlet temperature of 200 C is
obtained with: 6.7x10S(7.0/760) = 6.17x10-7g/cm 3. From this result, the Argon-40 density in the
coolant is calculated and is equal to N(40) = 9.3x1015 atoms/cm 3 . The number of atoms per
second of Argon-41 produced in 100kW core is N(40)xV.wat.,xn"4oxoth = 7.37x108 . Assuming that
100% of the Argon-41 atoms escape to the reactor room area, the steady state activity
concentrations in the reactor room area would be: Ah = 9.40x1011 n/cm2-sec for 100 kW. The
equilibrium Argon-41 concentration in the reactor room can be calculated using the following
equation:

Bq N(40)Vwa,,UO-4o 5thAr

cm V3eac.orroom (Ay + A)

Based on the variables listed in Table 11.2-1, the equilibrium Argon-41 concentration
during full power steady state at 100kW in the reactor room area would be 0.114 Bq/cm 3

(=3.08 x 10-6 iCi /cm 3). Appendix B of 10CFR Part20 Derived Air Concentration (DAC) for a

semi-infinite cloud of Argon-41 is 3 x 10-6 jiCi/cm 3 . Therefore, under these extremely
conservative calculations, equilibrium Argon-41 concentration during full power steady state
operation at 100 kW is slightly higher than DAC. Since personnel do not stay in the reactor
room for extended periods when UUTR is at power, this does not present a restriction. Actual
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11.1.1.1.6 Radiological Assessment of Argon-41 from the Pool Water 

Argon-4l in the reactor room occurs as the irradiated argon evolves from the primary 
coolant into the air ofthe room. This evolution results from the reduced solubility of argon in 
water as the water temperature increases. Detailed calculations addressing the production and 
evolution of Argon-4l from the primary coolant are shown as follows: variables as listed and 
the data from Table 11.2-1 are used in calculation of Argon-4lconcentrations in the core 
region, in the reactor tank outside of the core, and in the reactor room area: 

V core = volume ofthe active core = 3. 14x302x60 = 1.7xl05 cm3 

2 3 4 3 ' 
Vfuel = 78x38.1xl.865 cm = 1.034xl0 cm 
Vwater = volume of water in active region = Vcore - v.ruel = 1.59xl05 cm3 

N(40) = Argon-40 atomic density (cm·l
) in coolant 

v = volumetric flow rate through the core (cm3/sec) 

r= residence time for coolant in core at full power (sec) 
T = out-of-core cycle time for coolant 
It is assumed that the reactor core can be approximated as a cylinder with the radius of 

30 cm and height of 60 cm Saturated concentration of Argon-40 in water at the coolant inlet 
temperature of 20° C and 1 atm is approximately 6.7xl0-5 g/cm3 [Gevantman, LH. Solubility of 
selected Gases in Water In:Lide, Dr, editor, CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 84th ed. 
Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2003. P 8-88J. If it is assumed that air is saturated with water vapor 
above the water tank (17.5 mmHg vapor pressure at 20° C) and that the mole fraction of argon 
in dry air is 0.0094, the partial pressure of argon in air above the tank is 0.0094(760-17.5) = 7.0 
mmHg. By Henry's law, the concentration of Ar-40 in water at the inlet temperature of 20° C is 
obtained with: 6.7xl05(7.0/760) = 6.17x10-7g/cm3

. From this result, the Argon-40 density in the 

coolant is calculated and is equal to N( 40) = 9.3xl0 l5 atoms/cm3
. The number of atoms per 

second of Argon-4i produced in 100kW core is N( 40) x VwaterX G"40 X r/lth = 7.37xl08
. Assuming that 

100% of the Argon-41 atoms escape to the reactor room area, the steady state activity 

concentrations in the reactor room area would be: tPth = 9.40xl011 n/cm2-sec for 100 kW. The 
equilibrium Argon-41 concentration in the reactor room can be calculated using the following 
equation: 

Bq _ N( 40)VwaterG"40q)thAy 

em 3 - Vreactarraam (Ar + Av) 

Based on the variables listed in Table 11.2-1, the equilibrium Argon-4l concentration 
during full power steady state at 100kW in the reactor room area would be 0.114 Bq/cm3 

(=3.08 x 10-6 JlCi /cm\ Appendix B of 10CFR Part20 Derived Air Concentration (DAC) for a 
semi-infinite cloud of Argon-41 is 3 x 10-6 JlCi/cm3

• Therefore, under these extremely 
conservative calculations, equilibrium Argon-41 concentration during full power steady state 
operation at 100 kW is slightly higher than DAC. Since personnel do not stay in the reactor 
room for extended periods when UUTR is at power, this does not present a restriction. Actual 
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measurements of Argon-41 in the reactor room after reactor operation for about 4.0 hours at
90 kW (reactor room exhaust system on) showed that the Argon-41 concentrations averaging
about 2.67x10-8 

ýtCi/cm
3 for areas that are occupied during normal work in the room.

11.1.1.1.7 Radiological Assessment of Argon-41 Outside the Operations Boundary

The Argon-41 from the reactor room is discharged from the UUTR through the facility's
exhaust stack, which is 40 ft (12.19 m) above ground level. An atmospheric dilution will reduce
the Argon-41 concentration considerably before the exhaust plume returns to ground level
locations that could be occupied by personnel. The flow rate from the reactor room exhaust is
2.2x10 9 cm3/hr (=1,300 CFM). At the steady state concentration as computed in the previous
section, the release rate at 100 kW would be:

,pCi 5 CM3
Q= 3.27 x 10-6 x6.11xlO 10 3- 2pCi/seccm sec

Maximum downwind concentration (iiCi/m 3), at grade, may be computed using the
Sutton formula [Slade, D. H.(ed.), "Meteorology and Atomic Energy," Report TID-24190, U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission, 1968]:

C ma,- 2Q C7
en~h2 C

where:
W-= mean wind speed (m/sec)
e = 2.718
G and Cy are diffusion parameter in the crosswind and vertical directions respectively.

Maximum concentration downwind occurs at distance d (m) as follows:

2

d h

where:
n = parameter associated with the wind stability condition
h = 12.19 m
Based on the MNRC SAR for n and C. [Facility Safety Analysis Report, Rev. 2,.McClellan

Nuclear Radiation Center Reactor, April 1998], the atmospheric dispersion calculations for
100kW is shown in Table 11.1-2.

The 10CFR20 Appendix B lists that the Effluent Concentration (EC) for Argon-41 is 1x10-8

[iCi/cm 3 for 50 mrem to the public exposed for a full year of 8,760 hours. This number
corresponds to 5.7x10-3 mrem/hour per 1iCi/cm 3. The average operating time of the UUTR for
last 10 years is ~50 hours per year,-which is less than 1% of 8,760 hours/year.
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measurements of Argon-41 in the reactor room after reactor operation for about 4.0 hours at 
90 kW (reactor room exhaust system on) showed that the Argon-41 concentrations averaging 
about 2.67xl0-8 flCi/cm3 for areas that are occupied during normal work in the room. 

11.1.1.1.7 Radiological Assessment of Argon-41 Outside the Operations Boundary 

The Argon-41 from the reactor room is discharged from the UUTR through the facility's 
exhaust stack, which is 40 ft (12.19 m) above ground level. An atmospheric dilution will reduce 
the Argon-41 concentration considerably before the exhaust plume returns to ground level 

. locations that could be occupied by personnel. The flow rate from the reactor room exhaust is 
2.2x109 cm3/hr (=1,300 CFM). At the steady state concentration as computed in the previous 
section, the release rate at 100 kW would be: 

,d'. 3 
-61-'-L-l em 

Q= 3.27 x 10 -3 x 6.11 X 105
- =2pCi/sec 

em sec 

Maximum downwind concentration (flCi/m\ at grade, may be computed using the 
Sutton formula [Slade, D. H.{ed.), "Meteorology and Atomic Energy," Report TID-24190, U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission, 1968]: ' 

where: 

where: 

17 = mean wind speed (m/sec) 
e = 2.718 
C and Cy are diffusion parameter in the crosswind and vertical dire<::tions respectively. 

Maximum concentration downwind occurs at distance d (m) as follows: 

n = parameter associated with the wind stability condition 
h = 12.19 m 
Based on the MNRC SAR for nand Cz [Facility Safety Analysis Report, Rev. 2,-McClellan 

Nuclear Radiation Center Reactor, April 19981, the atmospheric dispersion calculations for 
100kW is shown in Table 11.1-2. 

The lOCFR20 Appendix B lists that the Effluent Concentration (EC) for Argon-41 is lxlO-8 

flCi/cm3 for 50 mrem to the public exposed for a full year of 8,760 hours. This number 

corresponds to 5.7x10-3 mrem/hour per flCi/cm3. The average operating time of the UUTR for 
last 10 years is ~50 hours per year,·which is less than 1% of 8,760 hours/year. 
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Over the full range of conditions indicated in Table 11.1-2, the peak downwind

concentration is substantially below the DAC of 3x10-6 ýiCi/cm 3 established in 10CFR20
Appendix B and less than the permissible effluent concentration of 1x10°8 

gCi/cm
3 for all

meteorological conditions.

Table 11.1-2 Atmospheric dispersion calculations for 100 kW UUTR

Pasquill u (mis) n M, (m' 2) C. (mrn 2) d(m) Cm.
stability class (PCi/cm3)

Extremely 1.6 0.2 0.31 0.31 59.13 1.97x10s
unstable (A)

Slightly 4.0 0.25 0.15 0.15 152.32 7.87x10-1

Unstable (C)
Slightly stable 3.5 0.33 4 C, 0.075 444.46 1.69x10-1

(E)
Extremely 0.77 0.5 8 Cý 0.035 2450.46 1.79x10-1

stable (G) IIII

11.1.1.1.8 Radiological Assessment of Nitrogen-16 Sources

Nitrogen-16 is generated by the reaction of fast neutrons with oxygen and the only
significant source results from reactions with oxygen in the reactor pool water. Nitrogen-16 has

a half-life of 7.13 seconds and emits 6.14 MeV gamma rays. The effective cross-section o-,p for
the Oxygen-16 to Nitrogen-16 reaction, averaged over the fast neutron spectrum is 0.02
mbarns (2x10-29 cm 2 ). The atomic density NN of the nuclide as it leaves the reactor core is given
in terms of oxygen density in water N, = 3.34x10 22/cm 3, as

'16

where t represents the time in the core. The averaged fast neutron flux for the UUTR is 2.6x10 12

neutrons/cm 2-sec for 100 kW. From the above equation, it follows that the number of
Nitrogen-16 is 1.47x107 atoms/cm3 . As the coolant leaves the core, it passes through the actual

flow area of 395.6 cm2. Operation at power requires primary cooling. Primary coolant enters
the pool through coolant supplier approximately 2 ft below the water surface. The coolant
outlet is located about 2 ft above the core. Core exit is at 22 ft below the pool surface. Exit
flows are a small fraction of mixing flow, and under these conditions it is considered adequate
to use a nuclide concentration reduced by the ratio of the total core exit surface area

(approximately 395.6 cm 2 for 78 elements) and the pool (surface area = 4.67x10 4 cm 2); mixing
reduces the concentration of Nitrogen-16 from the core exit by 0.0046 [Reed Research Reactor
Safety Analysis Report, August 2007]. Thus, above the reactor core, the actual Nitrogen-16
concentration will be approximately 6.76x104 Nitrogen-16/cm 3. Because the characterization of
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Over the full range of conditions indicated in Table 11.1-2; the peak downwind 

concentration is substantially below the DAC of 3x10-6 )lCi/cm3 established in 10CFR20 

Appendix B and less than the permissible effluent concentration of 1x10-8 )lCi/cm3 for all 

meteorological conditions. 

Table 11.1-2 Atmospheric dispersion calculations for 100 kW UUTR 

Pasquill u (m/s) n Cy (mnll) C (mnll) 'd(m) Cmax 

stability class (f-LCikm3
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Extremely 1.6 0.2 0.31 0.31 59.13 1.97x10·9 

unstable (A) 
Slightly 4.0 0.25 . 0.15 0.15 152.32 7.87xl0-10 

Unstable (e) 

Slightly stable 3.5 0.33 4C 0.075 444.46 1.69xl0-11 

(E) 

Extremely 0.77 0.5 8C 0.035 2450.46 1.79xl0-11 

. stable (G) 

11.1.1.1.8 Radiological Assessment of Nitrogen-16 Sources 

Nitrogen-16 is generated by the reaction of fast neutrons with oxygen and the only 
significant source results from reactions with oxygen in the reactor pool water. Nitrogen-16 has 

a half-life of 7.13 seconds and emits 6.14 MeV gamma rays. The effective cross-section (J'np for 
the Oxygen-16 to Nitrogen-16 reaction, averaged over the fast neutron spectrum is 0.02 
mbarns (2x10-29 cm2

). The atomic density NN of the nuclide as it leaves the reactor core is given 
in termsof oxygen density in water No = 3.34x1022/cm3

, as . 

where t represents the time in the core. The averaged fast neutron flux for the UUTR is 2.6x1012 

neutrons/cm2-sec for 100 kW. From the above equation, it follows that the number of 
Nitrogen-16 is 1.47x107 atoms/cm3

. As the coolant leaves the core, it passes through the actual 
flow area of 395.6 cm2

• Operation at power requires primary cooling. Primary coolant enters 
the pool through coolant supplier approximately 2 ft below the water surface. The coolant 
outlet is located about 2 ft above the core. Core exit is at 22 ft below the pool surface. Exit 
flows are a small fraction of mixing flow, and under these conditions it is considered adequate 
to use a nuclide concentration redu'ced by the ratio of the total core exit surface area 
(approximately 395.6 cm2 for 78 elements) and the pool (surface area = 4.67x104 cm2

); mixing 
reduces the concentration of Nitrogen-16 from the core exit by 0.0046 [Reed Research Reactor 
Safety Analysis Report, August 2007]. Thus, above the reactor core, the actual Nitrogen-16 
concentration will be approximately 6.76x104 Nitrogen-16/cm3

. Because the characterization of 
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the flow velocity of Nitrogen-16 is very difficult and complicated, a flow rate from the core to
the surface is conservatively assumed as core exit flow rate for dose rate calculation.

In this calculation, two major gamma energies, 6.13 MeV and 7.11 MeV, were used. The

total dose rate in the reactor room area was calculated based on:

A 2[N16]

2,uK

where
A= Nitrogen-16 decay constant (=0.0971/sec)
[N 161 = concentration of Nitrogen-16 in the water
p = linear attenuation factor for 6 MeV gamma, cm-' (0.0277/cm)
K= flux-to-exposure rate conversion (1.65x105 gammas R-1 hcm-2 s 1 )

h = thickness of Nitrogen-16 bearing water, and
E2(lh) = exponential function (- 0).
For this calculation, the second order exponential integral function was conservatively

assumed to be zero. In the reactor room area, Nitrogen-16 activity is affected by dilution,
ventilation, and decay. The accumulation of Nitrogen-16 in the reactor room under equilibrium

conditions is determined by:

[N 161 = [N16 tVeA

2V. +q

where
Ve = escape velocity of Nitrogen-16 from the water surface [0.009 cm/sec: Dorsey, N.E.,

"Properties of Ordinary Water-Substances," pp. 537-544, Reinhold Publ. Co., New York, New
York]

A = area of water surface (4.67x104 cm 2 )
Vr = room volume (5.65x10 8 cm3)
q = exhaust rate (6.11x 105 cm 3/sec)

Using these variables and reducing factor of 00046, the concentration of [N' 6] near the
water surface will be 0.51 Nitrogen-16/cm 3 for 100 kW and 0.7 Nitrogen-16/cm 3. The gamma
exposure rate due to immersion from an equilibrium concentration of Nitrogen-16 in the air is
calculated as follows:

[N 16]aBA (I-e-PR)

2p~g

where

B = dose buildup factor (-1)
[N16 ]a = Nitrogen-16 concentration in the reactor room air

,as = linear absorption coefficient (3.03x10 5 /cm for air at 6 MeV)
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the flow velocity of Nitrogen-16 is very difficult and complicated, a flow rate from the core to 
the surface is conservatively assumed as core exit flow rate for dose rate calculation. 

In this calculation, two major gamma energies, 6.13 MeV and 7.11 MeV, were used. The 
total dose rate in the reactor room area was calculated based on: 

where 

A= Nitrogen-16 decay constant (=0.0971/sec) 
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E2C;Lh) = exponential function (- 0). 
For this calculation, the second order exponential integral function was conservatively 

assumed to be zero. In the reactor room area, Nitrogen-16 activity is affected by dilution, 
ventilation, and decay. The accumulation of Nitrogen-16 in the reactor room under equilibrium 
conditions is determined by: 

where 
Ve = escape velocity of Nitrogen-16 from the water surface [0.009 cm/sec: Dorsey, N.E., 

"Properties of Ordinary Water-Substances," pp. 537-544, Reinhold Publ. Co., New York, New 
York] 

A = area of water surface (4.67xl04 cm2
) 

Vr = room volume (s.6sxl08 cm3
) 

q = exhaust rate (6.11x 105 cm3/sec) 
Using these variables and reducing factor of 00046, the concentration of [N/6

] w near the· 
water surface will be 0.51 Nitrogen-16/cm3 for 100 kW and 0.7 Nitrogen-16/cm3

• The gamma 
exposure rate due to immersion from an equilibrium concentration of Nitrogen-16 in the air is 

calculated as follows: 

where 

x = [N
161 BA(I-e-

llsRo
) 

2J.isg 

B = dose buildup factor (-1) 
[NI6]a = Nitrogen-16 concentration in the reactor room air 
J.is = linear absorption coefficient (3.03xlO~5 /cm for air at 6 MeV) 
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Ro= radius of reactor room sphere (-5 m)
g = dose conversion factor (160 Bq cm-2 mR-1h).
From the equation above, the dose rate in the reactor room area will be 0.077 mR/hr

for100 kW UUTR. During the reactor operation at 90 kW, Area Radiation Monitor reads no
more than 0.05 mR/hr all the time.
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43.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.1, "Radiation Sources" requests that liquid
effluent volumes and radionuclide concentrations are within the limits of 10 CFR
Part 20. SAR Chapter 11.2.2 indicates that, under normal operating conditions,
there is no liquid released from the reactor pool or the cooling loop. The SAR
then states that mop water from reactor room floor cleaning is collected in a
sub-grade holding tank, characterized, and released or transferred based on the
activity of the water, and that spent liquid samples are also characterized and
transferred to Radiological Health for disposal. SAR Chapter 11.3.5.6 indicates
that liquid releases are disposed of in accordance with University of Utah
regulations and 10 CFR Part 20 "release to sanitary sewer," and all releases are
accompanied by written procedures and radioactive disposition records.

43.1.
Please provide an explanation of how the mop water from the sub-grade holding tank, if
discharged, is not considered a liquid release per SAR Chapter 11.2.2, when it is noted as a
release in SAR Chapter 11.3.5.6. The information is not included in the annual reports, please
provide (1) the activity level of the subgrade holding tank released on an annual basis for the
past 6 years; (2) an evaluation of the effluent volumes, radionuclide concentrations, and
resulting radiation doses to the unrestricted area consistent with 10 CFR Part 20; and (3) a
description of how this source may change with the requested power upgrade.

43.2.
Please provide an analysis of the production of tritium in heavy-water elements.
Provide an analysis as to whether tritium should be considered a source term for the UUTR.

SEC1MDON 2L.L.o1 M$ NOW LoLo2 AND MS REVISED AS FOLLOWS
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43. 

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.1, "Radiation Sources" requests that liquid 
effluent volumes and radionuclide concentrations are within the limits of 10 CFR 
Part 20. SAR Chapter 11.2.2 indicates that, under normal operating conditions, 
there is no liquid released from the reactor pool or the cooling loop. The SAR 
then states that mop water from reactor room floor cleaning is collected in a 
sub-grade holding tank, characterized, and released or transferred based on the 
activity of the water, and that spent liquid samples are also characterized and 
transferred to Radiological Health for disposal. SAR Chapter 11.3.5.6 indicates 
that liquid releases are disposed of in accordance with Univers'ity of Utah 
regulations and 10 CFR Part 20 "release to sanitary sewer," and all releases are 
accompanied by written procedures and radioactive disposition records. 

43.1. 
Please provide an explanation of how the mop water from the sub..:grade holding tank, if 
discharged, is not considered a liquid release per SAR Chapter 11.2.2, when it is noted as a 
release in SAR Chapter 11.3.5.6. The information is not included in the annual reports, please 
provide (1) the activity level of the subgrade holding tank released on an annual basis for the 
past 6 years; (2) an evaluation of the effluent volumes, radionuclide concentrations, and 
resulting radiation doses to the unrestricted area consistent with 10CFR Part 20; and· (3) a 
description of how this source may change with the requested power upgrade. 

43.2. 
Please provide an analysis of the production of tritium in heavy-water elements. 
Provide an analysis as to whether tritium should be considered a source term for the UUTR. 
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11.1.1.2 Liquid Radioactive Sources

11.1.1.2.1 UUTR Pool Water Activity

The two thirds of the UUTR pool are below ground level. During normal operating

condition, there is no leakage of coolant from the primary or secondary cooling system; there is
no liquid radioactive material produced. The only liquid radioactive material generated would
come from the neutron activation products in the primary coolant. The demineralizer resin bed
removes most of these radioactive materials. The UUTR's monthly survey shows that total

activity of the pool water is below 1 nCi/liter. The concentration of any radionuclide in the
primary coolant depends on the UUTR power and the operating time. The UUTR is operated at

90 kW in general about 50 hours/year. The pool water activity for last couple of years is shown

in Table 11.1-3. As shown in Tablell.1-3, the activity of the pool water and the effluent
volumes are both very small, and thus not considered to represent a radiation source.

In the reactor room floor, there is a small liquid storage that can hold approximately

40 to 50 gallons of liquid. In the past 35 years of operation history, this storage was not used
as storage for any liquid effluent or any liquid radionuclide sources or releases. This storage
may be used to hold liquid radioactive releases if such a release occur during the

experiments independent of the reactor, and keep the liquid until radionuclides contained in
decay out.

11.1.1.2.2 Tritium Activity of the UUTR Pool Water

The ventilation system of the UUTR facility discharges 0.61 m 3/sec of air from the
reactor room into the atmosphere. A small amount of tritium is produced in the UUTR pool
water through the neutron activation of the deuterium present in the pool water. The

calculations (as shown in details below) for the reactivity of the UUTR pool water gave the

value of 4.12 x 10-10 Ci/liter. The pool evaporation rate is approximately 11 liters/day and the
reactor room exhaust discharge is approximately 5.27 x 1010 cm 3/day. Under the assumption

that the tritium content of the pool water and the evaporated water are the same (this is
most conservative assumption), the reactor room exhaust would contain 8.6 x 10-14 PCi/cm 3

of tritium. The 10 CFR20 limit for tritium is I x 10-7 pCi/cm 3 and EPA limit for this isotope is

1.5 x 10-9 gCi/cm 3. Therefore, the tritium generation from the UUTR pool water is

significantly below the limits defined in both, the 1OCFR20 and the EPA.
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90 kW in general about 50 hours/year. The pool water activity for last couple of years is shown 
in Table 11.1-3. As shown in Table11.1-3, the activity of the pool water and the effluent 
volumes are both very small, and thus not considered to represent a radiation source. 

In the reactor room floor, there is a small liquid storage that can hold approximately 
40 to 50 gallons of liquid. In the past 35 years of operation history, this storage was not used 
as storage for any liquid effluent or any liquid radionuclide sources or releases. This storage 
may be used to hold liquid radioactive releases if such a release occur during the 
experiments independent of the reactor, and keep the liquid until radionuclides contained in 
decay 'out. 

11.1.1.2.2 Tritium Activity of the UUTR Pool Water 

The ventilation system of the UUTR facility discharges 0.61 m3/sec of air from the 
reactor room into the atmosphere. A small amount of tritium is produced in the UUTR pool 
water through the neutron activation of the deuterium present in the pool water. The 
calculations (as shown in details below) for the reactivity of the UUTR pool water gave the 
value of 4.12 x 10-10 Ci/liter. The pool evaporation rate is approximately 11 liters/day and the 
reactor room exhaust discharge is approximately 5.27 x 1010 cm3/day. Under the assumption 
that the tritium content of the pool water and the evaporated water are the same (this is 

'most conservative assumption), the reactor room exhaust would contain 8.6 x 10-14 J.lCi/cm3 

of tritium. The 10 CFR20 limit for tritium is 1 x 1O-7 J.lCi/cm3 and EPA limit for this isotope is 

1.5 x 10-9 J.lCi/cm3
• Therefore, the tritium generation from the UUTR pool water is 

significantly below the limits defined in both, the 10CFR20 and the EPA. 
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Table 11.1-3 The UUTR monthly pool water survey results for UUTR operating at 90 kW

Year 2008 (nCi/liter) 2009 (nCi/liter) 2010 (nCi/liter)
Month

January 0.820 0.268 0.845
February 0.327 0.473 0.605

March 0.345 0.452 0.760
April 0.432 0.520 0.758
May 0.568 0.232

June - 0.742 0.281

July 0.725 0.232

August 1.115 0.348

September 0.667 0.467

October 0.510 0.430

November 0.481 0.492.

December 0.390 0.663

Calculations:

Assumptions: The UUTR holds 8,000 gallons of water (30,240 liters=3.024x10 7 cm3)
The UUTR operates on average 50 hours/year at 90kW
Heavy water density = 1.1056 g/cm 3

1 mole of D2 0 = 22grams,
D20 concentration in water = 1/3,200
Actual volume of water that interacts with thermal neutrons
= 1.017 x 106 cm3

Thermal neutron flux near the side of the core = 3 x 1011 n/cm2 -sec,
Absorption cross-section of D20 = 0.52 mbarns,
NA = 6.023 x 1023 molecules/mole, and

Volume of D20 = 318 cm3 .

The mass Mof D20 in the pool water is

M=pxV=1.1056-g3 x 318cm3 = 336grams
cm

meaning that these 336 grams of D2 0 corresponds to 15.3 moles of D20 that contains 9.2 x
1024 D20 molecules. The reaction rate R for tritium generation is given by

9.2 x 1024 atoms
1?= =N - x 0.52 x 10- x 10-24 cm2 x 3 xl0 neutron__s318cm3  "c2-e

4.51 x 106 molecules/cm3 - sec
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January 0.820 0.268 0.845 
February 0.327 0.473 0.605 
March 0.345 0.452 0.760 
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Calculations: 

Assumptions: The UUTR holds 8,000 gallons of water. (30,240 Iiters=3.024xl07 cm3
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The UUTR operates on average 50 hours/year at 90kW 
Heavy water density = 1.1056 g/cm3 

. 

1 mole of 0 20 = 22grams, 
0 20 concentration in water = 1/3,200 
Actual volume of water that interacts with thermal neutrons 
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Thermal neutron flux near the side of the core = 3 x 1011 n/cm2 -sec, 
Absorption cross-section of 0 20 = 0.52 mbarns, 
NA = 6.023 X 1023 molecules/mole, and . 
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The mass M of 0 20 in the pool water is . 

M = px V =1.1056~ x 318em3 = 336grams 
em 

, meaning that these 336 grams of 0 20 corresponds to 15.3 moles of 0 20 that contains 9.2 x 
1024 0 20 molecules. The reaction rate R for tritium generation is given by 

. 9.2 x 1024 atoms 2 neutrons 
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For 50 hours of normal reactor operation, the total number of tritium in the pool water is

6 molecules 3 3600sec

4.51 x 106 - x318cm3 x50hoursx - 2.51x10 4D20
cm - sec hour

The total activity of tritium in the pool water is therefore,

In 2
Ac = x2.51X 1014 =4.61x I05 Bq=1.24 x lO-Ci

-,tritium

If this amount of tritium is mixed with the reactor pool water (3.024x10 7 cm 3), the tritium

reactivity per unit volume in the pool water will be

1.24 x l0-TCi =4.12 x 10-13 Ci -4.12 x 10-7/"Ci

3.024 x 107cm 3  cm3 cm3

The reactor room exhaust discharge would contain

4.12 x 10-'0 Ci
. liter liters = x10-4UCi3xll da 8.60 x1 m3

5.27 x 10'0 cm day cm

day

This activity is significantly less than limits specified by the 1OCFR20 or the EPA.

11.1.1.2.3 Tritium from Heavy Water Element and Thermal Irradiator (TI)

The UUTR core contains 12 heavy water reflector elements and thermal irradiator

(TI). TI contains approximately 1.53x10 4 cm 3 (1.53 x 104 grams) of D20. Each heavy water

element contains approximately 454 grams of heavy water. Heavy water has the thermal

neutron absorption cross-section of 0.52 mbarn. Each heavy water element contains 1.24 x

1025 molecules of D20. Under the assumption that the UUTR has a maximum thermal

neutron flux of 3 x 1011 neutrons/cm 2-sec near the heavy water elements (this is a measured

thermal neutron flux at the thermal irradiator), then the number of tritium molecules from

each heavy water element will be approximately 1.93 x 10 9/sec. The total amount of tritium

from 12 heavy water elements after 50 hours of reactor operation will be 4.18 x 10is atoms.
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For 50 hours of normal reactor operation, the total number of tritium in the pool water is 
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The total activity of tritium in the pool water is therefore, 

In2 
Ae = x 2.51 X 1014 = 4.61 x 105Bq = 1.24 x 1O-5 Ci 

TI 
2,Irilium 

If this amount of tritium is mixed with the reactor pool water (3.024xl07 cm 3
), the tritium 

reactivity per unit volume in the pool water will be 

1.24 x 10-5 Ci -\3 Ci . -7 flCi 
-----=7,...---:-3 = 4.12 x 10 --3 = 4.12 x 10 -3 
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The reactor room exhaust discharge would contain 
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This activity is significantly less than limits specified by the 10CFR20 or the EPA. 
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2010 

The UUTR core contains 12 heavy water reflector elements and thermal irradiator 
(TI). TI contains approximately 1.53x104 cm 3 (1.53 x 104 grams) of D20. Each heavy water 
element contains approximately 454 grams of heavy water. Heavy water has the thermal 
neutron absorption cross-section of 0.52 mbarn. Each heavy water element contains 1.24 x 
1025 molecules of D20. Under the assumption that the UUTRhas a maximum thermal 
neutron flux of 3 x 1011 neutrons/cm2-sec near the heavy water elements (this is a measured 
thermal neutron flux at the thermal irradiator), then the number oftritium molecules from 
each heavy water element will be approximately 1.93 x 109/sec. The total amount of tritium 
from 12 heavy water elements after 50 hours of reactor operation will be 4.18 x 1015 atoms. 
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The total activity of tritium atoms from 12 heavy water elements for 50 hours operation is
7.45 x 106 Bq (2.0 1x10-4 Ci).

The D20 in the TI will generate tritium also. The number of D20 molecules in TI is 6.16
x 1026. Thus, the TI will generate -9.61 x 1010 tritium atoms per second. After 50 hours of the
UUTR operation per year, the number of tritium atoms in TI will be 1.73 x 1016. Thus, the
total number of tritium atoms from 12 heavy water elements and TI after 50 hours reactor
run become 2.15 x 1016. The total activity from the tritium is 3.83 x 107 Bq (1.04 x 10-3 Ci).

Both the TI and heavy water elements tubes made of aluminum were leak tested by
pressurizing to 30 psig (206 kPa).The leaking from the heavy water elements or TI is not
possible but under the worst case scenario that all tritium leak from the containers and is
suddenly mixed with 8,000 gallons of the UUTR pool water, the tritium activity per unit
volume after 50 hours per year operation will be

1.04 x 10-3 C1 Ci= 3.42 x10-I -- for 90kWUUTR

3.024 x 107 cm 3  cm 3

Assuming that the tritium content of the pool water and evaporated water are same, the
tritium activity from the reactor room exhaust would be 7.14 x 10-12 gtCi/cm

3, thus:

3.42 x 10-8 Ci liter
liter day _ 7.14 x -18 Ci _ 7.14 3

5.27 x 10'0 cm day cm
day

Even in this worst case scenario, the tritium activity in the reactor room from the pool
water and all heavy water elements including TI will be 7.23x10-12 

VtCi/cm 3 for 100 kW UUTR,
which is significantly lower than IOCFR20 or EPA limits, therefore the UUTR does not
produce the tritium to be counted as a source term.
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The total activity of tritium atoms from 12 heavy water elements for 50 hours operation is 
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The 0 20 in the TI will generate tritium also. The number of 0 20 molecules in TI is 6.16 
x 1026

• Thus, the TI will generate ~9.61 x 1010 tritium atoms per second. After 50 hours of the 
UUTR operation per year, the number of tritium atoms in TI will be 1.73 x 1016

. Thus, the 
total number of tritium atoms from 12 heavy water elements and TI after 50 hours reactor 
run become 2.15 x 1016

. The total activity from the tritium is 3.83 x 107 Bq (1.04 X 10.3 Ci). 
Both the TI and heavy water elements tubes made of aluminum were leak tested by 

pressurizing to 30 psig (206 kPa).The leaking from the heavy water elements or TI is not 
possible but under the worst case scenario that all tritium leak from the containers and is 
suddenly mixed with 8,000 gallons of the UUTR pool water, the tritium activity per unit 
volume after 50 hours per year operation will be 

1.04 xl 0-; C\ = 3.42 x 10-11 Ci
3 

for 90kW UUTR 
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Assuming that the tritium content of the pool water and evaporated water are same, the 

tritium activity from the reactor room exhaust would be 7.14 x 10-12 ).lCi/cm3
, thus: 

3.42 x 10-8 Ci x 11 liter 

liter 3 day = 7.14 x 10-18 Ci = 7.14 X 10-12 pC: 
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Even in this worst case scenario, the tritium activity in the reactor room from the pool 

water and all heavy water elements including TI will be 7.23xl0-12 ).lCi/cm3 for 100 kW UUTR, 
which is significantly lower than 10CFR20 or EPA limits, therefore the UUTR does not 
produce the tritium to be counted as a source term. 
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44.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.1, "Radiation Sources" requests a description

of all solid sources of radiation at the facility in sufficient detail to permit an

evaluation of all significant radiological exposures related to normal operation,

utilization, maintenance, and radioactive management including processing and

shipment. SAR Chapter 11.2.3 indicates "the solid radioactive sources associated

with the UUTR program are summarized in." This text is incomplete (i.e., it is

missing the referenced summary). Please provide the following information:

44.1.

The missing referenced summary with an expanded discussion of the solid radioactive

sources;

44.2.

An evaluation of all significant radiological exposures under normal operation and whether

they are controlled under the radiation protection program; and

44.3.

If radioactive sources described in the SAR are radioactive waste, how is the waste is

transferred, processed, and shipped for disposal under the license.

SECTION 11.1.1 IS NOW 11.1.1.3 AND IS REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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11.1.1.3 Solid Radioactive Sources

Solid sources consist of reactor fuel, a startup neutron source, 1.8 Ci Am-Be neutron
source, and fixed radioisotope sources such as those used for instrumentation calibration. Solid
wastes include: ion-exchange resin used in reactor-water cleanup, irradiated samples, labware

and anti-contamination clothing associated with reactor experiments and surveillance or
maintenance operations. The solid radioactive sources associated with reactor operations are

summarized in Table 11.1-4 (The data based on the UUTR fuel log book and record from the
General Atomics Data sheet). Because the actual inventory of fuel and other sources
continuously changes in normal operation, the information in the table is to be considered

representative rather than an exact inventory.

Table 11.1-4 Elemental composition of 1OOkW UUTR core

Fuel zone Reflector zone Grid plate
Element Mass fraction Element Mass fraction Element Mass fraction

Fe 0.0450 Fe 0.0150 Al 1.00
Al 0.0020 Al 0.2000
C 0.0600 C 0.7100
Cr 0.0115 Cr 0.0010
Ni 0.0050 Ni 0.0002

Mn 0.0012 Mn 0.0001
Zr 0.7800 H 0.0737
H 0.0140

U 0.0740
V 0.0073

The main solid radioactive source related to the UUTR is the fission products generated
in the reactor fuel. Typical UUTR fuel element releases 50 R/hr when in the air at 3 ft distance

(after it is removed from the UUTR core). The fuel elements always stay 22 ft under the water in
the UUTR pool, therefore this source will not present any public hazard or hazard to personnel

at the UUTR. Typical radiation level near the control bridge area when the UUTR operates at the

nominal power of 90 kW is 20 [AR/hr. This radiation level was measured using Ludlum Model 19

detector during the reactor operation on February 19, 2010. Another possibility of solid
radioactive sources to be found at the UUTR facilities may come from the irradiation of the
various solid samples. The expected activity of a sample is calculated before its irradiation in

one of the UUTR ports; generally the sample is stored in the pool until most of its radioactive
isotopes decay out. The ARM (Area Radiation Monitor) system in the control room has two

setting points: 1 mR/hr for low dose setting and 10 mR/hr for the high dose setting. In this type
of radiation exposure, the main isotopes are aluminum and sodium. These irradiated samples

are stored in the water before any measurement and stored in a lead cage after the

experiment. Typical gamma activities from these samples are typically less than 1 pCi.
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Solid sources consist of reactor fuel, a startup neutron source~ 1.8 Ci Am-Be neutron 
source, and fixed radioisotope sources such as those used for instrumentation calibration. Solid 
wastes include: ion-exchange resin used in reactor-water cleanup, irradiated samples, labware 
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Fe 0.0450 Fe 0.0150 AI 1.00 
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Cr 0.0115 Cr 0.0010 
Ni 0.0050 Ni 0.0002 

Mn 0.0012 Mn 0.0001 
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The main solid radioactive source related to the UUTR is the fission products generated 
in the reactor fuel. Typical UUTR fuel element releases SO R/hr when in the air at 3 ft distance 
(after it is removed from the UUTR core). The fuel elements always stay 22 ft under the water in 
the UUTR pool, therefore this source will not present any public hazard or hazard to personnel 
at the UUTR. Typical radiation level near the control bridge area when the UUTR operates at the 

nominal power of 90 kW is 20 flR/hr. This radiation level was measured using Ludlum Model 19 
detector during the reactor operation on February 19, 2010. Another possibility of solid 
radioactive sources to be found at the UUTR facilities may come from the irradiation of the 
various solid samples. The expected activity of a sample is calculated before its irradiation in 
one of the UUTR ports; generally the sample is stored in the pool until most of its radioactive 
isotopes decay out. The ARM (Area Radiation Monitor) system in the control room has two 
setting points: 1 mR/hrfor low dose setting and 10 mR/hr for the high dose setting. In this type 
of radiation exposure, the main isotopes are aluminum and sodium. These irradiated samples 
are stored in the water before any measurement and stored in a lead cage after the 

experiment. Typical gamma activities from these samples are typically less than 1 flCi. 
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Radioactive solid waste is generally considered to be any item or substance no longer of
use to the UUTR facility, which contains or is suspected of containing radioactivity above the
background level. Volume of solid waste at the UUTR is small, and the nature of the waste
items is limited and of known characterization. Consumable supplies such as absorbent
materials or protective clothing are declared radioactive waste if radioactivity above
background is found to be present. The RHD at the University of Utah is responsible for the
administration of radioactive waste disposal for the UUTR facility. The University of Utah has a
Broad Scope Medical and Academic License granted through the Utah Division of Radiation
Control. Utah is an Agreement State.

When possible, solid radioactive waste is initially segregated at the point of origin from
items that are not considered waste. Screening is based on the presence of detectable
radioactivity using appropriate monitoring and detection techniques and on the future need for
the items and materials involved.
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45. NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.1, "Radiation Sources" requests a best
estimate of the maximum annual dose and the collective doses for major
radiological activities during the full range of normal operations for facility
staff in order to show that the doses are within the applicable limits of 10 CFR
Part 20 and should include estimates of the direct radiation dose rates.

45.1.

SAR Chapter 11.2.4.2 provides an equation for estimating the gamma dose rate from the

core operating at 250 kW, without providing a definition of or assumed values for the

parameters used in performing the dose estimate. The information is insufficient to permit

independent verification of the estimated gamma dose rate. Please provide a reference for

the equations used to estimate the gamma dose from the core through the pool water.

Also provide the assumed parameter definitions and assigned values for performing the

calculations for the requested power upgrade.

45.2.

SAR Chapter 11.2.4.3 indicates that the gamma dose rate to the room directly above the

reactor would be approximately 0.1 mrem/hr, without providing a description of the

analysis or measurements used to reach this conclusion. Please provide the details of the

best estimate calculations of thegamma ray radiation dose to an individual in the room

directly above the reactor, including all equations, parameter definitions, parameter

values, and assumptions for the requested power upgrade. Show that the doses are within

the applicable limits of 10 CFR Part 20.

45.3.

SAR Chapter 11.2.4.4 provides the estimated gamma dose rates from

experimental facilities, including the dry tube irradiator and the pneumatic

transfer tube. The information references Appendix B.3 (actually found in

Appendix B.8) for details of the calculations. However, the information in

Appendix B.8 is simply a table of parameter values by an energy group, with a

total dose rate of 0.485 without providing units, or citing equations, models, or methods

used to perform the calculations. Please provide the details of the best estimate

calculations of the gamma ray radiation dose to an individual from experimental facilities,

including all equations, parameters definitions, parameter values, and assumptions if

based on modeling, for the requested power upgrade. Demonstrate that the doses are

within the applicable limits of 10 CFR Part 20.

SECTGON 11.2.4 9$ NOW 11.1.1.4 AND M$ REVl5ED AS FOLLOWS:
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45. NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.1, "Radiation Sources" requests a best 
estimate of the maximum annual dose and the collective doses for major 
radiological activities during the full range of normal operations for facility 
staff in order to show that the doses are within the applicable limits of 10 CFR 
Part 20 and should include. estimates of the direct radiation dose rates. 

45.1. 
SAR Chapter 11.2.4.2 provides ~n equation for estimating the gamma dose rate from the 
core operating at 250 kW, without providing a definition of or assumed values for the 
parameters used in performing the dose estimate. The information is insufficient to permit 
independent verification of the estimated gamma dose rate. Please provide a reference for 
the equations used to estimate the gamma dose from the core through the pool water. 
Also provide the assumed parameter definitions and assigned values for performing the 
calculations for the requested power upgrade. 

45.2. 
SAR Chapter 11.2.4.3 indicates that the gamma dose rate to the room directly above the 
reactor would be approximately 0.1 mrem/hr, without providing a description of the 
analysis or measurements used to reach this conclusion. Please provide the details of the 
best estimate calculations of the gamma ray radiation dose to an individual in the room 
directly above the reactor, including all equations, parameter definitions, parameter 
values, and assumptions for the requested power upgrade. Show that the doses are within 
the applicable limits of 10 CFR Part 20. 

45.3. 
SAR Chapter 11.2.4.4 provides the estimated gamma dose rates from 
experimental facilities, including the dry tube irradiator and the pneumatic 
transfer tube. The information references Appendix B.3 (actually found in 
Appendix B.8) for details of the calculations. However, the information in 
Appendix B.8 is simply a table of p~rameter values by an energy group, with a 
total dose rate of 0.485 without providing units, or citing equations, models, or methods 
used to perform the calculations. Please provide the details of the best estimate 
calculations of the gamma ray radiation dose to an individual from experimental facilities, 
including all equations, parameters definitions, parameter values, and assumptions if 
based on modeling, for the requested power upgrade. Demonstrate that the doses are 
within the applicable limits of 10 CFR Part 20. 
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11.1.1.4 Gamma Dose Rate from the 1OOkW UUTR Core

The UUTR maintains a program of area monitoring in controlled and uncontrolled areas
in addition to regular personnel monitoring. The data in Tables 11.1-5 and 11.1-6 were
obtained while the reactor was operating at a peak level of 90 kW. Table 11.1-5 summarizes
average personnel radiation doses for the past six years. These averages reflect personnel
doses during typical UUTR activities including normal reactor operations, fuel inspections,
source handling, and various research protocols. These summaries validate UUTR compliance
with 1OCFR20 dose limits for radiation workers and members of the public.

Table 11.1-5 Average UUTR personnel dose (All "M" values recorded at 1 mrem)

Average
Year (mrem) Stdev N Max Min
2004 4.9 5.2 8 14 1
2005 3.0 2.7 11 9 1
2006 6.9 5.5 15 21 1
2007 2.9 2.1 19 9 1
2008 6.5 7.4 14 24 1
2009 1.7 1.1 .10 4 1

Table 11.1-6 summarizes area radiation dosimeter results for a few key indicator areas.
These results were obtained through a variety of operating conditions, which reflect the range
of radiation use at the UUTR facility. The area dosimeter labeled "NE Floor" is attached directly
to the reactor tank, "Control Room" is located in the reactor control room near the core
viewing window, and "2126 B Board" is located directly above the reactor room in an
uncontrolled hallway (Fig. 11.1-1). These data additionally demonstrate radiation levels in
controlled non-controlled areas are at levels

To further ensure compliance with radiation dose limits, the UUTR estimates photon

dose from the core using a model based on UUTR MCNP 5 modeling and point-source
geometry. The selection of a mathematical model to estimate radiation dose is more correctly
based on the extended-source characteristics of the core. However, when deriving a model it
was desirable to develop a model that provided reasonable estimates of photon dose from the
core throughout the facility, but also be relatively simple to use and be reproducible across a
wide range of applications. Thus, even though the core would more correctly be modeled with
using extended source geometry at distances near the water tank, a model based on point-
source geometry was selected because of the ease of use and reproducibility and wide
applicability. As is shown in the Appendix 11.1.A, this model is representative of observed area
dosimeter values.
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These results were obtained through a variety of operating conditions, which reflect the range 
of radiation use at the UUTR facility. The area dosimeter labeled liNE Floor" is attached directly 
to the reactor tank, "Control Room" is located in the reactor control room near the core 
viewing window, and "2126 B Board" is located directly above the reactor room in an 
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controlled non-controlled areas are at levels 

To further ensure compliance with radiation dose limits, the UUTR estimates photon 
dose from the core using a model based on UUTR MCNP 5 modeling and point-source 
geometry. The selection of a mathematical model to estimate radiation dose is more correctly 
based on the extended-source characteristics of the core. However, when deriving a model it 
was desirable to develop a model that provided reasonable estimates of photon dose from the 
core throughout the facility, but also be relatively simple to use and be reproducible across a 
wide range of applications. Thus, even though the core would more correctly be modeled with 
using extended source geometry at distances near the water tank, a model based on point
source geometry was selected because ofthe ease of tJse and reproducibility and wide 
applicability. As is shown in the Appendix 11.1.A, this model is representative of observed area 
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Table 11.1-6 Summary results of area dosimeters for three key areas

Time of 90kW
reactor "NE Floor "Control Room

Year operation in a (Dosimeter 3)" (Dosimeter 5)" "2126 Bboard"

year

(hour) (mrem) (mrem) (mrem)

2004 24.833 48 5 1

2005 51.915 96 1 1
2006 31.467 119 8 7
2007 52.463 66 3 7

2008 36.445 87 9 8

2009 28.400 42 2 3

In creating the model, some generalizations about the reactor were made. Generally,
the size of the core can be described as a right circular cylinder of radius 30 cm and height of 60
cm. The core is surrounded by a right circular cylinder of water of radius 183 cm and a height of
729 cm. The water is surrounded by an additional cylinder of sand (p=1.6 g/cm 3) with thickness
of 61 cm. The core is situated in the bottom, center of the water cylinder, with the top of the
core approximately 653 cm below the surface of the water.

Based on these general assumptions, the following model for estimating dose in air from
photons has been derived:

2 4 SA( B(E)e-u(E)jx1B(E)e-P,(E)2x2
X(ýcm2 s= 4 7ra2BE-

0 (E) (y/cm2-sec) is the photon fluence rate at the point of interest for photon energy E
SA (E) (y/cm2-n) is the photon flux density per neutron determined from MCNP 5
modeling for photon energy E
N (n/sec) is the total core neutron flux determined from MCNP5 modeling
a (cm) is the distance from the core to the point of interest
B (E) is the photon dose buildup factor for photon energy E
p (E) (cm-1) is the linear attenuation coefficient of materials I and 2 (Water and Sand)
for photon energy E
x (cm) is the thickness of the attenuating materials 1 and 2
Dose in the air can then be determined using the following formula:

b(E(2y-'J O()= `(
p

D(E)(Gy/hr) is the dose rate in air for photon energy E at the point of interest

/AE)(y/cm 2 -sec) is the photon fluence rate at the point of interest for photon energy
E
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2004 24.833 48 5 1 
2005 51.915 96 1 1 
2006 31.467 119 8 7 
2007 52.463 66 3 7 
2008 36.445 87 9 8 
2009 28.400 42 2 3 

In creating the model, some generalizations about the reactor were made. Generally, 
the size of the core can be described as a right circular cylinder of radius 30 cm and height of 60 
cm. The core is surrounded by a right circular cylinder of water of radius 183 cm and.a height of 
729 cm. The water is surrounded by an additional cylinder of sand (p=1.6 gfcm3

) with thickness 
of 61 cm. The core is situated in the bottom, center of the water cylinder, with the top of the 
core approximately 653 cm below the surface of th~ water. 

Based on these general assumptions, the following model for estimating dose in air from 
photons has been derived: 

¢(Ef~) = SA(E~N B(E)e-Jl(E),x;B(E)e-Jl(E)2X2 
~cm2s 47lll 

¢ (E) (y /em2-see) is the photon fluence rate at the point of interest for photon energy E 
SA (E) (y /em2-n) is the photon flux density per neutron determined from MCNP 5 
modeling for photon energy E 
N (n/see) is the total core neutron flux determined from MCNP5 modeling 
a (em) is th·e distance from the core to the point of interest 
B (E) is the photon dose buildup factor for photon energy E 
)J (E) (em-I) is the linear attenuation coefficient of materials 1 and 2 (Water and Sand) 
for photon energy E 
x (em) isthe thickness ofthe attenuating materials 1 and 2 
Dose in the air can then be determined using the following formula: 

. 
D(E)(Gy Ihr) is the dose rate in air for photon energy E at the point of interest 

¢( E)(y I cm
2 

- sec) is the photon fluence rate at the point of interest for photon energy 
E 
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J'- (E)(cM2 /g) is the mass attenuation coefficient in air for photon energy E
P

CF is the product of all conversion factors to derive the appropriate units

The total dose is simply the sum of all D(E)

E

The total dose for the year can be determined by multiplying D(E) by the total

operating time for the entire yearl
An example of the use of this formula and the agreement between the results and

observed area dosimetry data is shown as follows. Photon linear attenuation coefficients were
calculated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology's XCOM calculator
(http://www.nist.gov/physlab/data/xraycoef/index.cfm). Buildup factors were obtained from
the Radiological Health Handbook (US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Radiological Health Handbook, 1970).

As demonstrated through calculations, the dose levels from operation of the UUTR
reactor at 90 kW (and 100kW) are and will be within the dose limits established in 10CFR20; the
dose limits to occupational workers, members of the public, and dose levels in non-controlled
areas are within the established limits.

From 8/2008 through 6/2009, the UUTR reactor operated for 13.45 hours with a total
thermal power generation of 891.2 kW-hr. The measured dose from the area dosimeter
attached to the side of the reactor tank was 55 mrem. Using the calculation method described
above (calculation spreadsheet is included in Table 11.2.A-1), and a dose in air to effective dose
equivalent conversion (Ferdeal Guidance Report 12, External Exposure to Radionuclides in Air,
Water and Soil) of 0.75 Sv/Gy, 65 mrem was estimated. This example demonstrates the above
described model is reasonably representative of an expected dose rate from the operating
reactor.

From 8/2008 through 6/2009, the UUTR reactor operated for 13.45 hours with a total
thermal power generation of 891.2 kW-hr. The measured dose from the area dosimeter
attached to the side of the reactor tank was 55 mrem. Using the calculation method described
above (calculation spreadsheet is included in Table 11.2.A-1), and a dose in air to effective dose
equivalent conversion (Ferdeal Guidance Report 12, External Exposure to Radionuclides in Air,
Water and Soil) of 0.75 Sv/Gy, 65 mrem was estimated. This example demonstrates the above
described model is reasonably representative of an expected dose rate from the operating
reactor.
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An example of the use of this formula and the agreement between the results and 
observed area dosimetry data is shown as follows. Photon linear attenuation coefficients were 
calculated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology's XCOM calculator 
(http://www.nist.gov/physlab/data/xraycoef/index.dm). Buildup factors were obtained from 
the Radiological Health Handbook (US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Radiological Health Handbook, 1970). 

As demonstrated through calculations, the dose levels from operation of the UUTR 
reactor at 90 kW (and 100kW) are and will be within the dose limits established in lOCFR20; the 
dose limits to occupational workers, members of the public, and dose levels in non-controlled 
areas are within the established limits. 

From 8/2008 through 6/2009, the UUTR reactor operated for 13.45 hours with a total 
thermal power generation of 891.2 kW-hr. The measured dose from the area dosimeter 
attached to the side of the reactor tank was 55 mrem. Using the calculation method described 
above (calculation spreadsheet is included in Table 1l.2.A-l), and a dose in air to effective dose 
equivalent conversion (Ferdeal Guidance Report 12, External Exposure to Radionuclides in Air, 
Water and Soil) of 0.75 Sv/Gy; 65 mrem was estimated. This example demonstrates the above 
described model is reasonably representative of an expected dose rate from the operating 
reactor. 

From 8/2008 through 6/2009, the UUTR reactor operated for 13.45 hours with a total 
thermalpower generation of 891.2 kW-hr. The measured dose from the area dosimeter 
attached to the side ofthe reactor tank was 55 mrem. Using the calculation method described 
above (calculation spreadsheet is included in Table 11.2.A-l), and a dose in air to effective dose 
equivalent conversion (Ferdeal Guidance Report 12, External Exposure to Radionuclides' in Air, 
Water and Soil) of 0.75 Sv/Gy, 65 mrem was estimated. This example demonstrates the above 
described model is reasonably representative of an expected dose rate from the operating 
reactor. 
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Figure, 11.-1- various locations throughout the facilitywF*here rea, monitoring is employed"
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Appendix 11..2.A

For Table 11.2.A-1,
y(,E) is the photon energy in MeV,
S3 (E) is the MCNP 5 determined flux density for photon energy E

• CE) is the mass attenuation coefficient for water for photon energy Ep

ASi•O2 (E) is the mass attenuation coefficient for sand for photon energy E
P

Pun (E) (cm 2/g) is the mass attenuation coefficient in air for photon energy EP

B(E) is the photon dose buildup factor for photon energy E

I'Pa(E) is the photon fluence rate at point a
D(E) (Gy/hr) is the dose rate in air for photon energy E at the point of interest
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For Table 11.2.A-l, 
J'(E) is the photon energy in MeV, 
& (E) is the MCNP 5 determined flux density for photon energy E 

ilH7.0 (E) is the mass attenuation coefficient for waterfor photon energy E 
p 

ilSi02 (E) is the mass attenuation coefficient for sand for photon energy E 
p 

11=(£) (cm 2/g) is the mass attenuation coefficient in air for photon energy E 
p 

B(E) is the photon dose buildup factor for photon energy E 
rPatE) is the photon fluence rate at point a 

DeE) (Gy/hr) is the dose rate in air for photon energy E at the point of interest 

2010 
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Table 11.2.A-1 Calculations results for the 90 kW UUTR
at 90kW 7.53E+15 n/sec _ ,_,

a= 183 p(H2 0) 1 g/cm x(H.0) cm 92
Phi_ p(SIO_)_ 1.6 _______ x(Si0 2) cm 61

Pi ______- P504. im ____ ____ _____

y(E)) S8(E) p.(E)/p HO [ p.(E)/p SiO2 Ie,(E)/p Air B(E) 0.(E) D().E) 0D(E)

(MeV) (y/cm
2
-n) (cm

2
/g) (cm /g) (-rn

2
/g) (y/cm'-sec) (Gy/sec) (Gy/hr)

0.40 8.032E-05 0.106 0.095 0.030 2.6 7.71E-03 1.46E-14 2.30E-12

0.80 1.945E-05 0.079 0.071 0.029 2.3 2.51E-01 9.28E-13 1.26E-10

1.20 9.173E-06 0.065 [ 0.058 0.029 2.3 1.50E+00 8.30E-12 1.13E-09

1.60 5.731E-06 0.056 0.050 0.029 2.3 4.63E+00 3.42E-11 4.64E-09

2.00I 3.993E-06 0.049 0.045 0.024 1.8 9.67E+00 7.28E-11 8.04E-09

2.40 1.476E-05 0.045 0.041 0.024 1.8 8.22E+01 7.43E-10 8.20E-08

2.80 1.572E-06 0.041 0.038 0.024 1.8 1.62E+01 1.71E-10 1.88E-08

3.20 1.522E-06 0.038 0.035 0.024 1.7 2.59E+01 3.12E-10 3.16E-08

3.60 1.063E-06r 0.036 0.033 0.024 1 1.7 2.69E+01 3.64E-10 3.69E-00

4.00 7.104E-07 0.034 0.032 0.019 J 1.6 2.55E+01 3.05E-10 2.90E-08

4.40 7.864E-07 0.032 0.030 0.019 1.6 3.71E+01 4.89E-10 4.64E-08

4.80 7.070E-07 0.031 0.029 0.019 I 1.6 4.26E+01 6.13E-10 5.81E-08

5.20 3.856E-07 0.030 0.028 0.019 1.6 2.86E+01 4.46E-10 4.23E-08

5.60 2.933E-07 0.029 0.027 0.019 1.6 2.63E+01 4.41E-10 4.18E-08

6.00 2.207E-07 0.028 0.027 0.017 1.5 2.30E+01 3.65E-10 3.18E-08

6.40 2.853E-07 0.027 0.026 0.017 1 1.5 3.40E+01 5.75E-10 5.00E-08

6.80 1.197E-07 0.026 0.025 0.017 1 1.5 1.63E+01 2.92E-10 2.54E-08

7.20 7.260E-08 0.025 0.025 0.017 1.5 1.10E+01 2.10E-10 1.83E-08

7.60 2.704E-07 0.025 0.025 0.017 1.5 4.52E+01 9.09E-10 7.90E-08

8.00 1.294E-06 0.024 0.024 0.015 1.4 2.36E+02 4.62E-09 3.77E-07

8.40 2.182E-08 0.024 0,024 0.015 1.3 4.33E+00 8.91E-11 6.73E-09

8.80 8.493E-08 0.023 0,023 0.015 1.3 1.82E+01 3,92E-10 2.96E-08

9.20 8.018E-08 0.023 0.023 0.015 J 1.3 1,83E+01 4.13E-10 3.12E-08

9.60 3.434E-08 0.023 0.023 0.015 1.3 8.30E+00I 1.95E-10 1.48E-08

10.00 1.594E-08 0.022 0.023 0.015 1 1.3 4.08E+00 9.47E-11 7.16E-09

10.40 1.126E-10 0.022 0.022 0.015 1.3 3.02E-02 7.29E-13 5.51E-11

10.80 3.616E-10 0.022 0.022 0.015 J 1.3 1.02E-01 2,55E-12 1.93E-10

11.20 7.514E-11 0.021 0.022 0.015 1.3 2.21E-02 5.76E-13 4.35E-11

11.60 3,870E-11 0.021 0.022 0.015 1.3 1.18E-02 3.19E-13 2.41E-11

12.00 2.420E-10 0.021 0.022 0.015 1 1.3 7.68E-02 2.14E-12 1.62E-10

12.40 2.212E-11 0.021 0.022 0.015 1.3 7.23E-03 2.08E-13 1.57E-11

12.80 O.O00E+00 0.020 0.022 0.015 1.3 O0.OE+00 O.0OE+00 O.OOE+00

13.20 3.210E-11 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 1.12E-02 3.43E-13 2.60E-11

13.60 0.006E+00 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 0,00E+00 0.0DE+00 0.00E+00

14.00 1.806E-11 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 6.67E-03 2.17E-13 1.64E-11

14.40 2.271E-11 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 8.62E-03 2.88E-13 2.18E-11

14.80 0.000E+00 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.006+00 0.00E+00 0.OOE+00

15.20 0.OOOE+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 I 1.3 0.0O0E+0 0.OOE+00 0.00E+00

15.60 0.000E+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1 1.3 0.OOE+00 0.OOE+00 0.00E+00

16.00 0.OOOE+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1 1.3 0.0DE+00 0.OOE+00 0.OOE+00

16.40 0.000E+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1,3 0.006+00 0.OOE+00 0.OOE+00

16.80 1.809E-11, 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 7.69E-03 3.00E-13 2.27E-11

17.20 0.0006+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.O0E0+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

17.60 0.000E+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00E+00 0.006+00 0.00E+00

18.00 0.O00E+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.06E+00

18.40 0.000E+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

18.80 0.000E+00 0.018 0.020 0.015 1.3 0.00E+00 0.001+00 0.OOE+00

19.20 0.OOE+00 0.018 0.020 0.015 1.3 0.006+00 0.00E+00 O.00E+00

19.60 0.000E+00 0.018 0.020 0.015 1.3 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

20.00 0.OOE+00 0.018 0.020 0.013 1.3 0.006+00 0.O0E+00 0.OOE+00

Total _ 1.430E-04 _ 1 , 7.46E+02 1.22E-08 1.07E-06

.i __ t __ _t(h/yr) 13.45

Gy/yr 8.65E-04

•_ Sv/yr 6.49E-04
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Table 11.2.A-l Calculations results for the 90 kW UUTR 
at 90 kW 7.53E+15 n/see 

a= 183 p(H,O) 1 g/em ' x(H,o) em 92 

Phi p(SIO,) 1.6 g/cm' x(SiO,) em 61 

y(E) SA(E) IJ.(E)/p H,O IJ.(E)/p SiO, I4,,(E)/p Air B(E) 1j).(E) O.(E) O.(E) 

(MeV) (y/em'-n) (em'/g) (em'/g) (cm'/g) (v/cm'-sec) (Gy/sec) _(Gy/hr) 
0.40 8.032E-05 0.106 0.095 0.030 2.6 7.71E-03 1.46E-14 2.30E-12 

0.80 1. 945E-05 0.079 0.071 0.029 2.3 2.51E-01 9.28E-13 1.26E-10 

1.20 9.173£-06 0.065 0.058 0.029 2.3 1.50E+00 8.30E-12 1.13£-09 

1.60 5.731£-06 0.056 0.050 0.029 2.3 4.63£+00 3.42E-11 4.64E-09 

2.00 3.993E-06 0.049 0.045 0.024 1.8 9.67£+00 7.28E-11 8.04E-09 

2.40 1.476E-05 0.045 0.041 0.024 1.8 8.22E+01 7.43E-10 B.20E-OB 

2.80 1.572E-06 0.041 0.038 0.024 1.B 1.62E+01 1.71E-lO 1.BBE-OB 

3.20 1.522E-06 0.03B 0.035 0.024 1.7 2.59E+01 3.12E-1O 3.16E-08 

3.60 1.01;3E-01; 0.031; 0.033 0.024 1.7 2.69£+01 3.64E-10 3.69E-08 

4.00 7.104E-07 0.034 0.032 0.019 1.6 2.55E+01 3.05£-10 2.90£-OB 

___ 4~.4~0~~7~.,B=6~4~£:~r-.~0.~0~32~~ __ ~0.~0~30~~. __ O.O19 ___ r ___ ~1~.~6 ___ I-~3~.7~1~£~+0=~-~~~.8~9~E-~1~0_r-4~.6~4~£-~0~B_1 
4.BO 7.070£-07 0.031 0.029 0.019! 1.6 4.26£+01 6.13E-10 5.BlE-OB 

5.20 3.B56£-07 0.030 0.02B 0.019 1.6 2.86£+01 4.46£-10 4.23£-OB 

5.60 2.933£-07 0.029 0.027 0.019i 1.6 2. 63E+01 4.41E-10 4.18E-OB 

1-",,6;,:;' 0~0_1---'2,,-. 2=;0",1£",-_"0",7 ___ ~O:':" 0:.:2::8. __ -t-_~0,.~0:=.27,---+ __ ...:0:o' 0:~1:..:7_ i 1.5 2. 30E+01 ~~6:.:5:;:E.,;:-1:.;:0_t_...:3:c.1:.:8:;:£...:-0:;:8-
6.40 2.853E-07 0.027 0.026 0.017 -·-1--1-.5---·~ 5.75E-10 5.00£-08 

6.80 1.197E-07 0.026 0.025 0.017 1.5 1.63£+01 2.92E-10 2.54E-OB 
i 

1-~7;.~2:.;:0_f--'7:.:..2:.:6:.;:0:=.E-.,;:0~8_t_-.,;:0~.0:;:2.:=.5-~---0~.~02~5'--_t_-~0~.0:.:1~7 _ _t_--~1~.~5----1~1.:;:1~OE~+O~1_r...:2:=..1:.:0:;:E...:-1~0_+-=1.:.;:8:=.3£~-~0~B_1 
7.60 2.704E-07 0.025 0.025 0.017 1.5 4.52£+01 9.09£-10 7.90£-08 

8.00 1.294E-06 0.024 0.024 0.015 1.4 2. 36E+02 4.62E-09 3.77£-07 

8.40 2.1B2E-08 0.024 0.024 0.015 1.3 4.33£+00 8.91E-11 6.73£-09 

8.80 8.493£-08 0.023 0.023 0.015 1.3 1. 82E+01 3.92E-I0 2.96£-OB 

9.20 8.01BE-08 0.023 0.023 0.015 1.3 1.83E+01 4.13E-lO 3.12£-08 

9.60 3.434E-08 0.023 0.023 0.015 1.3 8.30£+00 1.95£-10 1.48E-08 

I-l:.:0~.0~0'__1___'1"-.5:.:9...:4:=.E-.,;:0~8_t_-.,;:0~.0:;:2:=.2--~-0:.:.~02==~-----.---'0"_.0~1:~5 ___ II---:=.1:.;:.3----1--'4:.;:0~8£~+O~0-r...:9:.:.4:.:.7:.;:£...:-1~1-+~7:.;:.1~6E~-~0~9_1 
10.40 1.126E-10 0.022 0.022 0.015 1.3 3.02E-02 7.29£-13 5.51£-11 

10.80 3.616E-10 0.022 0.022 0.015 1.3 1.02E-01 2.55£-12 1.93£-10 

11.20 7. 514E-11 0.021 0.022 0.015 1.3 2.21£-02 5.76£-13 4.35£-11 

11.60 3.B70£-11 0.021 0.022 0.015 I 1.3 1.1BE-02 3.19E-13 2.41£-11 

12.00 2.420E-I0 0.021 0.022 0.015 1.3 7.68E-02 2.14£-12 1.62£-10 

12.40 2.212E-11 0.021 0.022 0.015 1.3 7.23£-03 2.08E-13 1.57£-11 

12.80 O.OOOE+OO 0.020 0.022 0.015 1.3 0.00[+00 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 

13.20 3.210£-11 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 1.12£-02 3.43£-13 2.60E-11 

13.60 0.000£+00 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00£+00 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 

14.001.806£-11 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 6.67E-03 2.17£-13 1.64£-11 

14.40 2.271£-11 0.020 0.021 0.015 1.3 8.62E-03 2.88E-13 2.18E-11 

14.80 0.000£+00 0.020 0.021 0.015 I 1.3 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 

15.20 0.000£+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 I 1.3 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 

15.60 O.OOOE+OO 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 O.OOE+OO 

16.00 O.OOOE+OO 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00£+00 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 

16.40 O.OOOE+OO 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 

16.80 1.809E-11. 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 7.69E-03 3.00E-13 2.27E-11 

17.20 O.OOOE+OO 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 

17.60 0.000£+00 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00£+00 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 

18.00 O.OOOE+OO 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 0.00£+00 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 

IB.4O O.OOOE+OO 0.019 0.021 0.015 1.3 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 

IB.BO 0.000£+00 0.018 0.020 0.015 1.3 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 

~~19:..:.~20~r...:0,,_.0:.:0:.;:0:=.£+...:0:.;:0-,+ __ .,;:0~.0:.:1~8 __ ~1 __ ~0.~0==20 ___ r-__ 0~.0_1_5 __ ;-___ 1_._3 ____ 1 __ 0'_0_0£_+_0_0-r_0_.0_0_E_+O_0~ __ 0._0_O£~+~O~O_I 
19.60 O.OOOE+OO 0.018 0.020 0:015 1.3 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO ----I----.-----r-----=--- --~-=-=--+_--~"----- _ . .:.....:.o-=--..:.::.-I-.-"":.;::=....::.:-+_-"'_=~::.... 
20.00 0.000£+00 0.018 0.020 0.013 1.3 O.OOE+OO 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 

iotal 1.430£-04 I 7.46£+02 1.22£-08 1.07E-06 

t(h/yr) 13.45 

Gy/yr 8.65E-04 

Sv/yr 6.49£-04 

2010 
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46.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.2, "Radiation Protection Program" requests a
detailed description of the Radiation Protection Program, as required by 10 CFR

20.1101. SAR Chapter 11.3 provides general statements regarding some of the
aspects of the radiation protection program, but lacks sufficient detail. Please
provide a description of the UUTR Radiation Protection Program for normal and
emergency conditions addressing the following aspects:

46.1.
Implementation of the regulations to ensure compliance with the requirements for radiation
protection;

46.2.
The organizational structure within which the radiation protection program will be
administered;

46.3.
Interfaces and interrelationships of the radiation protection organization with other facility
safety organizations and reactor facility operations;

46.4.
The policy governing the program and the allocation of policy-making responsibilities and
how the organization, policy, and program are designed for effective radiation protection;

46.5.
The radiation protection training program (scope and content) and training requirements for
all categories of personnel and visitors;

46.6.
Full descriptions of any committees with responsibilities for radiation protection;

46.7.
The program for conducting reviews and audits of all functional elements of the radiation
protection program;
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46.8.
The system for evaluating experience, including "lessons learned," identification of-root
causes, and implementation of effective corrective actions;

46.9.
The radiation work permit or similar program to control tasks with significant radiation
hazards that are not described in the SAR; and

46.10.
The recordkeeping program.

SECTION 11.1.2 IS NOW 11.1.2 AND IS REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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11.1.2 Radiation Protection Program

The Radiation Protection Program was prepared by personnel of the UUTR and the
University of Utah Radiological Health Department (RHD) in response to the requirements of
1OCFR Part20. The goal of the Program is the limitation of radiation exposures and radioactivity
releases to a level that is As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) without seriously restricting

operation of the Facility for purposes of education and research. The Program is executed in
coordination with the RHD. It has been reviewed and approved by the Reactor Safety
Committee (RSC) for the UUTR Facility.

Production and use of radioactive materials within the reactor lab are subject to the
guidelines issued by the University's RHD. In addition, the UUTR Facility follows internal
procedures that fall within the guidelines of the University of Utah, the Utah State Division of
Radiation Control, and federal regulations, the American National Standard Radiation
Protection at Research Reactor Facilities, and Regulatory Guides issued by the NRC.

11.1.2.1 Management and Administration

Preparation, audit, and review of the Radiation Protection Program are the
responsibility of the Director of the UUTR facility (Utah Nuclear Engineering Facilities inclusive
of the UUTR and other facilities and labs present). The Reactor Safety Committee (RSC) reviews
the activities of the Director and audits the Program. Surveillance and record-keeping are the
responsibility of the Reactor Supervisor who reports to the Director. ALARA activities, for which
record keeping is the particular responsibility of the Reactor Supervisor, are incumbent upon all
radiation workers associated with the UUTR Facility. Substantive changes in the Radiation
Protection Program require approval of the RSC. Editorial changes, or changes to appendices,
may be made on the authority of the Director. Changes made to the Radiation Protection
Program apply automatically to operating or emergency procedures; corresponding Program
changes may be made without further consideration by the RSC.

11.1.2.2 Training

Implementation of training for radiation protection is the responsibility of the Reactor
Supervisor. Personnel who need access to the facility, but are not reactor staff, are either
escorted by trained personnel or provided facility access training. Radiation training for licensed
operators and staff is integrated with the training and requalification program. The goal of
facility access training is to provide knowledge and skills necessary to control personnel
exposure to radiation associated with the operation of the nuclear reactor. Specific training
requirements of 10 CFR Part 19, 10 CFR Part 20, the Radiation Protection Plan, and the

Emergency Plan are explicitly addressed. A facility walkthrough is incorporated. All persons
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granted unescorted access to the reactor facilities must receive the training and must complete
without assistance a written examination over radiation safety and emergency preparedness.
Examinations must be retained on file for audit purposes for at least three years. The reactor
staff accomplishes health physics functions at the reactor following approved procedures.
Therefore, procedure training for the licensed reactor staff training includes additional
radiological training. Examinations for reactor staff training are prepared and implemented in
accordance with the Requalification Plan. All personnel and students are required to attend
web-based training and 3-hour hands-on training at the RHD and pass the exam in order to be
eligible to attend the lab classes or be accepted into the Senior Reactor Operator training
classes. In summary, the general levels of training include the following:

* Radiation/Radioactive Material User Orientation - All personnel permitted
unescorted access to the UUTR Reactor Building shall receive training in radiation
protection as required by 10CFR19.12. Initial training shall cover the following areas
in sufficient depth for the work being done:

o storage, transfer, and use of radiation and/or radioactive material in portions
of the restricted area, including radioactive waste management and disposal;

o health protection problems and health risks (including prenatal risks)
associated with exposure to radiation and/or radioactive materials;

o precautions and procedures to minimize radiation exposure (ALARA);
o purposes and functions of protective devices;
o applicable regulations and license requirements for the protection of

personnel from exposure to radiation and/or radioactive materials;
o responsibility of reporting potential regulatory and license violations or

unnecessary exposure to radiation or radioactive materials;
o appropriate response to warnings in the event of an unusual occurrence or

malfunction that involves radiation or radioactive materials, and
o radiation exposure reports which workers will receive or may request.

* Examination to demonstrate understanding of the material required for each section

of training:
o reactor area unescorted access orientation - all personnel permitted

unescorted access to the UUTR vital area shall receive additional training to
include the following:

* a reactor area access control rules;
* emergency evacuation procedures for the reactor area;
* dosimetry requirements for the reactor area;
* reactor control room entry procedures and control requirements;
* keys are issued to the Director and Senior Reactor Supervisor only;
* reactor top security;

* location and use of communication systems;
* security door requirements;

* general checkout procedures when exiting the reactor area;
* emergency equipment location and use.
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11.1.2.3 Procedures and Document Control

Operation of the Radiation Program is carried out under the direction of the Director of
the UUTR facilities and the Senior Reactor Supervisor using formal RHD Procedures. The
original copy of the procedures is maintained by the Senior Reactor Supervisor, who is also
responsible for the distribution of the reproduced copies. While not intended to be all inclusive,
the following list provides an indication of typical radiation protection procedures used in the
UUTR program:

* UUTR: testing and calibration of area radiation monitors, facility air monitors,
* RHD: laboratory radiation detection systems, and portable radiation monitoring

instrumentation;

* UUTR: working in laboratories and other areas.where radioactive materials are used;
* RHD: facility radiation monitoring program including routine and special surveys,

personnel monitoring, monitoring and handling of radioactive waste, and sampling
and analysis of gaseous effluents released from the facility;

0 RHD: monitoring radiation exposure in the environment surrounding the facility;
0 RHD and UUTR: administrative guidelines for the facility radiation protection

program, including personnel orientation and training;

0 RHD: receiving of radioactive materials at the facility and unrestricted releasing of
materials and items from the facility;

* RHD: leak testing sealed sources containing radioactive materials;
* RHD: safe transporting of radioactive materials;
* UUTR: general and personnel decontamination procedures;
* RHD and UUTR: personnel exposure investigation procedures;

* UUTR: personnel access procedures for the reactor area;
* RHD and UUTR: spill procedures; and
* RHD and UUTR: ALARA procedures.

11.1.2.4 Audits

The auditing of the UUTR Radiation Protection Program is performed by the Reactor
Safety Committee (RSC). The RSC provides objective and independent reviews, evaluations,
advice and recommendations on matters affecting nuclear safety at the UUTR. With respect to
health physics activities, the RSC is responsible for auditing all procedures, personnel radiation
doses, radioactive material shipments, radiation surveys, and radioactive effluents released to
unrestricted areas.

Specific auditing responsibilities and requirements are defined in Chapter 12.
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47.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.3, "ALARA Program" requests a description of

the evaluation of provisions for maintaining worker and public doses and

radiological releases ALARA, including the ALARA program for the facility; the

methods to establish and change policy for the ALARA program; how the

program is implemented for all activities at the facility; and, criteria for

considering economic factors in the ALARA analysis. SAR Chapter 11.3.1

provided an overview of the ALARA program but lacked sufficient detail. Please
provide a description of the ALARA program for the facility and include the

methods to establish and change policy for the ALARA program, how this
program is implemented for all activities at the facility, criteria for considering

economic factors in the ALARA analysis, and a demonstration of management

commitment and involvement in the ALARA program.

SECTiOON 11.L23 OS IREVOSED AS FOLLOWS:
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11.1.3 ALARA Program

11.1.3.1 Policy and Objectives

Management of the UUTR Facility is committed to keeping both occupational and public

radiation exposure as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). The specific goal of the ALARA
program is to assure that actual exposures are no greater than 10 % of the occupational limits
and 50 % of the public limits prescribed by 10 CFR Part 20.

The Director of the UUTR Facility has the ultimate responsibility for the ALARA program,
but has delegated this responsibility to the Senior Reactor Operator.

11.1.3.2 Implementation of the ALARA Program

Planning and scheduling of operations and experiments, education and training are the
responsibilities of the Reactor Supervisor and/or the Director of the UUTR facilities. Any action
that, in either of their opinions, might lead to a dose of 5 mrem to any individual requires a
formal Radiation Work Permit.

The ALARA policy (It is the policy of the facility administration to keep radiation
exposures As Low as Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)) specified in facility Technical Specification
has the purpose therefore to reduce radiation exposure to as low a level that is socially,
technically, and economically practical. Three general principles followed to reduce the
exposures are:

1. Minimize Time. The less time spent near a radioactive source, the less the exposure.
One typical way this principle can be implemented is to carefully plan and practice a
procedure before the actual implementation with radioactive sources.

2. Maximize Distance. When the distance between the body and the radioactive source is
increased, the exposure decreases. Sometimes this can be effectively accomplished with
tongs or other devices to hold a source away from the hands and body. Store and use of
radioactive materials far from locations are Used for other purposes.

3. Use of Proper Shielding. When an appropriate shielding material is placed between the
body and the radioactive source, the amount of radiation exposure is reduced. Use
storage pigs and'shielding blocks when possible is recommended.

4. Control of Contamination. Minimize exposure by:

a) Wearing lab coats, gloves, booties & safety glasses/goggles where appropriate

b) Changing gloves frequently

c) No eating, drinking, smoking, chewing, or application of cosmetics in radioactive
work space

d) No mouth pipetting

e) Washing hands at completion of radioactive work

f) Monitoring hands, clothes and work area regularly
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11.1.3.3 Exposure Limits at the UUTR

The radiation exposure limits at the UUTR TRIGA reactor facility shall not exceed the
limits specified in the Code of Federal Regulations Title 10, Part 20 entitled "Standard for
Protection Against Radiation." The important exposure limits are:

1. Occupational Dose Limits -(10 CFR 20.1201)

a) Whole body total summation -5 rem/year

b) Extremities excluding lens of eye -50 rem/year

c) Lens of the eye -15 rem/year

d) Skin (shallow dose) -50 rem/year

e) Airborne exposure not to exceed limits of table 1, appendix B.

2. General Public Dose Limits -(10 CFR 20.1301/20.1302)

a) Total individual public limit -0.1 rem/year

b) Unrestricted area maximum dose rate -0.002 rem/hour

c) Unrestricted area dose limit -0.05 rem/year

3. Minor and Pregnant Women Dose Limits -(10 CFR 20.1502)

a) Minors and declared pregnant women -10% of 20.1201 limits

b) Embryo/fetus -0.5 rems

4. Surveys and Monitoring

a) A system of procedures shall be in place for routine surveys and monitoring of
the radiation levels in the facility during reactor operations.

b) A permanent record system shall be maintained of all survey and monitoring

activities.

5. Personnel Dosimetry

a) All personnel at the facility shall be assigned a personnel monitoring device that
shall be worn at all times while at the facility.

b) The responsibility for processing personnel dosimetry devices data and
maintaining a permanent record of all exposure shall be the responsibility of the
RHD.

c) Personnel exposure data shall be processed on a monthly basis

11.1.3.4 Review and Audit

Implementation of the ALARA Program is audited annually by the Director as part of the
general audit of the Radiation Protection Program.
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48.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.4, "Radiation Monitoring and Surveying"
requests a description of the methods and procedures used for detecting
contaminated areas, material, and components, and the methods and
procedures used for monitoring exposures of personnel, including those
working in radiation and high-radiation areas. Furthermore, Section 11.1.4
requires recordkeeping in accordance with 10 CFR Part 20. SAR Chapters 11.3.2,
11.3.3 through 11.3.5.6, and 7.7 provide an overview, but lacks information on
the methods and procedures used to detect contaminated areas and materials,
and record keeping. Please provide a description of the methods and
procedures for detecting radioactive contamination, and the radiation records
that document the applicability, quality, and accuracy of monitoring and
sampling methods, techniques, procedures, and results.

SECTION 11.1.4 IS REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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11.1.4 Radiation Monitoring and Surveying

The radiation monitoring program for the UUTR reactor is structured to ensure that all
three categories of radiation sources - air, liquid, and solid - are detected and assessed in a
timely manner. Additionally the purpose of the radiation survey program is to assure
radiological surveillance over selected UUTR work areas in order to provide current as well as
characteristic data on the status of radiation conditions in such areas. Such information is used
to confirm that safe radiation working conditions exist within the various operational areas
under surveillance. The objectives are:

* to assure that the monitoring program is organized such that routine radiation level

and contamination level surveys of specific areas and activities within the facility are
performed, and special radiation surveys necessary to support non-routine facility
operations are also performed

* to make frequent on-the-spot personal observations (along with recorded data) of
radiation work areas; these observations may provide advance warning of needed
corrections in order to ensure safe use and handling of radiation sources and other
radioactive materials

* to use the information which has been gathered through completion of the first two

objectives in order to ensure (and document) that all phases of the UUTR
operational and radiation protection programs are in line with the goal of keeping
radiation doses to personnel and releases of radioactivity to the environment
ALARA.

11.1.4.1 Surveillances

Radiation monitoring surveillance requirements are imposed by the RSC through the
Radiation Protection Program (independent of the Emergency Plan) and include:

" Daily surveys - performed in areas where radioactive materials are frequently used.
Such surveys involve direct radiation level measurements in areas known to contain
constant or changing radiation fields and contamination surveys of the floors and

other surfaces in the affected area(s). The areas requiring daily surveys are
determined at the discretion of the Senior Reactor Operator and the Director of the
Facility;

" Weekly surveys - performed in the areas where radioactive materials are less

frequently used. These surveys involve direct radiation level measurements in the
areas known to possess constant or changing radiation fields and contamination
surveys of the floors and other surfaces in the affected area. The areas requiring
weekly surveys are determined at the discretion of the Senior Reactor Operator and

the Director of the Facility;
* Monthly surveys - performed in the areas where radioactive materials are

infrequently used. The monthly surveys involve direct radiation level measurements
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in the areas known to possess constant or changing radiation fields and
contamination surveys of the floors and other surfaces in the affected area. The
areas requiring monthly surveys are determined at the discretion of the Senior
Reactor Operator and the Director of the Facility;

* Receipt radiation surveys - required of all incoming packages of radioactive material;
* Special surveys - any non-routine radiation survey requested by any member of the

UUTR staff when needed;
* Release surveys - required of any object that is removed from a designated

radiation/contamination area prior to it being released from that area.

11.1.4.2 Radiation Monitoring Equipment

Radiation monitoring equipment used in the reactor program is summarized in Table
11.1-7. Because equipment is updated and replaced as technology and performance requires,
the equipment in the table should be considered as representative rather than exact.

11.1.4.3 Instrument Calibration

Radiation monitoring instrumentation is calibrated according to written procedures.
NIST traceable sources are used for the calibration. The Director AND Senior Reactor Supervisor
are responsible for calibration of the instruments on site, Table 11.1-7. Calibration records are
maintained by the facility staff and audited annually by the RSC. Calibration stickers containing
pertinent information are affixed to instruments. Area Radiation Monitor, Continuous Air
Monitor, HPGE and LSC are calibrated at the UUTR facility. All portable alpha and gamma
detectors are calibrated at RHD.
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Table 11.1-7 Radiation Monitoring Equipment Used in the UUTR Radiation
Protection Program

Instrument Location Function

Area Radiation Monitors (4) -Stack Effluent Monitor Measure Radioactivity In Stack

-Reactor Room Tank Effluent, And Measure Gamma

-Reactor Room Ceiling Radiation Fields In Reactor and

-Counting Room (Laboratory) Counting Room (Laboratory)

Continuous Air Monitors (3) -Stack Effluent Monitors Measure Radioactivity In Stack

Effluent

Micro R Meter (1) -Control Room Auxiliary Meter During

Operation, And Monthly
Radiation Level Surveys

Portable GM Survey Meter (4) -Reactor Room Personnel Contamination

-Control Room Survey

Pancake GM Survey Meter (1) -Reactor Room Beta Gamma Dose Rates

Ion Chamber (1) -Reactor Room Beta Gamma Dose Rates

Pressurized Ion Chamber (1) -Facility Entrance Emergency Survey Meter

Portable Alpha Detector (1) -Counting Laboratory -)Radio- Personnel Contamination

Chemistry Laboratory Survey

Liquid Scintillation Detector (1) -Counting Laboratory Personnel Contamination

Survey

Neutron Detector (1) -Reactor Room Measure Neutron Dose Rates

HPGe (2) -Counting Laboratory Gamma Spectroscopy

Portable Nal Counting Laboratory Gamma Spectroscopy

Air Flow Velocity meter (1) -Control Room Measure Air Flow Rate -)

-) Pressure gauge (1) Measure pressure differences
between facility and outside
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49.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.5, "Radiation Exposure Control and
Dosimetry" requests a description of the following information: 1) the design of

the facility to prevent uncontrolled radiation releases; 2) the design of entry

control devices; 3) the design bases of radiation shielding, ventilation, remote
handling, and decontamination equipment; 4) personnel protective equipment

and materials used in the facility; 5) administrative radiation exposure and dose
limits for all accessible locations; 6) the basis for ALARA limits and how they are
enforced; 7) selection of applicable and suitable dosimetry for external
radiation monitoring; 8) treatment of measurement uncertainty; and 9) the
records maintained to record individual radiation exposures. SAR Chapter

11.3.5 lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a description of the UUTR

radiation control and dosimetry as described above.

SECTION 11.1.5 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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11.1.5 Radiation Exposure Control and Dosimetry

Radiation exposure control depends on many different factors including facility design

features, operating procedures, training, proper equipment, etc. Training and procedures have
been discussed in Section 11.1.2. This section describes the design features such as shielding,
ventilation, containment, and entry control for high radiation areas, protective equipment,
personnel exposure, and estimates of annual radiation exposures for specific locations within
the facility. Dosimetry records and trends are also included.

11.1.5.1 Shielding

The water around the UUTR TRIGA reactor is the principal design feature for control of

radiation exposure during operation. The shielding is based on TRIGA shield designs used
successfully at many other similar reactors (General Atomics has developed source terms to
serve as a basis for reactor shielding design analysis). UUTR reactor is designed so that radiation
from the core area can be extracted via vertical ports for research and educational purposes.
The radiation exposure is controlled by restricting access to areas of elevated radiation fields.

11.1.5.2 Personnel Exposure

Regulation 10 CFR20.1502 requires monitoring of workers likely to receive, in one year

from sources external to the body, a dose in excess of 10 percent of the limits prescribed in 10
CFR20.1201.The regulation also requires monitoring of any individuals entering a high or very
high radiation area within which an individual could receive a dose equivalent of 0.1 rem in one
hour. Table 11.1-8 lists results of average values for the last 5-year survey of deep dose
equivalent (DDE) occupational exposures at the UUTR. From the table, it is evident that all
occupational doses can be maintained far below the regulatory limits given in 10 CFR 20. There
have been no instances of any exposures in excess of 10 % of the applicable limits. Monitoring
of workers and members of the public for radiation exposure required by the RSC is described
in the Program.

11.1.5.3 Authorization for Access

Personnel who enter the control room or the reactor area either holds the authorization

for unescorted access, or is under direct supervision of an escort (i.e., escorted individuals can
be observed by the escort) who holds authorization for unescorted access.

The UUTR control room and the reactor room are designated as restricted areas for

security. Outer doors are locked to prevent unauthorized entry. Access to the reactor facilities
is tightly controlled. Only personnel trained in radiation protection and security procedures are
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issued room keys. All persons must enter these rooms through the inner doors with a key or
accompanied by an authorized individual who has been issued a key. Upon entering the
restricted area, an individual without key access must complete the sign-in procedure and
either wear a dose monitor (electronic portable dosimeter) or be accompanied by an individual
wearing a dose monitor at all times. Occasionally, some areas may be posted as radiation areas;
and, in rare cases, an area may be posted as a high radiation area. Appropriate restrictions and
precautions are observed in all such cases. The sign-in procedure required for access to the
reactor lab documents specific information from all persons admitted to the facility. Visitor's
cards are maintained as part of the permanent records of the reactor lab.

Table 11.1-8 PLS Typical radiation levels at various UUTR locations at 90 kW Operation Power
of the UUTR

Facility/Location Typical Dose Equivalent Rate Typical Dose Equivalent Rate
at Contact (mr/hr) at 30 cm (mr/hr)

Reactor Top 0.025 0.02
Fuel Storage Pit 0.012 0.012

Demineralizer Tank 0.022 0.013
Primary Water Pipe 0.013 0.012

Beam Tube (1) 0.013 0.013
Beam Tube (2) 0.015 0.015
Beam Tube (3) 0.016 0.015
Control Room 0.013 0.013

Reactor room Floor 0.014 0.014
AGN reactor Area 0.013 0.013

Personnel, students, visitors and anyone before entering the UUTR area (called the Utah
Nuclear Engineering Facilities, UNEF) is required to leave outside the UNEF area the following:
cell phone, laptops or similar computer-based devices, bags, books, notebooks, personal
belongings, metal objects, sharp objects, drinks and any other object that Senior Reactor
Operator or Reactor Supervisor or Director of the facility finds inappropriate to bring into the
UNEF areas.

11.1.5.4 Access Control during Operation

When the UUTR TRIGA reactor is operating, the licensed reactor operator (or senior
reactor operator) at the controls are responsible for controlling access to the control room and
the reactor area.
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restricted area, an individ'ual without key access must complete the sign-in procedure and 
either wear a dose monitor (electronic portable dosimeter) or be accompanied by an individual 
wearing a dose monitor at all times. Occasionally, some areas may be posted as radiation areas; 
and, in rare cases, an area may be posted as a high radiation area. Appropriate restrictions and 
precautions are observed in all such cases. The sign-in procedure required 'for access to the 
reactor lab documents specific information from all persons admitted to the facility. Visitor's 
cards are maintained as part of the permanent records of the reactor lab. 

Table 11.1-8 PLS Typical radiation levels at various UUTR locations at 90 kW Operation Power 
oftheUUTR 

Facility/Location Typical Dose Equivalent Rate Typical Dose Equivalent Rate 
at Contact (mr/hr) at 30 cm (mr/hr) 

Reactor Top 0.025 0.02 
Fuel Storage Pit 0.012 0.012 

Demineralizer Tank 0.022 0.013 
Primary Water Pipe 0.013 0.012 

Beam Tube (1) 0.013 0.013 
Beam Tube (2) 0.015 0.015 
Beam Tube (3) 0.016 0.015 
Control Room 0.013 0.013 

Reactor room Floor 0.014 0.014 
AGN reactor Area 0.013 0.013 

. Personnel, students, visitors and anyone before entering the UUTR area (called the Utah 
Nuclear Engineering Facilities, UNEF) is required to leave outside the UNEF area the following: 
cell phone, laptops or similar computer-based devices, bags, books, notebooks, personal 
belongings; metal objects, sharp objects, drinks and any other object that Senior Reactor 
Operator or Reactor Supervisor or Director of the facility finds inappropriate to bring into the 
UNEF areas. 

11.1.5.4 Access Control during Operation 

When the UUTR TRIGA reactor is operating, the licensed reactor operator (or senior 

reactor operator) at the controls are responsible for controlling access to the control room and 
the reactor area. 
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11.1.5.5 Exposure Records for Access

Personnel who enter the reactor area must have a record of accumulated dose
measured by a gamma sensitive individual monitoring device, either a personal dosimeter or a
self-reading dosimeter. Normally no less than two individual monitoring devices may be used
for a group of visitors, all spending the same amount of time in the reactor area.

Typical personnel monitoring devices used at the UUTR are listed in Table 11.1-9.

Table 11.1-9 Typical personnel monitoring devices used at the UUTR

Type Dose Radiation Measure Reading frequency
Portable Electronic Deep Dose Equivalent Gamma As needed
dosimeter
TLD Deep Dose Equivalent Gamma, Beta Monthly

Eye Dose Equivalent
Shallow Dose
Equivalent

TLD Finger Ring Extremity Dose Gamma, Beta Monthly
equivalent

Before any work with radioactive materials begins, the RHD staff will evaluate the likely
or possible doses that an individual may receive. Personnel dosimeters are issued for any of the
following conditions:

* before entry into high or very high radiations areas;
* when the deep dose equivalent could exceed 50 mrem in any one month;
* when the shallow dose equivalent could exceed 500 mrem in any one month;
* when the total effective dose equivalent to minors or a declared-pregnant worker

could exceed 50 mrem in a year.
Internal dosimetry evaluation is limited to two bioassay methods. The RHD may analyze

urine for the presence of H using a liquid scintillation counter. Iodine uptake in the thyroid may
be analyzed in vivo through a thyroid counting program established by RHD. In emergency

situations, arrangements would have to be made with RHD, for whole body in vivo counting
using gamma spectroscopy. Bioassay is required under the conditions determined by the RHD.

An ALARA investigation is performed by the RHD staff if a personnel dosimeter shows a
reading that exceeds the stated ALARA investigation level or is unacceptable from an ALARA
point of view. This involves documenting the abnormal reading, investigating the cause, and
evaluating how it might be mitigated in the future. ALARA investigation is automatically
performed when the dose in any reporting period exceeds 1% of the applicable regulatory limit
for occupational workers in 10 CFR 20. Additionally, an ALARA investigation is initiated by the
SRO and/or Director of the UUTR (and UNEF) for individuals designated as visitors when a
measured dose exceeds 10 mrem.
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11.1.5.5 Exposure Records for Access 

Personnel who enter the reactor area must have a record of accumulated dose 
measured by a gamma sensitive individual monitoring device, either a personal dosimeter or a 
self-reading dosimeter. Normally no less than two individual monitoring devices may be used 
for a group of visitors, all spending the same amount of time in the reactor area. 

Typical personnel monitoring devices used at the UUTR are listed in Table 11.1-9. 

Table 11.1-9 Typical personnel monitoring devices used at the UUTR 

Type Dose Radiation Measure Reading frequency 
Portable Electronic Deep Dose Equivalent Gamma As needed 
dosimeter 
TLD Deep Dose Equivalent Gamma, Beta Monthly 

Eye Dose Equivalent 
Shallow Dose 
Equivalent 

TLD Finger Ring Extremity Dose Gamma, Beta Monthly 
equivalent 

Before any work with radioactive materials begins, the RHO staff will evaluate the likely 
or possible doses that an individual may receive. Personnel dosimeters are issued for any of the 
following conditions: 

• before entry into high or very high radiations areas; 

• when the deep dose equivalent could exceed 50 mrem in anyone month; 

• when the shallow dose equivalent could exceed 500 mrem in anyone month; 

• when the total effective dose equivalent to minors or a declared-pregnant worker 
could exceed 50 mrem in a year. 

Internal dosimetry evaluation is limited to two bioassay methods. The RHO may analyze 
urine for the presence of 3H using a liquid scintillation counter. Iodine uptake in the thyroid may 
be analyzed in vivo through a thyroid counting program established by RHO. In emergency 
situations, arrangements would have to be made with RHO, for whole body in vivo counting 
using gamma spectroscopy. Bi.oassay is required under the conditions determined by the RHO. 

An ALARA investigation is performed by the RHO staff if a personnel dosimeter shows a 
reading that ex~eeds the stated ALARA investigation level or is unacceptable from an ALARA 
point of view. This involves documenting the abnormal reading, investigating the cause, and 
evaluating how it might be mitigated in the future. ALARA investigation is automatically 

. performed when the dose in any reporting period exceeds 1% of the applicable regulatory limit 
for occupational workers in 10 CFR 20. Additionally, an ALARA investigation is initiated by the 
SRO and/or Director of the UUTR (and UNEF) for individuals designated as visitors when a 
measured dose exceeds 10 mrem. 
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11.1.5.6 Record Keeping

Although the UUTR is potentially exempt from federally required record keeping
requirements of 10CFR20.2106(a), certain records are required in confirmation that personnel
exposures are less than 10 percent of applicable limits.

11.1.5.7 Records of Prior Occupational Exposures

These records (NRC Form 4) are requested from previous sites by RHD, and then
maintained permanently by the RHD. This is not normally done for students since they typically
do not have any prior occupational exposure.

11.1.5.8 Records of Occupational Personnel Monitoring

RHD permanently maintains exposure records and each personnel get his/her annual
dose report from RHD annually.

11.1.5.9 Records of Doses to Individual Members of the Public

Self-reading dosimeter records are kept in a logbook maintained by the UUTR.
Such records are kept permanently by the UUTR. Results of measurements or calculations used
to assess accidental releases of radioactive effluents to the environment are to be retained on
file permanently at the UUTR.

Bioassay is required for any individual who is likely to receive an annual intake of all
nuclides combined of 0.1 of the Annual Limit of Intake (ALl) or more.

11.1.5.10 Ventilation

The UUTR ventilation system is described in details in Chapter 3. This section discusses
only those ventilation design features that apply to radiation protection. The reactor area
ventilation system:

* maintains Argon, Iodine and Nitrogen levels at concentrations in the reactor area
consistent with keeping occupational doses below the limits as specified in 10 CFR
20;

* is balanced such that the reactor area is negative to both the laboratories and offices
found in the corridor and to the outside atmosphere; and

* has HEPA filters on all ducts originating from irradiation or sample handling facilities.
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11.1.5.6 Record Keeping 

Although the UUTR is potentially exempt from federally required record keeping 
requirements of 10CFR20.2106(a), certain records are required in confirmation that personnel 
exposures are less than 10 percent of applicable limits. 

11.1.5.7 Records of Prior Occupational Exposures 

These records (NRC Form 4) are requested from previous sites by RHO, and then 
maintained permanently by the RHO. This is not normally done for students since they typically 
do not have any prior occupational exposure. 

11.1.5.8 Records of Occupational Personnel Monitoring· 

RHO permanently maintains exposure records and each personnel get his/her annual 
dose report from RHO annually. 

11.1.5.9 Records of Doses to Individual Members of the Public 

Self-reading dosimeter records are kept in a logbook maintained by the UUTR. 
Such records are kept permanently by the UUTR. Results of measurements or calculations used 
to assess accidental releases of radioactive effluents to the environment are to be retained on 
file permanently at the UUTR. 

Bioassay is required for any individual who is likely to receive an annual intake of all 
nuclides combined of 0.1 oftheAnnual Limit of Intake (AU) or more. 

11.1.5.10 Ventilation 

The UUTR ventilation system is described in details in Chapter 3. This section discusses 
only those ventilation design features that apply to radiation protection. The reactor area 
ventilation system: 

• maintains Argon, Iodine and Nitrogen levels at concentrations in the reactor area 
consistent with keeping occupational doses below the limits as specified in 10 CFR 
20; 

• is balanced such that the reactor area is negative to both the laboratories and offices 
found in the corridor and to the outside atmosphere; and 

• has HEPA filters on all ducts originating from irradiation or sample handling facilities. 
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11.1.5.11 Radioactive Materials

The rules for working with radioisotopes and radiation fields in a safe manner are

governed by good judgment and common sense for safe laboratory practices and by a thorough
knowledge of the nature of the experiment and the equipment being used. Experiments require

careful planning from the first to last step. It is inevitable that certain steps in the experimental

procedure are more accident-prone than other steps resulting in spillage and spread of

radioactive material. These problems must be anticipated in designing the experiments. Some
"excessive" caution is necessary in dealing with radioisotopes. A set of guidelines is tabulated in

the Subsection 11.1.5.12 in order to minimize external radiation exposure, to minimize internal

radiation exposure by avoiding ingestion, inhalation, and absorption of radioactive material,

and to prevent the spread of contamination in the event of a spill or other accident.

11.1.5.12 General Laboratory Requirements

The laboratory requirements for the safe utilization of radioactive materials are not

fundamentally different from those for use of other potentially hazardous materials. A properly

designed laboratory gives due consideration to the movement of personnel and materials, the

comfort and convenience of personnel, the required utilities, waste disposal, illumination, fire

prevention and security, as well as to the minimization of potential hazards and to minimizing

the probability of the creation of hazardous working conditions. The potential hazards that are

unique to the utilization of radioactive materials in a laboratory are those of external radiation

exposure, internal radiation exposure, and the spreading of radioactive contamination to other

areas. Thus a radioisotope laboratory must, in addition to the usual safety considerations,

provide due consideration for adequate shielding against external radiation, containment of

volatile radioactive materials, minimization of contamination, and provision for ease of

decontamination. The RHD, in granting authorization to use radioactive materials, will consider

the laboratory facilities in relation to the proposed use. The specific laboratory requirements

are dependent upon the type of experiment, quantity of radioactive material to be used, and

the hazard rating of the radionuclides being used. It is difficult to establish precise laboratory

requirements for the wide varieties of utilization that occur at a university. However,

radionuclides are classified into hazard groups, and a laboratory classification scheme for

purposes of monitoring is predicated on these hazard groupings. At the UUTR the RHD monitors

the UNEF radiation levels monthly as a cross check to the monitoring done by the reactor staff.

11.1.5.13 Basic Laboratory Practices

It is essential that all personnel who work with radioactive materials become familiar

with the radiation protection program at the University of Utah. The guidelines for proper

procedures as well as requirements in handling radioactive materials are summarized in this
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11.1.5.11 Radioactive Materials 

The rules for working with radioisotopes and radiation fields in a safe manner are 
governed by good judgment and common sense for safe laboratory practices and by a thorough 
knowledge of the nature of the experiment and the equipment being used. Experiments require 
careful planning from the first to last step. It is inevitable that certain steps in the experimental 
procedure are more accident-prone than other steps resulting in spillage and spread of 
radioactive material. These problems must be anticipated in designing the experiments. Some 
"excessive" caution is necessary in dealing with radioisotopes. A set of guidelines is tabulated in 
the Subsection 11.1.5.12 in order to minimize external radiation exposure, to minimize internal 
radiation exposure by avoiding ingestion, inhalation, and absorption of radioactive material, 
and to prevent the spread of contamination in the event of a spill or other accident. 

11.1.5.12 General Laboratory Requirements 

The laboratory requirements for the safe utilization of radioactive materials are not 
fundamentally different from those for use of other potentially hazardous materials. A properly 
designed laboratory gives due consideration to the movement of personnel and materials, the 
comfort and convenience of personnel, the required utilities, waste disposal, illumination, fire 
prevention and security, as well as to the minimization of potential hazards and to minimizing 
the probability of the creation of hazardous working conditions. The potential hazards that are 
unique to the utilization of radioactive materials in a laboratory are those of external radiation 
exposure, internal radiation exposure, and the spreading of radioactive contamination to other 
areas. Thus a radioisotope laboratory must, in addition to the usual safety considerations, 
provide due consideration for adequate shielding against external radiation, containment of 
volatile radioactive materials, minimization of contamination, and provision for ease of 
decontamination. The RHD, in granting authorization to use radioactive materials, will consider 
the laboratory facilities in relation to the proposed use. The specific laboratory requirements 
are dependent upon the type of experiment, quantity of radioactive material to be used, and 
the hazard rating of the radionuclides being used. It is difficult to establish precise laboratory 
requirements for the wide varieties of utilization that occur at a university. However, 
radionuclides are classified into hazard groups, and a laboratory classification scheme for 
purposes of monitoring is predicated on these hazard groupings. At the UUTR the RHD monitors 
the UNEF radiation levels monthly as a cross check to the monitoring done by the reactor staff. 

11.1.5.13 Basic Laboratory Practices 

It is essential that all personnel who work with radioactive materials become familiar 
with the radiation protection program at the University of Utah. The guidelines for proper 
procedures as well as requirements in handling radioactive materials are summarized in this 
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section. It is essential to point out that these guidelines pertain to all use of radioactive
materials. It is expected that the individual will use the utmost care always to ensure safe use of
radioisotopes in order to avoid endangering his or her colleagues in the laboratories. All
experimenters must therefore:

* Wear personal dosimeters (e.g., film badge, ring badge, or pocket dosimeter)
0 Wear protective clothing, such as lab coats, full-length slacks, overshoes, and safety

glasses or goggles
0 Protect the hands by wearing plastic gloves. (Consider the outer part of the gloves to

be contaminated and limit the use of gloves to the immediate experimental area. Do
not use gloves in the "inactive" regions of the laboratory, where it is normally
allowed to use bare hands [e.g., doorknobs, light switches, fume hood doors, and
telephones])

* Prohibit drinking, eating, smoking, and application of cosmetics in a radioactive
materials laboratory. (Even if parts of the laboratory are "inactive," it is necessary to
depart from the laboratory for drinking, eating, smoking, or application of
cosmetics.) The presence of empty food or drink containers will be considered a
violation of these regulations, since it will be inferred that consumption occurred on
the premises. Food or drink may be transported (expeditiously) through a
radioactive materials laboratory only if in a completely closed container

* Prohibit pipetting radioactive solutions using mouth,. licking gummed labels, or
combing hair in radioactive materials laboratory

* Monitor hands, feet, clothing, and shoes, before leaving the laboratory
* Use suitable monitoring equipment such as portable survey meters in laboratories.

(These instruments give exposure rate to radiation in mR/hr, or the observed rate of
decay of radioisotopes in counts/min.)

* Survey the laboratory area before commencing an experiment using radioisotopes.
(This precaution will ensure that the laboratory is uncontaminated when starting the
work. Allocate a smaller portion of the surveyed area for experimental work. In case
of an accident, it will be relatively easy to contain the radioactivity and to
decontaminate that area.)

* When using volatile materials, always work in fume hoods. (For extremely high
activity levels, a glove box is preferred. Inasmuch as feasible, avoid open bench top
experiments.)

* Ensure that the fume hood is in satisfactory condition (e.g., strippable or washable
paint on exposed area, proper air-flow, and unclogged drains). EHS personnel are
required to conduct an annual inspection of each fume hood to ensure proper
operational characteristics. (It is preferable to use glove boxes with pressure inside
the box slightly less than atmospheric pressure.)

0 Use a large porcelain or stainless steel tray lined with absorbent paper and carry out
the experiments on top of this tray. (In case of an accident it is an easy matter to
decontaminate the tray.)

* Line adjacent porous surfaces with absorbent paper or equivalent material.
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secticn. It is essential to. point cut that these guidelines pertain to. all use cf radicactive 
materials. It is expected that the individual will use the utmost care always to. ensure safe use of 
radicisctcpes in crder to. avcid endangering his cr her cclleagues in the labcratcries. All 
experimenters must therefcre: 
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* Store and transport radioactive material in closed containers. (Do not transport
open containers from one part of the laboratory to another.)

* Label all containers of radioactivity properly with date, radioisotope, quantity of
radioactivity, and your name. (Regulations require that each container be clearly
marked as to its contents.)

* Use radiation shields if measured radiation levels at the body will result in a dose
equivalent in excess of about 20 mrem (0.20 ýnSv). (Remember-that the maximum
permitted radiation exposure is 100 mrem/week (1.0mSv/week). In shielding
samples, do not forget that the back or sides of the hood may face an adjacent
laboratory; it will be necessary to consider exposure to this area as well.)

* Survey the work area. Decontaminate the work area as necessary and clean up all
equipment immediately after use. (Check the area with survey equipment to ensure
the adequacy of the cleanup. Consult with the RHD if you are not able successfully to
clean up the area.)

* Properly post notices to designate areas containing radioactive materials. (Areas
where radiation exposure rates would result in a dose equivalent in excess of 5
mrem (0.05 mSv) in one hour should be posted as a Radiation Area and those in
excess of 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in one hour as a High Radiation Area. Signs are available
for these designations. Remove all signs or markings when the hazard is removed.)

0 Rope off radiation areas and contaminated areas to restrict access and post signs to
indicate the hazard. (The barriers should not be removed without prior consultation
with the RHD.)

* Report all accidents promptly to the RHD on the Radioactive Materials Incident

and/or Accident Report (Accidents can occur in the best-planned experiments.)

11.1.5.14 Security, Control and Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials

Stored radioactive materials must be secured from, or controlled in such a manner as to
prevent, unauthorized removal from the place of storage. Radioactive materials which are
neither in storage nor in restricted area must be tended under the constant surveillance and
immediate control of the authorized user.

The basic approach to safe handling of radioactive materials is to focus on avoidance of
spills, escapes, or other avenues to contamination by the material being handled. Thus the
container must be suitable for the material contained, both from the integrity standpoint and

the shielding standpoint. In all types of handling, which usually involves a change in position or
location of the radioactive materials, one must never allow his or her attention to wander from
the procedure at hand. Moreover, because of the nature of radioactive materials and the
attendant dangers of exposure or contamination, extra precautions for safe handling must be
adopted. For example, in transporting radioactive materials from one laboratory space to
another, even in the same building and on the same floor, the mode of transport must include
(at least) double containment, so that there is a second barrier to dispersion should the first
barrier fail.
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• Store and transport radioactive material in closed containers. (Do not transport 
open containers from one part of the laboratory to another.) 

• Label all containers of radioactivity properly with date, radioisotope, quantity of 
radioactivity, and your na'!le. (Regulations require that each container be clearly 
marked as to its contents.) 

• Use radiation shields if measured radiation levels at the body will result in a dose 
equivalent in excess of about 20 mrem (0.20 mSv). (Remember-that the maximum 
permitted radiation exposure is 100 mrem/week (1.0mSv/week). In shielding 
samples, do not forget that the back or sides ofthe hood may face an adjacent 
laboratory; it will be necessary to consider exposure to this area as well.) 

• Survey the work area. Decontaminate the work area as necessary and clean up all 
equipment immediately after use. (Check the area with survey equipment to ensure 
the adequacy ofthe cleanup. Consult with the RHO if you are not able successfully to 
clean up the area.) 

• Properly post notices to designate areas containing radioactive materials. {Areas 
where radiation exposure rates would result in a dose equivalent in excess of 5 

mrem (0.05 mSv) in one hour should be posted as a Radiation Area and those in 
excess of 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in one hour as a High Radiation Area. Signs are available 
for these designations. Remove all signs or markings when the hazard is removed.) 

• Rope off radiation areas and contaminated areas to restrict access and post signs to 
indicate the hazard. (The barriers should not be removed without prior consultation 
with the RHO.) 

• Report all accidents promptly to the RHO on the Radioactive Materials Incident 
and/or Accident Report (Accidents can occur in the best-planned experiments.) 

11.1.5.14 Security, Control and Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials 

Stored radioactive materials must be secured from, or controlled in such a manner as to 
prevent, unauthorized removal from the place of storage. Radioactive materials which are 
neither in storage nor in restricted area must be tended under the constant surveillance and 
immediate control of the authorized user. 

The basic approach to safe handling of radioactive materials is to focus on avoidance of 
spills, escapes, or other avenues to contamination by the material being handled. Thus the 
container must be suitable for the material contained, both from the integrity standpoint and 
the shielding standpoint. In all types of handling, which usually involves a change in position or 
location of the radioactive materials, one must never allow his or her attention to wander from 
the procedure at hand. Moreover, because of the nature of radioactive materials and the 
attendant dangers of exposure or contamination, extra precautions for safe handling must be 
adopted. For example, in transporting radioactive materials from one laboratory space to 
another, even in the same building and on the same floor, the mode of transport must include 
(at least) double containment, so that there is a second barrier to dispersion should the first 

barrier fail. 
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50.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.6, "Contamination Control" requests a

description of the following: 1) the scope of the contamination control program;

2) the bases of procedures; 3) provisions within the program to avoid, prevent,
and remedy the occurrence and spread of contamination; 4) explicit training on
contamination control; and 4) recordkeeping regarding the occurrence and

spread of contamination. SAR Chapter 11.3.5.5 lacked sufficient detail. Please
provide a description of the UUTR contamination control program as described
above.

SECTION 11.1.6 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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provide a description of the UUTR contamination control program as described 

above. 
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11.1.6 Contamination Control

At the UUTR the potential contamination is controlled by trained personnel following
written procedures of how to control radioactive contamination, and by a monitoring program
designed to detect contamination in a timely manner. There are no areas within the reactor

facility with continuing removable contamination.
The most likely sites of contamination and control of contamination are:
* The reactor room floor area and reactor, grid area. All personnel including gloves and

shoes must be surveyed before they leave the reactor room.
" The fuel inspection area. Heavy water reflector elements are brought in this room to

inspect the elements.
* Sample receiver in the counting lab. A sample from the Pneumatic Irradiator (PI) is

transferred to this room using pressurized He gas.
* All personnel required to wear personnel dosimeter and lab coat in the control room

and reactor room even when the reactor is not operational.
* Removal of irradiated samples from the reactor pool requires the presence of a

proper detector.
* All contamination events are documented.
While working at this or other potentially contaminated sites, workers wear protective

gloves, and, if necessary, protective clothing and footwear. Workers are required to perform
surveys to assure that no contamination is present on hands, clothing, shoes, etc., before
leaving workstations where contamination is likely to occur. If contamination is detected, then
a check of the exposed areas of the body and clothing is required, with monitoring control
points established for this purpose. Materials, tools, and equipment are monitored for
contamination before removal from contaminated areas or from restricted areas likely to be
contaminated. Upon leaving the reactor area, hands and feet are monitored for removable
contamination. The UUTR staff and visiting researchers are trained on the risks of
contamination and on techniques for avoiding, limiting, and controlling contamination. Table

11.1-10 lists sample locations for routine monitoring of surface contamination control
measures. On a biweekly basis; 100 cm 2 swipe tests are analyzed for contamination. Acceptable
surface contamination levels for unconditional release are no more than 1,000dpm/100 cm 2

beta-gamma radiation.

Table 11.1-10 Representative Contamination Sampling Locations

Reactor area
Clean sample-preparation fume hood
Floor between reactor room and control room
Floor near entrance to reactor area
Fume hoods
Floor in NW comer of reactor area and fuel storage area
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11.1.6 Contaminatoon Control 

At the UUTR the potential contamination is controlled by trained personnel following 
written procedures of how to control radioactive contamination, and by a monitoring program 
designed to detect contamination ina timely manner. There are no areas within the reactor· 
facility with continuing removable contamination. 

The most likely sites of contamination and control of contamination are: 
• The reactor room floor area and reactor. grid area. All personnel including gloves and 

shoes must be surveyed before they leave the reactor room. 

• The fuel inspection area. Heavy water reflector elements are brought in this room to 
inspect the elements. 

• Sample receiver in the counting lab. A sample from the Pneumatic Irradiator (PI) is 
transferred to this room using pressurized He gas. 

• All personnel required to wear personnel dosimeter and lab coat in the control room 
and reactor room even when the reactor is not operational. 

• Removal of irradiated samples from the reactor pool requires the presence of a 
proper detector. 

• All contamination events are documented. 
While working at this or other potentially contaminated sites, workers wear protective 

gloves, and, if necessary, protective clothing and footwear. Workers are required to perform 
surveys to assure that no contamination is present on hands, clothing, shoes, etc., before 
leaving workstations where contamination is likely to occur. If contamination is detected, then 
a check of the exposed areas of the body and clothing is required, with monitoring control 
points established for this purpose. Materials, tools, and equipment are moriitored for 
contamination before removal from contaminated areas or from restricted areas likely to be 
contaminated. Upon leaving the reactor area, hands and feet are monitored for removable 
contamination. The UUTR staff and visiting researchers are trained on the risks of 
contamination and on techniques for avoiding, limiting, and controlling contamination. Table 
11.1-10 lists sample locations for routine monitoring of surface contamination control 
measures. On a biweekly basis; 100 cm 2 swipe tests are analyzed for contamination. Acceptable 
surface contamination levels for unconditional release are no more than l,OOOdpm/100 cm2 

beta-gamma radiation. 

Table 11.1-10 Representative Contamination Sampling Locations 

Reactor area 
Clean sample-preparation fume hood 
Floor between reactor room and control room 
Floor near entrance to reactor area 
Fume hoods 
Floor in NW comer of reactor area and fuel storage area 
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Table in north side wall of reactor room
Stairway between reactor room floor and upper grid plate
Outside reactor area
Floor between control room and computational room
Floor in the counting laboratory
Exit hallway floor
Table for rabbit sample preparation in the counting laboratory
Office area

The basic components of contamination control are:

* Wear fully protective clothing, including gloves, a laboratory coat, wrist guards, full-
length slacks, shoes (preferably overshoes) that cover the feet and possibly the
ankles, and safety glasses or goggles

* Designate a specific area for work with radioactive materials

* Label all containers and tools properly

* Use trays and absorbent papers

* Prohibit smoking, drinking, eating, or application of cosmetics in the radioactive
materials laboratory

* Change gloves frequently so as to avoid contaminating various laboratory articles,
fixtures, and surfaces

* Use transfer pipettes and prohibit any mouth-pipetting

* Work with volatile compounds only in operational fume hoods

* Use traps to absorb volatiles (Guidance on disposal of chemical traps should be
obtained from the RHD)

* Provide for regular monitoring of clothing, shoes, and the work area

* Avoid all interruptions and distractions once the procedure has been commenced,
and especially those which might cause contamination of laboratory articles or
furniture (e.g., telephone calls)

At the UNEF the main method of contamination control is embodied in the procedures
used to irradiate samples and to handle irradiated samples. All samples are irradiated in a
plastic container of some type and lowered down into UUTR pool water containing irradiation
tube of the reactor by one of the reactor staff or a qualified experimenter. At the end of the
irradiation the sample is pulled up in the irradiation tube and out of the core. Depending upon
the expected dose rate from the sample, it may be immediately withdrawn from the core to the
bridge level and the sample's exposure rate immediately measured or allowed to cool for a
while before being removed from the top of the irradiation tube.

Samples removed from the core are passed down to a hood in the Radiochemistry
Laboratory which is on the floor below the reactor operating area via a 4 inch plastic tube that
leads to the hood. Documentation on the sample irradiation is then made out by the person
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• Wear fully protective clothing, including gloves, a laboratory coat, wrist guards, full
length slacks, shoes (preferably overshoes) that cover the feet and possibly the 
ankles, and safety glasses or goggles 

• Designate a specific area for work with radioactive materials 

• Label all containers and tools properly 

• Use trays and absorbent papers 

• Prohibit smoking, drinking, eating, or application of cosmetics in the radioactive 
. materials laboratory 

• Change gloves frequently so as to avoid contaminating various laboratory articles, 
fixtures, and surfaces 

• Use transfer pipettes and prohibit any mouth-pi petting 

• Work with volatile compounds only in operational fume hoods 

• Use traps to absorb volatiles (Guidance on disposal of chemical traps should be 
obtained from the RHD) 

• Provide for regular monitoring of clothing, shoes, and the work area 

• Avoid all interruptions and distractions once the procedure has been commenced, 
and especially those which might cause contamination of laboratory articles or 
furniture (e.g., telephone calls) 

At the UNEF the main method of contamination control is embodied in the procedures 
used to irradiate samples and to handle irradiated samples. All samples are irradiated in a 
plastic container of some type and lowered down into UUTR pool water containing irradiation 
tube of the reactor by one of the reactor staff or a qualified experimenter. At the end of the 
irradiation the sample is pulled up in the irradiation tube and out of the core. Depending upon 
the expected dose rate from the sample, it may be immediately withdrawn from the core to the 
bridge level and the sample's exposure rate immediately measured or allowed to cool for a 
while before being removed from the top ofthe irradiation tube. 

Samples removed from the core are passed down to a hood in the Radiochemistry 
Laboratory which is on the floor below the reactor operating area via a 4 inch plastic tube that 
leads to the hood. Documentation on the sample irradiation is then made out by the person 
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removing the sample including the dose rate of the sample. Samples with a dose rate of over
100 mr/hr are not allowed to be transferred to the Radiochemistry Laboratory.

In the Radiochemistry Laboratory a person wearing plastic gloves processes the sample
as needed and again monitors the sample or samples after they have been removed from the
irradiation container. Only low level samples for Neutron Activation Analysis or irradiated
samples in a shield are allowed to be removed from the Radiochemistry Laboratory. The reactor
room and radio-chemistry room have three Area Radiation Monitors (near the reactor tank,
reactor room ceiling and radio-chemistry lab). If the reactor room has a radiation level higher
than 10 mR/hr or somebody attempts to remove a hot sample from the reactor pool, the
radiation alarm will be sounded. A radiation monitor is also located at the entrance of the
computer room area.
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51.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.7, "Environmental Monitoring" requests
information on the environmental monitoring program, including: 1)
compliance with commitments; 2) a review of the effectiveness of the program;
3) the facility policy on environmental monitoring; 4) written plans and the
technical bases of procedures for implementing the environmental monitoring
operations; and 5) the environmental surveillance program. SAR Chapter
11.3.5.6 lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a description of the UUTR
environmental monitoring program as described above.

SECTMON 11.1.7 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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51. 
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.1.7, "Environmental Monitoring" requests 
information on the environmental monitoring program, including: 1) . 
compliance with commitments; 2) a review of the effectiveness of the program; 
3) the facility policy on environmental monitoring; 4) written plans and the 
technical bases of procedures for implementing the environmental monitoring 
operations; and 5) the environmental surveillance program. SAR Chapter 
11.3.5.6 lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a description of the UUTR 
environmental monitoring program as described above. 
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11.1.7 Environmental Monitoring

Environmental monitoring is required to assure compliance with Subpart F of 10CFR Part

20 and with the UUTR Technical Specifications. Installed monitoring systems include area

radiation monitors and airborne contamination monitors. The facility has maintained a

comprehensive environmental and facility monitoring program for the last 35 years. This
program has been very effective in quantifying the fact that the operation of the facility has had
an insignificant impact on local environmental, radiation levels and radiation exposure in and

about the facility. The components of the program are described as follows.

11.1.7.1 Area Radiation Monitors (ARM)

Area radiation monitors are required for reactor operation. Radiation area monitor

calibration is accomplished as required by Technical Specifications in accordance with facility

procedures. With the exception of Argon-41, there are virtually no pathways for radioactive

materials from the UUTR to enter the unrestricted environment during normal facility

operations.

11.1.7.2 Airborne Contamination Monitors

The facility has one required air monitoring system in the reactor area. Two additional

systems monitor air from the exhaust stack. Airborne contamination monitor calibration is
accomplished as required by Technical Specifications in accordance with facility procedures.

The UUTR may impose additional requirements through the Radiation Protection

Program.

The average quarterly radiation exposure in mRem in and about the facility is monitored

using high sensitivity TLD type dosimeters. The monitoring locations include the unrestricted

areas adjacent to the UUTR facility, the closest off-site point of continuous occupancy, and a

number of off-site locations. The monitoring program includes at least 20 sampling locations

and the dosimeters are changed at the first week of every month. The exposure data are
analyzed at least monthly in order to insure compliance with 10 CFR 20.1301. If the exposure

rate in an unrestricted area adjacent to the facility is found to be above the level of 3 times

higher than background, action should be taken to determine the cause of the exposure in the
unrestricted area and to reduce the exposure to the area. Three control dosimeters that are

stored in the RHD are provided to measure the background radiation levels. Annually the
exposure to the closest off-site point of continuous occupancy is analyzed to insure compliance
with the established ALARA criteria found in the facility's Technical Specifications.

11.1.7.3 Contamination Surveys
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Contamination monitoring requirements and surveillances addressed in Subsection
11.1.6 prevent track-out of radioactive contamination from the reactor facilities to the
environment. As required by 10CFR20.1501, contamination surveys are conducted to ensure
compliance with regulations reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the magnitude
and extent of radiation levels, concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, and
potential radiological hazards.

11.1.7.4 Radiation Surveys

Quarterly environmental monitoring is conducted, involving measurement of both
gamma-ray doses within the facility and exterior to the facility over the course of the quarter
using fixed area dosimeters. Gamma-ray exposure-rate data, based on quarterly measurements
over the most resent 5-year period is indicated in Table 11.1-11. Source terms are related to
reactor power levels; therefore maximum radiation levels during operation at 100 kW should
not exceed-twice the maximum historical values.

Table 11.1-11 Representative Environmental Exposures for 90kW UUTR

Year Highest Annual Dose Inside UUTR Area Highest Annual Dose Outside
UUTR Facility

2005 1205B South wall: 237 mrem Energy & Geosciences Institute
(ERG, 1.5 miles from the reactor
facility): 48 mrem

2006 1205B: 308 mrem Background: 47 mrem
2007 1205B: 255 mrem ERG: 50 mrem
2008 1205B: 307 mrem ERG: 40 mrem
2009 1205B: 275 mrem ERG: 47 mrem

11.1.7.5 Monitoring for Conditions Requiring Evacuation

An evacuation alarm is required in the reactor area. Response testing of the alarm is
performed in accordance with facility procedures.
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Contamination monitoring requirements and surveillances addressed in Subsection 
11.1.6 prevent track-out of radioactive contamination from the reactor facilities to the 
environment. As required by 10CFR20.1501, contamination surveys are conducted to ensure 

compliance with regulations reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the magnitude 

and extent of radiation levels, concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, and 
potential radiological hazards. 

11.1.7.4 Radiation Surveys 

Quarterly environmental monitoring is conducted, involving measurement of both 
gamma-ray doses within the facility and exterior to the facility over the course of the quarter 

using fixed area dosimeters. Gamma-ray exposure-rate data, based on quarterly measurements 

over the most resent 5-year period is indicated in Table 11.1-11. Source terms are related to 

reactor power levels; therefore maximum radiation levels during operation at 100 kW should 
not exceed-twice the maximum historical values. 

Table 11.1-11 Representative Environmental Exposures for 90kW UUTR 

Year Highest Annual Dose Inside UUTR Area Highest Annual Dose Outside 
UUTR Facility 

2005 1205B South wall: 237 mrem Energy & Geosciences Institute 
(ERG, 1.5 miles from the reactor 
facility): 48 mrem 

2006 1205B: 308 mrem Background: 47 mrem 

2007 1205B: 255mrem ERG: 50 mrem 

2008 1205B: 307 mrem ERG: 40 mrem 

2009 1205B: 275 mrem ERG: 47 mrem 

11.1.7.5 Monitoring for Conditions Requiring Evacuation 

An evacuation alarm is required in the reactor area. Response testing of the alarm is 
performed in accordance with facility procedures. 
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52.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.2.1, "Radioactive Waste Management
Program," requests a description of: 1) the organizational philosophy of and
approach to management of radioactive waste; 2) organization of the
management function; 3) program staffing, position descriptions, and program
personnel with responsibilities for and qualifications of radioactive waste
management; 4) review or audit committees related to radioactive waste
management; 5) training for staff; 6) plans for shipping, disposal, and long-term
storage; 7) audits of the effectiveness of the program and the bases for
procedures; and, 8) the bases of the Technical Specifications. SAR Chapter
11.4 lacks sufficient detail. Please provide a description of the UUTR radioactive
waste management program as described above.

53.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.2.2, "Radioactive Waste Controls" requests the
information concerning: 1) how all processes and procedures that could produce
radioactive waste material are evaluated; 2) a demonstration that appropriate
monitoring and sampling will be performed and sufficient analyses will be
completed to assess the extent of the radiation exposures from waste products;
3) methods to-avoid inadvertent exposures of personnel or uncontrolled
escapes of the radioactive materials; 4) methods to define and maintain
continuous control of radioactive materials that require treatment and
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management as radioactive waste; and, 5) methods for decreasing quantities of

radioactive waste. SAR Chapter 11.4 lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a
description of the UUTR radioactive waste controls as described above. Include
any changes resulting from the requested power uprate.

54.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.2.3, "Release of Radioactive Waste" requests
the following information: 1) a description of the methods used to identify and
characterize radioactive liquid and gaseous waste effluents; 2) a listing of the
radionuclides by quantity and by other relevant characteristics such as, release

points and relevant environmental parameters; 3) a demonstration through
appropriate calculations or references that all releases of radioactive effluents
would be managed, controlled, and monitored; 4) a demonstration that
procedures are in place for the transfer of solid waste to other parties in
accordance with all applicable regulations; and, 5) a discussion of methods to
verify that releases have not exceeded applicable regulations or guidelines.
SAR Chapter 11.4 lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a description of the
UUTR process for the release of radioactive waste as described above.

SEC1MDO$S l.2.1, Ii.2.2 AND 11.2.3 ARE NOW 11.2 AND ARE
REVllSED AS FOLLOWS:
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management as radioactive waste; and, 5) methods for decreasing quantities of 
radioactive waste. SAR Chapter 11.4 lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a 
description of the UUTR radioactive waste controls as described above. Include 
any changes resulting from the requested power uprate. 

54. 
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 11.2.3, "Release of Radioactive Waste" requests 
the following information: 1) a description of the methods used to identify and 
characterize radioactive liquid and gaseous waste effluents; 2) a listing of the 
radionuclides by quantity and by other relevant characteristics such as, release 
points and relevant environmental parameters; 3) a demonstration through . 
appropriate calculations or references that all releases of radioactive effluents 
would be managed, controlled, and monitored; 4) a demonstration that 
procedures are in place for the transfer of solid waste to other parties in 
accordance with all applicable regulations; and, 5) a discussion of methods to 
verify that releases have not exceeded applicable regulations or guidelines. 
SAR Chapter 11.4 lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a description of the 
UUTR process for the release of radioactive waste as described above. 
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11.2 Radioactive Waste Management

The reactor generates very small quantities of radioactive waste. Training for waste
management functions are incorporated in operator license training and requalification
program.

11.2.1 Radioactive Waste Management Program

The objective of the radioactive waste management program is to ensure that
radioactive waste is minimized, and that it is properly handled, stored and disposed of. The
Radiological Health Department (RHD) staff is responsible for administering the radioactive
waste management program, which also includes any records associated with the program. All
records are retained for the life of the facility.

All radioactive waste or waste materials contaminated with radioactive materials may
be disposed off, only in accordance with the practices and procedures establishedby the RHD
and enforced by the RHD. The specific procedures, which may change with time, include
provision for handling the radioactive wastes as described below. All disposal (and use) are
conducted in a manner consistent with environmental monitoring requirements that are met
by the RHD.

11.2.2 Radioactive Waste Controls

Radioactive solid waste is generally considered to be any item or substance no longer of
use to the UUTR facility, which contains or is suspected of containing radioactivity above
background levels. Volume of waste at the UUTR is small, and the nature of the waste items is
limited and of known characterization. Consumable supplies such as absorbent materials or
protective clothing are declared radioactive waste if radioactivity above background is found to
be present. When possible, solid radioactive waste is initially segregated at the point of origin
from items that are not considered waste. Screening is based on the presence of detectable
radioactivity using appropriate monitoring and detection techniques and on the future need for
the items and materials involved. Solid wastes are either allowed to decay in storage to
background, or are transferred to the University of Utah RHD to disposal.

Although argon-41 is released from the UUTR, this release is not considered to be waste
in the same sense as liquid and solid wastes; it is an effluent, which is a routine part of the
operation of the facility. Typically, this gas simply mixes with reactor room and other facility air
and is discharged along with the normal ventilation exhaust.

Liquid wastes are not customarily released from the UUTR.

11.2.3 Release of Radioactive Waste
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The UUTR does not have a policy of releasing radioactive waste to the environment as
effluent. If contaminated liquids are produced, they are contained locally, added to absorbent,
and transferred to a waste barrel in preparation for transfer to RHD. Solid waste is likewise
routinely contained on-site.

11.2.4 Routine Waste Collection

The Radiological Health Department routinely collects properly packaged and tagged
solid and liquid materials from laboratories on campus including the UUTR Reactor Facility. It is
the user's responsibility to properly tag the waste container and accurately estimate the
specific radionuclide content in the waste.

11.2.5 Radioactive Waste Storage

The RHD accumulates and stores properly tagged waste materials in an appropriate
location prior to transfer to a permanent, licensed disposal site.

11.2.6 Disposal to Sanitary Sewer System

Authorized users only may release to the sanitary sewer small quantities of non-alpha
emitting radionuclides not to exceed the limits established in 10 CFR 20.2003 with the approval
of the RHD. In order to ensure that total university releases do not exceed the appropriate
limits, individual user release limits may not exceed those listed in the Table 11.2-1. (Hazardous
[chemical] wastes with a radioactive component [officially labeled "Mixed wastes'] are subject
to additional regulatory control. Proper disposition of these wastes must be determined by
prior consultation with the RHD). The Table 11.2-1 is an example from 10 CFR 20. 2003 and
when the facility needs to release any radioactive isotope such as in the Table 11.2-1, it is
required to in coordinate with the University Radiological Health Department.

11.2.7 Radioactive Waste Packaging and Labeling
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The RHD collects to dispose only packaged and labeled radioactive waste materials. The
basic packaging and labeling requirements are:

Dry waste such as paper, gloves, and plastics, should be placed in the standard Low
Specific Activity box (LSA box), which has been lined with a plastic bag. No biological waste
whatever is allowed in dry waste. Glass pipettes, broken glass, needles and any other sharp
items should be placed in a strong inner package, which is placed in the larger box. Damp
material and other waste that will give off vapors or fumes should be contained in small, well-
sealed plastic bags or containers before they are placed in the box. (Animal carcasses, blood
and tissue, and larger amounts [10 grams] of waste that will putrefy should be frozen and
disposed of according to animal waste procedures given below.)

Table 11.2-1 User release limit for several isotopes [10CFR20.2003]

Radionuclide Activity Activity limit for Activity limit for
concentration for exempt exempt
exempt material consignment(Bq) consignment (Ci)

(Bq/g)
H-3 1.0x106  1.0X10 9  2.7x10-2

C-14 1.0x10 4  1.0x10 7  2.7xlO4

P-32 1.0X10 3  1.0x10s 2.7x10"6

S-35 1.0x10s 1.0x10 8  2.7x10-3

Ca-45 1.0x10 4  1.0X10 7  2.7x10 4

Cr-51 1.0x10 3  1.0X10 7  2.7x10"4
1-125 1.0x10 3 1.0x10 6 2.7x105

Liquid waste that cannot be disposed of via the sewer system must be collected and
stored in an appropriate container. Some liquid wastes must be absorbed on floor-dry and
disposed of as solid waste. The RHD should be consulted for more specific assistance relating to
liquid waste collection.

Liquid scintillation fluid vials. The waste from liquid scintillation counting deserves
special mention because of both the volume and the requirement to use non-hazardous and
non-toxic media:

" when vials are reused: the spent cocktail should be emptied into a liquid waste
container and treated as liquid waste. This operation should be conducted in an
operating fume hood

* when vials are disposed of with contents: Vials should be collected in their original
carton or packed carefully in a separate box or bag. Filled scintillation vials must not
be mixed with dry waste. The RHD should be consulted for more specific assistance
as required
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. when empty vials are disposed of: empty vials should be placed in a dry waste bag

11.2.8 Records and Labeling

The university license and state regulations require that inventory and control methods
cover all aspects of work with radioactive material. Therefore, all packages and containers of
radioactive waste must be labeled with a radiation symbol and a description of the contents.
The label should indicate the radionuclide, the activity in kBq or MBq, and the name of the
authorized user. Containers should be securely closed, both top and bottom, with strong tape
or other appropriate devices. Flaps must not be tucked one under the other; this method is not
as strong as properly folded and taped flaps. Radioactive label tape is not strong. Both the tops
and bottoms of boxes must be secured. Plastic bags should be tied or taped closed. It is
especially important to avoid inadvertent collection of radioactive waste by custodians. This
goal will be achieved by proper and prominent labeling of radioactive waste containers in the
laboratory. As waste is being accumulated in a container, a record of each addition should be
made. The record sheet must be summarized and be properly labeled with the waste tag.

11.2.9 Release of Radioactive Waste

As mentioned in Section 11.2.3, the UUTR does not have a policy of releasing
radioactive waste to the environment as effluent. The UUTR release only a sample, which
satisfies some specific conditions. Non-routine liquid radioactive waste is generated from
decontamination or maintenance activities. Possible gaseous radioactive isotopes that are
generated from the UUTR facility are Argon-41 and Nitrogen-16. The amount of Argon-41
satisfies 10 CFR 20 limits. Nitrogen-16 generation is very small and duringthe reactor operation,
the ARM near the reactor tank and reactor room ceiling do not exceed 0.05 mR/hr. All solid
waste or experimental samples are surveyed using portable GM counter, ion chamber, 16
channel alpha spectrometer and high purity germanium gamma spectrometer. If a sample
satisfies a specific limit, then it can be released or disposed. RPR 54 and 55 specifies the specific
procedures for the disposal, release and shipment of radioactive waste. The limits for specific
isotopes are outlined in 49 CFR 173.425, and within 49 CFR 173.433 (d) (2) for mixed
radionuclides. The exempted amount is specified in 10 CFR 30.71. Figure 11.2-1 shows one
example of release from the UUTR to US Air Force.
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CENTER
122 S. Centrl ýCqpus Dr.

Room 104
Salt Lake City, UT 84112

•01-581-4199
Memorandum

To:
FnrnnCENTER,
Data October 13, 2009
Subject- Surwy xesuft of USAF electronic parts # 27-10622-1,27-10622-2,27-10622-3
27-10622-3-810. 27-10622-4 27-10623-2 and 27-10623-4

11w USAF electroc parts that were nditated n the Unisity of Utah TRIGA reactor
an 10/05/09 and 10/06/09 were chmarhcefized sinng the EFGe detection system on
10/,3109 and smvayed on 101131019. The folovwi* isotalps were foimd ini he parts and

1sreup na (s a3

or-51. EL3 I I

Wn-64 0J02 0CA
CoSS0.38 14.2

C-SO• 1.73 (K-1
Fe-S 0.15 5.6
Q>J-64 2.70 0919

MN-CO 2.24 82.9

Ag-t•1On 3.63 134.4
Sn-¶113 0112 0C
Sb-122 0.43 15O1
Sb-124 0-33 1.1

W-IB 10.5•4 390-0

These we within tMe ezoedW limits oatfied in 49 CFR 173.425, and within 49 CFR
173.433(dX2) for inized xadwoudrnc & Them quantities are emVpt within 10 CFR
30.71.

The elecanic paib were als s-veyedusinga LudlumModel 19 suvey meter (S/N
15251. cahibaftvtndate teW 5/09). Atcimlfad, te highest dose reading for fie parts was
less ftan 50 Rf&h. These are within the eaepted limits outlined -m 49 CFR
173.421(a)(2) of 05 mRi w.

A wipe test of the packages was perfimned to dieck farremovaHle beta-gamm and
alpha cu ,im.- The eIin package was wiped and the wipes counted with a TIM-

Figure 11.2-1 Example of sample release from the UUTR to US Air Force [Notice that in 2010, "CENTER"
was changed to "UNEP"]
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CENTER. 
122 S. Cemni1Campus Dr. 

Romnl04 
SalU..ake City, ill 84112 

:&01-j81-4188 
Memoramlnm 

SUbjed: SUI1;-eyresld1s of USAF eledraaic parts Po 27-10622-1, 27-10622-2. 27-10622-3 
27-10622-3-810. 27-10622-4 27-10623-2 and 27·10623-4 

The USAF e1ectnmic parts filatwere imtdiatedintlm UDi1."a'Sdy ofUtah lRIGA:reactm 
on 10f0j/09 and 10106/'09 were c:haracteriredwmg tbe HPGe detediao systEmao 
10/13!0911!1d lilI2IVefed OIl 10113109. The foIlowiDg:isotopes wae fmmd in 1be parts and 
3m SlIIHilWimd as fcIlowx: 

. ::.. Dei (]8ol 
0"-61. 0.3 11 

Mn<i4 om 011 

CcHi8 0.38 14.2 

Co-6D 1.73 64.1 

Fe-69 0.15 5.6 

Ou~ 2.70 11911 

MD-Cl9 2..24 8211 

Ag-UIlnn 3.63 134.4 

Sn-ltt3 om OJ} 

St.-122 0.43 16..0 

Sb-124 0..03 t.1 

W-tB7 10.54 300..0 

'I'hffie are within 1be ~Jimits 0IltIiDed io49CFR 173.425, and wifIb.in 49 CFR 
173.433(d)(2) fur mUm radiomlClides 'fbe!eqnmtities are ~ wiftriD 10 CFR 
30.71. 

The eIecmmic padS were abo saIveyed ~ a LmllmnModel19 SUIWf :rneta(SIN 
1j2~1, calibmtion,ciate 02lOjlD9). At~mdact, tbehigbest dosereadiog fortbeparts was 
less than :SO aiRJbr. These are witbin the exrepted timits 0Il1ti0ed liD 49 CFR 
173.411(a)Q) of 05 mRIIIr. 

A"IiriJre tEst ofl:l:m packages was perfimned tD died: .furremovahle beta-gammaand 
alpha contamination. The entire package MIS wiped, and the wipes aJ'IIDtEd wi1h a IBM. 

2010 

Figure 11.2-1 Example of sample release from the UUTR to us Air Force [Notice that in 2010, "CENTERN 
was changed to HUNEpNJ 
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55.
Technical Specification 6.6 requires "all replacements, modifications, and
changes to systems having a safety related function shall be subjected to a QA
review." The power upgrade of UUTR represents a change that potentially
involves safety-related systems and functions. Please provide information
regarding the quality measures to be employed to for any changes to systems
having a safety related function.

Not applicable.
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56.

NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 12.11, "Startup Plan" requests a complete
description of a start plan. SAR chapter 12.11 startup plan for the power uprate

lacked sufficient detail. Please provide a startup plan which addresses the

specific information requested in NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 12.11.

SECTION 12.1 REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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12.1 Startup Plan

This is not applicable.

Responses to NRC RAIs 2010
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57. NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 13, "Accident Analyses" requests information
on safety considerations and functional requirements that ensure safe reactor
operation and protection of the public and environment.

57.1.

SAR Chapter 13.1.1 and Appendix C.2.1 provide different time estimates for draining the

entire reactor tank through a sandy underground media. In
Appendix C.2.1 the time estimate is 23.1 hours, whereas in Section 13.1.1 it is
19.3 hours. In addition, Appendix C.2.1 includes information on the properties of the

assumed sandy condition under the reactor tank, without proper references or indications as

to why the cited values are considered conservative. Please provide the reference for the

cited values and clarify the final results with revised information pertaining to these two

sections of the SAR.

57.2.

SAR Chapter 13.1.3 and Appendix C.2.3 provide information on the method and cite dose rate

results from the exposed core. Appendix C.2.3 provides three expressions for estimated

decay power, gamma flux, and dose rate. The following issues were observed:
57.2.1. The expression for the decay heat power does not appear to follow any

standard expressions in the literature (e.g., Glasstone and Sesonske).
57.2.2. In addition, the discussion in Appendix C.2.3 is very limited and does not

provide comprehensive information for the staff to perform a confirmatory analysis

(i.e., references for the expressions cited and supporting information on numerical
values for the parameters and data).

57.2.3. Furthermore, the dose rate of 8 roentgen per hour (R/hr) from a I milligram

cobalt - 60 (Co60) contamination of the core structure has been described as occurring
at two different distances from the exposed core; Appendix C.2.3 refers to a distance

of 24 centimeters, whereas Section 13.1.3 refers to a distance of 18 inches.
Please provide clarifications and references for the expressions cited and the

numerical data used in these expressions, and correct the inconsistencies in the cited

dose rates.

57.3

SAR Appendix C.2.4 provides an expression for estimating decay heat during a shutdown. This

expression is different from the expression in Appendix C.2.3. Also, it appears that there is an
error in the decay heat expression, where the constant factor should be 0.065 rather than
0.65. In addition, in an expression for average temperature increase, the time after the

shutdown is referred to as the only variable. However, the fuel surface temperature is
expected to rise as a function of time. Therefore, this variable should also be indicated.

Please provide references for the stated expressions and update the decay heat equation and

calculations related to SAR Appendix C.2.4.

57.4
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SAR Appendix C.1.1 provides a set of expressions for reactor power and fuel temperature

following a prompt excursion. The results provided in Appendix
C.1.1 using the cited reactor parameters were unable to be reproduced, e.g., using the
methodology in Appendix C.1.1, a prompt excursion of $1.5 resulted in a fuel temperature
increase of 40 °C, whereas the table in Appendix C.1.1 indicates an increase of 178 *C. Please
provide the input data (reactor parameters) that were used in SAR Appendix C.1.1.

57.5
SAR Chapter 13.3 and Appendices B.9, and C.3 provide the method and data for determining
an accidental release of fission products from a mishandling or malfunction of fuel. A
confirmatory analysis was unable to be performed. Please provide the following:

57.5.1 Information on the method used to estimate the fission product inventory of a
bounding fuel element;
57.5.2 Inventory for the nuclides that are expected to be released in the reactor room,
assuming a direct release from a fuel cladding failure in the air;
57.5.3 Nuclide concentrations in the reactor room and comparisons to Annual
Limit on Intake (ALl) and Derived Air Concentration (DAC) in 10 CFR 20
Appendix B, Table 1; estimates of the doses to workers during the evacuation; and
clarifications of assumptions, if applicable; and,
57.5.4 Method and analysis information for determining dose to the public, indicating
the distance at which the dose is calculated, supporting information for assumptions
made on parameters such as wind speed, stack height, air flow, and diffusion factor.

58.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section, "Accident Analyses" requests information on

safety considerations and functional requirements that ensure safe reactor

operation and protection of the public and environment. SAR Chapter 13
provides a summary of accident analyses results supported by Appendices A, B,
and C. However, the information in these appendices cannot be confirmed due

to the following:

58.1.
SAR Appendix C.1 provides an equation for estimating maximum core temperature, Tmax,
along with a table summarizing the results. However, the cited numerical estimates and
results cannot be reproduced;

58.2. SAR Appendix A.6: a) Ii is undefined; b) (lia/p)air is cited as a mass attenuation
coefficient for air; this should be a mass energy-absorption coefficient; and,

58.3.
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The values cited for the mass energy-absorption coefficients are low by an order of
magnitude.

The Maximum Hypothetical Accident (MHA) for the UUTR is not specifically defined in the
SAR. Please provide a description of the MHA, and provide the information noted above to
allow independent validation of calculations in SAR Appendix A.6.

CHAPTER 13 REVMSED AS FOLLOWS:
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13. Accidents Analysis

This chapter provides information and analysis to demonstrate that the health and
safety of the public and workers are protected in the event of equipment malfunctions or other
abnormalities in reactor behavior. The analysis demonstrates that facility design features,
limiting safety system settings, and, limiting conditions for operation ensure that no credible
accident could lead to unacceptable radiological, consequences to people or the environment.

13.1 Introduction

In about 1980, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission requested an independent and
fresh overview analysis of credible accidents for TRIGA and TRIGA fueled reactors. Such an
analysis was considereddesirable since safety and licensing concepts had changed over the
years. The study resulted in NUREG/CR-2387, Credible Accident Analysis for TRIGA and TRIGA's-
Fueled Reactors [Reed College SARI. The information developed by the TRIGA experience base,
plus appropriate information from NUREG/CR-2387, serve as a basis for some of the
information presented in this chapter. The reactor physics and thermal-hydraulic conditions in
the UUTR at power level of 100 kW are established in Chapter 4.

The fuel temperature is the limit on operation of the UUTR. This limit stems from the
outgassing of hydrogen from UZrH fuel and the subsequent stress produced in the fuel element
cladding material. Calculations performed by General Atomics and confirmed by experiments
indicate that no cladding damage occurs at peak fuel temperatures as high as approximately
530 °C (986 OF) for low-hydride-type (UZrH 3.0), aluminum-clad elements, [Reed College SARI
and 1175 'C (2150 OF) for high-hydride-type (UZrH 1.60), stainless-steel-clad elements.[Reed
College SARI. Cladding damage in the high-hydride-type, stainless-steel fuel is caused by a
pressure buildup in the element as a result of the evolution of hydrogen produced by
dehydriding of the fuel with increasing temperature. The pressure internal to the fuel element
reaches the point where the cladding fails. Cladding damage in the low-hydridetype, aluminum-
clad fuel is caused by a phase change in the fuel matrix that occurs at about 530 °C (986 OF). The
phase change causes the fuel to swell that causes the cladding to fail. For a core containing only
aluminum clad fuel or containing both aluminum and stainless steel clad fuel, a fuel
temperature limit of 500 'C (932 OF) is determined by the cladding damage threshold
temperature of the low-hydride-type, aluminum-cladding fuel elements. For a future core with
only stainless steel clad fuel, fuel temperature limits of 1,100 "C (2,012 OF) (with clad < 500 °C)
and 930 °C (1,706 OF) (with clad > 500 "C) for UZrH with a H/Zr ratio less than 1.70 have been set
to preclude the loss of clad integrity, [Reed College SARI.

Ten credible accidents for research reactors were identified in NUREG-1537 [NUREG-
1537, Guidelines for-Preparing and Reviewing Applications for the Licensing of Non-Power
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13. Accidents Analysis 
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Reactors, Format and Content, Report NUREG-1537 Part 1, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996.] as follows:

11. The maximum hypothetical accident (MHA);
12. Insertion of excess reactivity;
13. Loss of coolant accident (LOCA);
14. Loss of coolant flow;
15. Loss of pool water;
16. Mishandling or malfunction of fuel;
17. Experiment malfunction;
18. Loss of normal electrical power;
19. External events; and
20. Mishandling or malfunction of equipment.
In normal operation a TRIGA type non-power reactor does not in and of itself constitute

a threat to the health and safety of the facility staff or the general public. In this Chapter the
analyses of postulated accidents that have been categorized into one of the above nine groups
are presented: some categories do not contain accidents that appeared applicable or credible
for the UUTR; some categories contain an analysis of more than one accident even though one
is usually limiting in terms of impact. Any accident having significant radiological consequences
was analyzed. For those events that do not result in the release of radioactive materials from
the fuel, only a qualitative evaluation of the event is presented. Events leading to the release of
radioactive material from a fuel element were analyzed to the point where it was possible to
reach the conclusion that a particular event was, or was not, the limiting event in that accident
category.

The MHA for TRIGA reactors is the cladding failure of a single irradiated fuel element in
air with no radioactive decay of the contained fission products taking place prior to the release.

13.2 Accident Initiating Events and Scenarios, Accident
Analysis, and Determination of Consequences

13.2.1 Maximum Hypothetical Accident (MHA)

The failure of the encapsulation of one fuel element, in air, resulting in the release of
gaseous fission products to the atmosphere is considered to be the Maximum Hypothetical
Accident (MHA) for TRIGA and therefore the UUTR. Administrative controls prevent removal of
fuel from the reactor pool during fuel handling, but one could postulate fuel failure in air during
fuel transfer circumstances. Potential consequences of fuel failure in air including inhalation by
the public are considered as the MHA scenario.
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13.2.1.1 Accident Initiating Events and Scenarios

A singl e fuel element could fail at any time during normal reactor operation or while the

reactor is in a shutdown condition, due to a manufacturing defect, corrosion, or handling

damage. This type of accident is very infrequent, based on many years of operating experience

with TRIGA fuel, and such a failure would not normally incorporate all of the necessary

operating assumptions required to obtain a worst-case fuel-failure scenario.

For the UUTR, the MHA has been defined as the cladding rupture of one highly
irradiated fuel element with no radioactive decay followed by the instantaneous release of the

noble gas and halogen fission products into the air. For this accident, the fuel cladding type

makes no difference as either element would contain the same amount of uranium-235 and,

hence, the same inventory of fission products. The following assumptions and approximations

were applied to this analysis:

1. For long-lived radionuclides, calculations of radionuclide inventory in fuel are based

on continuous operation prior to fuel failure for 40 years at the core thermal power of 0.7192

kW (assume the core is operated at 90kW for 70 hours per year), the actual value for the UUTR

over the past 40 years.

2. For short-lived radionuclides, the calculations of radionuclide inventory in fuel are

based on the operation at the full thermal power of 90 kW for 100 days prior to fuel failure.

(The operation time should be long enough for radionuclides inventory to reach its saturation;

numerical modeling and simulations as presented in proceeding sections show that 100 days of

a continuous full power operation of the UUTR is long enough time to model the radionuclides

inventory at the saturation point.)

3. Radionuclide inventory in one "worst-case" fuel element is based on a 78-fuel

elements core. The hottest channel is in the stainless steel fuel element, which contains=

grams of uranium per element; value of 2.0 for the ratio of the maximum pin power in the core

to the average pin power is selected as a conservative value (details of the MCNP5 modeling

are given in Section 4.5). Thus, it assumed that the worst case is defined as follows: a fuel

element is exposed to generation of a thermal power of 2x(0.7192/78) = 18.44W (0.09866

MW/TU); thus for the 100 days of full-power operation, it follows: 2(90/78) = 2.31kW (12.35

MW/TU).

4. The fraction of noble gases and iodine contained within the fuel that is actually

released is 1.0 x 10-4 selected as a conservative value based on the NUREG 2387; this value may
be compared to 1.5 x 10-5 that was measured at General Atomics ["Fuel Elemerits for Pulsed

TRIGA Research Reactors," Nuclear Technology 28, 31-56 (1976), Simnad, M.T., F. C. Faushee,

and G.B. West] and used in SARs for other reactor facilities [NUREG-1390, Safety Evaluation

Report Relating to the Renewal, of the Operating License for the TRIGA Training and Research
Reactor at the University of Arizona, Report NUREG-1390, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1990.].

5. The fractional release of particulates (radionuclides other than the noble gases and

iodine) is 1.0 x 10-6 , a very conservative estimate used in NUREG-2387 [NUREG/CR-2387 (PNL-
4028), Credible Accident Analyses for TRIGA and TRIGA-Fueled Reactors, Report Pacific

Northwest Laboratory, Richland Washington, 1982., Hawley, S. C., and R.L. Kathren].
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13.2.1.2 Accident Analysis and Determination of Consequences

Radionuclide Inventory Buildup and Decay. A mass of uranium-235 yields thermal
power P (kW) due to thermal neutron induced fission. The fission rate (fissions per second) is
equal to the product of thermal power (kW) and a factor k = 3.12 x 1013 (fissions per second per
kW). If a fission product is produced with a yield Yand decays with the rate constant 2, it is
easily shown that the equilibrium activityA,, of the fission product, which exists when the rate
of production by fission is equal to the rate of loss due to its decay, is given byA,) = kPY. The
power must be small enough or the uranium mass large enough that the depletion of the
uranium-235 becomes negligible. Starting at time t=0, the buildup of activity is given by

For the times much greater than the half-life of the radionuclide, A Z A,,, and for the
times much less than the half-life, A(t) = A,2t. If the fission process ceases at time t1, the
specific activity at later time t is given by

For example, fission product 1311 has a half-life of 8.04 days (2 =0.00359 h-1) and a chain
(cumulative) fission product yield of about 0.031. At thermal power of 1 kW, the equilibrium
activity is about A. =.9.67 X 10" Bq (26.1Ci). After only four hours of operation, though, the
activity is only about 0.37 Ci. For equilibrium operation at 90 kW, distributed over 78 fuel
elements, the average activity per element would be 26.1x90/78 = 30.12 Ci per fuel element.
The worst-case fuel element would contain twice this activity. With a release fraction of 1.0 X
104, the activity available for release would be about (30.12)(2)(1.0 x10-4) =6.024x10-3 Ci. This
type of calculation is performed by the TRITON [M. D. DeHart, TRITON: a two-dimensional
transport and depletion module for characterization of spent nuclear fuel, ORNL/TM-2005/39,
Version 6, Vol. I, Sect. T1, Jan 2009] and KENO6 [D. F. Hollenbach, L. M. Petrie, S. Goluoglu, N. F.
Landers and M. E. Dunn, KENO-VI: a general quadratic version of the keno program, ORNL/TM-
2005/39, Version 6, Vol. II, Sect. F17, Jan 2009] codes in SCALE6 code package for hundreds of
fission products and for arbitrary times and power levels of operation as well as arbitrary times
of decay after reactor operation.

Data from TRITON and KENO6 in SCALE6 Calculations. SCALE6-TRITON code is a two-
dimensional transport and depletion module for characterization of spent nuclear fuel, and in
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the following depletion calculation, TRITON is coupled with SCALE6-KENO6, a three dimensional
Monte Carlo code to obtain the isotope concentration and activities for various UUTR's
operational times and powers. The fuel pin that has the highest thermal power is the stainless
steel pin; therefore the 2D/3D stainless steel fuel unit cell depletion models are developed for
TRITON and KENO6 respectively. One million neutrons were used in KENO6 simulations.

For simulations assuming 100 days of a continuous full power operation, the red dashed
line in Fig. 13.2-1 shows the total activity in the stainless steel fuel pin at various times, while
the black solid line displays the potential released total reactivity if cladding crack accident
occurs at each time point (represented by red triangles). According to this simulation the
radioactive nuclide inventories will reach the saturation point at around 60 days. The long-lived
radionuclides concentration will continue to build up slowly, but this effect will not have an
impact on the released activity, because the released activity is dominated by the halogen and
noble gases whose half-life is very short (halogen and noble gas half-lives are listed in Table
13.2-5). Because the gas release factor of 10-4 is 100 times larger than the release factor for

other nuclides (10-6), the radioactive gas has a great contribution to the total released activity.
Figure 13.2-2 shows the released activity of halogen and noble gases (only 34 nuclides whose
released activities are larger than 1000 ,uCi are shown in the figure). Their inventory reaches
the saturation at around 60 days as well. Therefore, a 100 days continuous full power operation
is conservative assumption to simulate the maximum hypothetic accident.

Table 13.2-1 shows halogen and noble gas activities to potentially be released in a
maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR for short-lived radionuclides simulation obtained
using SCALE6 while Table 13.2-2 shows particulate activities to potentially be released in a
maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR for short-lived radionuclides simulation obtained
using SCALE6 both modeled assuming the UUTR operation at 12.35 MW/TU thermal power for
100 consecutive days. Table 13.2-3 shows halogen and noble gas activities to potentially be
released in a maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR for long-lived radionuclides
simulation obtained using SCALE6 while Table 13.2-4 shows particulate activities to potentially
be released in a maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR for long-lived radionuclides
simulation obtained using SCALE6 over 40 years of operation assuming 0.5014MW/TU thermal
power. Tables 13.2-1 shows halogen and noble gas activities to potentially be released in a
maximum hypothetical accident for short-lived radionuclides obtained using SCALE6, Table
13.2-2 shows particulate activities to potentially be released in a maximum hypothetical
accident at the UUTR for short-lived radionuclides using SCALE6, Tables 13.2-3 shows halogen
and noble gas activities to potentially be released in a maximum hypothetical accident for long-
lived radionuclides obtained using SCALE6 and Table 13.2-4 shows particulate activities to
potentially be released in a maximum hypothetical accident for long-lived radionuclides
obtained using SCALE6; these values are expressed in uCi, per nuclide, immediately after 7, 14,
and 28 of the reactor shutdown. In these tables, the activities per element are multiplied by the
release fractions, thus yielding maximum activities to potentially be released in a maximum
hypothetical accident.

SCALE6 was asked to output the top 500 nuclides that have the highest activity, but only
the nuclides with a released activity larger than 0.1 pCi are presented in Table 13.2-1 to Table
13.2-4.
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i131 5739.7 3250.2 1799.8 571.0
i132 8728.2 2040.9 515.1 93.1
i132m 18.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
i133 13183.9 156.6 106.9 107.0
i133m 852.6 6.9 6.9 6.9
i134 15561.3 126.1 126.1 126.1

i134m 725.5 5.9 5.9 5.9
i135 12473.7 101.1 101.1 101.1
i136 5293.0 42.9 42.9 42.9
i136m 2487.6 20.2 20.2 20.2
i137 6107.9 49.5 49.5 49.5
i138 2966.1 24.0 24.0 24.0
i139 1557.8 12.6 12.6 12.6
i140 304.3 2.5 2.5 2.5
i141 82.1 0.7 017 0.7
i142 11.8 0.1 0.1 0.1
kr83m 1072.4 8.7 8.7 8.7
kr85 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2
kr85m 2517.5 20.4 20.4 20.4
kr87 5119.2 41.5 41.5 41.5
kr88 6991.9 56.6 56.6 56.6
kr89 8935.7 72.4 72.4 72.4

kr9O 9629.1 78.0 78.0 78.0
kr9l 6677.9 54.1 54.1 54.1
kr92 3338.0 27.0 27.0 27.0
kr93 974.9 7.9 7.9 7.9
kr94 176.5 1.4 1.4 1.4
kr95 15.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
kr96 75.1 0.6 0.6 0.6
kr98 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

xe131m 61.9 56.9 46.6 26.6
xe133 13305.4 6466.7 2646.5 507.4
xe133m 386.5 71.7 10.7 3.2
xe134m 66.0 0.5 0.5 0.5
xe135 10918.7 105.1 105.0 93.9
xe135m 2313.8 18.7 18.7 18.7

xe137 12195.2 98.8 98.8 98.8
xe138 12505.5 101.3 101.3 101.3
xe139 10017.8 81.2 81.2 81.2
xe140 7274.1 58.9 58.9 58.9
xe141 2483.9 20.1 20.1 20.1
xe142 878.6 7.1 7.1 7.1

xe143 53.7 0.4 0.4 0.4
xe143m 53.7 0.4 0.4 0.4
xe144 12.7 0.1 0.1 0.1

Subtotal 214752.0 13474.5 6556.9 2728.5
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i131 5739.7 3250.2 1799.8 571.0 
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i133m 852.6 6.9 6.9 6.9 
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i138 2966.1 24.0 24.0 24.0 
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kr93 974.9 7.9 7.9 7.9 
kr94 176.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 
kr95 15.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
kr96 75.1 0.6 0.6 0.6 
kr98 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
xe131m 61.9 56.9 46.6 26.6 
xe133 13305.4 6466.7 2646.5 507.4 
xe133m 386.5 71.7 10.7 3.2 
xe134m 66.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 
xe135 10918.7 105.1 105.0 93.9 
xe135m 2313.8 18.7 18.7 18.7 
xe137 12195.2 98.8 98.8 98.8 
xe138 12505.5 101.3 101.3 101.3 
xe139 10017.8 81.2 81.2 81.2 
xe140 7274.1 58.9 58.9 58.9 
xe141 2483.9 20.1 20.1 20.1 
xe142 878.6 7.1 7.1 7.1 
xe143 53.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 
xe143m 53.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 
xe144 12.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 
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Table 13.2-2 Particulate activities potentially released in maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR

for short-lived radionuclides obtained using SCALE6

Element Potentially released activity (/uCi) at time after reactor shutdown - in days
0 days 7 days 14 days 28 days

agl09m 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

aglll 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0

aglllm 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag112 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag113 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
ag113m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag114 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

agll5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
agll5m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

agll6 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag117 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag117m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag118 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag118m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag119 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag120 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ag121 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

as77 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

as78 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

as79 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

as80 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

as8l 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

as82 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

as82m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

as83 6.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

as84 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

as84m 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

as85 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

as86 10.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

as87 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

as88 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

ba137m 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

ba139 127.5 1.0 1.0 1.0

ba140 123.0 84.4 58.0 27.6

bal4l 115.6 0.9 0.9 0.9

ba142 114.2 0.9 0.9 0.9

ba143 110.1 0.9 0.9 0.9

ba144 87.3 0.7 0.7 0.7

ba145 38.4 0.3 0.3 0.3

ba146 18.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

ba147 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 13.2-2 Particulate activities potentially released in maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR 
for short-lived radionuclides obtained using SCALE6 

Element 
Potentially released activity (pCi) at time after reactor shutdown - in days 

o days 7 days 14 days 28 days 
ag109m 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag111 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 
agll1m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag112 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag113 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
agl13m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag114 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag115 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag115m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag116 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag117 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
agl17m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag118 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag118m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag119 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag120 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ag121 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as77 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as78 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as79 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as80 2.5 0,0 0.0 0.0 
as81 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as82 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as82m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as83 6.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
as84 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as84m 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as85 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as86 10.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
as87 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as88 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba137m 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
ba139 127.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 
ba140 123.0 84.4 58.0 27.6 
ba141 115.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 
ba142 114.2 0.9 0.9 0.9 
ba143 110.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 
bal44 87.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 
ba145 38.4 0.3 0.3 . 0.3 
ba146 18.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 
ba147 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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ba148 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

cdli5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
cdll7 0.2 0.Q 0.0 0.0

cdll8 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

cd119 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

cdll9m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
cdl20 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

cdl2l 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

cdl2lm 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
cd122 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

cd123 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

cd124 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

cd125 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
cd126 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

cd127 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
cd128 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
cdl30 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

cd131 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
cel4l 102.0 88.5 76.4 56.9

ce143 117.9 4.4 1.1 1.0
ce144 23.6 23.2 22.8 22.1

ce145 78.1 0.6 0.6 0.6

ce146 59.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
ce147 37.5 0.3 0.3 0.3

ce148 31.7 0.3 0.3 0.3
ce149 15.5 0.1 0.1 0.1

ce150 8.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
cel51 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ce152 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

cs136 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
csl36m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

cs137 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

cs138 133.5 1.1 1.1 1.1
cs138m 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
cs139 126.1 1.0 1.0 1.0

csl40 113.8 0.9 0.9 0.9

csl4l 82.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
cs142 54.0 0.4 0.4 0.4

cs143 29.0 0.2 0.2 0.2
cs144 8.5 0.1 0.1 0.1

cs145 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

cs146 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

eu156 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

eu157 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

eu158 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ga76 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
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ba148 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed115 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed117 0.2 O.Q 0.0 0.0 
ed118 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed119 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed119m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed120 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed121 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed121m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
edl22 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed123 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed124 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed125 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed126 '0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
ed127 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed128 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed130 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ed131 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ee141 102.0 88.5 76.4 56.9 
ee143 117.9 4.4 1.1 1.0 
ee144 23.6 23.2 22.8 22.1 
ee145 78.1 0.6 0.6 0.6 
ee146 59.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
ee147 37.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 
ee148 31.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 
ee149 15.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 
ee150 8.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
ee151 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ee152 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 

. es136 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
es136m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
es137 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
es138 133.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 
es138m 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
es139 126.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
es140 113.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 
es141 82.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
es142 54.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 
es143 29.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 
es144 8.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 
es145 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
es146 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
eu156 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 
eu157 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
eu158 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ga76 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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ga77 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
ga78 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
ga79 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

ga80 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
ga8l 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
ga82 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ga84 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge77m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ge78 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge79 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge79m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ge8O 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge8l 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge8lm 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

ge82 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge83 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge84 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge86 12.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
inl15m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

in117 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
inl17m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
in118 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

in119 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
inll9m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
inl20 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

inl2l 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
inl2lm 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

in122 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
in123 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
in123m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
in124 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

in125 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

inl25m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
inl26m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

in127 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
in127m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
in128 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

inl28m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
in129 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
in129m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

in130 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
inl30m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
inl3l 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

inl3lm 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

in132 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
la140 123.1 96.0 66.6 31.7
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ga77 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ga78 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ga79· 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ga80 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ga81 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ga82 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ga84 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge77m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge78 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge79 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge79m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge80 2.3 0;0 0.0 0.0 
ge81 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge81m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge82 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge83 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge84 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge86 12.4 0.1 0.1 . 0.1 
in115m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in117 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in117m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in118 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in119 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in119m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in120 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in121 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in121m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in122 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in123 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.in123m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in124 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in12S 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in125m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in126m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
inl27 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
inl27m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in128 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in128m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in129 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in129m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in130 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in130m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in131 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in131m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
in132 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la140 123.1 96.0 66.6 31.7 
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Ia141 116.0 0.9 0.9 0.9

Ia142 116.1 0.9 0.9 0.9

Ia143 117.6 1.0 1.0 1.0

Ia144 108.6 0.9 0.9 0.9

Ia145 76.4 0.6 0.6 0.6

Ia146 33.2 0.3 0.3 0.3
la146m 14.8 0.1 0.1 0.1
Ia147 17.7 0.1 0.1 0.1

la148 7.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
Ia149 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ia150 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

mo99 121.7 21.6 4.5 1.1

molOl 103.1 0.8 0.8 0.8

mol02 84.9 0.7 0.7 0.7

mol03 58.9 0.5 0.5 0.5

mol04 35.8 0.3 0.3 0.3

molOS 18.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
mo106 7.6 0.1 0.1 0.1
mol07 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
mol08 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

mol09 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

mollO 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

nblOO 117.4 1.0 1.0 1.0
nblOOm 6.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

nblOl 99.4 0.8 0.8 0.8
nbl02 56.3 0.5 0.5 0.5

nblO2m 15.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
nbl03 38.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

nbl04 7.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
nblO4m 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

nbl05 5.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
nbl06 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

nbl07 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
nb95 54.1 57.8 60.2 62.1

nb95m 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7

nb97 120.0 1.1 1.0 1.0

nb97m 113.5 1.0 0.9 0.9

nb98 113.3 0.9 0.9 0.9

nb98m 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
nb99 72.4 0.6 0.6 0.6

nb99m 48.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

nd147 44.6 28.8 18.6 7.9

nd149 21.5 0.2 0.2 0.2
nd151 8.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

nd152 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ndl53 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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la141 116.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 
la142 116.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 
la143 117.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
la144 108.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 
la145 76.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 
la146 33.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
la146m 14.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
la147 17.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 
la148 7.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
la149 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la150 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo99 121.7 21.6 4.5 1.1 
molDl 103.1 0.8 0.8 0.8 
mo102 84.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 
mol03 58.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 
mol04 35.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 
molDS 18.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 
mo106 7.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
mo107 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
molD8 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo109 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo110 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nbl00 117.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 
nb100m 6.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
nb101 99.4 0.8 0.8 0.8 
nb102 56.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 
nbl02m 15.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 
nbl03 38.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
nb104 7.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 
nb104m 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb105 5.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb106 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb107 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb95 54.1 57.8 60.2 62.1 
nb95m 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 
nb97 120.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 
nb97m 113.5 1.0 0.9 0.9 
nb98 113.3 0.9 0.9 0.9 
nb98m 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb99 72.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 
nb99m 48.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
nd147 44.6 28.8 18.6 7.9 
nd149 21.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 
nd151 8.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
nd152 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nd153 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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nd154 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
nd155 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

nd156 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

np239 211.2 28.6 5.2 1.8

pdl09 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

pdlll 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

pd112 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

pdll3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

pdll4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

pdll5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

pd116 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

pdll7 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

pd118 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

pd120 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

pm147 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.0

pmr148 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

pm149 21.3 2.6 0.4 0.2

pm151 8.3 0.2 0.1 0.1

pm152 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

pm153 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

pml54 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

pml54m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

pm155 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

pml56 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

pm157 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

pr143 117.4 91.3 64.4 32.0

pr144 23.6 23.2 22.8 22.1

prl44m 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

pr145 78.0 0.6 0.6 0.6

pr146 59.6 0.5 0.5 0.5

pr147 44.7 0.4 0.4 0.4

pr148 32.5 0.3 0.3 0.3

prl48m 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

pr149 21.4 0.2 0.2 0.2

prl5O 12.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

pr151 6.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

pr152 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

pr153 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

pr154 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

rblOO 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

rb88 70.4 0.6 0.6 0.6

rb89 93.4 0.8 0.8 0.8

rb90 88.1 0.7 0.7 0.7

rb90m 25.6 0.2 0.2 0.2

rb9l 110.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

rb92 95.7 0.8 0.8 0.8
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nd154 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nd155 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nd156 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
np239 211.2 28.6 5.2 1.8 
pd109 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pd111 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pd112 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pdl13 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pd114 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pd115 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pd116 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pdl17 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pd118 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pd120 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm147 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.0 
pm148 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm149 21.3 2.6 0.4 0.2 
pm151 8.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 
pm152 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm153 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm154 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm 154m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm155 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm156 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm157 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr143 117.4 91.3 64.4 32.0 
pr144 23.6 23.2 22.8 22.1 
pr144m " 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
pr145 78.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 
pr146 59.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 
pr147 44.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 
pr148 32.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 
pr148m 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr149 21.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 
pr150 12.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 
pr151 6.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
pr152 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr153 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr154 - 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb100 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb88 70.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 
rb89 93.4 0.8 0.8 0.8 
rb90 88.1 0.7 0.7 0.7 
rb90m 25.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 
rb91 110.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
rb92 95.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 
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rb93 70.5 0.6 0.6 0.6

rb94 32.8 0.3 0.3 0.3

rb95 15.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

rb96 4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

rb97 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
rb98 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

rhlO3m 50.1 44.3 39.2 30.7

rhl04 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhl05 18.5 0:9 0.2 0.2
rhlO5m 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhl06 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3

rhl07 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhlO8 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhl09 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhlO9m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
rh1lOm 0.51 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhll1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

rh112 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
rh113 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

rh114 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

rh115 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
rul03 50.2 44.4 39.3 30.8
rulO5 19.5 0.2 0.2 0.2
rul06 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3

rul07 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
rulO8 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
rul09 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

rullO 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
rul1l 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
rul12 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
rull3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
sb127 3.1 0.9 0.3 0.0

sb128 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
sbl28m 6.7 0.1 0.1 0.1

sb129 10.9 0.1 0.1 0.1
sbl30 15.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
sbl30m 19.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
sbl3l 50.8 0.4 0.4 0.4

sb132 25.9 0.2 0.2 0.2
sbl32m 29.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

sb133 47.7 0.4 0.4 0.4
sb134 7.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
sbl34m 7.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
sb135 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
sb136 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
sb137 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
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rb93 70.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 
rb94 32.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 
rb95 15.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 
rb96 4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb97 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb98 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh103m 50.1 44.3 39.2 30.7 
rh104 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh105 18.5 0:9 0.2 0.2 
rh105m 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh106 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 
rh107 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh108 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh109 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh109m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh110m 0.5. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh111 0.4 0.0 0;0 0.0 
rh1l2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rhl13 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh1l4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh115 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ru103 50.2 44.4 39.3 30.8 
ru105 19.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 
ru106 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 
ru107 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ru108 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ru109 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rull0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rull1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rul12 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rul13 . 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb127 3.1 0.9 0.3 0.0 
sb128 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb128m 6.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sb129 10.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sb130 15.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sb130m 19.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 
sb131 50.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 
sb132 25.9 0.2 0.2 0.2 
sb132m 29.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 
sb133 47.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 
sb134 7.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sb134m 7.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sb135 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb136 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb137 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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I
se79m 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

se8l 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
se8lm 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

se83 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
se83m 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
se84 20.6 0.2 .0.2 0.2

se85 20.4 0.2 0.2 0.2
se86 26.0 0.2 0.2 0.2
se87 15.6 0.1 0.1 0.1
se88 7.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
se89 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

se90 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
sm153 3.2 0.3 0.0 0.0

sm155 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

sm156 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
sm157 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
sm158 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

snl2l 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
snl23m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
sn125 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
snl25m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

sn127 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

snl27m 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
sn128 6.6 0.1 0.1 0.1
snl28m 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
sn129 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
snl29m 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
sn130 12.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
snl30m 11.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
sn131 9.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
snl3lm 8.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

sn132 12.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
sn133 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

sn134 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
srlOO 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

srlOl 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
sr89 70.0 63.7 57.9 47.9
sr90 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
sr9l 115.8 0.9 0.9 0.9
sr92 117.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
sr93 123.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
sr94 120.3 1.0 1.0 1.0
sr95 104.7 0.8 0.8 0.8
sr96 74.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

sr97 34.8 0.3 0.3 0.3

sr98 16.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
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se79m 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se81 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se81m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se83 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se83m 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se84 20.6 0.2 .0.2 0.2 
se85 20.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 
se86 26.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 
se87 15.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
se88 7.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
se89 1.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
se90 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sm153 3.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 
sm155 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sm156 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sm157 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sm158 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn121 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn123m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn125 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 
sn125m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
snl27 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn127m 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn128 6.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sn128m 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn129 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn129m 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn130 12.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sn130m 11.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sn131 9.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sn131m 8.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sn132 12.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sn133 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn134 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
srl00 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr101 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr89 70.0 63.7 57.9 47.9 
sr90 0.8 0.8 0~8 0.8 
sr91 115.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 
sr92 117.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 
sr93 123.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 
sr94 120.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 
sr95 104.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 
sr96 74.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
sr97 34.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 
sr98 16.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
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sr99 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

tclOO 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
tcl01 103.1 0.8 0.8 0.8

tcl02 85.1 0.7 0.7 0.7

tclO2m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

tc103 60.6 0.5 0.5 0.5

tc104 37.6 0.3 0.3 0.3

tc105 19.5 0.2 0.2 0.2

tc106 8.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
tcl07 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

tc108 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

tc109 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

tc1lO 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
tclll 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

tc99m 107.1 20.8 4.3 1.0
te127 2.8 1.1 0.5 0.3
tel27m 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

te129 10.0 1.0 0.9 0.7

tel29m 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.0

tel3l 51.1 0.5 0.4 0.4

tel3lm 8.1 0.2 0.1 0.1
te132 85.4 19.8 5.0 -0.9

te133 74.2 0.6 0.6 0.6

tel33m 67.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
te134 138.6 1.1 1.1 1.1

te135 66.4 0.5 0.5 0.5

te136 26.8 0.2 0.2 0.2

te137 9.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

te138 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
te139 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

tel40 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

u237 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0

u239 211.9 1.7 1.7 1.7
ylO0 12.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

y101 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
y102 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

y10 3  0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
y90 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8
y91 81.1 75.5 69.5 59.1

y91m 67.3 0.5 0.5 0.5

y92 119.3 1.0 1.0 1.0

y93 125.7 1.0 1.0 1.0
y93m 43.9 0.4 0.4 0.4

y9 4  128.1 1.0 1.0 1.0
y95 126.6 1.0 1.0 1.0

y96 79.1 0.6 0.6 0.6
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sr99 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tel00 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tel0l 103.1 0.8 0.8 0.8 
tel02 85.1 0.7 0.7 0.7 
tel02m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tel03 60.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 
tel04 37.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 
tel05 19.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 
tel06 8.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
tel07 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tel08 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tel09 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te110 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tel11 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te99m 107.1 20.8 4.3 1.0 
tel27 2.8 1.1 0.5 0.3 
tel27m 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
te129 10.0 1.0 0.9 0.7 
te129m 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.0 
te131 51.1 0.5 0.4 0.4 
te131m 8.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 
te132 85.4 19.8 5.0 .0.9 
te133 74.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 
te133m 67.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 
te134 138.6 1.1 1.1 1.1 
te135 66.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 
te136 26.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 
te137 9.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
te138 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te139 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te140 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
u237 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 
u239 211.9 1.7 1.7 1.7 
yl00 12.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
yl0l 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yl02 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yl03 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y90 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 
y91 81.1 75.5 69.5 59.1 
y91m 67.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 
y92 119.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 
y93 125.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
y93m 43.9 ·0.4 0.4 0.4 
y94 128.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
y95 126.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
y96 79.1 0.6 0.6 0.6 
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y96m 40.1 0.3 0.3 0.3

y97 608 0.5 0.5 0.5
y97m 36.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
y98 38.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

y98m 22.0 0.2 0.2 0.2
y99 41.6 0.3 0.3 0.3

zn77 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
zn78 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
zrlO0 111.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
zrl01 61.3 0.5 0.5 0.5

zrl02 40.5 0.3 0.3 0.3
zrl03 10.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
zrl04 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
zrl05 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
zr95 85.4 79.3 73.6 63.4

zr97 119.7 1.1 1.0 1.0
zr98 111.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
zr99 112.1 0.9 0.9 0.9
subtotal 9483.8 979.2 767.1 576.0

Table 13.2-3 Halogen and noble gas activities potentially released in maximum hypothetical accident
at the UUTR for long-lived radionuclides obtained using SCALE6

Element Potentially released activity (pCi) at time after reactor shutdown - in days
0 days 7 days 14 days 28 days

br83 8.6 0.1 0.1 0.1
br84 16.8 0.2 0.2 0.2
br85 20.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

br86 28.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
br87 32.6 0.3 0.3 0.3
br88 27.8 0.3 0.3 0.3
br89 17.3 0.2 0.2 0.2

br9O 9.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
br91 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
br92 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
br93 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

i131 45.7 25.9 14.4 4.6
i132 68.6 16.4 4.3 0.9

i132m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

i133 106.4 1.5 1.1 1.1
i133m 6.8 0.1 0.1 0.1
i134 124.4 1.3 1.3 1.3
i134m 5.8 0.1 0.1 0.1
i135 99.7 1.0 1.0 1.0
i136 42.3 0.4 0.4 0.4
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y96m 40.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 
y97 60:8 0.5 0.5 0.5 
y97m 36.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 
y98 38.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
y98m 22.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 
y99 41.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 
zn77 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zn78 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zr100 111.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 
zr101 61.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 
zr102 40.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 
zr103 10.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
zr104 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zr105 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zr95 85.4 79.3 73.6 63.4 
zr97 119.7 1.1 1.0 1.0 
zr98 111.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 
zr99 112.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 
subtotal 9483.8 979.2 767.1 576.0 

Table 13.2-3 Halogen and noble gas activities potentially released in maximum hypothetical accident 
at the UUTR for long-lived radionuclides obtained using SCALE6 

Element 
. Potentially released activity (pO) at time after reactor shutdown - in days 

o days 7 days 14 days 28 days 
br83 8.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
br84 16.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 
br85 20.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 
br86 28.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 
br87 32.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 
br88 27.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 

. br89 17.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 
br90 9.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
br91 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
br92 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
br93 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
i131 45.7 25.9 14.4 4.6 
i132 68.6 16.4 4.3 0.9 
i132m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
i133 106.4 1.5 1.1 1.1 
i133m 6.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
i134 124.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 
i134m 5.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
i135 99.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
i136 42.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 
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i136m 19.9 0.2 0.2 0.2
i137 48.8 0.5 0.5 0.5
i138 23.7 0.2 0.2 0.2
i139 12.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
i140 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

i141 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
i142 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

kr83m 8.6 0.1 0.1 0.1

kr85 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3
kr85m 20.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

kr87 40.9 0.4 0.4 0.4

kr88 55.9 0.6 0.6 0.6
kr89 71.4 0.7 0.7 0.7
kr90 77.0 0.8 0.8 0.8

kr91 53.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
kr92 26.7 0.3 0.3 0.3
kr93 7.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

kr94 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
kr95 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
kr96 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

xe131m 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2
xe133 102.7 50.4 20.8 4.2
xe133m 3.1 0.6 0.1 0.0

xe134m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
xe135 103.7 1.1 1.1 1.0
xe135m 18.5 0.2 0.2 0.2
xe137 97.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
xe138 100.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

xe139 80.1 0.8 0.8 0.8
xe140 58.1 0.6 0.6 0.6

xe141 19.8 0.2 0.2 0.2
xe142 7.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

xe143 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
xe143m 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
xe144 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Subtotal 1733.0 113.8 59.5 29.5

Derived Quantities. The raw data shown in Tables 13.2-1 to 13.2-4 are the activities
potentially released from a single worst-case fuel element that has experienced a cladding
failure. This activity may itself be compared to the annual limit of intake (ALl) to gauge the
potential risk to an individual worker. By dividing the activity by a conservative value of
4.59x10 8 cm 3 free volume 7 of the reactor area to allow for equipment present in the room, one
obtains an air concentration (specific activity) that may be compared to the derived air

7 This volume excludes the reacfor area chem.-lab (the volume including this lab is 5.65x10 8cm 3)
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i136m 19.9 0.2 0.2 0.2 
i137 48.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 
i138 23.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 
i139 12.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 
i140 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
i141 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
i142 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
kr83m 8.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
kr85 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 
kr85m 20.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 
kr87 40.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 
kr88 55.9 0.6 0.6 0.6 
kr89 71.4 0.7 0.7 0.7 
kr90 77.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 
kr91 53.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 
kr92 26.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 
kr93 7.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
kr94 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
kr95 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
kr96 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
xe131m 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2 
xe133 102.7 50.4 20.8 4.2 
xe133m 3.1 0.6 0.1 0.0 
xe134m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
xe135 103.7 1.1 1.1 1.0 
xe135m 18.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 
xe137 97.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 
xe138 100.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
xe139 80.1 0.8 0.8 0.8 
xe140 58.1 0.6 0.6 0.6 
xe141 19.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 
xe142 7.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
xe143 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
xe143m 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
xe144 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Subtotal 1733.0 113.8 59.5 29.5 

Derived Quantities. The raw data shown in Tables 13.2-1 to 13.2-4 are the activities 
. potentially released from a single worst-case fuel element that has experienced a cladding 

failure. This activity may itself be compared to the annual limit of intake (ALI) to gauge the 
potential risk to an individual worker. By dividing the activity by a conservative value of 
4.59xl~8 cm3 free volume7 of the reactor area to allow for equipment present in the room, one 
obtains an air concentration (specific activity) that may be compared to the derived air 

7 This volume excludes the reador area chem.-Iab (the volume including this lab is 5.65x108cm3
) 
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concentration (DAC) for occupational exposure as given in 10 CFR Part 20 or in EPA federal

guidance.

Comparison with the DAC and the ALl. The ALl is the activity that, if ingested or inhaled,
would lead to either (a) the maximum permissible committed effective dose equivalent

incurred annually in the workplace, nominally 5 rem, or (b) the maximum permissible dose to

any one organ or tissue, nominally 50 rem. The DAC is the air concentration that, if breathed by
reference man for one work year (2,000 hours), would result in the intake of the All. ALl does

not apply to noble-gas radionuclides.

Potential activity releases are compared to ALIls, and air concentrations in the reactor

area are compared to DACs in Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6. For certain radionuclide, the maximum

activity in Tables 13.2-1 to 13.2-4 is taken, and the radionuclides with lower than 10/•Ci are not
included in Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6. However, there is no credible scenario for accidental
inhalation or ingestion of the undiluted radioiodine released from a fuel element.

When DACs are compared with the potential airborne concentration of radionuclides in

the reactor area, br85, br86, br87, br88, br89, br90, br9l, br92, i131, i132, i133, i133m, i134,
i134m, i135, i136, i136m, i137, i138, i139, i140, i141, kr88, kr89, kr90, kr9l, kr92, kr93, kr94,

kr96, xe134m, xe135, xe137, xe138, xe139, xe140, xe141, xe142, xe143, xe143m, ba143, ba144,

ce144, ce145, ce146, cs138, cs139, cs140, cs141, cs142, la144, la145, mo102, mo103, nblOO,
nblOl, nbl02, nb97m, nb99, nb99m, pr146, rb90, rb9l, rb92, rb93, sr89, sr93, sr94, sr95, sr96,

tcl02,tcl03, te132, te135, y91, y96, y97, zrlO0, zrlO1, zr95, zr98 and zr99 are of the potential
consequence. However, annual dose limits could be attained only with a constant air

concentration over a long period of time. The iodine-133 released in the failure of a single

element, for example, would decay with a half-life of 20.8 hours. Thus, even the undetected

failure of a fuel element would not be expected to lead to the violations of the occupational
dose limits expressed in 10 CFR Part 20 or in other federal guidance.

Table 13.2-4 Particulate activities potentially released in maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR
for long-lived radionuclides obtained using SCALE6

Element Potentially released activity (uCi) at time after reactor shutdown - in days
0 days 7 days 14 days 28 days

as83 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
as86 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
ba137m 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
ba139 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ba140 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.2
ba141 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
ba142 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

ba143 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
ba144 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

ba145 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ba146 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
ce141 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.5
ce143 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
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concentration {DAC} for occupational exposure as given in 10 CFR Part 20 or in EPA federal 
guidance. 

2010 

Comparison with the DAC and the ALI. The ALI is the activity that, if ingested or inhaled, 
would lead to either (a) the maximum permissible committed effective dose equivalent 
incurred annually in the workplace, nominally 5 rem, or (b) the maximum permissible dose to 
anyone organ or tissue, nominally SO rem. The DAC is the air concentration that, if breathed by 
reference man for one work year (2,000 hours), would result in the intake of the ALI. AU does 
not apply to noble-gas radionuclides. 

Potential activity releases are compared to ALls, and air concentrations in the reactor 
area are compared to DACsin Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6. For certain radionuclide, the maximum 
activity in Tables 13.2-1 to 13.2-4 is taken, and the radionuclides with lower than 10/1Ci are not 
included in Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6. However, there is no credible scenario for accidental 
inhalation or ingestion ofthe undiluted radioiodine released from a fuel element. 

. When DACs are compared with the potential airborne concentration of radionuclides in 
the reactor area; br8S, br86, br87, br88, br89, br90, br91, br92, i131, i132, i133, i133m, i134, 
i134m, i13S, i136, i136m, i137, i138, i139, i140, i141, kr88, kr89, kr90, kr91~ kr92, kr93, kr94, 
kr96, xe134m, xe13s, xe137, xe138, xe139, xe140, xe141, xe142, xe143, xe143m, ba143, ba144, 
ce144, ce14s, ce146, cs138, cs139, cs140, cs141, cs142, la144, la14s, mol02, mol03, nbl00, 
nbl01, nbl02, nb97m, nb99, nb99m, pr146, rb90, rb91, rb92, rb93, sr89, sr93, sr94, sr9s, sr96, 
tcl02, tcl03, te132~ te13s, y91, y96, y97, zrl00, zr101, zr9s, zr98 and zr99 are ofthe potential 
consequence. However, annual dose limits could be attained only with a constant air 
concentration over a long period oftime. The iodine-133 released in the failure of-a single 
element, for example, would decay with a half-life of 20.8 hours. Thus, even the undetected 
failure of a fuel element would not be expected to lead to the violations of the occupational 
dose limits expressed in 10 CFR Part 20 or in other federal guidance. 

Table 13.2-4 Particulate activities potentially released in maximum hypothetical accident at the UUTR 
for long-Jived radionucJides obtained using SCALE6 

Element 
Potentially released activity (/1ei) at time after reactor shutdown - in days 

o days 7 days 14 days 28 days 
as83 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
as86 . 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba137m 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
ba139 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba140 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.2 
ba141 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba142 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba143 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba144 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba145 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ba146 0.1 '0.0 0.0 0.0 
ce141 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.5 
ce143 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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ce144 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8

ce145. 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

ce146 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

ce147 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ce148 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

ce149 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
cel5O 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

cs137 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

cs138 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
cs139 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
csl40 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

csl4l 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
cs142 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
cs143 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

cs144 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
ge86 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
la140 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.3

Ia141 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ia142 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ia143 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

la144 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ia 145 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ia146 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
la146m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
la147 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

la148 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
molOl 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
mol02 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

mol03 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

molO4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
molO5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

mol06 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

mo99 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
nblOO 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

nblOOm 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

nblOl 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
nblO2 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

nblO2m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

nbl03 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

nbl04 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
nb95 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

nb97 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

nb97m 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

nb98 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

nb99 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

nb99m 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
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ce144 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 
ce14S 0.6 0.0 0;0 0.0 
ce146 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ce147 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ce148 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ce149 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ce1S0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
cs137 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
cs138 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
cs139 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
cs140 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
cs141 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
cs142 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
cs143 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
cs144 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ge86 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la140 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.3 
la141 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la142 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la143 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la144 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la14S 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la146 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la146m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la147 0.1 ' 0.0 0.0 0.0 
la148 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo101 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo102 0.7 0.0 0.0 .0.0 
mo103 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo104 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
molOS 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo106 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
mo99 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
nblOO 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb100m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb101 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb102 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nblO2m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nblO3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb104 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb9S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
nb97 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb97m 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb98 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb99 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nb99m 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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nd147 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1

nd149 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

ndl5l 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

np239 1.6 0.2 0.0 0.0

pm147 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

pm149 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

pml5l 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
pr143 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3
pr144 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8

pr145 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
pr146 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

pr147 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

pr148 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
pr149 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

prl50 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

pri51 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
rb88 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
rb89 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

rb90 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
rb90m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
rb9l 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

rb92 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

rb93 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

rb94 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

rb95 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhlO3m 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3

rhl05 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
rhl06 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

rul03 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3

rul05 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

rul06 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

sbl28m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

sb129 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

sbl30 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

sbl30m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
sbl3l 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

sb132 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

sbl32m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

sb133 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
sb134 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

sbl34m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

se84 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
se85 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

se86 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

se87 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

se88 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
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nd147 0.4 / 0.2 0.1 0.1 
nd149 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nd151 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
np239 1.6 0.2 0.0 0.0 
pm147 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
pm149 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pm151 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr143 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 
pr144 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 
pr145 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr146 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr147 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr148 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr149 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 , 
pr150 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
pr151 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb88 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb89 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb90 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb90m 0.2 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb91 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb92 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb93 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb94' 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rb95 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rh103m 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 
rh105 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rhl06 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
rul03 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 
ru105 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rul06 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
sb128m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb129 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb130 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb130m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb131 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb132 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb132m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb133 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb134 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sb134m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se84 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se85 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se86 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
se87 0.1 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
se88 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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sn128 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

sn130 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

snl30m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

sn131 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

snl3lm 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
sn132 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

sr89 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5

sr90 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

sr9l 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
sr92 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
sr93 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

sr94 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

sr95 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

sr96 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

sr97 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
sr98 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

tclOl 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

tcl02 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

tcl03 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
tclO4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

tcl05 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
tcl06 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

tc99m 0.9 0.2 0.0 0.0

te129 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

tel3l 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
tel3lm 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

te132 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.0

te133 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
tel33m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

te134 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

te135 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
te136 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
te137 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

u239 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
ylO0  0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

y90 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

y91 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7

y91m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

y92 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

y9 3  1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

y93m 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

y9 4  1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

y95 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

y96 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

y96m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
y9 7  0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
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sn128 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn130 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn130m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn131 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn131m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sn132 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr89 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 
sr90 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
sr91 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr92 0.9 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
sr93 1.0 

, 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

sr94 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr95 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr96 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr97 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sr98 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te101 0.8 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
tel02 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te103 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te104 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te105 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tel06 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te99m 0.9 0.2 0.0 0.0 
te129 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te131 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te131m 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te132 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.0 
te133 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te133m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te134 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te135 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te136 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
te137 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
u239 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yl00 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y90 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
y91 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 
y91m 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y92 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y93 1.0 0.0 0:0 0.0 
y93m 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y94 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y95 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y96 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y96m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y97 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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y97m 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

y98 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
y98m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
y9 9  0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
zrlOO 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
zrl01 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
zrl02 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
zrl03 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
zr95 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8
zr97 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
zr98 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
zr99 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

Subtotal 79.7 13.5 11.7 9.9

Comparison with the Effluent Concentration. Effluent concentration, listed in the last

columns of Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6, are defined as continuous exposure (8,760 hours per

year) rather than 2,000 hours per year occupational exposure. Exposure to a constant airborne
concentration equal to the effluent concentration for one full year results in the annual dose

limit of 100 mrem to members of the public. As is apparent from Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6, the

reactor area average concentrations immediately after fuel element failure significantly exceed

the effluent concentrations for several radionuclides. Thus, only for these radionuclides is it

necessary to consider radioactive decay and atmospheric dispersal after release in estimating

potential risk to members of the public. For posting purposes, concentrations relative to DACs

are additive. For dosimetry purposes, products of concentrations and times, relative to DAC-
hours, are additive.

Table 13.2-5 Comparison of halogen and noble gas potential released activities immediately after the
reactor shutdown with ALIs and reactor area concentrations with DACs and effluent

concentrations(>1O pCi)

Potentially Inhalation DAC Effluent Reactor Ratio Ratio to
Element Half-life released conc Limit room conc. to effluent

activity (pCi) ALl (/Ci) (/Ci/cm3 ) conc. limitcnc.4ctivit8 ( 6u~i/cm3) DAC conc. limit
br83 2.40h 1072.6 6.x104 3.0x10"s 9.0x10-s 2.3x106 0.1 26.0
br84 31.80min 2098.9 6.0xlO4 2.OxlO-s 8.Ox10-s 4.6x10:• 0.2 57.2
br84m 6.0min 33.2 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 7.2x10-8 0.7 72.4
br85 2.90min 2510.1 2.Ox1O2 1.0x107 1.0x10-9 5.5x106 54.7 5468.6
br86 55.1s 3510.0 2.Ox1O2 1.0x107 1.0x10-9 7.6x10-6 76.5 7647.0
br87 55.65s 4081.9 2.0x102 1.0x107 1.0x10"9  8.9x10-6 88.9 8893.0
br88 16.29s 3483.8 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10s 7.6x10-6 75.9 7590.0
br89 4.40s 2162.4 2.OxlO2 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 4.7x10-' 47.1 4711.2

br9O 1.91S 1125.3 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x1O-9 2.5x10-6 24.5 2451.7
br9l 0.541s 448.4 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 9.8x107 9.8 976.8
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y97m. 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 

y98 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
y98m 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

y99 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zrl00 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zrlOl 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zrl02 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zr103 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zr95 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 
zr97 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zr98 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zr99 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Subtotal .79.7 13.5 11.7 9.9 

Comparison with the Effluent Concentration. Effluent concentration, listed in the last 

columns of Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6, are defined as continuous exposure (8,760 hours per 

year) rather than 2,000 hours per year occupational exposure. Exposure to a constant airborne 
concentration equal to the effluent concentration for one full year results in the annual dose 

limit of 100 mrem to members of the public. As is apparent from Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6, the 

reactor area average concentrations immediately after fuel element failure significantly exceed 

the effluent concentrations for several radionuclides. Thus, only for these radionuclides is it 

necessary to consider radioactive decay and atmospheric dispersal after release in estimating 

potential risk to members of the public. For posting purposes, concentrations relative to DACs 

are additive. For dosimetry purposes, products of concentrations and times, relative to DAC

hours, are additive. 

Table 13.2~5 Comparison 0/ halogen and noble gas potential reieased activities immediately after the 
reactor shutdown with ALls and reactor area concentrations with DACs and effluent 

concentrations(>10 /lei) 

Potentially 
Inhalation OAC 

Effluent· Reactor Ratio Ratio to 
Element Half-life released 

ALI.(/lCi) (/lCi/em3
) 

cone. Limit room cone. to effluent 
activity (/lCi) (/lCi/em3

) (flCi/em3
) OAC cone. limit 

br83 2.40h 1072.6 6.0xl04 3.0xlO's 9.0xlO·8 2.3xlO·6. 0.1 . 26.0 
br84 31.80min 2098.9 6.0xI04 2.0xl0's 8.0xl0·8 4.6xl0'6 0.2 57.2 
br84m 6.0min 33.2 2.0xl02 1.0xl0·7 1.0xl0·9 7.2xlO·8 0.7 72.4 
br85 2.90min 2510.1 2.0xl02 LOx 10.7 1.0xl0·9 5.5xl0·6 54.7 5468.6 
br86 55.1s 3510.0 2.0xl02 LOx 10.7 LOx 10.9 7.6xl0'6 76.5 7647.0 
br87 55.65s 4081.9 2.0xl02 1.0xl0·7 1.0xl0'9 8.9xl0·6 88.9 8893.0 
br88 16.29s 3483.8 2.0x102 LOx 10.7 1.0xl0·9 7.6xl0·6 75.9 7590.0 
br89 4.40s 2162.4 2.0x102 LOx 10.7 1.0xl0'9 4.7xl0·6 47.1 4711.2 
br90 1.91s 1125.3 2.0xl02 1.0xl0·7 LOx 10.9 2.5xlO·6 24.5 2451.7 
br91 0.541s 448.4 2.0xl02 1.0xl0·7 LOx 10.9 9.8xl0·7 9.8 976.8 
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br92 0.343s 54.4 2.0x102  1.0x10 7  1.0x10-9  1.2x10-7 1.2 118.6

i131 8.02d 5739.7 5.0x0l 2.0x10s 2.Oxl10"Y 1.3x10s 625.2 62524.0
i132 2.30h 8728.2 8.Ox103 3.0x10-6 2.0X10-" 1.9x10"s 6.3 950.8

i132m 1.39h 18.5 8.OxlO 4.OxlO6 3.Ox108 4.Ox108 0.0 1.3

i133 20.8h 13183.9 3.0x0l 1.0x107 1.0x109 2.9x10:s 287.2 28723.2

i133m 9s 852.6 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 1.9x106 18.6 1857.6

i134 52.5min 15561.3 5.0x104 2.0x10-s 6.0x108 3.4x10-s 1.7 565.0

i134m 3.52min 725.5 2.0X102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 1.6x106 15.8 1580.7

i135 6.57h 12473.7 2.0x103  7.0x10-7 6.0x109 2.7x10"s 38.8 4529.3
i136 83.4s 5293.0 2.OxlO 1.Ox10-7 1.Ox10s 1.2x10-5 115.3 11531.6

i136m 46.9s 2487.6 2.OxlO 1.0x10- 1.0x109 5.4x10-6 54.2 5419.7

i137 24.13s 6107.9 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10s 1.3x10-s 133.1 13307.0

i138 6.23s 2966.1 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 6.5x10-6 64.6 6462.1

i139 2.28s 1557.8 2.0X102 1.0x107 1.0x10s 3.4x10-6 33.9 3393.9

i140 0.86s 304.3 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 6.6x107 6.6 662.9

i141 0.43s 82.1 2.OxlO 1.xlO10-7 1.0xlo"9 1.8x10"7 1.8 178.8

i142 0.2s 11.8 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10"9 2.6x10"8 0.3 25.8

kr83m 1.83h 1072.4 1.0x10-2  5.0x10-5  2.3x10-6  0.0 0.0

kr85 10.78y 10.2 1.0x1o0 7.0x10-7 2.2x10e 0.0 0.0

kr85m 4.48h 2517.5 2.0x10s 1.0x10-7 5.5x10-6 0.3 54.8

kr87 76.3min 5119.2 5.0x10-6  2.0x10 8  1.1x10-s 2.2 557.6

kr88 2.84h 6991.9 ---- 2.0x10° 9.0x10"9  1.5x10i- 7.6 1692.6
kr89 3.15min 8935.7 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 1.9x10-s 194.7 19467.7

kr90 32.32s 9629.1 2.OxlO 1.0x10- 1.0x10-9 2.1x10-s 209.8 20978.4

kr9l 8.57s 6677.9 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-s 1.5x10-5 145.5 14548.9

kr92 1.84s 3338.0 2.OxlO2 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 7.3x10-6 72.7 7272.4

kr93 1.29s 974.9 2.0x102 1.Ox10-7 1.Ox10-s 2.lxlO-6 21.2 2123.9

kr94 0.21s 176.5 2.OxlO2 1.0x107 1.0x10-9 3.8x10"7 3.8 384.4

kr95 0.11s 15.0 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 3.3x10-8 0.3 32.6

kr96 0.08s 75.1 2.OxlO 1.0x107 1.0x10-9 1.6x10-7 1.6 163.5
xel3lm 11.9d 61.9 4.0x10-A 2.0x10-6 1.3x10-7 0.0 0.1

xe133 5.25d 13305.4 --- 1.Ox10-4 5.0x10-7 2.9x10- 0.3 58.0
xel33m 2.19d 386.5 --- 1.0x10-4 6.0x10-7  8.4x10-7  0.0 1.4

xel34m 0.29s 66.0 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 1.4x10"7 1.4 143.7

xe135 9.14h 10918.7 --- 1.0x10-5  7.0x108- 2.4x10"s 2.4 339.8

xe135m 15.3min 2313.8 ---- 9.0x10-6 4.0x108 5.0x10-6 0.6 126.0

xe137 3.82min 12195.2 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 2.7x10-s 265.7 26569.1

xe138 14.08min 12505.5 ---- 4.0x10-6 2.0x10-8 2.7x10-s 6.8 1362.3
xe139 39.68s 10017.8 2.OxlO 1.xLO107 1.0x10"9 2.2x10s 218.3 21825.4

xe140 13.6s 7274.1 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10 9  1.6x10- 158.5 15847.8

xel4l 1.73s 2483.9 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 5.4x10-6 54.1 5411.5

xe142 1.22s 878.6 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 1.9x10-6 19.1 1914.2

xe143 0.51s 53.7 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10 9  1.2x10-7 1.2 117.1

xel43m 0.96s 53.7 2.x102 1.0x107 1.0x10"9 1.2x10"7 1.2 116.9

xe144 0.39s 12.7 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10"9 2.8x10s 0.3 27.7
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br92 0.3435 54.4 2.0x102 LOx 10.7 1.0x10·9 1.2x10-7 1.2 118.6 

i131 8.02d 5739.7 5.0x101 2.0x10-8 2.0x10-10 1.3xlO-s 625.2 62524.0 

i132 2.30h 8728.2 8.0x103 3.0xlO-6 2.0xlO-8 1.9x10-s 6.3 950.8 

i132m 1.39h 18.5 8.0x103 4.0x10-6 3.0xlO-8 4.0x10-8 0.0 1.3 

i133 20.8h 13183.9 3.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0xlO-9 2.9xlO-s 287.2 28723.2 
i133m 95 852.6 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 1.9x10-6 18.6 1857.6 

i134 52.5min 15561.3 5.0x104 2.0><1O-s 6.0x10-8 3.4xlO-s 1.7 565.0 
i134m 3.52min 725.5 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 1.6xlO-6 15.8 1580.7 

i135 6.57h 12473.7 2.0x103 7.0xlO-7 6.0xlO-9 2.7x10-s 38.8 4529.3 
i136 83.45 5293.0 2.0x102 1.0xlO-7 1.0x10-9 1.2x10-s 115.3 11531.6 
i136m 46.95 2487.6 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 5.4xlO-6 54.2 5419.7 

i137 24.135 6107.9 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 1.3x10-s 133.1 13307.0 
i138 6.235 2966.1 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 6.5x10-6 64.6 6462.1 
i139 2.285 1557.8 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 3.4xlO-6 33.9 3393.9 
i140 0.865 304.3 2.0x10z 1. Ox 10-7 1.0x10-9 6.6x10-7 6.6 662.9 
i141 0.435 82.1 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0xlO-9 1.8x10-7 1.8 178.8 
i142 0.25 11.8 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 2.6xlO-8 0.3 25.8 
kr83m 1.83h 1072.4 ---- LOx 10-2 5.0x10-S 2.3x10-6 0.0 0.0 
kr85 10.78y 10.2 ---- 1.0x10-4 7.0xlO-7 2.2x10-8 0.0 0.0 
kr85m 4.48h 2517.5 ---- 2.0x10-s LOx 10-7 5.5xlO-6 0.3 54.8 
kr87 76.3min 5119.2 ---- 5.0x10-6 2.0x10-8 1.1xlO-5 2.2 557.6 
kr88 2.84h 6991.9 ---- 2.0x10-6 9.0x10-9 1.5x10-s 7.6 1692.6 
kr89 3~15min 8935.7 2.0x102 LOx 10 7 1.0x10-9 1.9xlO-s 194.7 19467.7 

kr90 32.325 9629.1 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 2.1x10-s 209.8 20978.4 
kr91 8.575 6677.9 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 ' LOx 10-9 1. 5x 10-5 145.5 14548.9 
kr92 1.845 3338.0 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 7.3xlO-6 72.7 7272.4 

kr93 1.295 974.9 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 2.1x10-6 21.2 2123.9 
kr94 0.215 176.5 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 3.8x10-7 3.8 384.4 
kr95 0.115 15.0 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0 X 10-9 3.3x10-8 0.3 32.6 
kr96 0.085 75.1 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 1. 6x 10-7 1.6 163.5 
xe131m 11.9d 61.9 ---- 4.0x10-4 2.0x10-6 1.3xlO-7 0.0 0.1 
xe133 5.25d 13305.4 ---- LOx 10-4 5.0x10-7 2.9xlO-5 0.3 58.0 
xe133m 2.19d 386.5 ---- LOx 10-4 6.0x10-7 8.4xlO-7 0.0 1.4 
xe134m 0.295 66.0 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 1.4xlO-7 1.4 143.7 
xe135 9.14h 10918.7 ---- 1.0x10-s 7.0xlO-8 2.4xlO-5 2.4 339.8 
xe135m 15.3min 2313.8 ---- 9.0x10-6 4.0x10-8 5.0x10-6 0.6 126.0 
xe137 3.82min 12195.2 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 2.7x10-s 265.7 26569.1 
xe138 14.08min 12505.5 ---- 4.0xlO-6 2.0x10-8 2.7x10-s 6.8 1362.3 
xe139 39.685 10017.8 2.0x102 1.0xlO-7 1.0x10-9 2.2x10-s 218.3 21825.4 
xe140 13.65 7274.1 2.0x102 1. Ox 10-7 1.0x10-9 1.6xlO-5 158.5 15847.8 
xe141 1.735 2483.9 2.0x10z LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 5.4xlO-6 54.1 5411.5 
xe142 1.225 878.6 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 1.9xlO-6 19.1 1914.2 
xe143 0.515 53.7 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 1.2xlO-7 1.2 117.1 
xe143m 0.965 53.7 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 1.2xlO-7 1.2 116.9 
xel44 0.395 12.7 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 2.8xlO-8 0.3 27.7 
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Comparison between UUTR MHA released activity and other facility's. REED TRIGA
MHA is simulated at a thermal power 5.2 times of UUTR MHA thermal power, and REED total
released activity from radioactive gas is 845214/214752= 3.94 times of UUTR's. REED total
released activity from radioactive particulate is 32686/9483.8=3.45 times of UUTR's. REED total
released activity is (845214+32686)/(214752+9483.8)=3.92 times of UUTR. The released activity
is roughly proportional to the thermal power. Therefore, UUTR source term calculation has the
correct order [Ref. Reed research reactor safety analysis report, August 2007].

Table 13.2-6 Comparison of particulate potential released activities immediately after reactor
shutdown with ALIs and reactor area concentrations with DACs and effluent concentrations (>10/uCi)

Element Half-life
Potentially
released

activity (/Ci)

Inhalation 1 DAC
Effluent

conc. Limit
(pUCi/cm 3)

Reactor
room conc.
(pCi/cm 3)

Ratio
to

DAC

Ratio to
effluent

conc. limit
as86 0.95s 10.1

ba139 80.06min 127.5
ba140 12.75d 123.0

ba141 18.27min 115.6
ba142 10.6min 114.2
ba143 14.5s 110.1

ba144 11.5s .87.3
ba145 4.31s 38.4
ba146 2.22s 18.4

ce141 32.5d 102.0
ce143 33.04h 117.9
ce144 284.9d 23.6
ce145 3.01min 78.1

ce146 13.52min 59.5
ce147 56.4s 37.5
ce148 56s 31.7
ce149 5.3s 15.5
cs138 33.41min 133.5
cs139 9.27min .126.1

cs140 63.7s 113.8
cs141 24.84s 82.7

cs142 1.69s 54.0
cs143 1.79s 29.0

ge86 150ns 12.4
la140 1.68d 123.1
la141 3.9h 116.0
la142 91.1min 116.1
la143 14.2min 117.6
la144 40.8s 108.6

la145 24.8s 76.4
la146 6.27s 33.2

0.2 22.0
4.0x10-8  2.8x10-7  0.0 6.9

2.0x10-9 2.7x10-7  0.4 134.0
1.0x10'7 2.5x10-7  0.0 2.5

2.0x10- 2.5x10-7  0.0 1.2
1.0x10-9 2.4x10-7 2.4 239.9

1.9 190.2

0.8 83.7
0.4 40.0
0.7 222.2
0.3 85.6
5.1 1285.7
1.7 170.2
1.3 129.7
0.8 81.8
0.7 69.0
0.3 33.8
2.9 290.8
2.7 274.7
2.5 248.0
1.8 180.3
1.2 117.7
0.6 63.2
0.3 27.1
0.5 134.1
0.1 25.3
0.0 8.4
0.0 2.6
2.4 236.5
1.7 166.5
0.7 72.2
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Comparison between UUTR MHA released activity and other facility's. REED TRIGA 

MHA is simulated at a thermal power 5.2 times of UUTR MHA thermal power, and REED total 

released activity from radioactive gas is 845214/214752= 3.94 times of UUTR's. REED total 

released activity from radioactive particulate is 32686/9483.8=3.45 times of UUTR's. REED total 

released activity is (845214+32686)/(214752+9483.8)=3.92 times of UUTR. The released activity 
is roughly proportional to the thermal power. Therefore, UUTR source term calculation has the 

correct order [Ref. Reed research reactor safety analysis report, August 2007]. 

Table 13.2-6 Camparisan af particulate potential released activities immediately after reactor 
shutdown with ALis and reactor area concentrations with DACs and effluent concentrations (>10 pCi) 

Potentially 
Inhalation DAC 

Effluent Reactor Ratio Ratio to 
Element Half-life released 

ALI (pCi) (pCi/em3
) 

cone. Limit room cone. to effluent 
activity (pCi) (pCi/em3

) (/lCi/em3
) DAC cone. limit 

as86 0.955 10.1 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 2.2x10-8 0.2 22.0 
ba139 80.06min 127.5 3.0x104 1.0x10-s 4.0xl0-8 2.8x10-7 0.0 6.9 
ba140 12.75d 123.0 LOx 103 6.0x10-7 2.0x10-9 2.7xlO-7 0.4 134.0 
ba141 18.27min 115.6 7.0x104 3.0x10-s 1.0x10-7 2.5xlO-7 0.0 2.5 
ba142 10.6min 114.2 1.0x10s 6.0x10-s 2.0x10-7 2.5xlO-7 0.0 1.2 
ba143 14.55 110.1 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 2.4x10-7 2.4 239.9 
ba144 11.55 .87.3 2.0x102 LOx 10.7 1.0x10-9 1.9x10-7 1.9 190.2 
ba145 4.315 38.4 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 8.4xlO-8 0.8 83.7 
ba146 2.225 18.4 2.0xl02 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 4.0x10-8 0.4 40.0 
ce141 32.5d 102.0 7.0x102 3.0xlO-7 1.0x10-9 2.2xlO-7 0.7 222.2 
ce143 33.04h 117.9 2.0x103 8.0xl0-7 3.0xl0-9 2.6x10-7 0.3 85.6 
ce144 284.9d 23.6 3.0x101 LOx 10-8 4.0x10-11 5.1x10-8 5.1 1285.7 
ce145 3.01min 78.1 2.0x102 LOx 10.7 1.0x10-9 1.7x10-7 1.7 170.2 
ce146 13.52min 59.5 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0xlO-9 1. 3x 10-7 1.3 129.7 
ce147 56.45 37.5 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 8.2xlO-8 0.8 81.8 
ce148 565 31.7 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 6.9xlO-g 

0.7 69.0 
ce149 5.35 15.5 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 3.4xlO-8 0.3 33.8 
c5138 33.41min ·133.5 2.0x102 1.0xlO-7 1.0x10-9 2.9xlO-7 2.9 290.8 
c5139 9.27min 126.1 2.0x102 1.0xlO-7 1. Ox 10-9 2.7x10-7 2.7 274.7 
c5140 63.75 113.8 2.0x102 1.0xl0·7 LOx 10-9 2.5xlO-7 2.5 248.0 

c5141 24.845 82.7 2.0xl02 LOx 10-7 1. Ox 10-9 1.8xlO-7 1.8 180.3 
c5142 1.695 54.0 2.0xl02 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 1.2xlO-7 1.2 117.7 
c5143 1.795 29.0 2.0x102 LOx 10.7 1.0xlO-9 6.3xlO-8 0.6 63.2 
ge86 150n5 12.4 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 1.0xl0-9 2.7xl0-8 0.3 27.1 
la140 1.68d 123.1 LOx 103 5.0x10-7 2.0x10-9 2.7x10-7 0.5 134.1 
la141 3.9h 116.0 9.0x103 4.0x10-6 LOx 10-8 2.5xlO-7 0.1 25.3 
la142 91.1min 116.1 2.0x104 9.0x10-6 3.0x10-8 2.5x10 7 0.0 8.4 
la143 14.2min 117.6 9.0xl04 4.0x10-s 1.0x10-7 2.6xlO-7 0.0 2.6 
la144 40.85 108.6 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 2.4xlO-7 2.4 236.5 
la145 24.85 76.4 2.0xl02 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-g 1. 7x 10-7 1.7 166.5 
la146 6.275 33.2 2_0x102 1. Ox 10-7 1_0x10-9 7.2xlO-8 0.7 72.2 
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la146m 1O.Os 14.8 2.0x10 2  1.0x10-7  1.0x10 9  3.2x10- 0.3 32.2

Ia147 4.02s 17.7 2.Ox102 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 3.9x10-8 0.4 38.6

mol0l 14.61min 103.1 1.0x105  6.Ox10-5  2.Ox1O7 2.2x10-7  0.0 1.1

mol02 11.3min 84.9 2.0x10 2  1.0x10-7  1.0x10-9  1.8x10-7  1.8 185.0

mol03 67.5s 58.9 2.0x10 2  1.0x10-7  1.0x10 9  1.3x10-7  1.3 128.4

mol04 60s 35.8 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 7.8x10-8 0.8 77.9

molO5 35.16s 18.5 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 4.0x10-' 0.4 40.2

mo99 2.75d 121.7 1.0x10 3  6.0x10-7  2.0x10-9  2.7x10-7  0.4 132.5

nblOO 1.5s 117.4 2.0x102 1.0x10-T 1.0xi0-9 2.6x10-7 2.6 255.7

nblOl 7.1s 99.4 2.0x10 2  1.0x10-7  1.0x10-9  2.2x10 7  2.2 216.5

nbl02 1.3s 56.3 2.0x10 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 1.2x10-7 1.2 122.6

nblO2m 4.3s 15.7 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 3.4x10-8 0.3 34.2

nbl03 1.5s 38.2 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 8.3x10-8 0.8 83.3

nb95 35.Od 54.1 1.0x10 3  5.0x10-7 2.0x10-9  1.2x10-7  0.2 59.0

nb97 72.1min 120.0 7.0x10 4  3.0x10- 1.0x10-7  2.6x10-7  0.0 2.6

nb97m 52.7s 113.5 2.x102 1.Ox10-7 1.0x10-9 2.5x10-7 2.5 247.3

nb98 2.86s 113.3 5.0x10 4  2.0x10-5  7.0x10-8  2.5x10l7  0.0 3.5

nb99 15.Os 72.4 2.x102 1.0x107 1.0x10-9 1.6x10-7 1.6 157.7

nb99m 2.6min" 48.4 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 1.1x10-7 1.1 105.5

nd147 10.98d 44.6 8.Ox102 4.0x10-7 1.0x10-s 9.7x10-" 0.2 97.1

nd149 1.73h 21.5 2.0x104 1.0x10-5  3.0x10-8  4.7x10-8  0.0 1.6

np239 2.36d 211.2 2.0x10 3  9.0x10-7  3.0x10-9  4.6x10-7  0.5 153.4

pm149 53.1h 21.3 2.0x103 8.0x10-7 2.0x10-s 4.6x10- 0.1 23.1

pr143 13.57d 117.4 7.x102 3.0x10-7 9.0x10 2.6x10-7 0.9 284.3

pr144 17.28min 23.6 1.0x105  5.0x10-5  2.0x10-7  5.1x10-8 0.0 0.3

pr145 5.98h 78.0 8.x103 3.OxlO-6 1.0x10" 1.7x10-7 0.1 17.0

pr146 24.15min 59.6 2.x102 1.Ox10-7 1.0x1O-9 1.3x10-7 1.3 129.8

pr147 13.4min 44.7 2.OxlO 8.OxlO- 3.0x107 9.7x10-' 0.0 0.3

pr148. 2.29min 32.5 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-s 7.1x10-8 0.7 70.7

pr149 2.26min 21.4 2.0x102. 1.0x107 1.0x10-s 4.7x108 0.5 46.6

pri5O 6.19s 12.4 2.Ox10 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-g 2.7x10-I 0.3 27.0

rb88 17.77min 70.4 6.0x10 4  3.0x10-5  9.0x10-8  1.5x10-7  0.0 1.7

rb89 15.15min 93.4 1.0x105  6.0x10 5  2.0x10-7  2.0x10-7  0.0 1.0

rb90 158s 88.1. 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 1.9x10-7 1.9 191.9

rb90m 258s 25.6 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 5.6x10-8 0.6 55.7

rb9l 58.4s 110.9 2.Ox102 1.0x10"7 1.0x10s 2.4x10-7 2.4 241.6

rb92 4.49s 95.7 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 2.1x10-7 2.1 208.4

rb93 5.84s 70.5 2.0x102 1.0x10 1.0x10s 1.5x10"7 1.5 153.7

rb94 230s 32.8 2.Ox0l 1.0x10 1.0x10 7.2x10-8 0.7 71.5

rb95 0.38s 15.4 2.0x102 1.0x107 1.0x109 3.4x10- 0.3 33.6

rhl03m 56.1min 50.1 1.0x106 5.Ox0l- 2.0x10-6 1.1x10-7 0.0 0.1
rhlO5 35.36h 18.5 6.0x10 3  2.0x10 6  8.0x10 9  4.0x10"8  0.0 5.0

rul03 39.26d 50.2 6.0x102 3.0x10;7 9.0x10-1° 1.1x10-7 0.4 121.5

rul05 4.44h 19.5 1.0x10 4  5.0x10-6  2.0x10-8  4.2x10-8  0.0 2.1

sb129 4.40h 10.9 9.Oxl03 4.0x10-6 1.0x10-8 2.4x10-8 0.0 2.4

sbl30 39.5min 15.7 6.0x10 4  3.0x10-5  9.0x10-8  3.4x10-8  0.0 0.4
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la146m 10.05 14.8 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 3.2x10-s 0.3 32.2 

la147 4.025 17.7 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 3.9x10-S 0.4 38.6 

mo101 14.61min 103.1 1.0x10s 6.0x10-s 2.0xlO-7 2.2x10-7 0.0 1.1 

mo102 11.3min 84.9 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 1.8x10-7 1.8 185.0 

molO3 67.55 58.9 2.0xlO2 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 1.3x10-7 1.3 128.4 

mo104 605 35.8 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 7.8x10-s 0.8 77.9 

molO5 35.165 18.5 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10 9 4.0xlO-s 0.4 40.2 

mo99 2.75d 121.7 .1.0x103 6.0x10-7 
. 2.0x10-9 2.7x10-7 0.4 132.5 

nb100 1.55 117.4 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 LOx 10-9 2.6x10-7 2.6 255.7 

nb101 7.15 99.4 2.0x102 1.0xlO-7 LOx 10-9 2.2xlO-7 2.2 216.5 

nb102 1.35 56.3 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 1.2x10-7 1.2 122.6 

nblO2m 4.35 15.7 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 3.4x10-s 0.3 34.2 

nb103 1.55 38.2 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 8.3x10-s 0.8 83.3 

nb95 35.0d 54.1 1.0x103 5.0x10-7 2.0x10-9 1.2x10 7 0.2 59.0 

nb97 72.1min 120.0 7.0x104 3.0x10-s LOx 10-7 2.6x10-7 0.0 2.6 
nb97m 52.75 113.5 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0xlO-9 2.5x10-7 2.5 247.3 

nb98 2.865 113.3 5.0x104 2.0x10-s 7.0x10-s 2.5x10-7 0.0 3.5 

nb99 15.05 72.4 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 1.6x10-7 1.6 157.7 
nb99m 2.6min 48.4 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 1.1xlO-7 1.1 105_5 

nd147 10.98d 44.6 8.0xlO2 4.0x10-7 1.0x10-9
. 9.7xlO-s 0.2 97.1 

·nd149 1.73h 21.5 2.0xlO4 1.0x10-s 3.0x10-s 4.7x10-s 0.0 1.6 
np239 2.36d 211.2 2.0x103 9.0x10-7 3.0x10-9 4.6xlO-7 0.5 153.4 
pm149 53.1h 21.3 2.0x103 8.0x10-7 2.0x10-9 4.6x10-s 0.1 23.1 

pr143 13.57d 117.4 7.0x102 3.0x10-7 9.0x10-1O 2.6x10-7 0.9 284.3 

pr144 17.28min 23.6 LOx lOs 5.0x10-s 2.0x10-7 5.1x10-8 0.0 0.3 

pr145 5.98h 78.0 8.0x103 3.0x10-6 1.0xlO-s 1.7x10-7 0.1 17.0 

pr146 24.15min 59.6 2.0x102 1.0x10 7 LOx 10-9 1.3x10-7 1.3 129.8 
pr147 13.4min 44.7 2.0xlOs 8.0x10-s 3.0x10-7 9.7x10-8 0.0 0.3 
pr148. 2.29min 32.5 2.0xlO2 LOx 10-7 1.0xlO-9 7.1xlO-8 0.7 70.7 
pr149 2.26min 21.4 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0xlO-9 4.7x10-8 0.5 46.6 
pr150 6_195 12.4 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0xlO-9 2.7x10-s 0.3 27.0 
rb88 17.77min 70.4 6.0x104 3.0xlO-s 9.0x10-s 1.5xlO-7 0.0 1.7 
rb89 15.15min 93.4 LOx 105 6.0x10-S 2.0x10-7 2.0x10-7 0.0 1.0 

rb90 1585 88.1. 2.0x102 1.0xlO-7 1.0xlO-9 1.9xlO-7 1.9 191.9 
rb90m 2585 25.6 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1. Ox 10-9 5.6x10-8 0.6 55.7 

rb91 58.45 110.9 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 2.4xlO-7 2.4 241.6 

rb92 4.495 ·95.7 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 2.1x10 7 2_1 208.4 

rb93 5.845 70.5 2.0xlO2 1.0x10-7 1.0xlO-9 1.5xlO-7 1.5 153.7 
rb94 2~705 32.8 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0xlO-9 7.2x10-s 0.7 71.5 

rb95 0.385 15.4 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0xlO-9 3.4x10-8 0.3 33.6 
rh103m 56.1min 50.1 1.0x106 5.0x10-4 2.0x10-6 1.1x10-7 0.0 0.1 
rhlO5 35.36h 18.5 6.0x103 2.0x10-6 8.0xlO-9 4.0x10-8 0.0 5.0 
rulO3 39.26d 50.2 6.0x102 3.0x10-7 9.0xlO-1O 1.1x10-7 0.4 121.5 
rulO5 4.44h 19.5 1.0x104 5.0x10-6 2.0xlO-s .4.2xlO-8 0.0 2.1 

5b129 4.40h 10.9 9.0x103 4.0x10-6 1.0x10-s 2.4x10-8 0.0 2.4 
5b130 39.5min 15_7 6.0x104 3.0x10-s 9.0x10-s 3.4x10-8 0.0 0.4 
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sbl30m 6.3min 19.1 2.0x102 1.0x10-7  1.0x109 4.2x108  0.4 41.7

sbl3l. 23.03min 50.8 2.0x104 1.0x10 5  6.0x108 1.1x107 0.0 1.8

sb132 2.79min 25.9 2.0x10 2  1.0x107 1.0x10 9  5.6x10 8  0.6 56.5

sbl32m 4.15min 29.1 2.OxlO2 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 6.3x108 0.6 63.4

sb133 2.5min 47.7 2.0x10 2  1.0x10 7  1.0x10-9  1.0x10 7  1.0 103.9

se84 3.1min 20.6 2.Ox1O 1.0x10" 1.0x109 4.5x10-8 0.4 44.9

se85 31.7s 20.4 2.0x10 1.0x107 1.0x109 4.5x10-8 0.4 44.5

se86 15.3s 26.0 2.OxlO 1.0x107 1.0x109 5.7x108 0.6 56.6

se87 5.5s 15.6 2.0x10 1.0x107 1.0x109 3.4x10"8 0.3 34.0

sn130 3.72min 12.1 2.OxlO 1.Ox10-7 1.Ox10-9 .2.6x10-8  0.3 26.3

snl30m 1.7min 11.4 2.0x10 2  1.0x10-7  1.0x109 2.5x10 8  0.2 24.9

sn132 39.7s 12.0 2.0x10 2  1.Oxl07 1.0x10-9  2.6x10"8  0.3 26.1

sr89 50.57d 70.0 1.0x1O0 6.0x108 2.0x10-'° 1.5x10-7 2.5 762.5

sr9l 9.63h 115.8 4.OxlO 1.0x106 5.0x10-9 .2.5x10-7 0.3 50.5

sr92 2.66h 117.9 7.0x103  3.0x10-6  9.Oxl-9. 2.6x10-7  0.1 28.5

sr93 7.42min 123.9. 2.0x102 1.Ox10-7 1.OxlO9 2.7x10-7 2.7 269.9

sr94 75.3s 120.3 2.Ox102 1.0x10-7 1.0x109 2.6x10"7 2.6 262.1

sr95 23.90s 104.7 2.OxlO 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 2.3x10"7 2.3 228.1

sr96 1.07s 74.6 2.0X102 1.0x107 1.0x10-9 1.6x10-7 1.6 162.6

sr97 0.429s 34.8 2.0x102 1.0X10 1x109 7.6x10"8 0.8 75.9

sr98 0.653s 16.2 2.Ox1O 1.xLO107 1.0x109 3.5xlO-8 0.4 35.3

tclOl 14.22min 103.1 3.0x10 1.0x10"4 5.0x10-7  2.2x10"7  0.0 0.4

tcl02 5.28s 85.1 2.0x10 2  1.0x10 7  1.0x10-9  1.9x10 7  1.9 185.4

tcl03 54.2s 60.6 2.0x102 1.0x107 1.0x10-9 1.3x10-7 1.3 132.0

tc104 18.3min 37.6 7.Ox10 3.0x10- 1.0x10 8.2x10- 0.0 0.8

tcl05 7.6min 19.5 2.OxlO 1.0x10 1.0x10-9 4.2x10" 0.4 42.4
tc99m 6.Oh 107.1 2.0x10s 6.0x105- 2.0x10 7  2.3x10 7  0.0 1.2

te129 69.6min 10.0 6.0x10 4  3.0x10-5  9.0x10-8  2.2x10-8  0.0 0.2
tel3l 25min 51.1 5.Ox103 2.0x10° 2.0x10-8 1.1x10-7 0.1 5.6

te132 3.2d 85.4 2.Ox102 9.0x10"8 9.0x10 1.9x10-7 2.1 206.8

te133 12.5min 74.2 2.0X104 9.0x10"6 8.0x108 1.6x107 0.0 2.0

tel33m 55.4min 67.4 5.0x10 3  2.0x10"6  2.0x10 8  1.5x10-7  0.1 7.3
te134 4i.8min 138.6 2.0x10 4  1.0x10-s 7.0x10 8  3.Ox10-7  0.0 4.3

te135 19.Os 66.4 2.x102 1.0x107 1.0x109 1.4x10-7 1.4 144.6

te136 17.63s 26.8 2.0x102 1.0x107 1.0x109 5.8x10"8 0.6 58.3

u239 23.45min 211.9 2.0x10s 6.0x10 5  2.0x10-7  4.6x107 0.0 2.3

ylO0  0.735s 12.2 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 2.7x108 0.3 26.7

y91 58.5d 81.1 i.OxlO2 5.Ox108 2.0x10-'° 1.8x10- .3.5 883.4
y9lm 49.7min 67.3 2.0x105  7.0x105- 2.0x10-7  1.5x10-7  0.0 0.7

y92 3.54h 119.3 8.Ox103 3.0x10-6 1.0x10-8 2.6x10-7 0.1 26.0

y9 3  10.18h 125.7 2.x103 1.Ox10-6 3.0x10-9 2.7x10-7 0.3 91.3

y93m 0.82s 43.9 2.x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-s 9.6x10-8 1.0 95.7

y94 18.7min 128.1 8.0x104  3.0x10- 1.0x10-7  2.8x10-7  0.0 2.8

y95 10.3min 126.6 1.0x105  6.0x10-s 2.0x10"7  2.8x10"7  0.0 1.4

y96 5.3s 79.1 2.xl102 1.0x10"7 1.0x10-9 1.7x10-7 1.7 172.3

y96m 9.6s 40.1 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10"9 8.7x10-8 0.9 87.3
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sb130m 6.3min 19.1 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 1.0xl0-9 4.2xl0-8 0.4 41.7 

sb131. 23.03min 50.8 2.0xl04 1.0xl0-s 6.0x1O-8 1.lxl0-7 0.0 1.8 

sb132 2.79min 25.9 2.0xl01 1.0x1O-7 1.0xl0-9 5.6x1O-8 0.6 56.5 

sb132m 4.15min 29.1 2.0xl01 LOx 10-7 1.0xl0-9 6.3xl0-8 0.6 63.4 

sb133' 2.5min 47.7 2.0xl01 1.0xl0-7 1.0xl0-9 LOx 10-7 1.0 103.9 
se84 3.1min 20.6 2.0xl01 1.0x1O-7 1.0x1O-9 4.5x1O-8 0.4 44.9 

se85 31.7s 20.4 2.0xl01 1.0xlO-7 1. Ox 10-9 4.5x1O-8 0.4 44.5 

se86 15.3s 26.0 2.0xI01 LOx 10-7 1. Ox 10-9 5.7xl0-8 0.6 56.6 

se87 5.5s 15.6 2.0xl01 1.0xl0-7 LOx 10-9 3.4x1O-8 0.3 34.0 
sn130 3.72min 12.1 2.0xl02 LOx 10-7 1. Ox 10-9 2.6x1O-8 0.3 26.3 

sn130m 1.7min 11.4 2.0xl01 LOx 10-7 1.0x1O-9 2.5x1O-8 0.2 24.9 

sn132 39.7s 12.0 2.0xl01 LOx 10-7 1.0xl0-9 2.6xl0-B 0.3 26.1 
sr89 50.57d 70.0 1.0xl01 6.0x1O-8 2.0xl0-10 1.5xl0-7 2.5 762.5 
sr91 9.63h 115.8 4.0xl03 1.0xl0-6 5.0xl0-9 ·2.5x1O-7 0.3 50.5 

sr92 2.66h 117.9 7.0x103 3.0xl0-6 9.0x1O-9 2.6xl0 7 0.1 28.5 
sr93 7.42min 123.9 2.0x102 1.0xl0-7 1.0x1O-9 2.7xl0-7 2.7 269.9 
sr94 75.3s 120.3 2.0x102 1.0x1O-7 LOx 10-9 2.6xl0-7 2.6 262.1 
sr95 23.90s 104.7 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x1O-9 2.3x1O-7 2.3 228.1 
sr96 1.07s 74.6 2.0x1Ol 1.0x1O-7 1.0x1O-9 1.6x1O-7 1.6 162.6 
sr97 0.429s 34.8 2.0xl01 1.0x1O-7 LOx 10-9 7.6xl0-8 0.8 75.9 
sr98. 0.6535 16.2 2.0xl02 LOx 10-7 1.0x1O-9 3.5xl0-8 0.4 35.3 

tc101 14.22min 103.1 3.0xl0s LOx 10-4 5.0xl0-7 2.2xl0-7 0.0 0.4 

tcl02 5.285 85.1 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 LOx 10-9 1.9xl0-7 1.9 185.4 
tcl03 54.25 60.6 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 LOx 10-9 1.3~10-7 1.3 132.0 
tcl04 18.3min 37.6 7.0xl04 3.0x1O-s 1.0xl0-7 8.2x10-8 0.0 0.8 
tcl05 7.6min 19.5 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 1.0xl0-9 4.2x1O-8 0.4 42.4 
tc99m 6.0h 107.1 2.0xl0s 6.0xl0-s 2.0x1O-7 2.3x1O-7 0.0 1.2 
te129 69.6min 10.0 6.0xI04 3.0x1O-s 9.0x1O-8 2.2xl0-8 0.0 0.2 
te131 25min 51.1 5.0x103 2.0x10-6 2.0xl0-8 1.lx1O-7 0.1 5.6 
te132 3.2d 85.4 2.0x102 9.0x1O-8 9.0xl0 10 . 1.9x1O-7 2.1 206.8 
te133 12.5min 74.2 2.0><104 9.0x1O-6 8.0x1O-8 1.6x1O-7 0.0 2.0 

te133m 55.4min 67.4 5.0x103 2.0x10-6 2.0xl0-8 1.5xl0-7 0.1 7.3 
te134 4i.8min 138.6 2.0xl04 LOx 10-5 7.0xl0-8 3.0xio-7 0.0'. 4.3 
te135 19.0s 66.4 2.0xl02 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 1.4xl0-7 1.4 144.6 

te136 17.635 26.8 2.0xl01 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 5.8x10-8 0.6 58.3 
u239 23.45min 211.9 2.0x1Os 6.0xl0-s 2.0xl0-7 4.6xl0-7 0.0 2.3 
yl0a 0.735s 12.2 2.0xl02 1.0xlO-7 1.0xl0-9 2.7x1O-8 0.3 26.7 
y91 58.5d 81.1 1.0xl02 5.0xl0-8 2.0xl0-10 1.8xl0-7 .3.5 883.4 

y91m 49.7min 67.3 2.0xl0s 7.0xlO-s 2.0xlO-7 1.5xlO-7 0.0 0.7 
y92 3.54h 119.3 8.0x103 3.0xlO-6 1.0x10-8 2.6xlO-7 0.1 26.0 
y93 10.18h 125.7 2.0xl03 LOx 10-6 3.0xlO-9 2.7xl0-7 0.3 91.3 

y93m 0.82s 43.9 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 1.0xl0-9 9.6x10-8 1.0 95.7 
y94 18.7min 128.1 8.0x104 3.0xlO-s 1.0xl0-7 2.8x10-7 0.0 2.8 
y95 10.3min 126.6 LOx 105 6.0xl0-s 2.0xl0-7 2.8xl0-7 0.0 1.4 
y96 5.35 79.1 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 LOx 10-9 1.7xl0-7 1.7 172.3 

y96m 9.6s 40.1 2.0xl02 1.0xl0-7 1.0xl0-9 8.7xl0-8 0.9 87.3 
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Dose to individuals from release of radionuclides. In order to estimate doses to
individuals from the hypothetical release of the above described source inventory, four
scenarios were examined:

Scenario A: In this scenario the west wall (effective surface area of 100m2) of the

reactor room is suddenly disappeared. The fission products and gasses are released into
the reactor room and mixed with the air instantaneously. The air in the reactor room is
moved out through the missing wall at the wind speed of 1 m/s. This is a ground level
release. It will take 4.7 seconds for the air to leave the reactor room at the rate of
10Om 3/sec.

Scenario B: The nuclide inventory shown in the tables above was completely released
and instantly mixed homogenously with the existing air in the reactor room. The
ventilation system was assumed to be working normally (operational mode) and the
only effluent was through the exhaust stack on the roof of the building. It was assumed
that the entire source inventory was exhausted through the ventilation system with one
complete room-air change. The standard exhaust rate is 6.11 x 10 cm 3/sec; one room-
air change was expected to take 12.6 minutes. The physical height of the exhaust stack
is 40 ft; no modifications were made to the stack height based on exhaust velocity.

Scenario C: The nuclide inventory was completely released and instantaneously
homogenously mixed with the existing air in the reactor room. It is assumed that the
entire source inventory was leaked through the cracks in walls. The leak rate was
assumed to be 1.69x10 4cm 3/sec (from literature) and a very conservative rate of
6.15xlO3cm 3/sec one room-air change was expected to take 7.54 hours and 20.7 hours
respectively (shown in Table 13.2-8). These are the exposure times for the individuals
outside the reactor room. This is the ground level release.
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y97 3.755 60.8 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 1.0x10-9 1.3xlO-7 1.3 132.5 
y97m 1.175 36.4 2.0x102 1.0xl0-7 1.0x10-9 7.9xlO-8 0.8 79.3 
y98 0.555 38.2 2.0x102 1.0x10-7 "l.Ox10-9 8.3xlO-8 0.8 83.1 

y98m 2.05 22.0 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 4.8xl0-8 0.5. 47.9 
y99 1.475 41.6 2.0x102 1.0xl0-7 LOx 10-9 9.1xlO-8 0.9 90.6 

zr100 7.15 111.0 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 2.4xlO-7 2.4 241.9 
zr101 2.35 61.3 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 1.3 X 10-7 1.3 133.6 
zr102 2.95 40.5 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 LOx 10-9 8.8xlO-8 0.9 88.3 
zr103 1.35 10.1 2.0x102 LOx 10-7 1.0x10-9 2.2x10-8 0.2 22.0 
zr95 64.0d 85.4 1.0x102 5.0x10-8 4.0xlO-1o 1.9x10-7 3.7 465.2 
zr97 16.74h 119.7 1.0x103 5.0x10-7 2.0x10 9 2.6xlO-7 0.5 130.3 
zr98 30:75 111.0 2.0xlOl 1.0xlO-7 1.0xlO-9 2.4xlO-7 2.4 241.8 
zr99 2.15 112.1 2.0x102 1.0xlO-7 LOx 10-9 2.4xlO-7 2.4 244.3 

Dose to individuals from release of radionuclides. In order to estimate doses to 
individuals from the hypothetical release of the above described source inventory, four 
scenarios were examined: 

Scenario A: In this scenario the west wall (effective surface area of 100m2
) ofthe 

reactor room is suddenly disappeared. The fission products and gasses are released into 
the reactor room and mixed with the air instantaneously. The air in the reactor room is 
moved out through the missing wall at the wind speed of 1 m/s. This is a ground level 
release. It will take 4.7 seconds for the air to leave the reactor room at the rate of 
100m3/sec. 

Scenario B: The nuclide inventory shown in the tables above was completely released 
and instantly mixed homogenously with the existing air in the reactor room. The 
ventilation system was assumed to be working normally (operational mode) and the 
only effluent was through the exhaust stack on the roof of the building. It was assumed 
that the entire source inventory was exhausted through the ventilation system with one 
complete room-air change. The standard exhaust rate is 6.11 x 10scm3/sec; one room

air change was expected to take 12.6 minutes. The physical height of the exhaust stack 
is 40 ft; no modifications were made to the stack height based on exhaust velocity. 

Scenario C: The nuclide inventory was completely released and instantaneously 
homogenously mixed with the existing air in the reactor room. It is assumed that the 
entire source inventory was leaked through the cracks in walls. The leak rate was 
assumed to be 1.69x104cm3/sec (from literature) and a very conservative rate of 
6.15x103cm3/sec one room-air change was expected to take 7.54 hours and 20.7 hours 
respectively (shown in Table 13.2-8). These are the exposure times for the individuals 

outside the reactor room. This is the ground level release. 
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Scenario D: The nuclide inventory was completely released and instantaneously
homogenously mixed with the existing air in the reactor room. It is further'assumed
that there is no crack or leaks from the reactor room. The worker is exposed to
radiation in the reactor room for 2 and 5 minutes. This scenario is the most
conservative assumption for the worker inside the reactor room and the only one
calculated for the worker inside the reactor room.

For scenarios above, the dose to an occupational worker who was assumed to remain in
the reactor room as well as the dose to an individual member of the public downwind from the
reactor building were estimated. For both individuals, the assumed breathing rate was 0.02
m3/hour (NRC Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000). Nuclides in the source inventory listed in
Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6 were evaluated in the dose estimates.

Calculations of atmospheric relative concentration (X/Q) are based on the Oregon State
University Safety Analysis Report and NRC Guide, Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential
Accident Consequence Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants [November 1983] and are
presented in Table 13.2-7 for ground level and stack ventilation.

Table 13.2-7: Atmospheric relative concentration for various distances

(sec cm-3)
Distance (m) om W z(m)

Ground Level Stack Release
10 1.29 1.04 5.93x10-2  2.04x10-s
50 2.45 1.20 2.71 x10-2 9.57x10-5

100 3.90 2.20 9.27 x10-3  4.58x10-3

150 6.18 3.22 4.00 x10"3  6.02x10-3

200 8.21 4.13 2.35 x10-3  5.19x10-3
250 10.21 4.98 1.57 x10-3  4.16x10-3

267 10.88 5.25 1.39 x10-3 3.86x10-3

The following correlations are used to calculate the committed dose equivalent (CDE)
to the thyroid and the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) for members of the general
public for each isotope of concern at a known distance from the UUTR facility.

(CDE or CEDE), BD ,A2( e j

, ' V

where,

tQ;l"i atmospheric dispersion factor at a given distanceD

BR: breathing rate
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Scenario 0: The nuclide inventory was completely released and instantaneously 
homogenously mixed with the existing air in the reactor room. It is furtherassumed 
that there is no crack or leaks from the reactor room. The worker is exposed to 
radiation in the reactor room for 2 and 5 minutes. This scenario is the most 
conservative assumption for the worker inside the reactor room and the only one 
calculated for the worker inside the reactor room. . 

For scenarios above, the dose to an occupational worker who was assumed to remain in 
the reactor room as well as the dose to an individual member ofthe public downwind from the 
reactor building were estimated. For both individuals, the assumed breathing rate was 0.02 

m3/hour (NRC Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000). Nuclides in the source inventory listed in 
Tables 13.2-5 and 13.2-6 were evaluated in the dose estimates. 

Calculations of atmospheric relative concentration (xIQ) are based on the Oregon State 
University Safety Analysis Report and NRC Guide, Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential 
Accident Consequence Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants [November 1983] and are 
presented in Table 13.2-7 for ground level and stack ventilation. 

Table 13.2-7: Atmospheric relative concentration for various distances 

~ (sec cm-3
) 

Distance (m) Oy (m) Oz (m) Q 

Ground Level Stack Release 

10 1.29 1.04 5.93xl0-2 2.04x10-s 

50 2.45 1.20 2.71 xl0-2 9.57xl0-s 

100 3.90 2.20 9.27 xl0-3 4.58xl0-3 

150 6.18 3.22 4.00 xl0·3 6.02xl0-3 

200 8.21 4.13 2.35 xl0-3 5.19xl0-3 

250 10.21 4.98 1.57 x10-3 4. 16xl0-3 

267 10.88 5.25 1.39 x10-3 3.86x10-3 

The following correlations are used to calculate the committed dose equivalent (CDE) 
to the thyroid and the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) for members of the general 
public for each isotope of concern at a known distance from the UUTR facility. 

(xJ ·BR·DCF ·AA (e-.l,I, _e-.l,12) Q Int,1 I v 

(CDEorCEDE)o=2: ~~D __________________ _ 

A; 

where, 

( X J atmospheric dispersion factor at a given distance D 
Q 0 

BR: breathing rate 

A = Rv 
, v V 
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DCFim, i: internal dose conversion factor for isotope i
A1 : initial activity of isotope i released into the reactor room
R: ventilation or leakage of air from the reactor area
V: reactor room volume
2A: ventilation constant
2,: decay constant for isotope i

tj: time when plume first arrives at the receptor point
t 2 : time when plume has passed the receptor point

In order to calculate the deep dose equivalent (DDE) for both the thyroid and the whole

body for the member of the public, the following correlation is used for a known distance from
the UUTR facility:

(CDE or CEDE), = I- ii - e" "

where, DCFt'i is the external dose rate conversion factor for isotope i. For the personnel in
the reactor room area for a given period of time being exposed (stay time, ST), the CDE and
CEDE are calculated as follows:

(CDE or CEDE)ST = Z~it* 1 B 1ees)
I A~effV

Aeff )A, + A,
tsT: stay-time of personnel in the reactor room exposed

DDE to personnel in the reactor room for a given period of time for both the thyroid
and the whole body is obtained from the following equation:

( C D E hyro,d o r D D E wholebody T )fCD:oD ED C F , •,, .A (I - e - 'Alf I )

The following values are used in above equations:
* The leak rate from the reactor room: 6.15xl0 3m3/sec
* Reactor room ventilation exhaust rate: 2.2xl 09cm 3/hr
* Reactor room volume: 4.59x10 8cm 3

* Receptor breathing rate: 3.3x10-4m 3/sec (NRC "light work" rate).

Total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) is the summation of CDE and DDE.
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DCFint,i: internal dose conversion factor for isotope i 
Ai: initial activity of isotope i released into the reactor room 
R: ventilation or leakage of air from the reactor area 
V: reactor room volume 
Ay: ventilation constant 
Ai: decay constant for isotope i 
II: time when plume first arrives at the receptor point 
12: time when plume has passed the receptor point 

2010 

In order to calculate the deep dose equivalent (DDE) for both the thyroid and the whole 
body for the member of the public, the following correlation is used for a know"n distance from 
the UUTR facility: 

(xJ ·DCF "·AA (e-,l,f, _e-,l,(2 ) Q exl,' I v 

(CDE or CEDE)D = I ~...::..1~? --------
i A; 

where, DCFext,; is the external dose rate conversion factor for isotope i. For the personnel in 
the reactor room area for a given period of time being exposed (stay time; ST), the CDE and 
CEDE are calculated as follows: 

Aeff=Ai + Ay 
1ST: stay-time of personnel in the reactor room exposed 

DDE to personnel in the reactor room for a given period of time for both the thyroid 
and the whole body is obtained from the following equation: 

( ) 
{

DCFexf.i'Ai(l-e-J.,jJfST)} 
CDEThyroid or DDEwhole hody = " 

" - ST ~ A V 
I eif 

The following values are used in above equations: 

• The leak rate from the reactor room: 6.15x103m3/sec 
• Reactor room ventilation exhaust rate: 2.2xl09cm3lhr 
• Reactor room volume: 4.59x108cm3 

• Receptor breathing rate: 3.3xlO-4m3/sec (NRC "light work" rate). 
Total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) is the summation of CDE and DDE. 
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Table 13.2-8 Summary of dose estimates for MHA scenarios to public and workers at UUTR

Applicable Dose
Scenario Summary limit Estimated Dose

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ i Mrem); e

Downwind Dose

distance (m) Thyroid TEDE*

10 0.2 0.1
Estimated dose to the member of the public: 50 0.1 0.0
Release of radiation to the outside of the reactor room 100
through the missing west wall of the reactor room 100 0.0 .0.0

150 0.0 0.0

200 0.0 0.0

250 0.0 0.0

Downwind Dose

distance (m) Thyroid TEDE
10 0.0 0.0

Estimated dose to the member of the public: 50 0.0 0.0
Release of radiation through the exhaust stack 100
(ventilation system in operation mode)

150 0.2 0.3

200 0.2 0.3

250 0.2 0.3

Downwind Dose

distance (m) Thyroid TEDE

Estimated dose to the member of the public: 10 31.5 47.5 53.8 83.4
Entire source inventory was leaked through the cracks 50 14.4 21.6 24.5 38.0
in walls [left column for dose corresponds to leak rate 100
of 1.69x10 4cm 3/sec (from literature) and right column 100 4.9 7.4 8.3 12.9

to a very conservative leak rate of 6.15xlO,3cm3/sec] 150 2.1 3.2 3.6 5.6
200 1.2 1.9 2. .3

250 0.8 1.2 1.4 2.2

2 Thyri _ _ _ _

Estimated dose to the worker inside the reactor m 5,000 2.

room: no leaks of air from inside to outside; mi11 2.40

workers are exposed for 2 and 5 minutes 5

T isin t 5,000 13.5 22.1

TEDE is the total effective dose equivalent
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Table 13.2-8 Summary 0/ dose estimates for MHA scenarios to public and workers at UUTR 

Scenario Summary 

dose to the member of the public: 

Applicable Dose 
limit 

elease of radiation to the outside of the reactor room 100 
hrough the missing west wall of the reactor room 

mated dose to the member of the public: 
lease of radiation through the exhaust stack 100 

n system in operation mode) 

mated dose to the member of the public: 
ntire source inventory was leaked through the cracks 

n walls [left column for dose corresponds to leak rate 100 
1.69xl04cm3/sec (from literature) and right column 
a very conservative leak rate of 6.15xl03cm3/sec] 

".' 

min 
5,000 

: no leaks of air from inside to outside; 
rkers are exposed for 2 and 5 minutes 5 

5,000 
min 

TEDE is the total effective dose equivalent 

Estimated Dose 

TEDE 
. 

10 0.2 0.1 

SO 0.1 0.0 

100 0.0 .0.0 

150 0.0 0.0 

200 0.0 

TEDE 

10 0.0 

SO 0.0 0.0 

100 0.2 0.3 

150 0.2 0.3 

200 0.2 0.3 

10 

SO 

100 

150 2.1 3.2 

200 1.2 1.9 

4.0 

13.5 22.1 
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Table 13.2-8 summarizes the dose to an occupational work in the reactor room during
release and to an individual member of the public downwind from the reactor building. The
dose for thyroid is for both CDE and DDE. The estimated doses are much less than the
applicable dose limits for an occupational worker (5,000 mrem) or for an individual member of
the public (100 mrem). The scenarios described represent conservative conditions that are not
likely to occur and estimate doses less than applicable dose limits. Assumptions that result in
conservative estimates include:

* Source inventory based on exaggerated reactor run times
* Complete release of source inventory release into reactor room air
* Scenario 2 represent an unlikely rapid, ground-release condition
* Exposure times that equal the entire release of the source term
* Atmospheric conditions that exceed average values observed on the University of

Utah campus

13.2.2 Insertion of Excess Reactivity

The excess reactivity insertion is modeled based on the UUTR existing guidelines for
each experiment. The reactivity insertion of $1.2 is assumed (for example, the $1.2 reactivity
insertion is considered to be an extreme scenario of extremely low probability to occur at the
UUTR). This value is selected based on Technical Specification of UUTR according to which the
maximum value for reactivity insertion for a single experiment is limited to $1.00. In order to
stay on the conservative side, 20 cents is added to this value. The modeling is based on
synergistic use of PARET-ANL and MCNP5 and SCALE codes. In these models an automatic

SCRAM is introduced when the UUTR core power exceeds 100% of the licensed operational
power. Due to limitations of the time step size in the model and the rapid prompt jump in the
power, the SCRAM is observed at peak power of 700 kW rather than at 100kW [the model is
thus conservative in estimating the consequences of the accident]. The SCRAM at 700kW rather
than at 100kW introduces more power (while very small time step) for temperatures to rise.

The reactor's initial power is set to 90kW because that was a maximum operating power
of the UUTR. The fuel temperature, cladding temperature, and the moderator temperature are
analyzed to find if the fuel and cladding temperatures exceed the limits. In order to calculate
the fuel temperature feedback coefficients suitable to be. used for PARET-ANL [1], the
neutronics calculations were performed for several temperatures and the following correlation
[1] was used to fit the data:

p ($) = D[y-' + y, (T + y4 )y2 (T +74y)2 +-•y (T +y4 )n]

where
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Table 13 •. 2-8 summarizes the dose to an occupational work in the reactor room during 
release and to an individual member of the public downwind from the reactor building. The 
dose for thyroid is for both CDE and DDE. The estimated doses are much less than the 
applicable dose limits for an occupational worker (5,000 mrem) or for an individual member of 
the public (100 mrem). The scenarios described represent conservative conditions that are not 
likely to occur and estimate doses less than applicable dose limits. Assumptions that result in 
conservative estimates include: 

• Source inventory based on exaggerated reactor run times 
• Complete release of source inventory release into reactor room air 
• Scenario 2 represent an unlikely rapid, ground-release condition 

• Exposure times that equal the entire release of the source term 
• Atmospheric conditions that exceed average values observed on the University of 

Utah campus 

13.2.2 Insertion of Excess Reactivity 

The excess reactivity insertion is modeled based on the UUTR existing guidelines for 
each experiment. The reactivity insertion of $1.2 is assumed (for example, the $1.2 reactivity 
insertion is considered to be an extreme scenario of extremely low probability to occur at the 
UUTR). This value is selected based on Technical Specification of UUTR according to which the 

maximum value for reactivity insertion for a single experiment is limited to $1.00. In order to 
stay on the conservative side, 20 cents is added to this value. The modeling is based on 
synergistic use of PARET-ANL and MCNP5 and SCALE cod~s. In these models an automatic 
SCRAM is introduced when the UUTR core power exceeds 100% of the licensed operational 
power. Due to limitations of the time step size in the model and the rapid prompt jump in the 
power, the SCRAM is observed at peak power of 700 kW rather than at 100kW [the model is 
thus conservative in estimating the consequences ofthe accident]. The SCRAM at 700kW rather 
than at 100kW introduces more power (while very small time step) for temperatures to rise. 

The reactor's initial power is set to 90kW because that was a maximum operating power 
of the UUTR. The fuel temperature, cladding temperature, and the moderator temperature are 

analyzed to find if the fuel and cladding temperatures exceed the limits. In order to calculate 
the fuel temperature feedback coefficients suitable to be. used for PARET-ANL [1], the 
neutronics calculations were p''erformed for several temperatures and the following correlation 
[1] was used to fit the data: 

where 
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p: reactivity in units of dollar
yi: fitting coefficients
D: Doppler coefficient
T: average fuel temperature

For the moderator temperature feedback, two points were used to calculate the
temperature feedback coefficient as described in Section 4.5.3.4; these values are based on the
MCNP5 model. The data prepared for PARET-ANL simulation are based on SCALE5.1 model of
the UUTR. Table 13.2-9 therefore shows the comparison of the multiplication factors obtained
for the same conditions using the SCALE5.1 and the MCNP5 model of the 100kW UUTR, as well
as the SCALE5.1 values for the multiplication factors as a function of fuel temperatures. This
comparison gives enough confidence to use SCALE5.1 model to generate temperature
depended eigenvalues8 .

Table 13.2-9 Comparison of SCALE5.1 and MCNP5 for
1OOkW UUTR core at room temperature (293K)

Parameter SCALE5.1 MCNP5

Multiplication Factor 0.97957 1.00649 _0.00011
Percentage Difference -2.67 %

The multiplication factor as a function of fuel temperature is given in Table 13.2-10. As
expected, the multiplication factor decreases as the fuel temperature increases due to the fuel
temperature feedback. The quadratic fitting (as used in PARET-ANL) of the reactivity versus fuel
temperature is presented in Fig. 13.2-4 giving the coefficients used in PARET-ANL for fuel
temperature feedback coefficients as given in Table 13.2-11.

Table 13.2-10 UUTR multiplication factor as a function of fuel temperature obtained using SCALE5.1

T (C) k-SCALE5.1 p ($) k-MCNP

100 0.97207 -3.7 .1.00644±0.00011

200 0.96272 -5.0 ---

300 0.95311 -6.3 ---

400 0.94361 -7.7

500 0.93660 -8.7 ---

600 0.92470 -10.4

B SCALE5.1 (NEWT code, under the SCALE5.1) is based on discrete ordinate method with 238-fine group structure; MCNP5 is a

Monte Carlo based calculation code; a difference due to methodology is expected (2.67%). The SCALE5.1 model of the UUTR

core is shown in Fig. 13.2-3.
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shown in Fig. 13.2-6: the fuel and the moderator temperatures do not exceed the limits
verifying that during an excess activity insertion accident, the fuel integrity will not be
jeopardized; the fuel temperature change is more rapid than the water temperature change;
the moderator temperature after 50 seconds from shutdown (SCRAM) will reach the
temperature very close to inlet temperature (20.6 'C) which is 20.77 'C.
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Figure 13.2-4 SCALE5.1 fuel temperature feedback coefficient for the UUTR

The DNBR estimates described in Section 4.6.2 showed that the CHF is to be

approximately 520kW/M 2 (obtained from Fig. 4.6-9). The hottest rod during the power prompt

jump to 700kW (as shown in Fig. 13.2-5) will be approximately 14kW, which gives the maximum
2heat flux of 312.74kW/m . This predicts the DNBR of 1.66, which is a safe value for the very

short amount of time before the SCRAM. The fuel temperature rises to approximately 110°C

which is within the safe operating limits of TRIGA fuel. Therefore, during the unlike event of

excess reactivity accident in the order of $1.2, the integrity of the fuel and cladding are not.

jeopardized.
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13.2.3 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

Accident initiating events and scenarios. Although total loss of reactor pool water is
considered to be an extremely improbable event, such a failure is analyzed. Limiting design
basis parameters and values are addressed in "The U-Zr-Hx Alloy: Its Properties and Use in
TRIGA Fuel," Report E-117-833, Simnad, M T, General Atomics Corp., 198 as follows:

Fuel-moderator temperature is the basic limit of TRIGA reactor operation. This limit stems
from the out-gassing of hydrogen from the ZrH, and the subsequent stress produced in the
fuel element clad material. The strength of the clad as a function of temperature can set
the upper limit on the fuel temperature. A fuel temperature safety limit of ll5OYCfor
pulsing, stainless steel UZrH,.65 ... fuel is used as a design value to preclude the loss of clad
integrity when the clad temperature is below 500°C. When clad temperatures can equal
the, fuel temperature, the fuel temperature limit is 9500C. There is also a steady-state
operational fuel temperature design limit of 750,C based on consideration of irradiation-
and fission-product-induced fuel growth and deformation.
Loss of pool water in UUTR. UUTR facility has no beam ports and the reactor cooling

systems and return lines contain ant-siphon holes approximately one foot below the normal
water level to prevent the tank from drying out. The only possible scenario for losing the water
inside the tank is an intense shock from earthquake. However, this unlikely event has been
analyzed for amount of radiation released from the open core, and the change of fuel
temperature.

A float switch alarm, operating on a 24 hour basis is provided in the tank to alert the
Merrill Engineering Building Security Guard if the water level falls below 6 inches of its normal
level. In such an event, the reactor if under operation is automatically shut down by SCRAM
signal and the Campus Police Department, the UNEF Director, the Reactor Supervisor, and the
Radiation Safety Officer are alerted immediately.

The following is the calculation of the effect of loss of pool water and it follows the
methodology used in the 1985 SAR:

The time it takes for the water in the tank to drain is calculated by Darcy's law as follows:

--C= Kp

dt

where,
K: constant depending on the nature of the sand, maximum value of 3,000

[year nb oo ] m

[Handbook of Applied Hydraulics, McGraw Hill, New York (1952) p. 1651
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Therefore, the time it would take for the tank to drain is t=1/K=19.3 hours (The height
of the tank is 6.7 meters). This time is long enough for the personnel to use continual flooding
of the core tank from the tap water line in the laboratory until radiation levels are acceptable,
or the fuel can be removed to a storage facility.

Integrity of Fuel Element Cladding. The following analyses are the same as reported in
1985 SAR. The 1985 SAR calculations were based on a two-dimensional, transient heat transfer
code, developed by Gulf Energy and Environmental Systems, Inc., for obtaining maximum
temperature in the core after a water loss; the maximum fuel temperature for 1OOkW
operation was obtained to be 61'C. Thus, as stated in the 1985 UUTR SAR, this temperature is
low enough that the pressure exerted by trapped air and fission product gases in the fuel is less
than 30 psi that produces a stress of 264 psi; the yield stress for aluminum at 150 °C is 8,000
psi. These values are obtained under the assumption that the heat is removed by natural
convection of air; the conduction to grid and radiation heat losses are neglected.

The after-shutdown power density in the B-ring (Fig. 4.6-1) fuel element (hottest
channel) is given by a modified version of Unterneyer-Weill formula as follows:

q -. iP -fCos 10.78 j(X-~jet 210) 02 O.87 (t + t + 2x10' -0.05]

p: peak-to-average power density in the core = 1.281 as estimated using the MCNP5
model for 100kW UUTR (Section 4.5.2)
P: reactor power = 3.413 x 105 Btu/hr
V/, volume of the fuel in the core = 0.78 ft3

L: length of the fuel = 1.25 ft
x: distance measured from the bottom of the fuel element, ft
t: time after the core exposed to the air, sec
to: time from shutdown to the time the core is exposed, sec
Calculated power density values for 100kW in the B-ring as a function of time exposed

to air at the center are presented in Table 13.2-12. The assumption for this evaluation is that
the reactor has been operating for 1,000 hours before the accident occurs. It is conservatively
assumed that all the energy produced by fission products decay in the element is deposited in
that element. Axial power density profile for 100kW is shown in Fig. 13.2-7 at time=0 of
exposure to air; as expected, the profile follows cosine shape distribution.
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Table 13.2-12 Power densityforfuel element in ring B as aofunction of time exposed to air at
the center (axially)

Power Density L Btu 1

Time exposed to air (s) hr ft 3 
1

100 kW

0 1555.86

60 1554.80

120 1553.75

3600 (1 hr) 1494.21

7200 (2 hrs) 1436.16

14400 (4 hrs) 1329.42

86400 (1 day) 646.01

172800 (2 days) 211.53

The heat is removed from the by the natural convection of air. The air velocity through
the channel can be determined by setting the frictional pressure loss equal to the buoyancy.
Entrance and exit losses are about 2 to 5% which will be ignored:

SP(buoyancy) = SP(friction)

SP (buoyancy) = (po - p, ) L

2

where L is the length of the channel and densities at the entrance and exit are p0 and p,
respectively. The frictional pressure drop for TRIGA is modeled so the free-flow area is
converted into an annulus around the fuel element. With an annular space of inner diameter
D, and outer diameter D2, the frictional pressure drop becomes:

SPP(friction) =- F 32vL
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Figure 13.2-7 Axial power density profile for a fuel element in the ring B

u: viscosity of air, lb/hr-ft
v: velocity of the air, ft/hr
L: length of the fuel element, ft
DI: fuel element diameter, ft
D2: D, + 2b, ft (b is the effective separation distance between B ring and C ring)

b 1(0.0113+0.04930) = 0.0303ft
2

For the channel between the B ring and the C ring, the pressure balance equation
showed earlier becomes:

(p0 - p1) = 6.88×x IO-5iv

where the ;g is the average viscosity of the air in the channel and is a function of the entrance

and exit temperatures, v and is the average air velocity in the channel. The mass flow rate of
air in the channel is calculated using:
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Figure 13.2-7 Axial power density profile for a fuel element in the ring B 

p: viscosity of air, Ib/hr-ft 
v: velocity of the air, ft/hr 
L: length of the fuel element, ft 
D/: fuel element diameter, ft 
D2: D/ + 2b, ft (b is the effective separation distance between B ring and C ring) 

b =.!. (0.0113 + 0.04930) = 0.0303 ft 
2 

For the channel between the B ring and the C ring, the pressure balance equation 
showed earlier becomes: 

2010 

where the Ji is the average viscosity of the air in the channel and is a function of the entrance 

and exit temperatures, v and is the average air velocity in the channel. The mass flow rate of 
air in the channel is calculated using: 
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w = vj5A

where P is the average air density in the channel and A, is the flow area associated with the

channel. Combining the equation for mass flow rate and the pressure balance, it follows:

w = 405(p 0 - Pl) "
'a.

Assuming that the average quantities in above equation are averaged over properties of
inlet and outlet, the equation for mass flow rate becomes:

The properties of air can be approximated by linear equation as follows:

p 2.5 x 10- 2 T

and

/u=(0.01135+0.6017 x 10-4 T)

where T is in *Rankine.
Replacing the approximations for the density and viscosity into equation for mass flow

rate, it follows:

3.24 x 10.(_2 T 2 )

(Tw: T2[001135+030085 x - (T, + )]Lhr

Once the mass flow rate throughout the channel is obtained, the heat transfer
coefficient needs to be determined and the amount of heat.removed by natural circulation of
air through the core. The heat transfer coefficient is conservatively given with:
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h = 0.532- (Gr. Pr)025

where kfis the thermal conductivity of film air at temperature Tf, Gr is Grashof number, and Pr
is the Prandtl number. The thermal conductivity coefficient and specific heat of the air is:

k = (0.0009+ 0.26 x 10-4 T)

and

Btu
C1P = 0.240 Btu

lb- F

Using the above expressions and the heat transfer coefficients, along with expressions
for extrapolated density and viscosity presented earlier:

-0.25

{0.0009 + 0.13 x 10-4 (T. + Ti)}x X

h=50.16 [1.25x12~ +T)] [o5(Tw +T.)] x(T. -T)

[0.01135+0.30085x 10-4(T. +T)]

where T, is the wall temperature, Ta is the bulk air temperature, and Tfis the average of the
two. Since the yield stress for SS is relatively much higher than aluminum, the calculations are
done for aluminum cladding only. The pressure produced is negligible compared to the yield
stress limit for aluminum. The specific heat and the thermal conductivity of the UZrH1.o is given
by the following expressions:

= 26.3 + 0.0245T

kf =10.7 - 6.42 x 10-4 T

The pressure exerted on the cladding is determined as follows: the pressure from fission
product accumulation, hydrogen release, and air trapped inside the clad is determined. The
total number of fission product nuclei released to the gap between the fuel and the cladding is
determined based on: J. 0. Blomeke and Mary F. Todd (1958), "U-235 Fission Product
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L . 
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Production as a Function of Thermal Neutron Flux, Irradiation Time and Decay Time", ORNL-
2127. The following calculation is for the 1OOkW UUTR:

= 0.028 x 2.748 x 1020 = 7.72 x 1018 atoms

The number of gram-atoms in the gap is:

7.72 x 1018 _

_ 7.72-x 102 =1.282x 10-5 gram-atoms?lp 6.02 x 1021

The partial pressure exerted by the fission products gases is:

=n RT

V = 3.23cm3

Therefore, the initial pressure exerted by all the fission product gases is:

PfP .282x31 RT = 0.397 x I0-RT

3.23

The partial pressure of the air in the fuel element is:

RT

=.I -T4.46 x I 0RT
22.4 x 10 '

The total pressure exerted by the air and fission products is:

34 P e=1.09P P iai
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RT 
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V = 3.23cm3 
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P = 1.282 x 10-
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The partial pressure of the air in the fuel element is: 

RT -5 
~i = 3 = 4.46 x 10 RT 

r 22.4 x 10 

The total pressure exerted by the air and fission products is: 

P = (1 + PfP)p = 1 09P r p. air • air 

OIr 
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The pressure exerted by Hydrogen is negligible for the temperature range that is
considered (Fig. 4.2-3). Therefore, the total gas pressure at the maximum fuel temperature of
61 'C is:

P :=P +P = + .09(1.)61+273 3.23 =63.3 psi.
H+PrO+1'9(147\• 273 ) v V

The volume increase due to expansion of clad is ignored and the total pressure is then:

63.3 63.3
P=- - 19.59psi

V 3.23

The tangential stress in the fuel element cladding is then calculated as follows (more
details can be found in Section 4.2.1.2):

P.r
t

where t is the wall thickness (0.076 cm) and r is the fuel element can radius (1.8 cm), therefore
S = 464.2 psi for 100kW power.

According to the Aluminum Company of America handbook [Aluminum Company of
America, "Alcoa Aluminum Handbook," (1962)], the yield stress for type 6061 aluminum at 152
°C is greater than 8,000 psi. Therefore, the above calculations showed that following the loss of
coolant in the tank, the rupture of cladding will not occur. The parameters of interest are
summarized in Table 13.2-13.

Table 13.2-13 Parameters of interest for pressure inside the fuel cladding in the UUTR

Parameter Pressure

Maximum fuel temperature (°C) 61

Number of fission product atoms 7.720 x 1018

Fission product gram-atoms 1.282 x 10-s

Partial pressure exerted by the fission products (psi) 3.970 x 10-6

Total pressure (psi) 19.6

Tangential stress (psi) 464.2
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13.2.4 Radiation Levels After Loss of Pool Water

The dose rate on top of the UUTR core is calculated assuming that the core has been
operating at 100kW for a long time (1,000 hours) before the accident. As mentioned in
previous section, the water inside the tank will not drain out at once; therefore, the scenario
that is analyzed assumes the pool water leaks at the rate of 0.4 m per hour. In summary the
scenario used used in the model for the dose estimate is:

* reactor has been operating for 1,000 hours before the accident
* reactor is shutdown after the leak of pool water starts
* reactor core is approximated as a point source (emitting photons isotropically)
* average photon energy is 1.0 MeV
* attenuation by core components other than fuel elements is neglected
Each fuel element has 400 cm3 volume; for the core with 78 fuel elements the whole core

volume is 31,200 cm 3 which is equivalent to a sphere of a radius 19.53 cm. The fraction of
photons escaping from the core is given as a function of sphere diameter (rj) and the
attenuation coefficient (u,) of the core material for 1 MeV photons (= 0.207 cm-1) which is 0.197
[K. K. Aglintsev, Applied Dosimetry, (Eng. Ed.), Iliffe, London (1965)]. The calculated source
strengths are from SAR 1985 for 100kW UUTR, Table 13.2-14.

The dose rate is calculated using the following correlation with assumption that the core
is a point source:

D= S2, B(RYu)e-,x

where
D: the dose rate in rads/hr
Seff effective source strength
R: distance between core and location considered
K: conversion factor for MeV/cm 2 to rad/hr ( = 5.77 x 10s for 1 MeV photons)
B: Build-up factors [N. Tsoulfanidis, (1995). "Measurement and Detection of Radiation".

2 nd edition, Taylor & Francis]
,u: linear attenuation coefficient (water = 0.07072)
x: thickness of material, cm.
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Table 13.2-14 Source strength for 1OOkW UUTR 11985 UUTR SAR]

Time (hr) Source Strength Effective Source Strength

0.1 6.49 x 1015 1.28 x 1015

0.5 4.52 x 10is 8.90 x 1014

1 3.60 x 1015 7.09 x 1014

5 2.20 x 101s 4.33 x 1014

10 1.70 x 1015 3.35 x 1014

24 1.20 x 1015 2.36 x 1014

The build-up factors are calculated as follows [a, b, and u from [N. Tsoulfanidis, (1995).
"Measurement and Detection of Radiation". 2nd edition, Taylor & Francis]:

B = I + atrebr

The dose rate at the top of the core is~shown in Table 13.2-15. The dose rate becomes
extremely high when the water inside the tank drains out (completely). However, within first 5
hours, the dose rate is low enough (10 CFR 10.101) for reactor supervisor and personnel to
perform safety procedures.

Table 13.2-15 Dose rate calculated on a top of the core for various water levels

Dose (mr/hr)

Water Top of the Laboratory
Time (hr) Level (m) Core Floor 9

0.1 6.1 2.68 x 10-n 1.00 x 10-10

1 5.6 6.14 x 10-10 1.00 x 10-10

5 4.1 1.85 x 10-5 2.10 x 10-10

10 2.1 1.88 x 101 5.10 x 10.2

15.2 0.0 4.76 x 108 8.80 x 102

The dose rates shown in Table 13.2-15 relates to a top of the UUTR tank. In the 1985
Safety Analysis Report for UUTR the dose rates are provided for the laboratory floor. After 15.2
hr from the accident, the water level is at the top of the core but the core is still surrounded

9 These doses refer to the radiation levels on the reactor room floor obtained from Safety Analysis Report of UUTR

(1985).
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with water. In other words, the core is submerged in water; however, the height of the water
in the tank is just up to the top of the reactor core. The tank with two layers of aluminum and
stainless steel, with 0.61 meters of sand around the tank will reduce the doserate at the
laboratory floor. In order to have the better conservative time frame for reactor personnel to
work in the area after the accident happens the dose rate on top of the tank is also calculated;
these dose rates will affect the personnel in the control room.

13.2.5 Loss of Coolant Flow

UUTR utilizes natural convection cooling. Therefore, there is no primary cooling system
that could fail to cause loss of coolant flow accident. On the other hand, the loss of secondary
system coolant flow which keeps the water inside of the tank cool, will not introduce an
accident. The reactor can easily operate without pool cooling, but with reduced number of
hours. A siphon break is designed to prevent the drainage of water from the tank through
primary coolant line.

13.2.6 Mishandling or Malfunction of Fuel

Accident initiating events and scenarios. Events which could cause accidents at the UUTR
in this category include:

* Fuel handling accidents where an element is dropped underwater and damaged
severely enough to breach the cladding

* simple failure of the fuel cladding due to a manufacturing defect or corrosion
* overheating of the fuel with subsequent cladding failure

Accident analysis and determination of consequences. All these three scenarios result in a
single fuel element failure in water. In the unlikely event that this failure occurred in air, this is
the MHA analyzed in Section 13.2.1. In past the UUTR fuel elements are moved to new
positions or removed from the core only during periods when the reactor is subcritical.

Assumptions for this accident are almost exactly the same as those used for the MHA,
except that the presence of the pool water contains most of the halogens and, thereby, reduces
the halogen dose contribution. This accident analyzed for similar TRIGA facilities show that the
general public are well below the annual limits in 10 CFR Part 20, with the maximum dose being
less than 33 mrem TEDE for 500kW TRIGA. The occupational radiation doses to workers in the
reactor are are also well below the occupational annual limits as defined in 10 CFR Part 20, with
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the maximum dose below 1 mrem TEDE for a 5-minute exposure. Five minutes is very ample
time for workers to evacuate the reactor area if such an accident were to occur.

13.2.7 Experiment Malfunction

The UUTR TS section 3.1 and 3.2 specify the reactivity limits to prevent a serious reactor
accident. The main limits are:

1. The shutdown margin referred to the cold-critical xenon-free condition, with the
highest worth rod (safety rod) fully withdrawn, is greater than $0.50.

2. The rate of reactivity insertion by control rod motion shall not excess $0.30.

3. Any experiment with the reactivity worth greater than $1.00 is securely fastened so
as to prevent unplanned removal from or insertion into the reactor.

4. The excess reactivity for the cold critical, xenon free condition is less than $2.80.

5. The reactivity Worth of an individual experimental is not more than $2.80.

6. Fueled experiments are limited such that the total inventories of 1-131 through 1-135
in the experiments are not greater than 10 mCi.

7. The quantity of known explosive materials to be irradiated is less than 25 milligrams.

8. Experiments containing materials corrosive to reactor components, compound
highly reactive with water, potentially explosive materials, or liquid fissionable
materials are doubly encapsulated and able to withstand any overpressure condition
deemed likely to occur.

9. The concentration of Argon-41 released from the facility to the environment shall
not exceed 4x10-8 

piCi/cm 3 averaged over 1 year.

These limiting conditions placed on experiments and irradiations are based on following

considerations:

1. The first specification is based on that the shutdown margin required by
specification is necessary so that the reactor can be shutdown from any operating
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condition and remain shutdown after cool down and xenon decay even if one
control rod should remain in the fully withdrawn position.

2. The maximum worth of a single experiment is limited so that its removal from the
cold critical reactor will not result in the reactor achieving a power level high enough
to exceed the core temperature safety limit (Fuel temperature).

3. Specification 8 is intended to prevent damage to reactor components resulting from
failure of an experiment involving explosive materials.

4. Specification 9 is intended to ensure that the health and safety of the public are not
endangered by discharge of Argon-41 from the UUTR facility.

13.2.8 Loss of Normal Electrical Power

Loss of electrical power to the UUTR could occur due to many events and scenarios that
routinely affect commercial power. Since the UUTR does not require emergency backup
systems to safely maintain core cooling, there are no credible reactor accidents associated with
the loss of electrical power. A backup power system present at the UUTR mainly provides
conditioned power to the instrumentation. The system provides emergency power immediately
after the loss of regular electrical power and continues to supply power for a period of several
hours. Battery-powered emergency lights are also located throughout the facility to allow for
inspection of the reactor and for an orderly evacuation of the facility. Loss of normal electrical
power to the UUTR facility during reactor operations will initiate a reactor scram. Loss of power
is addressed in the RRR Procedures, which require that, upon loss of normal power, the
operator on duty should verify the reactor is shutdown. This can be done without any
electrically powered indications. The backup power supply would allow enhanced monitoring.

13.2.9 External Events

Hurricanes, tornadoes, and floods are virtually nonexistent in the area around the UUTR.
Therefore, these events are not considered to be viable causes of accidents for the reactor
facility.

Recent history indicates that the region encompassing the state of Utah and adjacent
areas are zones of moderate seismic activity and minor consequence. In recent history, seismic
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occurrences have been low intensity events with little or no resulting damage. Should an
earthquake occur of significant severity, the consequences to the UUTR facility should not
cause events more severe than the MHA. Since the reactor pool was constructed of a large
mass of reinforced concrete, it will tend to vibrate as a single unit with a frequency of
oscillation that may be different from that of the surrounding building. In addition, the TRIGA
tank Was built in an earthquake proof fashion with double wall and sand construction.
Dislocation between the reactor and surrounding structures could occur. This could lead to a
break in beam port tubes and other penetrations, which can cause the pool water to drain.
This non-instantaneous loss of coolant/shielding event was analyzed previously. An earthquake
of sufficient severity to cause dislocation of the reactor pool or surrounding structures would
undoubtedly be recognized and the reactor, if operating at the time, could be manually
shutdown and not restarted until the integrity of the reactor pool had been established. The
most severe consequence of a major earthquake would be the failure of the reactor's
aluminum tank. Because of the, containment design employing a double wall, sand, and
concrete construction, the only credible damage scenario would result in a slow (Section
13.2.2) draining of the pool water. This condition would be easily recognizable allowing
sufficient time to shut down and secure the reactor, evacuate personnel, and consider possible
mitigation actions for minimizing radiation release and exposures. Major seismic events would
probably cause other related events, which would cause a reactor shutdown without operator
intervention. For example, loss of building power would initiate a shim-safety rod insertion,
since the control system is fail-safe with respect to power loss. Also, loss of significant
quantities of pool water will cause a reactor trip from low water level in the pool.

Therefore, there are.no accidents in this category that would have more on-site or off-
site consequences than the MHA analyzed in Section 13.2.2, and, therefore, no additional
specific accidents are analyzed in this section.

13.2.10 Mishandling or Malfunction of Equipment

No credible accident initiating events were identified for this accident class. Situations
involving an operator error at the reactor controls, a malfunction or loss of safety-related
instruments or controls, and an electrical fault in the control rod system were anticipated at the
reactor design stage. As a result, many safety features, such as control system interlocks and
automatic reactor shutdown circuits, were designed into the overall TRIGA Control System.
TRIGA fuel also incorporates a number of safety features (Chapter 4) which, together with the
features designed into the control system, assure safe reactor response, including in some
cases reactor shutdown. No safety considerations at the UUTR depend on confinement or
containment systems. Rapid leaks of the coolant have been addressed in Section 13.2.3
showing that no damage to the reactor occurs as a result of these leaks. Since there were no
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oscillation that may be different from that of the surrounding building. In addition, the TRIGA 

tank was built in an earthquake proof fashion with double wall and sand construction. 
Dislocation between the reactor and surrounding structures could occur. This could lead to a 
break in beam port tubes and other penetrations, which can cause the pool water to drain. 
This non-instantaneous loss of coolant/shielding event was analyzed previously. An earthquake 
of sufficient severity to cause dislocation of the reactor pool or surrounding structures would 
undoubtedly be recognized and the reactor, if operating at the time, could be manually 
shutdown and not restarted until the integrity of the reactor pool had been established. The 
most severe consequence of a major earthquake would be the failure ofthe reactor's 
aluminum tank. Because of the, containment design employing a double wall, sand, and 
concrete construction, the only credible damage scenario would result in a slow (Section 
13.2.2) draining ofthe pool water. This condition would be easily recognizable allowing 
sufficient time to shut down and secure the reactor, evacuate personnel, and consider possible 
mitigation actions for minimizing radiation release and exposures. Major seismic events would 
probably cause other related events, which would cause a reactor shutdown without operator 
intervention. For example, loss of building power would initiate a shim-safety rod insertion, 
since the control system is fail-safe with respect to power loss. Also, loss of significant 
quantities of pool water will cause a reactor trip from low water level in the pool. 

Therefore, there are·no accidents in this category that would have more on-site or off
site consequences than the MHA analyzed in Section 13.2.2, and, therefore, no additional 
specific accidents are analyzed in this section. 

13.2.10 Mishandling or Malfunction of Equipment 

No credible accident initiating events were identified for this accident class. Situations 
involving an operator error at the reactor controls, a malfunction or loss of safety-related 
instruments or controls, and an electrical fault in the control rod system were anticipated at the 
reactor design stage. As a result, many safety features, such as control system interlocks and 
automatic reactor shutdown circuits, were designed into the overall TRIGA Control System. 
TRIGA fuel also incorporates a number of safety features (Chapter 4) which, together with the 
features designed into the control system, ass,ure safe reactor response, including in some 
cases reactor shutdown. No safety considerations at the UUTR depend on confinement or 
containment systems. Rapid leaks of the coolant have been addressed in Section 13.2.3 
showing that no damage to the reactor occurs as a result of these leaks. Since there were no 
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credible initiating events identified, no accident analysis was performed for this section and no
consequences were identified.
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59. NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 14, "Technical Specifications" requests TS that
will provide reasonable assurance that the facility will function as analyzed in
the SAR, without endangering the environment or the health and safety of the
public and the facility staff.

59.1.
According to the core plan observed during the NRC site visit and described in SAR Chapter

7.4, "Fuel Temperature Channels," the UUTR is equipped with two independent instrumented
fuel elements. SAR Chapter 4.5.3, "Temperature Sensors" states that one is located in a fuel

element. However, SAR Table 7.4.1 and TS 2.2, "Limiting Safety System Settings," references
four instrumented fuel elements. Please provide information regarding the number of

instrumented fuel elements to be used in the UUTR core, and there locations.

59.2.

The current UUTR core contains no Al clad fuel elements located in the B Hexagonal Ring.

However, a review of TS found no restrictions from placing an
Al clad fuel element in the B-Hexagonal Ring. In this configuration, it does not appear that

appropriate temperature monitoring would be provided. Please provide clarification as to

why the C and D rings were selected for fuel temperature monitoring. Please provide
clarification as to how the UUTR can assure that the Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS)

criteria specified in TS

2.1 for fuel in the B- and E-Hexagonal Ring locations will not be exceeded.

59.3.

TS do not clearly state how to establish the trip set points to ensure that operation at power
levels will not exceed the licensed power. Please provide the Safety Limit and associated LSSS

for licensed power levels for the UUTR.

59.4.

TS 3.6, "Limitations on Experiments," allows as much as 25 milligrams of explosive materials.

Regulatory Guide 2.2, "Development of Technical

Specifications for Experiments in Research Reactors," references 25 milligrams of TNT

equivalent explosive materials. Please provide a basis for the acceptability of the more

general statement in the SAR that does not use the phrase, "TNT equivalent."

59.5. T

S 3.7, "As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) Radioactive Effluent
Releases," does not contain any required actions and completion times if the limiting

condition for operation (LCO) is exceeded. Please provide the required action statements and
requisite completion times for those instances when an

LCO is exceeded.
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59. NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 14, "Technical Specifications" requests TS that 
will provide reasonable assurance that the facility willfunction as analyzed in 
the SAR, without endangering the environment or the health and safety of the 
public and the facility staff. 

59.1. 
According to the core plan observed during the NRC site visit and described in SAR Chapter 
7.4, "Fuel Temperature Channels," the UUTR is equipped with two independent instrumented 
fuel elements. SAR Chapter 4.5.3, "Temperature Sensors" states that one is located in a fuel 
element. However, SAR Table 7.4.1 and TS 2.2, "Limiting Safety System Settings," references 
four instrumented fuel elements. Please provide information regarding the number of 
instrumented fuel elements to be used in the UUTR core, and there locations. 

59.2. 
The current UUTR core contains no AI clad fuel elements located in the 8 Hexagonal Ring. 
However, a review of TS found no restrictions from placing an 
AI clad fuel element in the 8-Hexagonal Ring. In this configuration, it does not appear that 
appropriate temperature monitoring would be provided. Please provide clarification as to 
why the C and D rings were selected for fuel temperature monitoring. Please provide 
clarification as to how the UUTR can assure that the Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS) 
criteria specified in TS 
2.1 for fuel in the 8- and E-Hexagonal Ring locations will not be exceeded. 

59.3. 
TS do not clearly state how to establish the trip set points to ensure that operation at power 
levels will not exceed the licensed power. Please provide the Safety Limit and associated LSSS 
for licensed power levels for the UUTR. 

59.4. 
TS 3.6, "Limitations on Experiments," allows as much as 25 milligrams of explosive materials. 
Regulatory Guide 2.2, "Development of Technical 
Specifications for Experiments in Research Reactors," references 25 milligrams of TNT 
equivalent explosive materials. Please provide a basis for the acceptability of the more 
general statement in the SAR that does not use the phrase, "TNT equivalent." 

59.5. T 
S 3.7, liAs Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) Radioactive Effluent 
Releases," does not contain any required actions and completion times if the limiting 
condition for operation (LCO) is exceeded. Please provide the required action statements and 
requisite completion times for those instances when an 
LCO is exceeded. 
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59.6.
SAR Table 4.6.2, "Safety System Setpoints," provides a list of the SCRAM functions and
setpoints, which states the percent power channel setpoint is established at 110% of licensed
power (275 kW). However, the table in TS 3.3.3, states that the SCRAM is at 120% of full
licensed power. Please provide a description of how the trip setpoints were determined and
provide consistent information for the power related SCRAM settings.

59.7.
SAR Chapter 7.1.2.1, "Water Level Meter," states that the float trips the SCRAM function
when the water level drops 24 inches from the top of the tank. However, TS 3.3.3, "Reactor
Safety System," states that the reactor will SCRAM at one foot below normal operating level.
Please provide a description of how the noted trip set points were determined and provide
the desired trip setting.

59.8.
TS 5.7 requires that the reactor shall not be operated unless the water level is at least 18 feet

above the top of the reactor core. However, TS 3.8 and 4.5,
"Primary Coolant Conditions," only describe the LCOs and associated Surveillance
Requirements for conductivity and pH. Please provide information demonstrating the
consistent and complete application of limitations appropriate to the TS listed.

59.9.
SAR Chapter 3.1.2, "Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers - Criterion
13," describes the instrumentation and control systems that have associated
SCRAM capabilities as follows: 1) safety channel (percentage of power with scram); 2)
redundant, multi-range, and linear power safety channel (source level to full power with
SCRAM); and 3), two fuel temperature channels (C and D rings with scram). Additional
SCRAMS are triggered by a loss of pool water level, a high voltage interrupt tripping the
external security system, and airborne radiation levels in excess of the high area radiation
monitor's limits. However, SAR Chapter 7.5.1, "Design Criteria," describes the
instrumentation and control systems that have associated SCRAM capabilities as having: 1)
Manual and key
SCRAMS; 2) Loss of console power SCRAM; and, 3) Loss of high voltage
SCRAM.
These section narratives do not match the descriptions in TS 3.3.3, "Reactor
Safety System," nor does the text match what is stated in TS 2.2, "Limiting Safety System
Setting." Please provide revised narratives for the noted sections of the SAR and TS.

59.10.
SAR Chapter 7.7.1, "Design Criteria," states that an alarm will sound at the console and at the
continuous air monitor (CAM) if the LSSS for this unit are exceeded. However, there are no
LSSS established in the TS for this function.
Please .provide safety limits and LSSS that pertain to the CAM.
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SCRAM); and 3), two fuel temperature channels (C and D rings with scram). Additional 
SCRAMS are triggered by a loss of pool water level, a high voltage interrupt tripping the 
external security system, and airborne radiation levels in excess of the high area radiation 
monitor's limits. However, SAR Chapter 7.5.1, "Design Criteria," describes the 
instrumentation and control systems that have associated SCRAM capabilities as having: 1) 
Manual and key 
SCRAMS; 2) Loss of console power SCRAM; and, 3) Loss of high voltage 
SCRAM. 
These section narratives do not match the descriptions in TS 3.3.3, "Reactor 
Safety System," nor does the text match what is stated in TS 2.2, "Limiting Safety System 
Setting." Please provide revised narratives for the noted sections of the SAR and TS. 

59.10. 
SAR Chapter 7.7.1, "Design Criteria," states that an alarm will sound at the console and at the 

continuous air monitor (CAM) if the LSSS for this unit are exceeded. However, there are no 
LSSS established in the TS for this function. 
Please .provide safety limits and LSSS that pertain to the CAM. 
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Additionally, stack CAMs are typically set to "alarm" based on the concentration of activity in
the air that the instrument is monitoring, for the most conservative radionuclide (beta-
gamma or alpha or both) identified in the facility characterization. Please clarify whether the
stack CAM alarm initiates a signal to close the dampers and change the circulation path for
the HVAC system.

59.11.
The SAR provides conflicting statements about area radiation monitors (ARMs) and CAMs,
e.g., the number of alarm locations, alarm levels, if they support a
SCRAM function, if alarm levels are monitored at the reactor console, if TS have been set for
ARM or CAM alarms, and if instrument and action levels control the
HVAC system when a CAM or ARM alarms. Please provide a description of the number of
CAMs and ARMS, locations, trip setpoints, whether or not they are
scrammable channels, functions, and any auxiliary systems affected when setpoints are
tripped.

59.12.
TS 6.10 (5) requires the annual report to list all experiments performed. NRC staff reviewed
the UUTR annual reports for the years 2005 through 2009 and found no mention of
experiments performed in the reports. The facility staff indicated, during the site visit, that
experiments are routinely performed. A review of the inspection reports for the time period
2003 through 2009 revealed that no new experiments had been approved during that time
period. Please provide information pertaining to experiments performed during the period of
2003 through 2009. Confirm if any new experiments have been approved for the period 2005
through 2009.

59.13.
As specified in NUREG-1537, Part 1, Appendix 14.1, Section 1.2.2, sections of the TS should be
numbered as indicated in Section 1.2.2 of ANSI/ANS 15.1. In the "Technical Specifications"
section of the SAR, LCOs are not so numbered.
For example, if an LCO is established in TS 3.3, which provides the safety basis for control rod
insertions, it is expected that a TS 4.3 is established that provides the requisite surveillance
requirements for the LCO. Please provide TS that have a one-to-one correlation between the
LCOs in TS 3.0 with the associated surveillance requirements in TS 4.0.

ANSWERS ARE PROVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
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Additionally, stack CAMs are typically set to "alarm" based on the concentration of activity in 
the air that the instrument is monitoring, for the most conservative radionuclide (beta
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the HVAC system. 

59.11. 
The SAR provide.s conflicting statements about area radiation monitors (ARMs) and CAMs, 
e.g., the number of alarm locations, alarm levels, if they support a 
SCRAM function, if alarm levels are monitored at the reactor console, if TS have been set for 
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the UUTR annual reports for the years 2005 through 2009 and found no mention of 
experiments performed in the reports. The facility staff indicated, during the site visit, that 
experiments are routinely performed. A review of the inspection reports for the time period 
2003 through 2009 revealed that no new experiments had been approved during that time 
period. Please provide information pertaining to experiments performed during the period of 
2003 through 2009. Confirm if any new experiments have been approved for the period 2005 
through 2009. 

59.13. 
As specified in NUREG-1537, Part 1, Appendix 14.1, Section 1.2.2, sections of the TS should be 
numbered as indicated in Section 1.2.2 of ANSI/ANS 15.1. In the "Technical Specifications" 
section of the SAR, LCOs are not so numbered. 
For example, if an LCO is established in TS 3.3, which provides the safety basis for control rod 
insertions, it is expected that a TS 4.3 is established that provides the requisite surveillance 
requirements for the LCO. Please provide TS that have a one-to-one correlation between the 
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assure that the Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS) criteria specified in TS 2.1 for fuel in the
B- and E-Hexagonal Ring locations will not be exceeded.

Answer:

The UUTR core has seven rings; A-, B-, C-, D-, E-, F-, and G-ring. The A-ring is not
designed to contain any fuel element, but it is used for sample irradiation. The B-ring can hold
up to six fuel elements. The B- and A-ring can be removed from the core; it is possible to place a
sample irradiator that can hold up to six samples. In the early 1980s, the UUTR reactor staff
performed several experiments using this multiple sample irradiator (lazy Suzane); the
conclusion was that it was not possible to place any instrumental fuel element in the B-ring.

At 90kW UUTR power, the instrumental fuel elements indicate that the fuel element
temperature for the C-ring and D-ring are -110 0 C and 95°C respectively (measured
temperature). The fuel temperature decreases toward outer fuel rings. Therefore, the fuel
temperature in the E-ring will not exceed the safety limit of 4600 C.

According to the PARET-ANL calculation, the maximum centerline fuel temperature for
the UUTR at 1OOkW power is 121.7 0 C (Table 4.6-4). The UUTR TS does not limit aluminum
elements presence in the B-ring, but for mixed cores with the aluminum cladding elements in
one of the inner rings (B through E-ring), the maximum (B-ring) limiting safety system
temperature setting is 4600 C. As shown in Table 4.6-4, the maximum calculated fuel
temperature in the UUTR fuel during normal full-power (1OOkW) operation is 121.70 C, providing
a wide margin for safe operation.

59.3.
TS do not clearly state how to establish the trip set points to ensure that operation at power
levels will not exceed the licensed power. Please provide the Safety Limit and associated LSSS
for licensed power levels for the UUTR.

Answer:

The UUTR has two safety limits for the reactor power. The linear power channel will
scram the reactor at the reactor power of 100kW. The percent power channel scram the
reactor when the reactor power reaches 110% of the licensed power [the channel was set at
110%].

59.4.
TS 3.6, "Limitations on Experiments," allows as much as 25 milligrams of explosive materials.
Regulatory Guide 2.2, "Development of Technical Specifications for Experiments in Research
Reactors," references 25 milligrams of TNT equivalent explosive materials. Please provide a
basis for the acceptability of the more general statement in the SAR that does not use the
phrase, "TNT equivalent."
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Answer:

The sentence indicating: "as much as 25 milligrams of explosive materials"

must be changed into: "allows as much as 25 milligrams of TNT equivalent explosive

materials".

59.5.

TS 3.7, "As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) Radioactive Effluent Releases," does not

contain any required actions and completion times if the limiting condition for operation

(LCO) is exceeded. Please provide the required action statements and requisite completion

times for those instances when an LCO is exceeded.

Answer:

In the event of accidents resulting in significant airborne radioactive release the CAM
system will detect it and the reactor will be shut down until the source of the leak is located

and eliminated.
The UUTR did not produce any liquid effluents since its start of operation 40 years ago.

However, in case radioactive liquid effluents are released, the facility liquid effluents will be

collected in the holdup tank (~50 gallons) and will be analyzed for their beta-gamma activity

content before discharging. If liquid effluents are accidentally released, t reactor may continue
to be operated for a short-time to assist in determining the source of leakage.

All solid and liquid effluents are always to be surveyed and stored if needed within the

facility until their activity decay out.

59.6.
SAR Table 4.6.2, "Safety System Setpoints," provides a list of the SCRAM functions and

setpoints, which states the percent power channel setpoint is established at 110% of licensed

power (275 kW). However, the table in TS 3.3.3, states that the SCRAM is at 120% of full
licensed power. Please provide a description of how the trip setpoints were determined and

provide consistent information for the power related SCRAM settings.

Answer:

The percent power channel setpoint is established at 110% of licensed power (100kW).
Therefore, the percent power channel at the console set at 110% will scar reactor at 110kW.

The TS will be revised accordingly.
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Answer: 

The sentence indicating: "as much as 25 milligrams of explosive materials" 
must be changed into: "allows as much as 25 milligrams of TNT equivalent explosive 

materials". 
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2010 
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and eliminated. 

The UUTR did not produce any liquid effluents since its start of operation 40 years ago. 
However, in case radioactive liquid effluents are released, the facility liquid effluents will be 
collected in the holdup tank (-50 gallons) and will be analyzed for their beta-gamma activity 
content before discharging. If liquid effluents are accidentally released, t reactor may continue 

to be operated for a short-time to assist in determining the source of leakage. 
All s<?lid and liquid effluents are always to be surveyed and stored if needed within the 

facility until their activity decay out. 

59.6. 
SAR Table 4.6.2, "Safety System Setpoints," provides a list of the SCRAM functions and 
setpoints, which states the percent power channel setpoint is established at 110% of licensed 
power (275 kW). However, the table in TS 3.3.3, states that the SCRAM is at 120% of full 
licensed power. Please provide a description of how the trip setpoints were determined and 
provide consistent information for the power related SCRAM settings. 

Answer: 

The percent power channel setpoint is established at 110% of licensed power (lOOkW). 
Therefore, the percent power channel at the console set at 110% will scar reactor at 110kW. 

The TS will be revised accordingly. 
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59.7.
SAR Chapter 7.1.2.1, "Water Level Meter," states that the float trips the SCRAM function
when the water level drops 24 inches from the top of the tank. However, TS 3.3.3, "Reactor
Safety System," states that the reactor will SCRAM at one foot below normal operating level.
Please provide a description of how the noted trip set points were determined and provide
the desired trip setting.

Answer:

The float trips the SCRAM function when the water level drops 15 inches from the top of
the tank.

The TS will be revised accordingly.

59.8.
TS 5.7 requires that the reactor shall not be operated unless the water level is at least 18 feet
above the top of the reactor core. However, TS 3.8 and 4.5, "Primary Coolant Conditions,"
only describe the LCOs and associated Surveillance Requirements for conductivity and pH.
Please provide information demonstrating the consistent and complete application of
limitations appropriate to the TS listed.

Answer:

The following sentence will be added to TS 3.8 and TS 4.5:
UUTR reactor shall not be operated unless the water level is at least 18 feet above the

top of the reactor core.

59.9.
SAR Chapter 3.1.2, "Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers - Criterion
13," describes the instrumentation and control systems that have associated
SCRAM capabilities as follows: 1) safety channel (percentage of power with scram); 2)
redundant, multi-range, and linear power-safety channel (source level to full power with
SCRAM); and 3), two fuel temperature channels (C and D rings with scram). Additional
SCRAMS are triggered by a loss of pool water level, a high voltage interrupt tripping the
external security system, and airborne radiation levels in excess of the high area radiation
monitor's limits. However, SAR Chapter 7.5.1, "Design Criteria," describes the
instrumentation and control systems that have associated SCRAM capabilities as having: 1)
Manual and key SCRAMS; 2) Loss of console power SCRAM; and, 3) Loss of high voltage
SCRAM.
These section narratives do not match the descriptions in TS 3.3.3, "Reactor
Safety System," nor does the text match what is stated in TS 2.2, "Limiting Safety System
Setting." Please provide revised narratives for the noted sections of the SAR and TS.
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Answer:

The narrative for Section 7.5.1 is:

The UUTR will SCRAM when:
1) safety channel (percentage of power with scram the reactor at 110% of licensed

power)
2) redundant, multi-range, and linear power safety channel (will scram the reactor at

100 kW power)
3) two fuel temperature channels scram the reactor at fuel temperature of 2000 C -

both C and D-ring have temperature set points at 2000 C
4) manual and key SCRAM
5) Loss of console power SCRAM - reactor will scram for loss of electrical power
Additional SCRAMs are triggered by the loss of pool water level, high voltage interrupt

tripping the external security system, and airborne radiation levels in excess of the high area
radiation monitor's limits (10 mR/hr).

59.10.
SAR Chapter 7.7.1, "Design Criteria," states that an alarm will sound at the console and at the
continuous air monitor (CAM) if the LSSS for this unit are exceeded. However, there are no
LSSS established in the TS for this function. Please provide safety limits and LSSS that pertain
to the CAM. Additionally, stack CAMs are typically set to "alarm" based on the concentration
of activity in the air that the instrument is monitoring, for the most conservative radionuclide
(beta-gamma or alpha or both) identified in the facility characterization. Please clarify
whether the stack CAM alarm initiates a signal to close the dampers and change the
circulation path for the HVAC system.

Answer:

.The CAM system has set points at 1,000 CPM for all three detectors: noble gas,
particulate and iodine. If any of these indicates more than 1,000 CPM, the alarm will sound.

59.11.
The SAR provides conflicting statements about area radiation monitors (ARMs) and CAMs,
e.g., the number of alarm locations, alarm levels, if they support a
SCRAM function, if alarm levels are monitored at the reactor console, if TS have been set for
ARM or CAM alarms, and if instrument and action levels control the
HVAC system when a CAM or ARM alarms. Please provide a description of the number of
CAMs and ARMS, locations, trip setpoints, whether or not they are
scrammable channels, functions, and any auxiliary systems affected when setpoints are
tripped.
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Answer:

The UUTR has CAM system that measures&monitors the particulate, iodine, and noble
gas releases and concentrations. The CAM is located in the room by the reactor area
(MEB1205F, Fig.1.3-3). The set points of these three detectors are all at the 1,000 CPM. This
CAM system is not tied to the reactor SCRAM system.

The UUTR has four ARMs: reactor tank, reactor room ceiling, stack monitor, and
counting laboratory (MEB 1205J, Fig.1.3-3). The ARM has two set points: 1 mR/h and 10 mR/h.
The high radiation alarm will sound when the radiation level on any one of these two detectors
reaches 10 mR/h. The reactor will SCRAM and damper will be closed. The air supply from the
outside will be stopped and the reactor room's pressure will be more negative compared to the
outside pressure.

59.12.
TS 6.10 (5) requires the annual report to list all experiments performed. NRC staff reviewed
the UUTR annual reports for the years 2005 through 2009 and found no mention of
experiments performed in the reports. The facility staff indicated, during the site visit, that
experiments are routinely performed. A review of the inspection reports for the time period
2003 through 2009 revealed that no new experiments had been approved during that time
period. Please provide information pertaining to experiments performed during the period of
2003 through 2009. Confirm if any new experiments have been approved for the period 2005
through 2009.

Answer:

Per discussion with the NRC: not applicable.

59.13.
As specified in NUREG-1537, Part 1, Appendix 14.1, Section 1.2.2, sections of the TS should be
numbered as indicated in Section 1.2.2 of ANSI/ANS 15.1. In the "Technical Specifications"
section of the SAR, LCOs are not so numbered.
For example, if an LCO is established in TS 3.3, which provides the safety basis for control rod
insertions, it is expected that a TS 4.3 is established that provides the requisite surveillance
requirements for the LCO. Please provide TS that have a one-to-one correlation between the
LCOs in TS 3.0 with the associated surveillance requirements in TS 4.0.

Answer:

The revised SAR and TS will follow the NUREG-1537, Part 1 in numerations of the
chapters and one-to-one correlations between the TS and SAR narratives.
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60.
NUREG-1537, Part 1, Section 16.1, "Prior Use of Reactor Components" requests

information on prior use of items significant to safety, such as fuel cladding,
reactivity control system, engineered safety features, and radiation monitoring
systems. In the case of the UUTR, this means evaluating the continued
serviceability of the originally supplied UUTR components (e.g., for aging and
wear, etc.); and also to consider the suitability of items supplied by other
facilities.

60.1. The SAR provides a rather detailed explanation of why certain items are appropriate for
continued use. However, statements concerning the reactor tank relied on claims about
aluminum exposure limits and current exposure levels that are not discussed in the SAR.
Furthermore, information on the reactor fuel concerned expected operating temperatures for
fuel at 250 kW that in fact are not estimated or characterized in the SAR. Please provide a
characterization of allowed exposure limits for the aluminum tank and calculations indicating
current exposure of the tank. Provide a characterization of expected fuel operating
temperatures at 250 kW.

Not applicable for 250kW

CHAPTER 16 IS REVISED AS FOLLOWS:
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16. OTHER LICENSE CONSIDERATIONS

16.1 Prior Use of Reactor Components

16.1.1 Reactor Tank

The UUTR has been operated for over 35 years with existing components including ion

chambers, control rods, fuel elements, thermal irradiator, and inner reactor pool tank. The
upgraded reactor instruments include the CAM, flow meter, and some other electronic parts in
the control console. Recently, the UUTR staff installed a new reactor monitoring system using

TMthe Lab View . Some of the fuel elements were replaced with new elements. Some of the fuel
elements are used for many years. However, the total reactor operation time of 50 hours per
year is quite small compared to other TRIGA facilities. For example, the UUTR usage in last 10
years (from 2000 to 2010 approximately) is between 0.0386 MW-day and 0.0835 MW-day. The
UUTR facility has never experienced a fission product leak problem with any of the fuel
elements. The existing TRIGA fuel in the UUTR is estimated to be adequate for operation in safe

and reliable manner for the next period of the license renewal.
The UUTR reactor tank is made of double wall. The inner aluminum tank wall is 8 ft in

diameter. The distance between the inner aluminum tank and the side of the core is -3 ft. The
aluminum tank is at a sufficient distance from the UUTR core so that the radiation damage is
negligible. The neutron flux was determined based on the MCNP5 model of the 100kW UUTR
core [100kW was used as conservative estimate because the UUTR operates only at 90kW]. At

100 kW UUTR reactor power, the total core flux is estimated using the MCNP5 core model to be
7.53x101s neutrons/sec. Based on the MCNP5 model, the average neutron flux (over the core) is
3.54x1012 neutrons/cm 2-sec at 100 kW. Therefore, total neutron flux that passes through the

entire core surface area is 7.53x10 s neutrons/sec at 100 kW. The distance between the bottom
of the core grid and the reactor pool floor is approximately 15 cm. At the floor of the tank, the
total neutron flux is estimated to be 2.73x10 9 neutrons/sec at 100 kW. Table 16.1-1 shows the
total neutron flux at the aluminum tank wall and the bottom of the reactor tank. The neutron
and gamma dose distribution at the core upper plane level across the pool tank is shown in Fig.
16.1-1. The MCNP5 input file indicating details of these simulation s listed in Appendix 16.A.

An 6061 aluminum alloy examined at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for neutron

radiation damage after exposure to a maximum fast neutron (E>0.1 MeV) fluence of 9.2x1022

neutrons/cm 2 and a thermal neutron fluence of 1.38x10 23 neutrons/cm 2 at 600 C showing that
the voids and transmutation-produced silicon precipitate were found to cause about 1.1%
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UUTR facility has never experienced a fission product leak problem with any ofthe fuel 
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The UUTR reactor tank is made of double wall. The inner aluminum tank wall is 8 ft in 

diameter; The distance between the inner aluminum tank and the side of the core is -3 ft. The 
aluminum tank is at a sufficient distance from the UUTR core so that the radiation damage is 
negligible. The neutron flux was determined based on the MCNP5 model of the 100kW UUTR 
core [100kW was used as conservative estimate because the UUTR operates only at 90kW]. At 
100 kW UUTR reactor power, the total core flux is estimated using the MCNP5 core model to be 
7.53x1015 neutrons/sec. Based on the MCNP5 model, the average neutron flux (over the core) is 

u '2 ' ' 
3.54x10 neutrons/cm -sec at 100 kW. Therefore, total neutron flux that passes through the 
entire core surface area is 7.53x1015 neutrons/sec at 100 kW. The distance between the bottom 
of the core grid and the reactor pool floor is approximately 15 cm. At the floor of the tank, the 
total neutron flux is estimated to be 2.73x109 neutrons/sec at 100 kW. Table 16.1-1 shows the 
total neutron flux at the aluminum tank wall and the bottom of the reactor tank. The neutron 
and gamma dose distribution at the core upper plane level across the pool tank is shown in Fig. 
16.1-1. The MCNP5 input file indicating details of these simulation s listed in Appendix 16.A. 

An 6061 aluminum alloy examined at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for neutron 
radiation damage after exposure to a maximum fast neutron (E>O.l MeV) fluence of 9.2x1022 

neutrons/cm2 and a thermal neutron fluence of 1.38x1023 neutrons/cm2 at 60° C showing that 
the voids and transmutation-produced siliCon precipitate were found to cause about 1.1% 
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internal swelling [Kng, RT, Jostsons, A, Farrell, K, "Neutron Irradiation Damage in a
Precipitation-Hardened Aluminum Alloy," Oak Ridge National Laboratory Australian Atomic
Energy Commission Research Establishment, Tenn. Jan. 1973]. Almost all of the neutrons that
reach the aluminum tank are thermal neutrons because the distance between the core surface
and aluminum tank is approximately 60 cm. The neutron flux 70 cm above the top of the
reactor core is negligible. Therefore, it is assumed that the neutron flux from the core
diminishes above the height of 146 cm (measured from the floor of the tank). As shown in
Figure 16.1-1, the gamma and neutron doses are negligible near the aluminum tank. Maximum
neutron and gamma doses on the surface of the core at the A-ring are 9.70x105 rem/hr and
2.68x105 rem/hr respectively. If the UUTR operates at 100 kW with the calculated average
neutron flux, it will take approximately 1.4x1013 hours of operation to reach the neutron

fluence of 1.38x1023neutrons/cm 2. This estimate is highly conservative and is showing that it is
not possible to expect any damage of the inner aluminum tank wall or the bottom surface of
the reactor tank.

Table 16.1-1 Total neutron fluence near aluminum tank for 100kW UUTR (obtained using the MCNP5)
-"Location" indicates the vertical height from the bottom of the reactor tank. When the height increases more

than 100 cm, there is no neutron flux. The center of the core was selected as a reference point (0 cm) -

100 kW

Surface Location Ave 0 (n/sec)

Aluminum Tank -43 to -35 cm 9.79E+04

-35 to -25 cm 1.92E+05

-25 to -15 cm 1.72E+05

-15 to -5 cm 4.42E+05

-5 to 5 cm 6.28E+05

5 to 15 cm 3.38E+05

15 to 25 cm 5.27E+05

25 to 35 cm 9.11E+04

35 to 50 cm 3.28E+05

50 to 70 cm 4.41E+03

70 to 100 O.OOE+00

Al Tank Total -43 to 70 cm 2.82E+06

Tank Bottom -43 cm 2.73E+09

TI - 3.99E+11
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Figure 16. '-1 MCNP5 Neutron and Gamma Dose Distribution atuthe UUTR Core Surface across the Pool
Water Tank

16.1.2 Ion Chambers.

"The:UUTR has :one fsion chamber, one compensated, ionizationchamber, and two
I uornpensat ed ion izatiorn: c.h am.b.ers. The location of thes e:iolnization chambers an d fissio-n

chamber":areshown in 'Fig., 16.1-2. These fission chamber and ionization 'chambers are-.
connected to the neutron.-monitoring chahneis in the reactor controlconsole;: The neutron-

monitoring channels contain. startup channel, linear. power channel, percentpwer channel .
and log power and;reactor period c iannel'.All neutron-sensing chambers are.sealecd in

aluminum. can and mounted in the.water reflector on*the outside of the core •so that their..
positions are adjustable vertidalliy to change, sensitivity and for calibratiion..
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c0I10ectedtdthel1eutrorl;'~on,itor:ing,chan~elsin the rea'ctorcontrc)I't()n~ole.TheJleU~r()11 

· moriitoring'channelscont(lin'startllpcnan,nel,lin¢arpowerchann¢l/p~rc~nt:PO\Alerchanneh 
. 'and log power and:reactpr'period ~hanne(Allneutron.,..sensil1gctiambers Me:se~'ledin ' ' 
.alumiillnTI can ariel mounted in thewater:reflector Orith'eOu'tSideO'ffhecore'sothat'their 

• '," ; .< ,',' •• ._.' -. • -.- •• • •• ••• • ••• ••• ,.. -.', ••• 

positions are adjustableverti~-;:llIy to cHange, senshivity ~nd for' calibn3tion, .' . 
./ '. . . . ... ... '. .. . '. ..- . -" ..' . , 
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The startup' channel! inciudes a Fission chamnbcr',power Isupply,:preampkhfer, linjear>
amplifier and linear 'and log-count- rate circuits, The channel proivides power indication fromn
below Ithe so4urcelevel to approximately 10W \N.!' addition~.a minim-fumt sou rce-countil nterlock
pre vent co~ntro~l ,rod. w4ithdraw.ý,I unless the measured sourc~elevel exceeds a predetermined
value (currently itis a" proximately 28 counts/sec). This minumber not~6 be affected bV the corceY
power uprate.

The log channel displays, the logarithmn (base 10) ofthe reac@to power. Tije log channel
.and' percent p~wer channel are connected to the uncompensated ioniZationi chambers.

Figure I6.!2 ,Fission chamber, compensated nonzation chamber,.and two uncompensated-ionization

Table 16.1-2 shows the useful range of vart6us' channels or,, the reaICtor conr~tol console.'
As shown in Table 16.1-2, they second colwrmn "'Us'ful ractge? represent'ý the~'setting point on
the control console. These set~ting points will bie changed and calibra'ted accord ingly wvhen- the
poweIJr U prate. i.s~admiltted. Operating range of the 100kVV UUTR's ion charn'bers are shown in
-Fig. 16..1-3. The c~ompensated and 'uncomnpensated ion chamber can be used for the reactor
powero~f' up to I1 MW. Fission charnber cane be use'dclfor sevieral hundreds of coiints/se-Cond. This

fisi~ncouterwill not be affected by the UUTR, r~actko power uprate,
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'below,t,he spllr.:elevel to:approxim~teh/l0'WjJn<a<:fditi6n/'a'minlrnum:s9,qf¢e:-co~Df}nt~iI9cik" 

~~~~~0~\tt~i;;~;~\~~~j~;i~~ii~ll~~n7s~:;~[ei~~~~c~~~~:~,f~~8!::i;~~~~~~~d~Oie'i 
, ',., "~"',:the !()g:cna;n~el ;di$p.l;lysth~;19ga.r,ith 111(bas~ 1 O)'9f,'ther~aQ~Qr: PPW¢~!TtleI9g"t;b~tl Jl.~~: ",' 
and'percent,p'bwerchann?i\~re;t6nr1ected(othe uhcompe6$ate'di'dnl'z'atio61c,h,arrlh~rs, ' ' 

.. : ," "' ",' :',':!" ::H" ..... :', . 

. '" :"'.:' '.. .:' .,' ': ;,:.:.... "', .. ::>"1 .:.:. : .:. . ;: .. :. :::....; ... ;.:: .. »;i.:.:'~:;);:: .. =":.:!:... .:.:. :< ... 

..• ,Table,i6;.1.2;~hows,·th~·lls~iu'lrarige,bf;va.rtiius chal1'Qel's:pn'the"rea6t'orccMt~olconsole~i:i" . 
..•.. :~,sh;¢i~n, inT~~I~'1~~i~2;th¢sec~n>~~olumn,;l~s~fuhr~j1:g~~/:repr~seMsth~($ettingpOi~{O:{: .... ' 
····';'th~:c¢nir6Icorisole-. the$eseHin~.POimsW!IJ·be,;'cKang~d:and~~llb~ted.acCQrdiogly,)AihentnE!": 
"'pow~r:~upiat~ i~.admitt~d.Op~~ating·rang~Qf,thel0()KW ;LiuTR~sjdr1chamber~~re-;show6!in . -'. 
,~fig.~~~1~3:Thec:ompen~at~d:;~f1dt(~~{J;ril~,~n~at~q,!on,~ha~tierc~;n b~.J~~d:foi"th¢;re>aqto~): . 

. "po'wer:ofup to 11\'1W. Fission: charob>~rc,arl'beuse:q'forseveral huritiredsofcount~lsec6nd';Thj's 
..... ~fis?i6r1.1:oun·ter Vy!II'n~t ti:€;'affecte~"bythe:Q UTa fe;~~t6rPbw~t:y~r~~e{' . " . ' .•.•. , '. ".... . 
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Figure 16.1-3 The operating range of fission chamber and ion chambers

16.2 Core Assembly

The core assembly consists of the upper, and lower grid plates, support assembly, and
the side plates. These plates have been subjected to a high radiation environment and there
has been no evidence of deformation or discoloration due to this exposure, and no expectation
of damage at proposed power levels. Thermal cycling of these components is on the order of
15 to 100 °C with a typical period of one hour. The rise time to these sorts of temperatures is
typically much faster than the cycling period. Nevertheless these temperature effects are
incapable of causing any damaging or permanent deformations.
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16.2 Core Assembly 
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The core assembly consists of the upper, and lower grid plates, support assembly, and 
the side plates. These plates have been subjected to a high radiation environment and there 
has been no evidence of deformation or discoloration due to this exposure, and no expectation 
of damage at proposed power levels. Thermal cycling of these components is on the order of 
15 to 100 ·C with a typical period of one hour. The rise time to these sorts of temperatures is 

typically much faster than the cycling period. Nevertheless these temperature effects are 
. incapable of causing any damaging or permanent deformations. 
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Table 16.1-2 Various channels for the UUTR. Useful range is the setting value on the control console,
not the detector or ionization chamber's range

Ion
chamber's Calibration

Channel Useful range Sensor type Accuracy C
response interval

range
K-type thermal

Water 00 C to 1000 C couple, except for + 10C semiannual
temperature Refrig. Water that is

E-type

Fuel K-type thermal
temperature 00 C to 8000 C couple + 10C semiannual

channels
+1% of

Compensated ion reading
Linear power 100 mW to 100 mW to chamber dB + 1% of semiannual

channel 100 kW 1 MW Bandwidth: 2OHz range
switch

setting
+ 1% of

Integrated Compensated ion reading

power 1 W-hr to 100 1 W-hr to chamber (from + 1% of semiannual
channel MW-hr 100 MW-hr linear power range

channel) switch
setting

% power 100 W to 100 100 W to 1 Uncompensated ion + 1% of

channel kW MW chamber 3dB reading semiannual
Bandwidth: 20Hz

Log power 100 MW to 100 mW to Uncompensated ion +3 % of
Logpoer 100 W 10mW chamber 3dB semiannual
channel 100 kW 1 MW Bandwidth: 20Hz reading

Uncompensated ion
Reactor -32 seconds to chamber (from log
period +4 seconds power channel) + 20% unnecessary

Rod position 0 to 100 %of Multiturn
rod + 0.2% unnecessary

indicators withdrawal potentiometer
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Table 16.1-2 Various channels for the UUTR. Useful range is the setting value on the control console, 
not the detector or ionization chamber's range 

Ion 

Channel Useful range 
chamber's 

Sensor type Accuracy· 
Calibration 

response interval 
range 

K-type thermal 
Water 

0° C to 100° C 
couple, except for 

± 1°C semiannual 
temperature Refrig. Water that is 

E-type 

Fuel 
K-type thermal 

temperature 0° C to 800° C ±l°C semiannual 
channels 

couple 

±l%of 

Compensated ion 
reading 

linear power 100 mWto 100 mWto ±l%of 
channel 100kW 1MW 

chamber 3dB semiannual 
Bandwidth: 20Hz 

range 
switch 
setting 

±l%of 

Integrated 
Compensated ion reading 

1 W-hrto 100 1 W-hrto chamber (from ±l%of 
power 

MW-hr 100 MW-hr linear power 
semiannual 

channel 
range 

channel) switch 
setting 

% power 100Wto 100 100 Wto 1 
Uncompensated ion ±l%of 

channel kW MW 
chamber 3dB reading semiannual 

Bandwidth: 20Hz 

log power 100 mWto 100 mWto 
Uncompensated ion 

+3%of 
channel 100kW 1MW 

chamber 3dB 
reading 

semiannual 
Bandwidth: 20Hz 

Uncompensated ion 

Reactor -32 seconds to chamber (from log 
±20% 

period +4 seconds power channel) 
unnecessary 

Rod position 
o to 100 % of 

Multiturn 
indicators 

rod 
potentiometer 

±0.2% unnecessary 
withdrawal 
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16.3 Fuel and Instrumented Fuel

Because the surveillance procedures and design criteria for fuel and instrumented fuel
are identical, they are evaluated together. TRIGA fuel used in the UUTR is designed for a core
lifetime of 7,000 MW days. Since the reactor's operation began in 1975 the core has seen
17,000 kW hours (0.71 MW days) of operation or 0.01% of the fuel's operational lifetime.
However, the majority of the fuel in this core comes from the University of Arizona and General
Atomics (GA) and had an operational use of approximately 210 MW days. As can be seen from
these values, the UUTR current fuel life is well below the limits established by General Atomics.
Additionally, the fuel's temperature limits (design basis limits of 530 °C for aluminum fuel, 1150
'C for stainless steel fuel) have never been approached (maximum operating fuel temperature
of the UUTR reactor, at 100 kW, is less than 130 °C). To insure that corrosion, erosion, or
mechanical damage to the fuel is well within acceptable limits, the surveillance of the fuel is
performed monthly through water analysis, fuel leaks, and every two years visual inspections of
the fuel are performed to look for evidence of corrosion, erosion or mechanical damage.

16.4 Neutron Source

The UUTR neutron source is a double encapsulated Pu-Be neutron source. This source is
removed from its position in the reactor core at power levels greater than 1.0 W, and therefore

-is not exposed to significant neutron flux at power greater than 1.0 W or the heated cooling
water thermal environment. Also, by visual inspection no evidence of erosion, corrosion, or
mechanical damage has been observed on the neutron source.

16.5 Control Rods and Control Rod Drives

Because of the routine surveillance procedures for the control rods and the integrally
connected control rod drives these systems are evaluated together. The control rods and
control rod drives are physically inspected for erosion, corrosion, and mechanical damage every
two years. Every six months the rods and rod drives are calibrated and the rod reactivity
worths are determined experimentally.
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The UUTR neutron source is a double encapsulated Pu-Be neutron source. This source is 
removed from its position in the reactor core at power levels greater than 1.0 W, and therefore 

. is not exposed to significant neutron flux at power greater than 1.0 W or the heated cooling 
water thermal environment. Also, by visual inspection no evidenceof erosion, corrosion, or 
mechanical damage has been observed on the neutron source. 

16.5 Control Rods and Control Rod Drives 

Because of the routine surveillance procedures for the control rods and the integrally 
connected control rod drives these systems are evaluated together. The control rods and 
control rod drives are physically inspected for erosion, corrosion, and mechanical damage every 
two years. Every six months the rods and rod drives are calibrated and the rod reactivity 
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16.6 Fission Chamber

The fission chamber is used to verify a continuous neutron population in the UUTR core.
If a problem develops with the fission chamber, it will be removed from service, and repaired or
replaced as a maintenance procedure for the reactor.

16.7 Medical Use of Non-Power Reactors

No human-use irradiation studies will be performed at the UUTR. The University of
Utah's Radiation Safety Committee's Human Use Subcommittee must review and approve
through appropriate designated medical personnel all such applications. Furthermore, while
the UUTR may conduct research on the production of medical isotopes there are no plans to
produce any medical isotopes intended for human use. Approval for such use must be obtained
from the above medical channels as well as both Utah and NRC regulatory agencies. If either of
these circumstances change the appropriate analysis will be performed, and the application for
facility amendment will be sent to the NRC.
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No human-use irradiation studies will be performed at the UUTR. The University of 
Utah's Radiation Safety Committee's Human Use Subcommittee must review and approve 
through appropriate designated medical personnel all such applications. Furthermore, while 
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Appendix 16.1.A

TRIGGA 3D Model 1.72 in pitch, n-dose, p-dose, ssw, core top, 90kW
c KCODE 500E6
c
c New SS Fuel
100 1 -5.636 -2 11 -12 u=l
101 2 -1.70 -2 12 -14 u=l
102 2 -1.70 -2 13 -11 u=l
103 3 -7.92 (-1 15 -16) (2:-13:14) u=l
104 4 -1.0 1:-15:16 92 -93 u=l
c Old SS Fuel
110 like 100 but mat=12 rho=-5.636 u=2
111 like 101 but u=2
112 like 102 but u=2
113 like 103 but u=2
114 like 104 but u=2
c Al Fuel
120 5 -6.143 -3 21 -22 u=3
121 2 -1.70 -3 22 -24 u=3
122 2 -1.70 -3 23 -21 u=3
123 6 -2.70 (-1 25 -26) (3:-23:24) u=3
124 4 -1.0 1:-25:26 92 -93
c Instrumental Fuel
130 like 110 but u=4
131 like 111 but u=4
132 like 112 but u=4
133 like 113 but u=4
134 like 114 but u=4
c Graphite
140 2 -1.70 -3 23 -24 u=6
143 like 123 but u=6
144 like 124 but u=6
c Heavy Water
150 7 -1.056 -3 23 -24 u=7
153 like 123 but u=7
154 like 124 but u=7
c Water
160 4 -1.0 -1 92 -93 u=8
161 4 -1.0 1 92 -93 u=8
c Safety Control Rod
170 9 -2.52 -46 11 -93 u=10
171 6 -2.7 46 -47 11 -93 u=10
172 4 -1.0 (47 -50 11 -93):(-50 -11 92)
173 6 -2.7 50 -1 92 -93 u=10
174 4 -1.0 1 92 -93 u=10
c Shim Control Rod
180 9 -2.52 -46 11 -93 u=ll
181 6 -2.7 46 -47 11 -93 u=ll
182 4 -1.0 (47 -50 11 -93):(-50 -11 92)
183 6 -2.7 50 -1 92 -93 u=1l
184 4 -1.0 1 92 -93 u=ll
c Reg Control Rod
190 9 -2.52 -48 11 -93 u=12
191 6 -2.7 48 -49 11 -93 u=12
192 4 -1.0 (49 -50 11 -93):(-50 -11 92)

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

$Fuel Meat
$Up Graphite
$Down Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

$Fuel Meat
$Up Graphite
$Down Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

imp:n=l $Fuel Meat
imp:n=l $Up Graphite
imp:n=l $Down Graphite
imp:n=l $Cladding
u=3 imp:n=l $H20

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

$Fuel Meat
$Up Graphite
$Down Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

$Graphite
$Cladding
$H20

$D20
$Cladding
$H20

imp:n=l $H20
imp:n=l $H20

imp:n=l $B4C
imp:n=l $A1 Cladding
u=10 imp:n=l $H20
imp:n=l $Al Tube
imp:n=l $H20

imp:n=l $B4C
imp:n=l $Al Cladding
u=ll imp:n=l $H20
imp:n=l $Al Tube
imp:n=l $H20

imp:n=l $B4C
imp:n=i $Al Cladding
u=12 imp:n=l $H20
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TRIGGA 3D Model 1.72 in pitch, n-dose, p-dose, ssw, core top, 90kW 
c KCODE 500E6 
c 
c New SS Fuel 
100 1 -5.636 -2 11 -12 
101 2 -1. 70 -2 12 -14 
102 2 -1.70 -2 13 -11 
103 3 -7.92 (-1 15 -16) (2:-13:14) 
104 4 -1. 0 1:-15:16 92 -93 
c Old SS Fuel 
110 like 100 but mat=12 rho=-5.636 
111 like 101 but 
112 like 102 but 
113 like 103 but 
114 like 104 but 
c Al Fuel 
120 5 -6.143 -3 21 -22 
121 2 -1.70 -3 22 -24 
122 2 -1.70 -3 23 -21 
123 6 -2.70 (-1 25 -26) 
124 4 -1. 0 1:-25:26 92 
c Instrumental Fuel 
130 like 110 but 
131 like 111 but 
132 like 112 but 
133 like 113 but 
134 like 114 but 
c Graphite 
140 2 -1. 70 
143 like 123 but 
144 like 124 but 
c Heavy water 
150 7 -1.056 
153 like 123 but 
154 like 124 but 
c Water 
160 4 -1. 0 
161 4 -1.0 

-3 23 -24 

-3 23 -24 

-1 92 -93 
1 92 -93 

c Safety Control Rod 
170 9 -2.52 -46 11 -93 
171 6 -2.7 46 -47 11 
172 4 -1. 0 (47 -50 11 
173 6 -2.7 50 -1 92 
174 4 .-1. 0 1 92 -93 
c Shim Control Rod 
180 9 -2.52 -46 11 -93 

(3:-23:24) 
-93 

-93 
-93):(-50 

-93 

u=l 
u=l 
u=l 
u=l 
u=l 

u=2 
u=2 
u=2 
u=2 
u=2 

u=3 
u=3 
u=3 
u=3 

imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
imp:n=l $Down Graphite 
imp:n=l $Cladding 
imp:n=l $H20 

imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
imp:n=l $ Down Graphite 
imp:n=l $Cladding 
imp:n=l $H20 

imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
imp:n=l SUP Graphite 
imp:n=l $Down Graphite 
imp:n=l $Cladding 
u=3 imp:n=l $H20 

u=4 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
u=4 imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
u~4 imp:n=l $Down Graphite 
u=4 imp:n=l $Cladding 
u=4 imp:n=l $H20 

u=6 
u=6 
u=6 

u=7 
u=7 
~=7 

u=8 
u=8 

u=10 
u=10 

-11 92) 
u=10 
u=10 

u=ll 

imp:n=l $Graphite 
imp:n=l $Cladding 
imp:n=l $H20 

imp:n=l $D20 
imp:n=l $Cladding 
imp:n=l $H20 

imp:n=l $H20 
imp:n=l $H20 

imp:n=l $B4C 
imp:n=l $Al Cladding 
u=10 imp:n=l $H20 
imp:n=l $Al Tube 
imp:n=l $H20 

imp:n=l $B4C 
181 
182 
183 
184 

6 -2.7 46 -47 11 -93 u=ll imp:n=l $Al Cladding 
u=11 imp:n=l $H20 
imp:n=l $Al Tube 
imp:n=l $H20 

c Reg 
190 
191 
192 

4 -1. 0 
6 -2.7 
4 -1.0 
Control Rod 
9 -2.52 
6 -2.7 
4 -1. 0 

(47 -50 11 -93): (-50 -11 92) 
50 -1 92 -93 u=ll 
1 92 -93 u=ll 

-48 11 -93 u=12 imp:n=l $B4C 
48 -49 11 -93 u=12 imp:n=-l $Al Cladding 

(49 -50 11 -93): (-50 -11 92) u=12 imp:n=l $H20 

2010 
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193 6 -2.7
194 4 -1.0
c Empty Contro
196 4 -1.0
197 6 -2.7
198 4 -1.0
c Brand New SS
c 310 like 100
c 311 like 101
c 312 like 102
c 313 like 103
c 314 like 104
c Lattice

1 Rod

50 -1 92 -93
1 92 -93

u=12 imp:n=l $Al Tube
u=12 imp:n=l $H20

-50 92 -93
50 -1 92 -93
1 92 -93

Fuel, more U235
but mat=5 rho=-5.781
but
but
but
but

u=5 imp:n=l $H20
u=5 imp:n=l $Al Tube
u=5 imp:n=l $H20

u=15 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat
u=15 imp:n=l $Up Graphite
u=15 imp:n=l $Down Graphite
u=15 imp:n=l $Cladding
u=15 imp:n=l $H20

200 4 -1.0 -101 102 -103 104 -105 106 92 -93 lat=2 u=9
fill=-7:7 -7:7 0:0
000000099999999
0 0'0 0 0 0 9 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 9

000009323113279
000091311113389

000911313153379
009311412212379

093313222423379
9 8 7 2 5 1 1 5 1 1'8 3 1 6 9

987122111213690

987138221316900

9 8.7 1 1 2 2 5 3 3 6 9 0 0 0
987811111690000
9 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 0 0 0 00

988888889000000
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 imp:n=l

-1.0 -111 112 -113 114 -115 116 92 -93 fill=9 imp:n=l $Lattices
-2.7 (-121 122 -123 124 -125 126) 91 -94

(111:-112:113:-114:115:-116) imp:n=l $Al Wall
-2.7 -111 112 -113 114 -115 116 91 -92 imp:n=l $Lower Al Plate
-2.7 -111 112 -113 114 -115 116 93 -94 41 43 45

imp:n=l $Upper Al Plate

201 4
202 6

203 6
204 6

206 4
207 4
208 10
301 9
302 6
303 9
304 6
305 9
306 6
c FNIF

-1.0

-1.0
-2.30
-2.52
-2.7
-2.52
-2.7
-2.52
-2.7

-131 94 -97 41
-131 96 -91
-131 -96 95
-40 93 -97

40 -41 93 -97
-42 93 -97

42 -43 93 -97
-44 93 -97

44 -45 93 -97

43 45 imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:nn=l

$Safety Rod above

STop Water
$Bottom Water
$Bottom Concrete

core regionimp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l
imp:n=l

$Shim Rod above core region

$Reg Rod above core region

400 11 -0.00115 -141 imp:n=l $ FNIF Air
401 8 -11.34 -140 141 imp:n=l $ FNIF Pb
c Heavy water block
500 11 -0.00115 -159 160 -161 imp:n=l $ Heavy water Air
501 6 -2.7 159 -158 160 -161 imp:n=l
502 7 -1.056 158 154 -155 156 157 160 -161 imp:n=l
503 6 -2.7 (-154:155:-156:-157)

150 -151 152 153 160 -161 imp:n=1
c Al Tank
600 6
c

-2.7 131 -132 -97 95 imp:n=3 $ Al tank

375 1 P ag e

100kW UUTR-SAR: 

193 6 -2.7 
'194 4 -1. 0 
c Empty Control 
196 4 -1. 0 
197 6 -2.7 
198 4 -1. 0 
c Brand New SS 
c 310 like 100 
c 311 like 101 
c 312 like 102 
c313 like 103 
c 314 like 104 
c Lattice 
200 4 -1. 0 

Responses to NRC RAts 

50 -1 92 -93 u=12 imp:n=l $AI Tube 
1 92 -93 u:::12 imp:n:::1 $H20 

Rod 
-50 92 -93 u:::5 imp:n=l $H20 

50 -1 92 -93 u=5 imp:n=l $AI Tube 
1 92 -93 u=5 imp:n=l $H20 

Fuel, more U235 
but mat::: 5 rho:::-5.781 u:::15 imp:n=l $Fuel Meat 
but u=15 imp:n=l SUp Graphite 
but u=15 imp:n:::1 $Down Graphite 
but u=15 imp:n=l $Cladding 
but u=15 imp:n=l $H20 

-101 102 -,103 104 -105 106 92 - 9 3 lat=2 u:::9 
fill:::-7:7 -7:7 0:0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 999 999 9 

o 0' 0 0 0 0 9 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 9 
o 0 0 0 093 2 3 1 1 3 2 7 9 
o 0 009 1 3 1 1 1 133 8 9 
o 009 1 1 3 1 3 1 5 3 379 
009 3 114 1 2 2 1 2 379 
093 3 1 3 2 2 242 3 3 7 9 

9 8 7 2 5 1 1 5 1 l' 8 3 1 6 9 
98712 2 1 1 1 2 136 9 0 
9871382 2 1 3 1 6 900 

9 87 1 1 2 2 5 3 3 6 9 0 0 0 
987 811 1 1 1 6 9 0 0 0 0 

9 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 0 0 0 00 
9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 imp:n=l 

2010 

201 
202 

203 
204 

4 -1.0 
6 -2.7 

6 -2.7 
6 -2.7 

-111 112 -113 114 -115 116 92 -93 fill:::9 imp:n=l $Lattices 
(-121 122 -123 124 -125 126) 91 -94 
(111:-112:113:-114:115:-116) imp:n:::1 $AI Wall 
-111 112 -113 114 -115 116 91 -92 imp:n:::1 $Lower Al Plate 
-111 112 -113 114 -115 116 93 -94 41 43 45 

206 
207 
208 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 

4 -1. 0 
4 -1. 0 
10 -2.30 
9 -2.52 
6 -2.7 
9 -2.52 
6 -2.7 
9 -2.52 
6 -2.7 

-131 94 -97 41 43 45 imp:n:::1 
imp:n:::1 SUpper Al Plate 

$Top Water 

c FNIF 

-131 96 -91 
':"131 -96 95 
-40 93 -97 

40 -41 93 -97 
-42 93 -97 

42 -43 93 -97 
-44 93 -97 

44 -45 93 -97 

400 11 -0.00115 -141 
401 8 -11.34 -140 141 
c Heavy water block 

imp:n=l 
imp:n:::1 
imp:n:::1 
imp:n=l 
imp:n=l 
imp:n=l 

imp:n=l $Bottom Water 
imp:n:::1 $Bottom Concrete 

$Safety Rod above core region 

$Shim Rod above core region 

$Reg Rod above core region 

imp:n=l $ FNIF Air 
imp:n=l $ FNIF Pb 

500 11 -0.00115 -159 160 -161 imp:n:::1 $ Heavy water Air 
501 6 -2.7 159 -158 160 -161 imp:n=l 
502 7 -1.056 158 154 -155 156 157 160 -161 imp:n:::1 
503 6 -2.7 (-154:155:-156:-157) 

150 -151 152 153 160 -161 imp:n=l 
c Al Tank 
600 6 -2.7 131 -132 -97 95 
c 

imp:n:::1 $ Al tank 
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100kW UUTR-SAR: Responses to NRC RAls 2010

900 4 -1.0 -131 91 -94 140
(-150:151:-152:-153:-160:161)
(121:-122:123:-124:125:-126)

999 0 132:-95:97 imp:n=0
,imp:n=l $Water Arround Core

C Surface Cards
1
2
3
11
12
13
14
15
16

cz
cz

cz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz

21 pz
22 pz
23 pz
24 pz
25 pz
26 pz
40 c/z
41 c/z
42 c/z
43 c/z
44 c/z
45 c/z
46 cz
47 cz
48 cz
49 C7
50 cz
91 pz
92 pz
93 pz
94 pz
95 pz
96 pz
97 p7
C Lattice
101 px
102 px
103 p
104 p
105 p
106 p
c Frame B(

1.873
1. 82
1.79

-19.05
19.05

-29.21
29.21

-30.39
30.39

-17.78
17.78

-27.94
27.94

-29.12
29.12
6.555
6.555

-13.11
-13.11

6.555
6.555
1.00
1.11
0.200
0.318
1.750

-33.43
-30.89
30.89
32.79

-55.0
-51.12

45.0
Cells

2.185
-2.185

0.5
0.5

-0.5
-0.5

oundary
1.7320:
1.7320:
1.7320:
1.7320:

25.230
-25.230

1.7320:
1.7320:
1.7320:

$Outer Radius
$Inner Radius
$Inner Radius for Aluminum Container
$SS Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2)
$SS Fuel Meat Top
$SS Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch)
$SS Fuel Graphite Top
$SS.Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm)
$SS Cladding Top (1.18 cm)
$Al Fuel Meat Bottom (7 inch * 2)
$Al Fuel Meat Top
$Al Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch)
$Al Fuel Graphite Top
$Al Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm)
$Al Cladding Top (1.18 cm)

-11.354 1.00 $Safety Control Rod
-11.354 1.11 $Safety Control Rod Cladding

0.0 1.00 $Shim Control Rod
0.0 1.11 $Shim Control Rod Cladding

11.354 0.200 $Reg Control Rod
11.354 0.318 $Reg Control Rod Cladding
$ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit
$ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit Cladding
$ Reg Rod in Unit
$ Reg Rod in Unit Cladding
$ Inner radius of Al tube for control rod
$Lower Plate Bottom
$Lower Plate Top (1 inch)
$Upper Plate Bottom
SUpper Plate Top (0.75 inch)
$Concrete Bottom
$Water Bottom (2 inch)
$Water Top

1il
112
113
114
115
116
C Al
121
122
123

p
p
p
p
py
py

Wall

p
p
p

0.8660254
0.8660254
0..8660254
0.8660254

38 1
38 1
38 -1
38 -1

38 1
38 1
38 -1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

2.185
-2.185
2.185

-2.185

50.460
-50.460
50.460

-50.460

54.270
-54.270
54.270
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100kW UUTR-SAR: Responses to NRC RAls 2010 

900 4 -1. 0 -131 91 -94 140 
(-150:151:-152:-153:-160:161) 
(121:-122:123:-124:125:-126) ,imp: n=l $Water Arround Core 

999 o 132:-95:97 imp:n=O 

C Surface Cards 
1 cz 1.873 SOuter Radius 
2 cz 1.82 $Inner Radius 
3 cz 1.79 $Inner Radius for Aluminum Container 
11 pz -19.05 $SS Fuel Meat Bottom (7.5 inch * 2) 
12 pz 19.05 $SS Fuel Meat Top 
13 pz -29.21 $SS Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch) 
14 pz 29.21 $SS Fuel Graphite Top 
15 pz -30.39 $SSCladding Bottom (1;18 cm) 
16 pz 30.39 $SS Cladding Top (1.18 cm) 
21 pz -17.78 $Al Fuel Meat Bottom (7 inch * 2) 
22 pz 17.78 $Al Fuel Meat Top 
23 pz -27.94 $Al Fuel Graphite Bottom (4 inch) 
24 pz 27.94 $Al Fuel Graphite Top 
25 pz -29.12 $Al Cladding Bottom (1.18 cm) 
26 pz 29.12 $Al Cladding TOp (1.18 cm) 
40 c/z 6.555 -11.354 1.00 $Safety Control Rod 
41 c/z 6.555 -11.354 1.11 $Safety Control Rod Cladding 
42 c/z -13.11 0.0 1.00 $Shim Control Rod 
43 c/z -13.11 0.0 1.11 $Shim Control Rod Cladding 
44 c/z 6.555 11.354 0.200 $Reg Control Rod 
45 c/z 6.555 11.354 0.318 $Reg Control Rod Cladding 
46 cz 1.00 $ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit 
47 cz 1.11 $ Safety and Shim Rod in Unit Cladding 
48 cz 0.200 $ Reg Rod in Unit 
49 cz 0.318 $ Reg Rod in Unit Cladding 
50 cz 1.750 $ Inner radius of Al tube for control rod 
91 pz -33.43 $Lower Plate Bottom 
92 pz -30.89 $Lower Plate Top (1 inch) 
93 pz 30.89 SUpper Plate Bottom 
94 pz 32.79 SUpper Plate Top (0.75 inch) 
95 pz -55.0 $Concrete Bottom 
96 pz -51.12 $Water Bottom (2 inch) 
97 pz 45.0 $Water Top 
C Lattice Cells 
101 px 2.18~ 

-2.185 102 
103 
104 
105 
106 

px 
p 
p 
p 
p 

0.5 0.8660254 0 
0.5 0.8660254 0 

-0.5 0.8660254 0 
-0.5 0.8660254 0 

c Frame Boundary 
111 p 1.732038 
112 P 1.732038 
113 
114 
115 
116 
c Al 
121 
122 
123 

p 

P 
py 
py 

Wall 
p 
p 
p 

1. 732038 
1.732038 

25.230 
-25.230 

1.732038 
1.732038 
1.732038 

1 
1 

-1 
-1 

1 
1 

-1 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

2.185 
-2.185 

2.185 
-2.185 

50.460 
-50.460 
50.460 

-50.460 

54.270 
-54.270 

54.270 
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100kW UUTR-SAR:

124 p 1.732038
125 py 27.135
126 py -27.135
C Reflector Surfaces
131 cz 116.046
132 cz 116.84
c 131 p 1.732038
c 132 p 1.732038
c 133 p 1.732038
c 134 p 1.732038
c 135 py 41.629841
c 136 py -41.629841

Responses to NRC RAIs

-1 0 -54.270

$ Water reflector
$ Al Tank

1 0 83.259682
1 0 -83.259682

-1 0 83.259682
-1 0 -83.259682

2010

c FNIF
140 B(
141 B(
c Heavy
150 p
151 p
152 p•
153 p
154 p
155 p
156 pl
157 p
158 c,
159 c,
160 p•
161 p;

DX -15.88 -26.77 -30.48
DX -22.82 -24.91 -30.48
water beside core

-15.24 26.40 0
-10.16 17.60 0

-22.00 -12.7 0
-8.80 -5.1 0

0 0 60.96
0 0 60.96

r

1.732038 1
1.732038 1
0.0
1.732038 -1
1.732038 1
1.732038 1
0.2
1.732038 -1
30.08 17.37 5.7
30.08 17.37 5.5

-30.0
30.0

0
0

0
0
0

54.270
84.670

0.0
54.670
84.270

$ A1 outer

$ Al outer

0 0.4
$ Air tub Al wall
$ Air tub

$ Heavy water top
$ Heavy water bottom

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz
pz

-18.5
-17.5
-16.5
-15.5
-14.5
-13.5
-12.5
-11.5
-10.5
-9.5
-8.5
-7-.5
-6.5
-5.5
-4.5
-3.5
-2.5
-1.5
-0.5
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5
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100kW UUTR-SAR: 

124 
125 

p 
py 

1.732038 
27.135 

126 py -27.135 
C Reflector Surfaces 
131 cz 116.046 
132 cz 116.84 
c 131 P 1. 732038 
c 132 p 1.732038 
c 133 p 1.732038 
c 134 p 1.732038 
c 135 py 41.629841 
c 136 py -41.629841 
c FNIF 
140 BOX -15.88 -26.77 
141 BOX -22.82 -24.91 

-1 

Responses to NRC RAls 

o -54.270 

$ water reflector 
$ Al Tank 

1 0 83.259682 
1 0 -83.259682 

-1 0 83.259682 
-1 0 -83.259682 

-30.48 -15.24 26.40 0 
-30.48 -10.16 17.60 0 

c Heavy water beside core 

-22.00 -12.7 0 
-8.80 -5.1 0 

150 p 1.732038 1 
151 p 1.732038 1 

o 
o 

54.270 $ Al outer 
84.670 

152 py 0.0 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
201 pz 
202 pz 
203 pz 
204 pz 
205 pz 
206 pz 
207 pz 
208 pz 
209 pz 
210 pz 
211 pz 
212 pz 
213 pz 
214 pz 
215 pz 
216 pz 
217 pz 
218 pz 
219 pz 
220 pz 
221 pz 
222 pz 
223 pz 
224 pz 
225 pz 
226 pz 
227 pz 
228 pz 
229 pz 

p 
p 
p 
py 
p 

1.732038 
1.732038 
1.732038 
0.2 
1.732038 

-1 

1 
1 

-1 
c/z 30.08 17.37 5.7 
c/z 30.08 17.37 5.5 
pz -30.0 
pz 30.0 

-18.5 
-17.5 
-16.5 
-15.5 
-14.5 
-13.5 
-12.5 
-11.5 
-10.5 
-9.5 
-8.5 
-7'.5 
-6.5 
-5.5 
-4.5 
-3.5 
-2.5 
-1. 5 
-0.5 
0.5 
1.5 
2.5 
3.5 
4.5 
5.5 
6.5 
7.5 
8.5 
9.5 

o 0.0 
o 54.670 $ Al outer 
o 84.270 

o 0.4 
$ Air tub Al wall 
$ Air tub 

$ Heavy water top 
$ Heavy water bottom 

2010 

o 0 60.96 
o 0 60.96 
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100kW UUTR-SAR: Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

230 pz 10.5
231 pz 11.5
232 pz 12.5
233 pz 13.5
234 pz 14.5
235 pz 15.5
236 pz 16.5
237 pz 17.5
238 pz 18.5
239 pz 40.1 $ SSW surface

mode n p
kcode 1000000 1.0 10 500
ksrc -15.2950 -18.9227 0.0000

-10.9250 -18.9227 0.0000
-6.5550 -18.9227 0.0000
-2.1850 -18.9227 0.0000
2.1850 -18.9227 0.0000
6.5550 -18.9227 0.0000

10.9250 -18.9227 0.0000
-17.4800 -15.1381 0.0000
-13.1100 -15.1381 0.0000
-8.7400 -15.1381 0.0000
-4.3700 -15.1381 0.0000
0.0000 -15.1381 0.0000
4.3700 -15.1381 0.0000
8.7400 -15.1381 0.0000

13.1100 L15.1381 0.0000
-19.6650 -11.3536 0.0000
-15.2950 -11.3536 0.0000
-10.9250 -11.3536 0.0000
-6.5550 -11.3536 0.0000
-2.1850 -11.3536 0.0000
2.1850 -11.3536 0.0000

10.9250 -11.3536 0.0000
15.2950 -11.3536 0.0000

-21.8500 -7.5691 0.0000
-17.4800 -7.5691 0.0000
-13.1100 -7.5691 0.0000
-8.7400 -7.5691 0.0000
-4.3700 -7.5691 0.0000
0.0000 -7.5691 0.0000
4.3700 -7.5691 0.0000
8.7400 -7.5691 0.0000

13.1100 -7.5691 0.0000
17.4800 -7.5691 0.0000

-24.0350 -3.7845 0.0000
-19.6650 -3.7845 0.0000
-15.2950 -3.7845 0.0000
-10.9250 -3.7845 0.0000
-6.5550 -3.7845 0.0000
-2.1850 -3.7845 0.0000
2.1850 -3.7845 0.0000
6.5550 -3.7845 0.0000

10.9250 -3.7845 0.0000
15.2950 -3.7845 0.0000
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230 pz 10.5 
231 pz 11.5 
232 pz 12.5 
233 pz 13.5 
234 pz 14.5 
235 pz 15.5 
236 pz 16.5 
237 pz 17.5 
238 pz 18.5 
239 pz 40.1 $ ssw surface 
==================================== 

mode n p 
kcode 1000000 1.0 10 500 
ksrc -15.2950 -18.9227 0.0000 

-10.9250 -18.9227 0.0000 
-6.5550 -18.9227 0.0000 
-2.1850 -18.9227 0.0000 

2.1850 -18.9227 0.0000 
6.5550 -18.9227 0.0000 

10.9250 -18.9227 0.0000 
-17.4800 -15.1381 0.0000 
-13 .1100 -15.1381 0.0000 
-8.7400 -15.1381 0.0000 
-4.3700 -15.1381 0.0000 

0.0000 -15.1381 0.0000 
4.3700 -15.1381 0.0000 
8.7400 -15.1381 0.0000 

13.1100 ':'15.1381 0.0000 
-19.6650 -11.3536 0.0000 
-15.2950 -11.3536 0.0000 
-10.9250 -11. 3536 0.0000 
-6.5550 -11. 3536 0.0000 
-2.1850 -11.3536 0.0000 
2.1850 -11.3536 0.0000 

10.9250 -11.3536 0.0000 
15.2950 -11.3536 0.0000 

-21.8500 -7.5691 0.0000 
-17.4800 -7.5691 0.0000 
-13 .1100 -7.5691 0.0000 
-8.7400 -7.5691 0.0000 
-4.3700 -7.5691 0.0000 

0.0000 -7.5691 0.0000 
4.3700 -7.5691 0.0000 
8.7400 -7.5691 0.0000 

13 .1100 -7.5691 0.0000 
17.4800 -7.5691 0.0000 

-24.0350 -3.7845 0.0000 
-19.6650 -3.7845 0.0000 
-15.2950 -3.7845 0.0000 
-10.9250 -3.7845 0.0000 

-6.5550 -3.7845 0.0000 
-2.1850 -3.7845 0.0000 

2.1850 -3.7845 0.0000 
6.5550 -3.7845 0.0000 

10.9250 -3.7845 0.0000 
15.2950 -3.7845 0.0000 
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100kW UUTR-SAR:

19.6650
-17.4800
-8.7400
-4.3700
4.3700
8.7400

17.4800
21.8500

-15.2950
-10.9250
-6.5550
-2.1850
2.1850
6.5550

10.9250
15.2950
19.6650

-13.1100
-8.7400
0.0000
4.3700
8.7400

13.1100
17.4800

-10.9250
-6.5550
-2.1850
2.1850

10.9250
15.2950
-4.3700
0.0000
4.3700
8.7400

13.1100
ml 1001.66c

40000.66c
92235.66c
92238.66c

mtl h/zr.60t
zr/h.60t

m2 6000.66c
mt2 grph.60t
m3 6000.66c

14000.60c
24000.50c
25055.66c
26000.50c
28000.50c

m4 1001.66c
8016.66c

mt4 lwtr.60t
m5 1001.66c

40000.66c
92235.66c
92238.66c

mt5 h/zr.60t

Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

-3 .7845
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
3.7845
3.7845
3 .7845
3.7845
3 .7845
3.7845
3 .7845
3.7845
3.7845
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691
7.5691

11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
11.3536
15.1381
15.1381
15.1381
15.1381
15.1381
-0.015896
-0.899104
-0.016728
-0.068272

1.0

-0.0004
-0.0046
-0.190
-0.009
-0.699
-0.097

2.0
1.0

-0.010
-0.905
-0.01533
-0.06967

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0 .0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

$ new SS meat, H/Zr=1.6. 0.59% burn-up

$ graphite

$ ss cladding

$ H20

$ Al meat, H/Zr=1.0, 8.91% burnup
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100kW UUTR-SAR: 

19.6650 
-17.4800 
-8.7400 
-4.3700 

4.3700 
8.7400 

17.4800 
21. 8500 

-15.2950 
-10.9250 

-6.5550 
-2.1850 

2.1850 
6.5550 

10.9250 
15.2950 
19.6650 

-13.1100 
-8.7400 

0.0000 
4.3700 
8.7400 

13 .1100 
17.4800 

-10.9250 
-6.5550 
-2.1850 

2.1850 
10.9250 
15.2950 
-4.3700 

0.0000 
4.3700 
8.7400 

13 .1100 
m1 1001.66c 

40000.66c 
92235.66c 
92238.66c 

mt1 h/zr.60t 
zr/h.60t 

m2 6000.66c 
mt2 grph.60t 
m3 6000.66c 

14000.60c 
24000.50c 
25055.66c 
26000.50c 
28000.50c 

m4 1001.66c 
8016.66c 

mt4 lwtr.60t 
m5 1001.66c 

40000.66c 
92235.66c 
92238.66c 

mt5 h/zr.60t 

-3.7845 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
3.7845 
3.7845 
3.7845 
3.7845 
3.7845 
3.7845 
3.7845 
3.7845 
3.7845 
7.5691 
7.5691 
7.5691 
7.5691 
7.5691 
7.5691 
7.5691 

11. 3536 
11. 3536 
11.3536 
11. 3536 
11.3536 
11.3536 
15.1381 
15.1381 
15.1381 
15.1381 
15.1381 

-0.015896 
-0.899104 
-0.016728 
-0.068272 

1.0 

-0.0004 
-0.0046 
-0.190 
-0.009 
-0.699 
-0.097 
2.0 
1.0 

-0.010 
-0.905 
-0.01533 
-0.06967 

Responses to NRC RAls 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

2010 

$ new SS meat, H/Zr=1.6. 0.59% burn-up 

$ graphite 

$ 55 cladding 

$ H20 

$ Al meat, H/Zr=1.0, 8.91% burnup 
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zr/h. 60t
m6 13027.66c
m7 1001.66c

1002.66c
8016.66c

mt7 lwtr.60t
hwtr.60t

m8 82000.50c
m9 5010.66c

5011 .66c
6000. 66c

ml0 1001.66c
6000. 66c
8016. 66c

11023. 66c
12000. 66c
13027 .66c
14000. 60c
19000. 66c
20000. 66c
26000. 50c

mll 7014.66c
8016. 66c

18000. 59c
m12 1001.66c

40000. 66c
92235. 66c
92238. 66c

mtl2 h/zr.60t
zr/h. 60t

phys:n 20
phys:p 30
pwt
FMESH4:n GEOM=rec

Responses to NRC RAIs 2010

1.0
0.64
1.36
1.00

$ Al
$ D20 (68% atom)

1.0 $ Pb
-0.1566 $ b4c
-0.6264
-0.217
-0.00619 $ Concrete
-0.17520
-0.41020
-0.00027
-0.03265
-0.01083
-0.03448
-0.00114
-0.32130
-0.00778

0.0000381259 $Air
0.0000095012
0.0000001664

-0.015896 $ Old SS meat, H/Zr=I.6, 8.77% burnup
-0.899104
-0.015354
-0.069646

ORIGIN=-
IMESH=117 IINTS
JMESH=117 JINTS
KMESH=39
OUT=ij

df4

$ 1 photon per n collision (defualt)
117 -117 38 $ bottom, left, behind
=234 $ 234 bins from x = -117 to 117
=234 $ 234 bins from y = -117 to 117

$ 1 bin from z = 38 to 39
$ output = array 54,756

$ n dose function table H-1# de4
log
2.5E-8
1.OE-7
1 OE-6
1 OE-5
1 OE-4
1. OE-3
1 OE-2
1 OE-I
5. OE-I
1.0
2.5
5.0
7.0
10.0
14.0
20.0

fm4 3.061E15

log $ biological dose equivalent dose rate factors
3.67E-6
3.67E-6
4.46E-6
4.54E-6
4.18E-6
3.76E-6
3.56E-6
2.17E-5
9.26E-5
1.32E-4
1. 25E-4
1 .56E-4

1.47E-4
1. 47E-4
2. 08E-4
2 .27E-4
$ =P(90,000W)/(1.602E-19*Fission Rate*Fission E dep in core)

380 1Pa ge
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zr/h.60t 
m6 13027.66c 1.0 $ Al 
m7 1001.66c 0.64 $ D20 (68% atom) 

1002.66c 1.36 
8016.66c 1.00 

mt7 Iwtr.60t 
hwtr.60t 

m8 82000.50c 1.0 $ Pb 
m9 5010.66c -0.1566 $ b4c 

5011.66c -0.6264 
6000.66c -0.217 

mlO lOOl.66c -0.00619 $ Concrete 
6000.66c -0.17520 
8016.66c -0.41020 

11023.66c -0.00027 
12000.66c -0.03265 
13027.66c -0.01083 
14000.60c -0.03448 
19000.66c -0.00114 
20000.66c -0.32130 
26000.50c -0.00778 

m11 7014.66c 0.0000381259 $Air 
8016.66c 0.0000095012 

18000.59c 0.0000001664 
m12 1001.66c -0.015896 $ Old SS meat, H/Zr=1.6, 8.77% burnup 

40000.66c -0.899104 
92235.66c -0.015354 
92238.66c -0.069646 

mt12 h/zr.60t 
zr/h.60t 

phys:n 20 
phys:p 30 
~t $ 1 photon per n collision (defualt) 

$ bottom, left, behind FMESH4:n GEOM=rec ORIGIN=-117 -117 38 
IMESH=117 IINTS=234 $ 234 bins from x = -117 to 117 

$ 234 bins from y = -117 to 117 
$ 1 bin from z = 38 to 39 

# de4 
log 
2.5E-8 
1.0E-7 
1. OE-6 
1. OE-5 
1. OE-4 
1.0E-3 
1.0E-2 
1.0E-1 
5.0E-1 
1.0 
2.5 
5.0 
7.0 
10.0 
14.0 
20.0 

JMESH=117 JINTS=234 
KMESH=39 
OUT=ij 

df4 
log 
3.67E-6 
3.67E-6 
4.46E-6 
4.54E-6 
4.18E-6 
3.76E-6 
3.56E-6 
2.17E-5 
9.26E-5 
1. 32E-4 
1. 25E-4 
1. 56E-4 
1.47E-4 
1. 47E-4 
2.08E-4 
2.27E-4 

$ output = array 54,756 
$ n dose function table H-1 
$ biological dose equivalent dose rate factors 

2010 

fm4 3.061E15 $ =P(90,000W)/(1.602E-19*F{ssion Rate*Fission E dep in core) 

380 I P age 
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FMESH24 :p

# de24
log
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
1.8
2.2
2.6
2.8
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.0
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.5
9.0
11.0
13.0

15.0
fm24 3.061

GEOM=rec ORIGIN=-117
IMESH:117 IINTS=234
JMESH:117 JINTS=234
KMESH=40
OUT=ij

df24
log
3.96E-6
5.82E-7
2.90E-7

2.58E-7
2.83E-7

3.79E-7

5.01E-7
6 31E-7
7.59E-7
8.78E-7
9.85E-7
1.08E-6
1.17E-6
1.27E-6

1.36E-6
1.44E-6

1.52E-6
1.68E-6
1.98E-6
2.51E-6
2 .99E-6
3. 42E-6
3. 82E-6
4 .01E-6

4. 41E-6
4.83E-6
5 .23E-6

5. 60E-6
5. 80E-6
6. 01E-6
6 .37E-6

6. 74E-6
7. 11E-6
7 .66E-6

8. 77E-6
1.03E-5
1.18E-5
1.33E-5

-117 39 $ bottom, left, behind
$ 234 bins from x = -117 to 117
$ 234 bins from y = -117 to 117

$ 1 bin from z = 39 to 40

$ p dose functions table H-2

E15
c

C

c Surface Source Write Card SSW

SSW 239 $ Surface Source Write card for surface 239 at z = 40.5
cm
c

381 I Page

100kW UUTR-SAR: 

FMESH24:p GEOM=rec ORIGIN=-117 
IMESH=117 IINTS=234 
JMESH=117 JINTS=234 
KMESH=40 
OUT=ij 

# de24 df24 
log log 
0.01 3.96E-6 
0.03 5.S2E-7 
0.05 2.90E-7 
0.07 2.5SE-7 
0.1 2.S3E-7 
0.15 3.79E-7 
0.2 5.01E-7 
0.25 6.31E-7 
0.3 7.59E-7 
0.35 S.78E-7 
0.4 9.S5E-7 
0.45 1.0SE-6 
0.5 1.17E-6 
0.55 1. 27E-6 
0.6 1.36E-6 
0.65 1. 44E-6 
0.7 1. 52E-6 
O.S 1. 6SE-6 
1.0 1. 9SE-6 
1.4 2 .. 51E-6 
1.S 2.99E-6 
2.2 3.42E-6 
2.6 3.S2E-6 
2.S 4.01E-6 
3.25 4.41E-6 
3.75 4.83E-6 
4.25 5.23E-6 
4.75 5.60E-6 
5.0 5.S0E-6 
5.25 6.01E-6 
5.75 6.37E-6 
6.25 6.74E-6 
6.75 7.11E-6 
7.5 7.66E-6 
9.0 8.77E-6 
11. 0 1.03E-5 
13.0 1.18E-5 
15.0 1. 33E-5 

fm24 3.061E15 
c 
c 

Responses to NRC RAls 

-117 39 $ bottom, left, behind 
$ 234 bins from x = -117 to ~17 
$ 234 bins from y = -117 to 117 

$ 1 bin from z = 39 to 40 

$ p dose functions table H-2 

·c ============== Surface Source Write Card SSW 
=============================== 

ssw 239 
cm 
c 

$ Surface Source Write caid for surface 239 at z 

2010 

40.5 

3811 P age 
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60.2
SAR Chapter 16.1 states that ion chambers are deemed adequate for use at an
upgraded power level of 250 kW. However, SAR Appendix D.2, "Power
monitoring channels," indicates that the useful range for the percentage power
and log power channels is from 100 W to 100 kW and from 100 mW to 100 kW,
respectively. Please provide information as to support use the these
instruments up to the power uprate limit of 250 kW.

Not applicable for 250kW

382 1 Page

1 OOkW UUTR-SAR: Responses to NRC RAls 2010 

60.2 
SAR Chapter 16.1 states that ion chambers are deemed adequate for use at an 
upgraded power level of 250 kW. However, SAR Appendix 0.2, "Power 

monitoring channels," indicates that the useful range for the percentage power 
and log power channels is from 100 W to 100 kW and from 100 mW to 100 kW, 
respectively. Please provide information as to support use the these 
instruments up to the power uprate limit of 250 kW. 

Not applkalb~e for 250kW 
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-. 100kW.UU'.rR-TS; Responses to NRC RA[s0 ?010

1. NUREG-1537, Ch 14, Appendix 14.1, "Format and Content ofTechnical::
Specification for Non-Power Reactors," follows:the format of ANSI-15.1-2007,
"The Development of.Technical Specifications:for Research Reactors." UUTR TS
did•:not identify a previously approved TS format. Please provide TS format.

T he IUTR.TS frma" wasmroodied~to folow te fo n't~o A Sl'1lS~i1

-:200`1;

2..! ANS_.15.1-2007, Section 1.3, provides defihitions commonly used in Research
and Test Reactor (RTR) TSs. The UUTR TS'definitions noted belowe were
inconsistent', lacked required detail. Were:used interchanigeably, or were
missing. Please explain:

2.1 Abnormal Occurrence" is defined in the UUTRTSs where ANSw-1S e..20O7
uses "Reportable Occurrence.' oth termsare Used in the TSs."

'Abnrma Ocurre~e'is eplced ith"Reortble -"-ccurrence.'Fo
-e amjilqe:theUUTR TS:6•8.1 ftem :3. -•: : .. "'

TheU"UTR SAR vwas rIre vised acccrdlný !l as welfl,

2.2 "ReactorShutdown" does not implement the definition in ANSI-i5.1200.2.2; or• own,.s e noai e lti bASIl51

The. definition 12isadded.as fotws:

1.25Reaohr Jhutdown. The reacor iscshut downc hen!
-. It isuibc~iti:a I byat least onie d.ll both ý:n "the r ference core

1. lt..:. -ý e:.. d. o.! 1

condit'op: • ror a ~alowed mbient conditions, withithe " eactiwity

worth,.. of all i n ýstalled experime ts and irra diIation facilfites inlduded; and
2, No exenmet C ben mqvý Or sevie th Cav, on M.' emn

.:re~activ]Wt.! worthexceediig: the maximum v•alue a] ed: for. single

:experiment, or oone donaewiceer is, smal"ler.

conrolrý) robds ci cont0ro ro driv-ýes uls hyaepyial eop~
•fr~om :th e c~ntrol ~rbd s.

2.31"Cold Critical".is used but- does not implement;,the definitibn .ýin ANSI-15.1-
2007 "Reference ýCore Condition,."

The definition 1.26 isadded as follows•:

1.26RefeenceCore cod Tin Th 'e.reerce cdre conditidon is th-J
f t ...a am :.( l

.' ".':: , ...... . 

Resp,orisestONR,C~I} .. 2010 
". .... ." 

1 .. 'NU'REG:'1;;~i,.Ch':14/Ap'pendix 14.1,"Formatand'C<>n'tentof:Technicar, .' .. 
. SP¢c;ifkationfor '!\Ion-Power' Reaqors,"followsthe:forrnafof ANS,f..1S');.ip0,1; ... 
uThf#.D~veIQpment of. Technical SpecifidHions,forRese~,rchReactors/t, l:Jt;.I:rfl:t~: 

.• did'no~'identi.fY a .previously approvedTS:fortl1ai.:'.~lease provide TS'forrnat\ . 

. .•. 2. ,. ~NS~-':l.sj.-ioo7;SectiOri 1\3, . proviclt?s d~fihitions. <:9m":'onlv:ys~ti::i~ 'Resear~~' 
...., ~nd Test Re~~or.( R"fRfTS~.,TheU~TR Ts~e.r"iti.()ij,S'Qot,~c:Jbe·lc)wWe~,~ .'. ..•.. . .. 

; jfi~onsis~~n'~:I,(lckedrequired. detail~ Wereus~d intercli~ngeabl'y I '017' "'v.ere 
missing~pl'ea~¢;,~xplain:' ... ...... '. . . . 

,:if(/Abhoirmali'bc~urre~cfi;is'd~tn;diri thehlJTRTSSWhereANSblsil~2007""'··· . 
. ··,uses~(Rep'br:f~bleocc~rr~rlce;liBotJ.dei:ms,are Lis~d"ii1' the tSs. .' .. .. . 

.:' ." ' : ;~ .. ;,,,: . :. :~:" ,': . '" .' . . . .' ,. , .. . " ". " . .' '. 

.". 

"Abririr~~I'~cct.!rr¢n~e·"· i.s reph~ced"With' i;~e'p.lJrt?ble,pq:urr~nce}>F,g~· 
e)(ampl~,<theU.~:rRl'~:'~m~1i~enj#3; . . ." .... ", . . ..... 
. .". ,.>: ,... : .. :~~" .. " .' :; .... : .... :. .... :: 

. 'The'(hJrRSARWas:revisedaccortnn'I\~s wei!;'" ................ ". ' ..... "",' ... '. '.','.. .' ..... g .. ~.,. ' ... , 

.... . . T .:,:' . .... . 

. ~.2·tlR¢a,ctor'~h,utdown:tdoes not implementt~i~.dMinitionhl:A",.~,1-1S.1~2Q07. 
'A' • . 

: .. : ....... '., ".", ,... , . 
. . 

1~:lSReatt6rShutdown:Th~fea~or i,s.?:rut~9~ni~hen:. ....• .' 
. '1~ ltissyhtr!~ii;a I by<?t ieastqrH:: d9ii?r; bqtti· lnttie r.eferencecOr(i! 

.conditiori .. a~d·forall:al!0wed·amb!ehl\:onditiOrls/with~t'tle:readivity 
~rirthllall,:]nstajl~dexperlmeri~~ ·~.~4jrradl~~i~n f~d~ifies 'induded;' (ind . 
'Z~iN.9 experiments are. beingmqved'orsefVked~hathave,. on mO\j~l11ent 

...• :fe~'c:ti$ity·w()rthie~ceed{ngthe·m~ximorni)a!l.Ieiall~wed.fOr a singleY' . 
exp,erim~nt/.:0{ofonedolla(:'·Whicheveris;smal!~r: ' ...... .. 

. . . . inv6I\1ingcorfdcie(cofestdl~f~re/in.sta'lled ... 
n"'''"''H'.IJf1lessth~~i~e,phY~icaliydecoupl~d;.·' 

.. .. .. 

·2;.3.':CC)ld·'Ci:itiCai~'::is'used but~oes'"()t' irtl'pl~ment'lh~definition·inAN~I,.15.1-, .. " 
.200iuReferericfFcoreCoriditi()rl. u ' 

.. -:.~: .. '. ,..... .; ~, .: t.,. " :, 

. i~i6~eferen(e"CQreCQnditiOn!The;ref~~eri~e;t:dre¢ondi:tionisth~ 
rea4!Ylty,t:6n{litionofth£ecore"\A/herl:it-i~;:a't~'mbi~)nttem~'eratur~.kold}:and,· . 
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the reactivity Worth of xeno~n i's negligible -(< 0.30).

2.4 "ReactorSecured" does• not •implement the definition in ANSI-15.1-20071.

The : efin itio 4 is ae as foll :I "

1.24:a MctorS S U The"; ttorissec'edw he
1• $oither tht e:~sinsu ffi m rt moder'at• ava~i be in hte r:eactor to attain
•criticality1or th~ere • inisufficien~t fi~sile: ma~teri~al rn thei reacto~r to atta~ihn

critcaliy un'er ptimm valable condAitions of mod~cerationan
ref ection• 6er•

2.1 The three (3)" neutron abo inontrol rotAreýlyisc:dA
req Uired by -technlic:. s eication

removecf~om:U theconsole.

2i5".Shutdown Margin" does not imrnplee6t the definition: in ANSi-15.1-2007.

The definitioni.l,32is addedasfollows;-

1.32, S ut own M •[gX 5k) A•i 8•n: marj gi•sh linerfi he in..S~~inirnuati
shutd~w reaci;tVi •ecesa to proidle confidence hat ther'e>a ctortcan be'
m~de e:su bcritical b~y:. means of :t~he[ control and safety systehis' ihd will remAin

subcritical vwithoutfuftherloperator act.c.ion,"starting fromaýn Iperiisib"
op6eratring conditfo with hthe a ostteaotive: rod: iSin its ,most r' actie

p'osition. "

2.6 "Fuel:rod"'is used where ANS115.1-2007 uses "fuel element;," and both
terms are used in the TSs.

"Fuel rod" changed to `fu'el element' in te6 UUTR SAR and UUTRl TS

2.7 ."Experiment" does not implement the definition in ANSI-15.1-2007.

The de6fintion 1.10is added :as fpllows:

as3t5 tr or o~hl•) whkh'is d~gn'ed to,_ rh,-vestigate , -buieteco
ch aracte ristics otýwhi, i ch i intended foi i rradiationwithin ani3a, i iati0tna
fa ciiy iladrergdysud'ta core or sthidid stutr So 0s to lbe 'a
paro 6ftheir idesir•to carryo'ut' experiments iS h'ot no rMally consi ed anr~
experimen't.:Sp~ecific experiment:s- shall..include:'

. ~'.; 

. ···lOOkWTJUTR,~TS: B-esponsestoNRG RAes .2010 

th~reacti\fitYWorthof}(~n6rLisnegiigibie'«,$ Q~30).: 

2A. ·"ReactO~,·Secu.redll.d()es: ~Ofimplementt.hedefinitionih:ANSI:1S.l':20oi :" 

'Thedifinitioril;24 is added as'JolloWs(· 

, 'criticaiityrotthetf=is-insuffici~ntfis5i,!e 
.. trit!~;3fitYl.inderoptim;Jrn-availa~leJ;:9nditi_ons 
···t~fled!OQ;q'r; 

2~,A!lof.th~:fO!ib~ing·j~xiSt; ". ..< . ... ... 
2;1 Thf! .tiyree(31: neutron' abs()rbirig:con~rdrrrids'are:fully:]nse:rt~.P·~$· .' 
r~quired::b¥.te<thni'ta! specifications; .' .. ". . . '.' ..... . 
·2;.2The:·r:~~¢t6r j5,shJJtdown;:'~hd 
i.3Tbe.:bbri5Qle:~e~switd+'lsirithe 
r~mQved;:fn=m1 :tn~:corlsole;, .' . .. . . .. ... .. .. . 

,2.·~:.'iShlltdriwn.Margin".dOes· not"irnple'ry,e~t·.the'·definition:.!n;·:AN.S;~'i5·.i~2{)~7 . 
. .. . " ':.' ",." ::'" .... : .. :., .'.:" . ". 

-:the' definitionl~3:tis :added~sJbIlOWS,; •...•. ", 

'2.6 ~~F;uelrodll'isused'where ANS'I-1S.1;.2007uses "fuel element/, andbotfl· 
, t~rms~re,used:i,nth~ ISs.", ',' .... .... ,.. ." . 

. ' ilFuel rqd" d1anged 'to !fflMleh:~mentJ!ih'tiiel.iUTR:SAR end U-UTR;TS; 

2.T'IIExpedmentll do~snotimpl~f1"Ient;the definiticln' inANsl:'15;.1-2007~! •.. 
:The.definiiion·l~lQisa(ided~s'foll()WS:··· .. ' • 

/ i~; 10i:ip~riinerit:AhY'op~:r~ti6n;ha rct\Jl!ti r~ior target (eJ5~I~d il1 gdevir:es.s lief! 
, ...• ,'asde~:E¥ct9rSorfoils}~hi~h:isd~sig'ne'd'tohlvestigateri'6~~~~utin~:f~~ict.hr'··" 

:cnaracteristiCs'orwhicncisJntenaedJol" irradiatiorrwithinartiirradiilltioti 
fadiit¥>Hardware,rigidjy:.~¢turedtoa·,cor~br .. sh,!el~'sirticturesoa'~ito'be.·a, 

"'" partoftnejr,ij~~i~h'to 'c~ri'l' outexpef!m~nf5 ',is ,n'ot 'ndrrnaIIYC:()l1s'jd~r~daf1 
expf:rimerit'~peCific~xperiment;;shall.in¢lude:. .' '." . ..... ' .. 
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1 SecuredE..xperiment: A secured experiment is 3any xperiment or
copo cn of aIn ex mn ha shlin a7tto rgsto

r iv ':.th te res-c by mechr cat me . The restr un in g aoter s
Sr must beu0bsntialy ,great& tnan thoseto which, the exerýiinOnt
might bdUbjted bythydrauic, pneumatia tbuoyant oro ZttXer orces,

which., r, normuto th opratn eniomn ovveprieo

2.4"Caore Compratonen"fa xetretta does not meelmet the definition of aN -5126

,•cured e p niment. . .. ._... "::: :

3.. Meov 5experlment::A mov le exp#erViment is .one wn;/ere itt:s•...
"intend ed •:that: t' h: i:ntireex•p.etfmhent m ay be moved [in or •n'eati t~h e. core

:or :into :a nd out of th•e cdr6e :while t he reactoir :is odp•:a~tli'gti ... ....

2-.3 "Channel Calibration",:does not. implement: the definition in ANSI-15.1-2007.

-T e :definit ion 13 is ~dd~ed is follows:

1.3 Channl an libraton: A3 chann calibration is'an adjusm ent of th
chalnhel suchthat ýit oupt brespondcs v with a,,cceptaibpe accuticyc to kndwn"",-,
value of th a eeV'htecanlm e.Cl ainShl
encpbipass:th /"iri•ie channe nl,:iuding 'e ipmen atq!ad~aio n alarW!,: brtn•ip

and shalt include aChante-Test.

2.9 "Limiting Safety System Setting" does not implement the definition in
ANSI-1S 1-2007.

:ýe s v.. c- -l if.

"Not necessary to define it.:

2.10 ý"Control-element". is used where ANSI-,15.1-2007 uses "contr'ol rod." Both
terms.are used:in the :ISs• -

., .dT., J7"Cbntrol :element" .:s 'hmzed. to. •ontrol rod' .. • the. UUTR TS :and~ UU:Th
SARt.' . ..

2.11 "Circuitf' is used where ANSi-15.1-2007 uses "channel.'

'Circuift'.ischange top channel.-

2.12 In addition the following ANSI-15.1 5-2007 terms are not defin'ed in the
UUTR TSs:

1.121: channel:

' .. lookw UUTR - TS: H<=sponses to NRC RJUf 2010 
:.j ,', 

'2~8' ittlann~I,Canb~atio.ri" tJo~s'n6f in,pi~men'f ttle defirliti,oninAN$1h15.1';200j:~ ... ,' 

'. ·':rh~deflnitio;nl.3!s!addedasfolioWs; '.' ' " ... , .. '.; .. ,.' .. 

. ". '. . " ".... ". . .:.... . . 

2:;'9 .'llimitingSafetySyst~m:'Setting~tqbesnot implementihe defi~ition in 
ANSI-l~~1':2001~ . . . ' ....... i •. " . . •.• i. • ...,.... '.' .... ....'. ." 

. ", . 

·2.l.0 u Controlelemehtil isused\""hereANSI.,15.1~2007 uses "cpnlrol.rod."Bot,l1, : 
.. , te~t1lsareuse.djn, the >TS~~. 

::.... ." .' . .' <~::-. ',-: : ," :. : ::-. . . .'.. i: ... 

• 2.i1.'utircuje~ isused.where.ANSI';'15~1."'2007 uses.~~charu,el.'I·· 

:~<:irc~itil.·.·iSChang~~:i6:"ch~nn¢!;" . 
2.12 In addition the followingANSI~15.1';2007 terms arehotdefihed:inthe UUJRTSs: .' .. " . ' . ..... , '.' . ..' '. . .. ' ". ...... . 

·l:.t:i.l.c;Ha~nel;: 
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The definition 1.2 i added as follows

ofap pramdter u

1.12.2 Reactivity, worth of an: Experiment:-

1.20 Ra'Aii Wot of an Experimet: h amountým of reactivity

1.12.$ ExcessReactivity:

T'he dethY 4 ~on !.3 •:s added as: ao.ows::

:"v .9 Exe ss Rectvty xcess 'racivt is thv amut6 ttthat

referenc•Oe coreCoditionis, -'.- .....

1.12.4 Scram Time:

The definion 1.29i's added as follows,

29 Scram time:,Scramtn tn is th:e elape d timern between-reaig a lmiting.
safety system :set point and the instant thtthe slovst scinmaile conttrol
rod .reache .its fu~ly~Tserted! aostio~n.

1.12.5 Reactor Operator:

T he defini'tion 1.22 's dded.•a fo dws:,

1.22 Read Operator 9: An indiv i 'do is who iIicel sedi toý n ipulate :.the

1. 12.6'Senior.'Reactor:operatbr:

Thb definition 1.30:is added as folldws:.

theactivitie;s of reactoý op-eri ators Such, ••'"ari individual is also a rzecto"

. . " 

,100k\JVUUTR.,.T$: 'Responses ,to NRC • RA:i~ 
, 'I ",,",' , "",:, 

,,2010., 

ThedefinitiQo i.2is added ai!;.f~Uow$: ," , 
'.' . . " 

..' "" . .; 

C9mPi~~ti~m9f$¢hs9r!jiri$;,atDP!ifi~r,ar1d , 
~~n!1ect~d!fort~~,pure6s~>qf·'rri(?a~~rin~th~ .• vaiue·' .' 

, : . 
. . . '. ". :. . . . . ~: -: .. ,,:.' . . 

~.~2~2~~~Cti"!ty:worthQfarilxp~Hrrt~nJ:, " 

" . : .. : .... '. 

1.1.2~3EX:cessReC1~iviW: 

. .' . " 

·T;i2.4SCra,m;'Tjm~: 

~~finition, 1.;l9i'$'aad\ed, akfrillows:, 

,.' ,lj9;S(ramtim':Scr~,m't!m~",i~the$iap,$t:~tim~.t~et\Neen,r~';3~hH'lg;9!imi~ing, 
5af?ty"systemset;po~nt and"tfieinstant'that fhe'·sI6west 's~ramm.ablecbntrar 
rodireacht=s·its,fl1liyiinsert€(fpositiph." '" , 

1.12SReactor Operator: 

Thediflhiiiciri 

.·!.Z2!1e.q'1<q~l.tpr. i 119}: An i~cliiti~Q~1 "'f¥i~.li<en $~~:!Qtn~ni~.",.I'te: the' 
coritroisbfareactor, " , , , , 

: ".' . ' ~' .. ! . ... 
.. .. . 

'. 1.12.6~e"i"r:~:.ct~r.oper'fi>r: .' 
. . . .. 

·'·Tne,(i~finltiOri;1.30Jsad~edasf6I1ows:, 
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1.12.7 "Should,.Shall, and May".:.

T efntljn 1.31 is addedas oi
V, .... o. d . .

1.31 •Should i:•! ' a• a %: May: T;•ne vord ,snail' ..: sed to •d~o •e
re uiemen~t; ,the word: shou d.: is ,use ,;to4denate a.recomendation;, and:

the ,O'd "may"n to denotepermission. neither'larequirementnor a
recor~mendation ...

3. ANS I- 5.1-2007, Section 3 icdentifie Limiting C•nditions of Operations (sCOI). The
following issues were. noted in compariso to the UUTR.TS;LCOs. Please expl•inz.

3.1AN$1-5.1-2007, Section 3.1 "Reactor Core Parameters' recommend LCOs
for:

1).core configurations.
'2)fuel.burnup; and.
3).fuel inspection not found in the UUTR'TSs.,

TS- 31.
2) Fuel burnup: Due to low UUTR fuel burnup (of Iessthan 8%).we

uexdideths f-Ir IMCOs.
3"Fuel inspe ton : Addressed in ýUTR TS 3,item

3.2 ANSI15.1 2007 Section 3.3 "Coolant Systemn s" recommends an LCO'for the
means to accomplish monitoring pool leaks or loss-of-coolant, which was~not

found in the UUTRTSs..

we monitorL the pooltank water, height as addrels.d.inite UTR TS 33. ite.

#1 ,a'di 3.2,3 jas surnma ied ýin Table).specifies the condition for reactoraini
relzted ýto the poolltah!iwater, heiýit,

.... M and Ef.fluen..ts...

3.3ANSI-15.1-2007',Section 3.7 "Radiation. Monitoring Systemsand Effluents",
recommends ICOs for monitoring.environmental conditions and radioactive
effluents, which were notfijnd in the UUTR.TSs' .:

j. :' 

···dOOkW m,rtR", TS: Responseslo:NRCRAIs. .... 2,010 

.. : :.'_. . ... : '" 

,,~.12~ 7~iS'holl!d,.Shall,and. May"~: . 

···Th~'deflni~lori·'1.3i jsadde~fas;fol'!~~iS:' 

:: "t· 

. 3~ANSI~i5.1~200?~Sectit)n·.·~.id~l')tifies:lJliljting.Con~itit)nsofOpe,rad~r1s(lC()~J .. :jhe ..... 
.. . ' 'followingissues were ~ot~d in comparisc?h to the ,Q,OTRTS" lCOs.:~Pleas~:explain~ . 

. . .... > .... .. ." ... :. :." .. '. ," ... :. ':'," ", . . .... ," ",' .. .. 

..3.1.A.NSI715,1:20q7~ Section3~1'(Re~ctor Core pararnetersll,"recomrnerld Lcos 

for: 'lrc~;::c~~fig~rations:'" 
iffuel'burnup;and: • 

' .. · .• 3)Jue(in~pecti()n 'nritJoun~. in Jh~lJUTR.tSs~. 

2 •• :F~ei'burnUP;DtietdIOWUlirRfuelburn~p (QfJe~s'than 8%).we. '. 
>ex~ludefhis from .. ..... .' . 
.' . '. . . . 

. 'fue~ inspedi~ns: £k1'i'1'i1",~<:<:.j!>t1 

3~2 AI\ISi~lS~~';2()07~Section3~3"too~al'l!Systerrl~ii r~com,'mends an L(:O for the' . 
. 'means; ~oa,ccomplishrhonitoring. p()()rleaks:orloss~of~cocjlant. ~hich ~~s' not' . 
found intheUUTRTSs~' .. ...... . 

.:.: '.:" .. " .. "::"'. 

' .. no: ~oriitori.ng'sVst,einfor P~~I;I~~ks:~r ·loss-~f;coQla.nt;be,ci4use· 
we ~o.nitor t~ipp·ol.bmkwater ~~ight'~sa'ddress~di~;the'UVTRJSi3.3!t~m··... '" .. 
#iand3.2.3'(as'~ummaril~d.inlablel$p~tifie$thicbndition'forreaaorscrahl,····· 
relat~~',to:the·poolt~nl{·Water·height. .".' . .' '. 

3~3:ANSI-15.1-2tlQ7/·section:3.7'iiR~~I~ti()n.·1VI9nitoririgsyst~rits,~ndEff'lue~ts/'· 
recoii:tmencjs tCOs;f~r monitoriflg erivironl"l'\en~al ~CJhcJiHons~nd: r~d!pactive ..... 
effl~en~s,Vllhich;~ereriptf().uncJ in:the,lJtir:RT~s~ ...... ,.. ..' .'.' ". . 

'" 
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,Addr ,~ 'i' he UU' :TT 3W%' nd:!•,¢

3.4,UUTR TS LC0:3:.. "Normal Operation,•"specifies a powerlimit noot•
consistent with the UUTR SAR-."

Corrc edinthe.UT 331

3.5 UUTR TSICO:3.2, "'Reactivity Limitations;'t(1) req:qu'ires the highest worth"
:rod to',be fully withdrawn for thesh'utdown margin evaluation. However, the

definition in ANSI/ANS-•15-1-20071 states that non-scrammable rods mUSt be in
theirmost reactive position. Since.UUTR design Features (DF)5.S3 ;item (2)
states that the regulating rod "need not have scram capability," please explain
how. the UUTR shutdown margin is evaluated and. indicate which control rods

.ar6ecredited in the :.calculation. (Note: SEE RAI4.3.for additionalIBasis:.
'iniformation ineeded.)

Addressed~~~~ in th5URTS.3a follosi
If oper tiig e tr e UTR with Jhe minih-um hu5down mar gin.of$0.50.(UUTR TS

331 nd tyia mesue e'nto rS woth of $2.2 abty $05

rodkis the regulating cont rod and is :fu l inserted ,inihescore; the safety

control rod isfully out fromthe core; and t.he shihn control ýrod is uised to c,,ýnrtro
th e por eethrorte cce ratvit. The shutdow m7rgin ~alcu.ate

a) irr di to iofacilities, aid experiments :a eI in place,

b) thý most reactive control rod (safet control rod)is :fO!yullwithdrawn.
ha ng'ng the core configuration, or radrng negatiVewort :exeriments'vwili)

Maik,;;ore excess react6i ity mr e negative and s hutdown0 , rgin less positive.

33.6 ANSI-i5.1-2007, Section 3.8, "Experiment," provides recommendations in
Sections 3.8.1, 3:8.2 and 3.8'.3, whkh were not found in the UUTRTSs..

AddressedIn Lh'URS.,,382~d383

.. . ' .. 

. . ResponsestoNRC, RAIs . 
. . . . . . ... . . 100kW UUTR- TS: . .2010' 

:3A,;UUTR TSLC03.1"NOrrn<il['Opel"ati()rl~n'~pecir.·e~a powerlimith~~: . 
co~sistentwit;tHheUUTRSAR~' .. ' . . . .... .. . .... .. '. " .. " 

, ,,' . . , :: '.; ~.:. .' 

:. '.: .... .. 

· 3!.5~~TRTS,lC:()3.2);(lR~ad:ivit~limitatiOrlst'(iln~g'lJ'ireSthehiih~stworth' . 
,r.tiq,to;be fully withtira~n:for the:shutdowl1in,argi~, ~valuatj~n;~()~~ver/the' 
'. definit~onin I!-NSI/ ANS';1$.,1~2007:statestt(a,t· non~s~r.amrna'ble r9.dsmu~~ bei n 
~hei"':'most reactive position. Since,UUTRdesign Fe~tures'(OH 5;3/it~'m,(2} 

., ~;tatesthat·the··regulatirlgro,dfinee(trlorhaVe .scr~m,ca~abilitYI"pl~ase explain: . 
. h,ow the UUTR shutdown margin is e\lai'ua,ie~ ·and: indica(ewhich,'~pntroi. rods·. 
':~recredjted,in th!!,calculation~( Note: SEE Rf\14.3.foraddi,ticma{Sasis ". " 
:'iriformati()nn~¢d¢[qL ......., .. ', ..., . ...... . .. . 

••. ~~~~essed.·,in::t6~·:,'UP"{R'·Ts;3~1·.3·.·as '.fO:II'OWs: '.:.'" 
.. .. - .. ' . 

'If:opetgitingih~U UrR . .' mJoUnu:m ,sb, (Jtdo,¥ry, .m ~rginof$(l?9:( l.n)T~ TS . '. 
'3:~';~}~n.d.typ,!cal':measured'contr.olr9~wQrths9t$2.27($afety)i.$~'$9(Sbim),· 
and:'$b~41'{ReglJl.atlngh,{OUT~'SAR S~aion 4~2~·i),the·calcu.lated"e9re.·excess· 

.' reaah/ltV!!s$1~5Q+$oi27-$O,50 ':i;. $i.27~ .Thl$~ssume's:th,e nOfl~sdramable;tontrof 
· rod~ isthe;Teg~ l'atingcontroITod: a nd"isJ~dlyinserted.ir;,the ,COre; the'$<ifety:'... ." 
· control rod is ,fu lIyputfmmthe cpre; andi!he shim controliod i$ .iiseqtoc6nfroi. 
~~e, pO%¥t;hleyel"tht;refqrethe .'. . The5hdtdown'.margifi~al¢~iated 
Jdrthe'refei'emce'V\jTR 

, " 

reactiVe control rod (saf~ty c:ofllrbl'f~IIY,Wifhd~awrL .< ............ . 

cpre configuratibn; qr.'addingriegative. WQr~n'e)('periments'wm',' ' .• 
ex~ess r~agh!ity ;m¢re. ~egati\ieand shutdownrri~r~in ,Ies;~p,()~iti~e i 

:~~6AN~i':15'~1.,20()71 'Section l.8~. "Experi m~nt/'. pro\lides:f'~c()mrllendaticjns'in ,. .' 
: 'Secti()i)S'3.8.1/ .• 3;8~2,and3.~.3,whichw~re: 'nptf,,:Unq" inth~.·UlJTRTS~~' . 

.. ' . . . . ~ :.. .. '. , . : ... , -:'.: .' ~ ... 
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3.7 UuTR TS LCO 3.5, "Engineered Safety Features-Ventilation system," title
(ESF). does. not appear consistent with SAR designation-fo r the .ventilation
system..

Ad sged in tS• 2TR•T$ ... ...tie • ..... n ':.... ": o ystm
Eniheerd ,Safeatre'wa ..... fo t~ UR

4. ANSI/ANS-15.1-2007, Section,4, identifies Surveillance Requirements (SRs) for LCOs.ý
The following .UUTRSR s issues were identified. Please explain:

4,.1UUTRITS ICO 3.2,. "Reactivity.Limitations,".item (2) through (5) have no
corresponhdinigSRs-

.4.2 UUTR SR 4.3.2, "Control and Safety'System," items (1) and (2) appear to
correspond to TS ICO 3.34.1 "Scram Time," and LCO.13.3.2, "Reactor Control
System.".'The numbering an•dtitles are not consistent with ANSI.154.12007.

iti~e~ubere tocorrespond oAS-S 20

4.3 UUTR LC03.4, "Argon-41 Discharge Limit,/ has:no corresponding SR.-

She UUTR TS sectInswrer•enu-in -e and heC fOr Argon-41 discharge

particulates. .

4.4 UUTRSR..3.4, .Ventilation System," has no channel 6check or channel test.

T e UUTRTS set ns vwere renumeraed ýnd teL-00 forVntaioSytms'I U ý. . n, .. 4 . .. S.ehSin. t•h a UU-R TS Se on.5o. The• !,Tiorrespondiri SR s is def ,,ine lnth: U UTR I'•S 4.5.s

4.5- UUTR SR 4.4, "Reactor Fuel Element,"i items (1) an..d(2) have no
corresponding LCO.

Addressed in UUTR TS .1.

.. .,' . 

100kW:UUTi{-TS: :Resporise~,t~ N~C MIs' 4010 

3.7 UUTR,tStC03;S; "Erigi~eered SafeW'Jeat~;re~s-ventilati()n;sy~t~m,,, titl~ 
(ESF). doesnotappearconsistent'with'$ARdesignatiol'1for:tt:ae,~eritilati9n ' 
~y,stem;, ' .. .... '.' . . . , . . ',' . "." ""., . 

. .. 4;Ar4~I/~NS-~S(1;~OO7; ~ction4, ide~~ifi~ssurVeilla.nC.Ilt¥i~ir"'1le~t~(s~~rfo;,tl=~~: 
Thef(Jllowing>,utirR S~sissues werejderi~i,fied. ple~se e)q)l~in:: ..... .... ." . '. 

• "," '. '.' ". • ...... • • .'.', : •• ' • > .'" 

:4~rUlJTRTSLC93.2, 1I~~adivity;l~nWt~tionS;fI,item:(2l,thro~gh;(Sl;;~aye:·no' ; 
correspon'cling"SRs~' .. ." ...... ........ . '. ..... " . 

4~:2;,lJUTftSR4.3~2,ilControland~:safety:svstem~;F,: items: (i),·and;(2).a'ppear;to .. ' . 
"(6rrespond to TS;'LCO 3~3.1,:,ItScram:TIn,;e,",a~d lC();3j~2/~';~~~ctor 'Control: :,' 
·.$ysiem.f"Thenurn,bering~n'~titles,~t~no:~·~onsistent WithANSids'.1:,-20q7; 

... ". ,' .. ' . . . 

,.'::",,' . .,.. , ... ' . .'; '.,; .' . .,. ,; .. 

·4.4UUT~;S~,4.3.4, 'iVel1tilationSy~~~m/~hasno:~hanri~I,.checkor,channel ~est.· 

.frh~~;~WttS:~:i~i~;~~~6:~~~R~~~~~~~:i~~:~'~~~~F 
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4.6 UUTR SR 4.5, "Primary Coolant Conditions/' does not haVe :a tcorresponding.•
LCO for coolant activity.

Addressed in te UUTR TS,3.

5. ANSI/ANS-15i1-2007 Section 1.2.2, :Format,.-:recommends thatthe basis "provides.
the background or reason for the choice of specification(s), or references a particular
portion ofithe Safety Analysis Rep ort." The bases listed below lack specific reference
and need additional information:

.5.1 UUTR TS 2.2, "Limiting Safety'System ,ISettings., Basis tempeeature limit of
!800 Cdoes not finatch SARTable 4.6-2.

T is~is~r le i•Jnd can - ou •: 'i 'URT :i dUUTR5A ,• 42 4

5.2 UUTR TS3, li.'Normal[Operation, Basisha~s information hriat has not been
established by theSAR orotherreference.-

A d esised •rn t~ U•JRTS .1. •si.

5.3 UUTR, TS 3.2, .'Reactivity:limitations, Basis for items (1), (2) and (5)-do not
have an' explariationmor SAR reference for the reactivity worh; andthe BaSis'for

item (4) does not include data forallcomponents of th6eexcess reactivity:

evaluation including control rod0worth, norc demonstrate how this value was
evaluated.

This sedions t" leischanged o crepond to A-l1 207: h TS32
Reactor Co1t ol and Safet System. The .Basis in UUTR TS 3,2:1iirevased L o
.address thre s'• ecifiction Items..

5.4UUTR TS 3.3.1, "Scram Time," Basis contains conclusion that have not been
esta blished by the SARor other reference'.';

The sis in L TS3.. 1.is I- i s to .d.est time..L-•

. . , 

100kW UUnr-TS: : Respbnsesto NRC RiUs 2010 

4~6;UUTR'SR:'4~5:;~tPtimary Coolant,Ccmditions:~ldbes.not,h~v~':~coHesponding,' 
~C9'fQrcoolantacti~it'l .. ' . ..' .... . '. . ,"'" '.. . . 

Add~es~ed .. 
, . ~ '. .' 

··5. ANSi1A~S'15;ri2001'S~dj9n i.2,2; ,io,niat,.· '<lCO(Tlm~~~~ih.: .. the:aSiSffpr;iaE!S ....•.. 
',. the, backgroun~'~r,reas()"for'thec choic~"c)fspecific~tion(s);.9ff'efer~l'lc~s;ai'particular . 

porti<>&:, of':the),Safetv:Af1~lysis·'~eport~Ii;¥H~·bas~s.;I,i~tect""~j6lAtlack:~~:~cZificr~ference· 
"~n(f nee~ CicJaHiOnalinformatiQn: ' .. ,.... .. ..". . . 

'<'5;1 UUTRT~:2~2;!/Urniting~afeWS,Y!i~em,:s~tiit1g~;~/Qasi!i'lemperature limit6f"·.· 
'S09 °c does not match SARTable4;6;;2~ .. . . .. 

,5~2 UUTRTS'3~1/IINormaVO'J;en1tiont, Basis' hasj,rifQ:rrriati9n'th~t:htJ~ h9t been:' 
establishedbythe.sAR6(otheN:efererice; - .,. ..," . ... .. . .. 

S~3:UtJrR'TSi2~/~Readivity,limttatiO,ns/' Ba~i~jori~e~~,(i),(:ZltJnd {S)'do not·. ' 
hav,ean:expJ:anatiQn:or SAR; refer,erj(:E!.for .th~;reaCti"it'l w.9ri~;;andJh~~asis for' . 
item(4)do~snofindudedata forall.componentsofthe'excess reactivity:. 
evaluatiorri'ndudin'gcontr:ol rod ''''I()rt h, . nor. d'emo,nstrate hov/thisvalue was 
·evahJ~tea~. . .... ," ." .' .'. .... . . .'. '.' . ...... .' .. ,. . . '.' . . . 

.'. ': .. ' " ". ". . ". 

1\hiSSetti6nsTtJtie:hi,dl~nged'i~carre~p.ond·~o:~NSi-1S.i~~QQ1':U~n:R,'TS.3~2·. 
ReactorControlandSafetYSvstem.TheB~sis:iri,UujRfs.a.2~1]s::revised;~o' 
a~dressihre~;~pecifi(~tion'ite,ms:: . ..' ....... . . 

S.4UUTFtTS 3.3.i;"~scrtJmTime/¥B~sisc'()ntainSttondusi()n,t~at:haven~theen 
establishedby.theSAR;6,.,otherr:~fererlci'L .' ", . . . ' .... '.. .. . .. ' .. 'U, 
, , '. . ';' :., .. : '.":' "'. , . \' . ' . ;? ~ .. :. . . :. ,.:, ,': ~ '. " .. : 

· ......... .: .... , .... /. 
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5.5 UUTR TS 3.3.2, -"ýReaictor Control System,'" basis does not address all

channels.

The IiUTR TS-sections are enumbered to e oleow the ANSI ormat, The UVT STs.

3.2.2nowadreTSsestheLCO oreact o measurigcaneThBasi

5 .6 UUTR TS 3.3.3,"Reactorsafety System;," Basis sc ram setpoit of:120% of

full power does not match the UUTE SAR setpoint of 110%.

revised a ccord in~gly.

[Bas;s: the scram, setpoint •f c! -20% ho ful powers remo ed].-

5.7 UUTR TS 3.5,hEngineered safety Feature' Ventilation• System," Basis:does[

not discuss all:modes-of operation.'.

5.8 UUTR TS 3.8, "Primary Coolant Condition," Basis does hot provide the basis
ýfor' the numerical values.cited.•

The UUT.TS sectioTs r enmbe a toefeolowUthe RA •i-; a UUTR Te Cf c s
n ' Ur TS:3.3. Basi s revised ,cades h URTS33sifcto

5.9UUTR SR 4.2, "Safety ~imit-Fuel Element tTemperature," Basis does not-

address.the items (I):through (3) in the SR4.

This is z.bw ac",d6e e id- in .t e .UT RTS 4"1 8-sis';

5AD0 UUTR.SR.i4.5J "Primary Coo olant Conditions," 'Basis Aoes not0provide the
basis for the numerical value cited.

This-is now addressdi nhe UUTR TIS 4s•2: Baasis.

. ; 
T 

. . 

lOokwUU'rR,-, TS: 
. . 

Respon.sesto NRC RA:fs ..... . 2010 . 
'. ... .. .' . . . 

.' '.' 

. ,," ",', ',. : . . . 

S:S:UVTRTS 3;3:.2~,'i,Re~'~OrCo01:rol 'Syst'em>' bf3sisd~e~hot'addressall' 
·,~"""'~":""I'" . ' ....... , .. . . ""... '.' ., .... ; ....... , ..... ,' ... , " 
cflanne s; 
,", . .... . . .', 

. . . . .' 

The:t.UJTR Tssedjonsarereriumber~d tofoUowthEtANSi format;ThethJfRT~;:. 
3;2:2now,a~cjres~~~;th~JCO fgrreactor .measuring,.;harmels;,1'6e Basis'is" 
rev~$ed a(C6rdin~IV,;,.;.- . .' .". . .... ....... ... .. . 

. S.6'OUTRTS33.3{UR~actor,safety.Systern,1t ,Basis'~cral1lset:PO;irltofi'26%'<Of."········ 
full power doesnot:niatchtheUUTE:SARsetpofntofll0%~,' .'. . . . . 

. ' ,,'.. .. ," " ", . ......." 

. . . 

·:~.TUUTRts 3.S~,~~Engineered safetYFeClture':-VeritiICltiOf'fSYst~m/'BaSjSdOe~" 
riot discussanrnodesof.()peration~ .... .. . .... . ' . 

S~8' UUTR TS 3:8,"priPta;,y Co()lal'lt Condition,IIBasisdoe~.ri()tpr()vide thebas.ls 
for ~he'numerkal, vaI4es,dted~, .. .' ." 

. '. 

se(tm~'s 1im;~.rer!umbered ttlfo'lIowtfi~,:A~JSi;theUUTR tS3.S.is 
J3C!sis'iS:rev!Sedt6ad~~~ssJh~hUTR1:S~~:fspetiflcati'()n~:· .. '. 

. . 

S~9:UUTRSR4.2tUsafety limit-Fuel .. Element;Temper~tu;e>}:BaSisdoe~,nof 
~d.d~e~sthe items (1)througtr(3)irt .theS~.'·· ... ' . 

. ' . , ': '. Y, . "," :., .. 

. . . ' . . 

lhis·is~now·addressed:lil;ttie·UUiR'TS.4~iBasis ••• ·· . . . . ," - "", ::'.: .",.. ... . .. ~ .. ,' " .. .. . . 

: . . . -', ,"' . .. . .. 

'S~lO UUTRSR '4.51"Pti~arv· CQo'lant(;Onditio,,~,"'BaSis,~o~snotllrovicle,the 
'basis,'for thenume~ital:\lalue;dted":" .. ..... ... ..,.. ',' .. 

:ThiS·.is'·now ·addr~S$ed. inth'e.'UUTR;'TS··4~~2.·Ba'siS.,'.'··· 
. .. ~,' ," ... ,..... ; .. ,' ",.; - ,", ',: .: ," , ';,' .. . ':".~. ~ . 

\ 
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5.11 UUTR DF 5.5, "Fuel Storage," Basis but does not provideithe basis (e.g.
NUREG-1537)...

Th .-drssdn . .. . .S •.4

5.12, UUTRDF S.7, "Reactor Pool Water System," Basis,indicates a power level
Up6to2700 kW without a:reference to a suppoing an aysis..

This~g ýs address," ini eesT 'S5

6. ANSI/ANS-15.1-2007,;Section 5.0, "Design Features," provides information,
identified below, regarding content and format that was not found in the UUTR TSs. I
Please provide additional detail.,."

6.1 ANSI/ANS-15. 1-2007, Sectioh 5.:1,"Site and Facility Description,"
recommendsa agneral Idescription of the site and of the: facility

6.2 ANSI/ANS-15.142007, Section 5.3, "Reactor Core-and Fuel,: recommends
providinga:description of: lj)the normal core configuration; 2) core
parameters;.3) conditions lfor operatiorn of the reactor With damagedor leaking
fuel elements; and 4) fuel burnup limits ".

Addressed in the UUTRTS 53.1.

7. ANSI/ANS.-1s1-2007, Section 6, Administrative Controls,' provides information
regarding contentand format. UI.JTR TSdifferences are notedbelow. Please provide
additional information".z..

7:1 ANSt-15.1-2007, Section 6.2.2. "Charteir'and Rules" recommendations~are:
listed as 'Operation" in UUTR TS.Section 6.2.3.

Addressed in t e ~ IR TS .~'.3.

. . . .', . 
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"":"",5:11UUTR OF'5.5/,IiFueIStorage/"8~;sliDutdoesnotproviQ€d:he'basis(e.g~ '.' 
" 'j\JURE~::1~37)~ , , ,"" " , " ," , ,', 

. . . . .. . 

',1:hi~!i~f-~~dr~S~ed'irftheU(nRl·S5.4 .• , ," 

'", ":". 
,.:." 

,'5.12,UWTROF' 5.1, UReactorPo()1 Water~ysterri/'u Basi~Jn~icates.ap9W~il~"el" 
, uP',~o27,o6RVVWitbpl:lt ,a,r~feren~e,to,.i.~up'p:6rtin~,a~~I,ysist "," "" "", 

6.ANSI/Ar\lS~lS.,1,:2907,;~ection:.s~O; ttr:)~sJgn'Featu.res/"provldes infQrm~ti6n;, " 
identifie~ below;' regardingconfent 'C:l~d.f()tmatth~fwasn·ot fo~ndinthe WUTRT$~~,:" 
Plea~eprc.>yi~eadd'itionaldetail.. ,,' ',,; 

'. . . 

:~~J'ANSI/ANS~15.V2007, Sectidhs;t:"iSiieait{j, Facility,Description"I' 
';reC:9mme!ld,s~:g~r'leraldescriptioh()ft~~site~nd.of thefacillty.;, . , , 

'"' ... .... . ... . ..... "' '-" . ,":,,' 

. ~ .... .". . 

6~2ANSI/ANS;'lS.1-2007,Secti6ns.3,UReactorC~reandFuel/"reconime!nds 
,provicling~.<;fe;c;riptiono,f:llthenorm~I~~'reco.nfigLiratiOr;t;,2)c()r~ ." , . 

.. , par~01.eters;:. 3)conditi~ns. forope'ratic)n~ott~'e,r~'actorwj1:h:'damaged·.or'leaking:i .:. 
fue'reie01ents;ancl4),fuel burriuplirnit~;: . . '. 

. .. ·1.· ~NSI/J>,N~ i5~i'200", .SectiO~6':Ad\1)ioistr"ti~.; Cc)"trols;" p.ovid~~ .i~f~rm~ti~~ 
rega'rding c:ontent~ndformat;ClUT:RTS,differerices are noted ' below.' PI~as~~prrivlde',' .' 
additional informati~n> ...... '. . . ., . . . '.' '. . .. . 
, ., , ....... ' .. ' ".'"'" ... :.... .... ,: ... . 

'7:'1ANS'J71S~1':20.Qt Sectiqr):6.2:Z,'''Charterand' Rul~S'1 reco01rrieoda'tions,are, 
'liste(tasIlOperation~Jin UUTRTSSection 6;2~3~ '.' . . . ." ..... , .. 
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7.2 ANSI-l5.1-2007, Section' 6.2.3, "Review Function,". of ANSI-15.:1-2007, item
(5s)and (8) are not identified in the UUTRTS Section 6.2.4 .

7.3ANS14 S.112007, Section 6.2.4, :"Audit Function," recbo mmends'an
:administrative controol that :establishes: the retrainingand a requalification
program for the o'peratiing staff (at least once everyo:ther calernda~ryear}); thed...
interval between audits (not exceed 30omonths) the resultdof actions taken to.

• correct those 'deficiencies that may, occcur in the reactor facility equipment,
=Systems, Structures, or methods:of operations that affect reactorsafety (at
least once: per calendar year); and the reactor facility."emergency plan and
implem'enting procedures (at least once every other calendar year).These

recommendations are not found intheUUTR TSs.

Addese in tt, UUT T" 62.4

7.4 ANS-15.1-2007, Section 6.4. "'Procedures," recommends Oprocedures for
items (1 through (8). Items (2) and (4) through (8) could not be identified in
the UUTR TSs.:

Addressed inhthe UUTi T. .4.

.5 ANSI-ý1S.1,200"7, Setion 6.'5S.. Experinient Review aniid Approval,"
recommends items (1) and: (2) that are not :described in UUTR TS 6.5.

Addres ed in, the UU R TS .5.

7.6 AN It215.111007.;Section 6.6, "Required Action, recommendsnactions 6.6.1
7.6 AN I16 ".r co r.en " a to.i§,. .

for.violations of safety limits and6.6.'2 other violations that ar•enot of safety
limits. UUTRTS, Secion:6.61,ldoe-s not fully implement Section 6,6.61 a'ndno,
corresponding section was identified for section 6.6.2-

A e n h . R S. . . nd .. ' =. .2. .. - . ." ... ::.. .. :

7.7 ANSI-15.1-2007, Section 6.7i:"Report," provides recommendations for

reporting activities., The UUTR TS Section 6.7, Reports d'eparts significantly/
friom those recommendations . :

. , . " . .. .. . .. 
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.. " ", ,', : ':,' " . . .. 

-1.iANSI.15;1.,;l001~Sectiorl.6;2;3, "Review Functi()n~"of'ANS'I':1~ .. l:'200i,item'· 
,(!i) and (8) ar~no~.id~r)t;fi.ed·inthe UlJTRTS,S~ction 6:ZA.,'· ..... .. .. 

" . ,'- ":'.. ., . . . ' .. '~. .' . '. '..., . '-. .. ,...,' 
" .!' 

:' >:: '. ,'," ",;. : .:;; ,"~." ,,-" ". . .' :,:,:i. . .... :- " 

;7~·3';A~SI~1·5~·l·~~Q07>SeCt,on::6-~~~.~4/.<~A·u~it .. f..un~lon~~~;r~cQ.m.m~~(j'~~'~:rt: '.·.·,'·ll· .. ·.·' .. ·. 

·.~cJrniriis~ra~ive c~ntr9rthat:~~~abi'i~hes:th~r~~rail')ing.~Q~'.rE!qlla!ifi~<!tiOr).. .'. 

,'program for the()per~liihgstaff·(atleastonce·ev¢rYoth~rc~len'daryear:);·fHe:'·.· 
in~~rv~lbetween~ud.its'(nQf~~~e.~d'30,months)·~.h.~ .. ~E!5dltpf'(Jct.ionstaken;to'···· 
;cQr.re~ftho5e:deflCieticiesthat.m1ilY· O(;C~r in t:he:r~actorJ~cili1YI~quiprn~nt, .. "" 
'systEm,s,~tructuresl or rnE!th~as;of o'pe:rati<?ns,~hat affect~eaCtOrsafety(at 
least onie··p~rcatendaryear);aHdth~ reactorfacilitY,emergenq. pl~,n:and '. 
'implemen'ting'procedU'l:es'(at:least~ncee\lery()theftalendary~arl.These'; .... 
;recommendations~are'nbifC)lmdiri,the,UUTRT:Ss~:' .",., .,'.' 
~ • .' " '-'. • ,.,," , , ,,:.. <. '.', ., • < .' • - ~. • ",.. - •••• 

1~4:~~S,I~15.~.~Z9Q7:lsection··6.4/'II~roce~,u:reslure(;omm~~~,s~P~t~,c!d~resfOr. 
i~f?rl\s;(l). through(8}.,ltems(~),a.nd(4rthroUgh(8) co~I,c,t"h(jt~eidEmtified i~' 
·the;UUTRTSs~: ' .' ','" " . . , . '. 

. .. . ... 

•. J.5ANSI~i5.1 ~i007, Se~i()~·6:S/:.'{Experim~r:it;Re~i~w .~ndA~pr,t>val," 
recommends item~. (!) ~nd(21that are.notdescribectin'lJUTRTS 6.5~, . 

.. ," ," . .. . . 

. ' 7.6ANSI"15.1"2007~se~i~h·6:61'uR~~Uir.~d.ActiCJntrecOmrri~nd·~;,a'ttion~:6~6.1 ". 
,f()rlvlol'ations of safefylimits c:t.,cf6;6·"2 othe'rviol~'~irinst"a~arenot:qfsafefv 
lim.its~ UUTRTS~S~Ction'6~6.1ldoes:notf~lly:impleme,ntSectiqri'6.6.lan·ditiO·· 

. corresporiding section 'was Identified foi·secti()n6~6.2~· ."'. .' .... . 
.,.,.' ,~. '", ''', .... ~ ".... .,,", ,~,,::·~r.: .. :" ,. '0_ ," :. ,"" ," ._ ..... , :.v ..... , .. ".< 

?pAt-jSiC 15';'~Q~7; ~ectiOI1 ~.l'~R;PQrt/.prO'ide~. f~!>rn!'\~ilJ~tlq'ns. for .. 
r~pcJrting,activities .. The'l:JUTR't$Section6.7,Repori~·gep~'rts:~'igiji~caritly" 

" frc>nl'thcis'e recommendations,' .. . ." . . ." , 
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Addre sed in.the UUTR7TS 67.1:

7.8 ANSi-15.1-2007,' Section 6.8, "'Records,' provides recommendations for
record retention. The UUTR TS Section 6.89'Records :does not implement the full

content or structure of those recommendations:

7.8.1,S5it6on 6.8.2 of the guidance recommends anad'ministrative

control'that retraining and requalification records for.ioperators be
retained::for ;at least: onecertification cycle and be maintainediat all.

times while individual 'is employed, or.until.thecerification is renewed.-e

Per 10.CFR 55.55(a) this per.iod is 6.y'ears,

Add r;•sed h•.I e •UUTr 6~2

7.9 ULUTR;Section 6.9,' ý"Quality Assurances," refers to an outdated.standard

(ANSI.402).

This section was removedla

"" ," :. , 

'100J<WUUTR ,..T5: Respol1$f!S'toNRC RAI$ .. 2010: 
. . . 

7 ;8ANSi~i5~1"20'()7;Section 6.8,i'ReCords/',pro.Vi'des,recorifmehdatioris ·f~r" : 
re,cord fete~tion. Th~,l.Jf.JTRTSSection 6.gR~cords'does Qci1::'impl,em~n't~~efuU 
. ~ontent()fstrudureof:thoserecommendations';',' ....... '" . . .. 

" . ~., .• . •... ... ,.. ' . I • ...., ..•.. 

.. ··7.8.1.·~edi~m.6.8:2·ofthe·gUidanCerecom'men~sanadrrijr'listr~tive 
c;ontrolthat ret~(!linlrig an~ requaliflcationrecordsforioper~~()r:~,b~ . 

... . retain¢dftjr.'at,le'clst6necei"tificationcyCle:and bemaintaine~,iatalr· ••.. 
'times while'in~ivicluaHsemployed 9r,untitthecertific~tionis' ren~weq.", ., 
Pf!f 10CFR 55~55(a)thispei:iodls:6,Y:ears;' .... .. 

7 :9UUTRsedio~~~~J~/QUalitYAssutances,lI,refers to an ,~u~dated,standard . 
(ANSI,402); ..' .. . . .. . . ..... . 




